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INTEROIPICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION OF LEGAL SERVICES IASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
‘Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Paula Stone
Lisa P. Taylor

FROM: GlorigYQ%Léerry
Paralegal

DATE: April 18, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached is are (3) news article from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated April 15 & 17, 1994.
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The New York Times

April 17, 1994, Sunday, Late Edition - Final

SECTION: Section 1; Page 18; Column 3; National Desk

LENGTH: 1601 words

HEADLINE: Clintons' Co—Investor in Whitewater Rides a Crest

BYLINE: By NEIL A. LENISwith ANNE FARRIS

BODY
While Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton may consider the furor caused by their

investment in the whitewater Development Company 12 years ago depressing, for
James B. McDougal, their partner in the real estate venture, it has suddenly
become utterly rejuvenating.

Somemonths ago, Mr. McDougal was lamenting with friends and interviewers
about his miserable life, which he said would soon be ended by an assortment of
medical problems. But these days, he is running for Congress.

His platform? It's not quite clear, but it has something to do with
whitewater. And the Clintons' innocence. And Republican abuse of Congressional
power. And most certainly with the right of James B. McDougal to be in the
public spotlight he was pushed out of years ago.

"I had sort of lost interest in everything," Mr. McDougal said when he filed
to run for Congress. "And then all of this just came along, and everybody
started pounding on my head."

Paths That Diverged

The difference in the fortunes over the last 20 years of Bill Clinton and
Jim McDougal, both once eager young political players in Arkansas. could not be
starker.

Bill Clinton enters a room to "Ruffles and Flourishes“ and riveted attention.
Until Whitewater became a headline word, Mr. McDougal, bankrupt, divorced and on
medication for manic-depressive illness, found admiration only from the
waitresses at Western Sizzlin‘, an inexpensive steak-and-salad bar restaurant in
the small college town of Arkadelphia where he takes two meals every day.

But while Mr. Clinton waits for Whitewater to go away, Mr. McDougal is now
seeking to ride it back from obscurity.

He had a fine time announcing recently that he was selling off plots of
genuine Whitewater dirt for $19.95 complete with certificate. He announced his
candidacy for Congress on the steps of the Arkansas Capitol last month by
telling reporters they were a bunch of scoundrels and fools. And on Tuesday, Mr.

£_EXlS'-I:lEC)(lS'iI§I§l§
LEX|S'-NEX|S‘iIéI=-‘.34 LEX|S'-NEXISMI
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. McDougal held another news conference to offer 2,000 pages of Whitewater
documents -- to those news organizations willing to buy them at 50 cents a page,

“ proceeds to go to his legal defense fund.
.i ,

1 A
-‘
r

New Kind of Role

But the role of scrappy and voluble defender of the Clintons is a fairly new
one for Mr. McDougal. In a February interview, he had little to say about the
Whitewater Development Company, which was supposed to develop vacation homes in
the Ozarks along the White River. He was similarly reticent when it came to the
affairs of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, an institution he
owned until the Federal Government closed it at a cost to taxpayers of about $69
million.

Back then, he became expansive only when the conversation turned to his
personal misfortunes. "Any story about me should begin by saying, ‘The greatest
has fallen,‘ " he said. "The prophet Job can't compare to me, because he didn't
have it nearly so bad. One thing after another has happened to me."

Whitewater critics, like Representative Jim Leach, Republican of Iowa, have
called the venture a plot to skim federally insured deposits out of Madison, and
investigators have detailed the transfer of thousands of dollars from the bank
and other McDougal-owned companies into Whitewater's account. A special
prosecutor is now looking into the accusations.

But in Mr. McDougal's telling, Whitewater was simply the result of his
admirable tendencies to be generous, tendencies that he said have been bred over
generations of the McDougal clan in Scotland.

A Patronage Seeker

James Bert McDougal was born Aug. 25, 1940, in Bradford, Ark., the only
child of a local merchant family that owned two groceries, a feed store. a
furniture store and a fruit orchard.

He began attending the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville, but quickly
became preoccupied with Democratic Party politics (Franklin D. Roosevelt was his
hero) and dropped out. He was elected a state committeeman at age 29 and began
the life of a seeker of patronage posts.

He first met Bill Clinton in 1968, when they both worked for Senator J.
William Fulbright. In 1975 Mr. McDougal taught political science at Ouachita
Baptist University in Arkadelphia while earning his own college diploma and a
master's degree. In the process, he married a 22-year-old student of his who
would later be featured on horseback in television commercials promoting
Whitewater. The couple later divorced, and his ex-wife, Susan McDougal, has
legal troubles of her own, having been charged with embezzling from Zubin Mehta

2
1 when she was his bookkeeper.

7 The Fulbright connection not only brought Mr. McDougal and Mr. Clinton
together, but also linked Mr. McDougal's two passions -- politics and real
estate. Political associates and bankers around Arkansas have described how in
the 1970's Mr. McDougal embarked on a series of real estate deals with Mr.
Fulbright. When he brought Mr. Clinton into the 1978 land purchase that later

y=.x|'§‘-‘1r;|'E(;>§|sfe;:=
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became Whitewater Development, they assumed that it
McDougal trying to make some money for a politician

Amusement without Respect?
Some who knew Mr. McDougal and Mr. Clinton back

relationship as an odd and not a particularly close
on campaigns both for Mr. Clinton and Mr. Fulbright

was another example of Mr.
on the rise.

then describe the
one. One person who worked
said Mr. Clinton valued Mr.

McDougal's store of local political knowledge and got a kick out of his
Roosevelt imitations, but did not have a great deal of respect for him.

Mr. McDougal, in turn, can quickly veer from praise of Mr. Clinton to
scornful stories about his youthful ineptitude. He recalled the day Mr. Clinton
was driving Mr. Fulbright through a blistering Arkansas afternoon with the
windows open and the air-conditioning on, wondering
dripping wet.

why the windshield was

"Here were two Rhodes scholars and they didn't know what condensation was,"
Mr. McDougal scoffed in a recent interview. "I don't consider these people
great. I don't know anyone as bright as I am."

Mr. McDougal acknowledges his arrogant streak, which some call his downfall.
John Haley, the lawyer for the current Arkansas Governor, Jim Guy Tucker, who
was involved in a series of deals with Mr. McDougal, said Mr. McDougal believed
in himself "to an incredible degree" and was tremendously believable until his
finances fell apart.

Dislike Is Evident

If it is difficult to gauge Mr. McDougal's views of the President, it is a
simple task to figure out how he feels about Mrs. Clinton.

He criticized the First Lady in starkly unkind terms about her appearance,
her intellect and her personality. What underlies his evident dislike of Mrs.
Clinton is unclear, but he offered a clue when he spoke of "a cultural barrier"
between them, suggesting that like a few of Bill Clinton's other Arkansas
friends, he resented the bride imported from Yale.

However they felt about each other, Mr. McDougal and the Clintons worked
together, incorporating their Ozarks investment as Whitewater Development in
1979. In 1980, Governor Clinton appointed him to several minor state posts.

In the next few years, things began to go bad for Jim McDougal. He ran an
unsuccessful race for Congress in 1982, during which he offered himself as a
small—scale F.D.R. At the time, interest rates were soaring, a fact that had
already begun to devastate the Whitewater venture, and Mr. McDougal gave
speeches warning that the only thing Arkansans had to fear was fear itself.
After his defeat, he accustomed himself to the idea that his role was not as an
elected official but as a maker of deals with political figures.

The New Jim

In 1986, the Federal Government seized Madison,
mismanagement charges in 1989. He was acquitted the
near seclusion, living on a disability pension in a

|s_EXIS'-
LEX|S'-NEXlS'%I%I=:.i4 LEXIS‘-NEXIS 5

and he was indicted on
following year and went into
trailer on land owned by
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"Our view is he
official said. "He
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is not quite sure what to make of
source of much of the information

the new Jim McDougal, since
about Whitewater and until
of the President's account.

is not anyone we have any control over," one white House
‘s a rather unpredictable force. He's neither friend nor
he's someone who has to be treated carefully. You can't rely
t build a strategy around what he's going to do.‘

He's not a fool. He has an interesting strategic sense; where our interests
and his interests intersect, he's helpful," the official said. "Where they
diverge, he's not.

For instance, the documents Mr. McDougal released last week, which he said
would clear the Clintons, have instead produced a series of articles saying they
show inconsistencies in the Administration's account.

Mr. McDougal is also resolute in his recollection of an incident that Mr.
Clinton has said never happened. He said that sometime in the late summerof
1994, Governor Clinton jogged by his office at Madison Guaranty early in the
morning and urged him to give some legal business to Mrs. Clinton, who was then
a partner in the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock.

Mr. McDougal said he remembered the event clearly because it had stuck in his
mind how he did not like the way Mr. Clinton. still hot from his morning run,
was sweating on his new leather chair.

He said that Mr. Clinton did not explicitly ask him to hire his wife but that
the idea just evolved out of a conversation. "I considered it that I was giving
a friend's wife work," Mr. McDougal said. "I didn't need any favor from him.
That was the last time I saw him."

GRAPHIC: Photo: James McDougal, the former investment partner of Bill and
Hillary RodhamClinton, is using his real estate ventures to regain the
spotlight. In the office of his lawyer in Little Rock, Ark., he offered to sell
sets of whitewater Development documents to news organizations for $1,000 each.
(Associated Press)

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD—DATE—MDC:April 17, 1994
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Copyright 1994 News World Communications, Inc.
The Washington Times

April 17, 1994, Sunday, Final Edition

SECTION; Part A; NATION; Pg. A4

LENGTH: 769 words

HEADLINE: Bentsen doubts health-reform inflation

BYLINE: Joyce Price; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen denies health care reform will cause
inflation, even though President Clinton has recommendedthat business owners
raise prices to offset the costs they would incur by having to provide employees
with health insurance.

At a town hall meeting two weeks ago in Kansas City, Kan., Herman Cain,
chief executive officer of Godfather's Pizza, asked Mr. Clinton what he's
supposed to tell employees who will lose their jobs as a result of requirements
in the administration's health care bill that employers provide health insurance
for their workers.

The president suggested that pizza dealers raise their prices 2 percent.

Interviewed yesterday on CNN's "Evans and Novak," Mr. Bentsen said he
foresees no inflationary impact from small price increases that might be charged
by business people trying to compensate for higher labor costs linked to health
care reform.

The reason? He said medical expenses of those without health insurance are
"being paid for already" through higher hospital rates, doctors’ fees and taxes.

"As it now stands, the taxpayers or the individuals that have health
insurance will see their costs go up . . . so it's a question of leavening it
and seeing that the sacrifices are equally borne."

As for overall inflationary trends, Mr. Bentsen said, "I would say that
what you're looking at is very moderate inflation that has been well-contained
up to this point."

His comments came one day after Laura Tyson, chairman of the Council of
Economic Advisers, said she sees no inflationary threat at this time.

Mr. Bentsen also was asked about the Federal Reserve Board's two recent
quarter-point increases in the federal funds rate - the rate banks charge each
other for overnight loans - and whether more are likely before the year is up.

LEXlS'-I\|EXlS'iI€-‘§'§'- LEXIS'-NEXIS'€§?§ LEXlS'-NEXISfl ll
ServicesofMeadDataCentral.Inc.
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"I would say that in our own projections, we were forecasting approximately
a 4 percent rate by the end of the year." or an additional one-half percent

increase in the short-term rate, he said.

That was the administration's forecast "as of last year," he said. "Now
what the Fed does. I quit trying to predict that.“

Mr. Bentsen denied there is any tension between the administration and the
Fed. an independent agency, over recent increases in short-term interest rates.

"I would say that there's not tension there. . . . I think we share the
objective of seeking long-term sustained growth at low inflation," he said.

He also denied that recent drops in the stock and bond markets were
triggered by the higher income taxes that 1.2 percent of the wealthiest
Americans are now assessed.

For those already unhappy with higher taxes, Mr. Bentsen raised the specter
of more. In addition to concerns about funding health care and welfare reform,
he noted that funding must be found to make up for A $13 billion loss in tariff
revenues, which will occur if the new General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade is
implemented.

"well, it's going to be extremely difficult to do it." he said. "But for
us, as the leading trade nation, who helped lead the fight to bring about GATT,
not to put it into effect would be a serious mistake. So we will. . . . we'll
have to pay for it out of cuts in expenditures or increased taxes or both."

Mr. Bentsen also was
first lady Hillary Rodham

asked about published reports that Mr. Clinton and
Clinton have lost confidence in his deputy, Roger

Altman. Mr. Altman, who is acting head of the Resolution Trust Corp., created
a firestorm when he admitted to a Senate panel that he had briefed the White
House about the status of an RTC probe into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
and later changed his story about how many such meetings had occurred.

Madison was owned by the Clinton!‘ partner in the Whitewater real estate
venture.

Asked if Mr. Altman is in trouble with the first couple, Mr. Bentsen
replied: "Oh, I certainly don't think so. He's still very much involved in
health care reform. He's working on the Japanese [trade] situation, along with
the State Department and others, of course. . . . I see no problem."

Asked about published reports that Mr. Bentsen himself has lost confidence
in Mr. Altman, he said, "Not correct."

Mr. Bentsen also denied rumors that he plans to resign from government
service at the end of the year.

"Certainly not. I'm enjoying my work," he said. "This economy is moving
along. And I'm enjoying it. It's a great time to be secretary of the
Treasury."

GRAPHIC: Photo, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen waves during his address last
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month to a luncheon f or the Greater New York Savi
LANGUAGE; ENGLISH

ngs Bond Campaign. , By AP

LCAD~DA'I‘E—MDC:April 11', 1994
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Copyright 1994 The Washington Post
The Washington Post

April 15, 1994, Friday, Final Edition

SECTION; FIRST SECTION; PAGE A4

LENGTH: 397 words

HEADLINE: After Spring Recess, Leach Sees Need for ‘Respite’ on Whitewater

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Susan Schmidt, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa) said yesterday that he saw no need for Congress to

rush hearings into the Whitewater affair although he said he still believes they
are necessary.

In comments Wednesday at the meeting of the American society of Newspaper
Editors, Leach said a public "respite" on the issue might be in order. His
coment buoyed advisers to President Clinton, who believe such breathing room
will take the pressure off congressional Democrats to hold early, extended
hearings and produce low-profile ones, if that.
Leach, who is leading the Republican congressional investigation of the

issue, said yesterday he did not intend to suggest that hearings should not be
held, only that they need not be scheduled immediately.

"It doesn't really matter whether it's this month, next month or the
following month, but there still should be a hearing," Leach said yesterday.
But he and other Republicans have returned from their spring recess convinced

that voters do not want whitewater hearings to interrupt the rest of the work
before Congress.

Leach appeared to be suggesting a strategy counter to that put forth by
Senate Minority Leader Robert J. Dole (R-Kan.), who said over the weekend that
Congress should hold up legislation until dates for Whitewater hearings are set.

Leach said that he believes it might be better to have hearings after special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. releases a report on recent White House contacts
with regulatory officials investigating Whitewater and Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan. That report is scheduled for release sometime this spring.

Leach repeated his contention that the White House is prolonging_the
Whitewater ordeal by "dribbling" out information, rather than disclosing all the
facts about the real estate venture. The Clintons were joint owners of the land
investment with James B. Mcbougal, Madison's owner.

One Republican congressional source said yesterday that some House

LEXlS‘NEXlS'€-3-Iii; LEXIS"-NEXlS”€%3‘Li* LEXIS‘-NEXISM‘
ServucesofMeadDataCentral,Inc.
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Republicans, in particular, "took a little heat over the recess on pushing
Whitewater to the point of gridlock, and there is some sentiment to chill out a
little. see what happens before getting too upfront on it."

An adviser to Clinton said the White House detects an easing off by
Republicans that the president's supporters interpreted -- perhaps more in hope
than in reality -- as the heat of Whitewater significantly decreasing.

LANGUAGE; ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE—MDC:April 15, 1994
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INTEROFPICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION OF LEGAL EERVICEB WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Paula Stone
Lisa . Ta lor\/

PROM: Glori . erry
Paral gal

DATE: April 26, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are two (2) news article from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated April 25, 1994.
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HEADLINE: WHITE HOUSETO PUSH TOUGHERVIEW OF MCLARTY

BYLINE: By PAUL RICHTER, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Top Clinton Administration officials have mounted a quiet effort to counter

perceptions that Chief of Staff Thomas (Mack) McLarty lacks firm control over
the White House staff or necessary knowledge of some policy debates.

Worried that such views may reinforce Whitewater-fed perceptions of a White
House in disarray, aides are trying to show off McLarty's firm side, increase
his visibility and publicize support from his boyhood friend, President Clinton.

McLarty has always been more of a coordinator-in-chief than an autocratic
taskmaster, in keeping with his boss's preference. But some recent events,
including White House officials‘ response to the Whitewater controversy, have
suggested that the former utility company executive is simply not in the loop on
some key issues.

That, in turn, "reinforces this idea that the place has no focus," one White
House official said. With the White House now needing to summonall its
influence for looming fights on health care reform and other legislation,
"that's not good for the President," the official added.

Some White House allies on Capitol Hill say the matter points to a broader
issue of whether the White House's decentralized organization is best suited to
getting things done. They say that while the system may foster a free flow of
policy ideas, it often makes it impossible for outsiders to pin down definitive
Administration positions without talking to the President himself. Even
congressional committee chairmen have sometimes felt the need to try to call
Clinton, they say.

An outside adviser to the White House, saying aides have recently becomemore
concerned about the perception of organizational drift, predicted that the
effort to promote McLarty would be aggressive. Officials said these efforts have
already been under way for a number of weeks.

White House aides havebeen promoting news stories that portray McLarty as
asserting stronger control over staff operations. WhenMcLarty recently warned
staff members in blunt terms not to meddle in the Whitewater probe, aides made
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sure the exchange was publicized.
Another sign of the effort came during a photo session set up last Monday to

record a meeting of the National Security Council and the White House senior
staff. McLarty, who is seldom at the center of gatherings of senior foreign
affairs staff, was seated next to Secretary of State Warren Christopher.

Events of recent weeks have brought repeated suggestions that McLarty was
somewhat removed from White House deliberations.

When questions surfaced last month about contacts between some senior White
House staff members and the federal regulators overseeing Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan, the failed thrift at the center of the Whitewater case, McLarty
turned out to be uninvolved. And he was not among the parade of top aides
subpoenaed to talk to a federal grand jury about the conversations.

Arguably, this reflected well on McLarty. But it also suggested that he was
at a certain distance from one of the White House's primary preoccupations. some
white House aides acknowledge.

Somewhat the same impression was created by disclosures that about a third of
White House aides had so far failed to arrange permanent White House passes, and
that many had not received security clearances for access to secret information.

Though not a major issue, McLarty had sent letters to some inquiring
lawmakers over the previous half-year assuring them that efforts to complete the
work were on time and following procedures.

The incident suggested that McLarty had been unaware of a bottleneck in the
White House counsel's office.

McLarty, unfailingly courteous and well-liked by the White House staff, has
said from the beginning that his role is not to direct policy-making but to make
sure that he knows of key events and to keep the process running smoothly.

He has had a special role as chief White House emissary to corporate leaders
and some senior members of Congress, especially conservative Democrats. He
provides Clinton the benefit of his counsel, which last summer included a
recommendation that David Gergen be hired to help lift the White House from the
doldrums of its first rocky months in office.

Philip Lader. a deputy White House chief of staff, said that under McLarty‘s
leadership, the White House has adopted a non-hierarchical management style that
many businesses, such as software giant Microsoft Corp., have found to be the
best way of coping with their fast-changing markets.

One White House adviser said that Harold M. Ickes, a deputy White House chief
of staff, has begun helping McLarty run a more assertive comand.

But others disputed this, insisting that there had been no operational change
and that McLarty is doing precisely as the President wishes.

The issue of the chief of staff's management has caused a division among
White House aides. Several ventured the view that Clinton may sooner or later
feel the need to bring in a different kind of chief. But many others doubted the
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President would consider such a move.
In any event, several agreed that the chances of any change would remain low

during the course of the Whitewater matter because an ouster could be read by
outsiders as an indication that the troubles were taking a heavy toll on the
White House.

Someofficials say the problem is complicated by McLarty's reluctance to take
credit for what he does accomplish, a habit that tends to place him in the
background.

SomeWhite House advisers say the Administration's accomplishments show the
issue of organization is irrelevant in any case.

"George Bush had a very tightly disciplined, well-ordered White House," said
Paul Begala. a political consultant and White House adviser. But. on domestic
affairs, at least, "he didn't do anything."

GRAPHIC: Photo, Thomas (Mack) McLarty. Los Angeles Times
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HEADLINE: Fiske homes in on loan ;
Could provide link to Clinton
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BODY

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - Investigators in the Whitewater—Madison affair have
targeted an $825,000 loan from Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association
as part of a suspected scheme to guarantee a questionable government-backed loan
linked to President Clinton.

Madison, owned by longtime Clinton business partner James B. McDougal,
approved the loan in 1986 for a partnership controlled by ex-Little Rock
municipal Judge David L. Hale ~ at the same time Hale was giving Mr.
McDougal's wife a $300,000 Small Business Administration—guaranteed loan,
according to investigators.

The loan was deposited in an account at Madison. Later, $110,000 of it was
transferred to the Whitewater Development Corp., a northern Arkansas real estate
venture jointly owned by Mr. Clinton, Mr. McDougal and their wives, and was
used to purchase property.

Hale, who pleaded guilty last month to two counts of fraud in a case
involving unrelated SBA-approved loans, has agreed to testify for Special
Counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. in the Whitewater-Madison probe. He has said Mr.
Clinton and Mr. McDougal pressured him for the SBA-backed loan during meetings
in February and March 1986.

The loan to Mrs. McDougal was made on April 3, 1986. Records show the
Madison loan to Hale was first discussed in February 1986 and formally approved
on March 3, 1966.

Investigators said if it can be shown the $825,000 Madison loan was intended
to provide capital for Hale's lending company to facilitate the SBA-backed loan
to Susan H. McDougal, it would go "a long way" toward corroborating Hale's
claim that he was pressured for the money.

"The purpose of the Madison loan was quite obviously to provide working
capital to Hale's company," said one federal investigator who has reviewed
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Madison's loan records. "It was a classic case of replenishing the well,
precisely at a time the well needed to be replenished "

Neither loan was repaid. and both later became taxpayer debts when Madison
failed in 1989 at a cost to the government of $50 million.

Mr. McDougal, who was removed by federal banking regulators from his
chairmanship at Madison in the summer of 1986 but remained as the owner, has
denied any wrongdoing. He has described accusations by Hale that he pressured
the former judge for a loan as "ridiculous" and has told reporters he never met
with Hale to discuss any loan to his wife.

Mrs. McDougal has said she does not recall the loan.

Mr. Clinton has said he and his wife did nothing wrong with regard to
Madison or Whitewater. He said they were "Passive investors" in the Whitewater
partnership and had no knowledge or information about Mr. McDougal's dealings
with the S&L. The president also has said he did not "recall" any meeting with
Hale about an SBA-backed loan for Mrs. McDougal.

Investigators said the $825,000 loan - to a Hale-controlled partnership
called Southern Foods Inc. to fund property purchases - appears to have been
structured to give Hale sufficient operating capital to convince SBA officials
that a lending company he owned, Capital-Management Services Inc., was solvent.

Capital-Management was licensed by the SBA in September 1978 as a
specialized small-business-investment firm, giving it access to
government—backed loans for "disadvantaged small businesses."

A solvency determination for Capital-Management by the SBA in 1986 enabled
Hale to make the SBA-backed loan to Mrs. McDougal, investigators said. The
money was to be used for an advertising firm wholly owned by Mrs. McDougal and
known as Master Marketing Inc.

The government-guaranteed loan to Mrs. McDougal came at a time she and her
husband were reporting assets of $3 million. In a Jan. 27, 1986, financial
statement, the McDougals claimed stock assets of $1.95 million, a home in Little
Rock valued at $400,000, "automobiles and personal property" worth $70,000 and
other partnerships and property.

At the time of the $825,000 loan, records show Capital-Management had
insufficient funds to convince the SBA it should guarantee any additional loans
by the company. Records show the firm was in need of an infusion of cash in
order for the government to make available about $1 million in guaranteed loan
revenue.

Hale, who has been unavailable for comment since a plea agreement he signed
with Mr. Fiske last month, told The Washington Times earlier this year that
because Capital-Management had insufficient funds to make SBA-guaranteed loans,
he and Mr. McDougal worked out a loan agreement to guarantee government
backing.

He said Mr. McDougal arranged for the $825,000 loan through Southern Foods,
a Little Rock company that Hale controlled. However, details of this phase of
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the loan arrangement are unclear.

The loan, according to Hale,
i: was listed as cash-on-hand to persuade the SBA to authorize
"In 1986, the government had begun to look very closely at

was not the best time for the S&L to be making loans to itself
an investigator who reviewed the s&L's loan documents told The
last week.

"This arrangement with Southern Foods certainly would have
attention than a loan directly to Mrs. McDougal's company."

Page7

later was routed to Capital-Management, where
additional loans.
Madison, and it
or its officers,"
washington Times

attracted less

Mrs. McDougal was a board member at Madison and also served as secretary
and treasurer. while her husband controlled 65 percent of the
stock. she held 13 percent.

S&L's outstanding

Hale said Mr. McDougal and Mr. Clinton - both longtime friends and
political allies - told him they needed cash to "clean up“ financial problems at
Madison.

The former judge said, in their meetings, neither manmentioned Whitewater,
although Mr. Clinton, who ordered that his name not appear on any documents,
said he could provide security for the loans with property in the Arkansas
Ozarks, where the Whitewater project was located.

Hale's attorney, Randy Coleman, said the loan to Mrs. McDougal was made
after Mr. Clinton. Mr. McDougal and his client decided she could qualify
because she was a woman. He said the decision to use Mrs. McDougal was an
effort to "put the best face possible on the loan and avoid regulatory
problems."

Mr. Fiske is looking into accusations that Mr. McDougal, who bought
Madison in 1982, approved fraudulent loans and diverted money to Mr. Clinton's
1984 gubernatorial campaign. He also is looking into suspicions by the
Resolution Trust Corp. that Mr. McDougal illegally diverted funds from Madison
to whitewater.

The RTC, which oversees failed S&Ls, said Mr. McDougal may have routed
depositor funds from Madison using overdrawn accounts and Madison-approved
loans.

Federal investigators have said Hale may be the key to government efforts to
unravel the Whitewater-Madison financial web. They said Hale agreed to
cooperate after concluding the Fiske probe "was a complete investigation."

In court papers. Mr. Fiske described Hale‘s assistance and grand jury
testimony as "a fundamental part" of the ongoing Whitewater-Madison probe. His
cooperation is expected to earn him a reduced sentence.

Documents describing the loan to Mrs. McDougal were included in those
seized by the FBI during a July 21 raid on Capital-Management.

In September 1993, Hale was accused by a federal grand jury in Little Rock
of defrauding the government in a similar but unrelated loan scheme. In that
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case, to which he pleaded guilty, Hale was charged with borrowing $800.000 ftbm
a Louisiana businessman and routing it to Capital-Management to qualify for
SBA-backed loans. Once the SBA backing was assured, the money was returned to
the lender.
Hale, who was appointed to the bench in 1979 by Mr. Clinton, resigned after

being charged.

The $825,000 loan to Hale is not the first time Mr. McDougal and-the former
judge have been involved in loan transactions. Records show Hale loaded
hundreds of thousands of dollars in SBA-backed funds to businesses and
developments tied to Madison - several involving Mr. Clinton's friends and
associates. Most of the loans were never repaid.

Five SBA-backed loans by Cap-i-tal-Management totalling more than $814,000
were among the records taken during the FBI raid on Hale's office. All of the
loans were authorized under government guidelines guaranteeing they went to
individuals who could not “obtain financial and other assistance available to
the average entrepreneur."

ttiIBox

ARKANSASSHUFFLE?

Investigators are trying to determine
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association to
controlled by David L. Hale, was used as
government-guaranteed loan, part of which
Corp.

if an $825,000 loan from Madison
Southern Foods Inc., a company
capital for a $300,000
ended up in the Whitewater Development

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), Cooperating: David L. Hale says Gov. Clinton
pressured him for the loan in 1986., From Arkansas Democrat-Gazette ; Box,
ARKANSAS SHUFFLE?, By Greg Groetsch-The Washington Times
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House OKs Whitewater Inquiry;
Clinton Deflects New Charges
As Leach takes the floor with a fresh list of accusations,
the president strongly denies any wrongdoing

rying to lift his presidencyout

I of thepoliticalmorassthat hascometo be known as Whits
water. President Clinton made his
mostextensiveand public accounting
to date.But his commentscameamid
freshaccusationsof politicalmeddling
and s continuingdebateon Capitol
Hill overthepropertimingandscope
of congressionalhearings into the
Whitewateraffair.
"I knowthat manypeoplearound
Americamust.believethat Washing
ton is overwhelminglypreoccupied
with theWhitewatermatter,“Clinton
said st s March 24 newsconference
designedto help clcur the sir about
the Arkansasland venture in which
the Clinton: invested 15 years ago.
"But our administrationis preoccu
pied with the businesswe weresent
hers to do for the Americanpeople."
IText, p. 758)
~Clinton‘: remarkscameashischief
congressionalnemesison Whitewater,
RepublicanRep. Jim Leach of lows.
tookto theHousefloor to presentsev
eral new allegations. (Excerpts, p.
762)
Meanwhile,the House of Repre
sentativespasseds resolutioncalling
for hearings.and Sonataleadersposi
tionedthemselvesfor a comingtussle
overtheappropriatevenusfor s con
gressionalLnquiryinto the affair.
If therewas s pattern to be dis
cernedfromthe tangleof shifling in
terestsandnewallegations,it couldbe
tracedto thefinal evaporationof any
doubt, evsn amongDemocraticlaw
makers.that Congresshas s central
roleto playin sortingout thecontro
versy.
“The American people have the
right to knowthe facts." said House
MajorityLeaderRichardA. Gephardt,
D-Mo. "Congresshasan obligationto
try to providethesefacts."
Leach.u the ranking Republican

ByAndnto1'ay|or

no — MARCH 26.1994 cQ

Oitlnsthlslarchilnowssonhnnco:
Ooqlhdslncnons.hcls“pnooamlsd
vnIathsbushosswowovosonthsrotodo."

on the House Banking Committee,
wasanxiousto get his versionof the
facts on the record. Rising in the
House on March 24 on s “point of
personal privilege," he described s
host of alleged improprieties sur
rounding ths Clintons' Whitewater
land investmentand its links to s
failedArkansasthrift. MadisonGuar
anty Ssvings and Loan. (Story, p.
721)
Most notably,Leachassertedthat:
OMonsy from the Madison thrift
wasillegallyfunneledintoWhitewater
DevelopmentCo., whichwas a 50-50
realestateventurebetweenthan-Gov.
Bill ClintonandHillary RodhamClin
tonandJamesB. McDougal.theown
er of Madison.
0The Clinton: msdsmoneyon their
Whitewater investment.contrary to
their repeatedassertionsthat they
had lostmoneyon the deaL

0 Federalofficialsseekingto protect
Clinton interferedwith bankingregu
lators probing into Madison and
Whitewater.
To accompanyhis speech,Leach
releaseds stack of documentsthat
buttressedsome.but not all. of his
allegations.
ln rebuttal.Clintonagainsaidthat
he has “absolutely no knowledge"
aboutthe possibilitythat anymoney
froms failedArkansasthrift mayhave
flowed into his Whitewaterland in
vestmentor his 1984gubernatorial
campaign.
But thepresidentdid acknowledge
that heandHillary Clinton lostabout
$20,000lesson their Whitewaterin
vestmentthanthealmost$70,000they
originallyhad claimed.

Ovorslflit Honing Canceled
Clinton’: and Leach’: comments
cappeds weekin which variouscon
gressionalplayerscontinuedto push
and pull over how Congressshould
dealwith the burgeoningWhitewater
affair.
The weekof March 21startedoff
on a sour note,with House Banking
CommitteeChairmanHenry B. Gon
zalez, D-Texas. announcingthat he
was postponing a long scheduled
March 24 oversighthearing on the
thrift bailout. Leach had beenplan
ning to use the legally mandated
hearingon theResolutionTrust Cor
poration(RTC). theagencyin charge
of cleaningup the wreckageof failed
thrifts, to probe into Whitewater-rw
lstod matters.And Leach plannedto
takeadvantageof a little-usedHouse
rule that wouldallow Republicansto
call their ownwitnessesduring a sec
ond dsy of hearingsat some future
data.
Gonzalez. who had signaled his
intent to disallowWhitewaterques
tiofll. firedoff s letterto Leach,blast
inghisplansto turn thehearinginto s
“prosscutorislor judicial adventure."
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InterferenceWith RTC Probe Alleged

In
documentssupportinghis March 24statementon
the Housefloor. Rep. Jim Leach.R-lowa. produced
newallegationsthat raisethestakesin theWhitewater
affair. He hasyet to directly link any irregularitiesto
the White House.But revelationsregardingpressure
brought to bear on thrift regulatoryofficials raised
questionsaboutpossiblepolitical interference.
The ResolutionTrust Corporation(RTC). thethrift
cleanupagencythat conductedthe initial investigation
intoMadisonGuarantySavingsandLoan.hassupplied
to Leacha seriesof internalcommunicationsregarding
thefailedthrift and its tiesto theWhitewaterlanddeal
in which theClintons wereco-investorswith Madison
ownerJames B. McDougal.
Based on thosedocuments.which
detailextensivecontactsbetweenRTC
field investigatorsand other morese
nior federalofficials.it is clearthatthe
Madison/Whitewateraffair wasa mat
ter of extremepoliticalsensitivity.
A keydocumentreleasedby Leach
containsnotesof a Feb. 2 conversation
betweenL. Jean Lewis.the formerlead
RTC investigatorinto Madison based
in KansasCity, Mo.. and senior RTC
attorneyApril Breslaw.basedin Washington.
ln thenotes.LewisallegesthatBreslawtold her the
“peopleat thetop"of theRTC, includingactingDeputy
ChiefExecutiveOfficerJack Ryan.wouldliketo beable
tosaythattheWhitewaterlandventuredid notcausea
lou to the Madison thrift. However.Lewis said she
believesthat “lossesto Madison from the Whitewater
accountwouldeasilyexceed$100,000."
Breslawdeniedthe versionof eventsgivenby Kan
sasCity investigators.categoricallystatingthatofficials
at the RTC in Washingtonwerenot looking for any
particularoutcome.
Leachalsochargedthat WashingtonRTC officiala
improperlymuulcd RTC staffworkingon theMadison
caseout of theRTC’: KansasCity office.He said that
seniorWashington-basedagencyofficialsattemptedto
block investigatorsfrom the Kansas City office from
speakingto lawyersfor specialcounselRobertB. Fisko
Jr. without tho permissionof WashingtonRTC offi
cials. ln addition. Leach said. top RTC officials in
structedthatanydistributionof informationregarding
theMadisoncan behandledthroughtheWashington
office.

"The independenceof the U.S. govemment'sregula
torysystemhas beenflagrantlyviolatedin an effortto
protectasingleAmericancitizen."Leachsaid.referringto
PresidentClinton.(ExcerptsfromLeochspeech.p. 762)
However.Leachstoppedshortof chargingthat the
WhiteHousehaddirectlyexertedanyinfluenceoverthe
RTC‘: investigation.
At aMarch24newsconference.Clintonsaid."l have
hadabsolutelynothingtodo.andwouldhavenothingto
do with any attemptto influencean RTC regulatory
matter."(Text. p. 758)

Contacts Between RTC and Justice
LeachalsoreleasedRTC documentsdescribingcon

tactabetweenagencyinvestigatorsand
Justice Departmentofficials on the
criminal referrals prepared by the
RTC and sent to Justice for possible
action.
Accordingto an intemalRTC chro
nology,the agencydrafted an initial
criminalreferralinmid-1992.butneither
theBushnortheClintonJusticeDepart
mentactedonit:nineadditionalcriminal
referralsinvolvingMadisonweretrans

mittedto Justice in October1993.
BasedonmultipleconversationsbetweentheRTC's
Lewis.who had beenhandlingthe Madisoncase.and
variousJustice Departmentofficials.it appearsthatthe
Madison referral was being very delicately handled
within the Justice Department.
LewishadseveralconversationswithJusticeofficials
regardingthestatusof the initial referralandaboutthe
mannerin whichJusticewastreatingthecase.A central
questionwaswhetherU.S. AttomeyPaula J. Casey,a
Clinton appointee.would recursherselffrom the case.
Initially Caseydeclinedto recuseherself.but she re
lentedoncetheWhitewatercontroversybeganlastfall
— aftershe haddecidedthat theoriginalreferralcon
tained"insufficientinformation"to warrantfurtherac
tion by Justice.
Said Lewis in a documentshepreparedJan. 6. 1994:
“lt's beginningto sound like somebodyor multiple
‘somebodiefaretryingto carefullycontroltheoutcome
of anyinvestigationsurroundingtheRTC referrals.and
that the beginningsof a cover-upmay have already
startedmonthsago."

—/-lndrvmTaylor

Gonzalezalso wrote a March 21
letter to HouseSpeakerThomas S.
Foley,D-Wub.. callingGOP accusa
tionson Whitewater“half-truths.old
rumors. half-bakedconspiracytheo
riesandoutrightlies"andcallingfora
full set of hearingsbefore a select
committee.The outburst prompted
criticism from Republicansand dis
mayfrom HouseDemocraticleaders.

who had been hoping that negotia
tionswithRepublicanswouldleadtoa
bipartisan agreementto delay the
March 24hearing.
The nextday.Foley.HomeMinor
ity Leader Robert H. Michel. R-lll..
andothersmetto talk.First,Republi
cans receivedassurancesfrom Foley
that the RTC hearingwould go for
ward and that the GOP’: right to a

seconddayof hearingswouldbepro
tected.Then theysealeda dealon a
sense-of-the-Houseresolution1H Res
394)that calleduponthe twoleaders
todiscusswhencongressionalhearings
mightbeheld.The Housepassedthe
resolutionbya 408-l5vote.|Vole 78.
p. 764)
The Senate adopted a virtually
identicalmeasureon a 98-0 roll call
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The Intellectual and the Scrapper

It's
hardto find twomembersof Congresswhosestyles
areasdifferentas thoseof Rep. Jim Leachand Sen.
AlfonseM. D'Amato.who are leadingthe Republican
chargein probing the Whitewaterland deal that has
generatedsomuchcontroversyin recentweeks.
Leachand D'Amatoare in the spotlightbecauseof
theirpositionsasthetopRepublicanson theHouseand
SenateBankingcommittees.respectively.
HouseRepublicansthink that in Leach.a soft-spo
ken Iowa intellectual known
for his carefulconsiderationof
issues.they have the perfect
point manon Whitewater.
But some of D'Amato‘s
Senatecolleaguesare not so
sure that the tough-talking.
fiercely partisan New Yorker- whohashadethicalscrapes
of his own— is the rightman
for the job. Their concernis
heightenedby sometop Dem
ocrats‘ stated desire to see
Whitewater hearingsheld in
the SenateBanking Commit
tee — in part becauseit would showcaseD'Amato‘s
abrasivestyle.(Story, p. 720)
Leach‘: deliberationsfrequently lead to moderate
positions that are out of sync with the Republican
mainstream.While his reputationfor notbeingpartisan
is perhapsexaggerated,he is anything but a bomb
thrower.“He's veryjudiciousin his temperament."said
Minority LeaderRobert H. Michel. R-Ill.
Nonetheless.Leach recentlyhas shown that he is
capableof deliveringa strongpolitical punch.evenif it
iswith a velvetfist. His 45-minutespeechon theHouse
floorMarch24providedacarefullyreasonedsavagingof
thewayCongressand theadministrationhavehandled
Whitewaterinquiries. Leachsaid that the way Demo
cratahaverespondedto Whitewatermay be more im
portant than the scandal itself. “In a nutshell,
Whitewateris aboutthearroganceof power— Machia
vellian machinationsof single-partygovemment."he
said.
D'Amato.for his part.hasa rough-and-tumblestyle
that sometimesalienate:his Senatecolleagues,evenas

Jim Leach

it producesresultsfor his 18million NewYork constitu
ents. lt was D'Amato‘salmost daily drumbeatof at
tacksthatledto thenamingof specialcounselRobertB.
Fiske Jr. and resultedin the Senate’: adoption of a
resolutioncallingfor hearingsinto Whitewater.
D'Amatowasrebukedin 1991by the Ethics Com
mitteefor runninghisSenateofficein an"improperand
inappropriatemanner.“In that case,D‘Amato'soffice
sent lettersoverhis signatureto the DefenseDepart

ment in behalf of Unisys
Corp., which was a client of
D'Amato‘sbrotherArmand.

Contrasting Styles
Leach is given to starting
sentences with the word
"philosophically." and he in
variably refersto Republicans
as “the minority." D'Amatois
frequentlyreferredtoas"Sen
ator Pothole" for hisattention
to constituentservice.
Leachhasbeenconducting
his own investigation into

Whitewater.andhehasimmersedhimselfin thefactsof
the case.Though many Democratswould dispute it.
Leachinsiststhathismotivationis oversight.notpoliti
cal gain.“It is the responsibilityof all minorityparties
in all Westerndemocraciesto holdaccountablethema
jority or governingparty when there are breachesof
public ethics."he said.
While D‘Amato is not delving into the minutiaeof
Whitewater.heis still gettingsomeresults.He drewout
DeputyTreasurySecretaryRogerC. Altman at a Feb.
24 BankingCommitteeoversighthearingon the thrift
bailout.gettingAltman to acknowledgethat hehadmet
with White House officials on a Whitewater-related
matter.
"Listen. That‘: mystyle.l havefound it to beeffec
tive.And l can'tchange.And I wonderif I attemptedto
[change],howeffectiveI wouldbe,"D'Amatosaid."The
fact is that my pugnaciouastyle led us to establish .
the impropercontacts"betweenregulatorsand White
Houseofficials.

AlfonsoM.O'Amato

—Andlvw Taylor

March 17.(WeeklyReport,p. 654)
The final result pleased House
Democraticleaders.whowereeagerto
erasethe appearanceof Democratic
stonewallingon Whitewater.

Dole OutlinesOptions for Inquiry
In theSenate,preliminarycommu
nicationstookplacebetweenMajority
LeaderGeorgeJ. Mitchell. D-Maine.
andMinority LeaderBobDoleonhow
to go aboutstructuringhearingsinto
Whitewater.
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Dole said he believes hearings
should begin by May 1. The initial
roundof hearingsis likely to focuson
allegedlyimpropermeetingsbetween
White Houseaidesand TreasuryDe
partmentofficialsovertheprobe.The
key factor in the timing of the hear
ingsismakingcertainthat theydonot
interferewith the probe being con
ducted by specialcounselRobert B.
Fiske Jr. A slew of Treasury and
White House officials have received
subpoenasand have been testifying

before a Washington-basedfederal
grandjury on Whitewater
Fiskehastoldmembersthathebe
lieveshe can wrap up the purtionof
hisproberelatingto theWhiteHouse
Treasurycontactsby June l.
Dole sent Mitchell a letter .\larch
22that outlined potentialnpllllrls for
hearings.According to a <1-urcewho
hasseenthe letter.Doleoutlinedfour
possibilities.
One option would be 4 --l-called
specialcommitteethat would ll'\L'lUde
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membersfromeachof thecommittees
with a claim to jurisdiction over
Whitewater.Thesepresumablywould
includemembersof theBanking.Gov
ernmentOperations.Small Business
and Judiciary committees.and per
hapsothers.The committeewouldbe
headedby twoco-chairmenappointed
byMitchell andDole.This appearsto
be Dole's preferredroute:he touted
the ideato reportersMarch 22.
Another possibility outlined by
Dolewouldbe to haveeverycommit
tee with an interest in Whitewater
hold its own hearing.but only after
Democrat:and Republicansagreeon
whattheappropriatescopeof inquiry
for eachrespectivecommitteewould
be.
The third possibilitywould be a
selectcommittee.in whicheachmem
berwould beselectedby the leaders.
This wouldrequirepassageof a Sen
ate resolutionestablishingthe com
rnittee.
The fourthoption— andonethat
Dolehassaid is not the preferredap
proach— would be to conductjoint
hearingswith the House. similar to
the 1987hearingsinto the lran-contra
affair.
MitchellandDolehavenotyetmet
to discussthe issue.but it wasclear
that the ideaof a “specialcommittee"
wouldmeetresistance.
“Dole has suggesteda numberof
options. I have stated that this is
plainly a matterwithin the jurisdic
tionof the [Senate]BankingCommit
tee,“Mitchellsaid."So far.nooneha
presentedmewithanargumentthatis
persuasiveas to why the Banking
Committeeshouldbedisplacedor re
movedfromconsideration."
Oneof the reasonsMitchell wants
thematterhandledbyBankingis that
severalof the committee’:Republi
cans,suchas AlfonseM. D'Amatoof
NewYork and Phil Grammof Texas,
are political firebrands.At the some
time. someSenateRepublicanshave
expressednervousnessaboutthepros
pectof havingD'Amatoleadtheway.
“lt has its [political] advantages.
clearly,“ said one prominentDemo
crat of the prospectof having the
hearingsheld before Banking. “But
it's alsohistoricallywherethesekinda
of proceedingshavebeenhandled."
Ironically.a reversesituationexists
in the House.wheremany Republi
cansviewtheBankingCommitteeasa
favorablevenuethat would highlight
the contrastsbetweenthe mercurial
Gonzalez and the profesaorial
Leach. I
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THE BUDGET

Senate Approves ’95 Budget
Requiring Further Cuts

Hawks fail in bid to spare Pentagon from sharing
in $26 billion reduction over five years

In
adoptinga budgetresolutionfor
fiscal1995.theSenateproveditself
determinedto reducethedeficitmore
than President Clinton or Senate
Democraticleaderswant.evenif that
meanscuts in the defensebudget.
The Senatedid not try to drop
$26.1billion in additional five-year
spendingcuts ordereda weekearlier
bytheBudgetCommittee.And it beat
backrepeatedattempt: to shield de
fensefrom the cuts.
“lt's bizarre." said a frustrated
ArmedServicesChairmanSamNunn.
D-Ga.. who fought in vain to spare
defensein a seriesof voteshe called
"devoidof logic."
But staunch defensehawks said
they would risk defensecuts if that
was the price of anothershot at the
deficit.
Jim Exon. D-Neb.. a chiefsponsor
of theadditionalcuts.saidthe result
ing fiscal 1995reduction in defense
probablywould amountto less than
-S1billion out of the Pentagon’:bud
getof some$271billion.“ls thereany
body in their right mind who thinks
theycan't find that much?Of course
theycan." he said.
After resolvingto preservetheex
tra deficit reduction. the Senate
adoptedthe $1.5trillion 1995budget
resolution(H Con Rea218)on March
25bya voteof 57-40andsentit on to
a conferencewith the House. The
Houseversionof H ConRea218com
pliedwith Clinton‘: wishesby includ
ingnoneof theextradeficitreduction
approvedby the Senate.
That setsup a showdownbetween
the twobodiesovera relativelysmall
amountof money.
The $26.1 billion in outlays the
Senatevoted to cut from appropria
tions over the next five years is less
than 1 percentof the $2.7trillion in
discretionaryspendingprojectedfor
1995-99.The first-yearcut of $1.6bil
lion is barely 0.3 percentof all dis
cretionaryspendingfor 1995.
But the White Househas reacted

By GeorgeHuger

1HConRoe218.SConRoa
GO-F|ocal1995bud9ot
rowllllon

LBIaelareSonataadopteoH

(:nRea21l.57-40.onMareh

IiIayaelnn:Oon1oraneo
statues.m%%&fl
Saltroaimingtohavoaflnal
btireaolutlorioonebytno
Apatsmanoryooeoimethe
Hotiaaatioptaoi-lConRes218
onlllunt.
Bianca: WeeklyReport.pp.
OS 587.525.287:background.
1$Weekly Report.pp.3364.
3251..

withalarmtotheadditionalcutsfortw
reasons.First. discretionaryspendin
— aboutone-thirdof the federalbuc
get.andtheportionoverwhichcongrea
sionalappropriatorshavecompletecor
trol-~isdeclining.Andsecond.Clinto
hasvowedto hold the line on defens
spendingand not to acceptaddition.
cutein militaryprograms.
White HousebudgetdirectorLeo
E. PanettasaidMarch24theadmini:
trationisworriedabouttheeffectof th
cutl on Clinton's“investment”spenc
ing plansand on defense.and woul
fight in conferenceagainstthe addi
tionaldeficitreduction.
“It maynotbeeasy. . . butwethin
wecertainlycaneithereliminateit 1
modifyit." Panettasaid.
Others are not so sure. Rankin
Budget CommitteeRepublicanPet
V. Domeniciof New .\lexicosaid
would be difficult for House-Sena!
confereesto report hack significanti

cq .\l\R('H vii 1---u- 1
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PRESIDENTIAL NEWS CONFERENCE

President Seeks To Move
Beyond Whitewater

Followingareexcerptsfromtheof/icial
WhiteHousetranscriptofPresidentClin
ton'sMarch24newscon/erence.iStory.p.
T20)

PRESIDENT CLINTON: . .. Yester
daywewereremindedthatprotectingour
democracyandexpandingitspromisearound
theworldcanbecostlyanddangerous.Here
athomewemournthelossoftheservicemen
in thetragicaircraftaccidentatHopeAir
ForceBase,andweprayforaspeedyrecovery
for thosewhowereinjured.This tragedy
remindsusthatthemenandwomenwho
serveinthemilitaryputtheirlivesatriskin
theserviceofournation.
In Mexico.an assassinkilled Luis

DonaldoColosio.the presidentialcandi
dateof the InstitutionalRevolutionary
Party.Wesendourcondolencesandour
prayerstohisfamily.AndI urgetheMexi
canpeopleatthisdifficulttimetocontinue
theirstridestawardeconomicandpolitical
reformandprogress.
WiththeCongressbeginningitsEaster

recesstomorrow.thisisagoodtimetoaasus
therealworkwearegettingdoneonbehalfof
theAmencanpeople.We'removingforward
onoureconomicplan.Thebudgetnowmov
ingthroughCongrees.whenpassed.willgive
usthreeconsecutiveyearsofdeficitreduc
tionforthefirsttimesinceHarryTruman
waspresidentIn I995.we'llhavethelowest
budgetdeficitasapercentageofourannual
incomeof anyof themajorindustrialized
countries.A recoveringeconomyproduced2
millionjobslastyear.andwe'reontrackto
create2millionmorein ‘94.
Aroundthe worldAmerica'sefforts

havehelpedtobringmuchneededcalmto
Sarajevoandledtoan importantpolitical
accordbetweentheBosnianMuslimsand
Croats.Ourcallforrestrainthashelpedto
starttalksagainin theMiddleEast.We
willcontinueoureffortstostopNorthKo
rea'snuclearprogramandtoseekprogress
onhumanrightsinChina.workingtobuild
amorepositiverelationshipwiththatvery
importantnation.
ThisFriday,aweekaheadofschedule.

ourtroopswill returnhomefromSomalia.
Becauseoftheircourageousefforta.Soma
liacannowbuildits ownfuture.a stepit
madein therightdirectiontodaywiththe
accordbetweenthsleadersof thetwolarg
estfactionsin thatcountry.
Sincewecamehere.ourcountryhas
beenmovingin the rightdirection.Just
today.theHouseofRepresentativespassed
ourlegislationtolimittheinfluenceof lob
byists.Our administrationis completing
workon a comprehensivewelfarereform
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proposal.Wehavepresentedto theCon
gressour veryimportantre-employment
proposal.tochangetheunemploymentsys
temto provideimmediateretrainingto
thosewholosetheirjobs.In a fewdays,
withbipartisansupport.thecountrywill
haveaneducationreformlawthatsetsna
tionalstandardsforourpublicschools.Ina
fewweeks.Congresswill passa crimebill
andputmorepoliceonthestreet.tougher
gunlawson thebooksandmake“three
strikesandyou'reout"thelawoftheland.
Speaker[Thomas5.] Foley(D-Wash.)

assuredmelastnightthatthecrimebillwill
beitemNo. l ontheagendaof theHouse
whenit returnstowork.Andinafewmonths
wewillsucceedinpassinghealthcarereform.
Justyesterday.theHouseSubcommitteeon
Healthpassedlegislationto providehealth
securityforeveryAmerican.Andwhilethere
willbelotsoftwistsandturnsinthelegisla
tiveprocess.thisyearCongresswillpeas.and
I willsignahealthreformwhichguarantees
healthcaresecuritytoeveryAmericanthat
canneverbetakensway.withtherightto
choosea doctor.witha planthatoutlaws
insuranceabuses—nodroppingcoverageor
cuttingbenefits:nomorelifetimelimits;no
moreraisingratesjustbecausesomeonein
yourfamilyhasbeensickorsomeareolder
thanothers.We want to preserveand
strengthenMedicareandwebelievein this
administrationthat thosehealthbenefits
shouldbeguaranteedtotheworkplace.build
ingonwhatworkstoday.
I knowthatmanypeoplearoundAmer

icamustbelievethatWashingtonis over
whelminglypreoccupiedwith theWhite
watermatter.But our administrationis
preoccupiedwiththebusinessweweresent
hereto do for theAmericanpeople.The
investigationofWhitewaterisbeinghandled
by an independentspecialcounselwhose
appointmentI supported.Ourcooperation
withthatcounselhasbeentotal.Wehave
suppliedover14.000documents.mytaxre
turnsdatingbacktoI978.andmadeavailable
everyadministrationwitnesshehassought.
I supporttheactionsoftheI-louseand

theSenate,clearingthewayforhearingsatan
appropriatetimethatdoesnotinterferewith
Mr.[specialcounselRobertB.]Fiske[Jr.]'s
responsibilities.And I will fullycooperate
withtheirworkaswell.TomorrowIwillmake
availablemytaxreturnsdatingbacktoI977.
whenI firstheldpublicoffice.Cooperation.
disclosure.anddoingthepeople'sbusinsm
aretheorderof theday.
This is thebestmomentwehavehad
indecadestodothehardworkonsomany
issuesthataffectnotonlyourownprogress
andprosperity.buttheverywaywethink

aboutourselvesasanation.TheAmerican
peopleshouldknowthatl andmyadminis
trationwill notbedistracted.Wearecom
mittedtotakingadvantageofthisraremo
mentandachievingtheseimportantgoals.

Tan Rstilns
Q: Mr. President.youjust saidthat

youwouldreleaseyourtaxes- taxreturns
backto 1977.Questionsalsohavebeen
raisedaboutwhetheryoumademoneyor
lostmoneyinyourWhitewaterinvestment.
Do youstill believethatyoulostabout
$70,000?Anddoyouhaveanyreasonto
believethatyouoweanyhacktaxes?
P: I amcertainthatwelostmoney.I do

notbelieveweoweanybacktaxes.If it is
determinedthatwedo.ofcourse.wewillpay.
Iamnowsurethatwelostsomethinglessthan
$70,(XX).basedonan interviewI heardon
television—orI heardaboutontelevision—
withJimMcDougalwithoneofthenetworks.
wherehesaidthathefeltthatoneoftheloans
I hadtakenfroma bankwherewealso
borrowedmoneyforthelanddevelopment
corporation.hesaidhethoughtoneofthose
wasa personalloan.
AndsoI startedrackingmybraintotry

torememberwhatthatmighthavebeen.and
bycoincidence.I wasalsorereadingthegal
leysofmymother'sautobiography.justfact
checkingit

.

andI noticedthatshementioned
theresomethingthat I hadgenuinelyforgot
ten.which is thatI helpedhertopurchasethe
propertyandwhatwasthen a cabinonthe
placethatsheandherhusband.DickKelley.
livedbackinl98l.andthatI was a co-owner
of thatpropertywithher for just a few
months.Aftertheymamed.heboughtmy
interatout.
Sothat'swherethat— I borrowedthe

moneyto gointothatinvestment.I paid
themoneybackwith interest.That was
unrelatedto Whitewater.All the other
lossesthatwehavedocumentedtodatewe
believeclearlyaretiedto theinvestment
I-Iillaryand I madein Whitewater.Sowe.
in fact.lostsome820.700lessthanthe
[Clinton-sanctioned]Lyon'sreportindi
catedbecausethatloancamefrom a differ
entplace.
Andthen- orcamefordifferentpur

poses.Andtherewasanother$1.500pay
mentI madeonit.Sowhateverthetotalin
theLyon'sreportwas.youshouldsubtract
fromthat820,700andmother$1.500.And
webelisvewecandocumentthatclearly.
Tomorrow.mycounsel.DavidKendall.

willbriefthepressontheevidencethatwe
have.what’sin thetaxreturns.Youwillsee
whenyoussethetaxreturnsthatthoselosses
wereclearlythere.Andhewill begladto
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supportit withotherinformationaswell.
Q:Mr. President.doyouknowofany

funds.anymoney- Whitewaterseemsto
beaboutmoney—havinggoneintoanyof
your gubernatorialcampaignsor into
Whitewater.particularlyfederallyinsured
money?Doyouknowof anymoneythat
couldhavegonein?
PtNo.Ihavenoknowledgeofthat.Ihave

absolutelynoknowledgeof that.. . .

Leaoli's Charges
Q: Mr. President.Congressman(Jiml

Leach[R-Iowa}madesomeverydramatic
chargestoday.HesaidthatWhitewateris
reallyaboutthearroganceofpowerandhe
didn'tjustmeanbackinArkansas.Hesaid
thatfederalregulatorstriedtostopinvesti
gatorsfor theResolutionTrustCorpora
tion lRTCi in KansasCity fromputting
Whitewaterinto theircriminalreferrals.
Thatwouldamounttoacover-upandpoa
sibleobstructionof justice.Do youhave
anyknowledgeof that?
P:Absolutelynot.Andit ismyunder

standing— letmejust saythis:It's my
understandingthatMr. Leachwasrather
carefulin thewordsthatheusedandap
parentlyhedidn'tevenchargethatany
politicalappointeeof ouradministration
hadanyknowledgeof this.Sohemaybe
talkingaboutan internaldisputewithin
theRTC fromcareerRepublicanappoin
teesforall I know.
Keepin mind.until I camehere.all

theappointeesof theRTC werehiredun
derpreviousRepublicanadministrations.
Therehasneverbeena DemocraticDR“
dentsincethere'sbeenanRTC.AndI can
tellyoucategoricallyI hadnoknowledgeof
thisandwasnotinvolvedin it inanyway.
shapeor form.
Q:Well.in lightofallthat'shappened

so far.Mr. President.do youthinkyou
madeanymistakesin the initial invest
mentandinthewaytheWhiteHousehas
handledthis?
P: I certainlydon'tthinkI madeamis

takein theinitialinvestment.It wasaper
fectlyhonorablethingtodo.andit wasa
perfectlylegalthingtodo.AndI didn'tmake
anymoney:I lostmoney.I paidmydebts.
Andthenlateron.asyouknow.HillaryandI
triedtomakesurethatthecorporationwas
closeddowninanappropriatewayandpaid
anyobligationsthatit owedafterwewere
askedtogetinvolvedataverylatestage.and
afterMr.McDougalbadlefttheS&L.SoI
don'tthinkthatwedidanythingwrongin
thatatall.AndI thinkwehandledit inan
appropriateway.Wewerelikealotofpeople- weinvestedmoneyandwelost.
I'd bethelastpersonin theworldto

beableto defendeverythingwe'vedone
herein thesensethatwhateverwedidor
didn't do has sparkedan inordinate
amountof interestin a 16-year-oldbiisi
nessventurethatlostmoney.Butto sug
gest— letme)\.l8lsayagain.I havehad
absolutelynothingtodo.andwouldhave
nothingtodo.withanyattemptto influ
encean RTC regulatorymatter.And I
thinkif youlookattheactionsoftheRTC

justsinceI'vebeenpresidentandyouea
aminethefactsthateverybodythatworks
therewasappointedbyapreviousRepublicanadministration.theevidenceis clear
thatl havenotdonethat.
Q!Mr. President.you'vebeenkindof

toughattimesonpeopleyoufeltmadeout
duringthe'80:anddidn'tpaytheirfairshare.
Canyoutellus.sir.tonightthatyouhave
abidedbytheveryhighethicalstandards—
P: Absolutely.
Q1— towhichyou'vesoughtto hold

others?Andalso.sir.ifitturnsoutthatyoudo
owesomethingin backtaxes.will yoube
preparedperhapsto revisesomeof those
judgmentsyou'vemadeaboutothers?
P: No.notatall.l askyoutotellthe

Americanpeoplewhatpercentageof my
incomeI paidintaxesineveryyearwhereI
reportedmytaxreturns.And letmetell
youwhatmywifeand I spentthe '80s
doing- l wasthelowest-paidgovernorof
anystatein thecountry.I don'tcomplain
aboutit; I wasproudofthat.I didn'tdoit
for themoney.I workedoncreatingjobs
andimprovingeducationtorthechildren
ofmystate.EveryyearI wasgovernor.my
wifeworkedin a lawfirmthathadalways
donebusinesswith thestate.Shenever
tookanymoneyforanyworkshedid for
thestate.And. indeed.shegaveup her
portionof partnershipincomethatother
wisecameto thefirmandinsteadevery
yeargaveanenormouspercentageof her
timetopublicservicework—helpingchil
drenandhelpingeducation.anddoingalot
ofotherthings- givingupalotofincome.
Now.wedidthatbecausewewantedto.

Thefactthatwemadeinvestments.someof
whichwelostmoneyon.someofwhichwe
mademoneyon.hasnothingtodowhatever
withtheindictmentthatI madeaboutthe
excessesof the'80s.Andwealwaysmade
everyefforttopayourtaxes.I wouldremind
youthatwe.likemostmiddle-classfolks.we
turnedourrecordsovertoanaccountant.We
didevery—-I alwaystoldtheaccountantto
resolvealldoubtsinfavorofthegovernment.
I neverwantedanyquestionraisedaboutour
UIXQI.
Whenit turnedoutinourowninvesti

gationofthisWhitewaterbusinessthatone
yearwehadinadvertentlytakena taxde
ductionfor interestpaymentswhen.in
fact.itwasprincipalpayment.eventhough
thestatuteof limitationshadrun.wewent
backandvoluntarilypaidwhatweowedto
thefederalgovernment.Andif it turnsout
we'vemadesomemistakeinadvertently,
wewill do thatagain.But I havealways
triedto paymytaxes.And youwill see
whenyoulookatallthereturnsthatwe've
alwayspaidquitea considerablepercent
ageofourincomein taxes.

Ethical Standards
Q:Duringthecampaignyousaidyour

administrationwouldsetahigherstandard.
Yet.in thetravelofficecaselastyear.your
ownchiefofstafffoundsomeofyouraides
usedtheirofficialpositiontoadvancetheir
pereorialinterests.whilerecentlywe'veseena
seniorWhiteHouseofficialdelinquentin
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SocialSecuritytaxesthatdisqualifiedothers
fromservingin youradministration.and
othersin theWhiteHouseneglectinguntil
recentlytoundergoasecurityclearancere
quiredofothergovernmentofficialshandling
classifiedinformation.Why.sir.doyouthink
it'ssodifficultformembersofyourstaffto
liveuptoyourcampaignpromise?
P: First of all. let'sdealwiththose

things.eachinturn.Now.thefindingwasnot
thatanybodywhoworkedformesoughtto
advancethemselvespersonally.financially.
inthetravelofficeissue.Thatwasnotthe
finding.Wefoundthattheissuehadnot
beenwellhandled.AndI mightsay.unlike
otherWhiteHousesthatstonewalled,denied
ordelayed.wedidourowninternalinvesti
gationandadmittedwhatmistakeswemade
and tooksomechanges— madesome
changesthere.I'mproudof that.
Secondly,no onewas barredfrom

servinginouradministrationbecausethey
hadn'tpaidSocialSecuritytales.butpeo
plewerebarredfromsewingin presiden
tisl-appointedpositionsthatrequiredSen
ateconfirmationunlesstheycompliedwith
administrationpolicy.Mr. Kennedydid
notdothatentirely.andhehasbeenreas
signed.Hehasbeenunder—hehashada
difficulttime.andI amconvincedthathe
hasdones lot of workthat'sbeenvery
valuableforus.ButI thinkthatheshould
not.havedonewhathedid.andI thinkhe
shouldfullypay.Hehasdonethat.I think
that'swhatheshouldhavedone.
Now,ontheWhiteHousepassesthing.

let'sjusttalkaboutwhatthefactsare.About
90percentofthepeoplewhoworkherehave
beenthroughalltheclearances.Theothers
aregoingthroughtheclearances.I learned
whenI readaboutthisthatapparentlyprevi
ousadministrationshadhadsomeof the
sameproblems.That is. they'dbeenlea
becauseof thecumbersomenatureof the
process.Sowe'venowbasicallyputinrules
thatsaythatanybodywhocomestowork
herenowhastogetallthisdonein30daysor
is immediatelyonleavewithoutpay.They
can'tgetpaidunlesstheydoit. l askedMr.
[Mack]McLartyandMr. [LloydN.ICutler
tofix thisandmakesureit neverhappens
again.So I feelconfidentthatwehave.
Butsinceyouraisedtheissue.letme

alsoask youto reportto theAmerican
peoplethatwehaveandwehaveenforced
higherstandardsagainstethicalconflicts
thananypreviousadministration.When
peopleleavetheWhiteHouse.theycan't
lobbytheWhiteHouse.If they'rein cer
tainpositiona.theycan'tlobbytheWhite
Housefora longtime.If they'reincertain
positionsnow.theycanneverlobbyonbe
halfof a foreigngovernment.
I havesupporteda campaignfinance

reformbill thatI amhopingtheCongress
willpass.andI believetheywill.whichwill
changethe natureof financingpolitical
campaigns.I havesupporteda verytough
lobbyreformbill whichwill requiremore
disclosureandmorerestraintonthepartof
lobbyistsandpublicofficialsthaneverbe
fore.Aridwewillcomplywiththoselaws.
SoI thinkourrecordonbalanceISquite

co_ .\ti\R(IH :1. l‘I‘!4- rss
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goodhere.Andwhenwemakemistakes.we
trytoadmitthem—somethingthathasnot
beentheorderof thedayin thepast.
Q: So manythingshavehappened

sincethisWhitewaterstorybrokeorresur
faced.dependingon yourpointof view.
Yourcounselhasresigned;a numberof
yourtopaideshavebeensubpoenaedbe
causeof theircontactswithTreasuryoffi
cialsin on theinvestigation.I'mcurious:
Whodo youblamemorethananything
elsefortheWhitewatermessthatthead
ministrationis in now?
P:Well.I don'tthinkit'susefultoget

intoblame.I thinkwhat'simportantisthat
I answerthequestionsthatyouhavethat
arelegitimatequestions;that I fully co
operatewiththespecialcounsel.whichwas
requestedwidelybythepressandbythe
membersoftheRepublicanParty.andwho
is himselfa Republican— thatwefully
cooperate.Andwe'vedonethat
Sen.(DanielK.]Inouye[DIfromHawaii
pointedouttoday.hesaid.I'vebeenexpen
encedin theseinvestigations.Hesaid.you
folkshaveclaimednoexecutiveprivilege.
You'vefullycooperated.Noonecanquarrel
withthat.
And thenI getbackto theworkof

gettingunemploymentdown.jflblup.pass
ingahealthcarebill.passingthecrimebill.
movingthiscountryforward.I thinkthe
worstthingthatcanhappenis for ineto
sortof laboroverwhoshouldblame- who
shouldbeblamedforthis.Therewillprob
ablybeenoughblameto goaround.I'm
justnotconcemedaboutit.
Q: To followup.sir. doyoufeelill

servedin anywaybyyourstaff?
PtI thinkonthe— I'vetoldyouwhatI

thinkaboutthesemeetings.Now.let'sgo
backtothefactsof themeetings.Wenow
knowthatlDeputyTreasurySecretaryand
actingchiefoftheRTC RogerC.IAltman's
counselcheckedwiththeethic officerin
Treasurybeforehecameoverandgavethe
briefingstotheWhiteHouse.ButI havesaid- so it appearsat leastthatthecounsel
thoughtthatMr. Altmanhadan ethical
clearancetocomeanddothisbriefing.We
certainlyknowthatnoonein theWhite
House.atleasttothebestofmyknowledge,
hastriedtouseanyinformationto in any
wayimproperlyinflusnatheRTC or any
federalagency.
Wouldit havebeenbetterif thosehad

notoccurred?Yes.I thinkit wouldhave
been.Dowehavepeopleherewhowouldn't
doanythingwrong.butperhapsweren'tsen
sitiveenoughtohowsomethingcouldlookin
retrospect[to]peoplewhoareusedtohaving
problemsinapresidency.orusedtohaving
peoplenottellingthetruth’?I thinkthatwe
weren'tassensitiveasweshouldhavebeen.
And I'vesaidbefore.it wouldhavebeen
betterif thathadn'toccurred.
But I thinktheonethingyouhaveto

sayis youlearnthingsasyougoalongin
thisbusiness.Noneof this.in thelightof
history,willbeasremotelyasimportantas
thefactthatbycommonconsensuswehad
themoatproductivefirstyearof a presi
dencylastyearof anyonein ageneration.
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That'swhatmatters:thatwe'rechanging
people'slives.That'swhatcounts.AndPm
Justgoingto keepworkingon it.. . .
Q: Mr. President.onethingthatpug.
zledalotofpeopleiswhy.if youdidnoth
ingwrong,didyouactforsolongasif you
hadsomethingtohide.Andnowthatyou‘re
aboutto releasethesedocumentsto the
public.yourtaxrecordsandotherthings.do
youthinkit wouldhavehelpedif youhad
releasedthesedocumentstothepublicear
lier?Wouldit havestoppedthisissuefrom
reachingtheproportionsthatit has’?
P: I don'thaveanyidea.But I don't

thinkl actedasif I hadanythingtohide.
Afterall. I did volunteer— I hadalready
givenout my tax returnsgoingbackto
I980.And thenwhen— keepin mind.
whenthefuroraroseattherequestforthe
specialcounsel— eventhougheverybody
at thetimesaid.well.wedon'tthinkhe's
doneanythingwrong:there'snoevidence
thateitherheor thefirstladyhavedone
anythingwrong;westill thinkthereought
tobea specialcounsel— I saidwewould
giveall thisoverto thespecialcounsel.It
wasonlyafterthespecialcounselhadall
theinformationthatthepeoplewhofirst
wantedthe specialcounselthendecided
theywantedthedocumentsas well.So
we'remakingthemavailable.
PerhapsIshouldhavedoneitearlier.but

youwillseeessentiallywhatI'vetoldyou—
andthingsthatyoubasicallyalreadyknow.
Q:Mr. President.yousaida fewmin

utesagothatthepeoplein theRTC who
areinvolvedin CongressmanLeach‘:alle
gationsareall careerRepublicanofficials.
Butaren'ttheymembersof youradminis
tration?Anddoyouplanto takeanyac
tionin speakingtoeither[TreasurySecre
taryLloyd]BentsenorMr. Altmanabout
takingactionandinvestigatingMr. Leach's
charges?
P: I thinkthelastthingin theworldI

shoulddo is talkto theTreasuryDepart
mentabouttheRTC.Youallhavetoldme
thatthatcreatestheappearanceof impro
priety.I don'tthinkwecanhaves — it's
notJust a one-waystreet.it's a two-way
streetMr. Leachwill seethatwhatever
shouldbedoneisdone.ButI cantellyou.I
havehadno contactwith theRTC; I've
madenoattemptto influencethem.And
youcanseebysomeof thedecisionsthat
theyhavemadethatthat is thefurthest
thing,it seemstome.thatoughttoheon
yourmind.
Q: Do youabandonall responsibility

foradepartment.aCabinetdepartmentin
yourgovernment?
PEI haven'tabandonedallresponsibil

ity.Youcan'thaveit bothways;eitherwe
cantalkto themorwecan't-.I justthink
thisisamatterof publicrecordnow.And
Mr. Leachwill certainlyseeto it thatit's
lookedinto.He'salreadysaidthatthat's
hisjob.andI'msurehewill seethatit is.

First Lady's Roll
Q; With so manyquestionsswirling

aroundWhitewaterandtheRosslawfirm.
there'ssomeconcernthatthemoralau

thorityof thefirstladyiserodingaswell.
Areyoureconsideringherroleasthepoint
personforhealthcarereform?
P:Absolutelynot.Absolutelynot.Peo

pleshouldnotbeableto raisequestions
anderodepeople'smoralauthorityin this
country.Thereoughtto haveto beevi
denceandproof.We livein a timewhen
thereisagreatdealofquestion-raising.It
seemsto betheorderof theday.But I
knowwhatthefactsare.andI'mgivingyou
thefactsonthis.
Herewe]\.\Slhad—allthesequestions

wereraisedaboutwhethershewasprop
erlyorimproperlyrepresentingaclientbe
forea stateagency— todosomething.I
mightadd.that the federalgovernment
hadaskedsavingsandloanstodo— that
is.gooutandraisemorecapitaltobecome
moresolvent.Sothat'swhatshewasdoing
in thefull lightof dayin fulldisclosure.
Nowwehave.evenin retrospect.an

imminentnationalexpertsayingthatsheis
gettinga bumrap.Whenpeopleaskques
tionsthatdon'thaveanybasis— l think
you shouldask whateverquestionsyou
wanttoask.andI thinkthatweshoulddo
ourbesttoanswerthem.ButI thinkthat
the20-yearrecordshemadeasa lawyer.
neverbeforehavingherethicsquestioned.
neverbeforehavingherabilityquestioned.
wheneverybodywhoknewherknewthat
everyyearshewasgivingupawholelotof
incomeINdopublicbusiness— toadvance
thecauseof childrenandto advancethe
causeof ourstate.No. I don'tthinkso.I
thinkin theandwhenall thesequestions
getaskedandanswered.hermoralauthor
itywill bestrongerthanit haseverbeen.
becausewewillhavegonethroughthispro
cessandbeenveryforthcoming.asweare.
tothespecialcounsel.Andthenintheend.
peoplewill comparehowwedid thiswith
howpreviousadministrationsunderfire
handledtheirbusiness.AndI thinkit will
comeoutquitewell.

Assassination in Mexico
Q: Mr. President.theassassinationof
Mr. [LuisDonaldolColosioIPRI presiden
tialmndidateltodayhasshakenthefinan
cialmarketsin thiscountry.createddoubt
aboutthestabilityofMexico..\Iexicoopens
itsstockmarketandbankstomorrow.You
saidyouwouldhelpMexicoinIhli.Whatcan
theUnitedStats!dotohelpMexicointhese
Irvinetimes?
P:Well,firstofall.letmesay.Mexicois

averygreatcountrythathasmadeenormous
progresseconomicallyandpolitically.There
isalotoffermentandchangegoingonthere
thatisinevitableandthatcanbeveryposi
tive.WhatI thinktheUntiedStatescando.
firstofall.istotelltherestoftheworldthat
weknowthisaboutMexico.They'reour
neighbors.andwethinktheyhavea great
future.Andwedon'texpectanylong-term
damagetocomefromthisterriblepersonal
tragedyandpoliticalsetback.
Secondly,theonlybusinessI did last

nighton this — and I calledPresident
[Carlos]Salinas[deGortarilasa friend.as
wellasthepresidentof theUnitedStates.
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toexpressmvsorrow- theonlybusinessI
didwastotalktothesecretaryoftheTrea
<uryaboutwhatwemightbeabletodoin
theeventtherewassomesortof unusual
tradingagainsttheMexicancurrency..-\nd
theremaybesomethingwecandotostep
in andstabilizethat.As youknow.there
havebeentimesin the pastwhenour
friendshavehadtocometoouraid—the
Germans.the Japaneseandothershave
cometo ouraidwhentherewasunusual
tradingagainstthedollar.Andwearepre
paredtotrytohelptheMexicansif thatis
necessary.Butwehopeit won'tbe.. . .

WhitewaterPolls
Q: Increasingly.pollsareshowingthat

moreand moreAmericansare unsure
whetheryouactedproperlyinWhitewater.
thatmaybeyoudidsomethingwrong.Does
thatconcernyou?Andwhendoyouthink
it wouldbe properfor thefirst ladyto
answerquestionsaboutWhitewater?
P: Well.firstof all. let's— doesit

concernme?Onlyalittlebit.ThetruthisI
amamazedwhenI readinTheNewYork
Timesor someplacesaidthat therehad
beenthreetimesas muchcoverageof
Whitewateras therehadbeenof health
care.I'm amazedthat therehasn'tbeen
morechangein thepolls.I thinkwhatthe
Americanpeoplearereallyupsetaboutis
thethoughtthatthis investmentthatwe
madeI6yearsagothatlostmoney.thatdid
notinvolvesavingsandloans.mightsome
howdivertanyofusfromdoingtheworkof
thecountry— gettingtheeconomygoing
anddealingwithhealthcareandcrimeand
theotherissues.
So.inthatsense.I thinkpeopleareright

tobeconcerned.Andtheywanttoknowthat
I'mgoingtoanswerthequestions.A lotof
peopledon'tevenknow.I don'tthink.that
thereisaspecialcounsel;thatwehavefully
cooperated:thathehassaidwehave:thatthe
Watergateprosecutor.SamDash.contrasted
ourconductwithpreviouspresidentsand
saidwe'dbeenhighlyethical.Andwe're
movingforward.
Now.thefirst ladyhasdoneseveral

interviews.Shewasout in threedifferent
placeslastweekansweringquestionsexhaus
tivelyfromthepressI thinkshewillcon
tinuetodothat.Andif youhavequestions
youwanttoaskheraboutthis.I thinkyou
oughttoaskthequestions.
Q:Mr.President.youandthefirstlady
haveseveraltimessaidthatyou'vebeen
amazedanddismayedby theintensityof
boththeoppositionandthescrutinysur
roundingWhitewaterinparticular.Hasany
of thisbeeninstructiveforyou?Haveyou
takenanylessonsfromthisordeal.whether
it'saboutthepresidency.abouttheprocess.
aboutthecityoranything?
P:Oh,I thinkI'velearnedalotaboutit.
I thinkoneofthethingI'velearnedaboutit
is thatit'sveryimportantto trytodecide
whatthe legitimateresponsibilityof the
presidentis.tobeasforthcomingaspossible.
andtodoit.
It'simportantformetounderstandthat

thereisalevelhere—andthisisnotablame.

thisisjustanobservation—becauseorthe
experiencesoi‘thelastseveraldecades.of
whichI wasnota partin thisCity,I think
thereis a levelof suspicionherethatis
greaterthanthatwhichI havebeenusedto
inthepast—andI don‘tcomplainaboutit.
hutI'velearnedalotaboutit—andthatmy
jfll)istotrvtoanswerwhateverquestionsare
outtheresoI canitetonwiththebusinessof
thecountry.
.-\ndI thinkI've learneda lot about
howtohandlethat.I'\e alsolearnedhere
thattheremayor maynotbea different
standardthanI hadseeninthepast- not
of rightandwrong.thatdoesn'tchange-
but of whatmayappearto be rightor
wrong.AndI thinkthatyou'llseethat.like
everythingelse.thisadministrationlearns
andgoeson. We alwayslearnfromour
mistakes.andwehaveProventhat.

Situationin Korea
Q:I wonderif yourealizethesituation

thatis developingin Korea.whatis ex
pected?. . .
P: The situationin Koreais serious.

andwehaverespondedin a seriousway.
The NorthKoreansthemselveshavesaid
theyarecommittedto a nonnuclearKo
reanpeninsula.Wewantthat.Wewanta
good.normalrelationshipwiththem.They
haveterminatedthe IAEA [International
AtomicEnergyAgency]inspections.We
areexaminingwhatwecando.We are
talkingto ourSouthKoreanpartnersas
wellas to theChinese.theJapanese.the
Russiansandothers.
Westillhopethatthiscanberesolved.

andwebelieveit canbe.Butthechoiceis
reallyup to North Korea.Will theybe
isolatedfromtheworldcommunity.orwill
theybea full partner?Theycouldhavea
veryBrightfutureindeed.Theyhavemany
contributionstomake.indeed.toa united
Korea.Andwehopethatit willworkout.
Butwedid— Ididdecidetodeploythe

Patriotson the recommendationof Gen.
[GaryI-1.]Luck [seniorAmericancom
manderinSouthKorealasa purelydefen
sivemeasurein thewakeof thedifficulties
we'vehad.andwe'llmakefurtherdecisions
aswegoalong.. ..

HealthCare Legislation
Q:Mr. President.Congressman[Pete]

Stark's[D-Calif.]healthcarebill doesn't
do everythingthat you haveproposed.
Wouldyouvetoit if it reachesyourdesk?
P: No.becauseit doeswhatI ask.It

doesn‘tsolveall theproblems.But it does
provideuniversalcoverage.It emphasizes
theworkplace.That is. thereis notaxon
peopleunlesstheyelectnot to takeout
insurance.And it providescomprehensive
benefits.whichI thinkareveryimportant.
Andit leavesMedicarealonewiththein
tegrityof Medicare.
Therearethingsthatit doesn'tdothat
I wishit did.I don'tthinkit'sassuccessful
orwouldbeassuccessfulin holdingdown
costsandexpandingopportunityas our
plan:butcertainlyif it weretobeenacted
bytheUnitedStatesCongressI wouldaign
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it.becauseitmeetstheturidamentalcrite
riaI setoutoft‘u\'Pflfl1ailAmericanswith
healthcare.. . .

CongressionalTestimony
Q?Mr.President.I takeit thatthetax
7"‘-"'"9."°\l'y!Dullunit-ruttomorroware
theonesthathavealreadygonetothespe
cialcounsel.If thespflflfllcounselwanted
toquestionvouaboutthat.wouldyouan
swera subpoena.‘\\'--iild .\lrs.Clinton.’
.-\ndwhataboutcongressionalhearings—
whatwouldbetheprotocolongoingbefore
Congresstoexplainit to them’!
P:Letmeanswerthefirstquestionfirst.

Wedecidedinadditiontoputtingoutthe'7)!
and'79returns.weshoulditoaheadandput
outthe‘T7returns.But iriatwouldbean
appropriatestartingpoint.becausethat‘sthe
yearI firstenteredpubliclife.I knowthere's
—it‘skindofamovingbarhere.Noneofus
arequitesurehowtarbackanybodyshould
goanymoreaboutanything.Butwethought
thatwewoulddo that..-\ndat leastyou
wouldthenhavea completerecordof the
moneyweearnedandthetaxeswepaid—
HillaryandI togetherdid—aslongasI've
beenin publiclife.
In termsof theiriiormaiiiin.I expect

thatthespecialcounselwill wanttoques
tionmeandwillwanttoquestiontheFirst
Lady.It'smyunderstandingthattypically
in thepestit's beendonein .1different
way.I mean.I willcooperatewithhimin
whateverwayhedecidesis appropriate.
Similarly.if Congresswantsany in
formationdirectfromus.wewill.-ii‘course.
provideit to themin whateverwayseems
mostappropriate.Again. I understand
therearecertainprotocolswhich‘navebeen
followedin thepast\\I'\lchI wouldexpect
wouldbefollowedhereHutI intendtobe
fullycooperativesothatI i-antlohackto
workdoingwhatI wasniredtodo.

WeltareRelomi
Q:Whataboutwelfarereform"
P: I havemadenoillusiononthe

financingofwelfareIQI\il'!‘l'lI cantellyou
thisIt'satoughissuebetausewehavetopay
foranythingwedo..-\ndthereareailkindsof
propoaalaoutthere.I knmethattheRepubli
canwelfarereformpr~-pi-alhasa lot of
thingsinitthatI like.ButI thinkitswaytoo
hardon financingIhlfll! - -ant!!!from
immigrants.I thinkit it-onin-iiarthere.So
therearenorealeasyanswers.
ButI cansayL"dlii\if|(3ll\thatI have

beenbriefedona ten -widerangeof op
tionsandthatnobody.n thisadministra
tionhasmadeanydecisiin.andnuonewill
makea decisionexceptme.abouthowto
fundit. Thatdecisionnasnotbeenmade.
Wewill comeforwardwiththatplan.We
dothinkitoffersthereaipr--mise-itending
welfareasweknowii. -I miningpeople
fromwelfaretoworkif -wetanalsoguaran
teethesewelfareparentsinaiwhentheygo
to worktheirchildrenwill not losethe
healthcarethattheyhateonweifare.so
theywon'tbepunishedii-r ii-iimttowork.
That‘! the key issue Thank\youvery
much. I

cq .\i-iu ii '- --1— 76!
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WHITEWATER

Leach Details His Charges
In House Floor Speech

On March24.Rep -lirri Leach. R
Ioim.l0I)Rtheflour o

f theHousetodetail
hischargesGEGIIISIPresidentClintonin
theWhileuciterof-air.Followingareer
cerptsfrom a textoftheaddressissuedby
Leach‘s uliicer

. . Onthelandscapeof politicalscan
dalsWhitewatermaybe a bump.but it

speaksmountainsabout me-generation
publicethicsaswellassingle-partycontrol
ofcertainstatesandtheU.S.Congress.
ln a nutshell.Whitewateris aboutthe

arroganceofpower—Machiavellianmach
inationsof single-partygovernment.lt

all beganin the late1970swhen a bud
dingS&L ownernamedJamesMcDougal
formeda 50-50realestateventurewith a

youngpolitician.thethen-attorneygeneral
of Arkansas.Bill Clinton.In thisventure
calledWhitewater.the S&L ownerand
S&L-affiliatedentitiesprovidedvirtually
all—perhapsall -—themoney;thegover
nor-in-the-makingprovidedhisname.
Overtheyears.thecompanyreceived
infusionsofcashfromthe5&1.aswellasfrom

a small-businessinvestmentcorporation
whichdiverted.allegedlyat thegovemors
request.federallyguaranteedfundsfrom a

programdesignedforsociallyandeconomi
callydisadvantagedpeopletothegovernor's
partnersandthence.inpart.toWhitewater.
Someof thesefundswereusedtopay

offpersonalandcampaignliabilitiesof the
governor.sometopurchases tractof land
froma companytowhichthestatehadjust
given a significanttaxbreak.Whitewater
recordshaveapparentlybeenlargelylost.

A reviewof thenumerouslandtransac
tions.however.raisesquestionsof what
happenedtothemoneythatcameintothe
company.and a reviewof thepresident's
taxrecordsraisesquestionsabouttaxde
ductionsthatweretakenandincomethat
maynothavebeendeclared.
Underthegovernorshipof Bill Clin

ton.Jim McDougalwasnameda guberna
torialaidetoserveprincipallyasliaisonto
the EconomicDevelopment.Commerce.
andHighwayandTransportationdepart
ments:thefirstladyofArkansaswashired
to representtheSltl. beforestateregula
tors;thepresidentof theS&L wasplaced
onthestateS&L commission:anattorney
whorepresentedtheS&L wasnamedthe
stateS&Lregulator:theS&Lreceivedrent
fromstateagencies;Whitewaterhadroads
constructedusing a stateagencyprogram
andstatefunds;andtheS&Lwasallowed
tooperate.despitebeinginsolventfor an
extendedperiod.providingmillions in
loansand investmentdollarsto insiders
andtheArkansaspoliticalestablishment.
Underthegovernorshipof Bill Clin

mils, i<m CQ
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zon.theS&Lwasallowedtogrow15-fold
untilfederalregulatorsforceditsclosing.at
whichtimetaxpayerspickedupthetabfor
lossesthatamountedtoapproximately50
percentof theinstitution'sdepositbase.
L'nderthegovernorshipof Bill Clin

ton. the totalnumberof state-chartered
savingsassociationsdeclineddramatically.
OvertheperiodDecember1979toDecem
her1992.thenumberof stockstate-chsr
teredthriftsinArkansasdeclinedfrom33.
withassetsof S96l.002.000.to three.with
assetsof $1-36.072000.Viewedanother
way.theamountofassetsavailabletosup
porthomemortgagelendingforthepeople
of Arkansasdeclined.
ThestoryoiWhitewateris thuspartand

parcelthestoryof thegreatestdomestic
policymistakeofthecentury—thequarter
trillion-dollarSdtl.debacle.lt is thestoryofa
companywhichinonesensewasa simplereal
estatedevelopmentventure.butinanother
was a vehicleusedtospintfederallyinsured
depositsfromanS&L andcompromisea

significantpoliticalfigure....
in Arkansas.it is impressivehowthe

federalgovemmentwasobligatedto close
morethan80 percentof state-chartered
S&Lsin the1980aandhowlargetaxpayer
losseswerein relationto thestate'sS&L
depositbase.Thefailureof theClintonad
ministrationin Little Rock to fulfill its
responsibilitytopolicestatefinancialinstitu
tionshadtheeffectofincreasingtaxburdens
oncitizensofArkansasaswallasotherautos.
Whiletaxpayersat thenationallevel

wereforcedtopickupthetabforthemis
takesof politiciansinwhoseelectionsthey
couldnotvote.CitizensinstateslikeArkan
sasweredoublyshortchanged.Notonlydid
theyhavetoshareineventualbailoutcoats.
butwhentheirhome-basedfinancialinstitu
tionsfritteredawaythehard-earneddeposit
savingsof theirsuiteto insiders.fewerre
sourcesweremadeavailableto potential
homeownersandminorityentrepreneurs.. . .

Cover-UpAllegations
As in mostseriouspublicscandals.

cover-upscanproveastroublingasactsat
theirsource.
Muchpressattentionhascenteredin

recentweekson the revelationsof im
propercontactbetweenemployeesof inde
pendentfederalagenciesand theWhite
House.Thequestionof whethera “heads
up" was appropriateis of significance.
Moreso. is whetherthe line betweena

“headsup"and“cover-up"wascrossed.
Bybackground.forseveralyearsa group

ofcriminalinvestigatorsfortheRTCinKan
sasCity reviewedthe failureof Madison
GuarantySavingsandLoanin LittleRock
andcamstotheconclusioncriminalreferrals

wereappropriate.ln thelastweekof Sep
temberi993.theysentcopiesoftheirrefer
ralstoWashington.Within a fewdaysof
receiptofthereferralsfromtheKansasC iiv
office.RTCWashingtonofficialsvisitedthe
WhiteHouse.Within a fewweeks.in an
unprecedentedcnanaeofprocedure.Wash
ingtondemandedtoreviewallMadisonre
ierrals.Within a fewmonths.a seniorKansas
Citycriminalinvesiiimiorwasremovedfrom
thecase.Within a fewmoremonths.officials
from-RTCWashingtonvisitedKansasCity
io passonthedeterminedmessagethatse
niorRTCofficialsinWashingtonwantedit

understoodthatthevWlShQdtoclaimWhite
waterwu notresponsibleforanylossesat
.\ladison.
Courageouslv.KansasCitv investiga

torsrefusedtoallowWashingtonRTC ob
jectionstochangethecontentof therefer
rals they sent in the secondweekof
October1993to theJusticeDepartment.
Courageously.KansasCity investiga

torsrefusedtobacktheWashingtonposi
tionthatMadisonslosseswereunrelated
to Whitewaterandpointedout to their
superiorsthat in oneintenselyreviewed
six-monthperiod alone.approximately
570.000wastransferredfromMadisonand
Madison-affiliatedcompaniesto White
water.
Courageousiy.KansasCity investiga

torshavasoughtwhistleblowerprotection
ratherthancomplywiththeWashington
RTC gagorderthatnoonefromKansas
Citycouldspeakwithspecialcounsel[Rob
ert B.| Fiske l-Jr.l without clearance
throughandaccompanimentof Washing
tonRTC officials.
The briefingof theWhiteHouseby
highrankingDepartmentoi Treasuryand
RTCemployeesmustbeunderstoodinthe
contestof thedevelopmentandtransmit
talto theJusticeDepartmentof thesere
ferralsandin thecontextof thepossibility
KansasCitywasin theprocessofdevelop
ingfurtherreferrals.
There are manyelementsof the

Whitewateraffairthatare a bit esoteric.
But therevelationsthatL75.govemment
officialsbriefedkeyWhiteHouseaideson
potentiallegalactions—whichindependent
regulatoryagenciesmightbeobligatedtotake
—implicatingbutnotchargingthepresident
andfirstlady.subvertoneoithefundamental
premisesofAmericandemocracy—thatthis

is a countryof lawsandnotmen.
ln America.no individual.whatever

hisorherrank. is privilegedin theeyesof
thelaw.Nopublicofficialhastherightto
influencepossiblelegalactionsagainsthim
or herself.Forthisreason.agenciesof the
govemmentas wellas theWhiteHouse
havepreciserulesthatgoverntheirem
ployeea.. . .
Perhapslawshavenot beenbroken.

but seldomhavethe publicandprivate
ethicof professionalsin theWhiteHouse
and executivedepartmentsand branch
agenciesbeensothoroughlydevalued.
Thepointof all thisis thatthere is a

disjunctionin thisadministrationbetween
publicpolicyandprivateethics..-\Ifl9l‘lC8hS
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abhorprivilege:hypocrisygnawsat the
Americansoul;it leavesa disptritingresi
dueof resentment.

Specific Charges
Whatis alsoextraordinaryis theab

<enceof simpletruth:

Administration claim:Whitewater
causednulossesto .\ladts0n.
Fact: Asretlectedin themirioritv~de

velopedchartsandevidencedbysupport
tngdocumentation.Madisonandaffiliated
companiestransferredsignificantresources
toWhitewater.lnadditiontobeingamod
est-sizedrealestatecompany.witha cash
flowderivedfromlandsales.Whitewater
appearstobeoneofadozenlor]socompa
nieswithdirector indirectaccesstoMadi
sonandits taxpayer-guaranteeddeposits.

Administrationclaim: TheClintons
lostmoneyinWhitewater.
Fact: TohavelostmoneyinWhitewater

impliesthattheClintonainvestedsumswhich
wereunrecovered.TheirWhitewaterpartner.
JamesMcDougal.claimsatmosttheClintons
rivertheyearsputin$l3.5(I)inWhitewater.
Theminorityhasprovidedevidencethatone
landtransactionalonereturnedmorethan
thisamounttotheClintons.andpublished
reportsindicatetaxdeductionsofsomevalue
weretaken.[AClinton-sanctioned]report.as
wellasa reviewof landsales.indicatessub
stantialstunsweretakenoutofWhitewater
iivertheyears.lt isnotclearhowdisburse
mentswerearranged.Whatis clearis that
infusionsof capitalfromlandsales.from
Madisonaffiliatedentitiesandpossiblyfrom
othersappeartohavecoveredloamthecom
panyandtheClintonstookout.Thecompany
mayhavehada negativevaluewhenthe
Clintonssoldtheirhalfinterestin 1992.but
thatneithermeanstheClintonsthemselves
lostmoney.northat.questionsoughtnotbe
askedabouthowdirectorcontingentliabil
itiesmayhavebeendisposedofaslateas1992

Administration claim:The presi
dentandhis staffwouldfull)‘COOP"!!!
withCongress.
Fact:Theexecutivebranchisactively

workingtopreventfull disclosureofdocu
mentsandcommitteeaccesstowitnesses.

Administrationclaim lt hasdone
nothingwrongin relationto theRTC in
vestigationintothefailureofMadisonand
IS fully cooperatingwith specialcounsel
Fiske‘sprobe.
Fact:Officialsofanindependentreg

ulatoryagencyitheRTC) immediatelyno
tified theWhiteHouseof the probeof
MadisonbyitsKansasCityofficeandat
temptedto put in placeproceduraltech
niquestoundercutthetraditionalindepen
denceof its regionaloffices.
Fact: ln Januaryl994.RTC Wash

ingtonmetwithKansasCitystaff.After
themeeting.theKansasCityofficefileda
formalcomplaintwithWashingtonRTC.
Fact:OnFeb.2.1994.theday|DeP\I!Y

Treaaury$ocre|.ary|RogerAltmanbriefed

theWhiteHouseonMadisonGuaranty.RTC
seniorattorneyApril Breslawvisitedthe
KansasCityofficeandsaidthatWashington
wouldliketosaythatWhitewatercausedno
lossesto Madison.KansasCityemployees
protestedthatthiswasnotthecase.
Fact:OnSept.29.i993.beforethenew

criminalreferralsweresentto theJustice
Department.TreasuryGeneralCounsel-lean
HansonbriefedWhiteHousecounselon
them.Ninedaysafterthemeeting.therefer
ralsweresenttotheJusticeDepartment.On
Oct.14.JeanHanson.withlTreasury|Secre
tarylLloydlBentsen'spresssecretaryand
chiefofstaff.metwithpresidentialadvisers
ostensiblytodiscusspressinquiriesrelatedto
.\-ladisonGuaranty.
Fact:On Feb.2. rightaftertheap

pointmentofspecialcounselRobertFislte.
RogerAltmangavetheWhiteHousea
"headsup" briefingon Madison.At the
SenateOversightBoardhearing.Roger
AltmanrevealedhisFeb.2meeting.butno
others.Severaldayslater.theSeptember
andOctoberWhiteHousebriefingswere
revealed.On March9. The Washington
Post reportedthat therewerenumerous
othercontactsbetweentheTreasuryand
theWhiteHouseon Madison.Aftersub
poenasareissued.it is revealedthatthere
areover3.500pagesofdocumentationsur
roundingthesecontactswhichtheWhite
Housetermsasinconsequential.
Fact: Aftertheappointmentofspecial

counselFislte.WashingtonRTCofficialsim
posedcensorshipguidelinesonKansasCity
RTC employees.No discussionwithFiske
couldbemadewithoutgoingthroughWash
ington.Nomeetingsbetween[the|Karissa
CityofficeandFiskecouldtakeplacewithout
accompanimentofWashingtonofficials.No
materialscouldbeforwardedwithoutgoing
throughWashington.All informationcon
cemingattorney-clientprivilegewasto be
redacted.withWashingtonRTC determin
ingthescope.

Administrationclaim: No fundrais
ingimproprietiesoccurred.
Fact:OnApril4. l985.Jim McDougal

hoatada fundraiserforGov.Clinton.The
ClintonsrepeatedlyaskedMcDougaltohost
thefundraisertopayoffthe850.000personal
loanthatClintonhadtakenoutin thefinal
weeksofhis1984campaign.Thequestionat
issueiswhethersomeofthemoneyappearsto
havebeendivertedfromMadisonGuaranty,
whichwouldthen.withthefailureofMadi
son.implydeferredfederalfinancingof a
gubernatorialelection.For example.one
cashier'scheckfor$3.000wasmadein the
nameofCharlesPeacocklll. thens24-year
oldcollegestudentwhodisclaimsanyknowl
edgeof havingmadea contribution.Mr.
Peacock‘:fatherwasamayorMadisonbor
rowerandservedatonetimeonMadison's
board.OtherchecksthattheRTC isreview
ingincludsa$3.000checkfromthelateDean
Landrum.anemployeeofCharlesPeacock.
andonefromSusanMcDougal.Lntheformer
governorsdefense.candidatesarenotalways
in a positiontovenfytheircampaigncon
tributions.. . .
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l..sach'sConclusions
Theeffectnf this .. zsto evidence

that:
ll Whitewatermayhavebegunasa

legitimaterealestateventurebutit came
to beusedtoskim.directlyor lfldlfQCll\‘.
federallyinsureddepositsfroman $&L
andaSmallBusinesslnvesrmgnttji,|-por|
lll)l“l.Wheneachfailed.theL'.5.taxpayer
becameobligatedtopickupthetab:
2| Thefamily-if theformergovernor

of ArkansasreceivedvaluefromWhite
waterin excessoi resourcesinvested:
'll Taxpayer-guaranteedfundswerein

all likelihoodusedtobenefitthecampaign
of a formergovernor:
-UTheindependencetit"theLZS.gov

ernment'sregulatory~i_vstemhasbeentia
grantlyviolatedin aneffortto protecta
singleAmericancitizen;
it Congressandtheexecutiveareem

ployingclosed-societytechniquesto resist
full disclosureof anembarrassingcircum
stance.withunfortunateprecedent-setting
ramifications.
Lastmonth.aBBC[BritishBroadcast

ingCorp.|reporteraskedmeifweAmericans
weren'tmakingtoomuchofthisscandal.He
raisedafairquestion.Comparedwithpetty
potentateaaroundtheworld.whoroutinely
walkoff withmillions.andin somecases
billions.conflictsof interestin American
politit: areof pettytarietv.ln thiscase.
however.we havea situationwherea
multithousand-dollarconflictofinterestled
toamultimillion-dollarhitiinthetaxpayer.
Thatisthemeaningtothefailureof.\fadison
Guaranty.Thatis alsothemeaningof the
Small BusinessinvestmentCorporation
calledCapitoL
lt issimplynotappropriatetoshrugit

offandsaythatthisis thewavthingsare
donein smallstates.Theyarentin .\'e
braska.SouthDakotaor lowa.lt issimply
notappropriatetosayit isn'tafederalissue.
lt is. TheU.S.taxpayerhaslostmillions;
homeownersin Arkansashavelostinstitu
tionathatwereestablishedtoservetheir
needs:minoritiesthriiuithoutthecountry
cannotlightlyshrugoffsetanotherinstance
inwhichaprogramdesignedtngivethema
crackattheAmericandreamwasredirected
toservetheinvestmenteitoloflastatepoliti
calestablishment.
It issuggestedbythemaioritvthatwe

havebetterthingsiii do aroundhere.
Thereagainissometruthtothis.Themi
norityalsowantsto itetonwiththebusi
nesaof healthcare.welfarereturm.crime
legislation.lndeed.wepledreto becon
structiveandarenotbliicliinganycongres
sioualconsiderationoftheseissues.But.in
aLargersense.it shouldbeunderstoodthat
these“wehavebetterthingstu do" la
mentssuggestthatethics.ituvernmentalin
tegrityandthepossiblemisuseiii thepub
lic's money should he ~ecundary
conaiderationa- Stifflllhlfll to worry
aboutonlywhenwehavetimelnademo
craticsystem.builtandmaintainedonthe
confidenceofthepeople.placinitsuchcon
siderationslastonthellsl \|lprioritiesisa
higblydubiousgame. I
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Boron Vows To Finish Year
It Named to College Poet

While it hasbeenwidelyrumored
that DemocraticSen. David L. Bo
ren will retire this year if chosenaa
the nextpresidentof the University
of Oklahoma.Borenhassaid hewill
finish the congressionalsessioneven
if he gets the job. The Oklahoma
Boardof Regentsis expectedto an
nounceits choicein mid-May.
Having Boren servethroughthe
I03rd Congresswouldbea relief for
the Democrats.who alreadyarede
fendingfive Senateseatsbeingva
cated at the end of the legislative
year. if Boren finishes the session.
hissuccessorcouldnotbechosenun
til 1995.Oklahomalawdoesnot per
mit theappointmentof interimsen
ators.
Threeof Oklahoma'sHousemem
bers havesaid they would consider
runningfor theSenateif Borentakes
the university position: Democrats
DaveMcCurdyandBill Brewsterand
RepublicanJamel M. Inhofe.Demo
cratMikeSynarandfreshmanRepub
licanErnestJim latookJr. havesaid
theyarenot interested.

SOn.Wa|lOpRtlOoOutRtl\
Forfiovemorofwyoming

Six months after declaringthat
he wouldnot seekre-electionto the
Senate.Wyoming Republican Mal
colmWallop announcedhe will not
run for governoreither.
“I think that the time has come
for my political Energizerbunny to
turn the pageand seewhat’: on the
otherside."Wallop said at a Wash
ingtonnewsconferenceMarch 22.
Others interestedin the gover
norshipare waitingto seewhat the
incumbent.DemocratMike Sullivan,
wil.ldo.Hehaayettorevealhis
plane;his options includea run for
the open Senateseator retirement
frompolitia. A spokesmanindicated
that Sullivan said he was reviewing
bills from the state'slegislativeaes
sionthat endedMarch l7 andwould
make a decision in the next few
weeks.
Meanwhile,RobertP. Schuater.a
Jackson lawyerand memberof the
Democratic National Committee,

Walloo Boron
announcedhis bid March22forWy
oming’sat-large House seat that is
beingvacatedby GOP Senateaspi
rant Craig Thomas.

Candidates Still Emerging
In Virginia Senate Race

ln the latest developmentsin
Virginia’: tumultuous Senate race.
DemocratCharles S. Robb gained
anotherprimarychallengertheweek
of March 21.as stateSen.Virgil H.
GoodsJr. jumpedinto therace.And
former Gov. L Douglas Wilder. a
Democrat.said he may re-entorthe
Senateracethat he quit in January
— but hedid not sayif hewouldrun
in theJune 14primaryor asan inde
pendent.
Goode. 47, has representedhis
Southsidedistrict for 20 years.He
competedfor theDemocraticSenate
nominationin 1982but fell shortat
the stateconvention.He is regarded
asagiftedspeakercapableof stirring
audienceswith populist rhetoric.
RichmondlawyerSylvia Clute is
also running.
Some Virginia Democrats say
Goods may find the state’: ballot
qualifiation procedurea barrier.To
appearon the primaryballot.Goode
must submit petitionscontainingat
least 15.000signatures— including
2(1)from eachof the state’: ll con
gressionaldistricts.
In the first sign that Wilder wax
rethinkinghiswithdrawal.hesaidhe
wouldconsiderrunningif a petition
drive gatheredenoughsignaturesto
placehim on the primaryballot.
Goode'sandWilder’: actionsen
suedamid polls showingthat voters
are dissatisfiedwith Robb and the
moatlikelyRepublicannominee.for
mer Reaganaide Oliver L. North.
(WeeklyReport. p. 68.9)

No GOP Primary Necessary
In Montana Senate Race -

First-termRepublicanSen.Con
radBurnsof Montanahasa freeride
throughthe June 7 primaryandcan
turnhisattentionto thefall election.
whenhe will facethe winnerof the
three-personDemocraticprimary.
With his path clearafter the fil
ingdeadlineMarch 24.Burns hopes
to becomethefirstGOP senatorthat
Montananshaveeverre-elected.He
will faceformerU.S. Sen.John Mel
cher,MisaoulalawyerJack Mudd or
state education employee Becky
Shaw in the generalelection.
Democratic Rep. Pat Williams
facesno primary opposition in his
first campaignfor re-electionfor the
at-largeseat.
Republicanfront-runnerDelosCy
Jamison.formerdirectorof theBureau
of LandManagementfacesa primary
challengefromHaroldCombs.amem
berofUnitedWeStandAmerica.Ross
Perot’aorganization.

Koy Whitewater figure I-’ilea '

As Cllidate for Congress -

President Clinton‘: principal
partner in the controversialWhite
wltol DevelopmentCo. announced
March 22 that he would seek the
Democraticnominationfor the Ar
kansasHouseseatheldby freshman
Republimn Jay Dickey.
James B. McDougal'spastfinan
cial dealingawith the Clintona are
the subject of a probe by a federal
special counsel. The Clinton: in
vestedin theWhitewaterlanddevel
opmentventure in 1978alongwith
McDougal and his then-wifeSusan
McDougal. (Story, p. 720)
Madison Guaranty Savingsand
Loan failed in 1989.Oneobjectiveof
the probe is to determinewhether
Madisonmoneywentto Whitewater
or to retire old Clinton campaign
debts.
In 1981. McDougal challenged
GOP Rep. John Paul Hammer
schlnidtin thenorthwest3rdDistrict
and lost by a 2-1 ratio.McDougalis
likely to faceDemocraticstateSen.
Jay Bradfordof Pine Bluff andstate
Rep. John Parkersonof Hot Springs
in the primary.
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BANKING

House Passes Bill To Permit
Interstate Bank Branching

with
an unusual degreeof dis

patchfor an importantbanking
hill. the Houseeasily passeda long
soughtmeasureto clearawaybarriers
to interstatebankingand branching.
TheHousepassedthebill lHR 3841)
byvoicevoteMarch22underexpedited
floorproceduresthatlimiteddebateand
barredamendments.That led to pro
testsfromsomeliberalmemberswho
wantedanopportunityforafloorvoteon
anamendment— rejectedduringHouse
BankingCommitteeconsiderationofthe
bill March9 — to addmoreconsumer
protectionsto the bill.
The passageof HR 3841comesasa
majorvictoryforthenation'sbigbanks.
whichlonghavearguedfor relieffrom
federallawsrequiringthemtomaintain
separatebankswhentheydo business
in differentstates.The measurewould
enablebanksto significantlycut over
headcostsfor thesemultistatebank
holding companiesby consolidating
theiroperationsintoa singlebankthat
would be headquarteredin one state
with branchesin other states.States
would be permittedto enact laws to
blocksuchconsolidations.
Similar legislation has been in

By AndrewTaylor

y I

j BOXSCORE
I
, NI: HR 3841anddraftSenatebill
. — interstatebankingand
branching. ;

Lahet action:HousepassedHR
3841byvoicevoteMarch22.

Neatlllretyaction:Senatefloor.

ledrgeind: Bothbillspermit
banksto operatenetworksof
branchofficesacross statelines.

Reference:WeeklyReport.pp.
l 589.461.425.230;1991

I
Almanac.p. 75.

eludedin omnibuseffortsto retoolthe
nation'sbanking laws. moat recently
in 1991.Such efforts largely have
faileddueto fightsamongmajorcon
greseionalplayersandalsoamongbig
andlittle banks.insuranceagentsand
companies.and securitiesfirms.
Havinglearnedfrompreviousbat
tles. supportersof interstatebranch
ingareendeavoring- so far success
fully- to keepthe bill cleanof unre
lated controversies.The decision by
Houseleadersto permit the measure

ECOIOIICS I HIAIICI

to cometo the floor on the so-called
"suspensioncalendar."which is usu
ally reserved for non-controversial
billsof lessimportance.reflectsadeci
sion to movethe bill as quickly and
cleanlyu possible.
But themovedid not sit wellwith
BankingCommitteemembersKweisi
.\lfume.D-.\ld.. and Joseph P. Ken
nedyll. D-.\lass..whowanteda floor
voteon anamendmentto build addi
tional protectionfor consumers.
Their amendmentwould have re
quiredbanksthatwantto takeadvan
tageofthenewinterstatebranchingpow
erstopledgetomakeloansandmaintain
adequatebankingservicesin poorareas
andinner-cityneighborhoods.Theyalso
wantedtoblockbanltsthathavedemon
strateda patternof closingbranchesin
less profitablebankingmarketsfrom
benefitingfromthebill.
“The reality is that we have not
doneall for consumersin this bill that
wecoulddo." Mfume said.
Mfumeand Kennedyhad beenon
the losingend of a 17-34committee
voteon the issueMarch 9. and they
facedalmostcertaindefeatonthefloor.
Nonetheless.theywanteda vote.
Oneof thereasonsthebill cameto
the floor under suspensionof the
rules.saidseniorBankingCommittee
memberBarneyFrank. D-Mass. was
that House Democratic leaders
wantedto showthat the Whitewater
scandal_ whichhasstirredpartisan
ship amongmembersof the commit
tee - is not interfering with the
movementof legislation. I

BANKING

Money-Laundering
Bill Passes House
On March 21. the House passed
legislationdesignedto reducethe pa
perworkrequiredof bankscomplying
with federal anti-money laundering
statutes.
Under the bill (HR 3235.H Rept
103-438).theTreasurysecretarywould
berequiredtoreduceby30percentthe
numberofcurrencytransactionreports
that banksfile. Currency transaction
reportsarewrittenrecordsof transac
tions involvingmorethan510.000.
Transactionsinvolvingbanksand
governmententitieswouldbeexempt

By Laura Mlehaella

from the paperworkrequirements.ln
addition. banks could exempt some
clientsfromthereports.subjectto ap
provalby Treasuryofficials.
Currency transaction reports are
thought to help the federal govem
ment track some money-laundering
schemes.But bill sponsorssay there
quirementsare burdensometo banks
anddo not helpregulatorsspot illegal
transactions.
Additional language in the bill
wouldrequirebankingagenciesto im
provetraining for bank examinersin
chargeof identifyingmoney-launder
ing schemes. The legislation also
wouldforcemoney-transmittingbusi
nessessuchascurrencyexchangesand
check-cashingoutletsto registerwith
the TreasuryDepartment.
The Housepassedthebill by voice
vote.
On theSenateside.provisionsof a

similar bill (S 1664)wereincludedas
an amendmentto communitydevel
opmentlegislationiHR 347-ll.passed
by the Senateon March l7. (Weekly
Report,p. 659)
The legislationnowgoesto confer
ence.The primarydifferencebetween
the two versionsare provisions.in
cludedintheHousebill butabsentfrom
Senatelanguage.thatwouldrevokethe
TreasuryDepartmentscurrentability
to waive reporting requirementsif
statesmeetorexceedfederalstandards.
These provisionsalso would re
quire casinoamaking more than -51
million annually to file currencyre
portswith the TreasuryDepartment.
Housesponsorsindicatedtheywould
consideracceptingtheSenateversion
after concernswere raised by Rep.
JamesBilbray.D-Nev._thattheprovi
sionawould hurt his state's internal
effortato policetransactions. I
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION O? LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Paula Stone
Lisa T ylor

FROM: Glori . Berry
Paral gal

DATE: April l, 1994
SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are five (5) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated March 31, 1994.

J
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 31, 1994, Thursday, PM cycle

SECTION: Domestic News

LENGTH: 465 words

HEADLINE: Affidavit for Search of Judge's Office Released

BYLINE: By JOEL WILLIAMS, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Offices of a lending company linked to the Whitewater investigation were

searched by FBI agents after 86 percent of the company's loans became
delinquent, according to court documents.

U.S. District Judge Stephen M. Reasoner on Wednesday released the affidavit
sworn by the FBI to get permission to seize files of Capital-Management Services
Inc. last summer.

Two months after the search, David Hale, then a municipal judge and president
of Capital—Management, was indicted on charges of conspiring to defraud the
federal Small Business Administration with two other men, and lying to the SBA.
Hale resigned his judgeship after his indictment.

He claimed after his indictment that President Clinton pressured him to make
an improper SBA loan to a business partner of Clinton's in a northern Arkansas
land-development company, Whitewater Development Corp. Clinton has denied the
charge.

In Washington today, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen‘s chief of staff,
Joshua Steiner, arrived at 1:45 p.m. at U.S. District Court to testify before a
grand jury hearing evidence in Fiske's Whitewater investigation. Steiner, one of
a dozen Clinton administration officials subpoenaed by Fiske, declined to
comment to reporters as he entered the courthouse.

Hale pleaded guilty to two charges last week in a plea agreement with
Whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske in which he has agreed to cooperate with
Fiske's investigation.

Federal prosecutors handling the case earlier had sought to keep the
affidavit secret, but Fiske offered no objection to its release.

According to the affidavit, an SBA examination of Hale‘s company showed that
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as of Nov. 30, 1990, loans totaling more than $ 2.45 million, or 86 percent of
the loan portfolio, were delinquent. Some loans had been delinquent for 53
months.
The affidavit also said the company - which was supposed to make federally

backed loans to businesses run by 'disadvantaged' people - had violated various
SBA rules and regulations, including lending money to "a non-disadvantaged small
concern.‘

According to the affidavit, the audit also showed various instances of what
the federal authorities said were improper lending arrangements.

At least one of the delinquent loans was a $ 300,000 loan to Susan Mcnougal,
the Whitewater business partner to whomHale referred in the accusation against
Clinton.

That loan was made in 1986 for a marketing company Mrs. Mcbougal owned.

Mrs. Mcnougal at the time was married to James Mcbougal, who owned Madison
Guaranty Savings i Loan, which failed in 1989.

Both Mcbougals were business partners with the Clintons in Whitewater.

About a third of the loan to Mrs. Mcnougal went into Hhitewater‘s checking
account, regulators say, and the loan never was repaid, according to SBA
records.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE-MDC: March 31, 1994
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Copyright 1994 The New York Times Company
The New York Times

March 31, 1994, Thursday, Late Edition - Final

SECTION: Section A; Page 20; Column 1; Editorial Desk

LENGTH: 766 words

HEADLINE; Arkansas Secrets

BODY
There will be plenty of time to explore whether laws were violated when the
Clintons went into the land development business with James and Susan McDougal
or when George Stephanopoulos and other white House aides meddled with Treasury
Department investigations. For the moment, it is enough to ponder the fluid
morality implicit in the Clintons‘ tax returns and the records of Mrs. Clinton's
short but profitable career as a commodities trader.

The inescapable conclusion is that this couple, early and late, suffered from
a thematic insensitivity to the normal rules of conflict of interest. At every
turn of their financial life, the then-Governor and First Lady of Arkansas were
receiving financial favors from individuals who had something to gain from
having friends in high places.

Consider the Whitewater case. The 230-acre development was supposed to be a
50-50 partnership between the two couples. To be clean politically, the deal had
to be one of equal investment and equal risk. But from the moment that Jeff
Gerth of The New York Times wrote the first Whitewater story in 1992, the
Clinton campaign and later the White House press office dodged questions and
withheld documents.

The reason is clear. The Clintons put up $500 initially and claimed losses of
$43,635, most of it in payments on loans, by the time of the 1992 campaign. In
contrast, the McDougals paid out $268,000 and withdrew $175,800 for a loss of
$92,200. Although the records are muddled, the McDougals apparently paid
dramatically larger amounts to support Whitewater than did their supposedly
equal partners, the Clintons.

Moreover, Mr. McDougal's heaviest contributions to the partnership came after
he acquired Madison Guaranty, a savings and loan that was part of Mr.
Clinton's regulatory responsibility as Governor. The disorder of Whitewater and
Madison records is such that it is unknown whether the Clintons benefited from
any fund transfers between Madison Guaranty and Whitewater Development, or
whether Madison benefited from favorable treatment by Mr. Clinton's regulators.
That is a legal determination, but the political conclusion is clear. From the
start of his governorship, Mr. Clinton was involved in potentially compromising
financial entanglements.

The same goes for Mrs. Clinton. On an initial investment of $1,000 she made
$98,000 by trading in agricultural commodities while her husband was running for
governor. Her principal adviser was James Blair, the lawyer for Tyson Foods
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Inc.; the broker he chose for her, Robert (Red) Bone, had once worked for Tyson
and had been disciplined by regulators for not keeping good records on which
accounts made money and which lost. Once Mr. Clinton was in office, Tyson
received $9 million in state loans and very gentle treatment when it came to the
extensive water pollution associated with raising and cleaning chickens.

The investigators are nowhere near the bottom of Whitewater. But we now have
a a fairly clear idea of how it got started and what it is about. It started
with a well-meaning young couple who seemed to have an extraordinary
indifference to, or difficulty in understanding, the normal divisions between
government and personal interests. Their conduct may not have been illegal, but
it was reckless and politically unattractive.

To deal with these seedy appearances, Clinton supporters are now engaged in
what we have come to recognize as The Arkansas Defense. A central argument is
that while the Clintons' dealings were not pretty, you cannot apply the
standards of the outside world to Arkansas, where a thousand or so insiders run
things in a loosey—goosey way that may look unethical or even illegal to
outsiders. This logic holds that whatever the Clintons did was penny—ante stuff
that the Republicans and the press ought to be willing to overlook in service to
the higher national interests.

Certainly, there is a national interest in a viable Presidency and in swift
progress on health care reform and other pressing issues. But the genius of the
Federal system does not reside in importing to Washington the faults and
idiosyncracies of the state capitals.

The effort to keep a lid on the Clintons' personal and financial histories
has led to the development of a distinctive Clinton style -- to withhold
critical information and to respond furiously with attacks on the motives of
critics. It is a viable campaign practice. But the clumsy efforts to silence
Congressional critics and the possible White House interference with Federal
agencies demonstrate that it is a dangerous way to govern.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD—DATE—MDC:March 31, 1994
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Copyright 1994 The New York Times Company: Abstracts
WALL STREET JOURNAL

March 31, 1994, Thursday

SECTION: Section A; Page 16, Column 1

LENGTH: 45 words

HEADLINE: RTC ASSERTS HUBBELL'S FATHER-IN—LAWHELPED CAUSE MADISONGUARANTY
TO FAIL

BYLINE: BY KENNETHH BACON

ABSTRACT

Resolution Trust Corp contends that transactions between Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan and Seth Ward, father-in-law of former Clinton administration
official Webster Hubbell, contributed to the ‘insolvency and failure‘ of the
thrift (M)

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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Copyright 1994 News World Communications. Inc.
The Washington Times

March 31, 1994, Thursday, Final Edition

SECTION: Part A; Pg. Al

LENGTH: 1793 words

HEADLINE: Hillary's expertise mademillionaires of the Clinton's ;
Her other deals outdid Whitewater

BYLINE: Jerry Seper and Michael Hedges; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

Hillary RodhamClinton's commodities deals in 1978-79, when she turned a
$1,000 investment into a $100,000 profit in 10 months, are indicative of her
long-standing role as the financial wheeler-dealer in the Clinton family.

From selling short on health care stocks while on the stump attacking the
health care industry to her bluntly worded power-of-attorney request of
Whitewater Development Corp. partner James B. McDougal, Mrs. Clinton has
always been out front when it comes to handling the Clintons' cash.

"I haven't seen the individual [commodity] trades, but anybody who is a
novice and can run $1,000 into $100,000 is either one of the greatest geniuses
in market history or had some very good advice," said Radoslav Artukovic, a
successful stock specialist in Los Angeles. "It is in the realm of possibility,
but it strains credulity."

Mr. McDougal, owner of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, said during a Feb. 9 interview on ABC-TV's "Nightline": “If there
was any business to discuss, I discussed it with Mrs. Clinton and not with the
governor.“

Mrs. Clinton's dealings have proved beneficial to the couple's bankbook.
As the Clintons' breadwinner, she:

' Sucessfully assembled a stock portfolio to push her annual income into the
six-figure bracket, including a $212,000 income in 1990.

' Helped establish about $75,000 in stocks for daughter Chelsea.

' Sought to set up a stock-buying partnership described by a Little Rock
stockbroker as having a hidden purpose.

* Set up the Whitewater partnership in the Arkansas Ozarks structured to
enable the Clintons to receive half the profits with little or no investment.

Despite warnings yesterday by White House Counselor David Gergen to "keep in
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mind her professional life" before denouncing Mrs. Clinton as a financial
hustler, some financial experts, commodities traders and others believe the
first lady may be the ultimate deal maker.

But her six-figure income as a lawyer at Little Rock's Rose Law Firm and a
spectacular run at commodities trading have turned the couple into millionaires.
The Clintons‘ net worth in July, when their assets were put into a blind trust
managed by Boston-based Essex Investment Management Co., is estimated at more
than $1.2 million, according to financial experts familiar with the Clintons‘
assets.

President Clinton's assets amount to only about $125,000 and include
individual retirement accounts and Louisiana state bonds. He has never
exhibited much savvy - or interest - in mastering household cash flow.

"It's like in any family where one person handles the family finances and
the other person doesn't,“ said White House Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers.
“He's always been more interested in policy."

Mrs. Clinton's worth, however, is estimated by experts at more than $1
million. It includes shares in Liz Claiborne Inc., Box Energy Corp., TCBY
Enterprises Inc. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. plus Arkansas state bonds, IRAs and
her partnership interest in Value Partners I Ltd.

Mrs. Clinton's successful commodities trading was described March 18 in the
New York Times. The newspaper said that starting just before Mr. Clinton's
election as governor in 1978, Mrs. Clinton entered the market with the help of
a friend who was the attorney for Tyson Foods Inc., a chicken processor and one
of Arkansas‘ most powerful and heavily regulated companies.

The commodities investments began within six weeks of the time the Clintons‘
agreed to join a partnership with Mr. McDougal and his then-wife, Susan, in
Whitewater, a development of 230—acres along the white River in the Arkansas
Ozarks. The financial ties between Whitewater and Madison are now under a
federal grand jury investigation led by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Money Magazine, in its April edition, has estimated that the Clintons owe
$99,858 in back taxes and interest "due to questionable deductions" for the
Whitewater venture. The White House has said the Clintons owe nothing.

The successful commodity trades were madewith the assistance of James B.
Blair, a successful commodities broker and a Clinton confidant who at the time
was general counsel for the Tyson operation, based in Springdale, Ark.

Arkansas records show the Tyson company was the beneficiary under then-Gov.
Clinton of several favorable enviromental regulations, government-guaranteed
loans and the appointment of company executives on state boards and commissions.

Mr. Blair has confirmed that he guided Mrs. Clinton in her commodities
deals, which had never been publicly disclosed prior to the New York Times
article, but denied any wrongdoing. He said he helped Mrs. Clinton because she
was a friend, not because she was married to the governor.

The trading was conducted by Robert "Red" Bone, who managed the Ray E.
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Friedman brokerage firm, or REFCO, in Springdale. Mr. Bone worked at Tyson for
13 years and traded commodities futures for the company. The Comodities
Futures Trading Corp. twice disciplined him and once banned him, Tyson Foods
and its president, Don Tyson, from personal trading for a year, according to
published reports.

He was disciplined by regulators both before and after his dealings with
Mrs. Clinton for, among other things, allocating trades to investors after he
had determined whether they were winners or losers.

Commodity Traders Consumer Report Editor Bruce Babcock told the Wall Street
Journal: "To make 100 times your money is possible, but it's difficult to
understand how a newcomer could do it. I don't care who is advising her, it
just isn't very likely."

The combination of Mrs. Clinton's quick profits and Mr. Bone's record
caused Commodities Futures Forecast Editor Philip Gotthel to conclude in an
interview with USA Today that "switching [crediting trades to different
customers after those trades have gained or lost] could have been part of her
success . "

A commentator yesterday morning on National Public Radio said the commodity
transaction records released Tuesday by the White House would indicate that Mrs.
Clinton was "one of the most successful novice investors ever."

"It would be the equivalent of going to a craps table and running 1,000 up
to 100,000; it is unheard of," said one major investment manager who is also a
director of numerous companies.

A commodities broker in New York said that a hundredfold increase in Mrs.
Clinton's portfolio over a 10-month period would have spurred others to stay in
the market, instead of abruptly quitting in 1980 after Chelsea was born.

"The rate of increase for Mrs. Clinton in her investment. if carried over a
£our~year period, would have been a profit to her of $100 billion," the broker“
said. "That potential gain would have kept a lot of players in the game."

Mr. Artukovic added that several professionals on the Pacific Stock
Exchange have been asking why Mrs. Clinton - when on such a successful run -
quit trading.

"Millions of people have tried this, and almost none have succeeded. When
that happens, it is usually a professional with great expertise," he said.
"This is the equivalent of hitting the lottery a number of times.

"Given their asset base at the time, the last thing an investment counselor
would have told them is to risk it in the commodities market," he said. "You
can lose two or three times what you invest. what possessed her to do that?"

Some federal law enforcement officials looking into the Whitewater-Madison
affair have said they are asking the same question. They also are concerned
about possible conflicts of interest involving Mrs. Clinton's ties to Value
Partners and a stock partnership known as Midlife Investors Inc.
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Value Partners is an investment group that "sold short" on several health
care stocks after the Clintons moved into the White House. By the time of the
sale, Mrs. Clinton had actively taken charge of the president's health care
task force. Selling "short" is the practice of selling shares not held for
future delivery in anticipation of buying the shares later at a reduced price.

In December 1992, Value Partners had $1.2 million invested in 10 health care
stocks, or about 13 percent of its total portfolio. The potential conflict
focused on accusations that, as the head of the health care task force, Mrs.
Clinton's public statements about health care and price controls depressed the
price of shares in health care stocks, making the shares available at a reduced
price.

The Washington Post noted in a March 18 report that some of the Value
Partners short sales occurred after the Clintons moved into the White House.
The newspaper said previous administrations had put their holdings into a blind
trust before taking office - not six months later, as in the case of the
Clintons.

Midlife Investors is a partnership set up in 1983 by Roy P. Drew, a broker
working at the time at the E.F. Hutton office in Little Rock. It involved Rose
Law Firm partners Webster L. Hubbell, the former associate attorney general who
resigned earlier this month, and Vincent H. Foster Jr., the late White House
deputy counsel whose body was found July 20 in a Virginia park.

Mrs. Clinton, Mr. Hubbell and Mr. Foster each put up $15,000, naming the
others - not their spouses - as beneficiaries. It was Mr. Foster, as the
Clintons' personal lawyer, who put the couple's blind trust together, completing
it three days before his death - which has been ruled a suicide.

The Clintons' tax returns show the partnership never yielded much taxable
dividend income, a finding that surprised Mr. Drew, now a private consultant.

He said it would be "a stretch of the imagination" to believe the venture
did not yield dividends, based on its stock purchases, which included Firestone
Tire and Diamond Shamrock.

In April 1983, about four years after Mrs. Clinton had parlayed the $1,000
into $100,000 in the commodities market, she approached Mr. Drew and asked for
beginner's advice on stock investing.

"I didn't realize that Hillary had any other securities experience," said
Mr. Drew, now an investment analyst in Little Rock. "She didn't carry herself
as someone experienced enough to have made $100,000 in the commodities market.
She was saying ‘Teach me.‘ . . .

"The other thing I don't understand is why they were coming to Roy Drew at
E.F. Hutton when she clearly had a number of very experienced contacts in the
financial world."
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BODY

Television demands that pundits and politicians be concise, to reduce
complex issues to a striking word or a succinct sound bite. Print journalists
do the hard work, laying out the details with minute specificity; television
mavens extract the essence.

So it's easy by now for nearly everybody who reads newspapers and watches
television to detect the whiff of scandal surrounding Bill and Hillary Clinton.

Whitewater is first about 'hypocrisy.' Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
is about the "abuse of public trust.‘ The Clintons, who campaigned against the
greedheads of the 1980s, are seen now to have enjoyed making money themselves.
Hillary earned $100,000 in a single year in the commodities market. The
commodities market, no place for amateurs, is risky at best, and most investors
lose money. Hillary was "lucky," drawing on the advice of a friend, who
happened to be the chief lawyer for Tyson Inc., the nation's largest chicken
producers and the protected polluters of once-pristine rivers and streams in the
remote hills and hollows of Arkansas.

The Clintons abused the public trust when, as partners in Whitewater, they
benefited from funds lent by Madison, which was a federally insured savings and
loan. Their defense - as "passive partners‘ who lost money in whitewater -
collapsed when it was discovered that the first lady asked for power of attorney
for Whitewater, to take over its management, and that the value the Clintons
earned exceeded the investment they made.

Themes of hypocrisy and abuse of public trust cut through the complicated
economic data about bank loans and conflict-of-interest technicalities that
would give Rube Goldberg a headache. '

The Whitewater scandal is actually a middle-class morality play (not a
tragedy), closer to farce than high comedy, but sad nevertheless. The facts are
esoteric but the players perform conventional roles. Instead of the overweening
ambition of say, a king or aristocrat, Bill Clinton draws on small—town cronies
to smooth his route to power with money that supports power. Hillary is no Lady
Macbeth of Little Rock, but more the manipulative wife who pushes the limits of
her power through her husband's political connections, first in a small town and
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later in a bigger one.
This is "Our Town" updated for the 1990s, in which the microcosm called

Little Rock becomes the macrocosm called Washington. It's easier to abuse power
in a small state, but bad habits of young politicians have a way of becoming big
bad habits in the nation's capital.

The Whitewater scandal took off in the public consciousness when the
president's aides - loyal men and women - were subpoenaed by the general counsel
to explain what they did and when they did it. These are the bit players, the
Rosencrantzes and Guildensterns who do either the master's bidding or what they
think the master would expect them to do. They cut corners with petty favors to
insure their faithful (or fateful) roles.

Why else would they take Whitewater files out of Vincent Foster's office
after he committed suicide but before the police could get a look? Why else
would they talk to the staff at the Department of Treasury about Whitewater
investigations? Why else would they question public officials in independent
agencies about investigations into Madison?

The most damaging current evidence, according to Rep. Jim Leach, Iowa
Republican, is a taped conversation in which a woman in the Resolution Trust
Corp. office in Washington put pressure on an investigator in the Kansas City
office to drop investigations into Madison. The Kansas City investigator has
taken "whistle-blower" status for protection.

The damaging evidence from Little Rock, according to Jim Leach, suggests
that Madison was a piggy bank for Whitewater, whose collapse ultimately cost the
taxpayers $60 million dollars.

Hypocrisy and abuse of the public trust may or may not be criminal, but they
go to the heart of public confidence. If Hillary and Bill had no idea what was
going on with their own financial investments, why on earth should we trust them
to handle our tax investments" for health care?

If Hillary made $100,000 in the commodities market, a truly phenomenal
profit that would make her the queen of Wall Street, can we believe the lady
with the golden eye dropped out because, as she put, the stress was too great
when she was going to have a baby? (Even loyal feminist supporters raised
eyebrows at that explanation.)

The question before the House (and maybe the Senate, too) is this: Will all
the stuff seeping out from under the little rocks in Arkansas pollute the
Potomac, too?

Suzanne Fields a columnist for the Washington Times is nationally
syndicated. Her column appears here Monday and Thursday.
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HEADLINE: The Brooding Is Over - Mrs. Clinton Is Waging a Counteroffense

BYLINE: By TOMRAUM, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
It was a brief time to be savored. After weeks of caustic criticism, a few

momentsof open affection.

Hillary RodhamClinton basked in the adulation of United Auto Workers
leaders, letting their applause and cheers sweep over her. UAWPresident Owen
Bieber sought to quiet the audience. The first lady tried to wave him off.

"Thank you! Boy! Can you all come back every week? I really like being mobbed
by friendly faces," she told the meeting.

Such moments of unambiguous approval are rare for a first lady who generates
criticism on a startling number of fronts - from the way she wears her hair to
how she shaped health care policy, practiced law and played the markets.

And then there is the core of the enigma: her unfathomable relationship with
the president of the United States. Only two people - Bill Clinton and Hillary
RodhamClinton - know how this pair works, how much of the presidency he shares
with her, how much influence she exerts. It drives foes and allies alike crazy.

Her critics are now having a field day with the recent revelations that she
turned a $ 1,000 stake into a $ 100,000 profit in little more than a year by
trading in risky cattle futures. "Hillary-bashing" is in full swing.

Pecked almost daily on the Whitewater affair, America's new-age first lady
has dug in her heels and emerged from a short brooding hiatus in a flurry of
activity and public appearances.

Suddenly she's everywhere. Traveling around the
Visiting ailing children in a hospit
a beach in Southern C '

country pitching health care.
al. Walking hand in hand with her husband on

alifornia. Pitching an opening day baseball. Attending a
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ceremony at the Netherlands Embassy to accept a new tulip variety named after
her.
Once again, she seems determined to soften what many perceive as an
intimidating presence.

In a video spoof for a journalists’ dinner. the Clintons played Harry and
Louise, the insurance industry's fictitious couple earnestly doubtful about
White House health care proposals.

That brought to mind efforts to soften the image of another criticized first
lady, Nancy Reagan. Mrs. Reagan dressed in old clothes and sang "Second Hand
Rose" at a Washington dinner to poke fun at her acceptance of gifts of expensive
designer clothes.

Shelia Tate, an aide to Mrs. Reagan at the time, said Mrs. Clinton's image
problems are in a different league. They stem from her decision to "make herself
a semiofficial of the government with her own power base," she said.

"Traditionally, first ladies have distinguished between their roles and that
of their husband. In this case. there's a blurring of those roles. She chose to
borrow some of her husband's authority.“

But Paul Costello, who worked for former first lady Rosalynn Carter, said
most of the criticism of Mrs. Clinton is partisan, with Republicans playing on
the fears of some Americans that Mrs. Clinton "is too uppity" for a first lady.

"There's a built-in sexism: a spouse should not be interfering with the
duties of her husband. The Republicans will not say that right out. But the
Republicans believe they have a vulnerability and they're going to exploit it,"
Costello said.

He recalled that Rosalynn Carter was criticized, too, for attending Cabinet
meetings and high-level White House briefings. So was Eleanor Roosevelt, who
traveled the nation in the 1930s as the eyes and ears of Franklin D. Roosevelt
who used a wheelchair, and constantly tugged him to the left.

Mrs. Clinton was the first presidential spouse to be given an office in the
West Hing, the business end of the White House where the president and his top
advisers work.

Even some White House insiders said that logistics can be difficult with two
rival staffs - his and hers - occupying some of the same turf, with Vice
President Al Gore at the hub of yet another power center.

Close associates say Mrs. Clinton has grown more guarded. She engages in less
small talk and lapses into uncharacteristic silence at White House meetings.

The firings of two longtime White House employees, an usher and the chef,
contributed to the image of a house in disorder. But it is Whitewater and its
tentacles that are proving to be Mrs. Clinton's harshest challenge yet.
Whitewater could even put her before a grand jury.

Like it or not, she finds herself at ground zero in the web connecting first
couple, the Whitewater real estate deal, the bankrupt Madison Guaranty Savings
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and Loan and the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock.
For the first time, Mrs. Clinton is forced to deal with questions on her
skills as a professional, her ethics as a lawyer and her handling of the family
finances.

Her long insistence that her career and financial dealings were strictly
private concerns fueled suspicions that the Clintons had something to hide.

Going on the counteroffensive seems to be a response typical of her.

"I wouldn't say she's come out from a shell. I think she's come out from
under a shelling,“ said White House political consultant Paul Begala. "She's an
incredibly resilient person and she's not one to hunker down or bunker down."

The recent developments only add to the complexity of Mrs. Clinton. There
have always been contradictions among her roles. There are as many different
images of her as she has hair styles.

It began years ago, when she was criticized for not taking her husband's name
when he was elected governor of Arkansas.

Today she exists somewhere between the woman that TV talk show host Larry
King calls "sexy. romantic. flirtatious and bright" to the individual that
Britain's Economist magazine likens to Shakespeare's villainous Lady Macbeth.

At the Rose Law Firm she specialized in lucrative corporate law, rarely
appearing in a courtroom. Yet. on the side she was a tireless advocate for the
rights of children (including a stint as head of the Children's Defense Fund)
and of the poor (she was a memberof the Legal Services Corporation).

She is also a mother. She took teen-ager Chelsea to Norway for the Olympics
and went bike riding with her in California. Even that ride drew criticism,
because Mrs. Clinton didn't wear a helmet.

"Who the hell cares," grumbled White House adviser David Gergen.

Then there's the liberal Hillary RodhamClinton, the one conservatives love
to hate, a favorite target of Rush Limbaugh. Conservatives claim that Mrs.
Clinton has exerted major pressure on Clinton, and has been responsible for many
of his most liberal appointments.

And there's the stylish Hillary RodhamClinton, the one who looked so
glamorous when she posed for celebrity photographer Annie Leibovitz for Vogue
magazine.

Gergen claimed Mrs. Clinton is getting a bum rap for a lot of things.

Gergen says the view of her as "money grubbing," largely because of her big
earnings in cattle futures, is misleading. He noted that - even though she
earned four times the salary of her husband - she was one of the lower paid
lawyers at the Rose Law Firm because she removed herself from many cases
involving state contractors and agencies.

But Republicans are unlikely to let the "Hillary issue" drop, sensing that it
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gives them a lever with voters who for one reason or another don't like Mrs.
Clinton - or her husband.
Some advisers have suggested that she try to stop being so lawyerly and
follow the example of Geraldine Ferraro in 1984 when she held a long
tell~everything news conference on her finances. Mrs. Clinton doesn't seem
inclined to take the advice.

"I get my back up every so often about even having to answer questions that I
don't think are in any way connected with the fact that my husb ' '

life," she told Newsweek.
and is in public

She insists her work has been "totally bipartisan" 0ver the last 15 months.

"We've tried to work with everybody. What we're interested in is guaranteed
health coverage of every American. And we want that to be b ' '

said.
eyond politics," she

"She has worked herself to exhaustion, past exhaustion," said Sen. Jay
Rockefeller. D-H.va., one of her biggest defenders. He said critics "want to
tear down this first lady and her good work "

"I expect the sensationalists will eventually tire of this, the same way they
tired of chasing Nancy and Tonya around Norway," Rockefeller said.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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BODY
My Whitewater dependency was every bit as out of control as the next guy's,

but about 10 days ago I slipped into remission. Suddenly it was hard to
hyperventilate about the story that only recently had tempted me to master
cattle futures (to no avail, since I have no broker named "Red" to save me from
bum steers).

You needn't consult polls to see that Whitewater has now fallen off a cliff
in the public consciousness, to the pitiful point where even Madonna briefly
usurped it in dinner conversations. When James McDougal put sets of his
once-coveted Whitewater documents on sale last week, takers were so few he would
have been better off titling them "The Bridges of Madison Guaranty. "

Why has Whitewater's torrent of drama ebbed to a slow trickle? It's not as
if the story has been resolved, or that the Clintons have been cleared of all
charges of impropriety. Questions remain unanswered, even if they don't point to
a Presidential abuse of power. Whitewater won't truly be over until the last
Rose Law Firm partner sings -- preferably in Congressional hearings that will be
televised day and night for our delectation.

For the moment, though, it's intermission. Herewith a few theories as to why:

1. Vincent Foster, R.I.P. The White House Deputy Counsel's suicide was always
the most exciting subplot of Whitewater -— the hook that pulled us into the
duller nexus of tacky real estate and a tawdry S.& L. But after weeks of tabloid
stories sighting Vincent Foster, both alive and dead, in more incriminating
scenarios than Oliver Stone could dream up for Clay Shaw, ABC News aired autopsy
photos knocking down the rumors; last week it was reported that the special
counsel, Robert Fiske, would soon confirm Foster's death as a suicide.

without a corpse, Whitewater just doesn't have that zing. No wonder the
right-wing press has searched mightily for a sexy angle to fill the Foster
vacuum -- so far to no avail. When The Wall Street Journal's editorial page
floated the hint that a reporter for The New Republic had been assaulted in
Little Rock for probing the Rose Law Firm. the alleged victim failed to
corroborate the sinister spin. Further proof that the right's cupboard of hard
Whitewater news is bare: The American Spectator is back on bimbo patrol.
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2. Al D'Amato and Jim Leach, M.I.A. The main Republican point men on
whitewater have both retreated from the spotlight. Senator D'Amato vanished
after his pose as Mr. Ethics turned him into a late-night talk-show punching
bag. Representative Leach has been scarce since he followed his "J'accuse!"
speech on the House floor with a disastrous "Meet the Press" performance in
which Timothy Russert and Bob Woodward caught the soft-spoken, sweater-wearing
Congressman with a sweaty excess of righteousness and a deficiency of evidence
to back up his charge that the Clintons had made money on whitewater.

3. The Illusion of Full Disclosure. President Clinton's pre~N.C.A.A.
championship press conference, a slam-dunk of mostly easy Whitewater questions,
produced a big bounce in the polls. Mrs. Clinton has also belatedly proved
somewhat more forthcoming to the press, talking generally (very generally) about
whitewater. (See last week's People.) Though the First Lady is still avoiding
whitewater sit-downs with major newspapers, she is rapidly running out of
protected venues. Connie Bruck, the reporter who unraveled Steve Ross, is now on
Mrs. Clinton's case for The New Yorker.

4. The Press Chases Its Own Tail. In the absence of new developments,
journalistic self-flagellation over wallowing in Whitewater has become a
self-feeding frenzy of its own, nearly as tedious as cattle futures. Trying to
push the main story along -- and not content to let its rival, Newsweek, make
the only whitewater error that week -- Time ran a misleadingly cropped,
five-month-old photo on its cover, then bowed to the ensuing press outrage by
dropping its prized George Stephanopoulos angle entirely in the next issue.

S. Supreme Court Guessing Game. Liberals and conservatives alike have a new
mystery about which to speculate now and hold rancorous hearings later. For
recovering Whitewater addicts already afflicted by nostalgia, it's probably too
much to hope that Webster Hubbell will surface on the short list.
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BODY
A POTENTIAL nominee to the Federal Reserve Board runs into a roadblock

because his wife manages stock-market investments. Another Fed governor's
fiancee spurns lucrative job offers from banks and securities firms. A
high-powered attorney, the wife of a governor, represents clients before state
agencies -- and finds herself under fire for conflicts of interest a decade
later.

Sound familiar? "These kinds of things happen when you have married couples
who have professions," President Clinton declared at his March 24 news
conference -- and he should know. The Clintons stoutly maintain that Hillary
RodhamClinton did nothing wrong when she wrote letters on behalf of Madison
Guaranty Savings E Loan to then-governor Clinton's appointees in Little Rock.
But the Whitewater affair has turned a spotlight on the problems posed by power
couples -— problems that Washington, coping with its first baby boomer
administration, seems ill-equipped to handle.

With more and more womenbreaking through glass ceilings, couples who mix
public—service and private-sector careers increasingly face legal or ethical
conflicts. Caught between two articles of PC faith -- the need for womento
advance professionally and the demand for squeaky-clean government —- ethics
experts disagree passionately over how such conflicts should be handled. As a
result, every case of spousal conflict is handled ad hoc -- not always to the
satisfaction of the couples involved, nor in the best interests of the public,
which should expect the highest standards of integrity from its government
officials.

The Clintons are becoming the unwilling poster children of the power-couple
syndrome, as they struggle to deal with the question that runs through many of
the allegations known collectively as Whitewater: Why did Hillary Clinton do so
much personal and legal business with Arkansas interests who could only gain by
currying favor with the governor's wife? It isn't just her investment with and
legal work for James McDougal, the owner of state-regulated Madison Guaranty.
Her adviser on the commodities trades that rang up a $ 98.537 profit on a $
1,000 investment was James B. Blair, outside counsel to Tyson Foods Inc., the
state's biggest employer. Business Week magazine this week details how Hillary
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Clinton was recruited for her "marquee value" to )Oifl a bid for a
cellular-telephone franchise; she got back S 45.998 on that S 2,014 investment.
while Hillary Clinton turned down her share of the Rose Law Firm's partnership
income earned on work done for the state (or, in the case of municipal bond
work, accepted and then later turned back), she and the firm prospered on fees
paid by private clients drawn by her presence.

Even if Hillary Clinton didn't break any laws, some ethicists are convinced
she violated the rules of propriety. "No matter how whitewater comes out, it
will leave a bad odor," says Monroe Freedman, a professor of legal ethics at
Hofstra University Law School. He contends that Hillary Clinton should have
steered clear of situations where she might appear to be trading on her
husband's position.

But that's not easy, as many power couples can attest. Take the case of
George and Dina Perry. In January, George Perry, a distinguished economist at
the Brookings Institution, became the Clinton administration's top choice for a
seat on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. But when White House aides
learned of Dina Perry's job -- as portfolio manager for three
multibillion-dollar mutual funds operated by American Funds group -- they
panicked. The Perrys presented a clear conflict of interests, but no one could
figure out a compromise that wouldn't sharply restrict Dina Perry's career.
Weeks after his prospective nomination stalled, George Perry relieved the White
House of its problem by withdrawing.

Then there's Mary Ann Gadziala and David W. Mullins Jr., who fell in love
while working together at President Bush's Treasury Department. He went on to
become vice chairman of the Fed; she became a top lawyer at the Securities G
Exchange Commission. But she put her career on hold, shunning offers from banks
and private law firms, out of fear of creating conflicts for her fiance. Their
problem was solved last Valentine's Day, when Mullins stepped down to pursue a
Hall Street career.

Power couples are largely on their own in handling such dilemmas. Many ethics
scholars argue that spousal conflicts are no different from those posed -- and
successfully handled -— by officials’ parents, siblings or friends. The official
should fully disclose his or her spouse's financial interests, pledge to refrain
from divulging sensitive information and avoid cases affecting the spouse's
business. "You should not make rules that limit the career of one spouse because
of the career of the other spouse," contends Stephen Gillers, professor of legal
ethics at New York University School of Law, who's been cited by President
Clinton in support of Hillary Clinton's Little Rock work.

But other experts argue -- vehemently -- that marriage vows are stronger than
friendship and thicker than blood. The U.S. law covering financial conflicts of
interest treats a public official's spouse and minor children differently from
other relatives or acquaintances for the common-sense reason that the official
is more likely to share personal finances with imediate family members. And no
matter how vigilant a couple may be, the intimacy of their relationship creates
opportunities for unintentional disclosure of confidential information. In cases
like that of the Perrys, "there's an unacceptable conflict," says C. Boyden
Gray, chief White House counsel and ethics czar in the Bush administration. The
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only solution, Gray insists, is for one spouse to change jobs.
That answer. of course, is no solution for women's advocates, who think a

double standard is being raised to force womeninto career sacrifices just when
they're becoming successful. "These issues can be handled with commonsense,"
says Sheila Wellington. president of Catalyst Inc., a New York non-profit group
dedicated to advancing women's careers in management. "I hope the trend toward
dual-career families isn't used to disadvantage women just as they are breaking
into the top."

Well, it disadvantaged Marilyn Quayle. A successful lawyer who stayed home to
raise her children when her husband, Dan, went into politics, she promised
herself that she'd go back to work after the 1988 election. The only problem
was, Dan got elected vice president. "Everyone wanted to hire her, but the
opportunities were fraught with potential conflicts," says friend Sheila Tate.
spokesman for the 1988 Bush campaign. After consulting legal advisers, Marilyn
Quayle decided not to practice law until her husband left office. Other couples
have found less drastic ways to defuse conflicts. From 1981 to 1985, Peter
Wallison served as general counsel to Treasury while his wife, Frieda, was an
attorney specializing in public finance with the firm Jones, Day, Reavis 5
Pogue. Wallison promised his Treasury superiors that he would never discuss his
work with his wife -- an arrangement, he says, that worked well and should be
used as a model. Wallison, who later served as White House counsel to President
Reagan, says, "The solution is to disclose the relationship, recuse yourself
from matters where there really is a conflict and ask to be judged by your
behavior in office. You can't suspect everyone's motives."

When SamSkinner became transportation secretary and then White House chief
of staff under Bush, his lawyer—wife, Honey, simply removed herself from any
case that posed an appearance problem. Indeed, lawyers may have the least
trouble finessing conflicts because they work on specific cases for specific
clients and legal ethicists have long since developed rules for handling
conflicts.

Players in financial markets offer tougher cases -- and lead to costlier
solutions. In 1985, George D. Gould married his second wife, Jane, a portfolio
manager at Alliance Capital Management in New York, just one month before he
became undersecretary of the Treasury, overseeing the Treasury's bond auctions
and financial policymaking. The detailed agreement the Goulds worked out with
Treasury's lawyers barred Jane from taking any new accounts and from managing
bond investments. Legal fees for that agreement and the creation of blind
financial trusts cost "more than my first year's salary at Treasury," says
Gould.

Similarly, Carla A. Hills and her husband,Roderick, a former SEC chairman,
paid a sizable penalty when she became U.S. trade representative in 1989. At the
time, he was an attorney, an investment banker with foreign clients and a
director on several corporate boards. Carla promised at her Senate confirmation
hearing that the USTR's general counsel would oversee her husband's business
activities. Roderick also had to resign from the bank and his boards, and the
couple took a big financial hit when forced to sell a large stock portfolio.

‘The rules were too harsh," she complains. So harsh, in fact, that because of
her experience, Congress changed the law so that officials forced to sell
investments to take a government post can defer taxes on their capital gains.
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Debbie Dingell lives with a different set of restrictions. A longtime
lobbyist for General Motors Corp., she had to rearrange her duties before her
1981 marriage to Rep. John D. Dingell (D-Mich.I, chairman of the House Energy
and CommerceCommittee. She quit working the Hill. went into community relations
and now shuttles between Detroit and Washington as president of the charitable
General Motors Foundation. But in election years, she pays her own airfare
between her offices and won't even drive a corporate car to avoid the appearance
that GM is paying for trips during which she might campaign for John.

But with no written rules, other couples take a more laissez-faire approach.
William McLucas, head of the SEC's enforcement division, is engaged to Kaye,
Williams, a former SEC lawyer who last fall became assistant general counsel for
the Securities Industry Association, the trade group representing firms
regulated by the SEC. Williams says there's no problem: "We are both lawyers who
have ethical obligations to keep client information privileged." Besides, she
adds, she doesn't deal with enforcement issues.

That's the same attitude taken by Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Carol Browner and her husband Michael Podhorzer, a lobbyist with
the consumer group Citizens Action. Although the organization is involved in
many environmental issues, Podhorzer says he handles only health issues.

While these couples may have found ways to sidestep direct conflicts of
interest, they still haven't overcome the appearance problem. "People are
looking over my shoulder all the time," Debbie Dingell complains. "Why don't you
write about all the media couples with conflicts?‘

She has a point. While laws and ethics codes aim to head off financial
conflicts, Washington trades in a number of other currencies: information,
ideology, power, prestige. NBC White House correspondent Andrea Mitchell attends
some of the capital's most exclusive dinner parties with her longtime companion,
Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan. CBS correspondent Rita Braver is married to lawyer
Robert Barnett, who used to do personal legal work for the Clintons. When Braver
was assigned to the White House, Barnett stopped representing the First Couple.
"There's no way I was going to tell Rita anything confidential and there's no
way she was going to pull any punches on the air. But the appearance was too
much of a problem," Barnett explains.

With the public growing ever more cynical about the honesty of government
officials, this power-couple "appearance" problem is hazardous to ignore. Thus
purists like Hofstra's Freedman advocate a law prohibiting officials’ spouses
from working in related fields. But such a flat prohibition may be too strict.
As long as men and womenmeet on the job and fall in love, conflicts will arise.
Few people will serve in government if the price of the job is a spouse's
career. In most cases -- as with the Goulds, the Hills and the Dingells -
conflicts can be handled.

What's needed are clearer guidelines, more creative solutions. And who better
to address that need than Bill and Hillary Clinton? Under the barrage of
Whitewater charges, updating ethics rules for the two-career era probably is the
last thing on the minds of the First Couple. But if they want anything good to
come out of this affair and to act on their high-minded campaign rhetoric about
restoring ethics in government, they should snatch this opportunity. The baby
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boomers will be graceful.
Owen Ullmlnn and Hike McNa||\ee are Washington correspondents for Business Heek

magazine.
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HEADLINE: The Brooding Is Over - Mrs. Clinton Is Waging a Counteroffense

BYLINE: By TOMRAUM, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
It was a brief time to be savored. After weeks of caustic criticism, a few

moments of open affection.

Hillary RodhamClinton basked in the adulation of United Auto Workers
leaders. letting their applause and cheers sweep over her. UAWPresident Owen
Bieber sought to quiet the audience. The first lady tried to wave him off.

"Thank you! Boy! Can you all come back every week? I really like being mobbed
by friendly faces," she told the meeting.

Such moments of unambiguous approval are rare for a first lady who generates
criticism on a startling number of fronts - from the way she wears her hair to
how she shaped health care policy, practiced law and played the markets.

And then there is the core of the enigma: her unfathomable relationship with
the president of the United States. Only two people - Bill Clinton and Hillary
RodhamClinton - know how this pair works, how much of the presidency he shares
with her, how much influence she exerts. It drives foes and allies alike crazy.

Her critics are now having a field day with the recent revelations that she
turned a $ 1,000 stake into a $ 100,000 profit in little more than a year by
trading in risky cattle futures. "Hillary-bashing“ is in full swing.

Pecked almost daily on the Whitewater affair, America's new-age first lady
has dug in her heels and emerged from a short brooding hiatus in a flurry of
activity and public appearances.

Suddenly she's everywhere. Traveling around the country pitching health care.
Visiting ailing children in a hospital. Walking hand in hand with her husband on
a beach in Southern California. Pitching an opening day baseball. Attending a
ceremony at the Netherlands Embassy to accept a new tulip variety named after
her.
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Once again. she seems determined to soften what many perceive as an
intimidating presence.
In a video spoof for a journalists‘ dinner, the Clintons played Harry and

Louise. the insurance industry's fictitious couple earnestly doubtful about
White House health care proposals.

That brought to mind efforts to soften the image of another criticized first
lady, Nancy Reagan. Mrs. Reagan dressed in old clothes and sang "Second Hand
Rose" at a Washington dinner to poke fun at her acceptance of gifts of expensive
designer clothes.

Shelia Tate, an aide to Mrs. Reagan at the time, said Mrs. Clinton's image
problems are in a different league. They stem from her decision to "make herself
a semiofficial of the government with her own power base," she said.

"Traditionally, first ladies have distinguished between their roles and that
of their husband. In this case, there's a blurring of those roles. She chose to
borrow some of her husband's authority."

But Paul Costello, who worked for former first lady Rosalynn Carter, said
most of the criticism of Mrs. Clinton is partisan, with Republicans playing on
the fears of some Americans that Mrs. Clinton "is too uppity" for a first lady.

"There's a built-in sexism: a spouse should not be interfering with the
duties of her husband. The Republicans will not say that right out. But the
Republicans believe they have a vulnerability and they're going to exploit it,"
Costello said.

He recalled that Rosalynn Carter was criticized, too, for attending Cabinet
meetings and high-level White House briefings. So was Eleanor Roosevelt, who
traveled the nation in the 1930s as the eyes and ears of Franklin D. Roosevelt
who used a wheelchair, and constantly tugged him to the left.

Mrs. Clinton was the first presidential spouse to be given an office in the
West Wing, the business end of the White House where the president and his top
advisers work.

Even some White House insiders said that logistics can be difficult with two
rival staffs - his and hers - occupying some of the same turf, with Vice
President Al Gore at the hub of yet another power center.

Close associates say Mrs. Clinton has grown more guarded. She engages in less
small talk and lapses into uncharacteristic silence at White House meetings.

The firings of two longtime White House employees, an usher and the chef,
contributed to the image of a house in disorder. But it is Whitewater and its
tentacles that are proving to be Mrs. Clinton's harshest challenge yet.
Whitewater could even put her before a grand jury.

Like it or not, she finds herself at ground zero in the web Connecting first
couple, the Whitewater real estate deal, the bankrupt Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan and the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock.
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For the first time. Mrs. Clinton is forced to deal with questions on her
skills as a professional, her ethics as a lawyer and her handling of the family
finances.
Her long insistence that her career and financial dealings were strictly
private concerns fueled suspicions that the Clintons had something to hide.

Going on the counteroffensive seems to be a response typical of her.

"I wouldn't say she's come out from a shell. I think she's come out from
under a shelling," said white House political consultant Paul Begala. “She's an
incredibly resilient person and she's not one to hunker down or bunker down."

The recent developments only add to the complexity of Mrs. Clinton. There
have always been contradictions among her roles. There are as many different
images of her as she has hair styles.

It began years ago, when she was criticized for not taking her husband's name
when he was elected governor of Arkansas.

Today she exists somewhere between the woman that TV talk show host Larry
King calls "sexy, romantic, flirtatious and bright" to the individual that
Britain's Economist magazine likens to Shakespeare's villainous Lady Macbeth.

At the Rose Law Firm she specialized in lucrative corporate law, rarely
appearing in a courtroom. Yet, on the side she was a tireless advocate for the
rights of children (including a stint as head of the Children's Defense Fund)
and of the poor (she was a memberof the Legal Services Corporation).

She is also a mother. She took teen—ager Chelsea to Norway for the Olympics
and went bike riding with her in California. Even that ride drew criticism,
because Mrs. Clinton didn't wear a helmet.

"Who the hell cares," grumbled White House adviser David Gergen.

Then there's the liberal Hillary RodhamClinton, the one conservatives love
to hate, a favorite target of Rush Limbaugh. Conservatives claim that Mrs.
Clinton has exerted major pressure on Clinton, and has been responsible for many
of his most liberal appointments.

And there's the stylish Hillary RodhamClinton, the one who looked so
glamorous when she posed for celebrity photographer Annie Leibowitz for vogue
magazine.

Gergen claimed Mrs. Clinton is getting a bum rap for a lot of things.

Gergen says the view of her as "money grubbing," largely because of her big
earnings in cattle futures, is misleading. He noted that ~ even though she
earned four times the salary of her husband - she was one of the lower paid
lawyers at the Rose Law Firm because she removed herself from many cases
involving state contractors and agencies.

But Republicans are unlikely to let the "Hillary issue" drop, sensing that it
gives them a lever with voters who for one reason or another don't like Mrs.
Clinton - or her husband.
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Some advisers have suggested that she try to stop being so lawyerly and
follow the example of Geraldine Ferraro in 1984 when she held a long
tell-everything news conference on her finances. Mrs. Clinton doesn't seem
inclined to take the advice.

"1 get my back up every so often about even having to answer questions that I
don't think are in any way connected with the fact that my husband is in public
life," she told Newsweek.

She insists her work has been "totally bipartisan" over the last iS months.

"we've tried to work with everybody. What we're interested in is guaranteed
health coverage of every American. And we want that to be beyond politics," she
said.

"She has worked herself to exhaustion, past exhaustion." said Sen. Jay
Rockefeller, D-W.Va., one of her biggest defenders. He said critics "want to
tear down this first lady and her good work."

"I expect the sensationalists will eventually tire of this, the same way they
tired of chasing Nancy and Tonya around Norway," Rockefeller said.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE: Dole To Continue Pressing for Whitewater Hearings

BYLINE; By CURT ANDERSON, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
If anyone in Congress or the Clinton administration thinks Senate Minority

Leader Bob Dole has forgotten about Whitewater during lawmakers‘ spring recess,
think again.

Dole, R-Kan.. said Friday the GOP might start trying to "slow things down‘ in
Congress unless Democrats move by the end of the month toward a timetable for
Whitewater hearings.

"Obviously, the Democrats don't want to have a hearing," Dole said. "The
Democrats aren't going to have it unless they absolutely have to."

Dole said he would give a proposal Monday to Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell to begin lining up investigators and begin background work for a
hearing.

"We're going to have to decide as a party, are we going to stand up and fight
for it?" said Dole. "If we do, we can slow things down here in the Senate."

Both the Senate and House have voted to hold hearings on Whitewater, but no
date has been set. The hearings would concern the Clintons' investment in the
230-acre Whitewater vacation and retirement development in Arkansas and possible
ties to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings Q Loan.

Dole said Clinton's trips this week to push his health care plan probably
haven't changed many minds - but have had an effect the president wants.

"He's trying to get attention off of Whitewater, and this is one way of doing
that," Dole told reporters from his home state of Kansas.

Clinton appeared Thursday in Kansas, giving a
health care with foundry workers. He
Kansas City, Mo., befor

speech in Topeka and discussing
then held a televised town hall meeting in

e heading to Minnesota for similar appearances Friday. He
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appeared in North Carolina earlier in the week.
Dole said Clinton's road show - filled with what the senator called "fanfare

and razzmatazz" - has not translated into congressional support. Lawmakers
return Monday from their two-week Easter recess.

"I think President Clinton has a bad product." Dole said. "He's doing the
best he can to sell it, but it's not going to work."

Dole, however, repeated that some health care legislation would emerge from
Congress, probably this summer. He said it should focus on making coverage more
affordable, ensuring people can't be prevented from getting insurance because of
pre-existing medical conditions, and on reforming the malpractice system.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE: Whitewater fuels backlash in Arkansas;
Untrue details, distorted portrayals cause distrust

BYLINE= Thomas G. Watts, Staff Writer of The Dallas Morning News

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - A backlash is building over Whitewater.

Arkansans watched for months as allegations concerning the partnership of
President Clinton, Hillary RodhamClinton and James B. McDougal and his wife in
the Whitewater Development Corp. multiplied until an independent counsel was
appointed to sort it all out.

They watched as reporters and film crews from outside the state swept through
the capital and the northern Arkansas woods, interviewing anyone who might have
a clue to a controversy rooted in real estate deals and a failed thrift.

And they read and watched with growing dismay as some details appeared that
they knew were untrue.

Lawyers and others in Arkansas who know the Clintons and many of those
involved in the controversy acknowledge that much of what they read is accurate
and fair, but there are some notable exceptions that make them increasingly wary
of the media.

"I've become very cynical and mistrustful of the press," said Alston
Jennings, the patriarch of Wright, Lindsey and Jennings, one of Arkansas‘ three
largest law firms.

Those critical of the media say news accounts frequently have characterized
people here as legal and financial bumpkins, just a step removed from hunting
acorns in the Ozarks.

And what outsiders see as questionable coziness in business and legal
dealings, locals say, is simply the informal reality of life in a small city.

Sixty percent of the state's lawyers practice in the Little Rock area, noted
Howard Eisenberg, law school dean at the University of Arkansas—Little Rock.
"You can't live here and do anything of significance without running into the
same people."
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In recent weeks. the resentment against out-of-state media has begun spilling
out of legal and business circles and into local newspapers.
"Fact Checkers On Holiday," a column headline announced in the weekly tabloid

Arkansas Times. It and the daily Arkansas Democrat-Gazette have characterized
outside reporters as doing such of their work from bar stools at the Capitol
Hotel, the 114-year-old landmark where many stay during their forays into
Arkansas.

The media focus on Arkansas business. law and politics - the milieu whore
Bill and Hillary kodhan Clinton built their careers - has not gone unnoticed at
the Ihita louse.

"Obviously X think think it's been difficult for some of his friends. tho
people who are to close to him. to be personally put through the wringsr.' said
presidential press secretary Des Dee Myers.

“And I do think the portrayal of Arkansas. both in the campaign and now
during Clinton's presidency, has been very two-dimensional,‘ she said.

Part of the problem is the age-old culture gap between s small. largely rural
stats of 2.3 million people and the nation's population centers. And part of it
may be sensitivity of bright professionals in a stats whose residents have been
ranked among the nation's least educated and lowest paid.

‘K feel a lot of it is bigotry; that everything that happens in Arkansas is
more racist or stupid than at other places.‘ said Mr. Eisenborg, the law school
dean.

At a recent law conference on the Bast Coast. Mr. Eisenberg said. an
acquaintance asked whether ‘there were any other Jews in Arkansas."

'1 said, Yes, and we are now wearing shoes,’ ” he said.

‘I'm offended that people come out here expecting to find a bunch of bumpkins
who are sleeping with their sisters.‘ he said.

But he, Mr. Jennings and others cite some specific examples of media errors
and excesses. too:

' A Newsweek report that Mrs. Clinton did not invest any of her own money
while making nearly $ 100,000 in the cattle futures market more than a decade
ago. The magazine admitted its error after its consultant denied making such an
assertion.

~ An article in The New Republic that was almost hooted off the magazine
racks in Little Rock for suggesting a conspiracy among the Clintons, the
financially influential Stephens family and the Rose Law Firm - where Mrs.
Clinton was a partner - to steer the state's bond business through Stephens
family interests, amongother plots. Arkansans noted that during Mr. Clinton's
long Arkansas political career, it was the Stephens family that helped finance
several of his opponents and fought many of his economic proposals.

' An anti-Clinton campaign on the editorial pages of The Hall Street Journal
that is viewed by many in Arkansas as not only unfair but scurrilous. Journal
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editor Robert L. Hartley told The New York Times that "there's a certain kind of
fun that we're having again now that we had during the Carter years."

"You get up in the morning and say, OK, what are they doing now that we can
criticize?"" Mr. Bartley said.

' Questions and rumors surrounding the suicide last summer of White House
counsel Vincent Foster Jr. Before joining the Clinton administration, he was a
highly respected and well-liked partner in the Rose Law Firm * one of Little
Rock's largest. and the firm where Mrs. Clinton used to practice.

There are other stories that bother people here.

Ron Martin, the managing partner in the Rose firm, said in a recent, rare
interview with the Arkansas Times that he had received a late-night call from a
producer for a network news operation, demanding that he grant an interview

when he refused, Mr. Martin told the newspaper, the producer threatened to
put a camera atop a nearby building and videotape everyone entering the firm
Mr. Martin said the producer followed through with his threat.

Lawyer Jennings, who is semi—retired at 77, said he was most bothered by a
tendency of some reporters to make an "interpretation of conduct to make it
appear that something is wrong with it, that it's somehow underhanded or
illegal." "

He pointed to a 1985 exchange of letters between Mrs. Clinton and the state
securities commissioner when now-defunct Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan —
which was owned by Mr. McDougal - was trying to get permission to issue
preferred stock. It was represented by the Rose firm.

One of the letters from the commissioner, Beverly Bassett Schaffer. began
"Dear Hillary." The informality raised media eyebrows several years later

"I'd have been shocked if she hadn't written Dear Hillary,‘ " said Mr.
Jennings. "That was not some sort of improper intimacy.

'I

"That's the sort of thing that is really galling to me," he said. "This is
all so unfair.

_ Page2|
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He and others noted that the Madison stock was never issued and that Ms
Schaffer - now a partner in the Wright firm's Fayetteville office - moved
aggressively a few years later in seeking federal action when Madison's
financial problems became obvious.

One theme that is repeatedly underscored here is that business and legal
dealings in largely rural Arkansas are far less formal than in other areas -
particularly Washington, D.C., and New York

"Lawyers in Little Rock act like lawyers in a small community," said Mr
Jennings. "We know who we can trust and who we can‘ttrust. It's a very
tight-knit community."

Law school dean Eisenberg, a Chicago native with degrees from Northwestern
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University and the University of Wisconsin. has been in Arkansas for three
years. He initially was surprised by the informal and polite atmosphere.
"Law here is still civil," Mr. Eisenberg said. "There is not the problem

with extreme hostility between law firms here that you find in other places."

Other lawyers. who did not want to be identified. agreed.

"Very little that happens in Little Rock happens in a vacuum," said one
attorney. "You just get to know who all the players are and what they're going
to be able to do."

Some in the national media are getting the message.

Writing Monday in The New York Times , columnist Anthony Lewis commented that
errors were being made, because many in the press "have been consumed by
competitive zeal to get out front on the Whitewater story."

"A sense of proportion is what has been lacking in much of the Whitewater
coverage, along with a sense of history," he wrote.

1 . .-.‘ . 1

"When it is all over. I think the press will regret its hysteria.‘ “

That same day, as euphoria swept the state over over the University of
Arkansas’ NCAA championship, one celebrant put her displeasure with the national
media in blunter terms.

"The media ignored Arkansas or portrayed the team as a bunch of idiots," said
Debbie McCoy, a 22~year-old sales clerk, as she watched the game at a North
Little Rock sports bar.

"And now you want to talk about Whitewater?" she asked a reporter; "Right.
You'd probably screw that up like everyone else.‘ “

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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BODY

senate Minority Leader Bob Dole yesterday said Republicans may "slow things
down" on Capitol Mill unless Democrats begin to schedle hearings by May 1 in
the Ihitewater-Madison affair.

"Obviously, the Democrats don't want to have a hearing," the Kansas
Republican said in interviews with reporters in his home state. 'Ie're going to
have to decide as a party. are we going to stand up and light for it?

‘If we do, we can slow things down here in the Senate;' he said.

Mr. Dole, who first sought congressional hearings in the matter four months
ago, said he plans to ask Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell on Monday
to begin the necessary background work for the hearings and to authorise staff
investigators.

The Senate and House voted last month to authorize hearings, but no date has
yet been announced. Lawmakers return Monday from their two-week Easter recess.

"He will make our proposal on Monday and hope he follows up on it," Mr.
Dole said during a separate interview on C-SPAN. "This is precisely what we
ought to be doing as the loyal opposition.‘

Mr. Dole said Republicans have been "stonewalled" in their efforts to have
hearings, adding that it is apparent "Democrats investigate Republicans.
Democrats don't investigate Democrats - especially one in the Hhite House."

He noted that Democrats authorized 25 separate congressional hearings to
investigate allegations of wrongdoing involving Presidents Reagan and Bush.

Republicans want Whitewater-Madison hearings to determine if federal laws
were violated or tax monies lost in dealings between Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan Association, a defunct Arkansas thrift, and Hhitewater Development
Corp., a failed real estate venture involving President and Mrs. Clinton.

GOP lawmakers also want to know if the Hhite House improperly interfered in
a federal probe of the SQL by the Resolution Trust Corp.
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James B. McDougal, Madison's owner and a partner with the Clintons in the
Whitewater venture, also is the focus of an ongoing investigation by
Whitewater—Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Mr. McDougal, who bought Madison in 1982, is suspected of manipulating
loans through the S&L and of diverting other monies to the campaigns of several
Arkansas politicians, including Mr. Clinton. He also is under investigation in
the purported diversion of Madison funds < from overdrawn accounts and
Madison-approved loans - to Whitewater.

Mr. Clinton has denied any wrongdoing, saying he and his wife did "nothing
improper" with regard to Madison or Whitewater. Mr. McDougal, who was indicted
in 1989 on fraud charges in connection with Madison and later acquitted, also
has denied any wrongdoing.

Madison was closed in 1989 by federal banking regulators at a cost to
taxpayers of $50 million.

Mr. Dole's efforts to prod Democrats for the hearings come at a time when
Mr. Clinton is trying to push Whitewater-Madison stories off the front page.
The president was busy last week in town hall meetings across the country,
trying to advance his health care agenda.

"He's trying to get attention off of Whitewater, and this is one way of
doing that," said Mr. Dole. _He said Mr. Clinton had been successful in
dulling the Whitewater-Madison coverage but not in winning congressional support
for his health care reform proposal.

He described the town hall meetings as being filled with "fanfare and
razzmatazz" but not much substance, adding that Mr. Clinton was trying to
"distract" the public from the Whitewater—Madison affair.

"I think President Clinton has a bad product," Mr. Dole said. "He's doing
the best he can to sell it, but it's not going to work."

He said, however, he expects a health care package to emerge from Congress
this sumer aimed at more affordable coverage, guaranteed care and a reformed
malpractice system.

Mr. Dole's first calls for congressional hearings in the Whitewater-Madison
affair came in December, when he asked Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr., Michigan
Democrat and Senate Banking Committee chairman, to schedule public hearings in
the matter. His call was echoed by Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York, the
committee's ranking Republican.

"The American people deserve a thorough and independent review of the whole
Madison Guaranty -Whitewater affair,“ Mr. Dole said at the time. "Although
the allegations . . . are too numerous to list here, they are sufficiently
serious to merit a thorough committee investigation."

Similar calls were made by Reps. Jim Leach of Iowa and Toby Roth of
Wisconsin, both Republicans, who asked House Banking Committee Chairman Henry B.
Gonzalez, Texas Democrat, to begin an investigation.
Both Mr. Riegle and Mr. Gonzalez declined.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 361 words

HEADLINE: Dole To Continue Clamoring for Whitewater Hearings

BYLINE: By CURT ANDERSON,Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Republicans might start trying to "slow things down" in Congress unless

Democrats move by the end of the month toward a timetable for Whitewater
hearings, Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole said Friday.

"Obviously, the Democrats don't want to have a hearing," Dole said. "The
Democrats aren't going to have it unless they absolutely have to."

Dole said he would give a proposal Monday to Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell to begin lining up investigators and begin background work for a
hearing.

"We're going to have to decide as a party, are we going to stand up and fight
for it?" said Dole. "If we do, we can slow things down here in the Senate."

- Both the Senate and House have voted to hold hearings on Whitewater, but no
date has been set. The hearings would concern the Clintons‘ investment in the
230-acre Whitewater vacation and retirement development in Arkansas and possible
ties to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

Dole said Clinton's trips this week to push his health care plan probably
haven't changed manyminds - but have had an effect the president wants.

"He's trying to get attention off of Whitewater, and this is one way of doing
that," Dole told reporters from his home state of Kansas.

Clinton appeared Thursday in Kansas, giving a speech in Topeka and discussing
health care with foundry workers. He then held a televised town hall m
Kansas City, Mo., before heading to Minnesota for similar a
appeared in North Carolina earlier in the week

Dole said Clinton's road
and razzmatazz' -
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return Monday from their two-week Easter recess.
"I think President Clinton has a bad product," Dole said. "He's doing the

best he can to sell it, but it's not going to work."

Dole, however, repeated that some health care legislation would emerge from
Congress. probably this summer. He said it should focus on making coverage more
affordable, ensuring people can't be prevented from getting insurance because of
pre-existing medical conditions, and on reforming the malpractice system.
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HEADLINE: McDougal Lowers Cost for Documents

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Whitewater figure James McDougal won't charge $ 4,000 after all for copies

of documents he received from the White House.

McDougal arrived at the decision after several news organizations said they
wouldn't pay for the set of documents he received from President Clinton and
Hillary RodhamClinton.

Sam Heuer, McDougal's lawyer, said that instead of charging $ 2 a page,
McDougal would charge 50 cents a page, which he said reflected copying costs
only.

McDougal's price is higher that the usual cost of getting copies of
documents. For example, when the Resolution Trust Corp. released documents this
week on a failed savings and loan owned by McDougal, it charged 20 cents a page
to cover copying costs.

Heuer had said in announcing the original cost that McDougal needed the money
for his legal defense.

On Friday, he said, "McDougal and I had a lengthy discussion as a result of
some reports in the news media. Wedon't want it to appear that we are selling
the documents, so we are making them available at 50 cents a page."

Heuer said the documents would be available at his Little Rock office Tuesday
to those who want to buy them.

The set contains some 2,000 pages of information on corporate tax returns,
bank records on Whitewater loans and records on the sale of Whitewater lots, a
lawyer for the Clintons said.

Heuer has said he expects an indictment of McDougal to come out of special
counsel Robert Fiske's investigation of the Whitewater project, which was owned
by McDougal and his former wife and the Clintons, and its ties to the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which McDougal owned.
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BODY
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole said today he will continue pressing for

hearings on the Whitewater affair even though President Clinton has deflected
some attention with this week's health care road trip.

Dole, R-Kan., said he would present a proposal on the hearings Monday to
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, to line up investigators and
begin background work.

"Obviously, the Democrats don't want to have a hearing," Dole said. “The
Democrats aren't going to have it unless they absolutely have to."

Dole, in an interview with Kansas reporters, said Clinton's series of public
appearances around the nation this week to push his health care plan probably _
hasn't changed many minds in Congress - but it has temporarily pushed Whitewater
to the back burner.

"He's trying to get attention off of Whitewater, and this is one way of doing
that," Dole said.

If Democratic leaders don't show some signs of agreement on a timetable and
structure for Whitewater hearings by May 1, Dole hinted the GOP might attempt to
bottle up legislation.

"We're going to have to decide as a party, are we going to stand up and fight
for it?" Dole said. "If we do, we can slow things down here in the Senate."

Both the Senate and House have voted to hold hearings on Whitewater, but no
date has been set.

The hearings would concern the Clintons‘ investment
Whitewater vacation and retirement developmen
failed Madison Guaranty Savings &

LEXIS‘

in the 230-acre
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Specxal Counsel Robert Fiske is conducting such a probe. but Dole and other
Republican lawmakers think Congress should prsss lhssd with zcs own hesnngs.
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DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
After several news organizations refused to pay $ 4,000 for a set of

documents he just got from the White House, Whitewater figure James McDougal has
lowered the price to S 1,000. his lawyer said today.

The lower charge reflects copying costs only — SO cents per page, down from
the original offer of 5 2 per page, said Sam Heuer, McDougal's lawyer.

"McDougal and I had a lengthy discussion as a result of some reports in the
news media. we don't want it to appear that we are selling the documents, so we
are making them available at 50 cents a page," Heuer said.

Several major news organizations refused to pay McDougal S 4,000 per set for
copies of the Whitewater documents given to him by the White House.

"We don't buy news, and we never will buy news," Andrew Rosenthal, Washington
editor of the New York Times, said Thursday.

"If he wants to make documents available to us, we will be glad to copy them
at our own cost," Rosenthal said. "We have asked the White House for a copy -
since they provided them to Mr. McDougal for his commercial enterprise, they can
provide them to us."

The Clintons this week sent McDougal about 2,000 pages of corporate tax
returns, bank records on Whitewater loans and records on the sale of Whitewater
lots, according to a letter from the Clintons' lawyer, David Kendall.

Heuer had said Thursday that anyone who wanted copies of the documents could
buy the package for 5 2 a page. McDougal needs the money for his legal defense.
Heuer said.

"He's going to run into some pretty good—size expenses, especially when the
congressional hearings begin," Heuer said.
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Other organizations whose spokesmen said they would not purchase the
documents were The Associated Press, The Washington Post and The Washington
Times. All said they wouldn't ]Oih a "pool" to purchase the documents once and
share the material.

"We agreed that there was not likely to be anything in these records," said
Wesley Pruden, managing editor of The Washington Times. "Since the White House
had had them for weeks, we assume that they would have been sanitized of any
damaging materials."

Heuer said Thursday some people or organizations were willing to buy the
documents, but he said he wasn't at liberty to identify them.

The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette said it would not buy the documents but might
consider joining a pool.

Much of the money would have gone to pay Heuer, who says he has represented
McDougal since last fall without pay.

McDougal, asked about the price tag, took a jab at news organizations that
have been covering Whitewater: "These capitalists in the East have made money
off of us. I think it's only fair we turn it around."

McDougal's original price was far beyond the usual cost of copying documents.
For example, when the Resolution Trust Corp. released documents this week on a
failed SAL owned by Mcbougal, it charged 20 cents a page to cover'copying costs.

White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers said of the records, "They're his.
He can do anything he chooses. He has said in the past that he would make them
public. If you sell a house to somebody, you can't tell them they can't paint
the walls green.‘

Heuer has said he expects an indictment of McDougal out of special counsel
Robert Fiske's investigation, which includes the Whitewater project and its ties
to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings G Loan, which McDougal owned. The
Clintons were 50-50 investors with Mcbougal and his then-wife, Susan, in
whitewater, a 230-acre vacation and retirement development in the Ozarks of
northern Arkansas. All the investors say they lost money and broke no laws.

Last month, McDougal began offering dirt from one of the Whitewater lots for
S 19.95 per cubic foot, along with a "deed" giving buyers title.

He also filed as a candidate for Congress last month, saying he would use his
candidacy in the Democratic primary as a platform to speak out on Whitewater in
the southern Arkansas district.

The Clintons sold their interest in Whitewater to Mcbougal in 1992, agreeing
to file three years of delinquent tax returns for the corporation and to return
Whitewater records to him.
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HEADLINE: For sale: Whitewater records

BYLINE; New York Times

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK. Ark.

BODY
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. —- The Clintons' former partner in the

Whitewater land deal, James McDougal, has come up with a new way to
raise money for his legal bills.

McDougal's lawyer, who received 2,000 pages of Whitewater
documents from the Clintons' lawyer on Monday, said Thursday that
he would sell the set to reporters for $ 4,000.

The lawyer, SamHeuer, said only reporters who bought the
documents would be allowed to submit questions about them to him
and McDougal.

""Jim is trying to help himself by raising money for his
legal defense fund," Heuer said. ""This is an exclusive market
and we're offering this on a one-time basis. "

I

Heuer said eight reporters had expressed interest in the
documents, but he would not identify them or say whether any had

_ paid the S 4.000.

At the White House, Clinton's press secretary, Dee Dee Myers,
said of the records: "“They‘re his. He can do anything he chooses.

He has said in the past that he would make them public. If you sell
a house to somebody, you can't tell them they can't paint the walls
green. "
Last month, McDougal said that he and a real estate agent
were selling dirt from the Whitewater area for 5 19.95 a cubic foot.

The Clintons were partners with McDougal and his former wife,
Susan, in the Whitewater Development Co., a failed resort
development in the Ozarks. McDougal filed for bankruptcy in 1991.

Federal authorities are investigating Whitewater and its ties
to the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, a lending
institution that McDougal owned until it failed in 1989 at an
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timated cost to the government of $ 60 million.
A lawyer for the Clintons, David Kendall, has given 10,000

pages of documents to federal investigators. on Monday, he sent
copies of 2,000 to Heuer.

The documents include corporate tax returns. escrow receipts.
payment records, escrow contracts and bank records.
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BYLINE. Special to The New York Times
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BODY
The Clintons‘ former partner in the Whitewater land deal, James B. McDougal,

has come up with a new way to raise money for his legal bills.

Mr. McDougal's lawyer, who received 2,000 pages of Whitewater documents from
the Clintons‘ lawyer on Monday, said today that he would sell the set to
reporters for $4,000. The lawyer, SamHeuer, said just reporters who bought the
documents would be allowed to submit questions about them to him and Mr.
McDougal.

"Jim is trying to help himself by raising money for his legal defense fund,"
Mr. Heuer said. "This is an exclusive market, and we're offering this on a
one-time basis."

Mr. Heuer said eight reporters had expressed interest in the documents, but
he would not identify them or say whether any had paid the $4,000.

At the White House, Mr. Clinton's press secretary, Dee Dee Myers, said of the
records and Mr. McDougal: "They're his. He can do anything he chooses. He has
said in the past that he would make them public. If you sell a house to somebody
you can't tell them they can't paint the walls green."

Last month Mr. McDougal said that he and a real estate agent were selling
dirt from the Whitewater area for $19.95 a cubic foot.

The Clintons were partners with Mr. McDougal and his former wife, Susan, in
the Whitewater Development Company, a failed resort development in the Ozarks.
Mr. McDougal filed for bankruptcy in 1991.

Federal authorities are investigating Whitewater and its ties to the
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, a lending institution that Mr.
McDougal owned until it failed in 1989 at an estimated cost to the Government of
$60 million. A lawyer for the Clintons, David A. Kendall, has given 10,000 pages
of documents to Federal investigators. On Monday he sent copies of 2,000 to Mr.
Heuer.

The documents include corporate tax returns, escrow receipts, payment
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records. escrow contracts andbank re dcor s. Mr. Heuer said the documents would
exonerate the Clintons of wrongdoing. He would not elaborate.
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HEADLINE: Documents for Sale -- at a Price ;
McDougal Offers Whitewater Material to Raise Defense Funds

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Susan Schmidt, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
First he said he was selling off chunks of remaining Whitewater property to
raise money. Now James B. McDougal, President Clinton's former business partner,
is offering to sell copies of the Whitewater documents returned to him by the
White House this week for 5 4,000 a set.

McDougal's lawyer. Sam Heuer, told news organizations yesterday that 2,000
pages of records the Clintons' lawyer turned over to McDougal will be made
available on Tuesday. But. Heuer said, news organizations will have to pay S 2 a
page if they want copies, and the moneywill go toward paying for McDougal's
legal defense.

"Jim will make comments and will make himself available to those who purchase
them," said Heuer, adding that it is a "one-time deal."

"What a glorious scam -- it's a new definition of chutzpah," said Stephen
Hess, a scholar at the Brookings Institution. '

Although news organizations routinely pay copying costs for document
reproduction, many were struggling yesterday with the ethical questions that
would be raised by the purchase of Whitewater documents.

David Kendall, lawyer for President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton
handling matters relating to the special counsel's Whitewater investigation.
yesterday continued to refuse to make the documents public.

McDougal, former owner of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan -- a failed
thrift at the center of the special counsel's probe -- was also joint owner with
the Clintons of the Whitewater real estate venture in the Ozark mountains.

Hess said the Clintons should ask McDougal to release the documents at cost.
"They, as public officials who have a stake in this thing, might request the
release of these papers,“ said Hess.

The documents include at least some of the Whitewater material removed from
the office of former White House deputy counsel Vincent Foster after his death
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last July.
Foster handled the Clintons' sale to McDougal of their half ownership stake
in Whitewater for $ 1,000 in December 1992. At the time, he agreed to prepare
three years of back corporate tax returns on Whitewater and send all the records
back to McDougal. Foster completed the tax returns in June.

Former White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum kept the documents from U.S. Park
Police and FBI investigators looking into the apparent suicide last summer and
turned Foster's Whitewater file over to Kendall.

Meanwhile yesterday, white House staff secretary John Podesta testified
before a grand jury in Washington looking into whether there were improper
contacts between White House and Treasury Department officials on the progress
of the Whitewater investigation.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION OF LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Paula Stone
Lisa,P. Taylor

FROM: Gloni£%H4JBerry
Paralegal

DATE: April 5, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are four (4) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated April 4, 1994.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

April 4, 1994, Monday, PM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 485 words

HEADLINE; Documents Show SAL In Whitewater Probe Tried Merger With Healthy
Bank

BYLINE: BY RICHARD KEIL. Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
The ailing SEL now at the center of the Whitewater controversy explored the

possibility of merging with a healthy bank also owned by the thrift‘: owner.
according to documents released today.

The records show that Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association. owned
by James McDougal, was interested in merging with a bank in rural Arkansas in
which McDougal also had the controlling interest.

The merger was being considered at the same time that Hillary Rodham
Clinton's former law firm was lobbying state regulators to allow the thrift to
use a new recapitalization plan to help pump cash into the SLL.

Special Counsel Robert Fiske is now probing the failure of Madison to learn
whether depositor funds were imroperly diverted to the Whitewater Development
Corp., a real estate venture owned by McDougal, his then-wife, and Bill and
Hillary Clinton. He is also trying to discover whether depositor funds were
shifted to Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign fund.

If the proposed merger with Madison Bank and Trust had gone through, and the
smaller bank was made a subsidiary of the thrift, its cash assets could have
improved the ailing S&L'a balance sheets - increasing its likelihood of
borrowing money from other sources.

"Chairman Latham informed the board that the law firm of Mitchell, Selig and
Tucker had been contacted to handle the merger application involving Madison
bank and Trust of Kingston and the savings and loan,‘ note minutes from the
Sept. 19, 1985, meeting of the S&L's board of directors.

The notation refers to John Latham, who chaired Madison Guaranty‘: board of
directors.
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The next item in the minutes reviews cash advances obtained from the Federal
HomeLoan Bank - a loan fund then available from the federal government that
could be used to help keep troubled S&Ls afloat.
However, the Sept. 19 minutes do not show how much was borrowed from the

government.

As yet another sign of the S&L's declining fortunes, the Oct. l7, 1985,
minutes show that the board approved a legal accounting measure in which a S 2.7
million overdraft at Madison Financial Corporation, a thrift subsidiary, was
counted instead as an investment by the parent company in MFC.

The minutes provide no details about where MFC‘s $ 2.7 million went, but the
SAL would be criticized by federal regulators less than a year later for the
amount of money loaned to or invested in subsidiary companies.

The records were among more than 8,000 pages of records, minutes of board
meetings and lending documents released today by the Resolution Trust Corp., the
federal agency overseeing the S&L cleanup.

However, many of the documents - particularly those detailing lending
arrangements - have been altered, for privacy reasons, to conceal the names of
the individuals or corporations receiving the loan. Other removals were made
because the loans in question are now under Fiske's review.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE-MC: April 4, l994

X , ‘
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press,

April 4, 1994, Monday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 959 words

HEADLINE: Documents Detail Decline of S&L at Center of Whitewater Probe

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
More than 8,000 pages of documents from an S&L at the center of the

Whitewater controversy detail its collapse under the weight of risky
investments, bad loans and a lack of cash reserves.

The papers released Monday by the Resolution Trust Corp. do not focus on Bill
or Hillary Clinton or on the Whitewater Development Corp.

However, they do offer a glimpse into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan's
failing fiscal health, much of which occurred under the stewardship of James
McDougal, who was also a partner of the Clintons in the Whitewater real estate
venture.

The documents, including records of delinquent loans, minutes of board
meetings and details on investment strategies, were released under Freedom of
Information Act requests by The Associated Press and other news organizations.

Asked for commentMonday, McDougal dismissed the RTC, the S&L cleanup agency,
as "an arm of the Republican National Committee."

McDougal, who was acquitted of bank fraud in a 1990 trial, is seeking the
Democratic nomination for a congressional seat from Arkansas.

Special Counsel Robert Fiske is now probing the failure of Madison, trying to
learn whether depositor funds were improperly diverted to Whitewater or to
Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign fund.

Meanwhile, The Wall Street Journal reported Monday that Fiske is expected to
release a report later this month supporting the conclusion by U.S. Park Police
that former White House Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster killed himself.

Foster, who died last July, had been handling the Clintons’ financial affairs
and had been working on Whitewater-related matters in the weeks before his

LEX|S'-NEXlS%I‘=? LEX|S'-NEXIS .
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death. Some of those documents were removed from his office by White House
officials on the night of his death; they were then given to the Clintons‘
personal attorney, David Kendall, who turned them over to Fiske.
The newly released documents leave unanswered some key questions - such as

who got which loans - since the names of individual recipients were stricken
from the documents.

Information included in the documents cites two main reasons for withholding
the names - privacy, or because details and paperwork are now part of Fiske's
criminal probe.

Even so, some details emerge from the dry prose of the bank documents.

On Dec. 27, 1984, for instance, minutes show the board decided to "waive
overdraft charges for Directors of both the Savings and Loan and its Service
Corporation."

Two years later, federal regulators would criticize Madison for the vast
number of loans to insiders and other alleged abuses by those connected to the
institution.

A separate list of lawsuits filed by the S&L and its receivers against
delinquent loan recipients provided some clues about the Madison loan portfolio.

By the mid~19B0s, Madison was in danger of collapsing under nearly 200
delinquent loans worth 5 15 million, according to records from the S&L's files,
which the RTC released.

By 1987 - the year after federal regulators kicked out McDougal - the S&L‘s
overseers had gone to court against 105 delinquent borrowers, including McDougal
and the family of a former director at the thrift, Charles Peacock IV.

In a series of loans, McDougal and Peacock's family had borrowed 5 1.5
million from the institution and hadn't paid it back.

Among the other major delinquent borrowers:

-Brothers of Susan McDougal, then McDougal's wife, S 300,000.

-Businessman Dean Paul, an associate of whitewater figure and ex-municipal
judge David Hale, S 825,000. Hale's lawyer, Randy Coleman, said last month that
S 300,000 of the loan had gone to Mrs. McDougal.

In 1955, the records show, Madison was interested in merging with a rural
Arkansas bank in which McDougal also had the controlling interest.

The merger was being considered at the same time that Hillary Rodham
Clinton's former law firm was lobbying state regulators to allow the thrift to
use a new recapitalization plan to help pump in cash.

If the proposed merger with Madison Bank and Trust had gone through, and the
smaller bank was made a subsidiary of the thrift, its cash assets could have
improved the ailing S&L's balance sheets - increasing its likelihood of
borrowing money from other sources.

LEXlS‘NEXlS'€“€5li* LEX|S'-NEXlS”€%3li4 LEXIS‘-NEXISTII
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"Chairman Latham informed the board that the law firm of Mitchell, Selig and
Tucker had been contacted to handle the merger application involving Madison
Bank and Trust of Kingston and the savings and loan," say the minutes from the
Sept. 19, 1985, meeting of the S&L's board of directors.

The notation refers to John Latham, who chaired Madison Guaranty's board of
directors. And the law firm doing the exploratory work included Jim Guy Tucker,
the current Arkansas governor.

Tucker had also helped McDougal purchase the bank in 1980; in July 1986,
documents show, Tucker's firm disqualified itself from working on this and other
Madison matters because of the potential conflicts of interest stemming from
Tucker and McDougal's dealings with one another.

The next item in the Sept. 19, 1985, minutes reviews cash advances obtained
from the Federal HomeLoan Bank - a loan fund then available from the federal
government that could be used to help keep troubled S&Ls afloat.

However, the Sept. 19 minutes do not show how much was borrowed from the
gove rnment.

As yet another sign of the S&L's declining fortunes, the Oct. 17, 1985.
minutes show that the board approved a legal accounting measure in which a $ 2.7
million overdraft at Madison Financial Corp., a thrift subsidiary, was counted
instead as an investment by the parent company.

The minutes provide no details about where MFC's 5 2.7 million went - but it
was this kind of arrangement that drew the ire of Federal HomeLoan Bank Board
examiners during a 1986 audit.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE-MDC: April 4, 1994
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Copyright 1994 The Houston Chronicle Publishing Company
The Houston Chronicle

April 4. 1994. Monday. 2 STAR Edition

SECTION: A: Opinion; Pg. 13

LENGTH: 943 words

HEADLINE: Administration rivalries hurting Clinton almost as much as
Whitewater

BYLINE: E.J. DIONNE

BODY
THE Whitewater controversy has set off a quiet civil war
inside the Clinton government, deepening factional rivalries and
creating opportunities for shifts in the internal balances of
power. For President Clinton, getting Whitewater under control will
now have to include pacifying his own administration.

The good news for Clinton is that his effective performance
at his recent news conference reassured many of his own appointees
-- not to mention Democrats in Congress -- and sent his poll
ratings back up. But it is characteristic of the problems Clinton
faces that everyone is blaming everyone else for the foul-ups that
delayed his public embrace of openness. §;,_

Factiigtlism, of course, affects every administration, and
Clinton's was bound to have more of it than most. Because Clinton
believes, correctly, that a successful Democratic presidency will
necessarily mix policies from the center and the left, he is always
in a position to disappoint some group whose support he ultimately
needs.

1
5
?,

Many of the moderate and conservative Democrats who loved him
for what he did to pass the North American Free Trade Agreement
can't stand his health-care plan. The strongest backers of
far-reaching health-care reform are liberals who, in most cases,
opposed NAFTA.

The administration has also been divided by sometimes fierce
fights over the budget between those who saw deficit reduction as
the highest priority, and others who feared that too heavy an
emphasis on deficit reduction would leave Clinton with no money to
spend on innovations in domestic policy.

Having the broad spectrum of Democratic opinion represented
in his government is, in the end, a healthy thing for Clinton. But
the sour mood created by Whitewater has given the factionalism a
bitter, personal edge, highlighting divisions that have little to '

do with ideology.

Page 7
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There are, for example, resentments in the Cabinet agencies
at the power of the White House inner circle that can now play out
as criticism of the White House's handling of Whitewater. Even
Clinton's savvy Cabinet officials were not asked for advice when
they might have helped him out of his jam. And on some issues -
particularly health care —- the Clinton operation has been
unusually centralized. Those who were left out when the Clinton
health plan was written are not unhappy over the large role
Congress is assuming in rewriting it.

Clinton's circle of outside political consultants has also
come under attack. WhenClinton critics say ""they still think
they're running a campaign over there," that‘s usually a coded way
of lobbing a grenade at James Carville, Mandy Grunwald or Paul
Begala, the 1992 campaign veterans who are criticized for prefering
quick—response attacks to explanation and reassurance.

Defenders of the political advisers say the real problem in
the White House has been the excessive role of ""the lawyers," who
are accused of resisting Whitewater disclosure long after anyone
with political sense understood the importance of answering
questions. The Whitewater controversy has also been a nightmare for
David Gergen, who is seen by some Clintonites as insufficiently
liberal or insufficiently loyal, and by his supporters as the chief
purveyor of a strategy of openness.

The cost of White House divisions was probably felt most
keenly by George Stephanopoulos, the senior Clinton adviser who,
blew up at the decision of the Resolution Trust Corp. to hire Jay
Stephens to handle cases involving Madison Guaranty. That's the
savings and loan whose owner was the Clintons' partner in
Whitewater. Stephanopoulos emerged as the heavy who wanted to know
if Stephens, a partisan Republican and vocal Clinton foe, could be
dumped. Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman emerged in the press
accounts as the reasonable voice who stopped anyone from sacking
Stephens.

Stephanopoulos came out whole because he‘s well-liked,
because even Republicans understood his ire, and because nothing
happened to Stephens. But the episode showed how damaging the
internal maneuvering and responsibility-passing over Whitewater can
be. Stephanopoulos‘ friends are mad about the leaks against him.

Altman feels aggrieved because of what he saw as undue pressure
from the White House to hang on to his job as acting head of the
RTC even after he thought it appropriate to recuse himself.

For all the problems Clinton faces, he has bought some time.

By answering questions quietly and without rancor toward the press
or the Republicans, he undermined the perception that he was trying
to hide something. Rep. Jim Leach, the Iowa Republican whose
reputation for bipartisanship has given his charges against Clinton
added credibility, is increasingly being treated as a partisan in
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the Whitewater matter. This means his accusations will now be
examined more critically. And the press itself is raising questions
about the tone of its Whitewater coverage.

But Clinton needs to use the opening to bring order out of
the chaos Whitewater has left in its wake. At least some of the
president's friends are telling him it's his responsibility to fix
the free-form structure that he has encouraged in his white House.

Blurry lines of
those who work for
challenge him when
Whitewater, manage

authority have aggravated the tensions among
Clinton without making it easier for them to
he should be. It's hard enough to deal with
an unruly coalition and explain that complex mix

of ideas that is Clintonism. when your friends and appointees start
turning on each other. those tasks become impossible.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

TYPE: Editorial Opinion

NOTES: Dionne is a columnist for the Washington Post.
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SECTION: NEWS; Pg. 4A

LENGTH: 130 words

HEADLINE: Dem: Issue ‘will recsde'

BODY
Democratic National Chairman David Wilhelm says President Clinton's

Whitewater troubles will not be a major issue in fall elections.

'1 think Whitewater Jill recede . . . because the president and the first
lady are cooperating with the special counsel,‘ he said Saturday on CNN's Evans
& Novak.

Also, The Washington Post reported Resolution Trust Corp. investigators last
year named Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign as a target in their criminal
probe of Madison Guaranty savings a Loan.

A possible diversion of $ 60,500 in funds from the failed Arkansas thrift to
the campaign with the knowledge of campaign officials was one of 10 ‘criminal
referrals‘ the RTC submitted to the Justice Department, an official close to the
investigation told the newspaper.
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THE DALLAS MORNINGNEWS

April ll, l994, Monday. HOMEFINAL EDITION

SECTION: VIEWPOINTS; JEFF COHEN, NORMANSOLOMON;Pg. 11A

LENGTH: S89 words

HEADLINE: Press bungled Whitewater

BYLINE: Jeff Cohen, Norman Solomon, Creators Syndicate

BODY
Supporters of Bill and Hillary Clinton suggest that the Whitewater venture

from their Little Rock days is old news. The election is over, the argument
goes, and the voters chose Mr. Clinton.

But Whitewater never became a campaign issue.

That's because most national media preferred to cover campaign melodrama and
sound bites about baking cookies" rather than complex stories of corporate
collusion with politicians - especially when the stories weren't pushed by an
establishment party or politician.

Today. leading Republicans seem to want to talk about nothing but Whitewater
and the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. That wasn't the case during the
'92 campaign.

No wonder George Bush and his allies were silent. Mr. Bush had his own -
much more costly - bank scandals to worry about.

Taxpayers lost $ 47 million when Madison, owned by Clinton crony James
McDougal, failed. But taxpayers lost $ 1 billion in the collapse of the
Silverado S&L, which boasted first son" Neil Bush as a board member. And $ S
billion was lost in the BNL bank scandal. which involved George Bush himself -
while BNL funds helped arm Iraq's Saddam Hussein.

One Clinton opponent who wasn't silent about Whitewater in 1992 was Jerry
Brown.~ Rather, he was silenced in much of the press.

On March 8, 1992, investigative reporter Jeff Gerth broke the story in the
New York Times. The article asserted that Bill and Hillary Clinton were under
little financial risk" in the Whitewater deal, and that Hillary and the powerful
Rose Law Firm represented Mr. McDougal's S&L in filings before a state agency.

The next day's newspapers featured Bill Clinton's responses to the article.
Ignored was Jerry Brown's news release calling on Bill Clinton to release all
papers pertaining to his ties to the failed Madison Guaranty. "

Six days later, a Washington Post report scrutinized the Rose Law Firm's
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representation of various corporate clients in front ¢: state regulators
appointed by Gov. Clinton. The article also reported: One of Rose's most
lucrative clients is the state government."
Hours after the Post story broke, Mr. Brown accused Gov. Clinton of tunneling

money to his wife’: law firm for state business." Mr. Clinton called it a lying
accusation.‘

The next day. Hillary Clinton defended her husband with an appeal that would
be prominently quoted tor years to come: I suppose I could have stayed home and
baked cookies and had teas.

But what I decided to do was pursue my profession.‘

By contrast, her response to a question about whether she had represented
Madison 56L was hardly quoted at all: For goodness sake. you can't be a lawyer
it you don't represent banks."

Iithin a week, Whitewater was virtually dead as a campaign issue. A key
reason elite media dropped the story was that the only newsmaker pushing it was
Jerry Brown - an anti-establishment candidate.

These days - as if overcompensating tor dropping the ball on what should have
been a serious campaign issue - national media have been inflating the story.
Today's media onslaught on Whitewater is propelled day after day by quotes of
outrage from Republican senators like Phil Gramm, who received favors from a
Dallas operator of three tailed S&La, and Altonse D‘Amato, whose dealings for
relatives were rebuked by the Senate Ethics Committee.

Having sidestepped the story two years ago. many news outlets are now
drowning in it.

Jeff Cohen and Norman Solomon write about the media. Their column is
distributed by the Creators Syndicate.

LANGUABE: ENGLISH
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LENGTH: 818 words

HEADLINE: Media Notes:
A Story That Writes Itself

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Howard Kurtz, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
sportswriter, a $ 100 software program for newspapers, spits out

cliche-packed accounts of athletic contests with little need for human
intervention, according to a Wall Street Journal dispatch.

Perhaps there is also some money to be made from Whitewaterwriter, a bit of
off-the-shelf scandal software. To wit:

In a [disturbing] [stunning] disclosure, White House aide [blank] made a
[heated] [angry] [threatening] phone call last week to a [key] [high-ranking]
official at [fill in the agency], raising the specter of further [complications]
lstonewallinql [obstruction of justice] in the Whitewater affair.

According to [informed] [reliable] sources, [blank] said he was merely
[blowing off steam] [checking on the weather] [dialing the wrong number] when he
[asked] [demanded to know] the status of the government investigation into
[ Madison Guaranty loans] [WebHubbell's father-in-law] [Hillary's bingo
gambling].

Republican reaction was [swift] [predictable]. "This is another example of
[the Clintons’ hypocrisy] [the bunker mentality at the White House] [the moral
bankruptcy of '60s liberalsl," said [Rep. Jim Leach] [Sen. Al D'Amato] [the Wall
Street Journal editorial page].

White House counselor David Gergen [said] [complained] [grumbled] that the
press is [obsessed with] [mesmerized by] [making too much of] Whitewater. He
urged reporters to [put things in perspective] [deal with the problems of the
country] [get a life].

The possibilities are intriguing ...

Jumping the Gun

The New York Times rushed to announce the appointments of its top two editors
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Thursday to avoid being scooped on the story.
The Times had planned to make the news public this week. But Ken Auletta. The

New Yorker's media writer. had confirmed that Joseph Lelyveld would succeed Max
Frankel as executive editor and was planning to break the news in the issue out
today. Auletta didn't know that former Philadelphia Inquirer editor Eugene
Roberts would becomemanaging editor. but he knew the job would go to someone
near retirement age -- what he calls "the Chernenko option." after the aged
Soviet leader.

Lelyveld and Publisher Arthur Sulzberger Jr. called Auletta to say his scoop
had evaporated. "Someone important called me at 8 a.m. to say, 'Sorry we've got
to do this to you. We can't allow another publication to make our announcements
for us,‘ " Auletta says. "I think they were gentlemen about it."

Spiked

When Newsday asked freelance writer John Judie to review a new book by its
much-acclaimed columnist, Murray Kempton, Judis figured the paper wanted an
independent assessment. But Newsday promptly killed his negative review of
Kempton's collected essays, "Rebellions, Perversities and Main Events."

Judis says Book Editor Jack Schwartz told him the piece was "a demolition
job" and "too critical" of "one of their authors." Judis adds, "I was annoyed.
If a book review expects a reviewer to take a certain line, they should either
warn the person beforehand or they shouldn't assign it to someone who is
independent."

Judis says the review said Kempton is "the best columnist in America but that
the essays don't stand up to other authors of the last 30 or 40 years, like
Dwight Macdonald or Norman Mailer."

Schwartz says he simply didn't like Judis's review. "He's free to write what
he likes, and I'm free to run what I like," he says.

Schwartz would not say whether he is looking for a more sympathetic reviewer
for Kempton's book. "I must tell you, he says, "I think this was an unfair
piece, period."

Toning DownViolence

A Minneapolis station is bucking a national trend by omitting footage of
violent crime from its 5 p.m. newscast.

WCCO-TVNews Director John Lansing says crime stories labeled "family
sensitive" are designed to avoid exposing children to blood-and-guts pictures.
Explanatory material is also added, such as an interview with a child
psychologist after a teenager committed suicide.

Lansing got the idea from community meetings: "The first thing people said at
almost every meeting is that TV news is too violent. One guy stood up and said.,.
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‘You hear about a homicide on the scanner. You send a crew out and shoot the
body bag. You run back and write three sentences, and you think you're covering
the crime problem.‘ “

Lansing concluded that violence "is really driving people away from the
news," although he hasn't changed his 6 p.m. and 10 p.m. newscasts. About 20
other stations nationwide are considering a similar approach.

How's That?

In a correction Tuesday, the New York Times said a story the previous day had
"misidentified" Alan Murray, who it said was the Wall Street Journal's "deputy
Washington bureau chief, not the bureau chief." On Wednesday the Times corrected
the correction. promoting Murray back to his actual job as bureau chief.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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BYLINE: Alan McConagha: THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

HUTTORETIRES

Rep. Earl Hutto says he won't seek re-election from his Pensacola, Fla.,
district in order to spend more time with his family and work on his golf game.

The 67-year-old Democrat, elected to Congress in 1978, said: "Throughout my
political career, I have steadfastly not shortchanged my family. But in
retirement I look forward to being with family and friends even more."

Mr. Hutto has one of the more conservative records amongHouse Democrats.
He opposed lifting the ban on homosexuals in the military and fought to maintain
operations at Eglin Air Force Base in Fort Walton Beach.

He is the 42nd House member to announce he will leave office after this
term.

THE TIMES‘ VIEW

A New York Times editorial yesterday suggested that the Whitewater coverage
is now in a backlash of self-doubt and observed that in the past every time the
press laid off a story, it was the wrong thing to do.

The Times said there is always a danger of press error or excess and
investigative efforts produce stories that are provocative but incomplete
because of an information vacuum created, in this case, by white House aides.

"But the worst thing that it [the press] could do is go wobbly under the
Gergen-McLarty spin that it all took place 15 years ago and the rules were
different then," said the Times.

"Continuous vigorous inquiry will be healthy for the body politic and, in
the long run, for the Clinton administration.

"Its record . . . on sensitive issues so far has been appalling, starting
with the use of the FBI to discredit White House travel office employees and
continuing through meddling with the investigative independence of agencies as
diverse as the National Park Service police and the Resolution Trust
Corporation.
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"whether that conduct was illegal is a determination to be madeby due
process. Whether it should be rejected politically is up to the voters. But it
is impossible to make any responsible journalistic argument for looking the
other way.“

HEALTH CARE

Paul Begala, a political consultant who advises the White House, said
skepticism about the Clinton health care plan may be changing. partly because of
the president's rise in the polls and partly because Congress is moving ahead on
crime and other legislation the nation considers important, the Chicago Tribune
reports.

Washington is preoccupied with Whitewater, Mr. Begala added in an interview
with the Tribune's William Neikirk. Supporters outside Washington have told Mr.
Begala that the president would fare better in the polls if he demonstrated he
is working on the tough problems like health care and jobs. "It turns out
they're right," Mr. Begala said.

MOVING SOUTH

Black migration from Northern cities to the South has risen dramatically.
The greatest numbers have gone to the South Atlantic region, according to the
Joint Center for Politicital and Economic Studies reports.

Atlanta got the most of the migrants - nearly 75,000 between 1985 and 1990.
Some 29,000 blacks moved to Norfolk, more than 17,400 to Raleigh-Durham, N.C.,
and 12,500 to Richmond, says the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

Researcher William H. Frey says economics is a factor. College-educated
migrants seek cities with expanding professional opportunities. Low-income
migrants want lower living costs where blue-collar and service yobs dominate and
friends and relatives are available for social and economic support.

PINNING IT DOWN

The Associated Press says Hillary RodhamClinton's image is "somewhere
between the woman that TV talk show host Larry King calls ‘sexy, romantic,
flirtatious and bright‘ to the individual that Britain's Economist magazine
likens to Shakespeare's villainous Lady Macbeth."

THAT'S BASEBALL

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell notwithstanding, former Georgia Sen.
Wyche Fowler was interviewed last week by team owners for the job of
commissioner of major league baseball.

Mr. Fowler told Media General News Service one owner asked, "Why should we
hire a washed-out politician when we could have someone of great stature like
[former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff] Colin Powell?“

"Because you couldn't fire Colin Powell," Mr. Fowler said he replied to the
interviewers. "And all of the heads of all of the owners began to nod at once."
CITIZEN PEROT
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Billionaire Ross Perot has re-emerged to pledge support for ailing Persian
Gulf veterans in their effort to get federal recognition and aid for their
mysterious illnesses. the Dallas Morning News reports.

Mr. Perot says he has set up a database at his Dallas office that
eventually will include names, addresses and phone numbers of afflicted Persian
Gulf soldiers. An aide says Mr. Perot "is very serious" about the effort.

AMONGTHE GRIZZLIES

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt has begun a monthlong tour to look into the
deterioration of national parks. He says he is on a rescue mission and adds, "I
hope I'll be sighted in more parks than Elvis."
BUSH: MORESOUL

In Poteau, Okla., former President Bush expressed regret over the weekend
for his failure to help American families more during his term in the White
House, lamenting "the hollows of America's soul."

"But if I had a chance to do one thing, it would have been to further the
return to this country of an internal moral compass. We cannot continue to
produce generations born into despair. Wemust say every choice is a moral
choice, and some things are simply morally wrong."

He lectured twice Friday as part of the Jimmy Carter Lecture Series at Carl
Albert State college, named after former House Speaker Carl Albert.

MOREHHITEHATER

For a sizable segment of Americans, Whitewater has become an issue of
whether President Clinton can be trusted, says Carl M. Cannon of the Baltimore
Sun.

Providing a list of the Clintons‘ "fibs or misdirections" on Whitewater, Mr.
Cannon notes that they concern highly material facts - and have come at crucial
times in their political history.

Former California Gov. Jerry Brown is one politician who feels vindicated
for raising an integrity issue. He had asked whether Mrs. Clinton had properly
represented clients before Arkansas regulatory agencies.

Mrs. Clinton never “lobbied me or any state agency that I'm aware of,“ Mr.
Clinton told the press at the time. Later, it was discovered she had been under
retainer to Madison Guaranty S&L and exchanged letters with a state S&L
regulator.

"He (Mr. Clinton] attacked me, then used his wife as a shield," Mr. Brown
told Mr. Cannon. "But I don't know that I could have put it any more
accurately."

OFF-YEAR VIRTUE
"The last presidential election saw more straight-ticket voting than any
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election since 1948," says columnist Michael Barone in U.S. News L World
Report.

"If that trend continues, House races will depend more on attitudes toward
the Clinton administration and on concern about the nation's moral decay - and
less on the campaigning abilities of candidates, which for years have favored
the more politically adept Democrats. That gave the Democrats more seats in
Congress than the popularity of their ideas would suggest.

"Now, with the White House held by Democrats, Republicans could be in a
position to make gains on the strength of their ideas if they can connect with
Americans‘ yearnings for a culture as strong as our economy and foreign policy "

HEALTH REDUX

As President Clinton continued to appeal for his health care plan, USA Today
collected comments on Hillary RodhamClinton's task force.

Ron Bayer of Columbia University's School of Public Health, who worked on
the task force, says it was "too big, too secret, too bureaucratic, too
isolated, too rushed. too eggheady."

"There were way too many people. There was no clear goal. It wasted the
momentumthat was there. What the hell was it for?" asks Thomas Pyle, who
resigned from the task force. He is setting up a HO for Metropolitan Life.

"In many respects it was a classic example of the 1960s," non-task force
memberRobert Moffit of the Heritage Foundation, told USA Today's Judi Hasson.
"It was the '60s kids doing their research project."

But Linda Bergthold, a health benefits consultant, who led the group
designing the benefits package, said, "Every single idea was already out .
but we gathered the information and brought it to the single place."

WELFAREREFORM

will Marshall, president of the Progressive Policy Institute, says President
Clinton's challenge will be to persuade liberals to force poor people to go to
work and to persuade conservatives to spend more money for social programs
needed to achieve that end, the Boston Globe reports.

THE ADAMSMITH TIE

In an appreciation of AdamSmith in the wall Street Journal, economist
Herbert Stein said he suspects even those who wear the AdamSmith necktie as a
sign that they are CPC - Conservatively Politically Correct - have not read the
great man's masterwork, "The Wealth of Nations."

Those who wear the necktie are not honoring his genius but making a
statement about their devotion to the idea of free markets and limited
government, Mr. Stein writes.

But "The Wealth of Nations" shows their patron saint was not "pure or
doctrinaire about this idea. He viewed government intervention in the market
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with great skepticism He regarded h‘. is exposition of the virtues of the free
market as his main contribution to policy . . .

"Yet he was prepared to accept or propose qualifications to that policy in
the specific cases where he Judged that th 'eir net effect would be beneficial and
would not undermine the basically free character of the system.

"He did not wear the AdamSmith necktie,‘ says Mr. Stein, listing cases in
which Smith said government may intervene.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
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Associated Press.

April 7, 1994, Thursday, AM cycle

SECTION: Domestic News

LENGTH: S84 words

HEADLINE: McDougal Puts steep Price Tag on Whitewater Documents

BYLINE: By JOEL WILLIAMS. Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
He began by selling dirt from the Whitewater land venture. Now President and

Mrs. Clinton's former business partner has a new idea for making money - selling
Whitewater documents he gust got from the white House. Price tag: $ 4,000.

The Clintons this week sent James McDougal about 2,000 pages of corporate tax
returns, bank records on Whitewater loans and records on the sale of whitewater
lots, says a letter from the Clintons' lawyer, David Kendall.

McDougal's lawyer, SamHeuer of Little Rock, said Thursday that anyone who
wants copies of the documents can buy the package next Tuesday for $ 2 a page.

Heuer said McDougal needs the money for his legal defense.

"He's going to run into some pretty good-size expenses, especially when the
congressional hearings begin." Heuer said.

Much of the money would go to pay Heuer, who says he has represented McDougal
since last fall without pay.

McDougal. when asked about the price tag, took a slap at news organizations
that have been covering Whitewater: “These capitalists in the East have made
money off of us. I think it's only fair we turn it around."

At the White House, press secretary Dee Dee Myers said of the records,
"They're his. He can do anything he chooses. He has said in the past that he
would make them public. If you sell a house to somebody, you can't tell them
they can't paint the walls green."

Heuer has said he expects an indictment of McDougal out of special counsel
Robert Fiske's investigation, which includes the Whitewater project and its ties
to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings G Loan that McDougal owned. The
Clintons were 50-50 investors with McDougal and his then-wife, Susan, in
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Whitewater, a 230-acre vacation and retirement development in the Ozarks of
northern Arkansas. All the investors say they lost money and broke no laws.
Last month, McDougal began offering dirt from one of the Whitewater lots for

S 19.95 per cubic foot, along with a "deed" giving buyers title.

He filed as a candidate for Congress last month, saying he would use his
candidacy in the Democratic primary as a platform to speak out on Whitewater in
the southern Arkansas district.

Heuer said several news organizations are interested in buying the package of
documents.

The Clintons sold their interest in Whitewater to McDougal in 1992, agreeing
to file three years of delinquent tax returns for the corporation and to return
Whitewater records to him.

Before the White House sent them this week, McDougal had made several
requests for the material. He has said that he needed the documents to file tax
returns - and that they would help put to rest questions about the Clintons’
role in Whitewater.

“I suspect that these will be beneficial to the president, to me and to the
cause of decency," McDougal said.

The Clintons have declined to release the documents to the public.

Asked why he thought it took the white House so long to turn over documents
that would support the Clintons‘ case, Heuer said, "It's been more bureaucratic
problems than anything else - too many lawyers involved."

Meantime, John Podesta, the White House staff secretary, testified Thursday
before a federal grand jury in Washington that is investigating contacts about
Whitewater between the White House and the Treasury Department.

Podesta, who lS the keeper of Clinton's personal notes and records, said he
is confident Whitewater prosecutor Robert Fiske will conclude that "everyone in
the administration acted in an ethical manner."
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

April 7, I994, Thursday, PM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 411 words

HEADLINE: Clintons' Lawyer Turns Over Records

BYLINE: By PETE YOST, Associated Press Writer

SATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
After repeated requests from their former Whitewater business partner, the

Clintons are giving failed S&L owner Jim McDougal about 2,000 pages of records
from the Whitewater real estate venture.

The Clintons sent McDougal corporate tax returns, bank records on S 203,000
in Whitewater loans and contracts and payment records on the sale of Whitewater
lots, says a letter by the Clintons' lawyer, David Kendall.

The paper trail sent to McDougal —while lengthy - falls far short of
providing a complete picture on Whitewater, Kendall added in an April 4 letter
released Wednesday by the White House.

McDougal - who needs the documents to file tax returns - has said they would
help put to rest questions about the Clintons' role in whitewater. The Clintons
have refused to release the documents to the public, and, by their latest .
estimate, assert they lost $ 47,000 in the partnership with McDougal.

McDougal has said he turned Whitewater records over to the Clintons at their
request a number of years ago.

But Kendall's letter to McDougal's lawyer says that "my clients have never
possessed, nor have they or I been able to locate, anything approaching a
complete set of records for Whitewater. For example, I have been unable to find
stock books, corporate minute books and several other kinds of typical corporate
records."

Messages left at the office of McDougal's lawyer, Sam Heuer of Little Rock,
Ark., were not returned Wednesday night.

The Clintons sold their interest in whitewater to McDougal in 1992, agreeing
to file three years of delinquent tax returns for the corporation and to return
whitewater records to McDougal. P '
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McDougal has made several requests for the material since —most recently in
an interview on national television.
Someof the whitewater records were in the office of deputy White House

counsel Vincent Foster at the time of his suicide last July. Then-White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum took custody of the Whitewater records and gave them to
Kendall instead of to investigators looking into Foster's death. That step -
which the White House didn't acknowledge publicly until last December - added
fuel to the growing Whitewater controversy and was a factor leading to
appointment of a special prosecutor.

The Whitewater records are now a central part of special prosecutor Robert
Fiske's investigation of whether the Clintons' benefited from depositors‘ funds
out of McDougal‘s failed S&L, Madison Guaranty.
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HEADLINE: CLINTON SENDS RECORDSTO FORMERWHITEWATERPARTNER

BYLINE: By DAVID LAUTER, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
President Clinton has sent copies of Whitewater Development Corp. records to
his former business partner. James B. McDougal, who had complained publicly
earlier this year that he was unable to prepare his tax returns without the
documents. .

David E. Kendall. Clinton's lawyer, said in a letter to McDougal's attorney
that he had sent the records -- about 2,000 pages of land sale contracts, escrow
receipts and Whitewater bank account statements -- to McDougal on Monday.
Kendall's letter was released by the White House on Wednesday.

McDougal's attorney, SamHeuer of Little Rock, Ark., said Wednesday that he
had received the records but that they remained sealed in his office.

"Jim (McDougal) hasn't been through them yet,“ Heuer said. "When he can come
in, we'll catalogue them and see what they consist of."

Heuer said that although he is not required to keep the records secret, he
will not allow anyone besides McDougal to look at them until he knows precisely
what the files contain.

The records, which the White House has declined to release to the public,
include the collection of Whitewater-related papers that were in the office of
Vincent Foster, the White House.deputy counsel who apparently comitted suicide
last summer.

The material also includes documents that Kendall has collected from other
sources in recent months, the letter stated.

According to McDougal, whose account is not disputed by the White House,
Foster obtained the Whitewater-related papers from McDougal before Clinton took
office. At the Clintons‘ behest, Foster had offered to prepare several years of
corporate tax returns for the Whitewater firm, which was formed by the Clintons
and McDougal and his wife to build a resort community in the Ozarks.

McDougal apparently neglected to prepare and file the returns.
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Foster had completed his tax work and sent the necessary information to
accountants before he died but had not returned the documents to Mcbougal.
The revelation that the papers were in Foster's office at the time of his

death was key in thrusting the Whitewater controversy back into the nation's
headlines and triggering the appointment of special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.
to investigate the matter.

“As you are aware, all documents relating to Whitewater from Mr. McDougal and
other sources which I have collected have been turned over to the special
counsel without any claim of privilege of any kind,“ Kendall noted in his
letter.

Kendall went on to note that neither he nor the Clintons "have been able to
locate anything approaching a complete set of records for Whitewater. For
example, I have been unable to find stock books, corporate minute books and
several other kinds of typical corporate records."

Fiske is looking into allegations that President Clinton may have benefited
improperly from his association with McDougal, owner of the failed Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan as well as a partner in the Whitewater development.
Although the special counsel's inquiry centers on Whitewater, Fiske is also
investigating Foster's death last July. His inquiry also encompasses the role
played by First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton and her Little Rock law firm in
representing Whitewater and Madison Guaranty.
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HEADLINE: MEDIA STILL WALLOWIN WHITEWATER

BYLINE: By Richard Harwood

BODY
This has not been a triumphant Whitewater time for the press. Our prophecies

of presidential doom were looking flimsier by the day as last week ended. Our
credibility seemed to be sinking;

The fickle public, the new polls tell us, is rallying by the millions to the
Clintons' defense. Their popularity ratings are up significantly; 70 percent
think we've gone off the deep end by paying more attention to this affair than
it deserves; nearly two-thirds have little or no idea what the fuss is about.

Politicians who have been fence-sitting for months have screwed up enough
courage to challenge our rush to judgment. Mistakes in our reporting are being
acknowledged, grudgingly in some cases. Corrections are beginning to appear.
The White House claims to see light at the end of the dark Whitewater tunnel.
Led by the president, it has taken the offensive. Following release of the
president's tax returns, The Washington Post conceded that "Tax Records Back
Clinton Account."

A full-Page ad in the New York Times on March 29 declares: "WE INTERRUPT THIS
NEWSPAPERTO GIVE YOU THE FACTS." It is a rebuttal to allegations made in the
press and is signed by about a hundred Democratic partisans and political
junkies including Charles Manatt, Carol Berman, Tony Coelho, Midge Costanza,
Franklin D. Roosevelt III, Carol Tucker Foreman, Anne Wexler and others, among
them the Washington sports impresario Abe Pollin as well as Tony Randall and
Joanne Woodward.

Revisionism has set in about angry telephone calls made by George
Stephanopoulos to Treasury officials over the hiring by the Resolution Trust
Corp. of a partisan Republican, Jay Stephens, to handle possible civil suits
arising out of the collapse of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. Those
calls made a big story with sinister overtones —obstruction of justice? It is a
lesser tale today. Soon after it was published, Rep. Jim Leach, the Iowa
Republican who is leading the Whitewater charge, minimized the seriousness of
the calls. They were "pretty natural," he said. ". . . I think it would be
premature to draw too heavy conclusions."

House Speaker Tom Foley agreed. Marlin Fitzwater, press secretary to former
president George Bush, also defended Stephanopoulos. His reaction to the
Stephens hiring, he said, was "pretty normal. I have to admit that if you stand
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in George Stephanopoulos's shoes, it would be a little difficult not to be
surprised and outraged by that appointment." Earlier, the Republican patriarch,
Barry Goldwater, had urged Republicans in Congress to get off the president's
back.

Newsweekmagazine ate crow over a story claiming Hillary Clinton had put no
money into a commodities market deal that earned her a $99,000-plus profit in
I978 and 1979. The story relied heavily on quotes from a law professor at
Columbia University, Marvin A. Chirelstein. He supposedly described the
commodities coup as a "sweetheart deal" and said, "It doesn't look wonderful,
does it?" Chirelstein denounced the story as "false and irresponsible," claimed
he had been misquoted and said he was "simply outraged and humiliated" at
Newsweek's distortion of his remarks. The magazine's Washington bureau chief,
Evan Thomas, said the problem arose from a "misunderstanding" and promised, "If
we need to make an apology to the White House at the end of all this, we will."
The apology was made a day later.

Newsweek's chief competitor, Time magazine, had its own story, publishing
details about Whitewater that supposedly came from "sources close to" Robert B.
Fiske Jr., the Whitewater special counsel. Fiske challenged Time's claim to have
a mole inside his shop. He said he was upset and disturbed by the story and has
been assured by his staff that no such leak had occurred. Time stuck to its
guns, but the challenge to its reliability was part of an emerging pattern in
recent days in which the press itself is being scrutinized and put on the
defensive.

The Post published a piece in most of its editions on March 23 in which the
associate White House counsel, William Kennedy III, was represented as having
admitted that he consciously employed a ruse to avoid scrutiny of his failure to
pay Social Security taxes for the family's nanny. A retraction was published by
The Post the following day, noting that the story "omitted a key word." He had
"not" admitted to any effort to conceal the problem.

William Safire of the New York Times caused some journalistic clucking with a
column - "Reading Hillary's Mind" - written in Hillary Clinton's voice: a stream
of consciousness account of her fears of being exposed as an avaricious yuppie.
It was great reading, but where, one asked, does a journalist obtain her
mind-reading certificate? Safire, a renaissance man, may have mastered the art
on foreign soil, the Himalayas perhaps. But he cited no credential.

Christopher Hanson, a correspondent for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer and a
columnist for the Columbia Journalism Review, sighed in an op-ed piece in the
Times: "We are in the age of tabloidization. There must be a hook for the
booboisie. (But) there's still time to hope that the same forces that unleashed
all the hype and shallow coverage may also prompt some reporters to dig harder.
Who knows? Somedaywe may actually learn if there is a scandal here."

From London, Simon Hoggart of the Manchester Guardian, opined: "The world
looks on, fearing that its leader will be paralyzed by events of scant interest
or significance to anyone at all - perhaps this time even inside the Beltway."

Many decades past. Walter Lippmann reminded journalists that "every newspaper
when it reaches the reader is the result of a whole series of selections as to
which items shall be printed, in what position they shall be printed, how much
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space each should occupy, what emphasis each shall have. There are no objective
standards here. There are conventions."
Journalists are all aware of the convention that admonishes us to be

watchd "ogs. I am not aware of any convention that cautions us from time to time
to cool it. In this case. it may not be a bad idea.
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BODY

President and Mrs. Clinton's attorney sent 2,000 pages of Whitewater

gel!

corporate records yesterday to the attorney for former business partner James B.
McDougal, who says he needs them to do his 1993 income taxes.

Mr. McDougal, a partner with the Clintons and his then-wife, Susan, in
Arkansas‘ Whitewater Development Corp , says he will make public all the
records.

The Clintons‘ personal attorney, David Kendall, said the records are from
two bank accounts, lot-sale escrow contracts. escrow receipts and payment
records, and corporate tax returns. He said they do not include stock books,
corporate minute books or other "typical corporate records," whose whereabouts
he said are unknown.

"My clients have never possessed, nor have they or I been able to locate,
anything approaching a complete set of records for whitewater," Mr. Kendall
said in a letter to Mr. McDougal's attorney, Sam Heuer of Little Rock.

The documents apparently include papers the president and Hillary Rodham
Clinton said they could not find when the white-water-Madison story broke
nationally in 1992, but it has not been determined if the files were among those
found in Hhite House Deputy Counsel Vincent W. Foster Jr.'s office the day he
died.

The documents are copies of papers already provided to White

water-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., who is investigating
financial ties between whitewater and the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association, owned by Mr. McDougal. Madison, whose failure cost taxpayers
$50 million, is suspected of diverting funds to prominent Arkansas politicians,
including Mr. Clinton.

Mr. Fiske also is probing secret White House briefings by Treasury
officials that may have impeded the federal investigation and the July death of
Mr. Foster. which authorities have termed a suicide.
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Presidential Counselor David Gergen predicted yesterday "we can remove a bit
of the suspense over these issues" in a few weeks when Mr. Fiske decides
whether to file charges for contacts between White House staff members and
federal financial regulators and when a ruling is issued on whether Mr. Foster
killed himself.

"As soon as we can take some of the suspicion out of it, that will help,"
Mr. Gergen said in an interview on "The Diane RehmShow" on WAMU-86.5 FM.

That would dispose of issues arising after Mr. Clinton took office, he
said, referring to the watershed on what might or might not fall into the
category of impeachable offenses.

"There is not much here. This is not a major-league deal. This is a
minor—league d§31,“Mr. Gergen said, although the White House and the Clintons
have been besieged with questions about Whitewater-Madison.

$41
Mr. McDougal asked March 13 that he be given copies of the documents and

said he d§uld,no§¢fIle tax returns due April 15 because the Clintons refused
repeated

zkaests
‘to give him access to the records.

4- . .
Althougfltthf once wealthy Mr. McDougal and his ex-wife were friends and

partners of the Clintons'. the relationship has broken off, and Mr. Mcbougal
has turned on his former business associates.

His demand for the records. voiced on ABC-TV's "This Week," included the
accusation that the Clintons held them back because of "possible embarrassment
from some aspect of it," although he did not elaborate.

Mr. McDougal said then he would make the Whitewater records public as soon
as he got them.

"There's nothing there to hide from my standpoint," he said.

In his letter to Mr. McDouga1's attorney, Mr. Kendall promised cooperation
on supplying any other documents in the Clintons' possession that may have come
from corporate records.

"What I have transmitted today represents my best estimate of what was
obtained from Mr. McDougal," Mr. Kendall said.

"To the best of my knowledge, the Clintons did not possess any records of
the company at all until late 1989 or early 1990, when their accountant sought
to prepare the unfiled corporate tax returns for the past three years," Mr.
Kendall's letter said.

GRAPHIC: Photo, James McDougal (left) and attorney Sam Heuer discuss
Whitewater., By AP
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HEADLINE: Former Madison Employee Now Attorney at Rose Law Firm

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL, Associated Press Hriter

DATELINE : WASHINGTON

BODY
A lawyer at Hillary Rodham Clinton's former law firm who is doing government

savings and loan cleanup work was employed previously by the failed Arkansas SEL
now at the center of the Whitewater controversy. i 1.

According to a federal official familiar with the case, Patricia J. Heritage,
now an attorney at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark., prepared records of
board meetings at a subsidiary of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association.

Heritage said in an interview Monday with The Associated Press that she had
prepared the minutes of board meetings for Madison Financial Corp., the real
estate subsidiary of Madison Guaranty, under the guidance of John Latham, a
top official at the S&L.

Federal regulators have questioned whether those minutes may have been
falsified, noting that other S&L documents appear to contradict the official
version in the minutes.

"All I was told to do was to memorialize the meetings that took place between
Jim (McDougal) and John Latham (another Madison officiall,‘ Heritage said. "I
did that, checking accounting records, and land purchases, and I recorded them
as needed.‘

Heritage, who never has been accused of any wrongdoing, also said she has
cooperated with special counsel Robert Fiske. Fiske is probing the failure of
Madison and whether depositor funds were diverted to the Whitewater Development
Corp., a real estate venture in which President and Mrs. Clinton, along with
James McDougal, the S&L‘s owner, were partners.

Heritage also said she left Madison in 1987 after serving as an
administrative assistant to S&L officials. Investigators did not begin poring
over the records prepared by Heritage until after Madison's 1989 failure.
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In the interim, Heritage went to law school, and subsequently was hired by
the Rose firm, where Mrs. Clinton was a partner.
In her current job, Heritage now does SGL cleanup work at Rose on behalf of

the Resolution Trust Corp., the federal S&L cleanup agency.

The RTC on Monday released more than 8,000 pages of documents relating to the
failure of Madison, which is expected to cost taxpayers between $ 47 million and
$ 60 million.

The papers do not focus on the Clintons or on Whitewater. However, they do
offer a glimpse into Madison's failing fiscal health, much of which occurred
under the stewardship of McDougal.

The documents, including records of delinquent loans, minutes of board
meetings and details on investment strategies. were released under Freedom of
Information Act requests by The Associated Press and other news organizations.

Asked for commentMonday, McDougal dismissed the RTC as "an arm of the
Republican National Committee."

McDougal, who was acquitted of bank fraud in a 1990 trial, is seeking the
Democratic nomination for a congressional seat from Arkansas.

The newly released documents leave unanswered some key questions - such as
who got which loans - since the names of individual recipients were stricken
from the documents.

Information included in the documents cites two main reasons for withholding
the names - privacy, or because details and paperwork are now part of Fiske's
criminal probe.

Even so, the bank documents show that, according to Dec. 27, 1984, minutes,
the Madison board decided to "waive overdraft charges for Directors of both the
Savings and Loan and its Service Corporation."

Two years later, federal regulators would criticize Madison for the large
number of loans to insiders and other alleged abuses by those connected to the
institution.

A separate list of lawsuits filed by the S&L and its receivers against
delinquent loan recipients provided some clues about the Madison loan portfolio.

By the mid-1980s, Madison was in danger of collapsing under nearly 200
delinquent loans worth $ 15 million, according to records from the S&L's files,
which the RTC released.

By 1987 —the year after federal regulators kicked out McDougal - the S&L's
overseers had gone to court against 105 delinquent borrowers, including McDougal
and the family of a former Madison director, Charles Peacock IV.
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HEADLINE: FIRST LADY'S BROKERUSED IMPROPER BLOCK TRADING;
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EVIDENCE THAT MRS. CLINTON BENEFITED.

BYLINE: By SARA FRITZ and JOH BRODER, TIMES STAFF WRITERS

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Like First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton, Hayden Mcllroy made spectacular
profits in the commodities markets by doing business with Robert L. (Red) Bone,
a broker in the Springdale, Ark., office of a Chicago-based trading firm.

It was not until Mcllroy visited the trading floor in Chicago in early 1979
that he met a young trader named Ira Brill and discovered what may have been one
factor in making such success possible.

As Mcllroy recalled in subsequent court testimony, Brill revealed that he
regularly bought cattle futures in blocks of 600 contracts at a time on behalf
of a large pool of Springdale clients of the trading firm. Then, after the
market closed and the outcome of the day's ventures was clear, the contracts -
many purchased without the permission of the individual customers -- were
divvied up and assigned to specific accounts by the trading firm, Ray 8.
Friedman & Co., commonly called REFCO.

"His (Brill‘s) job was to hold the orders and not turn them in until
Springdale had called him after the market closed and (had) given him customer
account numbers and how they wanted those orders divided between all customers
in the Springdale office,‘ Mcllroy said. In other words, brokers in the
Springdale office were buying and selling contracts in large blocks, then
allocating gains and losses after the fact to their roster of clients.

Such so-called day-trades were subject to less stringent margin, or credit,
requirements and the pooling of resources also made it possible for RBFCO to
make larger commodity purchases. Thus, investors with relatively modest amounts
of capital could take part in deals that offered far larger potential profits
than they otherwise would have been able to obtain.

One of REFCO's clients in 1978 and 1979, a notably successful one with a
modest grubstake, was Mrs. Clinton, wife of the governor of Arkansas and future
First Lady of the United States.

Block trading is a practice that violated the rules of the Chicago Mercantile
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Exchange at the time and has since been made illegal because it gives
unscrupulous brokers the power to allocate profits and losses to their clients
on the basis of favoritism.

"It opens the window of opportunity for fraud," explained Elliot Bercovitz,
vice president for strategic planning at Lind-Neldock, Inc., of Chicago, one of
the nation's leading comodities trading firms.

According to White House officials, Mrs. Clinton had no knowledge of any
block trade allocations, was not aware at the time she began dealing with Bone
that he previously had been censured for making improper comodity trades and
did not authorize him to make trades in her name.

Nor is there documentary proof that she benefited from block trading or
allocation. But there is extensive evidence contained in federal court records
now warehoused in Ft. Worth, which suggest that many of Bone's clients benefited
at one time or another from the unauthorized allocation of trades. The
beneficiaries included clients who had "non-discretionary" accounts, which
require the client's approval of trades. Mrs. Clinton's account was
non-discretionary.

James Blair, whomMrs. Clinton has identified as the mentor who assisted her
in her commodities trading, acknowledged in court testimony that he was aware of
these so-called "600 orders" and occasionally had unauthorized trades allocated
to his own account.

In fact, REFCO brokers and traders who were familiar with practices at the
Springdale office during the late 1970s said the practice was so widespread that
it would have been difficult for Mrs. Clinton to have earned $99,000 on an
initial investment of $1,000, as she did, without benefiting to some extent -
wittingly or not —- from Bone's trading practices.

Commodities analysts have expressed particular puzzlement over how an
ordinary investor with as little capital as Mrs. Clinton -- and with such modest
total resources -- could have taken positions large enough to win the profits
she banked. During the period she was trading commodities, she and her husband
owned no substantial assets and were living on a combined income of about
$50,000 a year.

Moreover, the White House portrayal of Mrs. Clinton as an exceptionally canny
and attentive commodities trader contrasts with the Clintons‘ description of
their role in the Whitewater real estate development during the same period. In
Whitewater, the Clintons said that they were passive investors who did not
follow the project's financial activities closely and left its management
entirely to their partners, former savings and loan owner James B. McDougal and
his then-wife, Susan.

Whitewater became entangled in a series of complex financial transactions
involving McDougal and his Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which ultimately
went bankrupt at a cost of at least $47 million to U.S. taxpayers. The Clintons
have said that they were not aware of McDougal's activities, which are now part
of the wide-ranging investigation by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

In her commodities trading, Mrs. Clinton turned out to be luckier than many
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of Bone's other clients because she got out of the cattle futures market in
July, 1979, just as many of REFCO‘s other big Arkansas clients -- including her
friend Blair -- were starting to lose millions of dollars.

Many of the losers later claimed in civil lawsuits that they were victims of
a fraudulent scam devised by REFCO President Thomas Dittmer in Chicago. The
suits were unsuccessful, but they produced extensive testimony by REFCO
employees and others about how Bone and the Springdale office operated during
the period in 1978 and 1979 when Mrs. Clinton traded there.

In late 1979, according to Elizabeth J. Robbens, a Little Rock lawyer who has
representedREFCO, Bone and other brokerage officials admitted to the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange that the office made a practice of trading in block orders
for numerous customer accounts. They were sanctioned by the exchange for
violating trading rules.

Robbens insisted that, while Bone has acknowledged allocating trades, none of
his clients ever complained that they were treated unfairly. (The lawsuits
focused primarily on other aspects of REPCO's activities.)

By all accounts, Mrs. Clinton was persuaded to enter the risky world of
commodities trading by Blair, now the general counsel for Tyson Foods, which is
headquartered in Fayetteville, Ark.

At the time, REFCO was widely regarded as the biggest player in the cattle
futures pits. Bone, a onetime employee of Tyson, was widely known among the
Arkansas elite as a broker who had made many investors rich.

With an initial investment of only $1,000, Mrs. Clinton quickly made $5,300
on her first trade and withdrew $5,000 in profit. There is no documentation of
the exact trade and some experts said that she did not have enough money in her
account at the time to cover a trade that would produce such a large profit so
quickly.

Past starts were not unusual for Bone‘: new clients, however. Mcllroy
testified in court that he did not even have an account at REFCO when he
received notice that Bone had purchased cattle futures on his behalf. The
unauthorized investment made money for Mcllroy, however, and that success
persuaded him to keep trading with REFCO.

Buying blocks of contracts and allocating them to customers after the market
closed was dismissed as a time-saver by Bone and other REFCO brokers, even
though they were aware it violated the guidelines of the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange. When former REFCO broker Bill McCurdy explained the system on the
witness stand, he was asked if the practice was considered proper.

"I don't think that it is,“ McCurdy said.

It is not known what criteria Bone used to allocate the trades. Since Mrs.
Clinton's trading records were made public last week, some people who were
frequent traders at that time at the Springdale office have questioned whether
she received some favoritism, but there is no documentary evidence of it.

Though the White House has said that she was unaware of improprieties by
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REFCO at the time she stopped trading, Mrs. Clinton could have learned about
them later while she served briefly as McIlroy's attorney in a lawsuit against
the brokerage firm. It was one of dozens of suits filed around the country in
the early 1980s by traders and brokers -- some of whom lost large sums in
commodities trading -- who accused REFCO officers of market manipulation and
other improper activities.

Martin Blgison of Atlanta, attorney for a REFCO broker who lost large sums in
trading after July, said that "Mrs. Clinton was fortunate to have gotten out
when she did. One can speculate it was just luck or it was something more
sinister."

Blair, who also had a non-discretionary account, said that Bone sometimes
made trades on behalf of his clients even if they had not authorized them.

It was during the summerof 1979 that REFCO's Springdale brokers apparently
were chastised by their supervisors in Chicago for buying cattle futures
contracts in blocks and then allocating them to customers who never authorized
them. McCurdy, in his testimony, described the flurry of activity in the
Springdale office after he was told in August that the so-called "600 orders"
had to be covered up.

"We locked the doors with the people that worked there still left there,"
McCurdy recalled. "I don't believe Red Bone was there at that time. And it was
approximately 2:30 in the afternoon and he said . . . . ‘We've got to go back
and individually time and date stamp all these 600 orders’ that had been ordered
out of Chicago. And we sat down and changed our clocks back and the dates back
and took the 600 orders and matched up and stamped enough orders to match the
600 that had originally gone in. . . . It was pretty close to dark when I left."

Mrs. Clinton's last transactions with REFCO occurred in July, 1979, just as
many traders at the Springdale office began suffering large losses. White House
officials said that she was pregnant at the time and did not think that she
could devote enough attention to commodities trading.

In the final months of 1979, many longtime customers of Bone lost all of the
money they had amassed with his help. Not only did the market take a sharp
downturn, but many traders claimed they were double-crossed by REFCO President
Dittmer, who made a tidy profit in October by taking a position that was exactly
the opposite of the advice he was giving his customers.

Dittmer denied any wrongdoing.

Blair, who lost several million dollars, later sued REFCO for $15 million and
settled out of court. Mcllroy came out ahead in his account but sued on grounds
that he was entitled to about $800,000 more than he received.

REFCO attorney Robbens said that Mrs. Clinton was just one of many smart
traders who withdrew from the market at the right time. "They all made money and
none of them ever sued us,“ she said. "In fact, nobody who mademoney sued us,
except Hayden McIlroy.'

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - James 8. McDougal. the longtime friend and business

partner of President and Mrs. Clinton's who has emerged as a key figure in the
ongoing Whitewater-Madison affair, has described himself as a country boy just
trying to do good.

A high school math wizard, U.S. senatorial aide, would-be politician and
wheeler-dealer savings and loan owner during the go-go ethos of the 1980s, Mr
McDougal befuddled both his enemies and his friends with his ‘down-home act,"
while turning a sleepy rural SAL into a financial behemoth.

In just three years, beginning in 1982, Mr. McDougal’! Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association - now at the hub of a multispoked criminal
investigation by Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. -
exploded from $6 million in deposits to more than $123 million.

Madison loans made directly to its officers and directors, including Mr.
McDougal himself, grew at an equally astonishing rate - from $500,000 to $17
million in 1985, most of which were never repaid. By 1985, Mr. McDougal's net
worth was estimated at $18 million.

"Jim McDougal is like the local used-car salesman," said Roy P. Drew,
Little Rock stockbroker and financial consultant. "He can dazzle you with styla
and never give one thought to substance.

"He had a gift for gab, made numerous political contacts, didn't mind using
them and wasn't averse to cutting corners,‘ Mr. Drew said. ‘It was a down-home
act that many people bought.‘

'

Rep. Jim Leach, ranking GOP memberof the House Banking Committee who has
been the point man on Capitol Hill in the Hhitewater—Madison probe, has
described Mr. McDougal as a "one-time high roller.‘

The Iowa Republican has accused the former SGL owner of using Madison "as a
personal piggy bank" and said the Whitewater-Madison affair “is about the
arrogance of power - political conflicts of interest that are selflevidently
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unseemly.‘
Whatever the act, it proved successful - at least for a while. with the

help of others, Mr. McDougal effectively controlled Madison's far-flung affairs
and those of several wholly-owned subsidiaries, including s financial firm, real
estate company, marketing and advertising outlet, and construction firm.

SUSPECTED SHELL GAME

A review of federal and state records and interviews with former business
associates found that Mr. McDougal:

' Diverted substantial amounts of money from Madison projects to himself and
others, including relatives, employees and friends. This was accomplished,
according to federal regulators, through his total control of the SEL, enabling
him to "structure the development and financing . . . so that substantial cash
payments could be diverted to himself."

' Used corporate resources, all federally insured, to propose and build
several large land developments throughout Arkansas and elsewhere, although many
were described by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB) as being of
"questionable economic worth."
.4;
' Booked Madison profits in a way to increase the S&L's net worth, allowing

him to make additional investments and, according to the FHLBB, "direct cash to
himself and other insiders."

'

_<.1
' Funneled payments on development projects through business entities owned

or controlled by Mr. McDougal, his then-wife, Susan, other Madison employees,
relatives and "close friends."

The Fiske inquiry, now in its third month, is looking into similiar
accusations regarding Madison's ties to Whitewater Development Corp. and
several powerful Arkansas politicians. Mr. McDougal is suspected of illegally
diverting loans through Madison and improperly routing other monies to outside
interests, including funds that were used to pay the political and personal
debts of Mr. Clinton.

The special counsel's office is examining alleged "shell corporations" set
up by Mr. McDougal and probing suspected check-kiting and account overdrafts
authorized by the S&L owner. Documents collected by investigators so far,
according to federal authorities, show that Mr. Clinton and others, including
Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker, may have benefited from the schemes.

Mr. McDougal was not available for comment. His attorney, Sam Heuer, did
not return calls to his office.

Federal interest in Madison arose as early as 1984, when the FHLBB first
reported on the S&L‘s financial shortfalls. By 1986, regulators had determined
that the S&L‘s managementand its board of directors, both headed by Mr.
McDougal, had "failed to operate Madison Guaranty in a safe and sound manner."

In an 85-page report, the FHLBB concluded on March 4, 1986, that Madison's
insolvency was inevitable and issued a federal cease and desist order, looking
to close the operation down.
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Madison eventually failed, but not until 1989, when federal regulators
formally shut it down at a cost to taxpayers of $50 million.

HOLDING ON TO MADISON

While banking regulators, both at the state and federal level, lagged on
their efforts to control Madison's deteriorating financial condition, Mr.
McDougal was not similarly disposed. Records show he acted immediately to head
off regulators, reaching out to old and new friends for help.

"When things began to close in, he wasn't a bit shy about trying to do
something about it," said a longtime McDougal friend, a Little Rock banker. "He
has said, and I think he continues to believe, that given enough time, he could
have pulled Madison out of the fire.‘ :’azq

‘ That the S&L eventually failed was not due to a lack of effort by Mr.
McDougal.

One of his first undertakings was to hire the FHLBB examiner who had
authored the 1984 report. Sarah J. Worsham, who found that Madison had engaged
in "unsound lending practices" and stood on the verge of insolvency, was hired
as a senior vice president at $65,000 a year.

Ms. Horsham was listed in Madison corporate documents during the follow-up
1986 FHLBB inquiry as Sarah J. Hawkins. but is identified in Madison loan
documents as Sarah WorshamHawkins, one of several officers at the S&L who
obtained unsecured loans - in her case, $5,000.

She was a Madison senior vice president, on the S&L's board of directors and
a memberof Madison's managementcommittee, which oversaw loans. Her
compensation, according to federal regulators, included a $500-a-month expense
allowance, yearly bonuses of $2,000 and a $35,000 Bentley.

with state and federal regulators closing in on Madison in 1984, the SAL
then proposed a unique refinancing plan, based on the sale of $3 million in
preferred stock. The plan, aimed at satisfying the capital requirements of the
FHLBB, had not been suggested before in Arkansas for an Ssh and, as a result,
needed to be approved by the Arkansas Securities Commission.

That approval came in a May 1985 ruling by Securities Commissioner Beverly
Bassett Schaffer, appointed to her post just four months earlier by then-Gov.
Bill Clinton. -

Mr. McDougal, 53, who announced his candidacy last month for Congress in
Arkansas' 4th District, has said Mr. Clinton appointed Mrs. Schaffer, then 31,
to head the commission as a "personal favor‘ to him 5 a claim she and Mr. ,
Clinton have denied.

Mrs. Schaffer is the sister of woody Bassett, a Clinton campaign
contributor and one of the governor's 1984 re-election campaign managers. She
also is the wife of Archie Schaffer, an executive of Tyson Foods Inc. of
Springdale, Ark., the nation's largest processor of chickens and a major
contributor to Mr. Clinton's political career.
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She formerly worked for a Little Rock law firm that also represented
Madison. At one point, she wrote a legal opinion defending the sun's
participation in a questionable $3.73 million Canadian real estate project.
That project, known as Campobello, also eventually failed.

In reaching a decision that Madison's preferred stock plan was legal, Mrs.
Schaffer turned down a suggestion by her staff that she get an opinion from the
state Attorney General's Office as to whether Arkansas law authorized the
proposal.

Mrs. Schaffer said the Madison plan - allowing the SAL to sell preferred
stock and to form a brokerage service subsidiary - was ‘acceptable and in
accordance with state law.‘ She also said she personally agreed with the
proposal.

With the former FHLBB examiner now on his staff and the matter before a

securities commissioner he has said was handpicked by Mr. Clinton, Mr.
McDougal's efforts to stay in business began to take shape.

The controversial plan was outlined to the State Securities Commission by
two Rose Law Firm lawyers, Mrs. Clinton and Richard N. Massey, then a
first-year associate at the firm. The inclusion of Mrs. Clinton's name in the
matter was not missed by state officials; the favorable ruling later was
announced in a ‘Dear Hillary‘ letter from Mrs. Schaffer.

The Rose firm, in its effort to convince regulators to keep Madison open,
cited an audit by a Little Rock accounting firm - Frost a Co. - saying the
preferred stock plan would result in an infusion of money to keep the S&L
afloat. Frost said Madison had $109 million in assets, including $86 million in
loans receivable.

The audit was written by Frost official James Alford, who had two
outstanding Madison loans at the time. It was later found by federal regulators
to contain numerous misrepresentations.

Also, at the time of the ruling, Mrs. Clinton was being paid a
$2,000-a-month retainer by Mr. McDougal. The Clintons and the McDougals also
were partners in Whitewater, a 230-acre real estate project in the Arkansas
Ozarks begun in 1978.

The monthly retainer was personally sought by Mr. Clinton during a summer
1984 meeting, Mr. McDougal has said. The fees continued for at least 15 months
- totaling $30,000 - while the Madison case was pending before state regulators,
all of whomhad been appointed by and were answerable to Gov. Clinton.

Mr. McDougal, who now says he has no assets and exists on a Social Security
disability pension, said the fee arrangement was made after Mr. Clinton told
him during a meeting at Mr. McDougal's Little Rock office that he and his wife
needed cash.

In separate statements released during the 1992 presidential race, campaign
officials said Mrs. Clinton had not given the SEL legal advice concerning its
dealings with state officials, that she did not ‘intervene or attempt to
influence" the state concerning Madison, that she had not been paid for legal
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advice and that she was not the attorney of record in the case.
In a March 18, 1992, campaign stop in Chicago, Mrs. Clinton added that she

had done legal work for Madison, but it did not involve the S&L's dealings with
state regulators. "I suppose I could have stayed home and baked cookies and had
teas," she said at a breakfast rally, adding that "you can't be a lawyer if you
don't represent banks."

CONTRADICTSWHITE HOUSE

The White House, which has since acknowledged the $2,000-a—month payments,
has said Mrs. Clinton's involvement with Madison and state regulators was
minimal.

Mrs. Clinton, in a statement released during the 1992 campaign, confirmed
that she talked personally with Mr. McDougal in April 1985 "concerning the
retention of the firm by Madison Guaranty. " The statement said, however, she
met only that one time with the S&L owner about the case.

But in a July 11, 1985, memo,Mr. McDougal wrote to John Latham, Madison's
chief executive officer, that he needed to know "everything you have pending
before the Securities Commission as I intend to get with Hillary Clinton within
the next few days."

The White House did not respond to inquiries concerning the apparent
discrepancy.

Despite concerns by regulators as early as 1984 over Madison's solvency,
records show the Securities Department took no action to close the failing SGL
until federal bank examiners determined in a 1987 audit that it was insolvent.
When federal authorities formally closed Madison in 1989, the cost to taxpayers
was listed at $50 million.

In the handling of the Madison matter by the Rose firm, Mrs. Clinton's name
was mentioned in at least two letters sent to the Securities Department. Both
said the state's return correspondence should be directed to Mrs. Clinton.

One Rose firm letter, dated April 30, 1985, and addressed to Charles F.
Handley, a Securities Department financial supervisor, was signed by the firm.
The letter said, however, "further information or assistance" should be obtained
from "Hillary RodhamClinton or Richard Massey of this firm."

In a follow-up letter, Mr. Massey suggested in a second letter that state
officials call "Hillary RodhamClinton or me" with any questions on the
preferred stock proposal.

The stock plan was never put into operation, a victim of Madison's rapidly
deteriorating financial condition.

Before her appointment, Mrs. Schaffer was a lawyer with Mitchell Williams
Selig Jackson & Tucker, a Little Rock law firm whose partners include Mr.
Tucker, now Arkansas‘ governor. Mr. Tucker had hundreds of thousands of
dollars in loans from Madison and his firm represented the S&L.

In her job as commissioner, Mrs. Schaffer oversaw the state's S&Ls and
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reported to a six-person state board. On that board was Latham, a college
classmate of Mr. Massey's. Latham attended a series of meetings with
regulators on Madison's behalf to negotiate details of the stock proposal.

Latham, appointed to the board by Mr. Clinton in March 1985, eventually
became chairman. In a guilty plea in 1989 to falsifying Madison records, Latham
later turned government witness in a federal bank fraud case against Mr.
McDougal, who was acquitted in 1990.

ATTRACTING THE RTC

In a Jan. 7, 1985, memoto Mr. Clinton, Mr. McDougal recommended Latham's
appointment to the board, saying he was a "major contributor to your campaign"
in addition to being a certified public accountant and lawyer. "Bill, we are
down to only about 15 state-chartered savings and loan institutions and I am
about the only one around who has any interest in this board," Mr. McDougal
wrote.

Mrs. Schaffer has denied that anyone from the Rose firm influenced her
handling of the Madison case. She quit as commissioner in 1991 to return to
Fayetteville, Ark., to practice law.

Last month, she told the Los Angeles Times: "I don't know why she (Mrs.
Clinton] hasn't been more open about explaining" her role in the Madison affair.
"I don't understand why they [the Clintons] were in business with someone like
McDougal."

Mr. McDougal, who served as a financial adviser to Mr. Clinton in 1979-80,
bought Madison in late 1982 - four years after he and the Clintons formed the
whitewater partnership.

Federal law enforcement sources and others believe it was Madison's public
effort to stay afloat in 1985 and its visible ties to the Clintons that
attracted the attention of the Resolution Trust Corp., which oversees failed
sans.

An RTC investigation was aimed at determining if Madison received favorable
treatment from state regulators, allowing it to remain open and increase its
eventual losses. The agency eventually made 10 criminal referrals to the
Justice Department, suggesting that Mr. McDougal may have manipulated $250,000
in loans through the S&L and diverted other monies to the campaigns of several
Arkansas politicians, including Mr. Clinton.

The RTC suspected that Mr. McDougal diverted depositor funds from Madison
to Mr. Clinton using overdrawn accounts and Madison-approved loans. The agency
also recommendeda possible prosecution into reports that Madison funds had been
illegally diverted to whitewater.

Mr. McDougal, who has long since traded in his posh Little Rock home for a
trailer in Arkadelphia, has denied any wrongdoing. His lawyer, Mr. Heuer, said
he expects his client to be indicted in the Whitewater-Madison probe.

Mr. Fiske, appointed special counsel on Jan. 20 by Attorney General Janet
Reno, has said he expects to take testimony from Mr. McDougal, Mr. Clinton and
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Mrs. Clinton under oath.
Under guidelines established by Miss Reno, Mr. Fiske has the authority to

investigate whether "any individuals or entities committed violations of federal
law, including Mr. and Mrs. Clinton and others involved with the couple
through Madison and Whitewater.

The guidelines also give Mr. Fiske the authority to look into
Capital-Management Services Inc., a Little Rock lending agency that gave a
$300,000 Small Business Administration (SBA)-guaranteed loan to Mrs. McDougal.

Capital-Management's president, David L. Hale, a former Little Rock
municipal judge who pleaded guilty last month to unrelated SBA fraud charges,
has said Mr. Clinton pressured him for the loan. About $110,000 of it
eventually found its way into the Whitewater account.

Mr. Fiske, according to the guidelines, also has the authority to
investigate "other allegations or evidence of violation of any federal criminal
law by any person or entity" that might surface during his investigation.

0100593

JAMES B. MCDOUGAL

Former owner of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association

AGE: 53

HOME: Now living in trailer in a Arkadelphia, Ark.

FAMILY: Divorced. Ex-wife, Susan Henley McDougal, now in Tennessee and
facing unrelated fraud charges in Los Angeles.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS: Financial adviser to Gov. Bill Clinton in Arkansas;
owner of the Bank of Kingston in Kingston, Ark.; owner of Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association and a partner in Whitewater Development Corp.

POLITICS: Announced his candidacy for Congress in Arkansas‘ 4th District.

GRAPHIC: Photos (A, color), A) Deed holder: James McDougal sells square-foot
deeds to Whitewater to raise money.; B) James McDougal hands in his paperwork at
the Arkansas State Capitol in Little Rock to file as a Democratic candidate for
Congress.; C) Susan McDougal last month called the Whitewater probe politically
motivated.; D) Memosby James B. McDougal show he was involved with then-Gov.
Bill Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton in activities before the Arkansas
Securities Department at a time when his S&L was under investigation., A—C) By
AP; D) NO CREDIT ; BOX, JAMES B. MCDOUGAL,By The Washington Times
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BODY

At a time Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association faced insolvency
from what federal regulators said in 1984 were "unsound lending practices," the
Little Rock-based S&L's board of directors was voting itself bonuses, pay
raises, unsecured loans and health club memberships, federal records show.

The directors also approved Christmas bonus checks for themselves and other
Madison employees during a December 1984 board meeting - 11 months after a
critical federal audit said the S&L was on the verge of insolvency. The bonuses
ranged as high as $5,000 after board memberspredicted "1985 will be a very
profitable year for the association."

Christmas bonuses were approved —and paid — in 1985 and again in 1986,
although by that time the federal government had issued a cease and desist order
for the S&L to halt operations.

By mid-1986, the S&L - owned by James B. McDougal, a longtime friend and
business partner of President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton's - had become
a target of federal and state banking regulators looking to shut it down.

Federal regulators would finally close Madison in 1989, at a cost to
taxpayers of $50 million. At the time of its closure, Madison officers and
executives had received $17 million in unsecured loans, most of which were never
repaid.

The bonus payments, pay raises, loans and health-club memberships are
described in more than 7,800 pages of documents released yesterday by the
Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC) under the federal Freedom of Information Act. The
RTC, which oversees failed S&Ls, took over Madison following its collapse.

The documents include minutes of Madison board meetings, court records on
litigation involving the S&L, letters from members of Congress concerning the
thrift‘s operation, mortgage and loan agreements, partnership papers, audits and
other Madison business records. The documents were heavily redacted, with major
portions of some of them missing.

The health club memberships are discussed during a Feb. 20, 1986, board
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meeting. John Latham, board chairman at the time, said there was a "need" for
Madison's officers and executives "to remain in good physical and mental state
of health."

Mr. Latham's suggestion that the memberships be paid by Madison was
approved unanimously "for all executive officers.‘

Mr. McDougal had resigned as board chairman in October 1984 after a
critical Federal HomeLoan Bank Board audit, but remained as the S&L's owner.

He is currently the focus of an ongoing investigation by Whitewater-Madison
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., who is looking into accusations that funds
were illegally diverted from Madison to several Arkansas politicians, including
then-Gov. Bill Clinton.

The Fiske inquiry also is aimed at determining whether Madison funds were
improperly transferred to Whitewater Development Corp., a northern Arkansas real
estate partnership jointly owned by the Clintons, Mr. McDougal and his
then-wife, Susan, and whether S&L money was used to pay off Clinton campaign
debts.

The documents, released in two boxes, also show that Madison was looking to
merge its operation with Madison Bank and Trust of Kingston, Ark., a rural bank
also owned by Mr. McDougal. The proposed merger - never approved - would have
allowed the S&L to tap a new source of revenue, using a revised recapitalization
plan to bolster its failing assets.

"Chairman Latham informed the board that the law firm of Mitchell, Selig and
Tucker had been contacted to handle the merger application involving Madison
Bank and Trust of Kingston and the savings and loan," according to minutes of a
Sept. 19, 1985, board meeting.

The Madison board voted unanimously to seek the merger, but the law firm
withdrew. It said one of its partners, Jim Guy Tucker, now Arkansas governor,
had borrowed hundreds of thousands of dollars from the S&L. The Tucker-Madison

'

connection, cited as a potential conflict of interest, was listed by the firm as
a reason for disqualifying itself.

Mr. Fiske has subpoeaned records from Mr. Tucker, including those showing
his involvement with Madison.

The proposed merger came at the same time Little Rock's Rose Law Firm -
where Mrs. Clinton was a senior partner - presented a preferred stock plan to
state banking regulators in an effort to keep Madison in business. The proposal
came in letters to the State Securities Department. At least two of the letters
mentioned Mrs. Clinton as the Rose contact.

State Securities Commissioner Beverly Bassett Schaffer, who headed the
department, was appointed by Mr. Clinton. Her decision to accept the stock
plan, keeping Madison afloat, was addressed to "Dear Hillary." Mrs. Schaffer, a
lawyer, had worked at Mitchell Selig and Tucker before her appointment and had
been involved in Madison's representation.

The RTC~released records also show that Madison, under Mr. McDougal's
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direction, had undertaken a number of risky loans, many of which lacked the
necessary collateral to justify their issuance.
None of the specific borrowers were identified in the documents, although

the redacted lists showed there were more than 200 delinquent loans totalling
more than $15 million.

Many of the RTC documents related to protracted legal battles between the
RTC, Madison and Seth Ward, an officer of a Madison subsidiary and a major
borrower at the S&L.

Mr. Ward, father-in-law of former Associate Attorney General Webster L.
Hubbell, a former Rose partner of Mrs. Clintons' who resigned March 14 amid
accusations of overbilling clients, sued Madison in 1987 for back commissions
and was awarded $353,000 before Madison's collapse.
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BODY
WASHINGTON-- Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, while a

senator from Texas, made inquiries with federal regulators at the
Resolution Trust Corp. about the agency's handling of a real estate
venture owned in part by Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan, the
failed Arkansas thrift linked to the whitewater controversy, newly
released documents show. v

The documents. released by the RTC, show that Bentsen
contacted the agency in 1991 on behalf of an Austin real estate
agent angered by the way the agency was disposing of real estate
held by Madison at the time it was seized by federal regulators.

Bentsen sought and won high-level attention within the RTC for the
complaint, although it is unclear what action ultimately was taken
by the agency.

The letters connected to Bentsen's inquiry in the case were
among 8,000 papers released by the RTC in response to
whitewater-based requests from the media under the Freedom of
Information Act.

There is no evidence that Bentsen's contact with the agency
went beyond the normal actions of a memberof Congress on behalf of
a constituent. However, members of his senior staff at the Treasury
Department, including his chief of staff, have come under fire for
their actions in overseeing the RTC since late last year.

Those aides, including deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman
and chief of staff Joshua Steiner, are now under scrutiny by
whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fisk Jr. for their contacts
with White House political aides about the RTC's investigation of
Madison.

Bentsen is chairman of the RTC’: Oversight Board. which helps
set broad policy direction for the agency.
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Treasury spokesman Howard Schloss said Tuesday that Bentsen
has never considered recusing himself from his involvement with the
RTC because of his earlier contact with the agency on the Madison
case.
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HEADLINE: BENTSENMADEMADISON SAL INQUIRIES AS SENATOR

BYLINE: By JAMES RISEN, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, while a senator from Texas, made inquiries

with federal regulators at the Resolution Trust Corp. about the agency's
handling of a real estate venture owned in part by Madison Guaranty Savings &

Loan, the failed Arkansas thrift linked to the Whitewater controversy, newly
released documents show.

The documents, released by the RTC, show that Bentsen contacted the agency in
1991 on behalf of an Austin. Tex., real estate agent angered by the way the
agency was disposing of real estate held by Madison at the time it was seized by
federal regulators. Bentsen sought and won high—level attention within the RTC
for the complaint, although it is unclear what action ultimately was taken by
the agency.

The letters connected to Bentsen's inquiry in the case were among 8,000
papers released by the RTC in response to Whitewater-based requests from the
media under the Freedom of Information Act.

There is no evidence that Bentsen's contact with the agency went beyond the
normal actions of a memberof Congress on behalf of a constituent. However,
members of his senior staff at the Treasury Department, including his chief of
staff; have come under fire for their actions in overseeing the RTC since late
last year.

Those aides, including Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman and Chief of
Staff Joshua Steiner, are now under scrutiny by Whitewater special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr. for their contacts with White House political aides about
the RTC's investigation of Madison.

Bentsen is chairman of the RTC's Oversight Board. which helps set broad
policy direction for the agency. Treasury spokesman Howard Schloss said Tuesday
that Bentsen has never considered recusing himself from his involvement with the
RTC because of his earlier contact with the agency on the Madison case.

"These were normal constituency referrals" to an agency from a memberof
Congress. Schloss noted. "The issue of recusal was never considered."
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Schloss added that Bentsen has not been involved with the Madison case since
he joined the Clinton Administration. either in his role as Treasury secretary
or as chairman of the RTC board. The oversight board does not get involved in
the agency's handling of individual institutions.

In past public statements, Bentsen has been supportive of his aides while
making it clear that he was not involved in any of the meetings or discussions
between Treasury and the White House on Madison. In addition to Fiske's
investigation, Bentsen has asked the Office of Government Ethics to review the
Treasury-White House meetings.
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HEADLINE: NO One Tried to Get Clintons Off Hook

BODY
To the Editor:

Mark Twain once said, "A lie gets halfway around the world before the truth
has time to put on its boots." I amwriting to correct serious factual
misstatements in a March 25 news article and March 26 editorial on the
Whitewater matter. Both stated that "Treasury officials" tried to pressure
Federal investigators in Kansas City into agreeing to get the Clintons "off the
hook" by telling Special Counsel Robert Fiske that there was no connection
between Whitewater and Madison Guaranty.

First, it was Washington-based Resolution Trust Corporation officials -- not
Treasury officials -- who both Representative Jim Leach and L. Jean Lewis, a
senior investigator in the Kansas City office of Resolution Trust, claim tried
to pressure Kansas City Resolution Trust officials. Those officials should have
been identified specifically as such for two important reasons:

The Resolution Trust simply is not part of the Treasury Department. More
significant. to ascribe these alleged actions to "Treasury officials“ implies
that political appointees were involved. Every person involved in this alleged
transaction was a career financial regulator. This was a dispute about the facts
of the case among career officials. To imply that this is somehowpolitical
pressure on the regulatory process is unfounded.

Second. there is simply nothing to suggest that anyone -- neither Treasury
officials nor R.T.C. officials -- was in any way trying to get the Clintons off
the hook, as you assert in both the article and the editorial. Jean Lewis's
notes from her Feb. 2 conversation with April Breslaw, R.T.C. senior attorney,
are clear:

"April stated that Ryan and Kulka, the ‘head people,‘ would like to be able
to say that Whitewater did not cause a loss to Madison. but the problem is that
so far no one has been able to say that to them. She felt like they wanted to be
able to provide an ‘honest answer.‘ but that there were certain answers that
they would be 'happier about,‘ because it would get them off the hook."

The nuns who taught me granuur would agree that "they" clearly refers to Jack
Ryan, Deputy Chief Executive of the R.T.C., and Ellen Kulka, R.T.C. acting
general counsel, not the Clintons. Nowhere do Jean Lewis's notes even mention
the Clintons.
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Public understanding of this difficult matter is hurt, not helped, when
respected news organizations make charges that are contrary to available facts.

DEE DEE MYERS
White House Press Secretary
Washington, March 26, 1994
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HEADLINE: Recall Those First S&L Calls?

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Al Kamen, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
Ever wonder why the news reports about all those Clinton White House contacts

with savings and loan regulators sound so familiar?

Well, questionable calls involving First Family finances and failed S&Ls
didn't begin with the Clinton administration.

Rememberthat call from George Bush's White House counsel C. Boyden Gray in
December 1990 to Alfred J.T. Byrne. then general counsel of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., asking about the Office of Thrift supervision (OTS) case
against Neil Bush and the failed Denver Silverado savings and loan?

Gray wanted to know whether it was possible to shift the matter out of OTS
and into the federal court. Gray has said there was no attempt to influence
anything, he was just checking on agency procedures.

But Byrne then called OTS director Timothy Ryan. who, according to a Treasury
Department report, warned Byrne that it would be improper to discuss the case,
ended the call and referred the matter to the Treasury Department inspector
general.

The case was then referred for criminal prosecution to then—U.S. Attorney Jay
B. Stephens, the same Jay B. Stephens whose appointment to work on the Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan matter sparked a call by Clinton aides Harold Ickes and
George Stephanopoulos to the Treasury Department.

Stephens's office declined prosecution. Byrne was reprimanded and denied an
executive bonus.

The episode was recounted in former FDIC chairman L. William Seidman's book
and reported last March in The Washington Post. Seidman wrote "it was miraculous
that the press never got wind of it" before Seidman's book 2 1/2 years later.

Is that because the Republicans were better at keeping secrets? Or maybe the
press was once again asleep at the switch? -

Meanwhile Byrne, now in private practice, was kept on by the Clinton
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administration for nearly a year as FDIC general counsel -— a position that is
still vacant.

Better Late Than Never

Morton Halperin, whose nomination as assistant secretary cf defense was
withdrawn after a furious conservative assault, has been cleared by the Central
Intelligence Agency of the most serious allegations against him: that he was
involved with terrorists and met with some of them somewhere in Europe.

The agency, in a written response to members of the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence, said it had "conducted an exhaustive search for a cable
described to us as establishing that Mr. Halperin met with members of a
terrorist organization "

"We also interviewed current and former employees as part of our effort to
ascertain whether or not such a document existed. Despite these intensive and
conscientious efforts, we were unable to locate the alleged cable or otherwise
find any indication that the meeting described to us ever took place. we did
locate information indicating that a meeting occurred involving a completely
different individual than Mr. Halperin," the agency reported.

Critics implied that Halperin's FBI file contained damaging information, and
that the CIA had other negative information that it could not share.

But the CIA said that, based on the FBI's investigation, it gave Halperin a
"Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) clearance," or the full set of very
high clearances given to National Security Council staff.

Halperin is now on the NSC staff doing some of the same things he was
supposed to be doing at Defense -- except on a broader scale.

Now It Can Be Told ...

There was an unexplained momentary pause in the recent move of former
Pentagon general counsel Jamie Gorelick over to be deputy attorney general.

Rumor has it that no less than Clinton adviser plenipotentiary Vernon Jordan
had some misgivings, saying that Gorelick was doing fine at Defense and there
was no need to play musical chairs. Rumor also has it that he had some doubts
about whether there should be an all-female team to lead Justice.

Jordan, who says he's been giving Gorelick "bad advice for some time." says
he told her she was doing a great job at Defense and should stay there for a
while. As for the all—female team, Jordan said: "I'm for diversity."

It's Official ..

Marlene Johnson, former lieutenant governor of Minnesota, nas been named
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associate administrator for the General Services Administration's office of
administration.
' Juan E. Mestas, dean of students and associate professor of foreign languages
and literature at Portland State University, has been named deputy chairman of
the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Moving On ...

Former Tennessee governor Lamar Alexander, most recently secretary of
education and University of Tennessee president, has joined the conservative
Hudson Institute as a senior fellow.

Catching Up at the NSC

Bill Danvers, longtime congressional aide and more recently senior adviser to
Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott, is now a director of legislative
affairs at the National Security Council, replacing Donald D. Gross, who has
joined the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency as senior adviser to Director
John D. Holum.
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HEADLINE: Clinton's health care pitch interrupted

BYLINE: Paul Bedard; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

DATELINE: CHARLOTTE, N.C.

BODY

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - President Clinton yesterday took to the campaign trail to
sell his health care plan but was abruptly derailed by public concerns about
White House credibility, Whitewater-Madison and his wife's commodities trading.

Visibly frustrated that his message was being muddled, Mr. Clinton told a
TV audience last night. “I have been the subject . . . of false charges."

At his first televised town hall meeting since the Whitewater-Madison affair
recently exploded, the president told listeners. "I think I have done a
remarkable job of doing what I said I would do, and I think you ought to trust
me."

After spending a day in rural North Carolina to discuss the benefits of his
health care plan, Mr. Clinton was hit by several tough questions during the
town hall meeting. Such venues worked well for him during the 1992 presidential
campaign but have often been unfriendly since he took office.

Mr. Clinton spent nearly 10 minutes defending his actions and those of
first lady Hillary RodhamClinton. imploring the media and public to let
Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. do his job and "let me
be president."

At the town hall meeting, moderated by the NBC News affiliate here and
linked to TV studio audiences in Bristol, Tenn.; Austin, Texas; and Roanoke,
Va., the president was told Americans are having troubles with his "credibility"
due to Whitewater and Mrs. Clinton's stunning ability to turn a $1,000
investment in cattle futures into $100,000 in the late 1970s.

Speaking emotionally and at times angrily, he said, "It's just not true that
she did anything wrong or that I did anything wrong."

He totally rejected the dominant view by financial analysts that Mrs.
Clinton's profits were highly unusual.
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"She had plenty of money at risk, and she could have lost it," said Mr.
Clinton. "That's the kind of thing that happens in the market every day."
Rebutting repeated claims that he has lost credibility. Mr. Clinton

suggested that his critics are the ones who do not have any standing to make
charges.

"No one has ever accused me of abuse of power in this job, and no one will
either. You will not be ashamed of what I do as president," said Mr. Clinton.

"People saying things about me that are not true don't make my credibility
an issue. They make their credibility an issue," he said.

Mr. Clinton, who had expected the town hall to focus on crime, the economy
and health care. said he and Mrs. Clinton have provided every financial
document to back their claims of honesty.

"She showed them as soon as they asked about them," Mr. Clinton said of his
wife's release of her commodity trading records. That release followed several
demands for the documents.

"When's the last president that went back 17 years before he became
president and gave his tax returns up? Just look at them, don't take my word
for it.‘ he demanded of one critical questioner.

The president won support from Charlotte resident George Cook. who said, "We
are behind you and we nave not abandoned you."

That encouraged Mr. Clinton. who opened the televised town hall - the first
of three this week - by emphasizing that his administration is not stunted by
Whitewater and the investigation that money from Arkansas‘ failed Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan was illegally diverted to his 1984 gubernatorial
camaign or the Whitewater Development Corp., a real estate partnership
involving the Clintons. Madison owner James McDougal, and his then-wife, Susan.

"Sometimes I think. maybe, out here in the country, because of what comes
across the airwaves, you may not know that the work of the people is going on,"
said Mr. Clinton.

But the questions on Whitewater-Madison and Mrs. Clinton's commodities
trading demonstrated that the public is worried about how the issues are
disrupting the Clinton White House. A political cartoon in the Charlotte
Observer. for example. focused on Whitewater and displayed the president as a
basketball player tripped by whitewater's tangled strings.

Mr. Clinton arrived here Monday night to attend the college basketball
championship and to press for rural health care reform in Troy, 50 miles east of
here.

In a meeting with Troy hospital officials and a gathering of townspeople
called together by the local Democratic Party organ, Mr. Clinton decried the
"hot air“ in Washington clouding his health care plan and accused critics of
ignoring the needs and concerns of "the real world out here."

"What happens is we get up there in Washington, we start going to work on
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this, and all we ever hear from are lobbyists. Then the real world experience,
what really is going on out here in the heartland of America, gets lost in a
cloud of hot air," Mr. Clinton told some 200 gathered at the Troy Elementary
School.

GRAPHIC: Photo, President Clinton works the crowd at the Troy Elementary
School in Troy, N.C., to push health care reform., By AP
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SECTION: UNDEFINED

LENGTH: 3010 words

BODY
By The Associated Press

Here are excerpts from recent editorials in newspapers in the United States
and abroad.

March 28

The Clarion-Ledger. Jackson, Miss., on whitewater:

The big, national pundits have gone to the mountaintop of the Whitewater
"scandal" ~ Little Rock. Ark. - and found it to be "a confluence of power and
money."

wait a second. Let's get this straight. The Washington media are surprised
that in a relatively small (by Northern standards), Southern city as Little Rock
that the bankers and the lawyers there not only did business with one another
but knew one another? Why, horrors! ...

Boy, ;: would probably Just give all those Washington pundits the vapors to
know the really big, big scandal, that a lot of these movers and shakers are
actually related to one another! ...

You don't live in a small. Southern place ... for six or seven generations
and not get related to other residents, either by blood or by marriage xor
both).

what really seems to get the Washington Press Corps smelling blood in the
water, though, lS that the "scandal" involves a failed S&L. ooooh. Juicy.

But, as one columnist has pointed out. the S&L involved, Madison Guaranty,
whiCh was set up for a fall by Washington‘s own deregulation, was only 0.05
percent of the Silverado belly-flop in which George Bush's son was involved and
0.0001 percent of the total cost of the S&L disaster.

Mind you, there really could be something to the whitewater "scandal." There
is a special counsel investigating and there is likely to be some congressional
hearings. They should be left to do their work, without all the rumor-mongering
and general sounding of alarums.
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But. then again, someone could point out that, being in Virginia. Washington
still is a relatively small, Southern town, where tshhhhz Don't let the cat out
of the bag) all the movers and shakers not only do business with one another.
but know each other, too.

Scandalous! It's District of Columbia-gate!

March 30

The Daily Oklahoman. Oklahoma City, on Jay B. Stephens;

An "Orval Faubus Republican." the longtime Democratic governor of Arkansas
used to say. "is a Republican who's for Orval Faubus."

That philosophy must have stuck with President Clinton and the young
politicos who surround him. Otherwise, why would they be so outraged about the
appointment of Jay B. Stephens as a Whitewater investigator?

The Resolution Trust Corp. hired Stephens to examine the Arkansas land deal
and savings and loan scandal for possible civil action. The supposedly
independent agency didn't clear it with the White House, and that infuriated
George Stephanopoulos, Clinton‘: 33-year-old senior adviser.

Although the aide denies it, RTC sources say he asked about getting rid of
Stephens, a partisan Republican. Here's one more reason for a full airing of the
Whitewater affair. Meanwhile. at least one tough investigator is on the job.

March 26

The Leader—Hera1d, Gloversville, N.Y, on federal tax laws:

Federal tax laws on domestic workers. including baby sitters. are so
ridiculous that many Americans can not believe they're real. So. by the
millions. they don't comply with the laws.

Even some lawyers who know better don't bother to comply, as was demonstrated
last year in the cases of Zoe Baird and others President Clinton wanted to
nominate for high posts in the executive branch. Baird hadn't paid Social
Security on a domestic worker.

A 1950 law requires that anyone with a housekeeper or baby sitter in their
own homemust pay Social Security taxes on any income over $ 50 a quarter paid
to the employee. That covers everyone from the Bairds who have full time
domestic help to the millions of working parents, who, barely making ends meet,
still must pay the baby sitter. The law means that even a low-income working
couple. using a S 1.50 an hour baby sitter for as little as one week every three
months, must go through the paperwork and the expense of sending in Social
Security taxes.

Clearly, the law makes no sense. Finally this week, Congress began to
recognize that. The Senate Finance Committee voted to update the law, requiring
Social Security tax payments only on household employees paid more than $ 630 a
year. The amount would increase in the future. Baby sitters and yard workers
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under 18 would be exempted.

The law should be enacted. Z: would be an end to the spectacle of a
government which scoffs at hundreds of billions of dollars in deficit spending -
yet feels it has to come down hard on people who need baby sitters.

March 28

The Daily Record, Malvern, Ark., on lobbyists:

The attack on lobbyists is getting more heated with each passing day. ..~

In the midst of an angry public, increased media attention and several
scandals, 35 states have enacted some sort of restrictions on the receipt of
gifts by public officials.

And now Congress is rushing to slap limits on the wide variety of perks
lobbyists lavish on them. Gifts range from meals to trips and golf outings.
Members of the House and Senate are expected to get together after the Spring
recess to hammerout a compromise between lobbyist—gift regulations passed by
both governing bodies.

The legislation approved by both bodies broadens the definition of what
constitutes a lobbyist, and requires more folks to register and disclose their
activities. The bills also tighten the reins on the perks congressmen often
receive from lobbyists. .

W, Jffn ‘ll-'5
Congressmen can tell the American public all day long that these perks don't
influence their decision-making capabilities, but the public just isn't going to
buy it. If nothing else it reflects that nasty appearance of evil that pervades
government these days and chips away at the public's trust. ...

This country was founded on the premise of a government "by the people, for
:he people," not "by lobbyist, for special interest groups." The legislation
under consideration by Congress is a good first step in reclaiming that right
for the people.

March 28

Grand Forks (N.D.) Herald on health care:

Washington politicians appear to be stumbling around in a fog when they
debate health care reform. They talk and talk, but a workable solution to
finance universal coverage eludes their grasp. ...

The Democrats in Congress can't agree on a plan, and the Republicans have
failed to craft an alternative. President Clinton's proposal, detailed in 1,342
pages, was rejected in a House subcommittee. ...

with an election seven months away, Congress is still under pressure to
improve upon the current health care system. But it seems unclear how a
consensus can emerge from the morass that's developed. ...

While the Washington politicians tarry, health care providers are taking
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major steps to remain competitive. Unfortunately, they are being asked to chart
their courses while Washington remains in a fog.

March 30

The Star-Ledger. Newark. N.J., on welfare reform:

President Clinton is committed to reforming a welfare system that
historically has perpetuated a cyclical, generational dependence by keeping
millions of American families on the dole. . ..

welfare reform is in the final drafting phase before the White House sends
the proposed legislation to Congress. some hard choice will have to be made by
the president, including a version ... that withholds benefits from mothers who
bear children while on relief rolls.

Proponents contend that a family cap would be leverage to enforce a
fundamental goal of welfare reform, persuading recipients of Aid to Families
with Dependent Children to assume responsibility to support themselves and their
children. Opponents, however, maintain that it would violate recipients‘ most
basic rights and result in families falling deeper into poverty.

A major problem - and a difficult one to resolve — is making able-bodied
welfare recipients self-sufficient, able to take care of themselves and their
children. That means not only providing employment but also job training to give
poor parents an economic independence and dignity. ...

Under the Clinton reform, the government would train or educate welfare
parents for up to two years; it would then provide public employment if there
were no private sector jobs available. The problem with this time-limit on
welfare is inadequate funding; the administration wants it to be self—funded,
underwiting it with appropriations from existing poverty programs.

Obviously, that will not be enough for any meaningful welfare reform. There
will be a need for additional funding to assess various versions of time-limited
reform, but it can be done on a smaller scale, providing benefits for younger
parents, as an opening phase in a continuing program that will be able to
eliminate pitfalls that would be more costly later on.

March 27

Portales (N.M.) News-Tribune on regulations for farmers:

In the last days of the Bush administration a bill was slipped through and
signed that could possibly be the ruination of the American farmer.

On April 15, all American farmers will be forced to comply with new
Environmental Protection Agency workers’ protection laws. The regulations are
extensive concerning pesticide control and labeling, worker personal protective
gear and cleanup.

Of course there is always a need for safety when working with pesticides. but
we feel this Worker Protection Act goes beyond what the small farmer can afford.
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BODY

The Pool hopes Nolan Richardson feels better about himself now.

The Pool has sympathy pains for coach Noel. As you know, no one gives him
any respect. No one gives the Pool any respect, either. No one says he's
cerebral because he's an African-American. The racists. He's just a recruiter
who rolls out the ball to his athletes.

Well, the Pool thinks coach Nobel is Einstein and Tolstoy rolled into one,
with a dash of Socrates. The man is profound. The man is deep. The man is an
egghead. The man won the NCAA men's basketball championship Monday night. It
doesn't get any more intellectual than that. What else does coach Null have to
do to prove himself?

CBS opened its telecast Monday night with the no-respect storyline. What a
piece of hard-hitting journalism.

Of course, CBS followed the standard line. But if CBS had bothered to
check, it would have found that coach Molehiil and Team Whitewater have been
celebrated since the start of the season.

who said coach Nolo Contendere didn't know his X's and 0's? And if someone
did say or write that, since when does that make a person a racist?

If that's the criterion, then the Pool is a coachist, because the Pool
thinks too many college coaches are hypocritical frauds - starting with Dumbo
Smith in Chapel Hill, N.C.

But no, CBS lobbed softball questions to coach Nuprin, and America was
forced to endure yet another lesson in victimology, and before a college
basketball game no less.

Do we live in a lousy country, or what?

To which the Pool says, try telling that to Fidel Castro's 10 million
prisoners in Cuba, to 18 million in North Korea, to billions in China and India.
to Muslims and Serbs and Croats. to Catholics in Northern Ireland, to peasants
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in Southeast Asia, to Kurds in Iraq, to hard—liners in the Middle East, to
insurgents across the globe, from Mexico to Spain, to . . .
Oh, sorry. Can't we all get along?

Yes, America should be ashamed. Coach Nodule draws a nice salary from a
nice school and has a nice family, along with a nice national championship ring.
It's terrible. Awful. If life were fair, coach Nootka would have had his own
personal Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

In a related development, the ever—oppressed Tony Hyde crash—landed with the
Dukesters.

"I'm having a bad year," says Hyde, the 4-foot-8, 90—poundsupporter of five
layers of clothing volleyball. "I get falsely linked to nude volleyball. My
Aunt Tonya hires the wrong people to do the job. I watch Hillary throw out the
first ball and see she has a better fastball than half the pitchers on the Cubs‘
staff. And then I have to watch co—Prez Bubba cut down the nets."

Art Walsh, the 4-5, 75-pound lawyer who owns half of McLean, has gone
underground again after picking the Dukesters to win the final game.

He thought the Dukesters were peaking at the right time, and maybe they were
until Chris Collins attempted that crazy three-point shot from South Carolina in
the waning seconds.

By the way, it was amazing how Grant Hill went into the game being touted as
the best all-around player in college basketball and left it needing a
consistent outside shot.

Loyal reader Steve Bailey says, "I'm happy for Nolan Richardson. Let the
man shoot off some steam. He did a good job. He has every right to whine under
the First Amendment."

Northern Virginia sleuth Dave Facinoli was intrigued by the sight of
co—President Bill Clinton reveling in the atmosphere. You almost thought it was
the start of his 1996 campaign.

"He was working the room, shaking hands with everybody," Facinoli says. "Go
home, Bill.“

Gaithersburg guru Marc Ostrom thought the best team won. Plus, he was
getting weary of the stories detailing the Dukesters' squeaky-clean image.

"But you can't tell me that if Dean Smith would just play his best players,
North Carolina wouldn't have been playing Arkansas on Monday night," Ostrom
says.

No, the Pool can't tell you that.

That's what makes the tournament, and the Pool, so special each year.

Until next spring.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N I
DIVISION OF LEGAL SERVICES IABNINGTON, D C 20434 00

NIHORLIDUN TO: Ellen B. Kulka

\/
PROM: Gloriafigfvkerry

Paralegal

DATE: March 31, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are eight (8) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated March30 1994
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent oi The
Associated Press.

March 30, 1994, Wednesday, AM cycle

SECTION: Domestic News

LENGTH: 245 words

HEADLINE: SomeMadison Records Dumped in 1990

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK. Ark.

BODY
Boxes of records from a savings and loan at the center of the whitewater

investigation were abandoned in a rented storage room and then dumped in the
trash, the rental company's owner said Wednesday.

Ralph Bozeman, owner of Storage World, said an employee who managed the
storage space threw out about three or four boxes left behind by Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan in 1990. Bozeman said his records show that Madison
rented the space from Jan. S. 1989 to May 16, 1990.

On that date, Madison moved most of its records out but left a few boxes
behind. Bozeman said the manager, Carroll Lee, told him there was "stuff left
over," and was unsuccessful in reaching anyone at Madison.

Storage World kept the records for six weeks despite receiving no further
payments from Madison.

Bozeman said that Lee. "tried to auction off the property, but nobody wanted
to buy old bank records." He said Lee then threw the unwanted boxes away.

Lee did not immediately return a phone call seeking comment.

3y the time the Madison records were discarded, the savings and loan was
under the control of the Resolution Trust Corp. in a takeover that cost
taxpayers between $ 47 million and S 60 million.

Special Counsel Robert Fiske Jr. is investigating, among other things,
whether funds from Madison went into the Whitewater real estate development, a
failed venture in which President Clinton - then governor of Arkansas - and
Hillary RodhamClinton were investors,

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE-MEC: MBICH 3°, 1994
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With the new Workers Protection Act eacn farmer will have to spend several
thousand dollars to come into compliance with the EPA.

Special protective gear for different types of pesticides will have to be
purchased, showers and wash centers will have to be built, farmers will have to
learn how to train workers. and will also be forced to keep extensive records on
when, where, and how much of a pesticide was used.

workers will have to carry documentation of training and retraining. If
workers do not have documentation with them, if there happens to be a surprise
check by EPA officials, the burden is placed on the farmer.

what can one mistake mean to the average farmer? It will mean thousands of
dollars in fines. ...

It is time the government take steps to help the American agricultural market
get stronger, not take steps to weaken the very structure this country was built
on.

March 27

Record-Courier. Kent-Ravenna. Ohio. on Jonathan Pollard:

Jonathan Pollard is a convicted spy who sold this nation's secrets for a
price. The fact that one of our staunchest allies was the beneficiary of his
actions does not change that fact.

Pollard, a former civilian intelligence analyst for the Navy, delivered
military intelligence documents to Israel. He got nearly $ 50.000 for the
information, which he said was vital to Israel's defense.

Prosecutors said the information did not pertain to Israeli defense and could
have fallen into the hands of hostile nations. Pollard was convicted in 1986 and
is serving a life sentence. He does not become eligible for parole until 1995.

President Clinton recently rejected a clemency request for Pollard.

The president acted wisely in rebuffing efforts by Israel, some American
Jewish organizations and others who sought Pollard‘s early release.

March 25

The Daily News, Longview, Wash., on immigration asylum:

Imigration Judge Kendall warren in Portland (Ore.) made the right decision
in allowing Lydia Oluloro, a Nigerian national, to remain in the United States.
Oluloro had sought asylum on grounds that her daughters. ages 6 and S, would be
subjected to genital mutilation if the trio were forced to return to their
homeland, as demanded by Oluloro's estranged husband. ...

The Oluloro family's deportation to Nigeria would likely have resulted in the
crude surgical denuding of the girls‘ external genitalia.

This 1,000-year-old African custom is rooted in tribal tradition that males

LEXIS‘ §_EXlS'-NEXlS"% §_EXlS'-|\|EX|S%
ServlcesorMeadDataCentral.Inc.
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be provided with brides devoid of both sexual pasts and chances of future sexual
wanderings stemming from unclean lust.

Such genital mutilation. which Lydia Oluloro suffered at age 4, promises
girls futures of pain, infection, and possible death during childbirth. It is
nonsense, and an African tradition no more worth perpetuating than America's own
sordid tolerance of wife-beating, child abuse, and racial discrimination.
Judge Warren's was a thoughtful. humanedecision that fortunately was based
solidly in law. ...

Let Warren's decision be known widely in Nigeria and elsewhere.

March 25

Ming Pao. Hong Kong, on U.S.-China relations:

Not only is the Chinese government's tough stance on human rights consistent
with it long-held aversion to other countries using human rights issues to
interfere in China's internal affairs, but it also indicates that Beijing is
increasingly inclined to take Washington's human-rights diplomacy as evidence of
America's feebleness.

Last year President Clinton. dispite his high-sounding campaign rhetoric.
renewed MFN (Most Favored Nation) for China. He did so not because he was
merciful but because Wasington came to realize that Sino-U.S. trade was mutually
beneficial and MFN was no handout. The U.S. authorities, being pragmatic enough
to recognize the mutually beneficial relationship, would not easily discontinue
China's MFN status.

However, they feel compelled to do something about China's human rights
record so they can tell the Americans, the media and Congress they have done
what they ought to do. This was the purpose of (Secretary of State Warren)
Christopher's trip - to secure Beijing's cooperation in putting up a show that
would allow the U.S. to back down with good grace and enable China to retain
HFN. But Beijing wanted no part in the opera, the libretto which Washington had
written. During his meeting with Christopher, Chinese Premier Li Peng warned the
Americans in strong terms that China would retaliate if the U.S. termintated the
MFN status.

March 28

Saudi Gazette, Jiddah, Saudi Arabia. on Korea:

Peace is a fragile commodity. War erupts as soon as countries find a tilt in
the balance of terror. Korean Peninsula is preparing for another war in 40 years
just because the United states is convinced that North Korea already has or is
about to have a nuclear edge over South Korea. North Korea itself is trying to
be the last defender of comunism and seems ready to go any length to keep its
enmity with South Korea alive even if it is highly detrimental to the people of
the peninsula. If a war breaks out there. the arms industry will be the only
beneficiary.

One thing, however, is deceptively heartening. Despite high military alert in
both Koreas the two countries are carefully avoiding all sorts of border
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incidents. Nevertheless, a precipitate action by the U.N. Security Council may
well deteriorate the highly volatile situation. And the Security Council is
being pushed to the proverbial wall by Pyongyang. If history is any lesson, a
war that is likely to erupt in Northeast Asia will be inconclusive. Seoul knows
it better than anyone else in the U.N. South Korean Foreign Minister Han
Sung-joo said on (March 27) that a Security Council resolution suggesting
economic sanctions against North Korea was a bad idea. He was trying for a
softer non-binding statement to persuade Pyongyang to accept thorough U.N.
inspections of its suspect nuclear sites which "may be more effective." ...

The South Korean people are neither cowards nor untrained. Given the military
power of North Korea they may need American military help in case of a war, but
then the question is whether they really need a war to convince Pyongyang of
their supremacy. Although a token protest in Seoul against deployment of U.S.
Patriot missiles by merely 85 students branded "radical," it may be a pointer of
future internal trouble. Moreover, on March 26 the U.S. brought C-141 and C-130
transport planes loaded with troops and military equipment to its air force
bases in South Korea from overseas bases. This should explain who is interested
in war and why and demands different behaviour of Pyongyang.

March 29

The Guardian, London, on Macedonia;

At a time of tentative peace in Bosnia, the crisis over Macedonia threatens a
new focus for Balkan tension. For the past month, Greece has enforced a frontier
embargo on trade with Macedonia which violates the spirit and probably the
letter of European Union law. The warning given now to Greece by its Union
partners should have been delivered earlier. ...

Skopje has made one bad mistake by incorporating the 16-point Star of vergina
- symbol of the ancient "Greek" Macedonians - in its flag. Not surprisingly the
issue has become a symbol of Greek political virility. A hint of pragmatism by
the new Pasok government was not sustained. But Greece's best interests cannot
be served by a weak Macedonia increasingly vulnerable to ethnic Albanian
tension, nor by creating a situation in which Belgrade or Tirana could
intervene. Athens should reflect too that Bulgaria and Turkey were the first to
recognize Macedonia.

The blockade must be ended and the transit rights in Thessaloniki guaranteed
by treaty to Skopje be restored. Macedonia can help: it should at least reduce
the Star to an eight-point version.

March 30

Moskovsky Komsomolets. Moscow, on Russian local elections:

The recent local elections in Russia have shown that the people are tired.
The peak of voters‘ activity barely reached 45 percent. It is enough for the
elections to be valid but can hardly be called a majority. And there was an
interesting trend: rural voters were more active in expressing their will, while
city dwellers preferred to keep their opinions to themselves. ...

Those voting are those who have hopes to see a (positive) result, and it
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seems that Russians have no hope left. The people of Crimea have a hope. There,
60 percent of voters came to the polls. The (pro-Moscow) "Russia" bloc LS
leading, according to preliminary data. This means that they pin their better
hopes on-Russia. Russian voters have no one to pin their hopes on.

End Editorial Roundup
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BODY
James B. McDougal, the Arkansas business partner of the Clintons in the
failed whitewater real estate deal, announced a bid for Congress Tuesday, saying
that the controversy has "revitalized" him after years of bankruptcy, bad health
and mental illness.

McDougal is under investigation by Whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr. in connection with a variety of actions arising from the Whitewater project
and the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which he owned. He
declared his candidacy in Arkansas’ 4th District, which includes his current
residence of Arkadelphia.

"I've just decided it‘s time for me to come out again and give these
Republicans a fight," McDougal told a packed gathering of reporters in the state
Capitol rotunda in Little Rock.

The seat is currently held by Republican Jay Dickey of Pine Bluff, who was
first elected in 1992.

McDougal said that he is not planning to advertise much because the
whitewater scandal has made his name well known.

The whitewater figure said that he would not have a large campaign budget
because he is broke, living on approximately $1,000 a month in Social Security
disability payments and a small inheritance. He is living in a borrowed bedroom
in a friend's house in Arkadelphia.

McDougal, 53, suffered a stroke in 1986 and said he has been battling manic
depression for several years. He said Tuesday that he takes the mood-altering
drugs Prozac and lithium.

He and his former wife, Susan, were equal partners with President and Mrs.
Clinton in the Whitewater Development Corp , a 230—acre retirement property
project in northern Arkansas.

Fiske is examining the real estate venture and its relationship to
now-defunct Madison Guaranty. Madison's failure in 1989 cost taxpayers at
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least $47 million.
GRAPHIC: Photo, James McDougal holds copy of Whitewater property deed in
Little Rock. Later, Clintons‘ ex-business partner filed to run for Congress.
Reuters
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BODY _
whitewater figure files for Arkansas Congress race

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.- James McDougal. a central figure in the Whitewater
controversy surrounding President Clinton, filed Tuesday as a candidate for
Congress in Arkansas’ 4th District. Mr. McDougal, whose lawyer has said he
expects his client to be indicted in the Hhitewater affair, was a partner with
the president and Hillary RodhamClinton in the Arkansas real estate development
known as Whitewater. He also was chairman of Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan, which helped develop Whitewater through a real estate subsidiary.

lst funerals for Palm Sunday tornado victims held

The first funerals were held Tuesday in Jasper, Ga., for some of the 43
people killed across the South during the Palm Sunday tornadoes in Georgia and
Alabama. Federal Emergency ManagementAgency Director James Lee Witt flew by
helicopter Tuesday along the path of the tornado. Vice President Al Gore
planned to inspect the devastation Wednesday.

Spy suspects win permission to spend money on son

ALEXANDRIA, Va.- Jailed on spy charges, Aldrich ‘Rick’ Ames and his wife won
permission Tuesday to spend $ E00 a month on their 5-year-old son. But the
payments must come from an overseas account that a defense lawyer says contains
only the pension of the child's grandmother.

National Cancer Institute suspends research group

- BETHESDA, Md.- The National Cancer Institute, struggling to cope with
continuing fallout from revelations of fraud in breast cancer research,
suspended one of the nation's oldest and largest breast cancer research
organizations Tuesday and ordered the replacement of the group‘s chairman and
administrative staff. Dr. Bernard Fisher, insisting that the results of his two
decades of breast cancer research had not been compromised by the fraud, quickly
agreed to step down as chairman of the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and
Bowel Project. Dr. Fisher. 76. remains on the faculty of the University of
Pittsburgh, where the project has its headquarters.

Briefly . . -
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Pope John Paul II will visit the United States this fall. traveling to New
York to speak to the United Nations "on or about Oct. 20," according to WCBS-TV
of New York City. . . . The lawyer for an Edison, N.J., asphalt plant next to
a natural gas pipeline that ruptured and exploded last Wednesday said Tuesday
that the plant's current operators had not done any digging on the property in
the 10 years they owned it. . . . Former Rhode Island Gov. Edward Diprete has
been indicted, along with his son, on 24 counts of racketeering and extortion in
connection with Mr. DiPrete's 1990 campaign, the attorney general's office
announced Tuesday.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO(S): James McDougal
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HEADLINE: Clinton's Ex-Partner Is House Candidate
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BODY
James B. McDougal, the Clintons‘ partner in the whitewater real estate

venture now under investigation, became a Democratic candidate for Congress
today. .

Mr. McDougal, 53, continued to maintain that Bill and Hillary Clinton did
nothing illegal when they invested with him and his wife in the Whitewater
resort development in the Ozark Mountains in 1978. Federal authorities are
investigating Whitewater and its connection with Madison Guaranty Savings,
which Mr. McDougal owned until it failed, costing taxpayers about $60 million.

"No S.& L. money went into Whitewater," Mr. McDougal said in a news
conference announcing his candidacy for the Fourth District seat held by
Representative Jay Dickey, a Republican. "I'm prepared to go to the grand jury
or to any court in the land tomorrow to prove that fact."

Mr. McDougal said he would use his candidacy to answer questions about
Whitewater and rebut accusations against the Clintons. He faces two other
Democrats in a May 24 primary.
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BYLINE: Clay Chandler . Jason Vest, Special to The Washington Post

BODY
Joshua Steiner hardly looks as if he should be a central character in

Washington's hottest melodrama. "The Whitewater Diaries."

Tall, clean-cut and cherub-faced, the 28-year-old Steiner looks barely old
enough to buy a drink. It's hard to picture him involved in anything more
scandalous than a fraternity prank. And on the surface, what he did seems
innocent enough -- take a telephone call from a friend who wanted, the friend
later said, to ‘blow off steam." ~

But the friend was George Stephanopoulos, one of President Clinton's closest
advisers. And what had gotten him so mad was news that the Resolution Trust
Corp., the government agency cleaning up the debris of failed savings and loans,
had hired an outspoken administration critic to investigate a defunct Arkansas
thrift tied to the Clintons.

And Steiner just happens to be Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen's chief of
staff.

Disclosure of that call last week sucked Steiner deeper into the swampof
questions that is Whitewater. Steiner has been subpoenaed to testify by special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.'s probe into whether the white House improperly
meddled in an RTC investigation that could prove embarrassing to the president.

Tomorrow a grand jury will question Steiner about his conversations with
Stephanopoulos and other White House and Treasury officials concerning the RTC
investigation. But Steiner has already provided Fiske a diary detailing those
contacts. Fiske is using that log as a guide for his probe of the
administration's handling of the matter.

None of the evidence that's surfaced so far suggests that Steiner has done
anything wrong.

Before his telephone chat with Stephanopoulos was disclosed. Steiner could
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joke about his impending date with the grand jury. "I'm curled up, I'm in a
fetal position, I'm cowering in a corner, I'm on a train outta here in two
hours," he said with a laugh.

But this week, Steiner had a more buttoned-down reply to inquiries from
reporters: Call my lawyer.

While it has taken Whitewater to put Steiner in the public eye, he's been an
important memberof the Clinton team since before Inauguration Day.

Despite his youth ——or maybe because of it -- Steiner occupies a key
position on the Clinton economic team. He is one of the legion of young, largely
anonymous aides —- many of them Ivy Leaguers in their thirties, many of them
veterans of Michael S. Dukakis's 1988 presidential campaign and a remarkable
number of them closely allied with Stephanopoulos -- who occupy key jobs
throughout the administration. They are "the kids to see," the ones who handle
strategy on a daily basis, who implement policy. It is often their personal ties
that help an otherwise sprawling, chaotic government pull together and get
things done.

As chief of staff, Steiner helps Bentsen manage the day—to-day affairs of the
Treasury Department. But one of his main functions is as the link between
Treasury and the White House. a role for which his close friendship with other
youthful Clinton aides -- particularly Stephanopoulos -- has proved invaluable.

It helps, too, that Steiner served as special assistant to Deputy Treasury
Secretary Roger C. Altman for eight months before he moved on to the post with
Bentsen.

"Josh is a significant part of the glue that keeps this building together,"
says Treasury Undersecretary Lawrence H. Summers.

Steiner's colleagues throughout the administration laud his judgment, his
political savvy and his ability to get along in an administration packed with
outsize egos and high-powered ambitions. "No sharp elbows," says his boss.
Bentsen. In that sense, he has followed in the footsteps of his father, Daniel
Steiner, general counsel at Harvard University for nearly two decades.

~ "we were so impressed with Josh's work on Treasury-related crime matters that
we insist he come to our daily meetings to map out strategy on passing the crime
bill," says White House domestic policy adviser Bruce Reed. "we've been teasing
him a little bit that he might not want to come to any more White House
meetings, but he keeps coming anyway.“

Steiner shares responsibility for managing the flow of people and paper to
Bentsen with executive secretary Edward S. Knight, a lawyer who followed Bentsen
to Treasury after being his longtime aide in the Senate. But when it comes to
policy matters, says one Treasury official, "Josh is the main man."

Accompanying Bentsen on his January tourof Asia. Steiner was soft-spoken and
deferential -- almost like a dutiful grandson -— and constantly at Bentsen's
elbow. In Indonesia, China and Japan -— countries where age is a virtue and
28-year-olds aren't generally taken seriously -- Steiner was clearly a source of
puzzlement to senior government leaders meeting the Treasury delegation.
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Altman, who headed the White House budget "war room" last year. gives Steiner
high marks for his support during that intensive policy battle. The night the
budget plan passed the Senate on Vice President Gore's tie—breaking vote, a huge
celebration broke out in the Roosevelt Room, down the hall from the Oval Office,
Altman recalls.

"I read this Letterman-style Top 10 list of reasons why the budget passed,"
Altman said. "It had things like, ‘No one wanted to have lunch with the
president anymore,‘ 'Everyone‘s afraid of Hillary,‘ ‘Nobody wanted to go to
Andrews Air Force Base for a budget summit with Bob Dole ' Everybody loved it. I
read it -- but Josh wrote it."

Steiner, a native of Cambridge, Mass., and a graduate of Phillips Exeter
Academy in Andover, Mass., met many of the people he now works with -- including
Stephanopoulos, National Economic Council deputy Gene Sperling and Sylvia
Matthews, assistant to NEC head Robert E. Rubin -- in 1988 when, fresh from Yale
College, where he was captain of the lacrosse team. he joined the ill-starred
Dukakis campaign. Though Steiner played a relatively minor role in the campaign,
working on the issues staff and serving as the candidate's aide~de-camp on the
road, many pegged him as a future political star.

Steiner spent the several years after Dukakis's defeat bouncing about the
globe -— touring Asia, doing a six-month turn at a New York investment bank.
spending a year studying British history at Oxford and serving a brief stint as
an election observer in Pakistan.

Through it all, he stayed in regular contact with Stephanopoulos and other
Dukakis warriors. In 1991, Stephanopoulos, by then a top aide to House Majority
Leader Richard A. Gephardt (D—Mo.), recruited Steiner to serve as chief aide to
New York Public Library President and former Georgetown University president
Timothy S. Healy.

Coming from Stephanopoulos. the recommendation was a high compliment. Before
signing on with Gephardt, Stephanopoulos himself had worked for Healy, and he
had an abiding respect for the Jesuit priest.

In December 1992, Sperling, with Stephanopoulos's encouragement. came to
Steiner with another job offer: Would he come to Washington to work for Altman.
a key player on the transition team of President—elect Clinton? The invitation
was a plum. By that point, only the most grizzled campaign veterans were being
offered top jobs on the transition team.

"He agonized for days over his decision because he felt very loyal to Healy,'
recalls Sperling, himself a Stephanopoulos protege. "Finally, we had a
conversation in which I yelled, ‘You will regret it forever if you don't take
this.' I told him it would be criminal not to take this opportunity."

Altman says he was "immediately taken" with Steiner after working with him on
the transition. WhenClinton namedAltman as deputy Treasury secretary, he asked
Steiner to be his special assistant.

Soon after the budget battle. Bentsen drafted Steiner to replace his top
aide. Philip N. Diehl. now acting director of the U.S. Mint. The move struck
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some as unusual because it paired Bentsen, then 72 and the oldest memberof the
Cabinet, with Steiner. then 27 and the youngest chief of staff of a Cabinet
agency.
But to Treasury and White House officials, the choice made perfect sense.

Bentsen chose Steiner after KPMG Peat Marwick, the management consulting firm
commissioned to evaluate Treasury's operations, concluded that Bentsen needed a
strong chief of staff who was well equipped to coordinate with the White House.

Steiner's rapport with Stephanopoulos may be the reason Altman sought out his
former aide on Feb. 25, after he received a heated phone call from
Stephanopoulos and deputy White House chief of staff Harold Ickes.

The two berated Altman for his decision to recuse himself from matters
dealing with Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan. the Arkansas lender that helped
finance the Clintons' Whitewater real estate venture, and railed against the
appointment of Republican Jay B. Stephens, a former D.C. federal prosecutor who
had harshly criticized Clinton. as head of the agency's investigation into
Madison.

The tantrum put Altman in a bind. He prized his reputation in the White House
as a team player but had been lambasted by Republicans in Congress the previous
day after acknowledging he had briefed White House officials on the status of
the investigation.

Stephanopoulos has said he asked Steiner whether Stephens's appointment was
final, but dropped the issue after Steiner told him nothing could be done. It's
not clear, however, whether the discussion ended there or whether Steiner made
inquiries about removing Stephens before telling Stephanopoulos it couldn't be
done.

In the days ahead. Steiner's skills as a mediator will be put to the test.
Last week's disclosure clearly put a strain on relations between Steiner's two
main mentors, Altman and Stephanopoulos. That's on top of tension between Altman
and Steiner's current boss, Bentsen, over speculation that some in the White
House favor Altman as Bentsen's eventual successor. Bentsen has been notably
circumspect in expressing his support for Altman in the furor over Altman's
meeting with White House officials over Whitewater.

That leaves Steiner in the middle. "I think probably Josh will handle this
the way he handles anything else." says Sperling. "He won't try to game it; he
won't think too much. He'll just try to do the right thing."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, JOSHUA STEINER, CHIEF OF STAFF TO TREASURY SECRETARY LLOYD
BENTSENAND ONE OF THE "KIDS TO SEE" IN THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION. TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
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NO FREE EGGS

It's Easter egg time at the white House, and this Monday thousands of
children will converge on the South Lawn for the annual Easter egg hunt and
roll. And don't believe for one moment that the Easter Sunny deposits all those
eggs.

Instead, we've learned that six association co-sponsors are being sought -
each willing to donate $5.000 - to head up this year's Easter at the white House
activities, an annual event that began with first lady Dolley Madison in 1809.

Associations agreeing to be co-sponsors will attend a special VIP breakfast
with President and Mrs. Clinton, receive six invitations to South Lawn
ceremonies and be allowed to display a banner with their association logo.

It came as no surprise that two sponsors to date are Perdue and the Egg
Council.

HEALTH NOTES I

Dr. Jack J. Rosenberg, an orthodontist in Burke, Va., has written a letter
to Hillary RodhamClinton objecting to the policies set forth in her proposed
health care package. He mailed us a copy.

"Now a personal note." the doctor wrote in closing. "I know that you have
chosen perhaps the most expensive orthodontist on the East Coast to continue
your daughter's orthodontic care. I know this provider personally and I applaud
your choice.

"I am equally certain you chose this orthodontist after careful
consideration of all factors. You passed up many orthodontists closer to your
home. Fort Meade would also provide free care for your daughter. Therefore, I
assume that when it comes to your own family, freedom of choice, based on the
skill and care you will receive, not price or convenience, dictated your
decision.“

HEALTH NOTES II
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Dr. Charles F. Colao, an internist from Marlow Heights, notes with
interest that a cardiologist will be joining President Clinton's medical staff,
which already includes practitioners of several medical subspecialties to
provide services for the Clintons and Gores.

"In the Clinton Health Care Plan. care is to be delivered by a gatekeeper or
a primary care physician who then will decide whether any specialty care is
needed," writes Dr. Colao.

"It appears that there is a considerable hypocrisy here in that the Clintons
and the Gores are not following the recommendations of their own plan."

STREET LEGAL

Local police in Coronado, Calif.. chided President Clinton's family
yesterday for a bit of minor law-breaking committed in the presence of most of
the city's 40 police officers.

The department presented the Clintons and a Sidwell Friends classmate of
daughter Chelsea with bike helmets, so they will be road~legal on future bicycle
expeditions.

Chelsea's friend received minor injuries to her right leg Monday when her
bike crashed into the open door of a tourist's pickup truck. No helmets were
worn by the girls, Mrs. Clinton or the Secret Service agents who were outriders
for the president's jog, in the company of squads of police.

IT'S A SMALL WORLD

NPR reporter Nina Totenberg pricked our interest over the weekend when she
dished on "Inside Washington" that "a very fine investigative reporter for one
of the nation's best newspapers has had to recuse himself" from covering the
Whitewater-Madison affair.

According to Ms. Totenberg, the man's wife is from Little Rock, and what's
more. had sold land to former Madison Guaranty majordomo Jim McDougal.

we wondered: Could the mystery man be . . . Walter Pincus of The Washington
Post, whose wife. Ann, hails from the Arkansas capital?

Bingo.

"The part that's not correct is I didn't have to recuse myself," Mr. Pincus
told us. "It was my decision. The Post didn't come to me."

Not only is Mr. Pincus' wife from Arkansas; she's also in the
administration. Ann Pincus has been director of research for the U.S.
Information Agency since last August.

The reporter called his decision "a personal thing."

"I know all these people," he said, referring to the principal characters in
the unfolding Whitewater-Madison drama. "We have a good friend who's a lawyer
in the Rose Law Firm. who handles some of our stuff in Little Rock. If you go
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back far enough, you'll find I wrote an op-ed piece about my relationship with
Vince Foster, when he died."
The Foster op-ed was the only Whitewater-related article he's done, said Mr.

Pincus. who often writes on national security issues.

ALMIGHTY DOLLAR

Hugh Turley of Hyattsville was so impressed with a recent speech by Rep.
Jim Leach, Iowa Republican, that he called the congressman's office and offered
to send him a campaign contribution, should he run again.

But Leach aide Mary Andrus told him. "Congressman Leach does not accept
money from PACs or persons who do not live in his state."

Just for the heck of it, Mr. Turley called the offices of House Speaker
Thomas S. Foley and Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, Illinois Democrat and chairman of
the House ways and Means Committee. Foley aide Bill Bielier and Rostenkowski
aide Kris Kanthak told him where to send the money.

GRAPHIC: Photo, Don't thank the Easter Bunny for the White House frolic
Monday.
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Former and current officials at the Resolution Trust Corp. yesterday denied
Democratic charges there had been frequent contacts between the agency and
Republican administrations. saying such interaction originated with the Clinton
White House.

"I never received a single inquiry from the White House, nor did I seek
advice from them," said Albert Casey, who was interim chief executive officer of
the RTC during the Bush administration. "It would have been inappropriate and
improper," he said.

Mr. Casey said reports of meetings between acting RTC head Roger C. Altman
and White House aides and a complaint by presidential adviser George
Stephanopoulous to the RTC about a law firm working for the agency were
"amazing."

"That should not happen at the RTC," he said. "We appointed hundreds of law
firms when I was there and no one in the White House ever said. ‘Don't use this
firm, or hire that firm.‘ "

Former RTC Chairman L. William Seidman said: "we never discussed individual
cases. individual people. individual law firms with the White House. In doing
that, they are getting awfully close to violating the law. The law clearly saya
that shouldn't happen."

In recent days, President Clinton and Democrats in Congress have sought to
portray the RTC as filled with Republican political appointees and a part of the
executive branch of government answerable to the white House.

On Monday, Rep. Henry Gonzalez, Texas Democrat. who has fought efforts to
hold hearings on Whitewater-Madison, said: "They [RTC officials] never hesitated
to consult with the White House and check with the White House. I mean, that's
executive branch."

And three times in his televised press conference last Thursday Mr. Clinton
referred tc Republican "appointees" at RTC as he blunted questions about
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documents released by Rep. Jim Leach. Iowa Republican.
Those documents quoted an RTC investigator who said she had been pressured

to back off findings critical cf the Clintons in her inquiries related to
Whitewater Development Corp. and the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
of Little Rock.

Mr. Clinton said Mr. Leacn "may be talking about an internal dispute
within the RTC from career Republican appointees for all I know."

The president then said: "Keep in mind, until I came here all appointees of
the RTC were hired under previous Republican administrations " And, he said, "I
think if you look at the actions of the RTC just since I've been president, and
you examine the facts that everybody that works there was appointed by a
previous Republican administration. the evidence is clear that I have not done
that."

Those statements were inaccurate. officials said. Spokesman Steve Katsanos
said there were actually zero Republican appointees at the RTC, and that the
vast ma]OrlCY of employees were career government workers whose political
affiliation could not be a factcr in their hiring.

Mr. Seidman, who led the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. before accepting
the RTC post, said. "Somebody must have misinformed the president, because what
he said was obviously wrong."

RTC officials said the irony of the recent statements by the president. and
by Mr. Gonzalez in defending the president, is that the RTC first was headed by
a clearly political appointee when Mr. Altman, appointed by Mr. Clinton as
deputy Treasury secretary. became RTC acting director.

Mr. Altman. who is officially giving up the RTC post tomorrow, was chosen
by Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen a year ago to replace Mr. Casey.

"Since Altman was at both Treasury and the RTC that seemed like a basic
conflict of interest in the first place,“ said Mr. Seidman. Such a dual
appointment gave the white House a way to influence the RTC, an apolitical
agency since its founding in February I989. officials said.

"For example, when Stephanopoulos called Altman about choosing the law firm
where Jay Stephens worked, was Altman wearing his Treasury hat, or was he
wearing his RTC hat, in which case the contract is clearly improper?" said one
official.

Mr. Stephanopoulous confirmed reports that he called Mr. Altman to
vehemently complain about the selection of a law firm employing Mr. Stephens, a
former U.S. attorney who had headed an investigation into alleged criminal
violations by Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, Illinois Democrat.

Before that, Mr. Altman had admitted to a series of meetings with White
House officials. including then-Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, at which
whitewater-Madison matters were discussed.

Several RTC officials said that Republicans. who had been lukewarm about
creation of the RTC to delve into the savings and loan debacle of the 1980s,
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were content to let it operate on its own.
“The Republican idea was, ‘Let's create this monster and stay as far away

from it as possible; see no evil. hear no evil, speak no evil,’ " said one RTC
official.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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Attached are twenty—four (24) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated March 22-23, 1994.
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Phicago Tribune

March Z3, 1934 Nednesday, NORTHSPORTS FINAL EDITION

>ECTICN: EDITORIAL; Pg. l6; ZONE: N

LENGTH: 437 words _.

HEADLINE: NHITEWATER SPILLS OVER THE DAM

BODY
Yielding at last to the inevitable. most Democrats in the House of

Representatives joined the Republicans Tuesday in voting to hold hearings on the
so-called whitewater affair.

while the decision may or may not be governmentally wise, it definitely is
politically smart. Resisting hearings had become a bankrupt strategy for the
Democrats and for the president on whose behalf they resisted.

Nhether Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton appreciate it or not, acceding to
___, hearings probably was the greatest favor their congressional allies could have
done them.

Now, perhaps, the facts of this strange controversy-it certainly doesn't
merit the name "scandal"-can be submitted to a candid world.

Equally important from the Clintons' standpoint, perhaps the president and
those who support him can begin to look like they have nothing to hide, instead
of just saying it.

That certainly isn't how they looked Monday, when Rep. Henry Gonzalez
(D—Texas), chairman of the House Banking Committee, abruptly canceled an
oversight hearing on the Resolution Trust Corp. that had been scheduled for
Thursday.

In a letter that by normal standards of congressional etiquette was
exceptionally bitter, Gonzalez told Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the ranking
Republican on the committee and the most relentless congressional pursuer of
whitewater, that he would not allcw him to turn the oversight hearing into a
"prosecutorial or judicial adventure" into the C1intons' failed Arkansas land
deal and other business affairs.

Leach had made no secret that he intended to inquire into such matters, the
basis being that the Clintons‘ partner in the Whitewater deal was James
McDougal, whose Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan went belly up several years
ago at a cost to the government of about $60 million. Leach wants to know
whether any Madison Guaranty funds went into the land development or, for that
matter, into any of Bill Clinton's Arkansas political campaigns.

Gonzalez said he was acting to assure there would be no interference with the
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lnvestigation of the whitewater special tcunsel, Fsbert Fiske. Maybe so. But it
looked suspiciously as if he-and the plnnldent-had something to hide.
Indeed, it's that suspicious behavior that has made this controversy into the

problem that it has become for the administration. One week it's secret white
House briefings by the acting head of lhn RTC. Another week it's the hvnd of the
banking committee canceling a hearing no the opposition can't ask questions.

It's time for a full-fledged, wide-open hearing. Open up the windows and let
the bad air out.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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March Z3, 1594 Wednesday, NORTHSPORTS FINAL EDITION

SECTION: NEWS; Pg. 3; ZONE; N

LENGTH: S48 words

HEADLINE: HOUSEHEARINGS ON WHITEWATERAPPEAR LIKELY

BYLINE: From Tribune wires.

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Despite Democratic reluctance, a congressional probe of the Whitewater case

became a virtual certainty Tuesday as the House joined the Senate in calling for
hearings.

The House vote was 408-15 on legislation calling on Democratic and Republican
leaders to work out an "appropriate timetable" for hearings without interfering
in the work of special counsel Robert Fiske.

While dates and ground rules for hearings remain to be set, the legislation
marked a retreat for House Speaker Thomas Foley (D-Wash.), who has been under
pressure from Republicans and some Democrats to drop his opposition to hearings.

"While we cannot and should not ignore Whitewater, neither can we allow it to
flood the chamber," Majority Leader Richard Gephardt (D—Mo.) said shortly before
the vote.

v
-1
ll! U
D
»O
’

House GOP leader Michel of Illinois pledged hearings "in a very orderly
manner." He added, " on't want to see any kind of circus atmosphere."

Foley announced his decision to submit legislation on hearings at a joint
news conference with Michel, after a private meeting of leaders of both parties.

The legislation says no witness should be granted immunity over Fiske's
objection, and no hearings are expected in either the House or Senate until
after Fiske has concluded the Washington portion of his investigation.

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), who has been leading the Republican attack on
whitewater in the House, pledged “decency of temper . . . strict adherence to
the rules of the House and everything possible to be respectful of operations of
the special counsel's office."

The Senate voted 98-0 last week to hold Whitewater hearings, but its leaders
have yet to begin any planning.

At the White House, an aide to President Clinton said a presidential news
conference to clear the air on Whitewater, perhaps as early as Thursday, was
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under serious consideration.
"The prenn more than likely won't have accesn in him (Clinton) next week,"

vhe aide Sdld. "The thinking is to get it over Wllh in one open forum this week
no it doesn't look like he is trying to avoid thh issue next week."

Clinton leaves for Dallas on Fiiday for the w~4ding of his half-brother,
Roger. He may stay in Dallas through the weekend and then go to California for
vacation next week, an aide said.

Elsewhere in Washington, Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman appeared
before a grand jury looking into the case. The top overseer of the savings and
loan cleanup, he has acknowledged discussing with white House officials
procedural details of that cleanup relating to Madison Guaranty, the failed
Arkansas thrift involved in the Whitewater land deal.

"I have had an opportunity to provide all the facts for Mr. Fiske's
investigation," Altman said as he left the grand jury room. "I'm ready to do the
same in any congressional inquiry."

Fiske is using grand juries in Little Rock and Washington to probe a
complicated series of transactions that originally covered the Clintons'
investment in the whitewater land venture, then expanded to include Madison
Guaranty, and finally, the White Hnuse meetings. It also touches on the
apparent suicide of Vincent Foster. a friend of the Clintons' from Little Rock
who was deputy white House counsel at the time of his death last summer.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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Copyright 19"4 Chicago Tribune Company
Chicago Tribune

March 23, l934 wndnesday. NORTH SPORTS FINAL EDITION

SECTION: NEWS; Pg. 3; ZONE: N

LENGTH: 589 words

HEADLINE: ACCUSEROF CLINTCN PLEADS GUILTY;
ARKANSAN IN FRAUDCASE T0 HELP WHITEWATERPROBERS

BYLINE; From Tribune wires.

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A businessman and former judge who has alleged that President Clinton was

involved in a questionable loan pleaded guilty Tuesday to two unrelated fraud
charges involving the operation of his federally backed lending company.

David Hale admitted to conspiring to defraud the Small Business
Administration and, in a new charge, admitted to falsifying information on a
1986 application to obtain federal funds to lend to economically disadvantaged
businesses.

The plea came under an agreement with special counsel Robert Fiske that
clears the way for Hale to testify before a grand jury in Little Rock looking
into the failure of an Arkansas savings and loan and the Clintons' whitewater
land venture.

Rusty Hardin, Fiske‘s assistant, told U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner
that Hale has been working with prosecutors for about two weeks and said the
former municipal judge has "extensive knowledge in the areas we are
investigating."

Hale has said Clinton, when he was Arkansas governor in 1986, urged him to
make a $300,000 loan to a company owned by Susan McDougal, one of the Clintons'
business partners in the Whitewater land venture.

Clinton has denied any wrongdoing, and there was no mention of him or
whitewater in the indictments filed Tuesday.

Investigators are trying to determine if some of the money from the loan was
improperly diverted to the Whitewater account at a time when the Susan McDougal
and her husband, James, as managers of the account, were buying more land.

Hale, who operated Capital Management Services Inc. in Little Rock, has said
Clinton first mentioned the loan to him in February 1986.

Hale said he approved the loan to Susan McDougal in April 1986 and about a
third of the money eventually ended up in whitewater's checking accounts. It was
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ncvvr paid back.
Hale admitted defrauding the Small Business Administration of $900,000 by
Ialnoly stating the amount of private funds invested in Capital Management
Services and by disguising bad loans as current or paid.

He also admitted making loans that improperly benefited "himself and various
other people." Hale's lawyer, Randy Coleman, said one loan was the $300,000 to
Susan Mcbougal.

Hardin also made a link between Hale's company and Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan, the failed Arkansas thrift owned by James McDougal.

Hardin said that Hale's company got a loan from Madison and used the money to
help qualify for SBA funds.

Fiske is trying to determine whether funds from Madison were illegally
diverted in the mid-1980s to prominent Arkansans, including the Clintons.

Among the questions Fiske is investigating is whether Hale's company may have
been used to move troublesome loans off Madison's books and out of the sight of
federal regulators, according to several witnesses who have been subpoenaed by
the Fiske.

At Hale's recent pretrial hearing, lawyers and witnesses talked about a
potential scheme involving several businesses and "bogus loans" that helped
prominent Arkansans.

The beneficiaries were not identified.

Hale's company was backed by the SBA to make loans to entrepreneurs who were
"socially and economically disadvantaged." But many beneficiaries were in fact
prominent Arkansans.

For instance, Hale's company lent some $550,000 to companies with ties to
current Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Other loan recipients were connected to Madison, such as Susan McDougal and
former Madison president TommyTrantham, who got a $100,000 loan from Hale,
records show.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO; PHOTO: Former Judge David Hale is driven under guard from U.S.
courthouse in Little Rock, Ark., Tuesday. Reuters photo.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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The materials in the AP file were C0mpi\0J by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

I)IJMarch 1994, Tuesday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 1114 words

HEADLINE: House Joins Senate Call for Whitewater Hearings

EYLINE: DAVID ESPO, Associated Press writerU)v

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Despite Democratic reluctance, a congressional probe of Whitewater became a

virtual certainty Tuesday as the House joined the Senate in calling for
hearings. Special counsel Robert Fiske'won his first guilty plea in the case
bedeviling the Clinton administration.

The House vote was 408-15 on legislation calling on Democratic and Republican
leaders to work out an "appropriate timetable" for hearings without interfering
in Fiske's work.

While dates and ground rules for hearings remain to be set, the legislation
rarked a retreat for House Speaker Thomas Foley, who has been under pressure
from Republicans and some Democrats to drop his opposition to hearings.

"While we cannot and should not ignore Whitewater, neither can we allow it to
flood the chamber," Democratic Leader Richard Gephardt of Missouri said shortly
before the vote.

House GOP leader Bob Michel pledged hearings "in a very orderly manner." He
added, “Z don't want to see any kind of circus atmosphere."

The maneuvering came as Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman became the
latest administration official to appear before a grand jury in Washington. The
top overseer of the savings and loan cleanup, he has acknowledged discussing
with White House officials procedural details of that cleanup relating to a
failed Arkansas thrift and other institutions.

"I have had an opportunity to provide all the facts for Mr. Fiske's
investigation," Altman told reporters as he left the grand jury room. "I'm ready
to do the same in any congressional inquiry."

In a letter released Tuesday, Altman said he first mentioned the possibility
of recusing himself from matters related to Madison Guaranty, a failed
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Arkansas savings and loan, in a meeting at the White House on Feb. 2. Altman
iecused himself almost three weeks later. on Feb. 25.
Altman did not explain the rouusal issue further in the letter to Sen. Donald

Riegle. D-Mich.

The grand jury in the nation's capital is one of two that Fiske is using to
probe a complicated series of transactions that originally covered President and
Mrs. Clinton's investment in an Arkansas land venture, then expanded to include
Madison Guaranty. and finally, the meetings in Washington. It also touches on
the apparent suicide of Vincent Foster. a friend of the Clintons' who was deputy
white Rouse counsel at the time of his death.

In Little Rock, David Hale, a former Arkansas municipal judge who has alleged
Clinton was involved in a questionable loan, pleaded guilty to two fraud charges
involving the operation of his federally backed lending company.

Hale admitted conspiring to defraud the Small Business Administration and, in
a new charge, admitted to falsifying information on a February 1986 application
to obtain federal funds to lend to economically disadvantaged businesses.

Rusty Hardin. Fiske's assistant, told the court that Hale has been working
with prosecutors for about two weeks and possesses "extensive knowledge in the
areas we are investigating.‘

Hale has said Clinton. as governor of Arkansas, urged him in 1986 to make s S
300,000 loan to a companyowned by Susan McDougal, one of the Clintons' business
partners in the Whitewater land venture.

Clinton steadfastly denies any wrongdoing. On Monday, he angrily dismissed
Hale's allegations as 'a bunch of bull.‘

Tuesday's events were the latest turns in a case that began in 1992 as a
campaign headache for Clinton, and has since become a nightmare.

So far, Whitewater and its fallout have led to the resignation of White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum and Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell. Also,
Republicans in Congress have been handed a ready-made election-year issue at a
time when other issues favor the Democrats: an expanding economy and close
congressional cooperation with the White House on domestic legislation.

In another development, Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, asked Attorney General
Janet Reno for an investigation by Fiske into billings of Hubbell's former
Little Rock law firm in a case in which it represented the federal government.

Justice Department spokesman Carl Stern said Grassley's "letter will be
forwarded to special counsel Fiske for his evaluation and whatever action he
deems appropriate.‘ Reno repeatedly has said any matter dealing with Whitewater
or Madison would be handled by Fiske.

The Rose Law Firm has been investigating allegations of overbilling and
insufficient backup for expense requests. On Friday, the firm asked the Arkansas
state bar association to investigate the matter.

White House advisers, working to fashion a response to the Whitewater
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Jlumbeat, are considering a presidential news con!vrenCe devoted to the subject,
according to aides.
some senior aiden want Clinton to turn over Somv or all of his Whitewater

documents.-zncluding tax forms from the 1970s, in rnnjunction with a news
vonference or another form of public explanation. nut other advisers fear the
release of any documents would merely prompt more questions from Republicans and
the press.

Foley's acquiescence to negotiate ground rules - after weeks of insisting
hearings weren't necessary - marked the latest in a series of retreats by senior
Democrats on the issue.

Aides said the first move would likely be to reschedule a hearing on the
Resolution Trust Corp. - required semi-annually by law - that was abruptly
Cancelled by the House Banking Committee on Tuesday. Republicans have invited
key whitewater figures to testify.

Beyond that. the first hearings in the House or Senate are expected to dwell
on the contacts between Treasury Department officials and the White House, an
area Fiske has said he hopes to investigate conclusively in the next several
weeks or months. The probe into the complicated financial transactions in
Arkansas is expected to last far longer.

Neither Foley nor Gephardt would flatly commit publicly to hearings, although
Gephardt said Democrats would negotiate "in good faith and with due speed‘ on
the subject.

The legislation itself says no witness should be granted immunity over
Fiske's objection, and no hearings are expected in either the House or Senate
until after Fiske has concluded the Washington portion of his investigation.

"The American people have the right to know the facts," Gephardt said.
"Congress has an obligation to provide those facts. We also have an obligation
to ensure that our three-branch government does not become a three-ring circus."

Rep. Jim Leach, the senior Republican on the Banking Committee, pledged
"decency of temper ... strict adherence to the rules of the House and everything
possible to be respectful of operations of the special counsel's office."

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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March 22, 1994, Tuesday, AM cycle

SECTION. Domestic News

LENGTH: 225 words

HEADLINE: McDougal Selling the Real Whitewater Dirt

BYLINE; By JULIE STEWART, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Pssst. Hey, you. Want the real dirt on Whitewater?

James McDougal. a former business partner of President and Mrs. Clinton in a
failed Arkansas real estate venture, is selling the right to dig up dirt from a
three-acre plot of Whitewater land.

"It seems that everybody is trying to dig up their own dirt on Whitewater, so
we are offering the public the opportunity to acquire their very own souvenir
cubic foot of Whitewater for a minimumdonation of $ 19.95," McDougal said in a
release Tuesday.

Donation?

"Jim's going use part of the funds, I guess, to defend himself," said Chris
Wade, president of Whitewater Marketing. Wade was the real estate agent for the
Clintons and McDougal and his former wife, Susan, on the Whitewater land sale.

wade is leasing the three-acre Lot 24 in Whitewater Estates to McDougal for $
1 a year for 99 years.

Anyone who buys the dirt will get a "nonpartisan dirt deed" from the
Whitewater Development Corp. According to the deed, "the only right that this
conveys is to come upon Lot 24 of the above described property and dig up dirt."

McDougal owned the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan in Little Rock.
Special counsel Robert Fiske is trying to determine whether funds from Madison
were illegally diverted in the mid-1980s to prominent Arkansans, including the
Clintons and their land venture. -

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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March 22, 1994, Tuesday, AM cycle

SECTION: Domestic News

LENGTH: 683 words

HEADLINE: Former Judge Pleads Guilty in Deal with Whitewater Prosecutor

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL. Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A former judge pleaded guilty Tuesday to fraudulently applying for federal

money for his lending company - a development the Whitewater prosecutor said
significantly assists his investigation.

Special counsel Robert Fiske said David L. Hale will now go before a grand
jury to elaborate on his earlier accusation that President Clinton encouraged
him to make a questionable loan to a whitewater business partner.

That grand jury is scheduled to be empaneled Wednesday.

"Ne are significantly better off with Mr. Hale's cooperation than with having
to try him as a defendant,‘ Fiske said after Hale avoided trial by pleading
guilty to two felony fraud charges in U.8. District Court.

During the proceeding, Fiske's assistant, Rusty Hardin, said Hale has been
cooperating with prosecutors for about two weeks and that the former municipal
judge has "extensive knowledge in the areas we are investigating.‘

Hardin said Hale has provided relevant information beyond his public
accusation involving Clinton. But both Fiske and Hardin declined to be more
specific.

Hale alleged last year that then-Gov. Clinton and Clinton‘: business partner,
James McDougal, urged him in 1986 to make a $ 300,000 government-backed loan to
McDougal’: wife Susan.

Hale has said that all three men knew Mrs. McDougal was not qualified for the
small Business Administration-backed loan. About one~third of the money went
into whitewater‘: checking account, regulators say, and the loan was never
repaid, according to SBA records.

The Mcbougals were the Clintons‘ partners in Whitewater Development Corp. in
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l"78-92. The company developed and sold 230 acres in the Arkansas Ozarks.
McDougal also ran Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, which failed
in 1989.
Fiske is probing the failure of Madison and whether its funds were diverted
lo Whitewater or to help retire Clinton's 1994 gubernatorial campaign debt.

Clinton. who has denied any wrongdoing in his dealings with McDougal, has
dismissed Hale's allegations.

There was no mention of the president during Tuesday's proceeding.

In his plea, Hale acknowledged he fraudulently applied for federal money for
his government-backed lending company in February 1986. That's the same month
Hale has said previously that Clinton first approached him about the McDougal
loan.

Prosecutors also drew a link between Hale and Madison, saying that Hale used
loan proceeds from the S&L to inflate the value of his company in order to
qualify for more federal funding.

Hale did not talk to reporters after his guilty plea. He was whisked from the
courthouse by federal agents.

The two charges replaced a previous four-count indictment, absorbing those
counts into a single conspiracy charge and creating a new count alleging mail
fraud, which a Fiske aide said involved the loan from McDougal's S&L.

Hale's company was backed by the SBA to make loans to entrepreneurs who were
"socially and economically disadvantaged." But many beneficiaries were in fact
prominent Arkansans.

For instance, Hale's company loaned some $ 550,000 to companies with ties to
current Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker, who said he was unaware of the SBA loan
eligibility restrictions.

Other loan recipients were connected to Madison, such as Mrs. McDougal and
former Madison president TommyTrantham, who got a $ 100,000 loan from Hale,
records show.

McDougal said in a recent interview that money flowed the other way as well,
with his S&L loaning some $ 900,000 to Hale's company. Check records obtained by
the AP confirm Hale made payments on at least one loan at the S&L.

In yet another signal that Fiske's probe is likely to last for months, the
prosecutor asked that Hale's sentencing be postponed for at least six months.

U.S. District Court Judge Stephen M. Reasoner said he would defer sentencing
for about 120 days and said if Fiske needed a longer deferment they could talk
about it then.

The former judge could face a maximumpenalty of 10 years in prison and a $
500,000 fine, although it is expected that his cooperation could significantly
reduce that sentence.

I
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March 22, 1994, Tuesday. PM cycle

SECTION: Domestic News

LENGTH: 806 words

HEADLINE: Hale Pleads Guilty; Opens New Chapter in Whitewater Probe

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL. Associated Press writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A former judge who has alleged President Clinton was involved in a

questionable loan pleaded guilty today to two fraud charges involving the
operation of his federally backed lending company.

David L. Hale admitted to conspiring to defraud the Small Business
Administration and, in a new charge, admitted to falsifying information on a
February 1986 application to obtain federal funds to loan to economically
disadvantaged businesses.

The plea came under an agreement with special prosecutor Robert Fiske that
now clears the way for Hale to testify before a grand jury looking into the
failure of an Arkansas savings and loan and the Clintons’ Whitewater land
venture.

Rusty Hardin, Fiske's assistant, told the court that Hale has been working
with prosecutors for about two weeks and said the former municipal judge has
"extensive knowledge in the areas we are investigating."

Hale has said Clinton, when he was Arkansas governor in 1986, urged him to
make a $ 300,000 loan to a company owned by Susan McDougal, one of the Clintons‘
business partners in the Whitewater land venture.

Hale has said Clinton first mentioned the loan to him in February 1986, about
the same time the new charge accuses Hale of filing the false application to get
more SBA funds for his company.

Hale said he approved the loan to Mrs. McDougal in April 1986 and about a
third of the money eventually ended up in Whitewater‘: checking accounts. It was
never paid back.

There was no mention of Clinton or Whitewater in the superseding indictment
filed today. Clinton has steadfastly denied any wrongdoing. On Monday, he
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angrily dismissed Hale's allegations as "a bunch of bull."
Outside the courthouse. Fiske said the plea uqrcement paves the way to
investigate Hale's allegation.

"we are significantly better off with Mr. Halv's cooperation than with having
to try him as a dvfondant," he said, declining to describe anything that Hale
has already told prosecutors.

Hale, 53, sporting a grey suit, appeared somber and answered in a hushed
voice as U.S. District Court Judge Stephen M. Reasoner questioned him about the
plea bargain.

Hale still faces a maximumpenalty of 10 years in prison and S 500,000 in
fines, although his cooperation with Fiske is expected to be considered at his
sentencing.

Hale was originally charged with four felonies accusing him of conspiring to
defraud the SBA and lying to federal officials.

Under the plea agreement, those charges were consolidated into a single count
of conspiracy and a new charge of mail fraud was added.

Hardin told the court that the evidence shows Hale used his lending company
to benefit himself and other people and that he made a false statement to the
SBA to qualify for federal funding.

In addition, the prosecutor made a link between Hale's company the failed
Arkansas savings and loan owned by James McDougal, the Clintons' other partner
in Whitewater and the husband of the womanwho got the S 300,000 loan from Hale.

Hardin said Hale's company obtained a loan from Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan and used the proceeds to help qualify for the SBA financing.

Hale is now expected to testify before a grand jury to elaborate on his
earlier allegation about Clinton - an accusation that Fiske has said in court
papers is "fundamental" to the investigation.

Fiske is trying to determine whether funds from Madison were illegally
diverted in the mid-1980s to prominent Arkansans, including the Clintons and
their land venture.

Documents obtained by The Associated Press show that people connected with
Madison and Hale's company had numerous dealings, most commonly in the form of
loans that flowed from one to the other.

Among the questions Fiske is investigating is whether Hale's company may have
been used to move troublesome loans off the books at Madison and out of the
sight of federal regulators, according to several witnesses who have been
subpoenaed by the prosecutor.

At Hale's recent pretrial hearing, lawyers and witnesses talked about a
potential scheme involving several businesses and "bogus loans" that helped
prominent Arkansans.

A\\JD
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The beneficiaries were not identilivd.

Hale's company was backed by the SHA to make loans to entrepreneurs who were
“soci 11 ~ ‘a y and economically disadvantaqvd." But many beneficiaries were an fact
prominent Arkansans.

For instance, Hale's company loaned some S SSO O00 to companies with t", ies to
current Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Other loan recipients were connected to Madison, such as Mrs. McDougal and
former Madison president TommyTrantham, who got a S 100,000 loan from Hale,
records show.

McDougal said in a recent interview that money flowed the other way as well
with his S&L loa 'ning some S 900,000 to Hale's company. Check records obtained by
the AP confirm Hale made a ments o 1p y n oans at the SLL.
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HEADLINE: House Democrats Agree to Discuss Timetable for Whitewater Hearings

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGA$AK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Top House Democrats agreed to discuss "an appropriate timetable“ for

Whitewater hearings today as pressure mounted in Congress to delve into an
affair that has become a political nightmare for the Clinton administration.

House speaker Thomas Foley said he and top Republicans would meet in the near
future to discuss the details involved in hearings, which Democrats have long
resisted.

House GOP Leader Bob Michel said he was "satisfied for the roment" with the
agreement, which followed a meeting of top Democratic and Republican leaders.

The entire House was expected to approve a resolution later in the day on the
topic.

Foley said the legislation the House would consider was a near duplicate of a
measure approved 98-O in the Senate. That measure said the leadership would
"meet and determine the appropriate timetable" for Whitewater hearings but set
no date.

Foley and Michel made their comments at a joint news conference following a
private meeting involving several top leaders of both parties.

Foley stressed that no hearings would interfere with the work of Robert
Fiske, the special counsel looking into whitewater, and that "no immunity will
be granted to any witness without the approval of the special counsel."

Michel pledged any hearings would be conducted without “a circus-like
atmosphere." but said Congress had a legitimate right to look into the affair.
which covers a complicated maze of financial transactions in Arkansas that
predate Clinton's term in the White House.

The expected House action would mark the latest step in a burgeoning
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vmntroversy that hnn led to the subpoena of several top White House aides, who
have appeared before a grand jury lccking into meetings in which Treasury
Tepartmvnt officials briefed administration officials about a probe of a
utw-defunct Aikansas savings and loan.

Fiske has opened offices in the capital and in Little Pcck, Ark., where today
he obtained the first guilty plea of his probe.

David L. Hale, a former judge who has alleged Clinton was involved in a
questionable loan, pleaded guilty to two fraud charges involving the operation
of his federally backed lending company.

Hale‘s plea clears the way for him to testify before a grand jury looking
into the failure of an Arkansas savings and loan and the Clintons' Whitewater
land venture.

Foley insisted that he was not making a "concession that hearings are going
to take place," and stressed it was possible he and Michel would fail to reach
agreement on terms.

But given the overwhelming Senate vote, and consistent pressure from
Republicans, some type of congressional probe into Whitewater appears
inevitable.

Clinton has made known his displeasure over that possibility, noting at one
point that Congress conducted a costly probe in the 19th century into a S 40
mirror.

Foley and Michel's meeting came the day after the chairman of the House
nking Committee, Rep. Henry Gonzalez of Texas, called for "full hearings" into
subject.rv

HI
If
W
O

Gonzalez also cancelled a hearing to review operations of the Resolution
Trust Corp., which is responsible for cleaning up failed savings and loans,
saying Republicans sought to turn it into "a witch hunt in a circus ring."

But Gonzalez wrote Foley “I recommendthat the House leadership draft and
endorse a resolution calling for full hearings on the so-called Whitewater
affair."

Gonzalez, who often acts independently of the Democratic leadership, added:
“I have never seen a more malicious campaign of character assassination than
this. It is, I believe, time for Democrats to use the truth, the weapon
Republicans fear most."

The senior Republican on the committee, Rep. Jim Leach, has accumulated piles
of documents on Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, the failed Arkansas SLL
that may have sent depositors‘ money to President Clinton's Whitewater real
estate venture and to pay his gubernatorial campaign debts.

Leach testily criticized the postponement, writing Gonzalez, "Full public
disclosure is the only way that this administration can put this issue behind
them."
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"The majority's action in avoiding statutorily mandated RTC hearings raises
iho question of whether the mainrity party has the spine to conduct credible
=v»rsight of an administration of the same political party," Leach wrote.
Vlach told reporters he may give a floor speech this week to release ‘some

new information.‘ He added. “The minority has in its hands material that is
somewhat embarrassing to the president. It's not devastating."

Leach said Gonzalez‘ suggestion for broader Whitewater hearings was "worthy
of consideration," but "a lot will depend on the commitments that are made" by
Democrats.

Gonzalez, explaining the postponement of Thursday's hearing. wrote Leach that
"you obviously are premeditatedly intending to launch into a prosecutorial or
judicial adventure.‘

"In view of your obdurate and obstinate refusal to honor the special
counsel's request, and in addition. your threats to disrupt or in your words
create a 'Donnybrook,' I have no recourse but to postpone the hearing," Gonzalez
said.

Leach said Foley ‘called me to apologize for the tone of the letter."
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HEADLINE: Gonzalez reverses. urges full hearings on Whitewater issue

BYLINE: NANCYMATHIS, Houston Chronicle Washington Bureau; staff

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
WASHINGTON-- The chairman of the House banking committee

reversed course Monday and urged congressional leaders to hold full
hearings on the Whitewater affair that has raised ethical questions
about President Clinton and wife Hillary.

Texas Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, D-San Antonio, wrote a letter
to House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash., announcing he was canceling
a Thursday committee hearing on thrifts because it threatened to
become engulfed by the Whitewater issue.

Instead, Gonzalez suggested the House Democratic leadership
draft and endorse a resolution calling for full hearings on
Whitewater, the unprofitable Arkansas real estate venture owned by
the Clintons and Susan and James McDougal. McDougal owned Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, which also failed.

“"For months, the Republican minority has made a variety of
accusations against the president and Mrs.Clinton, using an array
of half-truths, old rumors, half-baked conspiracy theories and
outright lies," Gonzalez wrote in the letter. "'It is, I believe,
time for Democrats to use the truth, the weapon Republicans fear
most. "

Gonzalez, who had adamantly opposed hearings while a special
counsel was investigating the case, suggested Foley consider the
appointment of a select committee that would have the authority to
investigate all aspects of the Whitewater-Madison controversy.

Foley suggested the subject of hearings will be on the agenda
when the bipartisan leadership meets today. ""He will explore with
our colleagues on the Republican side conditions on which some
hearings might take place," Foley said after Gonzalez's statement.

President Clinton, in Florida, called the continuing
Whitewater controversy a ""bunch of bull" Monday when he was asked
to comment on a former Arkansas judge who has pleaded guilty to

Hmcll
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|"d"lfl1 fraud changes and has accused Clinton of pressuring him
into making a loan to a business associntv.

""This is all a bunch of bull," said an irritated Clinton,
adding that he wan losing patience with tho persistent questioning
of his investments in the Whitewater land development company and
its connections to a failed Arkansas savings and loan.

""My faith that the truth will win out has been sorely tested
in the last few weeks," Clinton said after delivering a health
care reform speech.

""But it's still there. why don't you let the special counsel
do his job? " he asked reporters, referring to the federal probe of
the whitewater affair being directed by special counsel Robert
Fiske.

Clinton was commenting on reports that David Hale, a former
Arkansas judge who says Clinton pressured him into making a
S 300,000 loan to help the Whitewater company and the now defunct
Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan, plans to testify before a federal
grand jury looking at the matter.

Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, the ranking GOP memberof the House
Banking, Finance and Foreign Affairs Committee, criticized
Gonzalez's decision to postpone the hearing.

Leach had prepared a list of 40 witnesses related to
whitewater and Madison to testify at the Thursday hearing. He
planned to use a statutory requirement that the committee hold
twice yearly meetings on the status of the Resolution Trust Corp.
to bring the issue up Thursday.

"“The majority's action in avoiding statutorily mandated RTC
hearings raises the question of whether the majority party has the
spine to conduct credible oversight of an administration of the
same political party," Leach said. ""Full public disclosure is the
only way that this administration can put this issue behind them. "

Gonzalez made the move as Republicans threatened to force a
vote in the House today on the prospect of hearings. The Senate
voted unanimously last week to hold hearings.

For weeks, Gonzalez maintained a congressional hearing by his
committee would be improper because Fiske had asked Congress to
refrain from investigating the issue until he completed his probe.

Fiske is looking into allegations that Madison funds possibly
benefited the Clintons by being diverted to Whitewater and to
Clinton's gubernatorial campaign. He also is probing the July
suicide of Vince Foster, deputy White House counsel.

Fiske is investigating a series of meetings between White
House and Treasury Department officials who discussed the Madison
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referral by the Resolution Trunt Corp.to the Justice Department \1\
fivtober. There have been no allegations of criminal wrongdoing by
the Clintons.
But in letters to Leach and Foley, the tart-tongued Gonzalez

wrote that Fiske's requests for restraint ""h.1ve only drawn
contempt from the Republicans whose political aims are frustrated
by anything less than a witch hunt in a circus ring. "

GRAPHIC: Mug: Henry B. Gonzalez
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HEADLINE: CLINTON TREASURY AIDE IN EARLY BRIEFING ON FAILED S&L;
ETHICS: POLITICAL APPOINTEE ALTMANWASTOLD ARKANSAS THRIFT CASE WOULDGO TO
JUSTICE DEPT. HE ALSO IS A REGULATOR, RAISING CONFLICT PROBLEM.

BYLINE: By JAMES RISEN, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE; WASHINGTON

BODY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman was told in advance by a top federal
regulator that the investigation into the failed Madison Guaranty Savings L
Loan would be referred to the Justice Department for possible prosecution.

There is no indication that Altman tipped off the White House about the
looming criminal referral. The session predates Treasury general counsel Jean E.
Hanson's controversial Sept. 29 meeting with then-White House Counsel Bernard
Nussbaum, in which she alerted the White House to the pending referral from the
Resolution Trust Corp.

Altman received the briefing from William Roelle, a top official of the RTC,
and Hanson, senior Treasury officials say. The two told Altman that a criminal
referral in the Madison case "was coming to the surface" within the RTC. The RTC
asked the Justice Department to begin a criminal probe on Oct. B.

The Altman session is the earliest known briefing for a top Administration
official on the Madison case, which is part of special counsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr.'s investigation into President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton's
Whitewater Development Corp. real estate investment in Arkansas.

But the briefing highlights the possible conflict between Altman's dual roles
as acting chief executive officer of the RTC, an independent regulatory agency,
and as a Clinton political appointee at the Treasury Department. Altman is a
college classmate of Clinton and campaign adviser to him in 1992.

Altman described the briefing as a five-minute conversation that occurred
during a meeting called to discuss the Treasury's investigation of the Bureau of
Alcohol Tobacco and Firearm's handling of the Branch Davidian tragedy in Waco,
Tex. He said Hanson took the initiative to tell him that the RTC was about to
issue its criminal referral in the Madison case.

The officials stress that the substance of the criminal case was not
discussed with Altman. In Hanson‘: meeting with Nussbaum, she told him that the
Clintons would be mentioned as possible beneficiaries of illegal actions related
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lo the Madison cane.
Altman has been under fire from Republivnns in Congress for a meeting he held

with Nussbaum last month to discuss the Madison case and has recused himnelf
from any further involvement.

He also has effectively ended all day~Lo-day responsibility for the RTC and
plans to step down as the RTC's acting chief executive on March 30.

Altman stressed in an interview with The Times that he told the RTC to handle
the case of Madison Guaranty just as it would any other criminal matter, and
that he in no way intervened.

Steve Katsanos, a spokesman for the RTC, says that the briefing was "routine"
because of Altman's role as acting head of the RTC.

Altman said he did not know Hanson planned to tell the White House about the
case.

Hanson's decision to brief the white House has been questioned by
congressional Republicans who say it shows the case has been subject to
high-level political interference.

Her meeting with Nussbaum was the first of three Whitewater-related sessions
between Treasury and white House officials that are also now the subject of the
Fiske's investigation. Even Treasury officials concede that Hanson's meeting
with Nussbaum is the most troubling of the three meetings. Hanson was
unavailable for comment.

Altman, Hanson and Treasury chief of staff Josh Steiner are all scheduled to
appear before the Whitewater grand jury this week to testify about the meetings,
sources said.

News of the earlier meeting comes just as Altman and Treasury are being
inundated with questions about whitewater. The controversy has fueled rumors,
repeatedly denied by Treasury officials, that both Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen and Altman were on the verge of resigning.

Yet Altman insists that he won't let the cloud of suspicion now hanging over
him deter him from keeping up with his work. And he says he will not resign,
telling people that they will have to "carry him out feet first."
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HEADLINE: GOP BALKS AS BANK HEARING IS CANCELED;
POLITICS: PEPUBLICASS HAD PLANNEDTO RAISE THE WHITEWATERISSUE. GONZALEZ
INSTEAD CALLS FOR A SELECT PANEL TO PROBE THE CONTROVERSIALMATTER.

BYLINE: By MICHAEL ROSS, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Escalating the partisan confrontation over the Whitewater controversy, the

chairman of the House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee Monday
abruptly canceled a hearing in which Republican lawmakers had planned to
question President Clinton's connections to a failed Arkansas savings and loan.

But in a surprising twist that appeared to catch Democratic leaders off
guard, Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.) also called for the creation of a select
committee to conduct full hearings and to investigate "every aspect" of the
tangled Whitewater events.

Some equally surprised Republicans saw Gonzalez‘s call for special hearings
as a tactic to delay a congressional review -- the first phase of which would
have been a hearing Thursday. Yet Democratic sources said that the move is
likely to reinforce the 1eadership's reluctant consensus that Congress sooner or
later must conduct its own investigation of allegations that depositors’ funds
from the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan were diverted to a real estate
venture in which the President and First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton had an
interest.

House leaders had opposed congressional hearings on the grounds that they
would interfere with the criminal investigation now being conducted by special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. But House Speaker Thomas S. Foley \D—Wash.) told
reporters Monday evening that House Democrats hope to reach a compromise with
their GCP counterparts on a formula for the hearings.

Foley added that he would be meeting with Minority Leader Robert H. Michel
(R-Ill.) today to "work out the conditions on which some hearings might take
place" in the near future, provided they do not interfere "with the needs of the
special counsel."

A similar compromise already has been negotiated in the Senate, which voted
unanimously last week to recommend that senators take their own look at
whitewater.
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Ho date or forum for the hearings were set but lhe Senate leadership also
will meet this week in an effort to work out details.

whitewater, meanwhile, seemed to be putting more of a strain on the President
during a visit to a seniors‘ center in Deerfield Peach, Fla. Responding to a
reporter's inquiry about Whitewater, Clinton said: "My faith that the truth will
win out has been sorely tested in the last few weeks. But it's still there."

He dismissed a question about whether he is worried that the plea bargain
struck by David Hale, an Arkansas banker and former Little Rock municipal judge.
would prompt a new round of disclosures about his and his wife's involvement
with the Whitewater real estate project and its ties to Madison.

"This is all a bunch of bull," Clinton said, shaking his head and appearing
frustrated about the whitewater questions that constantly seem to hound him.
"Why don't you guys let the special counsel do his job?"

Until this week, that was also the question that Democrats on Capitol Hill
asked when pressed by their GOP counterparts to agree to Whitewater hearings.

But their concern that such hearings would turn into a political circus,
giving the Republicans a platform from which to attack the President, has
gradually been overtaken by a conviction that Whitewater could end up
overshadowing Clinton's legislative agenda, threatening health care and other
initiatives, unless the Democrats deal with it.

As White House aides are subpoenaed to appear before a federal grand jury,
concern is also growing among Democrats that a continuing refusal to hear
Whitewater testimony will be perceived as a cover-up.

"We all realize that hearings are going to happen. It's just a question now
of how we are going to do them and when," said a senior Democratic aide.

Gonzalez sent Foley a letter Monday saying it is "time for Democrats to use
the truth, the weapon Republicans fear most" in a "full public airing of every
aspect of this matter."

The Republicans for months have been "using an array of half-truths,
old-rumors, half-baked conspiracy theories and outright lies" to malign the
President and Mrs. Clinton and public hearings are the best way "to expose the
Republican witch hunt for what it is," Gonzalez said.

However, in a move that immediately provoked more GOP allegations of
stonewalling, Gonzalez also canceled the Banking Committee hearing scheduled for
Thursday, when Republicans on the panel had hoped to question Clinton
Administration officials and others.

Gonzalez‘: tirade drew a swift response from Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the
ranking Republican on the panel. who said that the postponement raises the
question of whether "the majority party has the spine to conduct credible
oversight of an Administration of the same political party."

Leach added that information about the scandal that he had planned to unveil
at the hearing may now be disclosed in a floor speech that he said he would
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"probably give sometime this week."

Times staff '
writ-:-r John M. Brod.-| contributed to this story from in-erfield

lmach, Fla.
_ . GRAPHIC: Photo, COLOR, Rep. Henry I1. Gonzalez Associated Press
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HEADLINE: SENIOR DEMOCRATSBACK FULL HEARING INTO WHITEWATER

BYLINE: By MICHAEL WINES, Special to The New York Times

DATELINE: WASHINGTON,March 21

BODY
In a day of curious political handsprings over the Whitewater matter, senior

House Democrats abruptly canceled what was to be Congress's first serious
hearing on the affair. But then realizing that they appeared to be concealing
something, they hastily called for full-scale hearings as early as next month.

As a result, the Democrats, who planned to permit only incidental queries
about the affair at a routine hearing on Thursday on the savings-and-loan
bailout, new seem to have committed themselves to a far broader hearing with
testimony that is potentially more damaging.

If the House leaders endorse the idea, which they seem likely to do on
Tuesday, both the House and the Senate would conduct public inquiries into the
failed real estate investment of President Clinton and his wife, Hillary, in
Arkansas.

Amazed Republicans

The Democrats’ public fumbling today first amazed and then amused
Republicans, who noted that they had long been demanding that the Clintons lay
bare the details of the Whitewater Development Company, a 200-acre vacation home
development in Arkansas in which the couple invested in the mid—1980's with a
partner, James B. McDougal.

They especially question whether the savings institution owned by Mr.
McDougal, Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, put money into the
development and whether any money subsequently wound up in campaign accounts
when Mr. Clinton was running for governor of Arkansas.

But any hearings would probably focus on a more recent question: whether the
Administration interfered with inquiries into Madison or Whitewater by the
Treasury Department or other Federal agencies, as some Republicans have
asserted.

‘

Blistering Letter

Representative Jim Leach, Republican of Iowa, said the Democrats‘ call for
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hearings was "a very interesting development." Mr. Leach had planned to delve
to the Nhitewaler issue on Thursday at a routine oversight hearing of the
use Banking Committee.

Those plans were dashed early today by the Democratic chairman of the Banking
Committee, Henry B. Gonzalez of Texas, who sent Mr. Leach a blistering letter in
which he postponed the hearing.

Mr. Gonzalez addressed Mr. Leach in the letter only as "Dear Colleague," and,
:alled him "obstinate," "Obdurate," "in willful disregard" of proper behavior
and "premeditatedly" plotting to turn the Thursday hearing into a "Judicial
adventure" aimed at Mr. Clinton.

Tonight, Mr. Leach said he had received an apology in a meeting this
afternoon for the letter‘s “temperament and tone" from Speaker Thomas S. Foley.

Within hours after Mr. Gonzalez's letter became public, other House Democrats
were publicly urging their leadership to hold a full-blown hearing on parts of
the Whitewater affair as soon as the special prosecutor in the matter, Robert B.
Fiske Jr., completed the Washington portion of his criminal inquiry. That could
occur within a month. _

Mr. Foley, who until today had re]ected a hearing, is to meet with Republican
House leaders on Tuesday, and Democrats were predicting tonight that the two,
sides would soon agree to just that. Only last week, the Senate voted
_nanimously to hold a similar hearing into the involvement of Federal agencies
in Whitewater, probably after Mr. Fiske wraps up his work in Washington.

"I think there ought to be, and believe there will be full hearings,
extensive hearings, and shortly," said Representative Charles E. Schumer, a
Brooklyn Democrat on the Banking Committee.

Another Democrat on the committee, Representative Barney Frank of
Massachusetts, said: "The Republicans have succeeded in getting circulation to
the charges that something was done in the White House.

"There's nothing to that, but it would be useful to have some hearings on
that as long as they don't interfere with the special counsel's work."

‘A Forum of Broad Reach‘

Mr. Gonzalez, the abrasive and fiercely independent 78-year-old chairman,
went well beyond that. In a letter sent today to Mr. Foley, he proposed House
hearings on Whitewater "in a forum of broad reach -- possibly a select committee
-- that can explore all the charges that have been brought."

Mr. Gonzalez cast the request as a means of exposing how baseless were
Republican attacks on the President. But amongmost Democrats, a select
committee of specially chosen lawmakers recalls identical panels that explored
the Watergate and Iran-contra scandals, to ruinous effect on the Administrations
at the time.

The two-step in the House was the low point of an unpleasant day for Mr.
Clinton, who lashed out early at reports that a former Arkansas judge, David
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Hale, was about to provide the special prosecutor with damaging testimony about
Mr, Clinton.
Mr. Hale obtained a Federal small-business loan in the 1950‘: and later lent

money to Mr. McDougal's wife. Susan, who was also a partner in the Whitewater
Development Company. Prosecutors are trying to discover whether Mr. Hale
obtained the Federal loan under false pretenses and then diverted the money
through the partner to Whitewater.

Government lawyers confirmed today that Mr. Hale planned to enter a guilty
plea on Tuesday as part of an agreement with Mr. Fiske, the special prosecutor.

McLarty Hires a Lawyer

At the white House, Thomas F. McLarty 3d, the chief cf staff, said a new
Whitewater control team, headed by John Podesta, the staff secretary, had been
assembled.

Mr. McLarty added that he had hired a Washington lawyer, William Taylor, to
represent him in the Whitewater inquiry.

"In these types of matters. prudence dictates having an attorney," said Mr.
McCarty, who has not been subpoenaed by the grand jury that Mr. Fiske commands.

Still, Mr. Gonzelez's attack on Mr. Leach and the subsequent scrambling by
House Democrats far overshadowed all that. -

In truth, Democrats have been fearful for weeks that the planned hearing on
Thursday was shaping up as a public-relations disaster for themselves and for
Mr. Clinton.

Mr. Leach has pledged to call dozens of witnesses to testify about the role
of Federal agencies in overseeing Madison Guaranty. Mr. Gonzalez, a man known
for his iron will, had pledged to gavel Mr. Leach down every time he ventured
into areas under Mr. Fiske's examination, something Democrats felt would look
like an effort to conceal wrongdoing.

‘Terrible Spectacle’

"It would have been a terrible spectacle." said one Democrat, who spoke on
condition of anonymity.

Last week, in a caucus of House Democrats, lawmakers began quietly urging Mr.
Gonzelez to delay the hearing until they could work out an agreement with
Republicans to hold separate Whitewater hearings. But the Democrats were taken
aback today by Mr. Gonza1ez's ferocious letter.

Mr. Leach said tonight that he would not object to delaying House hearings
until after Mr. Fiske completed the Washington portion of his inquiry. But he
said he would not agree to the delay until Republicans were guaranteed that a
full airing of the whitewater issue would be held promptly.

"My only desire is to have credible, full disclosure by an appropriate time,‘
he said, adding: "I'm not quite as hard-edged as I appear."
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HEADLINE: High court hears SLL case

BYLINE: Tony Mauro

BODY
Supreme Court justices listened attentively Monday to the story of a

prominent law firm, its dzspute with federal bank regulators, and a failed
savings and loan.

But the words Whitewater. Madison Guaranty and Rose Law Firm were never
uttered.

The justices were focusing instead on a California dispute that highlights
the trouble that dozens of lawyers and accounting firms, including Hillary
RodhamClinton's former Little Rock law firm, got into during the savings and
loan crisis of the last decade.

Deputy solicitor General Paul Bender told the justices that the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation has "more than $ 1 billion in claims" pending
against law firms for their roles in the SEL crisis.

Steve France of Bank Lawyer Liability newsletter estimates top law firms have
paid $ 400 million in settlements.

Under pressure from Senate Republicans, the FDIC has reopened its
investigation of whether Rose Law Firm had a conflict of interest in its
dealings with Madison Guaranty and the FDIC. In 1988, Rose shared in paying a
$ 3 million settlement to federal agencies for a conflict of interest in another
SGL case.

The case before the high court focuses not on conflicts of interest but on
the duty of lawyers to determine and disclose whether clients are acting
fraudulently.

The FDIC says the prominent Los Angeles firm of O'Melveny L Myers failed to
perform that duty in preparing documents for prospective investors in real
estate securities offered by the American Diversified Savings Bank of Costa
Mesa, Ca1if., in 1985.

The law firm did not learn or reveal that the bank was fraudulently
concealing lack of funds. The FDIC later sued the law firm for malpractice.

Rex Lee, lawyer for O'Melveny, said "none of the O'Melveny lawyers was aware
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of any of the illegal acts" and should not be held to a federal standard of
probing their clients.
Lawyers and acccuntants 5-11 they are being t.u-geted as s
failures.

capecats for S&L

"How much responsibility does a lawyer have to see if his or her client is a
crook?“ asks lawyer Arthur Leibold Jr., who wrote a brief in the case for the
American Bar Association.

If O'Melveny lcs's, Leibold says, lawyers will shy away from S&Ls and "a
whole set of clients will go unrepresented."

A decision in the high court case is expected by summer.
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HEADLINE: Ex—Arkansas judge has murky past

BYLINE: Dennis Cauchon

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK

BODY
Despite his job as judge, David Hale is not the squeaky-clean star witness

prosecutors look for.

Lawyers, journalists and others here say Hale has been associated with shady
business deals, small-time politics and questionable legal decisions.

Should Hale's charges that Clinton, when governor, urged him to make illegal
loans come to court, Hale's past could be used to question his credibility.

"David Hale has been perceived for several years as a disreputable
character," says Max Brantley of the Arkansas Times.

Randy Coleman, Hale's lawyer, said Hale is a respected memberof the
community but declined commenton claims made against Hale: “David's done a lot
of good."

Born of humble beginnings in Yell County, Ark., Hale, S3. lives in a big
house with a swimming pool and owns a Mercedes-Benz sports car.

At the University of Arkansas, he was the head of Young Democrats, where he
met James McDougal, another rising political star.

"Hale is a con and a cheat." McDougal, who also has been accused of fraud by
Hale, said Monday on Larry King Live.

After law school, Hale worked in insurance and was active in church, politics
and civic groups. He was national president of the Jaycees in 1974-75.

Hale was appointed municipal judge, handling traffic violations and
misdemeanors, in 1979. He won re-election until resigning the S 59,600-a-year
job after his 1993 indictment on federal fraud charges.

"David Hale was . . . viewed, at least by defense lawyers, as a little more
than an extension of the sheriff's office," says Jeff Rosenzweig, former
president of the Arkansas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
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That's an important point, according to some here who saw Hale as an
opportunist trying to please Sheriff TommyRobinson, a political rising star
later elected to Congress.

Rosenzweig, a public defender in Hale's court, said he saw sentences already
written before cases were tried.

In 1982, Hale held an unusual nine-day hearing on whether lawyer Bill
McArthur should be charged in the murder of his wife. Sheriff Robinson was
public about his belief that McArthur was guilty.

The prosecutor refused to charge McArthur. So did a second special prosecutor
and a grand jury.

In 1991, Hale had court clerk Cathy Butler arrested, the day before she was
to testify against him in a judicial misconduct hearing.

In that case, Hale was accused of having an improper discussion with a
lawyer, then reversing a decision against the lawyer‘s client.

"He had her arrested on felony (ticket-fixing) charges," said Dale Adams. her
attorney.

The charges were dismissed and she was reinstated. The ethics complaint
against Hale was dropped.

Hale's business dealing also raise questions.

In 1979, he created the only Small Business Administration-licensed firm in
Arkansas that could lend money under a federal program for minorities.

But many loans went to political friends - white and well off, including $
65,000 to former Clinton aide Stephen Smith and $ 250,000 to current Gov. Jim
Guy Tucker.

Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan, owned by McDougal, loaned Hale $ 300,000
at about the same time Hale made a S 300,000 SBA loan to McDougal's wife, Susan.
No loan payments were made.

A General Accounting Office reports says Hale set up several shell companies
he secretly controlled, causing losses of 5 3.4 million in SBA funds.

In 1982, said the GAO, Hale's companymade 10 loans, all "to Caucasians. many
with college degrees, some earning in excess of $ 40,000."
Hearings canceled, 1A
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HEADLINE: Democrats pulling rank

BYLINE: Jessica Lee

BODY
House Democrats are giving Republicans a harsh lesson in democracy: Those

who have the power make the rules.

Republicans are furiously trying to find ways to grill Clinton administration
officials on the Whitewater land deal, the way Democrats summonedReagan and
Bush administration officials more than 25 times in 12 years of GOP rule.

Almost singlehandedly, Rep. Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas. chairman of the House
Banking Committee, probed into fraudulent managementof Denver-based Silverado
Savings and Loan. Finally in 1990, Silverado board members, including President
Bush's son Neil, were hauled into court.

Gonzalez used that same power Monday to derail a GOP locomotive rushing to
Congress‘ first official examination of Whitewater and the failure of Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan of Arkansas.

Iowa Rep. Jim Leach, ranking Republican on the Banking Committee, took a page
from Gonzalez's playbook in his single-minded push for hearings.

with committee Republicans backing him, Leach planned to turn a hearing set
for Thursday to oversee work by the agency responsible for cleaning up thrifts
into a full inquiry into Whitewater.

Under House rules, only the committee chairmen have subpoena powers. Minority
members may invite witnesses, if the chairman approves.

But Gonzalez delayed the hearing and lambasted Leach for "intending to launch
into a prosecutorial or judicial adventure.“

Gonzalez called for "full hearings into the so-called Whitewater affair" —a
move that signals House Democrats’ acknowledgement that hearings into the land
deal cannot be avoided.

In a letter to Gonzalez pressing his dismay, Leach said: "The majority's
action . . . raises the question of whether the majority party has the spine to
conduct credible oversight of an administration of the samepolitical party.‘

Rep. Dick Armey, R-Texas, third-ranking GOP leader, railed against Gonzalez‘!
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use of his subpoena powers.
"The Democrats are saying the chairman and the chairman alone makes the
decisions for Congress," he said. "If that's true, what you do is disenfranchise
the opposition. It's one-party rule run amok."

Armey recalled what he described gs "high drama in Congress" when Democrats
demanded that Reagan and Bush administration officials appear before
congressional committees to discuss:

Allegations Ronald Reagan's campaign aides cut a deal with Iran in 1980 to
delay release of U.S. hostages. _"

Attorney General Edwin Meese's financial activities.

Influence-peddling charges against Reagan's Housing Department.
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HEADLINE: Bottom line on plea may be testimony against Clinton

BYLINE: Dennis Cauchon

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK

BODY
The plea agreement between Whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske and

ex-judge David Hale means Hale is likely to tell a grand jury of his claim
then-governor Bill Clinton urged him to make illegal loans.

Hale says Clinton pressured him twice to make a loan, backed by the Small
Business Administration, to Susan McDougal, the wife of Clinton friend James
McDougal.

In 1987, Hale, who ran a company authorized to make SBA loans, did make a S
300,000 government-guaranteed loan to a company owned by Susan McDougal.

In earlier interviews, Hale said all three knew she didn't appear to qualify
for the loan.

"But we were friends and that is the way that business is done in Arkansas."
Hale said.

Hale says Clinton urged him to make the loan once in the Arkansas state
Capitol and once in McDougal's office.

Clinton denies he asked Hale to make the loan. McDougal also denies it.
Hale's two co-defendants in the SBA fraud case also say they never heard Hale
mention Clinton.

Fiske, in court records, says Hale's claim is important to his probe, but has
not said if he finds what he says is credible.

Hale's lawyer, Randy Coleman, said Fiske will give Hale credit with providing
‘substantial assistance" to prosecutors - the only way to get a significant
sentence reduction.

Whitewater Development Co., the Clinton-McDougal partnership, spent about S
100,000 of the money to buy land in 1986. James McDougal said the land was
mistakenly purchased in the Whitewater name without Clinton's knowledge. It was
transferred later to another McDougal firm
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Coleman said Hale will admit to conspiring to defraud the SBA of S 900,000 in
1988 and will admit to mail fraud involving Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan,
which he hadn't been charged with. I

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Rick McFarland, Arkansas Democrat—Gazette
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BODY
AS CHAIRMAN of the House Banking Committee, Rep. Henry Gonzalez may have had

enough Democratic votes in his pocket to thwart a Republican investigation into
the Whitewater-Madison affair during Thursday's scheduled semiannual oversight
hearings on the Resolution Trust Corp. But his stance was woefully weak on
merit. Perhaps realizing that a win in committee might be a loss in public
opinion. Mr. Gonzalez relented yesterday -- sort of. He summarily postponed this
week's statutorily mandated hearings and is now calling for an Iran-contra-style
select committee probe. In doing so, however, the chairman may be doing little
to shake his stonewalling partisan image.

To be sure, committee Republicans wanted to use the hearings to probe the
failure and resolution of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan in Little Rock
and the propriety of the Clinton white House's involvement in the RTC probe.
Both events could prove embarrassing to the president. But that makes them no
less legitimate issues for congressional hearings. Given the special counsel's
probe, the timing and scope of hearings have to be worked out with Mr. Fiske to
avoid impeding his investigation. House Banking Republicans recognized that
problem and had offered to delay calling their witnesses for several weeks to
allow Mr. Fiske to take their testimony first. Rep. James Leach. the committee's
ranking Republican, had already provided the special counsel with a list of
proposed witnesses, now pared back to 18 from the original 40. Mr. Gonzalez. who
had maintained that he wouldn't allow administration witnesses to be grilled by
the Republicans. and had even taken the unusual steps of censoring a member's
inquiry and warning witnesses not to answer questions, has now pulled the plug
on his own committee's hearings. The principal stumbling block to achieving full
public disclosure has been Mr. Gonzalez, the very memberof Congress who should
be supporting timely RTC oversight hearings.

That is regrettable. In the past the Banking Committee managed to conduct
hearings on issues and involving individuals who were subjects of simultaneous
Justice Department probes. There are several important nagging questions that
Congress ought to want answered. Nhether, as Thursday's hearing could have
resolved, RTC investigators were pressured by higher ups or political appointees
to play down the first family's involvement in their preparation of criminal
referrals involving Madison's failure is one such question. Yesterday, Mr. Leach
said Mr. Gonzalez's action "raises the question of whether the majority party
has the spine to conduct credible oversight of an administration of the sale
party.‘ It is a hard but fair question.
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HEADLINE: Whitewater: WhoMade This Monster?

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: E. J. Dionne Jr.

BODY
How did the Whitewater land deal get transformed from a story the press felt

free to brush off in 1992 into a threat to the Clinton presidency and a
gargantuan media industry in 1994? Who's responsible for this?

Not the Republicans. Of course the Republicans, smarting at Clinton's
successes. are riding this story for all it's worth. They'd deserve an Academy
Award for political incompetence if they weren't.

Sure, some Republicans are not happy that New York Sen. Alfonse D'Amato,
hardly Congress's Saint Francis of Assisi, is acting as their ethics front man.
Yes, the Republicans pulled a bait—and-switch on Clinton, saying first that he
needed to name a special counsel to clear the air on Whitewater and then saying
no, that's not enough, we need congressional hearings. And it's true that the
Republicans have turned 180 degrees since the Reagan-Bush days on such issues as
executive authority and congressional oversight.

But Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa is right about one thing: The job of the
opposition party is to kick up a big fuss whenever the party in power gives any
sign of straying from the ethical straight-and-narrow. In similar circumstances,
the Democrats would do -- have done -- the same thing.

It's much easier to build a case against the media. There is, first, the
simple question: If the press saw Whitewater as a trivial matter during the
presidential campaign, why did it hyperventilate this year with comparisons of
an old land deal to Watergate and Iran-contra?

The press has developed what you might think of as a grammar of scandal,
where the same words, tones and gestures are invoked whenever a story like this
comes up. As a result, all alleged scandals sound equally horrible, even when
it's not clear in all cases just what the scandal is.

The recipe is simple: Pull a few evocative words off the shelf -- "shredding"
and "White House in disarray" are my favorites -- and blend in a portentous tone
that mixes astonishment, outrage and studied concern. Bake for a while and @
presto! -- you have judicial investigations, congressional hearings and an army
of reporters assigned to keep the story going.
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It is, at best. wildly premature to compare Whitewater to Watergate or
Iran-contra. Watergate and Iran-contra began with major abuses of executive
power in washington; the original sins of Whitewater, if they are sins, were
committed long before Clinton became president. And the Whitewater
damage-control meetings -- foolish though they were -- were not, from anything
we know now, criminal coverups.

But no, the press is not the prime mover here. What turned Whitewater from a
complicated and obscure set of financial transactions into a Big Story were a
series of steps by the administration that the press simply couldn't ignore. Had
it tried to, reporters would rightly have been assailed for pro-Clinton bias.

After Vincent Foster's suicide, there was the removal of the Whitewater
papers from his office by the White House counsel, Bernard Nussbaum. The White
House did not disclose that fact. and it came to light only months later. When
it did become known. it was only natural that people would ask exactly what had
been removed, and why.

Then there was word that the Resolution Trust Corp. had urged the Justice
Department to mount a criminal investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings A
Loan, owned by the Clintons' Whitewater partner Jim McDougal. The Clintons were
named as possible beneficiaries of funds diverted from Madison, though not as
criminal defendants. A top White House aide denied knowing anything about this,
which -- in light of those controversial briefings on the case -- turned out to
be a lie.

Then the Clintons' lawyer arranged to have a subpoena for Whitewater
documents broadened. which looked like a way of keeping as many of them out of
public view as possible.

All this produced the one question that keeps this story going: If the
Clintons have nothing to hide. why do they seem to be hiding things?

Maybe there really is something dreadful underneath all this that goes beyond
the excessive chumminess that exists between so manygovernors and so many state
business elites. But so far, the evidence just doesn't support such I dark view.
If that's true, then the Clintons' problem lies not with Whitewater itself, but
in a White House permeated by a hatred of the press, a resentment of disclosure
and an attitude of permanent embattlement.

Mind you, anybody who went through what the Clintons did on Gennifer Flowers.
the draft and the other stories would probably hate the press, too. The Clintons
are said to be especially upset at the grief a prying press has caused their
Arkansas friends. And Clinton still remembers those silly stories that declared
his administration dead just two weeks after it started. He never got a
honeymoon.

The Clintons have absolutely no obligation to like the press. But they're
hurting themselves if they use the media‘: sins as a moral justification for
resisting disclosure even when disclosure is justified. This is a habit rooted
in the 1992 campaign. It can be argued Clinton‘: candidacy was so fragile in the
early going that full and immediate disclosure on various topics -- especially
the draft -- could have knocked him out of the race. So Clinton dribbled
information out bit by bit, only as he was forced to. His candidacy withstood

1
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each incremental disclosure, but neither Clinton nor his war room ever resolved
voter doubts about his character. They won by changing the subject, which worked
because voters were so unhappy with George Bush. But Clinton is still suffering
with both the public and the press from the residue of this campaign habit, and
he needs :0 change it.

He is also being hurt by a staff proclivity that William Satire, in his book
"Before the Fall," attributed to the Nixon White House: the "us" against "them"
syndrome. This is dangerous because it treats all who do not see the world
exactly as Clinton insiders do as enemies. It's a great way to shrink your
political base fast, and also a method for screening out good but not
necessarily pleasant advice.

The truth is that the whole world is not out to get the Clintons, nor is most
of what passes for official Washington, nor -- as conservative media critics
would be the first to tell them -- is the press. On the contrary, a lot of
people have repeatedly hailed the Clintons for their willingness to take on so
many tough issues -- health care. welfare and big-city social breakdown, for
starters. Most Americans want to talk about these things and not Whitewater. But
to change the subject, the Clintons need to stop seeing legitimate questions as
invasions of privacy. They and their lieutenants need to overcome the "us"
against "them" syndrome, which could do them a lot more damage than Whitewater.
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HEADLINE: Clinton Accuser Agrees to Plea, Testify
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BYLINE: Howard Schneider, Susan Schmidt, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
Former Little Rock municipal judge David L. Hale's decision to enter a plea

in connection with a federal fraud case opens the way for special prosecutor
Robert B. Fiske Jr. to bring a direct allegation against President Clinton
before a grand jury.

It also allows Hale to do what he has said he wanted to do since September:
Tell in an official forum how Clinton and other influential Arkansans pressed
him in 1986 to make loans to politically connected borrowers from his Small
Business Administration-funded finance company. Hale's lawyer, Randy Coleman,
said last night his client will plead guilty this morning to two felony charges
-- one of them conspiring to defraud the SBA.

In bargaining with Hale. Fiske has secured a promise of grand jury testimony
from the only person to have alleged Clinton is directly involved in any of the
questionable financial transactions linked to the collapse of Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan. The second felony count to which Hale will plead guilty involves
wire fraud in his dealing with Madison.

Clinton yesterday dismissed Hale's story as "a bunch of bull" and said he was
not concerned about his possible testimony.

Whether Hale will be convincing is another matter. His attorney sought
unsuccessfully last fall to negotiate the case directly with the White House. A
contact by Hale's lawyer to White House deputy counsel William H. Kennedy was
reported to counsel Bernard Nussbaum and dropped. White House press secretary
Dee Dee Myers has condemned Hale as a man trying to "save his butt.‘

Hale also has no known corroboration for his charge against Clinton. But he
has offered specific details, saying Clinton asked him twice to use his company
to help Madison owner James B. McDougal. The White House denies that Clinton had
such conversations. At the time, Madison, which McDougal owned, was in distress
and trying to improve its financial posture before a scheduled examination by
federal regulators.

After the conversations, Hale said he made a $ 300,000 loan to a small
marketing company owned by Susan McDougal, then James McDougal's wife.
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McDougals were partners with Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton in the Whitewater
Development Corp., another focus of Fiske's inquiry.

The loan, Hale says, violated his company's mission to lend money to
disadvantaged entrepreneurs. and also left it strapped for cash when the loans
were not repaid. In return for Hale's testimony, Fiske has agreed to not seek
any other charges and to file papers with the court that would allow the judge
to impose a lighter sentence than called for in sentencing guidelines, Coleman
said.

Hale is a Democratic activist with longstanding ties to McDougal, Arkansas
Gov. Jim Guy Tucker and others whose financial activities Fiske is trying to
understand.

U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner has scheduled a 10 a.m. hearing to
accept Hale's plea both to the charge that he defrauded the SBA in the late “

1980s by claiming to have invested more money in his company, Capital Management
Services Inc., than he really did and the previously undisclosed wire fraud
charge. The extra money, according to his September indictment, was supplied
temporarily by two codefendants to mislead the SBA into giving Hale more
matching funds. The money was then returned to the two men.

Hale's company was licensed and funded by the SBA to give loans to
economically and socially disadvantaged entrepreneurs who could not obtain
capital from traditional sources. Under the program, the SBA provided money for
Hale to lend based on how much private capital he had raised.

The alleged fraud scheme is not directly connected to the loans that Hale
says he was pressed to make in 1986 by Clinton and others. However. because most
of those 1986 loans were not repaid, Hale in earlier interviews said his company
was left in desperate need of the extra $ 900,000 in SBA funds he allegedly
defrauded the agency into providing.

Hale's September indictment helped elevate the Clintons‘ involvement in a
failed Arkansas real estate deal into a chronic political headache.

Hale's lawyer unsuccessfully tried to negotiate a plea bargain with Paula
Casey, the Clinton-appointed U.S. attorney in Little Rock. Casey's refusal
prompted Hale to go to the press with his story of two meetings with Clinton.
one a casual conversation on the State House grounds and one in a Madison real
estate office.

Casey's refusal to bargain with Hale also led to charges that she was trying
to suppress information damaging to Clinton. Casey also declined to pursue a
criminal investigation of Madison requested by the Resolution Trust Corp. The
RTC referral named the Clintons as possible beneficiaries of funds diverted from
Madison.

Interest in Hale's charge grew after it was disclosed that part of the loan
money went to buy more land for Whitewater -- a transaction the Clintons say
they knew nothing about.

Hale said the loan to Susan McDougal was just one in a series of loans he
made to help membersof his "political family" clear up unspecified financial
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other loans included $ 69.000 to former Clinton gubernatorial deputy Stephen
smith, who said in bankruptcy papers that he used the money from Hale to repay
money he owed Worthen Bank.

Hale's company was put in receivership by the SBA last summeras the
investigation into his alleged fraud continued.

reelection during the next decade. He resigned after his indictment.
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The Democratic chairman of the House Banking Committee reluctantly reversed

course yesterday and joined the growing ranks in his party calling for
congressional hearings on the Whitewater affair.

"It is, I believe, time for Democrats to use the truth, the weapon
Republicans fear most." said Banking Committee Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez
(D-Tex.). He called for hearings. possibly by a select committee, to examine all
the allegations that have been raised surrounding President Clinton's Whitewater
land venture and its ties to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

"The good people who have been smeared have the right to clear their names,
and the country deserves the chance to expose the Republican witch hunt for what
it is,“ Gonzalez wrote to House Speaker Thomas S. Foley (D-Wash.).

Gonzalez canceled a Thursday oversight hearing on the savings and loan
cleanup that Republicans had planned to use as a forum to explore Whitewater
questions. Gonzalez said he feared Republicans would use the hearing "to haul
out their series of half-truths, old rumors, half—baked conspiracy theories and
outright lies about the Clintons."

White House officials, adhering to their standard statement that it is up to
Congress to decide the timing and format of any hearings, are opposed to
establishing a select committee to hold hearings.

"God, we don't want select committee hearings," said one official, who added
that the administration anticipated that the House would approve a resolution
this week similar to a Senate resolution passed last week. It called for
Democratic and Republican leaders to hold discussions on the timing and format
of hearings.

The official said the White House "accepts the inevitability of hearings...
We would like to see them be contained hearings and get it over with."

Select hearings, the official said, would be "costly, lengthy, and probably
counterproductive... . You have a whole group of staff and others who take weeks
and weeks to put these things together."
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The white House is anticipating that when special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.
concludes looking at the contacts between white House and Treasury officials
regarding the Whitewater investigation -- a line of inquiry expected to take a
month to six weeks -- the House or Senate would have hearings on that.

Foley said that House Democratic leaders would meet with their GOP
counterparts today to try to reach an understanding on holding hearings in a way
that accommodates Fiske, who has expressed concern that congressional hearings
could impede his investigation.

Asked about Gonzalez's call for a select committee, Foley replied, "We're way
down the track from any decision on that." But Foley added that House Democratic
leaders were "not trying to stonewall the congressional responsibility to
conduct hearings."

House Minority Leader Robert H. Michel (R-Ill.? said a select committee, as
Gonzalez proposed, would mean "more staff, more space, more money" in comparison
to hearings by a regular House committee.

Rep. Jim Leach (Iowa). ranking Republican on the Banking Committee who had
been leading the GOP's whitewater inquiry, said that House Republicans had
dropped their request for a select committee when Fiske was named special
counsel.

Leach told Gonzalez he was disappointed by the decision to put off the
Resolution Trust Corp. oversight hearing, noting that the semiannual hearing was
mandated by law and was supposed to have occurred by Dec. 3.

Leach had planned to question Clinton administration officials at Thursday's
hearing, including Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman, who is serving as
the interim chief of the RTC until the end of this month.

Altman has acknowledged giving White House officials a "heads up" briefing
last month on the progress of possible RTC civil lawsuits arising out of the
failure of Madison Guaranty. He and other Treasury and White House officials
have been subpoenaed to testify before a federal grand jury on that meeting and
two others in which the RTC's criminal probe of Madison and whitewater were
discussed.

Staff writer Ann Devroy contributed to this report.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, REP. HENRY B. GONZALEZ.
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Is Arkansas inherently evil?

Bill Clinton's White House wants you to think so. If not evil, flexible.

The congressional hearings are closing in on the Clintons. Nobody knows
what will come of them, but the stubborn ferocity of the Clinton resistance to
putting everything in the open suggests to suspicious folk that something bad -
if not necessarily evil - is hiding between the cracks in the myth of
baby-boomer moral superiority.

A lot of Arkansas folk are sick of the spotlight. They don't like it, any
more than people anywhere else would like it. when they read what columnist
Ernest Dumas of Arkansas Times weekly calls "the automatic reference“ linking
their culture with "incestuous behavior," as in, for example, a discussion of
how governors sometimes get sweetheart real-estate investment deals and
questionable campaign contributions from shady bankers they protect from
inconvenient state regulation.

Newspapers and television networks send their reporters and camera crews
into Arkansas - to Little Rock, actually - to sound out the sentiment of the men
in the street. They return with the "incestuous behavior" verdict fully
validated.

There's a formula to these stories, often called "mood stories." They're
inherently phony, particularly in Arkansas, where, as Orval Faubus once noted,
“we always lie to strangers." Not only that, the visiting reporter invariably
takes his readings from (1) the taxi driver who takes him from the airport to
the hotel; (2) the waitress who brings his bacon, eggs and grits the next
morning (unless he's a baby boomer, too, and orders grapefruit, a bowl of sticks
and stones with skim milk and a container of yogurt), and (3) the bartender
where he slakes his thirst at the end of a hard day of taking the public pulse.

Though Arkansas is a church—going state - joining the biggest Baptist church
in town was the first thing Bill Clinton did on the road back from defeat after
his first term as governor - no reporter ever checks out the pulse of such
folks. only rarely does an out-of-town reporter drive out to the small towns
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Former Little Rock municipal Judge David L. Hale may be the key to
government efforts to unravel the Whitewater-Madison financial web when he
testifies before a federal grand jury as part of a plea agreement reached with
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Law enforcement sources said yesterday that Mr. Fiske's office is looking
to penetrate what it believes is an "inner circle" of prominent Arkansas
politicians and community leaders, all of whomwere in debt to both Mr. Hale's
Little Rock lending company, Capital-Management Services Inc., and Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association.

Investigators are trying to determine if any of the Madison or
Capital-Management money was secretly funneled to Arkansas politicians,
including Gov. Bill Clinton, or whether the lending agency's money was used to
cover Madison or Whitewater Development Corp. loans, according to the sources.

Mr. Hale, who will plead guilty to two felonies - one count of conspiracy
and one count of mail fraud - at a court hearing today in Little Rock, will
testify for Mr. Fiske before a special grand jury empaneled last month by U.S.
District Judge Stephen M. Reasoner.

The plea agreement, to be presented in open court to Judge Reasoner today,
guarantees that Mr. Hale's trial, scheduled to begin Monday, will not take
place. Many Arkansans thought the trial would prove embarrassing to some
political and community leaders.

Mr. Hale's testimony is included as part of a signed plea agreement
negotiated by Mr. Fiske and Mr. Hale's Little Rock attorney, Randy Coleman.

"What we tried to do with this agreement is to imrove our position - one
step at a time," Mr. Coleman said. "Mr. Hale is going to cooperate fully with
Mr. Fiske in terms of his testimony and anything else that is required of him.‘

Law enforcement sources and others close to the Whitewater-Madison probe
said Mr. Hale agreed to cooperate with investigators after concluding the Fiske
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probe "was a complete investigation."
One source said: "I am convinced Hale would not have agreed to testify if he

thought there was not going to be a complete investigation. what he's doing,
he's doing at great sacrifice."

Asked yesterday about Mr. Hale's pending testimony, President Clinton said;
"This is all a bunch of bull. My faith that the truth will win out has been
sorely tested in the last few weeks, but it's still there.

"why don't you just let the special counsel do his job?" he scolded
reporters.

Mr. Hale's grand jury testimony - which could come as early as tomorrow —
is expected to focus on Mr. Clinton, among others. He has said Mr. Clinton
pressured him in March 1986 for a $300,000 Small Business Administration-backed
loan to Susan H. McDougal, then-wife of Madison's owner, James B. McDougal.

The Clintons and Mcbougals were partners at the time in whitewater, a
northern Arkansas real estate venture.

The loan was deposited in a Madison account, with $110,000 of it later being
transferred to Whitewater and used by Mr. McDougal as a down payment on other
property. What happened to the other $190,000 is not clear. The loan was never
repaid.

In an interview yesterday on CNN's "Larry King Live," Mr. McDougal called
Mr. Hale's account a "cock-and-bull story" and said Mr. Hale is ‘a con and a
cheat and a forger."

Mr. McDougal also said he would hold a news conference next week that would
completely clear Mr. Clinton of any wrongdoing in the Whitewater-Madison
affair. He did not provide any specifics.

Other people Mr. Hale is expected to be asked about before the grand jury
include:

' Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker, who succeeded Mr. Clinton. He borrowed
$150,000 from Capital-Management in February 1986 for a real estate venture
known as Castle Sewer and Hater Corp., which sought to provide water and sewer
services to a mobile homepark being developed and financed by Madison.

Castle Sewer later defaulted on more than $860,000 in Madison loans. The
mobile home project, known as Castle Grande, eventually failed. The SBA loan
was never repaid.

Mr. Tucker borrowed a second $150,000 from Capital-Management in October
1987 for Southloop Construction Corp., which proposed building a shopping center
on a 30-acre parcel south of Little Rock - next to the Castle Grande project.

That venture also failed. Southloop bought the property for $353,000. using
money from a $260,000 loan from Madison and the $150,000 SBA-backed loan from
Mr. Hale‘: company. The SBA loan was never repaid.

' Stephen A. Smith, a former aide to Gov. Clinton who borrowed $65,000 in
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February 1986 from Capital-Management to create a Fayetteville, Ark., firm known
as the Comunications Co.
The firm sought to hire personnel and purchase equipment to manage political

campaigns in Arkansas. Mr. Smith later defaulted on the loan. The
Communications Co. declared bankruptcy in June 1992.

In 1980, Mr. Smith was president of the Bank of Kingston, Ark., owned by
Mr. McDougal, and approved a $30,000 loan to Hillary RodhamClinton to build a
model home on the Whitewater project.

' TommyTrantham. named in July 1987 as president and chief executive
officer of Madison following Mr. McDougal's forced departure from the S&L's
management. Mr. Trantham was the recipient of a $100,000 SBA-backed loan from
Mr. Hale's company.

The loan came less than a year before Madison was shut down by federal
regulators at a cost to taxpayers of $50 million.

' Partners in the Campobello Project, formed lfl December 1983 by Mr.
McDougal and Chris Wade, a Flippin, Ark., broker and land developer who later
helped sell the Whitewater property. The partners borrowed $149,000 from
Capital-Management in January 1996 to develop 344 acres in west Little Rock.

The partnership sought to develop 3,859 acres located on a Canadian island
off the coast of Maine. Madison and Madison Financial Corp., a subsidiary,
loaned the project $3.7 million through April 1986. The project eventually
failed.

Mr. Hale, facing four felony counts and 46 months in prison in a suspected
scheme to defraud the SBA in loans unrelated to the Whitewater-Madison affair,
agreed Sunday to cooperate with Mr. Fiske and his staff.

In court papers, Mr. Fiske described Mr. Hale's assistance and pending
grand jury testimony as "a fundamental part" of the ongoing Whitewater-Madison
probe.

Mr. Hale, appointed as a Pulaski County municipal judge in 1980 by Mr.
Clinton, authorized hundreds of thousands of dollars in government-backed loans
to friends of the Clintons, while president of Capital-Management.

"There‘s no doubt Hale's involvement was ongoing and constant and involved
quite a number of people tied to Clinton.“ said one law enforcement source
familiar with the whitewater-Madison probe. "In words that everyone
understands, David Hale was their piggy bank."

Mr. Coleman said the plea agreement formally outlines Mr. Hale's
obligations to cooperate fully in the Fiske probe and says that if the former
judge "fulfills his responsibilities and provides substantial assistance," the
special counsel will ask the court to depart from existing sentencing guidelines
in the case.

"What the government is looking for is full cooperation, and that's what we
intend to provide,“ Mr. Coleman said.
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Mr. Hale was not available yesterday for comment.
He has told authorities, however, that Mr. Clinton and Mr. McDougal, in a

meeting at Mr. McDougal's Little Rock office, said they needed the SBA-backed
loan to "clean up" some financial problems. He said the three decided to name
Mrs. McDougal as the loan applicant because, as a woman, she could qualify.

He said they knew Mrs. McDougal did not legally qualify for the SBA loan,
which was for disadvantaged applicants. Three months earlier, Mr. and Mrs.
McDougal filed a financial statement showing a net worth of $2.2 million.

"I knew what was going on, as we all did," Mr. Hale said. "But we were
friends, and that's just the way business is done in Arkansas." He said Mr.
Clinton told him the Clinton name could not be tied to the deal “anywhere at
all."

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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A General Accounting Office report says federal oversight was "clearly
inadequate" in the case of Small Business Administration-backed loans by an
Arkansas company run by a key figure in the Whitewater-Madison affair.

The GAO, in a 29-Page report to Rep. John J. LaFalce, chairman of the
House Small Business Committee, said SBA examiners failed to recognize “strong
indicators or red flags" that Capital-Management Services Inc. in Little Rock
was improperly operated.

The company was run by David L. Hale, a former municipal judge who ;HORLDis
expected to plead guilty today to fraud charges in the first case of the
Whitewater-Madison probe.

"While SBA did finally take action against Capital-Management in 1993, its
inadequate oversight through the years resulted in a $3.4 million loss to the
SBA," the report said.

The GAO concluded that:

' Mr. Hale operated the lending company in "an improper manner" by entering
into prohibited transactions. The transactions included loans to business
associates and loans for real estate purchases, both of which violate SBA
regulations.

* Mr. Hale "took advantage of the opening provided by the flexibility in
SBA guidelines“ to provide loans to individuals with "questionable claims to
program eligibility."

Rep. Jan Meyers of Kansas, ranking Republican on the House Small Business
Committee, said the report found "woeful mismanagement" and "embarrassingly lax
regulation‘ by the SBA.

"What the report fails to address is the possible abuse of political power
by prominent Arkansas citzens who may have influenced David Hale's lending
practices,‘ she said.
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The report was requested in November by Mr. LaFalce, New York Democrat,
after allegations surfaced that Presidenb Clinton, while governor of Arkansas,
had pressured Mr. Hale for an indirect and illegal $300,000 SBA-backed loan
from Capital-Management. Mr. Hale told federal authorities the request had
come during a March 1986 meeting.

The SBA-approved loan to Susan H. McDougal, then—wife of James B.
McDougal, owner of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, was one of
the Capital-Management transactions reviewed by the GAO. The loan was never ‘

repaid.

The GAO said it investigated "conflicting claims" on how the $300,000 was
used, including an allegation by Mr. Hale that Mr. Clinton and Mr. McDougal
said they needed money to "clean up“ financial problems, and Mr. McDougal's
claim that the loan went :0 Madison and then Whitewater Development Corp. to
purchase property.

"we found no evidence :o support or refute either of these conflicting
claims," the GAO said.

The GAO said records show the SBA conducted only “cursory examinations" of
Capital-Management during its 14-year existence. The GAO said that when
questions were raised, Mr. Hale was "often able to convinced [SBA
investigators] that he had corrected or eliminated the problem.“
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Rep. Henry Gonzalez, chairman of the House Banking Committee. under
tremendous political pressures from fellow Democrats. yesterday abruptly called
for "full hearings on the so-called Whitewater affair."

Earlier in the afternoon, the Texas Democrat had postponed an oversight
hearing where Republicans sought to air Whitewater-Madison and its links to
President and Mrs. Clinton.

"I have never seen a more malicious campaign of character assassination than
this," Mr. Gonzalez wrote in a late-afternoon letter to Speaker Thomas S.
Foley, urging the House leadership to "draft and endorse a resolution" on the
hearings.

"It is, I believe, time for Democrats to use the truth, the weapon
Republicans fear most,“ said Mr. Gonzalez, acceding to GOP demands for
congressional hearings over the objection of Whitewater-Madison special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Noting that the Senate approved such hearings 98-0 last week, he said, "I
would suggest that House hearings be held in a forum of broad reach - possibly a
select committee - that can explore all the charges that have been brought, from
accusations of obstruction even to the most absurd conspiracy charges."

Last night, Mr. Clinton, speaking at a $3.5 million Democratic fund-raiser
in Bal Harbour, Fla., charged that Republicans are "obsessed" with hurting him
simply because the Democrats hold the White House.

In a partisan address that echoed an angry attack of Republicans at another
fund-raiser last week in Boston, Mr. Clinton said Republicans are "obsessed
with personal power . . . and in a snit because they don't have the white
House."

He avoided mentioning Whitewater-Madison but called Republicans "angry
people" who are focused on 'sideshows' and not domestic policy and who have
resorted "to the politics of division, distortion and destruction.‘
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Mr. Gonzalez's late-afternoon turnaround for hearings followed the earlier
release by Mr. Gonzalez of a caustic letter to Rep. Jim Leach, notifying the
ranking Republican on the Banking Comittee that a scheduled oversight hearing
of the Resolution Trust Corp. this Thursday was being called off.

"In view of your obdurate and obstinate refusal to honor the special
counsel's request, and, in addition, your threats to disrupt or in your words
create a 'donnybrook,' I have no recourse but to postpone the hearing," Mr.
Gonzalez wrote to Mr. Leach.

Mr. Leach, Iowa Republican. who has been conducting his own
Madison-Whitewater probe and pressing for hearings, declined to criticize Mr.
Gonzalez's letter canceling the RTC hearing but said the call for broader House
hearings "is welcomed news "

The tone and commentary in the early-afternoon Gonzalez letter to Mr. Leach
—coming from a House Democratic leader - prompted Mr. Foley to call Mr. Leach
and personally apologize on behalf of the House.

Mr. Leach did not divulge details of the Foley call other than to relate
the apology.

Mr. Foley, Washington Democrat, along with House Majority Leader Richard A.
Gephardt, Missouri Democrat, and House Minority Leader Robert H. Michel,
Illinois Republican, are slated to meet on the issue at 10 a.m. and also review
a GOP draft resolution that would force the House to formally vote on the matter
of hearings later in the day.

Mr. Foley said that while Mr. Gonzalez's commentswill not affect "the
ultimate decision . . . we will explore with our colleagues on the Republican
side conditions on which some hearings might take place."

An aide to Mr. Michel said yesterday that the Republican leader wants "the
discussion on the issue to be in the open and a vote on the floor to be open for
the public to see who is in favor of and who is against such hearings."

The fact that Mr. Foley felt compelled to call Mr. Leach personally to
apologize for the tone of Mr. Gonzalez's letter to Mr. Leach prompted several
senior Democrats to express anger about their leadership's failure to, as one
Democratic chairman said, "nip this thing in the bud before it bloomed, thorns
and all."

Mr. Gonzalez's letter to Mr. Foley urging hearings "on the so-called
Whitewater affair" seemed to dramatically advance the chances of hearings sooner
rather than later.

Senate bipartisan leadership staffers, meanwhile, were reported to be
working on a structure to set up Whitewater-Madison hearings, possibly through a
select committee.

The Whitewater-Madison special counsel is investigating the financial
dealings of Arkansas‘ Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and the
Whitewater Development Corp., an Arkansas real estate partnership of the
Clintons, James B. McDougal, Madison's owner, and his wife at the time, Susan
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H. McDougal.
Mr. Fiske, working with federal grand juries in Little Rock and Washington,

also is probing accusations that Mrs. Clinton's former law firm shredded
Whitewater documents, secret briefings by Treasury officials with the White
House, and the death of Vincent W. Foster Jr., White House deputy counsel and
the Clintons' personal attorney.

Mr. Fiske, who has subpoenaed at least ll Clinton administration officials
- including seven at the White House - over the secret briefings on a Madison
probe by the Resolution Trust Corp., has asked Congress to delay hearings so
that witness testimony would not interfere with his probe.

Mr. Fiske is concerned that congressional hearings would grant immunity to
witnesses, complicating any later prosecutions as happened during the
lran—Contra proceedings. The Senate resolution on holding hearings assured that
no grants of immunity would be offered.

Mr. Leach, along with Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato, New York Republican and
the ranking GOP memberon the Senate Banking Committee. have argued for weeks
that Congress has a constitutional duty to hold Whitewater-Madison hearings.

' Paul Bedard contributed to this report from Bal Harbour, Fla.

GRAPHIC: Photos (A. color), A) Rep. Henry Gonzalez; B-C) NO CAPTIONS
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News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are twelve (12) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, covering the period March 18-21,
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March 21, 1994, Monday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH; 720 words

HEADLINE: Gonzalez Calls for whitewater Hearings

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
The Democratic chairman of the House Banking Committee called Monday for
“full hearings on the so-called Whitewater affair," joining his party's
reluctant push toward congressional review of the controversy.

"It is, I believe, time for Democrats to use the truth, the weapon
Republicans fear most," said Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez of Texas.

He canceled Thursday's hearing of his committee, which Republicans had hoped
to use to question Clinton administration officials and others about the
controversy.

"It is unacceptable to permit the Republicans an occasional day of hearings
that they can use to haul out one or another half-truth or launch yet another
smoke bomb,“ he said.

Gonzalez's statement followed a Senate decision last week to hold Whitewater
hearings at an unspecified date.

Rep. Lee Hamilton of Indiana, the Democratic chairman of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, said last week Congress should schedule hearings.

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley has repeatedly opposed Whitewater hearings on
any matter that special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is investigating.

After Gonzalez's statement, however, Foley appeared to move closer to
endorsing future hearings.

He said that while Gonzalez's commentswill not affect ‘the ultimate
decision," he added, ‘We will explore with our colleagues on the Republican aide
conditions on which some hearings might take place.‘ He laid the bipartisan
leadership will meet Tuesday.
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Gonzalez said in a statement, "I would suggest that House hearings be held in
a forum of broad reach - possibly a select committee - that can explore all the
charges that have been brought, from accusations of obstruction even to the most
absurd conspiracy charges."

Gonzalez canceled a Banking Committee hearing scheduled for Thursday to
review operations of the Resolution Trust Corp., the savings and loan cleanup
agency.

The ranking Republican on the panel, Rep. Jim Leach, has been conducting his
own probe of Whitewater and planned to turned the hearing into an inquiry on the
subject.

Leach criticized the postponement, saying, "Full public disclosure is the
only way that this administration can put this issue behind them."

He added, "The majority's action in avoiding statutorily mandated RTC
hearings raises the question of whether the majority party has the spine to
conduct credible oversight of an administration of the same political party."

Leach told reporters that he may give a floor speech this week to release
"some new information." He added. "The minority has in its hands material that
is somewhat embarrassing to the president. It's not devastating."

Leach said Gonzalez‘ suggestion for broader Whitewater hearings is "worthy of
consideration," but “a lot will depend on the commitments that are made" by
Democrats.

Gonzalez wrote to Foley that the Republicans have been making accusations
against President Clinton and first lady Hillary RodhamClinton, using "an array
of half-truths, old rumors, half-baked conspiracy theories and outright lies.

"I recommendthat the House leadership draft and endorse a resolution calling
for full hearings on the so-called Whitewater affair," Gonzalez said.

Gonzalez cautioned - as have other membersof both parties - that hearings
should not compromise the work of Fiske, "whose requests for restraint have only
drawn contempt from the Republicans whose political aims are frustrated by
anything less than a witch hunt in a circus ring. "

He said Congress should "set the record straight."

Leach has accumulated piles of documents on Whitewater's links to the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

Like Fiske, the Iowa Republican is investigating in part whether depositors'
money improperly went to the Clintons' real estate venture, called Whitewater,
and whether Madison funds were used to help pay off Clinton's gubernatorial
campaign debt in Arkansas.

Gonzalez wrote to Leach that "you obviously are premeditatedly intending to
launch into a prosecutorial or judicial adventure. ...

"In view of your obdurate and obstinate refusal to honor the special
,.
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counsel‘: request, and in addition. your threats to disrupt or in your words
create 1 'donnybrook,' I have no xecouxse but to poltpone the hearing,‘ Gonzalez
said.

Leach said Foley ‘called me to apologize for the tone of the letter.‘
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 21, 1994, Monday, PM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: '37 words

HEADLINE: Hale to Enter Plea in Whitewater Investigation

BYLINE: Ey PETE YOST, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
In the first major development of Whitewater prosecutor Robert Fiske's

investigation, an indicted former judge who has linked President Clinton to a
questionable loan has reached a plea agreement and will cooperate with
investigators, a lawyer confirmed today.

David Hale has already begun assisting investigators and will plead guilty to
two charges at a federal court hearing Tuesday in Little Rock, Ark., according
to his lawyer. Randy Coleman.

"He is going to cooperate fully in terms of testimony and anything else that
is required of him," Coleman said.

Hale has alleged that he was pressured eight years ago by Clinton, who was
Arkansas governor at the time, to make a $ 300,000 loan to Susan McDougal, a
business partner of the Clintons in the Whitewater real estate venture.

The federally backed loan went to Mrs. McDougal's public relations company,
and Hale says some of the proceeds wound up in Whitewater.

Clinton has denied pressuring Hale and says he doesn't recall anything about
the loan.

'
When Clinton was asked today about David Hale's allegations, he said, "This
is all a bunch of bull."

Asked if he was worried that Hale may testify against him, he said, "My faith
that the truth will win out has been sorely tested in the last few weeks but
it's still there."

Appearing angry with reporters asking questions about Whitewater, Clinton,
who is in Florida promoting his health care reform proposal, said: "why don't
you just let the special counsel do his job?"
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Clinton said USA Today recently interviewed two associates of Hale's who
' said, "he (Hale) didn't say a word to them about anything."

The guilty plea by Hale expedites Fiske's investigation into the Clintons‘
ties to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which was owned in the
1980s by James McDougal, Susan McDougal's former husband.

The McDougals and Clintons were partners in the Whitewater Development Corp.,
formed to purchase and develop 200 acres of land as a vacation retreat in
Arkansas.

Hale, S3, was to face trial March 28 on four felony charges - none related to
the loan to Mrs. McDougal - alleging that he misled the Small Business
Administration about the amount of private capital in his company in order to
get more federal funds.

Those charges carr .inimum of 46 months in prison under federal
sentencing guidelines.

Coleman said his client will plead guilty to one charge that encompasses the
original allegations in the indictment and second charge of mail fraud
"involving certain activities" between Hale's company and Madison S&L.

Documents obtained by The Associated Press show that money flowed both ways
between Hale's companyand the S&L during the 19805.

Coleman said the plea deal with Fiske was finalized over the weekend. It now
clears the way for Hale to begin testifying before a federal grand jury
investigating Whitewater.

It also avoids a trial that Hale hinted could have led to embarrassing public
disclosures for Arkansas‘ political establishment, possibly including the
Clintons.

At a pre-trial hearing.this month, a lawyer said there would be testimony in
the Hale case that proceeds from "bogus loans" went to important political
figures. The lawyer did not elaborate.

Before Whitewater, Hale dabbled in the insurance business and started his
company in the late 1970s that made loans backed by the SBA. Then he became a
municipal judge, a position he resigned after his indictment last year.

When the FBI raided Hale's office last July, investigators seized thousands
of pages of loan documents - a trail that led straight to Arkansas political
figures and to Madison Guaranty.

Some S 900,000 from McDougal's S&L flowed into Hale's company over the years,
McDougal said in a recent interview.

Some $ 250,000 from Hale's firm went to companies associated with current
Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker and his wife.

Also, Hale loaned $ 100,000 to the president of Madison, TommyTrantham,
according to records obtained by AP.
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Before his indictment last September, Hale tried to cut a deal with the U.S.
attorney's office in Little Rock, saying he had damaging information about the
Clintons and other political figures - but prosecutors brushed aside his offer.
That rejection by the U.S. attorney's office led to Republican accusations of

a cover—up and to Justice Department lawyers from Washington taking over the
Hale case. Ultimately, demands by some Democrats as well as Republicans on
Capitol Hill led to Fiske's appointment by Attorney General Janet Reno.

Hale was originally accused of conspiring to defraud the SBA by inflating the
value of his company in order to generate more federal money to lend. He also
was charged with three counts of lying to the SBA in connection with that
alleged conspiracy.
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CNN

SHOW:NEWS9:14 am ET
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Transcript Q SS7-1

TYPE; Live Report

SECTION: News; Domestic

LENGTH: 2192 words

HEADLINE; Callers Express Views, Ask Questions About Whitewater

GUESTS: WILLIAM SCHEIDER, CNN Political Analyst (LIVE)

BYLINE: DONNAKELLEY

HIGHLIGHT
CNN political analyst William Schneider takes viewers’ questions on Whitewater.
He points out that federal investigations into the scandal may cost more than
was lost by the Madison savings and loan itself.

BODY
LEON HARRIS, Anchor: The expanding Whitewater controversy continues to dog

President Clinton.

DONNAKELLEY, Anchor: And joining us now to talk about Whitewater is our
political analyst William Schneider. He'll take your calls in just a minute.
but first - Good morning, Bill.

WILLIAM SCHEIDER, CNN Political Analyst: Good morning, Donna.

KELLEY: What do you think about the latest developments with Judge Hale and what
he plans to tell a grand jury? Of course, we'll have to wait and see what he
tells them, but what would you expect that might happen from this?

SCHEIDER: Well, it could implicate Bill Clinton for the first time directly.
There's been a lot of talk about Hillary RodhamClinton's involvement in this,
but Hale claims - and remember, he did this as part of a plea bargain where he
was accused of criminal activity; he's pled guilty in return for his testimony -
but he claims that then-Gov. Clinton pressured him to make a loan to Susan
McDougal's public relations company, some of the proceeds of which went into the
Madison savings and loan, which was connected to Whitewater. If so, that might
be some improper activity being alleged on Gov. Clinton's part some years ago in
Little Rock. We'll see how this testimony actually pans out and how credible he
is as a witness.
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HARRIS: All right, let's go right to the phone calls now. First call from
Pennsylvania - go ahead.

PENNSYLVANIA CALLER: Yes, good morning, Mr. Schneider. I have a commentand a
question for you. I'm a small businessman from Pennsylvania, but I am also a
Republican, and I have this question to ask you. we are very, very concerned
here in Pennsylvania about health care and about the crime that's been rising,
especially in Harrisburg and in some if the major cities here in and around
Pennsylvania. And for the first time, I think I have to admit that I am behind
President Clinton in terms of what he has been doing, and it bothers me to see
this continuation of the Whitewater problem superseding everything else that we,
as the American people, are looking forward in hoping that he we be able to do
in 1994. I'd like to ask you this question - do you feel that the impact of the
Whitewater will hinder him from doing this, and will it not go against all the
principles that both Republicans and Democrats have been looking forward t: in
trying to get something through Congress for us, for the people who put hi:
there?

SCHNEIDER: well, yes, I do think it does hinder President Clinton's agenda. The
president is frustrated by that, and so are many voters, including yourself.
What's frustrating, I think, is that all the issues - and there've been maybe 10
or 12 different questions raised by Whitewater in both Little Rock and
washington - all of them involve possible conflicts of interest, possible
wrongdoing, and serious cause for concern. However, there is yet no evidence of
actual wrongdoing, despite Judge Hale's allegations that he made an improper
loan, or, that he was pressured to do so by the governor; that's possible, but
there is still no clear evidence of wrongdoing. So, a lot of Americans say,
well, nothing has yet been uncovered, and that's true, although the
investigation continues.

It does, however, divert attention from the president's agenda. It's likely to
harm him because it weakens him politically. If he's strong and popular and
effective, then he can get what he wants out of Congress. But if both his
approval ratings, his image, and those of his wife, who's deeply involved in the
policy process, are affected, then that's going to hamper his ability to get
through his agenda.

KELLEY: Bill, the next caller is from Georgia. Hello? Good morning, Georgia,
you're on the air.

GEORGIA CALLER: Yes, good morning, Mr. Schneider.

SCHNEIDER: Good morning.

GEORGIA CALLER: I was curious - every time you turn on the TV, every time you
open up the newspaper or magazine, you read something about Whitewater. But the
commontheme seems to be that there's nothing illegal that the Clinton's have
done, it's just been a lot of poor judgment. Well, I don't see how they can aay
‘nothing illegal’ has been done. I mean, they have Vince Foster here -
apparently committed suicide. Now, a lot of people are saying they're not sure
it's suicide. How can they keep on saying there's nothing illegal?

SCHNEIDER: well, there's no proof of any illegal activity. There is cause for
concern and reason for suspicion on the part of the press and the president‘!
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enemies and critics. But when people say there is nothing illegal, they mean
that nothing illegal has yet been proved. But there are lots of questions that
have been raised, for instance, the possibility that illegal campaign
contributions may have been funneled through the Madison Guaranty Savings &
Loan, but we don't know if then-Gov. Clinton knew about it. There's the
possibility of a cover-up because of some apparently improper meetings between
the White House and the Treasury Department, but again, there's no clear
evidence at this point that anything illegal happened. There's just the
possibility of wrongdoing that's been raised so far, and that of course means
that the press and some government agencies have an obligation to look into it.

HARRIS: - Next call for Bill Schneider this morning from Tennessee. Go ahead.

TENNESSEE CALLER: Yes, sir, I've got a quick comment and question, the first
being it seems as though President Clinton is attempting to take a lot of credit
for a lot of the things that have happened in his presidency thus far as far as
accomplishments, and I think I'm not alone in the country when I feel that a lot
of this in the first two years is accredited- should be accredited- to the
former president. because I think it takes quite a lot longer than what he's
attempting to make the American people believe to get things accomplished. And
my question is, they seem to kind of skid this whole Whitewater situation off as
something that's happened in the past, giving the appearance that they don't
feel, even if improprieties are found, that anything's going to happen to them;
they just keep kind of pushing this off to the side and making us all think,
well, as long as it happened in the past that's where it should stay. What do
you feel is going to end up being the end result should improprieties be found?

SCHNEIDER; Well, that's an interesting question. First of all, you're right
that what has pushed this issue along is not evidence of wrongdoing, it's the
behavior of the White House and the administration. They have behaved as if
they have something to hide, which has driven up suspicions, baited the press,
created material for their enemies to pursue- and their critics. They have
violated what I regard as the first law of damage control, namely, let the worst
information out first. They've been slow, they've been reluctant to divulge
information, and people are wondering just what are all the facts behind this.
And that's why I think this issue is continuing.

As far as blaming their predecessors or giving credit to their predecessors,
every president, of course, points with pride to his accomplishment and views
with alarm the situation that prevailed when he got elected. I think Bill
Clinton is taking credit for the economic recovery - it did start under George
Bush. But I think in some respects, a lot of what Clinton did, particularly in
signaling some serious measures at deficit reduction, he does deserve some
credit for.

KELLEY: We take a quick break here, and we come back with more of your phone
calls for Bill Schneider, our political analyst. Our number is (404) 221-1855.

[Commercial break]

KELLEY; Welcome back to CNNMorning News about 18-1/2 minutes after the hour.
Bill Schneider is with us - he's a political analyst - and we're taking your
phone calls on Whitewater. Connecticut, you're on the air. Hello?
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CONNECTICUT CALLER: Yes, I would like to know how much all these investigations
- both with the special prosecutor and with Congress - how much is that going to
cost the American taxpayers, and is this amount of money going to be justified
when we're kind of looking at, basically, a witch hunt?

SCHNEIDER: Well, it is going to cost quite a bit of money, probably in the tens
of millions of dollars, maybe even over $100 million, because you've got two
grand juries in Washington— one in Washington and one in Little Rock, you have a
special counsel and a lot of awfully high-priced lawyers in on this case, and
they've taken space in Little Rock for three years. You have the possibility of
investigations in both the Senate and House. There's no way to estimate how
much this is going to cost. Of course, it takes up a lot of the president's
time, and everybody in the White House now has lawyers, some of whom are being
paid by the taxpayer, most of them are not. You're dealing in tens of millions
of dollars. Whether it's a witch hunt or not depends on which of the issue
you're on.

HARRIS: And ironically, whichever way it turns out, it could cost more than the
failure of the savings and loan itself in the first place.

SCHEIDER: Yes, exactly. That was about SSO million dollars. This is likely to
cost, I think, certainly more than that.

HARRIS: - Call from South Carolina, go ahead.

SOUTH CAROLINA CALLER: well, I think the whole thing should be called ‘The
Whitewater Fishing Expedition.‘ And I think people like myself and the public
are upset and angry because it looks like this whole thing has the potential to
paralyze our country. And the media has made such a big deal out of it, and we
all want to know where is the beef? How can this be happening when no charges
or criminal activity has occurred, such as in Watergate?

SCHNEIDER: That's a key question, and that's the question you hear from an awful
lot voters, because the problem has been that there has yet been on actual
charge of wrongdoing by the president or the first lady. Suppose there were a
charge of wrongdoing - what would happen? well, the best legal opinions on this
issue suggest that the president cannot be indicted while in office. He would
have to be impeached and removed from office first, even for something that
happened years ago. So, it creates a kind of paralysis, just as the caller
indicated.

But again, what's been happening is week-by-week, day-by-day, more and more
stories come out - today's story is about Judge Hale and his apparent testimony
this week before the grand jury that he was pressured to make a possibly illegal
loan by Gov. Clinton. Every week, sometimes every day, a new story comes out
which raises more questions, creates more cause for concern, and necessitates
further investigation. The story is driven on by its own momentum. But there
is yet no actual charge of criminal activity made against the Clinton's.

KELLEY: Good morning, Tennessee, would you go ahead, please?

SECONDTENNESSEE CALLER: Yes, I'd like to make a comment and a question, please.

KELLEY: OK, quickly please.
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SECONDTENNESSEE CALLER: My commentwas, I'd like to know if the president
really believes, you know, that the Whitewater is so important to him- I think
he's got more imortant stuff that's pressing right now with our government than
this going on. I know it's important to him, but 1- the old saying they have,
‘Rust does not sleep‘ - I believe the Republican Party is nothing more than
rust. And that's a bad thing to say because I believe in this country. But my
question is, do you think this is politics at its worst?

SCHNEIDER: Hell. it's certainly politics. Whether ::'s at its worst or its best
depends on what side you're on, and it's the way our politics is conducted more
and more - personal allegations, character assassination. we see it in
campaigns, we've seen it in virtually every president. Ronald Reagan had
Iran-Contra, where of course. there was clear evidence in the end of wrongdoing,
whether or not you believe the president knew about it, all the way back to
Watergate.

President Clinton would like to get this issue off the agenda. It's pretty
clear that that's why he appointed the special counsel, and every day the
president says, let the special counsel do his job. The idea is he'll conduct a
criminal investigation. and he'll do it in secret, and it will stay out of the
front pages. But so far, the administration has not been successful in doing
that because another sensational allegation surfaces almost every day.

HARRIS: All right - Bill Schneider, thank you very much for joining us this
morning from Washington. He'll be talking about this, I'm sure, again in the
future.

KELLEY: And thank you callers.

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However, although
the text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines, it may not have been proofread against
tape.
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HEADLINE: Investor says first lady refused to give up land

BYLINE: HOWARDSCHNEIDER; Washington Post

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -- President Clinton's former partner in the

White-water Development Corp. said last week that Clinton was ready
to get out of the investment in 1986 but that Hillary Rodham
Clinton insisted on staying in the land venture.

James B.McDougal, in an interview, described an angry
conversation in December 1986 between Hillary Clinton and
McDougal's then-wife Susan, who went to the Arkansas governor's
mansion to ask that the Clintons sign documents transferring their
interest in the 230-acre whitewater project to the McDougals. The
Clintons owned a half-interest in the venture.

Although then-Gov. Clinton had told the McDougals he was
willing to sign the documents, Hillary Clinton refused, saying she
hoped to use the Whitewater investment eventually to pay for her
daughter Chelsea's college education, McDougal said.

At the time, the McDougals were under federal scrutiny for
involvement in Madison Guaranty Savings Q Loan, which failed in
1989 at an estimated taxpayer cost of S 60 million.

As controversy over whitewater has heightened, a key question
for the Clintons has been why they remained in the land venture
with McDougal long after he came under federal inquiry for unsound
business practices. He was tried and acquitted of bank fraud
charges in 1989.

McDougal's account is at odds with the Clintons‘ depiction of
themselves as ""passive investors" in Whitewater who were unable
to divest themselves of their interest in the project until
December 1992, when they sold their shares to James McDougal for
S 1,000. Senior White House adviser Bruce Lindsey said ""Mrs.
Clinton has no recollection of ever making any such statement to
Susan McDougal. "

McDougal said he and Susan tried to take over the Clintons'
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interest in the corporation so they could take advantage of tax
losses that had accumulated since 1978, when the two couples bought
the Ozarks property for a resort development.

WhenHillary Clinton insisted on staying in the project, said
McDougal, cautioning that his account of the meeting was obtained
secondhand from his wife, ""I found it rather laughable." because
the land development company never had been profitable.

According to a report on Whitewater's finances issued during
the 1992 presidential campaign, the company in 1986 had virtually
no operating expenses. It owed between S 50,000 and $ 60,000 on its
original mortgage. but was due to receive much more than that -
about $ 100,000 -- from 1:: purchasers who were making monthly
payments to the company.

Apparently without telling the Clintons, the McDougals
purchased B10 acres of land from the International Paper Co. a few
months earlier and put it and a 5 440,000 mortgage in Whitewater's
name. Soon afterward, the property was transferred to another
McDougal corporation, Great Southern Land Co

That transaction has come under scrutiny by special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr., who is investigating Whitewater and its ties
to Madison.

Susan McDougal, through her lawyer, would not comment.
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HEADLINE: Administration secrecy courts disaster

BYLINE: DAVID BRODER

BODY
THE controversy over congressional hearings on the Whitewater

case has been partially defused by the agreement between George
Mitchell, D-Maine. and Bob Dole, R-Kan., the Senate majority and
minority leaders, that at some unspecified time, some Senate
committee will examine the matter. But an imediate test of
congressional-executive relations looms this week in the House of
Representatives.

It took shape two days before the Mitchell-Dole agreement
when Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-1nd., joined Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, in
saying that lawmakers should examine whether there had been any
abuse of power in the tangled story of the real estate and savings
and loan dealings involving President Clinton and first lady
Hillary RodhamClinton.

I have been -- and remain -- skeptical that there is anything
more than embarrassment for the first couple at the end of the
Whitewater trail. But Hamilton and Leach are not people whose views
on matters of this kind can be brushed aside. As much as any two
people on Capitol Hill, they represent the conscience of Congress
on this sort of issue.

Leach has been pressing hard for the House Banking Committee
to exercise its oversight tunction on the Resolution Trust Corp.'s
handling of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, the outfit that
bankrolled part o! the Whitewater venture before it wnt bust.
Leach, the ranking Republican on that cunnittee. has been

stonewalled by Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez, D-San Antonio.

The Democrats are messing with the wrong guy. Leach is as
dogged as he is independent. Twenty years ago, as a young toreign
service officer, he resigned his conmdssion because he lelt be
could not in good conscience represent a government whose head -
Richard Nixon -- was obstructing justice. Leach was also one of the
tirst members of Congress to blow the whistle on the bipartisan
cover-up of the 1980s savings and loan scandals. He is not a man
whose words should be dismissed.
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Hamilton enjoys the same reputation.

He was one of the Iran-Contra investigators who laid out the
sordid story of that chapter of U.S.diplomatic history. He showed
his disdain for political opportunism two years ago when he
conducted an investigation of charges that George Bush had
participated in secret meetings with Iranian agents aimed at
delaying the release of the U.S. hostages until after the 1980
elections. Whatever hopes other Democrats had entertained of
embarrassing the president four months before Election Day 1992
ended when Hamilton bluntly said that ""all credible evidence"
contradicted that claim.

Hamilton said in a statement last week that ""when a
complicated issue such as the Whitewater matter is affecting the
president's agenda, he must get all the facts out quickly and
completely. " Congressional hearings would do that, he said.

Clinton responded that Hamilton should talk to special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., who has all aspects of Whitewater and
its handling by the White House under scrutiny. Hamilton said
Clinton seemed to think ""it should be dealt with on a criminal
liability level, but I'm thinking muchmore broadly. There's a
question of confidence -- the perception people have about him and
the way his presidency works. "

In a separate interview, Leach argued that it is also a
question of ""legislative integrity," the willingness of the
Democratic-controlled Congress to exercise its oversight
responsibilities. In taking the argument in this direction, Leach
has raised an issue that is, as he says, ""far more important than
any happenstance, any impropriety or any embarrassment involving
the president before he took office. "

Gonzalez has rejected Leach's list of witnesses for the
oversight hearing on the RTC, which the committee is supposed to
have on Thursday. Gonzalez also has instructed executive agencies
to ignore Leaoh's requests for information on Madison Guaranty -
step Leach calls unprecedented.

Leach says that if he is permitted, he will present evidence
suggesting that employees in the Kansas City field office of RTC
were ""gagged" and ""possibly coerced" by higher-ups to minimize

3

the Clintons‘ connection with Madison Guaranty. The merits of this
charge remain to be determined, but the seriousness of the alleged
abuse and Leach's reputation for probity make the Democrats‘
obduracy hard to defend.

Nor is this an isolated incident. Rep. William F.Clinger
Jr., R-Pa., the ranking minority memberof the House Government
Operations Committee, has a long list of topics on which he has
been refused information by the White House. They range from the
workings of Hillary RodhamClinton's task force on health care to
the actual size of the White House staff to the firings in the

Page18
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White House travel office. On each one. he was roadblocked by
recently resigned White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum.

Leach draws the political point when he links the effects of
""single-party control of state government" in Arkansas to
""single-party control of Washington" by the Democrats today.

During the campaign, Clinton and the congressional Democrats
argued that single-party control would meangreater accountability
and an end to gridlock. They are courting political danger if their
behavior leads voters to believe it really translates into secrecy
and cover-up.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

TYPE: Editorial Opinion

NOTES: Broder, a Pulitzer Prize-winning political reporter, writes a
nationally syndicated column from Washington.
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HEADLINE: FORMERJUDGE, ACCUSEDOF FRAUD, THIES TO IMPLICATE CLINTON;
INQUIRY: HE REPORTEDLY PROMISES SPECIAL COUNSELHE WILL TELL OF PRESIDENT'S
WHITEWATERROLE. WHITE HOUSE DISCOUNTS CHARGESBY DAVID HALE.

BYLINE: By SARA FRITZ and WILLIAM REMPEL, TIMES STAFF WRITERS

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
David Hale seems like the last person who should be hurling unsubstantiated

accusations of criminal wrongdoing at the President of the United States.

A former Municipal Court judge. Hale himself stands accused of conspiring to
defraud the government of $900.000 through phony financial transactions.

"I haven't been a saint." he concedes.

Yet despite his own legal problems. Hale has been successful in getting
people to listen to his allegations that President Clinton was a co-conspirator
in some of his alleged financial misdeeds.

The White House has discounted Hale's story as a complete fabrication. Betsey
Wright, a top aide to Clinton when he was governor of Arkansas, says the tale is
"filled with absolute lies."

Nevertheless, legions of Democrats, Republicans and other interested
observers are watching to see if Hale will back up any of what he has alleged
with hard evidence.

Several sources reported Sunday night that Hale had reached a plea agreement
with special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. under which he agreed to tell a federal
grand jury what he knows about Clinton's involvement in the Whitewater
controversy.

Hale is expected to enter a plea Tuesday in federal court. A guilty plea
would clear the way for him to begin testifying Tuesday before a federal grand
jury.

His testimony could lead to embarrassing public disclosures for the Arkansas
political Establishment, including the Clintons.

Fiske had identified Hale as a potential witness in his probe of whether
Clinton improperly benefited from his investment in a Ozarks real estate
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development companywhen he was governor.

To date, Hale, who served as a municipal judge (appointed by then-Gov.
Clinton) until he was indicted. has not had an opportunity to tell his story in
detail to Fiske or any other authorities -- only to members of the news media
who have come to Little Rock to cover the Whitewater controversy.

Hale went public with his charges late last year after federal prosecutors
refused his efforts to use the information to negotiate a plea bargain.

As Hale tells it. his financial and legal troubles stem directly from his
allegiance to Clinton and his willingness to help what he describes as the
President's "political family" in Arkansas. It was out of loyalty to Clinton, he
says. that he began making improper loans from his family's investment company
to friends and associates of the then-governor.

While also working as a judge, Hale ran Capital Management Services Inc., a
firm subsidized by the Small Business Administration to loan long-term venture
capital to minority and disadvantaged borrowers. Together with his wife and
sister, he said, he invested about $500,000 in the firm, and the SBA had added
$1.5 million to create the investment pool he managed.

Hale says he was approached for money in late 1985 by attorneyJim Guy
Tucker, now the governor of Arkansas, and James B. McDougal. owner of Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan. McDougal and Tucker were partners in several business
deals, just as McDougal and Clinton were joint investors in the real estate
venture known as Whitewater Development Corp.

Hale says McDougal's real estate deals had put Madison Guaranty on the
brink of insolvency and he wanted loans from Hale to help save it. Eventually,
Hale would lend a total of $700,000 to McDougal-related enterprises, none of
which was ever repaid.

Clinton's namewas mentioned in connection with the initial loan request,
according to Hale. WhenHale ran into Clinton in the rotunda of the state
Capitol a short time later, he said, the governor made it clear that he wanted
the loans to be made "to help Jim (McDougal) and me out."

Acting at McDougal's direction, Hale said, he loaned $50,000 to a former
Clinton aide and campaign adviser; $260,000 to a real estate development
partnership including Tucker, and $100,000 to a McDougal real estate venture in
Nova Scotia. Although the loans apparently breached SBA rules, Hale claims that
it never occurred to him that he could refuse.

‘No, I didn't ask any questions," he said. "That's just how it's done here.‘

On an evening in February, 1986, Hale claims, he went to an office on the
outskirts of Little Rock to meet with Clinton and McDougal, who wanted him to
make another loan for $150,000. McDougal later upped the request to $300,000.

It was agreed at that meeting, Hale said, that the loan would be made to
McDougal's then-wife, Susan, to satisfy government regulations that SBA-backed
loans be made to disadvantaged people. Her loan application suggested she had
been denied loans from regular sources because she was from an impoverished
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background.
As collateral for the loan, according to Hale, Clinton offered to put up some

raw land in the Ozarks. But Hale declined on grounds the government does not
regard undeveloped land as reliable collateral. "At that time," Hale said, "I'd
never heard of Whitewater Development.“

Of the $300,000 Hale loaned to Susan McDougal's Master Marketing firm, a
subsidiary of Madison Guaranty, $110,000 was diverted into the Whitewater
venture. It is not known where the rest of the money ended up.

Because Hale's firm had no money left to lend at the time of the alleged
Clinton request, he says he and McDougal cooked up a complex transaction
designed to persuade SBA officials to provide additional funds for the deal.

It happened this way, according to Hale: McDougal arranged for Hale to sell a
piece of property the judge owned at a grossly inflated price of $825,000.
McDougal financed the sale with a loan from Madison Guaranty. In reality, the
property was worth no more than $400,000, and Hale's equity was only $100,000.

Hale said he then put the "profits" into his SBA-backed investment
corporation and used that money to persuade the government to give him another
$1 million. Typically, the SBA requires the owner of the investment corporation
to raise a third of the money while the government supplies the rest.

Flush with new capital, Hale says he was then able to make the new loan to
Susan McDougal's firm.

Hale has never been charged with any crime in connection to the loans related
to Madison Guaranty, which failed in 1989, but he is accused of defrauding the
government using a similar scheme three years later.

In the later instance, he is accused of borrowing $800,000 from a Shreveport,
La., man and passing it through his accounts to deceive the SBA into giving him
another $900,000. As part of his defense to those charges, Hale claims that he
became involved in the scheme in an effort to make up the money lost in the
McDougal loans.

Both Clinton and McDougal deny that they attended the meeting at the center
of Hale's story. McDougal concedes that $110,000 of the loan money was diverted
to Whitewater Development, but he insists that Clinton knew nothing about it and
that he was managing the investment.

Fiske, a Republican appointed by Atty. Gen. Janet Reno to investigate the
Whitewater case, has said that looking into Hale's story will be a "fundamental
part‘ of his investigation.

But Fiske had also said he is skeptical of Hale's effort to use the story
about Clinton as a defense against charges against him.

Hale admits that he is trying to trade his testimony against Clinton for
leniency.

But it won't be easy for Hale to establish his credibility. Evidence
collected by Fiske includes a 1987 financial report that quotes Hale defending
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the soundness of a loan now known to be a phony transaction.
Randy Coleman, Hale's Little Rock attorney, said his client is determined to
testify about the role that Clinton and Tucker played in his downfall.

As he awaits his day in court, Hale portrays himself as a scapegoat who is
being forced to take the blame for cooperating with some of Arkansas‘ leading
Democrats.

"I don't think it's right for me and my family to be left alone bearing the
consequences of what was really Arkansas politics as usual," he said. "I guess I
thought when things got bad for me, the ‘political family‘ would be there for me
like I was there for them.“

GRAPHIC: Photo, Former Judge David Hale leaves courthouse after March 1
hearing. Sources say he will enter a plea Tuesday and testify to a grand jury.
Associated Press
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HEADLINE: Whitewater Prosecutor Agrees on Plea Bargain

BYLINE: By JEFF GERTH, Special to The New York Times

DATELINE: WASHINGTON,March 2C

BODY
David Hale, a former municipal judge in Little Rock, Ark., who was facing
trial on fraud charges later this month, has reached a plea agreement with the
special prosecutor investigating the Whitewater affair, said Mr. Hale's lawyer,
Randy Coleman.

Mr. Hale has said that Bill Clinton as Governor of Arkansas twice pressed him
in 1985 and 1986 to make a loan from the federally sponsored lending company he
then operated. The loan would have indirectly helped the Whitewater Development
Company, the real estate venture involving Mr. Clinton and his wife, Hillary, as
well as Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

Both Madison Guaranty. an Arkansas savings and loan that collapsed, and
Whitewater are part of the investigation by the special prosecutor, Robert B.
Fiske Jr., as is Mr. Hale's case.

The White House has said President Clinton has no recollection of any
conversation with Mr. Hale about loans.

Mr. Coleman, in an interview today, said that Mr. Hale would plead guilty to
one count of conspiracy in connection with his lending company and one count of
mail fraud in connection with his dealings with Madison Guaranty. Mr. Hale had
been indicted on charges of fraud, conspiracy and making false statements to the
Small Business Administration. Mr. Coleman's description of the plea agreement,
which he said would be presented in Federal District Court in Little Rock, on
Tuesday, could not be confirmed with Mr. Fiske, who did not respond to telephone
messages left for him today.

Mr. Coleman said Mr. Hale had been cooperating with investigators working for
Mr. Fiske for the past two weeks. The significance of Mr. Hale's plea agreement
is not clear. Mr. Coleman said the plea agreement barred his client from talking
to reporters.

Mr. Hale had been active in Democratic politics and campaign fund raising and
was elected a municipal judge running on the Democratic ticket. In addition, the
current Arkansas Governor, Jim Guy Tucker, also a Democrat, did legal work for
his company.
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HEADLINE: Essay;
Leach Vs. Gonzalez

BYLINE: By WILLIAM SAFIRE

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
'

Eight members of the great Chicago White Sox team had just been indicted for
conspiring with gamblers to throw the 1919 World Series. A young fan, tears in
his eyes, ran up to Shoeless Joe Jackson and pleaded: "Say it ain't so, Joe."

I feel that way about House Banking Chairman Henry Gonzalez. He was my hero.
For years, while Beltway elitists joined bankers‘ lobbyists to scoff at his
ponderous style, I admired his courage in taking on the titans of the executive
branch and the regulatory agencies.

Long before the Banca Lavoro affair blossomed into the Iraqgate scandal, it
was San Antonio's Henry Gonzalez who saw through the flimflam of the U.S.
Attorney in Atlanta. Chairman Gonzalez, droning on late at night to an empty
House chamber, put into the Congressional Record evidence of the Justice
Department's connivance in silencing inquiry into President Bush's misbegotten
financing of Saddam Hussein. »

That was during a Republican Administration. Surely, I thought, when the
moment came for investigation into the savings and loan debacle and abuse of
Federal power in discouraging and “monitoring” of criminal referrals of bank
regulatory agencies, Chairman Gonzalez would see his nonpartisan duty and lead
the way in Whitewater, no matter what the pressure from Democratic satraps.

Last month, as evidence mounted of White House and Treasury meddling in I
banking prosecution -- and as the need for the Banking Committee's oversight
became urgent -- I called my frequent source and asked: Henry, where are you?

"As soon as I see some legislative purpose to hearings," he promised, "I'll
hold them.‘ Pressed about the oversight responsibility of his Banking Committee,
Chairman Gonzalez pointedly noted that ‘several crack staffers‘ from the
Republican minority were hard at work and he would study their findings. I wrote
reassured; Henry might not be in the forefront, but would do the right thing.

What a foolishly idealistic pundit am I. That was before staffers working for
Representative Jim Leach, the soft-spoken Iowan who is the Banking Committee's
ranking Republican, began hitting pay dirt about the costly manipulation of
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Madison Guaranty by the Clintons‘ lawyers and partners.
At that point, Henry the Unstoppable was transformed into Henry the Stopper.

Nothing is subtle about the Gonzalez stonewalling: never in the history of the
United States Congress has there been such a blatant effort by a committee
chairman to protect the White House by strangling a needed investigation in its
crib.

Hearings? Henry won't hear of them. Although he cannot block the lawfully
mandated semiannual oversight hearing of the Resolution Trust Corporation, he
insists that all the witnesses be jammed into a single day on Thursday of this
week. When Jim Leach offered to postpone this hearing a few weeks to accommodate
the nonindependent counsel's desire for first bite at the testimony apple, Henry
said nothing doing: one day now or never.

Worse, by notifying Administration witnesses called by Representative Leach
that they do not have to cooperate, he undermines the House's power to check the
executive branch. This is unprecedented partisanship, probably against House
rules, but the Democrat in the Speaker's chair, Tom Foley, isn't enforcing rules
that might embarrass Democrats.

Who is this Leach? He's the last of the Rockefeller-Javits Republicans, a
pariah at national conventions; yet this unreconstructed moderate is shrilly
denounced as politically motivated by Clinton crony David Wilhelm, the
Democratic National Committee's pit chihuahua.

Henry, listen to your longtime admirers: you are turning Thursday's hearing
into a televised trial of the Democratic stonewall. Every time Leach asks a
searching question on C-Span, and you rule it out of order or not germane -
that will infuriate the watching public. Every wrongful rap of your gavel will
drive a nail in the Administration's coffin.

Repent before it's too late. Don't fall for "unless it's criminal, it remains
secret." RememberShoeless Joe, acquitted by a jury, but driven from the playing
field forever by the overseer demandedby the fans.

Do not bring shame and obloquy on the good citizens of San Antonio, and on
Clinton voters everywhere, by exchanging your hard-earned reputation as fearless
maverick for the shoddy shield of partisan hypocrite.

Say it ain't so, Henry.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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LENGTH: 295 words

HEADLINE: First lady ‘holding up’ but allegations hurt

BYLINE: Elizabeth Neus, Gannett News Service

DATELINE: ARLINGTON, Va.

BODY
Hillary RodhamClinton says public suspicions about Whitewater have left her

saddened, but confident of vindication.

"I'm holding up fine, except that it's lonely in the bunker," she told a
Gannett and USA TODAY luncheon on Saturday.

"You know, it breaks my heart for people to think that either my husband or I
did anything wrong," she said. "It's very painful. But I guess that's the way
it's played today."

-- On a New York Times report she made $ 100,000 by taking investment advice
from a lawyer for Arkansas‘ largest employer while Bill Clinton was governor:

"When I'm asked if I mademoney in commodities trading in 1978 and 1979, the
answer is yes," she said. "I didn't know there was anything wrong with having a
stock account and trading futures."

She stopped trading, she said, "because I got pregnant and had a baby and
couldn't stand it - it was too nerve—wracking. So I don't know where the story
is there."

She added: "I suppose the headline would be, ‘Don't make money and don't lose
money.‘ "

-- On Whitewater: .

“We made a land investment when land looked like it was going to keep going
up in Arkansas, and it went down, and we lost money. And we didn't pay much
attention to it, because we weren't responsible for it."

-- On the investigation:

"We've waived every privilege known to man or president; we have given every
scrap of paper. I wish the (special counsel's) report could be written tomorrow.

"We did not keep the books and records of that little company; we never had
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an S&L loan; we never did any business with an S&L; we had commercial bank
loans; we paid every one of them back.
"We turn over all our tax information every year to certified CPAs; they fill

out our tax returns for us.

"I don't know what else to say."
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HEADLINE: Congress mapping Whitewater inquiry

BYLINE: Leslie Phillips

BODY
Republicans try to tighten the screws on President Clinton and Hillary

RodhamClinton this week as Congress inches closer to hearings on the Whitewater
land deal.

Senate leaders will meet to chart a course for future hearings, while a House
panel holds a session on the oversight of failed savings and loan institutions,
during which Whitewater is expected to come up.

At issue is the Clintons‘ investment in the Whitewater Land Corp., with
partner James McDougal, head of the defunct Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan,
and whether administration officials tried to head off a federal investigation
of the institution.

Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., said Sunday on NBC's Meet the
Press that he and Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, will meet Tuesday
and Wednesday "to try to structure hearings and to figure out when they would
start."

“Let's get the facts out. If there's nothing there, there's nothing there."

Special counsel Robert Fiske has asked Congress to hold off on hearings until
he's completed his initial questioning of White House and Treasury officials who
met last fall and this spring about the federal probe of Madison.

On Thursday, House banking committee Chairman Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas, is
expected to convene a hearing, required by law, to monitor the Resolution Trust
Corp., the agency responsible for the savings and loan cleanup.

Ranking Republican Rep. JamesLeach, R-Iowa, issued a list of 40 people
connected to Whitewater whomhe wants to call as witnesses. But Gonzalez has
said he will not allow the hearing to veer off track.

If witnesses are barred, Leach said he will "lay out the precise reason for
their relevance." Other developments:

-- Amid indications the Clintons underpaid some past income taxes, the White
House said "any amounts underpaid will be paid." Their tax returns "have been
professionally prepared by qualified CPAJ.
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The April issue of Money magazine, which reviewed the Cl‘ '

past 12 years '
intons taxes for the

, says they underpaid by about S 16,000.

-- Hillary Clint on reaped S 100,000 in the commodities market with the help
of a close family friend who also was a top lawyer for a major Arkansas
employer, it was reported.

The New York Times reported Friday JaC mes Blair, chief outside lawyer for
Tyson Foods Inc., the nation's largest poultry company, advised Hillary Clinton
shortly before her husband became governor in 1978.

Tyson subsequently benefited from state actions, including environmental
regulations. The U.S. Agriculture Department has delayed tightening the
standards for poultry contamination.

-- The Washington Post reported Saturday that the Rose Law Firm asked the
Arkansas bar association to investigate Webster Hubbell, who resigned last week
as associate attorney general, for overbilling and other e ‘ ' 'xpense irregularities.

-- David Hale, a former jud e wh lg o inked President Clinton to a questionable
loan in the Whitewater affair. apparently reached a plea agreement and will
avoid trial, NBC News reported. It said he's agreed to tell a federal grand jury
all he knows about Clinton's Whitewater involvement.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Paul J. Richards, Agence France-Presse
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HEADLINE: Hale to detail Clinton's role in Whitewater ;
Ex-judge strikes plea deal with Fiske

BYLINE: Jerry Seper: THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

A one-time Arkansas ]udge who has accused President Clinton of pressuring
him into making a fradulent Small Business Administration-guaranteed loan has
agreed to enter a guilty plea tomorrow in exchange for testimony to a federal
grand jury investigating the whitewater-Madison affair.

David L. Hale, scheduled to go to trial March 28 on four felony charges,
reached the plea agreement with Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr., and it has been approved by U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner,
who is presiding over the Hale case, according to law enforcement officials.

He was a judge in Little Rock Municipal Court, by appointment by Bill
Clinton when he was the governor of Arkansas, until shortly before he was
indicted last year.

By entering the negotiated plea in U.S. District Court in Little Rock, Mr.
Hale will avoid going to trial on one count of conspiracy to defraud the SBA and
three counts of making false statements. The agreement is said to spare Mr.
Hale the threat of a prison sentence.

In exchange, the officials said, Mr. Hale has agreed to "tell the grand
jury anything and everything he knows about the SBA loan [that he alleges was
made at Mr. Clinton's request] and about any other things he knows related to
the Whitewater-Madison investigation."

Mr. Fiske, Mr. Hale and Mr. Hale's attorney, Randy Coleman of Little
Rock, were unavailable for comment late yesterday. The plea agreement was first
reported last night by NBC News.

Mr. Hale, indicted Sept. 23 on a charge of defrauding the Small Business
Administration on unrelated loans, has charged that Mr. Clinton and James B.
McDougal, president of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association,
pressured him in 1986 for a $300,000 SBA loan, saying they needed to "clean up"
some financial problems.

The three decided to nameMr. McDougal's wife, Susan, as the loan applicant
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because the loans were intended by law to be made to womenand members of
minorities who could not easily qualify for loans by commercial banks downtown.
They calculated that as a womanshe could qualify, Mr. Hale said.

Mr. and Mrs. McDougal, who have since divorced, were partners with Bill
Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton in the Whitewater Development Corp., a real
estate venture on the White River deep in the Ozarks.

About a third of the SBA loan that went to Mrs. McDougal's company, Master
Marketing, from Mr. Hale's lending company, Capital-Management Services Inc.,
eventually wound up in the Whitewater account. The loan was never repaid.

White House spokeswomanDee Dee Myers has called Mr. Hale a liar, saying he
was trying to "save his butt" on the eve of an indictment.

But a pretrial witnesss, Gayland Westbrook, a Monroe, La. businessman,
testified on Feb. 28 that Mr. Hale openly boasted to him in August 1989 - four
years before the federal charges against Mr. Hale - that Mr. Clinton was
actively involved with Capital-Management operation.

When asked about Mr. Hale's allegation of a meeting with Mr. Clinton
during which the $300,000 SBA loan was said to have been structured, Miss Myers
said the president did not "recall" any such meeting and had "no recollection"
about efforts to pressure the former judge for an SBA loan.

Mr. McDougal has said he never discussed the loan with Mr. Hale, terming
the allegation "ridiculous."

Mrs. McDougal, who faces unrelated fraud charges in Los Angeles, has not
been available for comment. She told The Washington Post she does not remember
the $300,000 loan.

Assistant special counsel Denis J. Mclnerney, who is handling the Hale
prosecution, said in a recent court filing that "in order to conduct the
investigation into Hale's allegation regarding President Clinton, it is
necessary to try this case."

Mr. Hale is accused of putting $800,000 into a Capital-Management account
long enough to qualify for additional SBA money before diverting it to other
accounts. The conspiracy and false—statement charges are derived from that
effort to influence the SBA.

The charges against Mr. Hale do not relate specifically to the
Whitewater-Madison affair, but Mr. Hale's assertions that he conspired with Mr.
Clinton and Mr. McDougal to defraud the SBA have made the case a major starting
point for Mr. Fiske and his staff.

"There's no doubt that Hale's involvement was ongoing and constant and
involved quite a number of people tied to Clinton," one federal law enforcement
official familiar with the Whitewater-Madison probe told The Washington Times
earlier this year. "In words that everyone understands, David Hale was their
piggy bank."

Mr. Hale was a longtime Democratic Party activist in Arkansas before he was
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appointed to the bench by Gov. Clinton.
Mr. Fiske's team and federal investigators who preceded him have identified

Mr. Hale as a major source of loans to several Little Rock businessmen and
politicians.

Many of the Small Business Administration-guaranteed loans he issued were
tied to Madison and several involved Mr. Clinton's friends and associates.
Most of the loans, according to SBA records, were never repaid.

At a pretrial hearing this month, a lawyer said there would be testimony in
the Hale case that proceeds from "bogus loans" went to important political
figures in Arkansas. The lawyer did not elaborate.

when the FBI raided Mr. Hale's office last July, investigators seized
thousands of pages of loan documents - a trail that led straight to Arkansas
political figures and tc Madison.

Some $900,000 from Madison flowed into Mr. Hale's company over the years,
Mr. McDougal said in a recent interview.

About $250,000 from Mr. Hale's firm went to companies associated with
current Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker and his wife.

Also, Mr. Hale loaned $100,000 to the president of Madison, TommyTrantham,
according to records obtained last week by the

Associated!'2ess.
Before his indictment last September, Mr. Halt tried to cut a deal with the

U.S. Attorney's Office in Little Rock, saying he had damaging information about
the Clintons and other political figures - but his effort was brushed aside.

' This article is based in part on wire service reports.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE-MDC: March 21, 1994
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HEADLINE: Dole shrugs off Goldwater's heeding

BYLINE: Ronald A. Taylor; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole yesterday dismissed former Sen. Barry
Goldwater's call for easing up on Republican criticism of President Clinton and
continued to press for hearings on the Whitewater-Madison affair.

"He forgot what he said in 1973," Mr. Dole said of the one-time
conservative leader on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press."

"IE you read his book on Nixon, he said just the opposite, that Nixon should
get off his . . . and tell the American people all he knew about Watergate. So
either he was right then and wrong now or wrong then and right now. He was
probably wrong both times "

Hearings are part of Congress‘ mandate to resolve unanswered questions about
the land deal and Madision Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, Mr. Dole
said.

"That's where Congress has a responsibility, just as they had for about 25
times with the Republican presidents. Congress investigated the executive
branch 25 times during the Reagan and Bush years, and you can't hide behind the
special counsel," he said.

Appearing with him on the program, House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt
said the Whitewater-Madison affair should be a limited element in the annual
oversight hearings into the operations of the Resolution Trust Corp.

"Mr. Fiske says he's going to be finished with the Washington part of the
Whitewater case in three or four weeks. Why would we want to put witnesses on
next Thursday that would injure or damage what he is trying to find out about
and will report on in three or four weeks? It just doesn't make any sense," Mr.
Gephardt said.

Mr. Dole responded: "We don't want to interfere with his investigation, but
we don't believe we have to wait till he shoots the firing pistol and says, ‘OK,
you can start now.‘ "

In his remarks, Mr. Dole reasserted the need for hearings into President
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and Mrs. Clinton's ties to a failed land deal and the bankrupt thrift
institution in their home state, drawing a distinction between the congressional
oversight about to get under way this week and the mandate of special counsel
Robert B. Fiske.

The Kansas Republican referred to the special counsel as "a government
employee" and said, "Our responsibility is greater than Mr. Fiske's.

"Is it more important to have somebody prosecuted or is it more important to
make certain that the laws are upheld?" he said.

"The important thing is that Congress has a responsibility and the longer we
wait, the more it's going to smell

Mr. Gephardt who continued to
land deal and the Madison S&L will
before the House Banking Committee

The Missouri Democrat said the
Resolution Trust Corp. matters.

to the American people."

soft-pedal the extent tc which the Whitewater
be examined during RTC oversight hearings
set to begin Thursday.

upcoming hearing should be limited to

"Some questions which relate can be brought up and probably will be brought
up. I think most of it has to happen after Fiske finishes that part of it. and
then the rest of the case as he finishes different parts of the case," he said.

Mr. Gephardt's concerns center on the announced intention of Rep. Jim
Leach, Iowa Republican and banking committee member, to ask pointed questions
about Madison Guaranty and the Whitewater deal.

Mr. and Mrs. Clinton have claimed losing $68,900 on the deal. Their
former partner and owner of Madison Guaranty puts their loss at $13,500.

Speculation is increasing, too, that the Clintons may have underpaid their
income taxes over the past 15 years

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

LOAD-DATE-DC: March 21, 1994
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INTSROTFICB MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION B01 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION O? LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Trudy Walsh
Paula Stone
Lisa P. Taylor

FROM: Glomf Berry
Paralegal

DATE: March 17, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are fourteen (14) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated March 16, 1994.
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BODY
SONYA: There seems to be a rule: If it smells, it stinks. But does the mere

whiffi of scandal mean pulling out all the heavy media guns? And does it matter
how deep ‘Whitewater’ runs?

ANNOUNCER: Live from CNN New York, intelligent talk for intelligent people with
Dr. Sonya Friedman.

SONYA: During this hour, there will be a live press conierence with President
Clinton and Prime Minister of Israel Yitzhak Rabin. And we will go to the White
House live for that when it occurs.

So how much fire is there, really, behind the smoke of Whitewater? Whitewater:
kind oi a catchy name, isn't it? But is there really any scandal there. and
will we ever know?

To the sources of Whitewater: Little Rock. Suneel Ratan, who's been in Little
Rock working the story for the last three months. He is a correspondent for
Time magazine.

[interviewing] Now that you've been digging around there for several months,
what have you found, and how far will this story really go?

SUNEEL RATAN, ‘Time’ Magazine: I think, recently, a lot of the story has moved
back to Washington; it hasn't been so much in Little Rock. And I think that's
what's really grabbed the public attention. How far will it go? Well, who
really knows? I mean, on good days, it looks like there‘: something here. And
on other days, it looks like this is a nothing story. So we just keep ticking.

SONYA: Suneel, what would be a worst-case scenario?

Mr. RATAN: A worst-case scenario? The worst—case scenario is that one can prove
that money- that Whitewater was basically used to funnel money from Madison
Guarantee Savings and Loan, which was owned by the Clinton‘! Whitewater partner,
to Clinton campaigns. That would be the worst-case scenario.

g_EXlS“-
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SONYA: And Vincent Foster, have you seen, heard anything more on that?

Mr. RATAN: No. That's really a Washington story, so I don't think anybody down
here has been paying that much attention to it.

SONYA: As I listen to you, I hear you digging in your own mind your response to
some of my questions. So when your editor calls and says, ‘We want a cover
story for Time magazine,’ what's a reporter like you to do?

Mr. RATAN: Throw up my hands and say, ‘You sure you want to do that?’ I think
our cover this week was very good. But as you notice, it was really a
Washington story. I think why you're seeing a lot of the Little Rock coverage
is that a lot of things which seem new because the story has become inflamed
recently really aren't that new. And a lot of the things are pretty marginal.

SONYA: On balance, would you say that you and other mainstream reporters are
doing your job, are getting in there. cutting away, really looking at what this
story is all about, and not doing a cover of what some would say is a cover up?

Mr. RATAN: Oh, I don't think we're doing a cover up. I know a lot of really
great reporters who are working on this story. I know ones that work for CNN,
ABC. Virtually every major news organization, we're going at this as hard as we
can. At the same time, we're trying not to make too big a deal out of something
that may not be a big deal. But if something is a big deal, we'll point it out.
We'll get it out there.

SONYA: Now, you know that there are people who say that the press is much too
cautious on Whitewater. And that just might include Floyd Brown, who's famous.
In fact, some might say, notorious for creating George Bush's Willy Horton ad.
The chairman of Citizens United and has employed two full-time investigators to
look into the death of White House Deputy Council Vincent Foster.

[interviewing] And, you've been faxing notes all over the place. So what have
you found? What are the facts?

FLOYD BROWN,Conservative Political Activist: Well, Sonya, actually, I think the
news media has done a very respectable job here on Whitewater, and I'm pleased
with the coverage in The New York Times, The Washington Post, CNN, NBC, ABC.
We've seen a serious story, an important story, a story that the American people
need to know about, and it's getting good, solid coverage, and they're doing a
really good job. And so I don't really have a lot of complaints about the news
coverage on this one.

SONYA: What is the story, Floyd Brown?

Mr. BROWN:Well, I think the story boils down to more than just Whitewater
Development Company. What it is is it's a web of personal and political
relationships that was in Arkansas. And it's really a story of money
laundering, money laundering for political campaigns. Different agencies: the
Arkansas Development and Finance Authority, Whitewater, Madison Guarantee, they
may be tools in this whole money laundering scheme. But the problem was that
President Clinton needed campaign money. He had to run for governor every two
years. He is not a man of substance himself, and he needed money for those
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were bilking all kinds of different agencies and
institutions. And that's why the President doesn't want any of the Whitewater
papers to get out.

SONYA: Now, you've given us a laundry list of what is included in the story.
You left out Vincent Foster. What about that?

Mr. BROWN:Hell, I think there's a lot of questions about Vince Foster's death.
From the beginning, in
covering this from the
was very specific. we
Gonzales, who works in

our news [unintelligible] Clinton watch, which has been
very beginning, what we said about Vince Foster's death
interviewed a paramedic by the name of Sargent George
Fairfax County. Sargent Gonzales was the first man on

" '13“?-'3
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the scene, and he was very clear about it. He said, 'This is like no suicide
I've ever been to.‘ He said, ‘There was very little blood at the scene.’ He said
that he's been on many, many suicides because he is a paramedic. He just was
astounded that this was declared a suicide at the scene, and he did not feel
that an appropriate investigation had been done.

SONYA; Suneel, as you've heard Floyd Brown, what do you think about this? More
conjecture? More hyperbole? More rumor coming out and feeding the story
itself? What do you hear?

Mr. RATAN: we've heard all of these rumors, but the problem is that there's no
proof. I really doubt that if you get the Whitewater records, you would be able
to show that money from there was funneled into Governor Clinton's campaigns. I
really, really do. I think until there is hard proof, all of

Mr. BROWN:But that's why we need to have these documents. The President claims
that he's done nothing wrong. And if that's the case, then he could vindicate
himself today. All he'd have to do is go to the White House briefing room and
give up his 1978 and 1979 taxes. And all he'd have to do is deliver up Xerox
copies to CNN, to ABC, to everybody, Time magazine, all of these documents, and
then he could vindicate himself. If he has nothing to hide, why have they
stonewalled like this?

SONYA: Floyd Brown, you have brought us to the exact point of our debate. Up
next, has the media been fair to the Clintons? Have the Clintons been fair to
the media? Our debate when we continue.

[Commercial break]

SONYA: Our debate today: Is the media blowing the Whitewater story out of
proportion? Whitewater headlines. Now Mark Green says yes. But what else is
new? Mark is New York City's public advocate. Jane Kirtley says that if the
Clintons feel that they're getting a raw deal, they only have themselves to
blame. Ms. Kirtley is executive director of The Reporter's Committee for the
Freedom of the Press. f R
[interviewing] Mark Green, you heard Floyd Brown put it in a very succinct way,
and I think he addresses something that both sides want to know: If the
President and the First Lady are clean, just be forthcoming. Let us take a look
at those tax documents, then everything is over, and we can go on with the
business of the country.
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MARK GREEN, New York City Public Advocate: Then he'll ask for the documents in
'69 and '59. What happened is the press covered what is a real and important
story. It deserves serious and sustained coverage. But saturation coverage?
Right now, it's moved because of press inquiry into the legal realm. There's a
special counsel who is now asking for a subpoena in documents. The President,
I'm told, according to the Special Counsel Fiske, is providing all relevant
documents. None of us would provide documents to the special counsel and then
to the Floyd Browns of the world whose partisan motives would indicate he's not
going to be happy until he ties Lee Harvey Oswald to the Clintons on this. For
example, when he said, over national television, the issue is their money
laundering, that's an allegation without any basis in fact. He's free to say
it; the first amendmentdoesn't stop dumb statements, but that's the kind of
partisan motive that gives a bad name to the legitimate

Mr. BROWN:Obviously, Mark

Mr. GREEN: Would you- I didn't interrupt you. -that gives a bad name to
legitimate journalists who are inquiring into this. Apparently according to
Floyd Brown, nothing succeeds like excess

[Press conference with President Clinton and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin]

[Commercial break]

SONYA: Prior to the White House press conference, we were talking about how much
fire there really was behind the smoke of Whitewater. And during the press
conference, you may have heard a reporter ask President Clinton about
Whitewater. Now, President Clinton held him at bay, perhaps entirely
appropriate at that very moment.

[interviewing] But Jane Kirtley, who is with us and is executive director of The
Reporters Committee for the Freedom of the Press, you feel that the Clinton
Administration has not been particularly forthcoming in the time that they‘ve
been here.

JANE KIRTLEY, Reporters Committee for the Freedom of the Press: That's right.
And I think it was fascinating that we got interrupted by a press conference, as
President Clinton hasn't been very forthcoming with press conferences or with
talking to the press throughout his administration so far. And I think that,
quite frankly, I would agree with what Mr. Brown said: that if he had come clean
with a lot of this stuff earlier on, he could have done considerable damage
control and made this go away.

SONYA: Joining us right now is Edwin Diamond, who's a media columnist for New
York magazine and the author of Behind the Times, Inside the New York Times.

[interviewing] Now, on a scale of one to ten - one being a little story and ten
being a nuclear story — I want you to rate this particular story for us.

EDWIN DIAMOND, Media Critic: Whitewater?

SONYA: Yes.
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Mr. DIAMOND: OK. Fire: two. Smoke: nine. I mean, there's a lot of smoke here
and a lot of smoke detectors in this town, right? But it was interesting to me.
watching the news conference, to see these two world leaders talking about life
and death matters, and then somebody wanting to ask about this failed real
estate development along the White River.

SONYA; I want to have you tell me what the story is as you see it.

Mr. DIAMOND: The story of Whitewater?

SONYA: Yes.

Mr. DIAMOND: Hell, I thought that, for me, everything has a defining moment or a
turning point. And I thought that when James McDougal was on world News
Tonight, Peter Jennings, the little bit of tape in which he said, ‘People talk
about this as the House of Morgan or Shearson.' He said, ‘This is country folk
trading mules.‘ Well, it's not quite country folk trading mules, and I don't
want to say that Arkansas is dog patch, but if you want me to be shocked that in
a small state ~ I guess Arkansas ranks about 49th, and no offense meant to
Arkansas - but it's a small, poor state. If you want to tell me that the
bankers, the government officials, and the law firms all know each other and do
business with each other, well I will say I guess I'm shocked, shocked, shocked.

SONYA: Now, Suneel, you're right there in Little Rock. Do you have a sense that
this is a town like lots of towns around this country: everybody knows each
other? one might say they're into each other's pocket a little bit, and you do
business with your friends?

Mr. RATAN: Oh, absolutely. I think people do business with their friends
everywhere. People certainly do business with their friends in Washington.

SONYA=well, Floyd Brown, you'd agree with that? I mean, people do do business
with their friends.

Mr. BROWN:Absolutely, Sonya.

SONYA: They may even give better rates to their friends. I get a free haircut
from a friend.

Mr. BROHN: Yeah, but this isn't about doing business with friends; not at all.
And there is a lot of fire. And serious reporters who have really looked at the
facts know there is a lot of fire. I mean, for example, when I talk about
funneling money, I talk about a young man by the name of Peacock, who gave a
thousand-dollar contribution to Governor Clinton's campaign, and then said, ‘I
had nothing to do with it. I didn't even know that contribution was given.’ It
was drawn on depositor's money at Madison Guaranty. There is a lot of very
serious things. Did Hillary Clinton, in fact, order, in the summerof 1992, the
shredding of documents and have them moved from the Governor's mansion down to
the Rose Law Firm
justice here. we
and we're talking
said, ‘I want the
informed study of

where they were shredded? We are talking about obstruction of
re talking about money flowing in and out of bank accounts,
about a President who absolutely has dug his heels in and
American people to do nothing about this.’ In fact, any
Whitewater has to begin with the Lyon's [sp?] report. And Mr.

Hulme is absolutely correct. The Lyon's report has been completely discredited
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[crosstalk]

SONYA: Floyd. let's listen to Mark, ‘cause Mark wants to make a response. Just
3 moment,

Mr . GREEN
this show,
skeptical
and Britt
was a lot

Edwin. Let's go to Mark first.

well, Mr. Brown mentioned Britt Hulme [sp?] of ABC. At the start of
Sonya, he raised the issue of Vince Foster's suicide. He was
about it. He surely must know that three days ago, ABC network news
Hulme was shown the photographs of Vince Foster's suicide, and there
of blood on the ground, directly contradicting his hypothesis at the

start of this program. He can say: was Hillary Clinton involved in the
shredding? was Floyd Brown involved in the shredding? What his tactic is is to
presume the President of the United States is guilty until he proves himself
innocent . The President now is turning over documents to the right person,
which is not Brown. It's Fiske. That's the way it should be.

SONYA: Yes, Edwin. I promised you a chance.

Mr. DIAMOND: I just want to say, in defense of smoke, by the way, and in defense
of smoke detectors, I'm going to use the word 'Watergate,' not only ‘cause it
rhymes with Whitewater, but because I was in this town in the mid-'70s, and
maybe some of these people were, too. And what's different today, what's
different, leaving aside the issues of the two stories, is there is a CNN now;
there's a
are many,

Hard Copy now; there's a Sonya Live now; there's 24-hour news. There
many, manymore smoke detectors. I'm not against having smoke

detectors. All I just want to say is there is a quantitative difference in the
media today. I don't want to get in between the two gentlemen arguing, or the
ladies or
about the
pursuing,

SONYA: OK
President
calls his
might say

men and womenargue about Clinton versus Nixon. But just talking
press, the media, there are just so manymore of us running around
you know, the same

But let me ask Jane Kirtley, then: Is it not appropriate for a
to decide that he doesn't want to give you an answer? He has what he
personal life. You know, if you asked memy age, my bank account, I
to you: ‘None of your business.‘

Ms. KIRTLEY: I think I would be more sympathetic to that response if it hadn't
become the norm that politicians run on their character and run on their
personal lives and talk about what exemplary, outstanding citizens they are. If
somebody says, ‘I'm a rogue. And that's it. Take it or leave it,‘ that's one
thing. But if you're going to present yourself as an epitome of moral virtue,
then I think you have to expect that one of the things the press is going to do
is try to puncture that balloon.

SONYA: Indeed. And Mark Green, we know that he stood up, and it's been played
and replayed on CNN, and I'm sure in other places, too, about his wife as a
moral compass.

Mr. GREEN: Well, no one runs saying they're a rogue. I'd like to see that
candidate. In fact, they may get a lot of votes, at least

SONYA: That would be fun, wouldn't it?

Ms. KIRTLEY: It would be very refreshing, wouldn't it?
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Mr. GREEN: The point is well taken. Character is, of course, an issue. It
doesn't, though, justify prurient, obsessive interest. The L.A. Times, a couple
of days ago, did a survey of the prior week's coverage: in the seven major
papers, 110 stories on whitewater; three major networks, 120 stories on
whitewater. The press should be investigating. The special counsel should be
looking into it. I think we've gone beyond the point of appropriate inquiry
into the kind of herd journalism that feeds on sales rather than facts.

SONYA: OK. Thank you all. I'll be right back.
{Commercial break)

SONYA: well, is this over? Not at all. Tomorrow, part two of the fire behind
the smoke in Whitewater, where you will be able to join us. We'll invite some
of our panelists back. And, by the way, how would you rate them: Irangate,
Watergate, Whitewater? He'll hear your one, two, three picks tomorrow, as I
continue to ask why things are the way they are, a look at our world from the
inside out. Enjoy the rest of your day. And now for a look at what's coming up
on Newsday, here's Bobbie Battista in Atlanta.

BOBBIE BATTISTA, CNN Center, Atlanta; sonya, thanks! Coming up in a few
minutes, President Clinton and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin renew their
commitments to getting the Middle East peace process restarted. He'll recap a
news conference the two leaders just held. General Motors faces a new
multi-million dollar lawsuit involving its full-sized pick-up trucks. He'll
have details on that. And as Hollywood prepares for Oscar night, we'll go
behind the scenes and show you what it's like when the nominations are
announced. Those stories and more just ahead.

FURTHER INFORMATION:

Behind the Times, Inside the New York Times by Edwin Diamond, available in
bookstores.

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However, although the
text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines, it has not yet been proofread against
videotape.

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However, although
the text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines, it has not yet been proofread against
videotape.
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HEADLINE: Embattled Clinton vows to keep up health fight

BYLINE: GREGMCDONALD;Staff
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BODY
NASHUA, N.H. -- President Clinton fell into his familiar role

of tough-talking campaigner Tuesday, pledging to a handpicked crowd
that he would continue to push for health care reform legislation
despite the Whitewater controversy.

""Some of the people who are giving me hell in Washington are
doing it so I can't give you health," Clinton told a crowd of
1,200 supporters who gathered at a local junior high school to ask
him questions.

“"But I'm going to try to give you health and take whatever
it is they want to give in return for making sure you get what it
is you're entitled to," he added.

The reception Clinton received could not have been better.

His supporters hissed at reporters for writing about Whitewater
chided Republicans for using the issue to damage Clinton's image.

""Whitewater is for canoeing and rafting," observed Betty
Winberg, a 68-year-old resident of Nashua. ""Shame on those who
would detract and distract from the important work you're doing on
universal health coverage and jobs," she told Clinton in the town
meeting.

A few minutes later, another womanwho identified herself as
""a recovering Republican," noted that the New Hampshire
Democratic primary, in which Clinton revived his presidential bid
with a second—place showing, had made the president the ""comeback
kid" of the 1992 campaign.

She predicted he would survive the Whitewater affair to be
re-elected in 1996 just as he did earlier allegations of draft
dodging and womanizing.

'"Thank you . . . God bless you," Clinton beamed.

and
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The New Hampshire appearance followed Clinton's angry
denunciation of Republican critics Monday night at a Democratic
fund-raiser in Boston. He accused them of a ""negative, intensely
personal" attack on his integrity and of refusing to debate
problems facing the country.

The president pounded the lectern as he spoke and his voice
grew increasingly agitated, especially when he fumed over GOP
attacks on first lady Hillary RodhamClinton's role in the
controversy. Officials are investigating the Whitewater land
development venture and its ties to Madison Guaranty, a failed
Arkansas savings and loan that cost taxpayers S 60 million.

Reacting to Clinton's fiery Boston speech. Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., joked on the Senate floor Tuesday that the
president ought to lighten up.

He noted that the Republicans had supported him on some
critical issues, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement.

""It's been a long, cold winter here in Washington, and maybe
the weather has made everyone a little cranky," Dole said. ""But
it finally looks like spring is here. So take a few minutes to
relax. Go outside. Take a walk. Enjoy the sun

"Remember," he admonished Clinton, ""that the election is
over and you won. "

Clinton heard a similar refrain from the New Hampshire
faithful, who urged him to stay focused on issues that matter.

Clinton and his aides, meanwhile, played down the outburst in
Boston.

""I was happy. What I said last night, I was not angry but I
was determined," Clinton told reporters after taking questions at
the town meeting, where the crowed was hand-picked by the white
House and local Democrats.

Clinton said the visit had nothing to do with his political
future.

'"This is America. This is where we are. This is not about
the '96 campaign. This is about what we're going to do in Congress
for the American people in l994," Clinton said, pointing to a
group of mothers and school children who crowded around him to
complain about inadequate health care insurance.

""They want us to work on the real issues that affect them.

They want public life to be about them and their lives and their
futures. "

But even as Clinton tried to stay focused on his domestic

Servucesol Mead DataCentral,Inc.
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agenda, Whitewater continued to dominate the day in Washington.

Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind-, surprised the White House and the
Democratic leadership by suggesting that congressional hearings on
the Whitewater affair might be in the president's best interest.

""1 just think there is a perception out there that the White
House is still holding back on information," said Hamilton, who
chairs the House Foreign Affairs Committee. “"That is the worst
perception that can be created. You've got to move forward with
information to overcome that, and the only way I know to do that is
to get it all out. "

Clinton, after touring a printing company plant in Keene,
N H., got irritated when reporters asked him to respond to
Hamilton's comments.

That's a discussion he ought to have with the special
counsel. We've cooperated," Clinton snapped, referring to Robert
Fiske, the independent Justice Department counsel heading up the
federal inquiry into Whitewater.
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BODY
One day after the abrupt resignation of Webster L. Hubbell, the third-ranking
official at the Justice Department, his former law partners in Little Rock,
Ark., have tentatively decided to file an ethics complaint against him, lawyers
involved in the inquiry said today.

Mr. Hubbell announced on Monday that he was resigning as Associate Attorney
General, saying he was stepping aside to avoid embarrassing his longtime
friends, President Clinton and Hillary Rodham Clinton, as he faces an inquiry
into whether he improperly billed his former law firm.

Justice Department officials
partners at the Rose Law Firm to
not received formal notification
Arkansas Supreme Court Committee

Nonetheless, lawyers who have

said today that they expected his former
take action but insisted that Mr. Hubbell had
that firm would file a complaint with the
on Professional Conduct.

closely followed the internal inquiry at the
law firm where Mr. Hubbell and Mrs. Clinton were partners said senior partners
at the firm had decided to go forward. That came after prodding by others at
Rose who had threatened to file individual complaints against Mr. Hubbell if the
firm failed to act.

Some See Small Dispute

The firm held a meeting on Monday night to consider what action to take
against Mr. Hubbell, but it was not clear whether lawyers reached a decision
during the two-hour discussion or sometime later. A spokesman for the firm did
not return a reporter's telephone call today.

Officials at the Justice Department said senior officials were still stunned
today by Mr. Hubbell's decision to step down. He attended a senior staff meeting
at which colleagues applauded him, but made no mention of the reason for his
departure. The officials said no
yet been drawn up.

list of possible candidates to replace him had

Friends of Mr. Hubbell have portrayed the inquiry into his billing practices
as an effort by disgruntled former partners to pressure Mr. Hubbell into
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persuading Seth Ward, his father-in-law, to pay legal bills amounting to nearly
$1 million that were left unpaid after Mr. Hubbell represented his parking mater
company in an unsuccessful lawsuit in 1991.

But other Administration officials have suggested that Mr. Hubbell's problems
are more serious. They said the billing inquiry had expanded to include scrutiny
of Mr. Hubbell's time charges and expenses in several matters, including one in
which he represented Federal regulators in a case involving the Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, the failed institution owned by the
Clinton's former business partner in the Whitewater real estate deal.

That inquiry threatens to draw Mr. Hubbell into the financial and legal
issues related to Whitewater now under investigation by Robert B. Fiske Jr., the
special prosecutor looking into the Clintons' real estate dealings in Arkansas
and their business relationship with James B. McDougal, the owner of Madison
Guaranty.

Mr. Hubbell represented Federal regulators in a case against the private
auditors who had examined the financial condition of Madison Guaranty. The
case, which was settled out of court, accused the auditors of failing to notify
the Government that the institution was heading toward collapse.
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BODY
When questions first arose in early 1992 about Bill and Hillary Clinton's

Ozark real estate venture, the Clinton Presidential campaign hired a Denver
accounting firm that concluded that the couple had lost $68,000 on their
investment.

The firm's report put questions about the Whitewater Development Company to
rest during the campaign. And it has been the cornerstone of the Clintons‘
defense against allegations stemming from the investment. How could they be
criticized, they argue, for a deal in which they had heavy losses?

But a tax return prepared for Whitewater last year at the direction of
Vincent W. Foster Jr.. the deputy White House counsel who comitted suicide last
July, suggests that the enterprise was closer to breaking even than the 1992
report asserted.

The discrepancy is not evidence of wrongdoing or that the Clintons are
mistaken in calling the venture a losing proposition. But just how much money
the venture lost -- and how much of that loss was borne by the Clintons -- are
central questions in evaluating Republican charges that Whitewater was a
sweetheart deal.

Back Income Tax Returns

The 1990 tax return was prepared last June. Mr. Foster, a longtime friend of
the Clintons, was overseeing the preparation of back income tax returns that the
company had failed to file and which the Clintons agreed to clear up when they
sold their share in Whitewater shortly after Mr. Clinton was elected President.

Douglas R. Carmichael, a professor of accounting at Baruch College in
Manhattan who is a former vice president of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, said the disparity between the report released by the
Clintons and the Whitewater tax filing could not be attributed to differences in
accounting methods.

"They just don't seem to be looking at the same project, the same entity,"
Mr. Carmichael said. "It's difficult to understand how they could possibly have
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been based on the same facts."
The Clintons regularly allude to the 1992 report, which was put together in

three weeks by a Denver firm then known as Patten. McCarthy & Associates Inc.

[On Monday, Hillary RodhamClinton told reporters, "When this is all over.
it's going to be the same story we've been telling for two years: we made a bad
investment, we lost money and there's really not much more to add to it."

[But while Mrs. Clinton referred in December to the $68,000 loss as "provable
by the accountants," on Monday she said the White House "was trying to get an
exact figure" for the venture, indicating that the Clintons may be moving away
from their steadfast adherence to the report.1

Still, the White House has declined to answer questions about it, referring
questions to James M. Lyons, a Denver lawyer and a friend of the Clintons who
commissioned the report. In interviews over the last month Mr. Lyons generally
defended the report's accuracy, but declined to make public its underlying
documents.

Incomplete Records Mentioned

In the report, the firm said incomplete records had hampered its work and,
where necessary, it filled gaps with judgments based on "experience" in similar
projects.

Billed as a reconstruction of Whitewater's finances, the report is centered
on a two-Page balance sheet and income statement that says the Whitewater
partners lost a total of $157,000 —- $68,300 by the Clintons and the rest by the
their partners, James B. McDougal and his wife, Susan.

The special prosecutor in the Whitewater matter, Robert B. Fiske Jr., is
examining charges that Mr. McDougal bore a disproportionate share of its risk at
a time when his savings institution, the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, sought favorable rulings from state regulators appointed by Mr.
Clinton. who was then Governor of Arkansas, or whether Mr. McDougal improperly
used Madison to prop up the venture.

Mr. McDougal has said that he paid for most of the losses, and that the
Clintons lost no more than $13,500. Before his campaign issued the report, Mr.
Clinton contended that he had lost $25,000.

Whitewater had its roots in a 1978 investment by the two couples. They
purchased land along the White River in the Ozarks of northern Arkansas, hoping
to ride a boom in vacation and retirement homes. But while other investors who
bought similar land at the same time made quick profits or broke even,
Whitewater was left with most of its lots unsold when the real estate market
soured in the early 1980's.

The Clintons finally ended their involvement in Whitewater in December 1992,
selling their stake to Mr. McDougal for $1,000.

As part of the sale, the Clintons agreed to file tax returns that the company
had neglected in previous years. Mr. Foster, who had been a partner of Mrs.
Clinton's at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark., took on the work and
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brought it with him when he moved to Washington.

Accountants generally give great weight to tax documents because the filing
of a knowingly false return is a crime under Federal law.

The Patten report paints Whitewater as an indisputably failed investment. It
puts the company's cumulative losses as of May 31, 1991, at $118,000. On the tax
return, cumulative losses —- listed as an entry for retained profits or losses
—- as of the same date are reported at $58,000.

At Odds Over Land Holdings

Laurence Goldfein. head of litigation services at Richard A. Eisner &
Company, a forensic accounting firm based in New York City, said that judging by
the tax return, it appears that if the company was able to collect the money it
was owed -- its receivables -- and sell its remaining land, the cumulative loss
on the Whitewater deal falls to only $15,000.

The two documents are even at odds over the company's land holdings. On the
tax return, the company owns $27,000 worth of land as of May 31, 1991. On the
1992 Patten report, it had none as of the same date. It is not clear what land
could be referred to in the tax filing but, while Whitewater purchased no new
lots, it had in previous years repossessed land whose buyers had defaulted.

Whitewater did not file tax returns for several years. Returns for 1990-1992
were drawn up last June by a Little Rock accounting firm hired by Mr. Foster;
the 1991 return is dated June 21, 1993.

Mr. Goldfein said a complete set of Whitewater records might yet explain the
disparities between the return and the Patten report. Financial statements and
tax returns can differ, he said, but should agree on basic data, such as how
much land is owned.

"They don't reconcile in any fashion whatsoever," said Daniel Beneish,
professor of accounting at Duke University. "I don't see the link."
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Clinton Administration officials last year rejected a recommendation by a
senior regulator to open a Treasury Department investigation into the failed
savings and loan association owned by President Clinton's former partner in the
Whitewater venture, Government and Congressional officials said today.

The request to open a broad investigation of the savings institution was made
by Brian Mccormally, the top enforcement official for the Midwestern division of
the Office of Thrift Supervision, which is part of the Treasury Department.

At the time another Federal agency, the Resolution Trust Corporation, had
already been investigating the institution, the Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association.

The two agencies have overlapping jurisdictions and often conduct separate
investigations into failed savings associations. But the thrift supervision
office has a larger staff and greater enforcement powers, and has handled many
of the most significant investigations of savings associations and their lawyers
and accountants.

New Questions Likely

The decision to reject the request for an investigation by the thrift
supervision office is likely to raise new questions in Congressional hearings
scheduled for next week about whether officials in Washington tried to narrow
potentially embarrassing inquiries into Madison. Before it failed, Madison had
been owned by James B. McDougal, the Clintons' business partner in the
Whitewater Development Company, a 200~acre real estate venture along the White
River in northern Arkansas.

Government officials and Congressional aides said the request was turned down
last fall by Mr. McCormally's supervisors in Washington, Carolyn Lieberman,
acting counsel to the thrift supervision office, and Jonathan Fiechter, acting
director of the office. They report to senior political appointees at the
Treasury Department, and rarely make major decisions without high-level
consultations.
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William E. Fulwider, the spokesman for the Office of Thrift Supervision,
declined to discuss the case or to say whether its officials had consulted the
Treasury Department.

Michelle Smith, a spokeswoman for the department, said: "There was no
involvement by Treasury. Treasury would only be involved on policy matters, not
specific cases."

In the last three weeks the white House has found itself engulfed in
controversy as it struggled to defend meetings between Treasury and White House
officials seeking to discuss the Resolution Trust Corporation's investigation
into Madison.

Those contacts are now being examined by a special prosecutor, Robert B.
Fiske Jr., who is trying to determine whether the trust corporation's
investigation was improperly impeded by Administration officials. Ultimately,
the trust corporation decided last fall to refer questions about Madison to the
Justice Department to investigate for possible criminal violations.

Mr. Fiske has also been examining whether Madison improperly funneled money
into Whitewater or into Mr. Clinton's re-election campaign in 1984, when he was
Governor of Arkansas.

As enforcement director for the Midwestern region of the Office of Thrift
Supervision, Mr. McCormally oversees enforcement efforts against savings
associations in 23 states, including Arkansas. He is best known as the Federal
regulator who supervised the inquiry into Neil Bush, a son of former President
George Bush, who settled charges of conflict of interest over his role in the
Silverado Banking, Savings and Loan Association in Denver.

Reached in Chicago today, Mr. McCormally said he could not comment about the
Madison matter.

Questions Raised in 1992

Officials said that Republican appointees in the Treasury Department
initially instructed Mr. McCormally to look into the Madison case after news
reports about the savings institution appeared in the 1992 Presidential
campaign. But the officials said it was not until last year, after the Clinton
Administration had taken office, that Mr. McCormally believed he had enough
information to warrant a request to open a formal investigation.

Officials said Mr. McCormally asked his superiors in Washington last fall for
permission to look into the collapse of Madison. It is unclear whether he made
the request before or after the meetings between Treasury and White House
officials concerning the Resolution Trust Corporation's inquiry.

The House Banking Committee is scheduled to hold a hearing next week that is
supposed to be a semiannual review of the trust corporation, but Republicans are
hoping it will wind up as a showcase for problems in the Madison case.

Republicans on the committee have asked regulators at the trust corporation
and the thrift supervision office for files about their handling of the Madison
¢35e_ But the Texas Democrat whO heads the committee, Representative Henry B.
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Gonzalez, recently wrote co the heads of the two agencies ordering them not to
comply with the Republican request.
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BODY
Webster Hubbell‘s decision to leave Washington to deal with a nest of angry

hornets at his old Little Rock law firm is good for the Justice Department, good
for the pub1iC and probably good for his very dear friends and principal
patrons, President and Mrs. Clinton.

The immediate beneficiary is Attorney General Janet Reno, who now has a
chance to show that her department is truly independent of White House
influence. Mr. Hubbell had undertaken major responsibilities and, by Ms. Reno's
account, was acquitting himself well. Still, the presence of the President's old
golfing partner in the number three post has long created the impression that
the interests of Justice were subservient to the political requirements of the
White House.

Further, his value as an administrator would surely have declined if he had
tried to do his job and also defend against accusations wafting from the Rose
Law Firm and elsewhere. So far, these allegations seem to bear only an indirect
relationship to the larger Whitewater mess. But they are serious enough to
require Mr. Hubbell's full-time attention.

One is that he shortchanged his partners in a case involving his in-laws,
costing them substantial sums in billings and expenses that they now challenge.
Questions have also been raised involving his representation of the Resolution
Trust Company in a suit against the auditors of Madison Guaranty, a failed
savings and loan run by the Clintons' business partner, James McDougal. The
issue is whether Mr. Hubbell properly disclosed to the R.T.C. that the Rose Law
Firm had previously represented Madison and that Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law had
been involved in tangled litigation with Madison.

Mr. Hubbell has not been formally accused of anything. Still, each allegation
carries the suggestion that at various moments in his career he may have been
insensitive to standards of fair dealing and full disclosure. Since the Justice
Department is sworn to uphold such standards, his presence there would have
increased the political risk to an Administration already reeling under charges
of ethical insensitivity.

Although the Clintons' comforting circle of Little Rock cronies grows smaller
by the day, Mr. Hubbell had no choice but to leave. His departure gives the
President's critics one less target to shoot at -- and Ms. Reno a chance to make
a more credible claim that she runs her own shop.
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BODY
Reliable sources tell me that the word "incestuous" is coded into the

computers of all news media people writing about Arkansas and Whitewater. Press
the F1 key and a reflexive sentence will describe the illicit political and
financial culture from which the President of the United States sprang.

So long have Arkansans endured the hillbilly caricature that defensiveness is
part of their genetic code. They know why the incest metaphor seems so natural
to Washington reporters, whose picture of Arkansas is of an ethical Dogpatch
where savings-and-loan schemers bed their sisters and then get their idiot spawn
appointed to the state regulatory agencies.

The coziness of Arkansas politics, government and finance has been a staple
news theme since reporters came to Little Rock in the Presidential campaign and
discovered what a small place it was. You could stroll down the sidewalk and see
all sorts of local big fish. In a little plate-lunch cafe a block from campaign
headquarters you could see bankers, Supreme Court Justices and what passed
locally for big-time lawyers forking down meat loaf and tossing jolly ripostes
across the tables.

Much of the reporting has focused on the connections of the staid old Rose
Law Firm, where Hillary RodhamClinton and three other Clinton Administration
officials worked -- including Webster Hubbell, the now-departed Associate
Attorney General.

The political-incest theory, in which the Rose firm plays a large part, might
appear to be a reasonable explanation of why the fumbling White House would
create a genuine crisis from a pathetic little investment fiasco and one of the
smallest S. & L. belly—flops in the country -- in neither of which does the
known record suggest any wrongdoing by the Clintons.

Or by anyone else in the government in Arkansas. And that is the trouble with
the explanation. There is no doubt that Mr. Clinton hired cronies like Mr.
Hubbell and that the White House sprang into a defensive crouch when questions
began to be asked about the Clintons' financial dealings. But the idea that the
wreck of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and the scheming of its erstwhile
chief, James McDougal, were shielded by friendly state officials is a myth.
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Despite Mr. McDougal's support for Mr. Clinton, the government's demeanor toward
him was anything but friendly.
A former aide to Senators John L. McClellan and J. William Fulbright, Mr.

McDougal had been Governor Clinton's economic development adviser in his first
term, in 1979 and 1980. He believed that hidebound Arkansas bankers -- who
invested in U.S. securities rather than lending to local entrepreneurs who might
have created jobs and growth -- were at the root of the state's woeful poverty.

When Mr. McDougal left the government and went into the banking and
savings-and-loan business, he set out to prove his theory. Everyone (or at least
every good Democrat) deserved a loan, whether needed or not; from that would
flow abundance for all.

A couple of years later. with Mr. Clinton back in office, his Bank
Comissioner, Marlin Jackson, drove up into the Ozark woods to tell the
directors of Mr. McDougal's tiny bank to curb his free-wheeling lending outside
its territory, specifically including loans to the Clintons for the Whitewater
development project.

And it was Mr. Clinton's Securities Commissioner, Beverly Bassett Schaffer.
who along with the Federal HomeLoan Bank Board forced Mr. McDougal's removal
from control of Madison Guaranty after an accounting firm's examination
condemned its lending and investment practices in 1986. She petitioned for a
Federal takeover of the company in 1987,

It is widely accepted that in 1985 Mrs. Schaffer approved an unprecedented
issuance of preferred stock in after a plea from Hillary Clinton on Madison's
behalf. But this "approval" was a little different from the way news accounts
have painted it.

The Dallas regional office of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board had encouraged
the troubled savings and loans in the region to recapitalize. Madison talked
about issuing preferred stock, and a lawyer at the Rose firm wrote a memorandum
asserting that state law did not bar such an issuance by a state-chartered
savings and loan. The memonoted at the bottom that a copy had been sent to
Hillary RodhamClinton.

Mrs. Schaffer replied, in a now famous "Dear Hillary" letter. that preferred
stock was not barred by state law. But an issuance would have had to be approved
by Mrs. Schaffer, and Madison never proposed one -- either because it could not
have withstood the disclosure requirements or because it could not have found
buyers.

The caricature of an incestuous government seems to be based on Mr. Clinton's
practice of hiring friends, some of whomturn out to be competent, others
knaves. But no example comes to mind of a contrary policy anywhere in this
country. That too manypeople know each other and have business and social
relationships is an indictment of small cities everywhere. But the real
difference is that in small places the little secrets are known, while in places
like Washington, Chicago and New York they are unknowable.
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As fallout from the Whitewater affair continues to swirl around the white

House daily, it's almost as if there are two President Clintons.

One, who showed up here Tuesday at a town meeting at Elm Street Junior High
school and later at stops in Keene, N.H., and Fort Drum, N.Y., dutifully follows
the white House strategy - plow ahead, stay on message and don't seem rattled by
whitewater and its tentacles.

The other Bill Clinton, despite his comment last week that "you can't be a
very good president if you're consumed with bitterness," seems, if not consumed,
at least increasingly bitter and angry about the fuss over whitewater.

Clinton's tirade Monday night in Boston at a Democratic Party fund-raiser in
which he exploded about GOP "politics of personal destruction" is one of the
growing signs his legendary temper is getting in the way of white House damage
control.

Tuesday morning, he insisted to reporters he wasn't angry at the Boston
event, despite slamming the podium and shouting the word "No" nine times by way
of saying that's all Republicans have to say about important issues.

"I was happy . . . I was not angry, I was determined," Clinton said. "I
wanted to tell those people how I felt."

Senior adviser George Stephanopoulos defended the outburst: "Those were
Democrats and it's time to say that there is a lot of bull."

But Clinton, at the end of a long day Monday in which his friend Webster
Hubbell had been forced to resign from his No. 3 job at the Justice Department,
looked not only angry, but absolutely furious, as he did to two Knight-Ridder
reporters last weekend when he stormily ended an interview after Whitewater came
up.

And that is precisely what White House political hands, already frustrated
that Whitewater all but overtook Clinton's three-day trip, don't want as they
plan a long-term Whitewater strategy.
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Instead, Clinton aides want events like the one here. in which Clinton, away
from Washington and in front of an adoring crowd, can talk about issues, while
average citizens blast media preoccupation with Whitewater.

Here, they got both themes. Clinton held forth for over an hour on health
care, foreign aid, national service and deficit-reduction and only obliquely -
and calmly - referred to Whitewater.

Clinton said that he long ago developed a respect for New England-style town
meetings because, "They were so different from the tenor and tone of political
debate and discussion in the nation's capital. My guess is they still are."

In turn, some participants chided the media and GOP for focusing on the
long-ago Arkansas land dealings and concerns of White House interference with
federal regulators probing Whitewater.

Betty winberg, 68, of Nashua, prefaced her question on mental health benefits
by telling-Clinton, to a surge of applause: "Whitewater is for canoeing and
rafting. Shame on those who would detract and distract from the important work
you're doing."

Another questioner urged Clinton not to let Republicans give him a bunch of
rhetoric, because they're just running for office.

"Bless you," said Clinton, adding to reporters later: "You heard from a lot
of wise people in there."

In Keene, where Clinton toured a microprinting company and the town square,
he told reporters asking Whitewater questions: "You guys didn't learn anything
from the town hall meeting."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Elise Amendola, AP
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The Democratic firewall put up to contain the Whitewater affair was breached

Tuesday by a prominent congressional Democrat who suggested hearings would
provide the facts "quickly and completely."

Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., chairman of the House Foreign Affairs committee
and former co-chairman of the 1986 Iran-contra hearings, issued a statement
saying hearings were one way to clear up confusion.

"When the agenda of a president is clouded by allegations such as those
concerning Whitewater," he said, "I think it is important to get all the facts
out as quickly as possible to overcome this perception" that the White House may
be withholding information.

"One possibility for getting this information out would be through
congressional hearings. There may well be others," Hamilton said.

President Clinton, in Keene N.H., expressed his disapproval of Hamilton's
suggestion: "That's a discussion he ought to have with the special counsel.
we've cooperated."

At issue are the complicated ties between the Clintons, the failed Madison
Guaranty savings & Loan in Arkansas. the Whitewater land venture it's tied to
and concerns of possible White House interference in a federal probe of Madison.

Special counsel Robert Fiske has pleaded with Congress to delay hearings
until he's had an opportunity to question key witnesses first.

Ranking Republicans on the senate and House banking committees - Sen. Alfonse
D'Amato, R—N.Y., and Rep. James Leach, R-Iowa - agreed to hold off and said they
would not grant immunity to witnesses, so as not to jeopardize future legal
proceedings.

The House Banking committee has a March 24 hearing on the federal regulation
of failed savings and loans nationwide.

Meanwhile:

-- A federal grand jury in Washington hears testimony Thursday from White
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House and Treasury officials subpoenaed about their meetings about a probe of
Madison.
Lawyers for white House deputy chief of staff Harold Ickes say he's scheduled

to testify. Time permitting, Deputy Treasury Secretary Robert Altman may testify
as well.

-- Rose Law Firm senior partner Phillip Carroll denies his firm is on the
ropes.

"There is absolutely no internal combustion here," he said in an interview
with Gannett News Service, the day after Associate Attorney General Webster
Hubbell resigned because of a billing dispute with the firm, where he and
Hillary RodhamClinton were once partners.

"We're as solid as we've ever been. We're not enjoying this, but we know that
the people who know us best are still with us, and I believe that."

—- Clayton Lindsey, one of two couriers who says he shredded
Whitewater-related documents at Rose Law Firm, goes before the grand jury today
in Little Rock.

-- In an interview with Reuters news agency, former Madison owner James
McDougal said he would hold a news conference in two weeks to exonerate
President Clinton "totally and absolutely" of any wrongdoing. He did not
elaborate.

Republicans, meanwhile, responded to Clinton, who Monday assailed their party
as "committed to the politics of personal destruction."

"It was a nice act in Boston last night, but he knows it's not true," said
House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.

He and Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kansas, named several bills
Republicans helped pass, including the North American Free Trade Agreement.

Dole offered this advice:

"It's been a long, cold winter here in Washington, and maybe the weather has
made everyone a little cranky. But it finally looks like spring is here. So take
a few minutes to relax. Go outside. Take a walk. . . .

"Rememberthat the election is over and you won."
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I am working womanfully on the Whitewater Scandal. I'm going to get a grip on
it any day now. One of my secret vanities as a journalist is that I'm
nonpartisan about ethical lapses, a veritable Ahab, I like to think, in
relentless pursuit of do-badders of any persuasion.

I pride myself on the roster of Democrats and-or liberals I have roasted,
toasted and basted on matters both fiscal and moral: Lyndon Johnson, former
House Speaker Jim Wright, Lt. Gov. Bob Bullock, former Attorney General Jim
Mattox, former Texas House Speaker Gib Lewis, etc., etc.

It's just that every time I see Sen. A1 D'Amato waxing indignant about
Whitewater, I start laughing. You have to cut me some slack on this: I used to
work for The New York Times, where I covered D'Amato, who is one of the most
awful weasels I ever ran across. Believe me, if you know Al D'Amato, watching
him wax indignant about an ethical question is comic beyond all hope of
redemption.

Nevertheless, operating on the theory that with all this horsepuckey around,
there's bound to be a pony here somewhere, I have been studying Whitewater.
Here's the deal:

Sixteen years ago - possibly on a cold, dark night - Bill and Hillary Clinton
invested in a real—estate deal that didn't pan out, lost about $60,000 and
failed to take a deduction for the loss on their income taxes. So far, I fail to
ignite. Like Queen Victoria, I am not amused by politicians who make money while
holding public office, but I've never had to take a stand on a politician who
lost money and failed to take a deduction before. Hillary Clinton later got
shrewder about tax deductions, even taking off for donating Bill's old underwear
to the Salvation Army, but that is apparently not part of the current complaint.

There follows the usual tangled tale of how the Clintons' partner in the
real-estate deal, James McDougal, owns this savings and loan called Madison
Guaranty what gets into the usual S&L trouble. At which point there's the usual
conflict of interest because Hillary Clinton has been hired to represent
Madison Guaranty for the usual $2-K-a-month retainer, and among other legal
work, she represents McDougal before a state bank regulator appointed by her
husband. Further conflict-of-interest charges loom on account of Hillary
Clinton's being a partner in the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, which represented
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several banks and S&Ls and then later, as per usual, also represented the
government in the liquidation of banks and S&Ls.
At the Washington end, we get a big flap-de-do because some Treasury
officials briefed some White House officials on how the Resolution Trust Corp.'s
examination of Madison Guaranty was coming along, and this is a big no-no
because it might look like political pressure is being put on the RTC.
Gawdawmighty, if there's a virgin left at RTC, I'd like to know who it is - gee,
no one there ever would have guessed that the White House had any interest in
Madison Guaranty; it's only been on the front pages for two years.

The only truly distinguishing feature of the Madison Guaranty saga is how
absolutely average it is. Notice that I am defending no one and nothing about
it; I'm just telling you this story is as commonas dirt. Talk about missing the
forest for the tree. The Washington press corps has found itself a tree. Well,
good on them. There just happens to be an entire plain of them out there.

Had the media bothered to cover the S&L scandal back when it was happening,
this story would be considered a hopeless yawner. You think the Rose Law Firm
looks funny on this? Try Akin, Gump in Dallas or any of dozens of other law
firms in Texas alone. You think Texas looks strange on this? You should see some
of the theft that was pulled off in California. You think the RTC might be
questioned on its conduct of this case? The RTC should have been questioned.
grilled and bastinadoed years ago.

The Reagan administration set up the S&Ls to be looted in 1981. It was done,
and then the very lawmakers who voted for the Garn-St. Germain bill, who took
money from the S&L lobby, who pressured the regulators on behalf of their home
state contributors, had the nerve to set up an ethics investigation of five
senators and call it quits. Except now, they want to make an example out of
Madison Guaranty to get at the Clintons. Led by Al D'Amato.

Maybe it's pathetic of me, but I'm still not a cynic. I actually hope that
Rep. Jim Leach, who has a damn decent record on S&Ls, will use his hearing to
get at what was wrong with the system, not just Madison Guaranty. I think that
if he and Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez cooperated, the two of them could actually,
finally, get after the whole forest and do a world of good in banking reform and
regulation along the way.

I gave up on the tooth fairy and Al D'Amato a long time ago, but I still have
faith in Leach and Henry B.
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President Clinton's latest, all-out attack on the Republicans. blaming them
for his political troubles in the Whitewater-Madison affair, is not working the
way it did in his 1992 campaign.

With his job—approval and public-trust ratings sinking, the president is
finding out that the political skills needed to win elections are not those 1 ‘

'

needed to govern and that Whitewater is not going to be managed in a I “

1

campaign-style "war room.‘ . R

"They are still in this campaign modewhere they are trying to figure out
who they attack next," a Republican Party strategist said. "That may work in a
campaign but not in a situation where you have an ongoing grand jury‘

investigation."

Republican and Democratic political analysts say Mr. Clinton's latest
counterattack strategy cannot work for these reasons:

sq"' The news media, not the Republicans, are largely responsible for raising a
number of unanswered questions and fueling the debate over the Clintons‘
involvement in the Whitewater real estate

deal and the related failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association in Little Rock.

"The Democrats have this fraudulent defense that it's all being stirred up
by the Republicans," Republican National Chairman Haley Barbour said. "WhenThe
Washington Times, The Washington Post and the New York Times dig all this stuff
up, they can't say it's Republicans."

' The sharp political attacks on Republicans launched Monday night by the
president and over the weekend by Democratic National Chairman David Wilhelm
came across as excessive and unfair.

Mr. Wilhelm's personal attacks on the president's GOP critics, including
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, whomhe called a "tax cheat," were immediately
rebuked by Democratic leaders.
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House Speaker Thomas S. Foley of Washington indirectly criticized Mr.
Wilhelm Sunday, saying. "I don't agree with any characterization of Bob Dole
that doesn't hold him in the highest esteem."

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell of Maine said, "I don't think [Mr.
Wilhelm's statement) contributes to the dialogue."

"It's very, very hard to attack the credibility of Republicans like" Rep.
Jim Leach of Iowa, who has been demanding full congressional hearings, a senior
Democratic Party official said. "He is held in a great deal of respect on both
sides of the aisle."

' Mr. Clinton's outburst Monday night at a Democratic fund-raiser in
Boston, where he attacked Republicans for his growing problems, "only feeds the
controversy even more," said a veteran Democratic Party official who did not
want to be identified.

"Why then are we confronted in this administration with an opposition party
that just stands up and says, 'No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,'?" Mr.
Clinton said in an angry, podium-pounding attack on his GOP critics.

But that kind of political attack in response to Whitewater questions was
seen even by some Democrats as harmful to the administration.

"You can't have a strident counterattack for every piece of news that comes
up on Whitewater," said a former Democratic national chairman who did not want
to be named.

' The president and his wife, Hillary RodhamClinton, have sent a mixed
message on Whitewater that "only seems to confuse people even more," a Democrat
said.

While the president was attacking Republicans in Boston, his wife was in
Denver acknowledging that "mistakes were made" in the Clintons' handling of the
Whitewater matter.

Democratic Party sources yesterday were reluctant to go on the record in
their criticism of the way the White House has handled the Whitewater affair.
But privately they were sharply critical of Mr. Clinton's political strategy,
and many said the president faces mounting pressure within party circles to add
more experienced Democratic hands to his staff to get control of the situation.

Whenhe was under attack from Republicans in his presidential campaign, Mr.
Clinton followed the strategy that the best defense was a good offense. and his
campaign staff became adept at rapid-fire responses to keep his critics at bay.

Although that kind of tactical political response was effective in his 1992
campaign and in someof his legislative battles on Capitol Hill, it has not
worked for him in the Whitewater-Madison affair.

At times the president also has struggled to adjust to the rules of
legislative warfare. Last year when Senate Republicans were blocking his
economic stimulus bill, he said in frustration, "I didn't come here to get up
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every day and fight with the Republicans."
Mr. Dole and House Minority whip Newt Gingrich of Georgia. who are skilled

political fighters, yesterday continued to press GOP demands tor congressional
hearings on the affair.

GRAPHIC: Photos (A, color). A) Doing it his way: President Clinton steps from
hi 1’ ‘s imousine to greet a crowd at Central Square in Keane, N.l-L, during
yesterday's campaign-style swing through the Northeast.; B) Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole and House Minority whip Newt Gingrich respond to the president's
attackm, Both By AP
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A coalition of anti-tax activists and lawmakers launched yesterday what has
become an annual protest drive with a call for President Clinton to pay whatever
back taxes he owes.

"It is sad that Bill Clinton has said no to the American taxpayer; ‘No, you
can't have tax deductions,‘ ‘No, we're not going to cut the budget,’ ‘No, we're
not going to change the way Washington works.’ . . . But unfortunately . . .
he's also said no when it comes to paying his own share of the tax burden," said
Grover Norquist, president of Americans for Tax Reform.

His group is spearheading the tax protest with House Minority Whip Newt
Gingrich, Georgia Republican.

with the president facing a possible tax problem in connection with the
Whitewater-Madison affair, Mr. Norquist said Mr. Clinton "has no legitimate
reason or ability to go to the American taxpayer and ask them to pay even higher
taxes when he doesn't pay his own taxes."

"we call on President Clinton to, before April 15 comes around for the rest
of America, pay his own taxes and to make his tax returns from '78 and '79
public," he said.

Mr. Norquist was referring to the president's refusal to make available to
the media his tax returns covering the years when he has said he made the
largest deductions for his spending on Whitewater Development Corp., a northern
Arkansas land venture.

The Clintons have said they lost $68,900 on the deal. Their partner, James
B. McDougal, president of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, has put their loss at $13,500.

If the deductions were found to have been made improperly, Mr. Clinton and
the first lady could be liable for back taxes.

The annual protest is to culminate again in a day of anti-tax rallies and
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demonstrations April 1S. the deadline for filing federal tax returns.
Organizers are expecting taxpayers to'be in an even more rebellious mood.

with the focus on the details of Mr. Clinton's involvement in the land deal and
with the failed Arkansas thrift.

"I think, frankly, that Americans have been frustrated for a long time about
the fact that no one in the government seems to listen anymore, and I think what
April 15 will be is nothing [less] than a brief reinvigoration of people's anger
that they were ignored last year and that the tax-and-spending bill that the
president supported was passed through this Congress," said Rep. John R.
Kasich, Ohio Republican.

Mr. Kasich, working with Rep. Timothy J. Penny, Minnesota Democrat, was a
prime mover behind a narrowly defeated effort late iast year to substantially
cut federal spending.

During the next 30 days, the organizers hope to build crowds and enthusiasm
for the April 15 nationwide protest, capped by a re-enactment of the Boston Tea
Party at Long Wharf in Boston Harbor.

Meanwhile, they are counting on their allies in Congress to keep up the
anti-tax pressure.

One of their staunchest supporters, Rep. Dick Armey, Texas Republican, said
yesterday, "It's clear that the American family today requires a second
breadwinner not to support the family. but to support the government."
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Rep. Lee H. Hamilton, chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
yesterday became the first senior Democrat to publicly open the door to
congressional hearings in the Whitewater-Madison affair.

The Indiana Democrat and former co-chairman of a select committee on the
Iran-Contra affair - breaking with his party's leadership —said congressional
hearings could be one way to abate a political whirlwind now swirling around
President Clinton and first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton.

"I know of no evidence [that] the president or the first lady has done
anything wrong," Mr. Hamilton said in a statement. "I just think there is a
perception out there that the White House is still holding back on information.

"That is the worst perception that can be created," he said. "You've got to
move forward with information to overcome that, and the only way I know to do
that is to get it all out."

Mr. Hamilton said "one possibility for getting this information out" would
be through congressional hearings. "There well may be others. Whatever the
format, it must be in-depth," he said.

Joining in the call was Rep. Paul McHale, Pennsylvania Democrat, who said
Congress had a constitutional responsibility to investigate Whitewater-Madison.

"Embarrassment on the part of political figures ought not to be the basis
for delaying a serious inquiry," Mr. McHale told the Allentown, Pa., Morning
Call. "Once again, I respectfully disgaree with the leadership of my party."

Republicans welcomed the comments by Mr. Hamilton and Mr. McHale,
suggesting that the GOP call for congressional hearings on Whitewater-Madison
was beginning to crack staunch Democratic opposition.

"He's [Mr. Hamilton] somebody who has a lot of integrity and a lot of
seriousness about issues," said House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich. "I think
it's significant."
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The Georgia Republican added that Republicans, led by Rep. Jim Leach of
Iowa, ranking GOP memberof the House Banking Committee, "have a statutory right
to have a hearing under the law," despite opposition from Banking Chairman Henry
B. Gonzalez, Texas Democrat.

"I think to the degree that Chairman Gonzalez stonewalls him (Mr. Leach].
we may want to have a vote on the House floor in the next couple of weeks on
whether or not to have hearings," Mr. Gingrich said.

In New Hampshire, Mr. Clinton reacted to Mr. Hamilton's comments with a
curt retort: "That's a discussion he ought to have with the special counsel. we
have all cooperated."

The president's commentcameafter a day of attacks on Republicans, who he
said were consumed with the Whitewater-Madison affair. During a New Hampshire
town meeting yesterday, Mr. Clinton continued a theme he raised in an angry
speech at a Democratic fund-raiser in Boston the night before.

"Some of the people who are giving me hell in Washington are doing it so I
can't give you health," he calmly told a crowd in Nashua, N.H.

Mr. Clinton pounded the podium during the Monday night Boston speech,
saying the GOP was "committed to the politics of personal destruction . . . an
opposition party that just stands up and says ‘No, no, no. no. no, no, no, no,
no.‘ "

The tirade prompted Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole to suggest that the
president lighten up. The Kansas Republican also offered Mr. Clinton some
friendly advice:

“It's been a long, cold winter here in Washington, and maybe the weather has
made everyone a little cranky. But it finally looks like spring is here," Mr.
Dole said. "So take a few minutes to relax. Go outside. Take a walk. Enjoy
the sun.

"Remember that the election is over and you won," he said.

Mr. Gingrich, who said it was "self-destructive to circle the wagons around
the White House," added it was "a very bizarre experience to watch an adult walk
around blaming everybody else for what they have done."

"The president made a conscious effort last night to mislead the American
people, to be dishonest about his problems," Mr. Gingrich said. "I don't
remember ever seeing an American president as out of control emotionally as
Clinton seemed to be last night."

Mr. Dole and Mr. Gingrich appeared at a news conference - after their
floor speeches responding to Mr. Clinton's Boston remarks - displaying a chart
of ll pieces of legislation supported by Republicans that they hope Mr. Clinton
will join them in passing.

"It was a nice act in Boston last night, but he knows it's not true," Mr.
Gingrich laid of the obstructionist charge.
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Mr. Dole said the white House was beginning to show a "bunker mentality"
and compared it to the reaction when President Nixon was in the midst of the
Watergate scandal.
Mr. Hamilton, whose comments on possible congressional hearings were first

aired during a radio interview in Indiana, said the ongoing controversy was
"affecting the president's agenda."

Democrats and their staff in both the House and Senate, meanwhile, seemed
relieved that somebody of stature within the party had finally bolted publicly.
"It will make it easier now for some of the others who have wanted to step
forward but could not for political reasons," said a senior Democratic
leadership official.

Jeffrey Biggs, spokesman to House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, said that
despite Mr. Hamilton's stance on hearings the speaker still believes Congress
should avoid interference with Whitewater—Madison special counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr.

"The speaker still believes that Congress should accede to the wishes of the
special counsel," Mr. Biggs said last night.

Mr. Hamilton spoke with sensitivity to such concerns in his statement.

"If congressional hearings are held, Congress must figure out a way to
conduct legitimate inquiries without impeding the special counsel's
investigation," he said.

"Conflicts between Congress and the special counsel would be inevitable," he
noted, so "Congress must work with and accommodate the special counsel to ensure
the integrity of his investigation.“

Mr. Fiske is leading a federal grand jury investigation of Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and its links to Whitewater Development
Corp., an Arkansas real estate partnership of the Clintons; Madison's owner,
James B. McDougal; and his then-wife, Susan.

The veteran prosecutor also is investigating reports of document shredding
at Mrs. Clinton's former law firm and the documents as well as the death of
Vincent W. Foster Jr., former White House deputy counsel and personal attorney
to the Clintons.

Mr. Fiske has asked that Congress forestall hearings until his inquiry is
completed. He has expressed concern that hearings would jeopardize his work -
particularly regarding prosecutions, should congressional investigators wish to
grant witnesses immunity.

"We're prepared to commit to no grants of immunity," Mr. Gingrich said.

Led by Mr. Leach and Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato, New York Republican and
ranking memberon the Senate Banking Committee, the GOP has said congressional
hearings are especially important now since high-level administration officials
have admitted to questionable actions since last summer's death of Mr. Foster.

O

“The independent counsel has no reason to worry about the precedent which
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the Democrats set in Iran-Contra - not the Republicans - and we're very prepared
to try to hold the hearings in a way which does not in any way impede the
independent counsel's activities," Mr. Gingrich said.
' Frank J. Murray and Ronald A. Taylor contributed to this report
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HEADLINE: OUTSIDE D.C., CLINTON FINDS MANYHARDLY CARE ABOUT WHITEWATER

BYLINE¢ By Mitchell Login. Tribune Staff Writer. Tribune wires contributed to
this report.

DATELINE: NASHUA, N.H.

BODY
Away from Washington, away from the daily pummeling by Republicans, away from

the blaring headlines of scandal and disarray, President Clinton hoped fervently
that somehownobody would care much about something called Whitewater.

He hoped, through the use of high-minded rhetoric and appropriate flashes of
anger, to steer the national debate away from his problems and toward his
programs.

His reception in three states during a three-day swing showed signs that his
tactic was working, at least among the Democratic faithful.

Although Whitewater is gradually creeping into broader public consciousness,
many still say they want to hear less about that controversial land deal and
more about health care and jobs. While polls indicate that about half of
Americans believe Clinton did something wrong, they also show people believe
Republicans are concerned mainly with scoring partisan points.

On Tuesday, Clinton returned to New Hampshire, the state that helped
resurrect his presidential campaign. Voters in the Granite State gave him a
second-place finish in the 1992 primary election, prompting him to proclaim
himself the "Comeback Kid."

At a traditional New England town meeting in a junior high school gymnasium,
Betty Winberg, an advocate for mental health care, declared: "Whitewater is for
canoeing and rafting. Shame on those who would detract and distract from the
important work you're doing."

Another woman, who described herself as a "recovering Republican," said: "We
made you the Comeback Kid a few years ago, and we hope to send a message from
this town meeting to Mr. Dole (Republican Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole) and
his friends in the media that we're very focused. . . . We're concerned with
jobs and health care."

Sounding relieved afterward that the only mention of Whitewater was in words
of encouragement and that the town meeting participants focused on policy
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questions. Clinton told reporters: "I'm very happy being here today. This is
America. This is where they are."
He faced no orchestrated displays of opposition during his stops, but a

smattering of protest signs held up along his motorcade route in New Hampshire
included one that read, "Whitewater DOES Matter "

Democratic solidarity also showed some signs of slippage. Rep. Lee Hamilton
(D-Ind.), chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, broke with party
leaders and suggested that congressional hearings might be the way to get the
facts on Whitewater out "quickly and completely.‘

"I just think there is a perception out there that the White House is still
holding back on information," he told Indiana radio stations. "That is the worst
perception that can be created."

Clinton said of Hamilton's suggestion, "That's a discussion he ought to have
with the special counsel. We have all cooperated."

Democratic congressional leaders say that any hasty congressional hearings
could jeopardize special counsel Robert B. Fiske's investigation of the
president's Whitewater real estate investment, its relationship to a failed
savings and loan, the death of a White House lawyer and any possible
administration interference in the case.

Fiske has asked lawmakers to avoid hearings on aspects of the case he's
investigating, but also has said he has no objection to congressional inquiry
after the Washington phase is finished.

The president's trip began Sunday in Detroit at an international jobs
conference and concluded Tuesday afternoon in Ft. Drum, N.Y., at a ceremony
welcoming home troops from Somalia.

He started his media counteroffensive in an interview with Knight-Ridder
newspapers before departing for Detroit, when he accused the news media of
engaging in a "frenzy" that plays into Republican attempts to manipulate the
Whitewater story.

On Monday night, after longtime adviser Webster Hubbell resigned as associate
attorney general amid a financial dispute with his former law firm, Clinton used
a Democratic fundraiser in Boston to launch a rip-roaring attack on Republicans.

Accusing them of engaging in the "politics of destruction," he said he is
faced by "an opposition party that just stands up and says, 'No. no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no,‘ " with each "no' punctuated by striking the lectern.

By Tuesday, Clinton said, "I was not angry," but he wanted "to tell those
people how I felt."

Presidential adviser George Stephanopoulos said the outbursts are over for
now. "You need a mix ... . Those were Democrats, and it's time to say that there
is a lot of bull. They (the Republicans) are trying to create an artificial
crisis,“ Stephanopoulos said.

House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) shot back that the administration
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was practicing “the politics of self-destruction and the politics of
self-deception."

In related developments:

~ The land developer at the heart of the Whitewater controversy said Tuesday
he plans to exonerate President Clinton "totally and absolutely" of any
wrongdoing.

But in an interview with Reuters, developer and failed savings and loan bank
operator James McDougal declined to extend that guarantee of vindication to
Hillary RodhamClinton, who he said handled all of the family's finances.

- Clinton administration officials last year rejected a recommendation by a
senior regulator to open a Treasury Department investigation into the failed
savings and loan association owned by McDougal, government and congressional
officials told The New York Times.

At the time another federal agency, the Resolution Trust Corp., had already
been investigating the institution, Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan
Association.

The decision to reject the request for an investigation by the thrift
supervision office is likely to raise new questions in congressional hearings
scheduled for next week.

William Fulwider, the spokesman for the Office of Thrift Supervision,
declined to discuss the case.

Michelle Smith, a Treasury Department spokeswoman, said: "There was no
involvement by Treasury. Treasury would only be involved on policy matters, not
specific cases."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO; PHOTO: President Clinton wades into the crowd during a stop
Tuesday on Main Street in Keene, N.H. It was in the New Hampshire presidential
primary in 1992 that he gained the nickname "Comeback Kid." AP photo.
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HEADLINE: LITTLE ROCK LAW;
THE ROSE FIRM PROUDLYSENT FOUR PARTNERSTO THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION -- AND
IT'S FACED DISASTER EVER SINCE

BYLINE: By John M. Broder and James Risen, John M. Broder is a White House
correspondent in The Times’ Washington Bureau. James Risen is Times national
correspondent based in Washington.

BODY
A shift in fortune was signaled, as it so often is, by the most prosaic of

events. The phone rang.

Phillip Carroll, at 68 one of the grand patriarchs of Little Rock's legal
community, was at home on a midsummernight in the affluent Heights
neighborhood. He was the first to receive the news that would rock the rich,
sheltered way of life enjoyed by partners at the Rose Law Firm.

Shortly after 10 p m., an old friend with close ties to the Clinton White
House, federal appellate Judge Richard Arnold, called to impart the
incomprehensible. Vince was dead. A suicide. His body had been found in a park
in Virginia. Carroll could barely breathe. Vince Foster. Carroll had been his
mentor and confessor, godfather to his eldest son. Dead by his own hand.

Minutes later, Rose partner George E. Campbell's phone rang. It was Ann
Pincus, a Little Rock native, wife of a Washington Post reporter and lifelong
friend of Campbell's wife, Joan. Pincus had attended a Washington dinner party
for David Gergen during which the presidential counselor received an urgent call
from the White House with the awful news.

It was July 20, 1993, and deputy White House counsel Vincent W. Foster Jr.,
48, once the soul and spine of the Rose Law Firm, boyhood friend of the
President and close confidant of former Rose partner Hillary RodhamClinton, had
apparently committed suicide with an antique .38 Colt revolver in an isolated
park overlooking the Potomac River.

Suddenly, the Washington-Little Rock nexus of lawyers and politicians went
into action. The news spread across the network like a cascading wave.

William H. Kennedy III, now White House associate counsel and former chief
operating officer at Rose, quickly called several of his former colleagues at
the firm. Trying to learn more about Foster's death, Carroll sought the
Washington homenumber of Webster L. Hubbell, also a former senior partner at
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Rose and then the No. 3 official at the Justice Department, who was in a key
position to monitor the Foster investigation.
Back in Washington, Foster's boss, White House counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum,

was searching Foster's modest office in the West Wing, looking for a suicide
note or a blackmail demand.

"Did he say anything?" a bewildered Nussbaum kept asking himself as he
riffled through papers on Foster's desk. Nussbaum, the New Yorker who had made a
fortune on Wall Street in the 1980s putting together corporate mergers, was out
of his element when confronted with violent death, and his amateurish handling
of Foster's suicide deepened suspicions that the White House was trying to
conceal some hidden scandal involving the First Family.

Not until six days later did a White House lawyer find a torn—up suicide note
in the bottom of Foster's briefcase. It hinted at dark conspiracies by the FBI,
the media and Republicans to destroy the Clintons and everything they were
trying to accomplish. Foster, in a restrained but anguished cry, wrote that he
"was not meant for the job or the spotlight of public life in Washington. Here.
ruining people is considered sport."

It was the most traumatic, unfathomable and searing event of the Clinton
presidency. Why was Foster —- whomthe President described as the "Rock of
Gibraltar," the man once anointed to guide the Rose Law Firm into the next
century, the man people in trouble turned to for help -- dead at the pinnacle of
his career?

That question remains unanswered. But what is clear is that in the wake of
Foster's death, the prosperous and peaceful life of Little Rock's Rose Law Firm
has been shattered. Foster's death has immersed the firm in the rapidly
unraveling Whitewater scandal, a tale of Arkansas banking and real estate deals
gone bad and the White House's clumsy efforts to contain the continuing damage.
It set in motion a series of events that subjected Rose's 59 lawyers to
unaccustomed stress. That pressure now appears to threaten an implosion of the
oldest law firm west of the Mississippi.

Already, the firm's response to the harsh glare of national scrutiny has
turned into an ugly internal blood bath. On March 14, Hubbell resigned from his
job at the Justice Department amid charges that he improperly billed as much as
$100,000 in personal expenses to the firm while he was a partner. The Rose
investigation of Hubbell was only tangential to the Whitewater probe, but "It's
Whitewater that created the climate, that gave the dissidents in the firm the
opportunity to go after Hubbell," observes one source close to Hubbell.

There is bitter talk, especially among the younger generation of Rose
attorneys now taking control, of the tarnished legacy bequeathed them, and they
are trying to distance themselves from Hillary Clinton and her departed cronies.
In mid—March, Rose partners voted to file charges against Hubbell with the
Arkansas Supreme Court ethics division.

In the past year, Rose has become the favorite target of every conservative
conspiracy theorist in America, assuming the secret-villain mantle once reserved
for the Trilateral Commission. The firm has been portrayed by Clinton critics.
most often in the Wall Street Journal, as a secretive fortress at the center of
political and economic life in Arkansas that has now extended its sinister
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influence into the highest reaches of the federal government. Hubbell and
Hillary, assisted by the aggressive but shadowy Kennedy and Foster,
surreptitiously took over the government to advance their hidden agenda of
federal intervention into every cranny of American life, according to this view.
The firm, playing on its capital connections, added a tentacle by sending
partner Allen W. Bird II to open a Washington office last fall, feeding the
suspicions of the conspiracy theorists.

The truth is more mundane but in some ways more profound. The lawyers of the
Rose firm became entangled in the careers of the Clintons mainly by the accident
of Foster's birth in Hope, Ark., and by a rising politician's wife's need for a
job in 1977. But the lives of these S9 people have now become hostage to the
consequences of the Clintons' actions and to the President's past business
dealings with a two-bit real estate investor and S&L operator named James B.
McDougal.

Of the four Rose partners who assumed major roles in Washington after Bill
Clinton's election, one is dead, a second has resigned, and a third, Kennedy, is
under scrutiny for nonpayment of taxes for a nanny. The fourth, Hillary herself,
is caught squarely in the middle of Whitewater, her effectiveness as an advocate
for health care reform and other legislative efforts increasingly in doubt.

No one could have predicted when Rose hired Hillary Clinton that, 17 years
later, the firm‘s reputation would be hanging by a thread, a 174-year—old
institution facing oblivion because of a rotten little land deal.

UNTIL THEN-GOV. BILL CLINTON OF ARKANSASANNOUNCEDHIS CANDIDACy for the
presidency at the end of 1991, the Rose Law Firm was little known outside the
region. The firm, whose partners only recently gave up the Old South style of
seersucker suits and white buck shoes in summer, never recruited from farther
away than Tennessee or Texas. While its ambitions were to be an important
regional legal player, it never acquired the stature of larger and
better-connected firms in Memphis, Houston and Dallas.

Still, its partners enjoyed whatever luxuries Little Rock had to offer -
gracious old homes or newer mini-mansions, the golf course and large swimming
pool of the exclusive Country Club of Little Rock, expensive cars, civilized
working hours and close association with the small circle of Arkansas leaders
who wield true political and financial power.

The Clinton candidacy brought national focus on Rose because of Hillary's
employment there, but it has not been the attention the firm would have wished.
Beginning early in the campaign, Rose was the subject of hundreds of news
stories and dozens of rumors about potential conflicts of interest, the sale or
purchase of political influence, and office intrigue.

Inside Rose, the pressure has only gotten worse in the months since Foster's
death. At first, many tried to rally around Lisa Foster, Vince's widow, when she
moved back to their white-pillared home in the Heights with her three children.
But now, like barracudas in an overcrowded tank, Rose lawyers have begun to turn
on each other and their former colleagues. These were just the latest and most
overt signs of the poisonous climate at Rose. Even longstanding friendships
within the firm have been eroded by Whitewater. Senior Rose partners Herbert C.
Rule III and W. Wilson Jones have practiced together for more than 20 years and
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consider themselves the best of friends. But during a joint interview, Jones
repeatedly interrupted whenever Rule drifted into a discussion of the effects of
Whitewater on the firm. "I thought we agreed we weren't going to talk about
that," Jones upbraided Rule more than once, his voice growing edgier each time.
Asked later about the evident tension, Rule dismissed it as "the bickering of an
old married couple."

Many in the firm grumble that the price the remaining lawyers are paying for
their association with the Clintons is far too high and the rewards far too low.
True, another former Rose lawyer, Richard B. Steinkamp, has just found a home in
the Clinton Administration, recently namedgeneral counsel of a new oversight
board for federal mortgage financing agencies. Yet the White House connection
has done little for Rose's new Washington office; the firm's name is now
radioactive in a city where clients looking for political pull don't like to
read about their lawyers and lobbyists in lurid newspaper headlines.

Although the remaining partners are loath to express such a view publicly, in
conversations one hears an undercurrent of resentment at the Clintons and their
pals for robbing Rose of a lucrative obscurity, for bringing its lawyers’
integrity into question, for the loss of the beloved Foster.

"We rely heavily on our reputation, which until recently has been
untarnished," says Chief Operating Officer Ronald M. Clark, weighing his words
judiciously, trying to mask his bitterness at being forced to deal with
insatiable federal authorities and prying media. "Here we are defending stuff
that took place six or eight years ago and which most of us know absolutely
nothing about. A lot of us here complain that when you speak of ‘the firm,‘
you're talking about an entity. But we're all individuals, and I knew nothing
about Whitewater.

"If this is our 15 minutes of fame," the 39-year-old tax specialist laments.
"I'd just as soon it end."

The tribulations of the Rose Law Firm have caused few tears to be shed in the
inbred legal community of Little Rock. Oh sure, there are the ritual expressions
of sympathy for Foster's widow and the clucking of tongues over the breathless
media coverage. But beneath a veneer of Southern manners there is barely
disguised glee at the decline of a collection of lawyers whommany of their
competitors consider arrogant, aloof and overrated. "They're nothing special.
just another Little Rock law firm with big pretensions," says one attorney in a
small Little Rock partnership. He adds that a lawyer will chide any colleague
who grows full of himself by saying‘ "Now don't go acting like a Rose firm
lawyer." "

Legal competitors are quick to pounce on the latest allegation about Rose and
brag about the cases they won or clients they stole from the powerhouse on East
Fourth Street. Always on background, of course; Little Rock is a small town, and
it's not polite to cut up your fellow country club members on the record.

But from the country club locker room to the barroom of the Capital Hotel,
wherever Little Rock's lawyers gather, Rose and Whitewater are the hottest
topics. Rumors abound about who's been subpoenaed and what records have been
shredded. Someof it is just politics, old enemies of the Clintons getting even.
Some is the old-fashioned delight in the misfortunes of the better-off; the Rose
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firm traditionally was amongLittle Rock's most profitable.

In many ways, what the Rose firm is going through today mirrors Foster's
transformation last year, when he surrendered a privileged and private existence
in Little Rock to serve in Washington at the behest of the Clintons.

After arriving at the White House, the taciturn and tightly wrapped Foster
was quickly bombarded by crises of a sort he had never encountered in Little
Rock, from battles over controversial Clinton appointments to the botched firing
of the White House travel staff. He was painted as part of the insidious Rose
cabal in Washington. He worked harder under more pressure and with more painful
results than he ever had in Arkansas.

A corporate litigator from a quiet Southern town who some former colleagues
believe initially saw a White House job as the answer to his midlife crisis and
growing restiveness as a lawyer, was thrust into a political hurricane for which
he was dramatically ill prepared. And whether because of these pressures, some
unbearable secret or. as many of his friends believe, an undiscovered medical
event that triggered his suicidal depression, he snapped and ended his life six
months to the day after Clinton was inaugurated.

"We have all been trying to understand what happened to Vince ever since."
says Bird.

Among the effects found in Foster's White House office were a dim
black-and-white photo of Foster and Bill Clinton in kindergarten and a thin
manila file folder labeled "Whitewater," which contained tax records and other
documents relating to the Clintons' Ozark Mountain real estate deal. Nussbaum,
considering it the personal legal business of the Clintons, forwarded it to
their private attorney in Washington.

When it was revealed that Nussbaum removed Whitewater-related papers from
Foster's office while holding at bay police officers investigating the death,
the political equivalent of hell broke loose for the Clintons, raising the ugly
specter of a White House cover-up. That finally forced the White House in
January to accede to the appointment of a special counsel, Robert B. Fiske Jr.,
a veteran New York prosecutor who has set up shop in Little Rock.

Rose falls under Fiske's scrutiny because Hillary Clinton and the firm
represented James McDougal's Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan in front of state
regulators appointed by her husband in an attempt to shore up the foundering
thrift. Four years later, in an unrelated matter, Rose solicited legal business
from federal regulators and was hired to sue Madison Guaranty's auditors for
negligence; that case has raised allegations of a conflict of interest because
of Hillary's earlier representation of Madison.

Rose partner Bird represented Hillary Clinton in a Whitewater-related land
transaction. And Foster also acted as the Clintons' personal lawyer in dealing
with Whitewater, at least in the later stages, and handled the 1992 sale of
their share of the venture. There have also been hints, from Rose partners and
federal investigators, that the firm's lawyers handled far more Whitewater
transactions than have been publicly acknowledged.

The firm first felt the effects of notoriety during the 1992 presidential
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race, when its most famous partner took a leave of absence to campaign for her
husband. Rose hired security guards after catching reporters pawing through
their trash and snooping around their document storage facility. The firm also,
for the first time, bought a shredder to destroy confidential documents.

The attention during the campaign was nothing compared to the floodlights now
shining on the firm. Its elegantly appointed offices -- which include a 60-foot
basement swimming pool, salvaged from the building's days as a YWCA -- have been
visited by agents of the FBI, the Resolution Trust Corp., the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. and the Department of Justice. At least a dozen times a day,
reporters from as far away as London and Australia call with questions about
Whitewater and the Clintons.

On a recent visit to the firm, a reporter observed half a dozen boxes of
files relating to Whitewater being wheeled down the bird's-eye-maple-paneled
hallways, being prepared for submission under subpoena from Fiske.

"Not in my wildest dreams would I have imagined what has happened," says
George Campbell, at 61 one of the firm's elder statesmen. He contends that the
Rose firm is "an innocent bystander who happens to be around when politicians
are slinging mud at each other." He believes that the firm's name and reputation
will be vindicated, but the effects of the trauma will linger.

"If there's an insight I've gained from all this, it's about the pain
involved in national politics," Campbell says, sitting primly on a sofa in his
office. "There are people who spend every waking moment trying to tear somebody
else down."

NO ONE OUTSIDE ARKANsas' legal community would ever have heard of the Rose
Law Firm if Vince Foster had not walked into then-Chief Operating Officer C.
Joseph Giroir Jr.'s office one day in 1976 and urged him to hire a sharp young
law professor he knew, 29-year-old Hillary Rodham.

Rodham was then teaching at the University of Arkansas Law School in
Fayetteville, where Foster, an alumnus, often handled recruiting for the Rose
firm. Hillary was moving to Little Rock because her husband had just won the
Democratic primary for state attorney general. For Rose, it seemed like a
fortuitous match; Bill Clinton was clearly on the way up in politics, and
Hillary was going with him. Giroir recalls that the firm, which at the time only
hired two or three associates a year, was not trying to fill an opening. Rose
just made a slot for Hillary. "We had a policy that if we found someone we
really wanted, we would go after them," says Giroir.

Today, partners refuse to voice regret at Hillary's hiring. Those who played
a role say one of the only concerns expressed at the time was whether her
marriage might force the firm to turn away some state business because of
potential conflicts of interest. Others worried that Little Rock was not ready
for a "lady lawyer," particularly a feminist Northerner educated at Wellesley
and Yale.

Hillary was a liberal woman in a staid, Southern white-male-dominated firm
that had been founded before Arkansas was granted statehood, a firm that did not
hire its first black attorney until 1988. (It currently has none.) Ultimately,
she would bring high-profile politics into a corporate law firm that shunned
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publicity.

Hillary was naturally drawn to Vince Foster, then only 32 but already
considered a major asset at the firm because of his legal skills and attention
to detail. One of the leading civil trial attorneys in the City, "He won by
following the rules,“ observes one former colleague. Older clients liked his
discretion and his ability to cut to the heart of a legal problem.
Younger associates referred to him as "Vince the Knife," for his legal acuity

and for his cool, assassin-like manner that could wilt a witness or an
underachieving associate. He developed a reputation within the firm for
moodiness, temperamental behavior and even extended spells of silence. Former
colleagues say that for one 18-month stretch, he refused to talk to his
secretary.

His austere demeanor could intimidate those around him. Kennedy, a recent
hire at the firm, was transferred out of the litigation department because he
and Foster, his supervisor, couldn't get along, Rose sources say. The two later
came to terms as Kennedy, a Pine Bluff, Ark., native, proved his worth by
billing more hours than any other Rose lawyer for several consecutive years.

Webb Hubbell, who followed Foster as managing editor of the University of
Arkansas Law Review and joined the firm two years after his older friend, also
became part of Rose's inner circle. Hubbell was Foster's fun-loving opposite. a
beefy former Arkansas Razorback lineman who was as outgoing as Foster was
reserved. His minor football fame was a draw in a state where the Hogs rule, but
former associates say that Foster's brain and Kennedy's prodigious capacity for
work brought in a lot more revenue. (Clinton, Hubbell and Kennedy all declined
to be interviewed for this article.)

Hillary Clinton, meanwhile, consciously sought to keep her head down, shying
away from highly visible cases that could raise questions about her relationship
to the attorney general who would later become governor.

Little Rock lawyers and reporters on the legal beat say that in her 15 years
in the Rose firm‘s litigation section, she was seldom seen in court, preferring
to find a way to settle disputes outside the glare of public pleading. One
attorney who opposed her on a commercial matter in the late 1980s said that
Hillary led him to believe that she wanted a trial, but on the eve of their
court appearance she called to offer a settlement "on very favorable terms to
our side.

"She was very worried about a high-profile loss. She had to take politics
into account on each matter," says the attorney, who worked at Rose for several
years and now is at another Little Rock firm. He asked not to be identified
because the Little Rock local legal community is so small. “She was afraid to
tie it up and go to court. She ended up settling most matters."

Even her supporters at Rose say Clinton was less than a full-time lawyer,
having to attend to state business, service on corporate boards, political
campaigns and a variety of public advocacy pursuits. Her pay reflected her
relatively modest contributions to the firm‘s bottom line -- just over $100,000
a year when many of her contemporaries were making twice that or more. Her pay
was also reduced because she did not take a share in work done by Rose on behalf
of the state government, mostly the handling of the sale of state bonds.
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She was missing so often that former Chief Operating Officer Giroir says she
was often assigned to assist Foster. "We couldn't give her a full load of cases
because we were never sure she would be around to handle them," Giroir says.
Indeed, in 1982, Hillary Clinton had to turn down Giroir's offer of a promotion
to become administrative partner, which would have given her significant
management duties in the firm; she was interested in the post, but she was too
busy that year helping her husband launch his bid to regain the governorship.
Yet despite her efforts to keep a low profile, Hillary Clinton still entered
into some business arrangements that gave rise to potential conflicts. The firm
developed its own ethics guidelines in the mid-1980s that were supposed to limit
partners‘ business dealings with firm clients, but those guidelines were
apparently informal.

Certainly Clinton didn't refrain from mixing business and legal work. For
example, she sat on the board of directors of two major Rose clients, TCBY
Enterprises, the yogurt franchise, and Hal-Mart Stores. Her most serious
potential conflict, of course, came from the fact that she represented Madison
Guaranty at the same time that she was in business with its chairman, James
McDougal. Most troubling of all was that while she had other firm partners
handle work for Whitewater, she apparently did not disclose her business
relationship with McDougal to the firm's COO. "I never knew that she was in
business with him," says Giroir.

But there is no denying that her departure, along with those of Foster,
Hubbell and Kennedy, took a heavy toll on the remaining partners. One legal
competitor refers to the firm today, with its senior managementgutted and its
legal expertise and political connections sorely missed, as "HomeAlone III."A
HUNDREDMILES OR SO north of Little Rock, down the road from the Ozark village
of Yellville, are the 240 acres of land along the White River that the Clintons
and James and Susan McDougal bought amid dreams of real estate riches. Oddly, it
was along this same river more than 150 years ago that one of the founders of
the Rose firm first brought the partnership into disrepute and caused its
temporary demise.

In 1832, 12 years after forming the partnership that grew into the Rose Law
Firm, Robert Crittenden decided that Little Rock could not contain his
ambitions. He tried to unseat the incumbent delegate from the Arkansas
territory, Henry W. Conway, but the campaign deteriorated into a bitter exchange
of insults and a challenge to a duel, which left Conwaymortally wounded,
Crittenden disgraced and the law partnership with Chester Ashley disbanded.

The firm was re-established in 1837 -- without the trigger-happy Crittenden
but with its political yearnings intact. Ashley went on to the U.S. Senate,
where he served as chairman of the Judiciary Committee. His new partner, George
Watkins, later became chief justice of the Arkansas Supreme Court.

The firm adopted its current name in 1865 with the addition of noted jurist
U.M. Rose, a founder and later president of the American Bar Assn. A
"Northerner" from Kentucky who arrived in Arkansas on a Mississippi riverboat,
he was a linguist, legal scholar and diplomat who was cited by Supreme Court
Justice Felix Frankfurter as an important early influence. Rose family members
were associated with the firm until the late 1940s.
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Over the years. the partnership was a breeding ground for Arkansas’ political
and legal elite, producing six membersof the state Supreme Court, dozens of
state legislators and officers of the state bar association. But the past decade
has been unquestionably one of the most traumatic periods in the firm's history.
Just as the rise of Hillary Clinton and her colleagues increased the firm's
political profile throughout the 1980s, Joseph Giroir sought to radically
transform the firm's relationship with the Arkansas business community.
Giroir never quite fit the Rose image. A small, dapper man partial to flashy
suits and custom-made shirts, he considered himself half businessman, half
lawyer. Yet his vision of turning Rose into an entrepreneurial player in mergers
and acquisitions throughout the region ultimately collided with the firm's
conservative traditions. "The firm almost came apart over Giroir," says one Rose
partner.

WhenGiroir's major lender, First South Savings & Loan, was taken over by
regulators from the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corp., funding for his
personal ventures suddenly dried up. In 1986, the agency not only cut off
Giroir‘s line of credit, it seized $12 million in assets he had put up as loan
collateral.

"I had no choice but to sue." Giroir says now. "They had just about all my
money."

The problem was that Rose represented the FSLIC in other thrift cases —- a
conflict of interest that became the central management issue for nearly two
years. Finally, by early 1988, Giroir resigned and set up his own firm, taking
with him some of the best young lawyers in Rose's profitable securities law
department.

More important, he took key clients with him, including corporate and
personal legal work of Jackson Stephens, the patriarch of a family financial
empire and arguably the most powerful figure in Arkansas. It has taken years for
Rose to rebuild its securities business since Giroir's departure.

Rose today is not Little Rock's most political firm; there are one or two
rival powerhouse firms in town that have traditionally had closer ties to the
state Legislature. Yet Rose still exerts influence through its heavyweight
client base, which has remained intact during the current controversy, according
to Rose lawyers. "My clients almost never even mention it, except to sympathize
and ask how we are doing," insists senior partner Hilson Jones.

But the coming months will pose a stern test of client loyalty. By March,
congressional Republicans were smelling blood and had forced the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. to reopen an investigation of whether Rose had a conflict of
interest in its legal work involving Madison before state and federal
regulators. "Hillary Clinton and Rose got money going in and got money going
out," charged Sen. Lauch Faircloth (R-N.C.).

The mysteries of the firm are slowly yielding to the persistence of the press
and the pressure from Fiske, who is still in the opening stages of his inquiry
into Whitewater. Stories detailing grand jury testimony from former Rose
couriers and clerks about shredded documents, potential conflicts of interest.
shadowy real estate deals and political connections blare almost daily from
newspapers and TV reports.
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Rose partners are certain to be forced to testify before Fiske's grand jury
throughout the spring. Fiske's self-described mandate is to investigate, among
other things, the death of Foster and the possible complicity of the Rose firm
in fiscal and legal shenanigans inVOlV1Hg McDougal's failed businesses and his
relationship with the Clintons.

Besieged with subpoenas and under intense media scrutiny, Rose has hired its
own legal counsel, the giant Houston firm of Vinson & Elkins, to represent it in
possible federal prosecution. The firm's legal fees could easily run into
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

In a sign of the serious questions still surrounding Foster's violent death.
Fiske has named Roderick C. Lankler, former chief litigator in the New York
district attorney's office, to concentrate solely on the Foster suicide. And, of
course, if any proof of shredding of whitewater-related documents surfaces in
grand jury testimony, Rose attorneys will be facing obstruction of justice
charges.

Taken together, that's enough potential trouble to make almost any client
think twice. "It's not the sort of reputation one would go searching for," sighs
senior partner Herb Rule.

Rose partners deny they are covering up any scandal and deny their shredder
has been working overtime to hide the truth about the Clintons and Whitewater.
Former couriers at Rose have testified before a grand jury in Little Rock that
they were asked by clerks to shred documents marked with Vincent Foster's name
but have acknowledged that they don't believe any of the papers were related to
whitewater or Madison Guaranty. One sardonic Rose partner asks: "Now, if we
were really going to shred documents about Madison and Whitewater, do you think
we would do it in the middle of the day and call in the clerks and say, ‘Hey,
we're shredding the Madison files, can you help us?"'

Yet, deservedly or not, Rose is now smack in the middle of the hottest
political scandal since the Iran-contra debacle. And suddenly, Rose of Little
Rock is the most famous law firm in America -- for all the wrong reasons.

GRAPHIC; Drawing, COLOR, HILLARY CLINTON, VINCE FOSTER. TOP. AND WEBBHUBBELL.
WITH wHITEwATER'S JAMES MCDOUGAL(IN GLASSES); Illustration by David Familian
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Not given to overstatement, Rep. James A. Leach of Iowa is the first to admit
that, as scandals go, Whitewater is no Watergate. And yet by a twist of fate,
Watergate was indirectly responsible for the fact that Leach now finds himself
cast as President Bill Clinton's chief congressional accuser in the controversy
involving a failed Arkansas thrift and its ties to a real-estate venture half
owned by the Clintons.

Two decades ago, it was Watergate and a confrontation with another President
—- Richard M. Nixon -- that changed Leach's life, propelling him into politics
and setting him on a career path that would lead to the House Banking Committee,
where he now sits as ranking Republican. Then a rising young diplomat with a
masters degree in Russian studies, Leach had just been assigned to Moscow when
Nixon fired Archibald Cox as special Watergate prosecutor in the Saturday Night
Massacre. Outraged by the abuse of presidential power, Leach promptly resigned
from the Foreign Service, saying his conscience no longer allowed him to serve
in Nixon's government.

Instead of Moscow, Leach went home to Davenport, Iowa, to help run the family
propane—gas business. When he launched his first bid for Congress in 1974, only
four people showed up for the rally. However, one of them, architect Elizabeth
Foxley, became his wife the following year. They have two children. Elected on
his second try in 1976, Leach has easily won reelection ever since.

Soft-spoken and almost priestly in demeanor ~- a colleague jokes that when
Leach speaks, he expects "the words to come out in Latin" -- Leach is, at first
blush, an unlikely candidate to take on the President. Though a fiscal
conservative, Leach is so liberal on social issues that his fellow Republicans
frequently deride him as a "crypto-Democrat." Indeed, Leach's main targets have
been Republicans -- Nixon for Watergate, Ronald Reagan for Iran-Contra and the
GOP leadership for its embrace of the religious right. He was a friend and
defender of George Bush, but often voted against the latter's positions.

Until now, Leach, 51, was perhaps best known for the crusade he waged in the
Banking Committee during the 1980s, to stave off what he warned was an impending
S&L crisis by requiring thrifts to increase their capital and restrict
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speculative investments. At the time, he was widely ignored by both Democrats
and GOP, who now ruefully admit they were wrong while he alone was right.
In whitewater, Leach has an issue that friends say engages his two main
passions: banking and public ethics. And in the party pariah, the GOP leadership
has found an unlikely but useful champion -- whose squeaky-clean record and
history of nonpartisanship makes him nearly impervious to Democratic charges
that he is only trying to embarrass Clinton for political reasons.

0

Question: The polls suggest Americans are still unsure what Whitewater is
about and have trouble understanding the Clintons‘ role in it. So to start with,
what is whitewater about and why should Americans care about it?

Answer: Whitewater is about conflicts of interest . . . involving a
real-estate investment in which one-half of a partnership put in substantially
more resources than the other half. They also involve the intermixing of
taxpayer-guaranteed resources with a private venture, to the potential advantage
of a public official. That is what makes the circumstance a public rather than
simply a private interest. It should be stressed that on the public record is
the fact that a failed savings and loan infused far more capital into whitewater
than then-Gov. (Clinton).

In a nutshell. you have a conflict of interest in multithousand-dollar
proportions which may have contributed to multimillion-dollar losses for the
taxpayer when the S&L subsequently failed -- due, in part, to its investment in
Whitewater and other real-estate ventures of quasi—simi1ar composition.

Q; You have been conducting your own Whitewater probe and have turned over
the results to Special Counsel Robert 8. Fiske Jr. What evidence did you find to
show that money was diverted from Madison Guaranty to whitewater?

A: We provided a series of check stubs that show money flowing (into
whitewater) from Madison-affiliated entities. Then there is on the public record
the Madison Marketing $7,500 check that went to pay off a Clinton loan. Then
(RTC investigator) Jean Lewis has indicated that she found approximately $70,000
going . . . into Whitewater over a six-month period alone.

So you have three precise sets of evidence. One is the $7,500 check; one is
the $70,000 transfer, for which, by the way, there is also a check trail, and
thirdly, the check stubs that relate to a series of small transfers in an
earlier time period. That is the evidentiary circumstance laid on the table.

Q; And do you believe the Clintons were aware of at least some of these
transfers?

A: If one views the former governor and former first lady of Arkansas as
passive investors with little involvement in the deal-making ethos of the
politics of the time in Arkansas, then it is credible to assume that they might
not have known. On the other hand, if one's assessment of (the Clintons) is a
little more skeptical, one might reach a different conclusion. Those are
judgmental elements at this time, not proven circumstances.

But let me stress that Whitewater also received an infusion of funds from a
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small-business investment corporation (Capital Management Services, Inc.) . .
and its former head, who has plea-bargained with the special counsel, has
alleged that the governor urged him to make this particular loan and that the
funds for this loan originally came from a substantial loan from the S&L
Madison Guaranty. So these are the allegations on the table, though they are
by no means proven.

Q: Polls also indicate that most Americans believe the media is paying too
much attention to Whitewater. How has the media handled it in your view?

A: Yes, we have given too much attention to the issue. My own sense is that
what you have here is an issue of public ethics that deserves being raised -
and then deserves being resolved. All the minority ever requested almost five
months ago was for a hearing on the subject. If that hearing had occurred, this
would have been a one~to-three-week issue. As it worked out, the decision to
deny public accountability piqued public interest, and particularly press
interest, and the issue escalated . . . . It's one of the reasons why I have
repeatedly suggested that, with full public disclosure and full accountability,
I am more than willing ~- in fact, I am quite eager -- to bring this issue to
resolution. It's my view that accountability is in order, but that a
constitutional crisis is not.

Q: Republicans say Democrats are trying to keep Whitewater from coming out.
But didn't Republicans try to do the same thing with Democratic-driven probes
like Watergate, Iran-Contra and Iraqgate -- which you yourself opposed?

A; Wait just a minute. I am on the public record as supporting the Iraqgate
inquiry. I was also Congress‘ leading critic on the legal and constitutional
implications of the Iran-Contra policy. I supported every investigation in the
House Banking Committee -— including those critical of a number of Republicans.
In fact, I suggested the investigation of Republican Gov. (Fife) Symington . .
. The only investigation I had doubts about was the so-called October Surprise,
which is the one issue in which George Bush was somewhat vindicated.

Now, I didn't draw the same conclusion that everyone did (about Iraqgate) .
. But I supported the decision to go ahead with the inquiry.

Q; You've been described as moderate and nonpartisan. But now some Democrats
are saying that ambition has driven you to the right; that you're looking for a
party— leadership position; that you're muchmore partisan now. Who is Jim
Leach, and why is he so fixed on Whitewater?

A: First, let me say that I'm perplexed at all of the motivational queries.
In all of the major (congressional) probes of the last several decades, no one
.. . . questioned the motives (for holding them). In terms of party leadership,
I'm not a candidate for any House leadership position, and I've made that very
clear.

But if you're looking for motives, part of it relates to a strongly held
conviction that public ethics are not an issue of the left, right or the center.
I feel this very strongly. To paraphrase Barry Goldwater, "Moderation in the
pursuit of truth is no virtue and vigilance in defense of public ethics no
vice."
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In terms of happenstances, I came to be the ranking memberof the committee
of jurisdiction over the S&L circumstance . . . in which state governments in a
small number of states played a significant role in the losses that occurred.
I've argued that there is a tripod of responsibility for the largest, single,

domestic public-policy mistake of the century <- the quarter-trillion—dollar S&L
debacle.

One part of the tripod relates to loose laws passed by a loose Congress; a
second part relates to ideological decision—making within the Reagan
Administration on deregulating an industry that demanded certain standards, and
the third part relates to a small number of states -- in particular, Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, and California -- which failed both at the regulatory end
and at the legislative and executive levels to recognize their responsibilities
to the deposit-insurance system . . , .

In Arkansas, the percentage losses were as extraordinary as they were in any
state . . . . While whitewater started out as just a basic real-estate
development effort, by the time it was over, it had become a real-estate
development effort that included substantial infusions of taxpayer-guaranteed
resources . . . . In the end, it was the taxpayer that picked up the tab for
some of the speculative investments of a political figure.

So all I would suggest is that motivational aspersions are no substitute for
full disclosure. They are not answers to the questions raised.

Q: Are you under pressure from the GOP leadership to press ahead with your
probe?

A: No, sir.

Q: What about the motives of some of your more partisan colleagues?

A: I am very ill at ease with speaking about partisanship, but I will say
this: It is a responsibility of all minority parties in all Western democracies
to shine the spotlight of embarrassment on the ruling or governing parties when
they breach the law or breach public ethics.

I also believe it's the constitutional duty of a member of Congress to
oversee the executive branch . . . . By chance, as the ranking memberof the
committee of jurisdiction, a little extra responsibility has fallen on my
shoulders. Not by choice, but by circumstance.

Q: The Democrats say they will allow Whitewater hearings only if they don't
interfere with Fiske's investigation. Are you confident that hearings will be
held?

A: It's more likely they will be held in the Senate than in the House .
But I have some doubts that full-blown hearings will be held.

Q: will you press the issue when Congress returns from its spring recess?

A: This is a good time for a bit of a respite. There is no individual in
America who would be happier to put this issue behind them more than I -- with
the possible exception of the President and the First Lady.
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Q: Are you saying you are not going to press for hearings. that you've made
your case and are ready to let things lie as they are for a while?

A: No, no . . . . But my own sense is that now would be a good time to give
the special counsel a little bit of rope to proceed. While Congress has
historically had in-tandem probes with U.S. attorneys or special prosecutors,
there is no necessity that they occur at this time. A little slack isn't
inappropriate.

Q: Are you confident Fiske will do a thorough job in his investigation?

A: I firmly believe Fiske is a very honorable man and that he will do a very
honorable job. If I were to give him any advice, it would simply be to give the
President of the United States the benefit of the doubt at every turn.

Q; The Democrats fear Republicans will use whitewater to sidetrack health
care and other issues on Clinton's legislative agenda. What is the likelihood
that Whitewater will overshadow the congressional agenda?

A: I personally, totally and completely concur that it's crucial we not let
an issue like this sidetrack the three main agenda items of this year in
Congress ——which are health, welfare reform and crime legislation . . . . But
the way you put Whitewater behind is to have full disclosure and full
accounting. Unless and until you do. whitewater will continue to have a momentum
of its own.

GRAPHIC: PhctO, James Leach GREG BOLL / For The Times
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Democratic National Chairman David Wilhelm predicted Saturday that President
Clinton's Whitewater troubles will subside by midsummer and will not be a major
issue in November's congressional elections.

"I think Whitewater will recede . . . because the President and the First
Lady are cooperating with the special counsel," Wilhelm said on CNN's "Evans &
Novak" show. "They're answering the questions that are being raised."

Wilhelm. who managedClinton's presidential campaign two years ago, said
Republicans are using the Whitewater affair as "part of a political strategy
designed to promote gridlock. to slow the President down."

He acknowledged that news accounts detailing the Clintons‘ investments in the
1980s when Clinton was attorney general and governor of Arkansas were not
"helpful" in advancing the President's agenda.

But Wilhelm said public interest in the Whitewater controversy will wane once
congressional hearings are held on the Clintons‘ partnership with the owner of a
failed Arkansas savings and loan in the land development project.

The Clintons claimed they lost money on the Whitewater deal. Federal
regulators and a special counsel are investigating whether federally insured
deposits from the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan may have been used to
cover Whitewater losses and debts from Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign.

"You have a Republican Party that is obsessed with Whitewater and doesn't
seem to have a clue about what should be done to move the country forward,“
Wilhelm said.

"But I think by midsummer, by the time the fall elections come around, the
amount of attention will be lessened and the real attention will be focused on
issues like health care reform, welfare reform and economic growth," he said.
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The strong bond between the Treasury Department and the White House -- a link

that has been central to the Clinton Administration's effort to turn the economy
around —- has been strained in recent weeks by the fallout from the Whitewater
investigation.

White House officials who spoke on condition of anonymity said they believe
that damaging disclosures about two of the President's top advisers, George
Stephanopoulos and Harold M. Ickes. were the work of Roger C. Altman, the Deputy
Treasury Secretary.

And many Treasury officials are equally convinced that Mr. Altman took too
much of the early blame for participating in a White House discussion of the
investigation by the Resolution Trust Corporation, the agency he heads that is
charged with unraveling the savings and loans collapses.

Mr. Altman, who once routinely roamed the halls of the White House to attend
various meetings about economic strategy and health care, has spent more time
lately with lawyers. He flatly denies that he leaked any damaging information
about White House officials.

'Inappropriate‘ Conversation

But the suspicion has taken at least shallow root in the Administration
because of the workings of the grand jury that is investigating the Government's
oversight of Madison Guaranty, the failed Arkansas savings and loan owned by
James B. McDougal, a former Clinton business partner. Several Administration
officials have acknowledged holding "inappropriate" conversations related to the
matter at a time when the Resolution Trust Company was investigating Madison.

Morale and trust have been undermined at Treasury and the White House,
officials at both said. Leaks to the press have been traced and speculated upon
with an intensity that belies the calm that officials seek to project.

One piece of evidence: President Clinton and Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen
discussed the frayed relationship as they flew on Air Force One to Dallas last
weekend.
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And in the hallways of the White House, senior officials who used to casually
pick up the telephone or stop to chat with Treasury officials in the West Wing
now hesitate before they make a call, and avert their eyes when they see a
colleague coming who may have testified before the grand jury. One official
said, "There is a much higher level of distrust, and it's affecting the way
people deal with each other.“

'Bearing Up Pretty Well‘

But as the distance between officials working in two buildings separated
only by a narrow street has grown. some senior officials have said that the
current flurry of finger-pointing will not cause lasting damage.

"I think it's understandable that in the last few weeks there's been a fair
amount of stress on the white House, on people who serve there," David R.
Gergen, the counselor to the President, said this week. "I think people are
bearing up pretty well under the circumstances."

Much is at stake. Treasury and White House officials, who worked together
closely to mount successful campaigns last year on behalf of the
Administration's economic plan, the North American Free Trade agreement and on
trade policies toward Japan and China, still have a full plate.

This week, Mr. Bentsen met with officials about Treasury's role on the
gun-control provisions of the crime bill. and on Monday, Mr. Altman will resume
his seat at the health care strategy planning sessions run by Mr. Ickes.

Top officials, including Mr. Bentsen, Mr. Altman and Mr. Stephanopoulos, have
been trying to clear the air through intermediaries.

"I think the White House knows that the Treasury is totally supportive," Mr.
Altman said in an interview.
L
Mr. Stephanopoulos said: "As far as I'm concerned, we're still a team. We're
still a close team. We're a team that produced a lot."

Accounts of the contacts provided by Mr. Altman and Joshua Steiner. Mr.
Bentsen‘s chief of staff, have often conflicted not only with each other but
also with more benign interpretations offered by White House officials like Mr.
Stephanopoulos.

"The feeling before all this was that Treasury was working like clockwork,‘
one official said. "There were problems at Justice, Defense and State, but not
at Treasury. Now that's not the case. The collegiality is all gone."

‘Everybody Is Skittish'

One White House official complained that personal friends were now "setting
up Chinese walls in private conversations." Another said, "Everybody is
skittish."

Mr. Clinton has offered blanket support for his advisers, following a script
the white House has used in other tight spots, in which the President admits
that mistakes were made but says that they were neither venal nor intentional.
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And Hillary RodhamClinton telephoned Mr. Altman after he recused himself from
the Madison investigation to assure him that he would survive the adversity.

Mr. Bentsen has maintained an artful distance from his wayward aides.
offering support for them when pressed, but ordering up an ethics investigation
into their behavior nonetheless.

"It did not make me happy, I can assure you of that," Mr. Bentsen said of the
series of missteps. "But I also understand these things happen. I have been
around here a long time.“

Part of the reason the uneasiness has continued to flourish is that Mr.
Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special counsel investigating the whitewater affair,
has asked White House and Treasury officials to hold off on their own internal
investigations so as not to taint the grand jury inquiry.

Mr. Bentsen demonstrated his concern about the growing perception that he is
in charge of a fractured agency on Friday when he summonedreporters to his
office to defend his staff and insist that business is continuing as usual at
Treasury.

Backing for an Aide

The Secretary said Jean Hanson, the general counsel to Treasury who told
White House lawyers about an R.T.C. recommendation to begin a criminal
investigation on Madison, has "a wonderful reputation for integrity and
ability." He would not dismiss her for her mistake, Mr. Bentsen said, "unless
there's more than I know now."

Mr. Altman, the Secretary said, "is very bright and a hard worker" and Mr.
Steiner "has done a hell of a ]ob."

Mr. Steiner, Mr. Bentsen said, told him of his telephone conversation with
Mr. Stephanopoulos about Jay B. Stephens, a Republican prosecutor who was hired
by the R.T.C. to conduct part of the Madison investigation. And Mr. Altman, he
said, assured him he had never leaked information damaging to the White House.

Officials insist that while the atmosphere may be poisoned, policy making has
not been derailed. "Clearly things are more tense than before," one senior
official said. "But this kind of stuff can tear departments apart, and that's
not happening at all."
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BODY

By the time James B. Blair became Hillary RodhamClinton's commodities
adviser in October 1978, his ties to the Clinton family were well established.

In fact, when Mr. Blair was married in 1980, the ceremony was conducted at
the Arkansas Governor's Mansion and featured a top-hatted Bill Clinton.

That honor was small reward for Mr. Blair, say Arkansas political
observers, who credit him with stilling the jitters of powerful agribusiness
firms worried that Mr. Clinton - the self-styled "reformer" attorney general -
would as governor hamstring their efforts to maximize profits.

"Blair was the link between the agribusiness
government," said one knowledgeable researcher.
between Tyson and Bill Clinton. He is the point
whispering in Don Tyson's ear that there will be
Clinton, as indeed there wasn't after he did get

comunity and the state
"He was also the key link
of reassurance, the person
no trouble from Governor
elected."

A lawyer, Mr. Blair advised several food-producing companies in Arkansas
during the 1970s, including Tyson Foods. eventually becoming that firm's general
counsel.

Mr. Clinton and Mr. Blair met during the 1972 McGovern campaign, when both
were Democratic delegates, political experts said. Mr. Clinton, a McGovern
campaign coordinator, called on Mr. Blair in Fayetteville, Ark., and they
formed a friendship that survived the ups and downs of the next two decades.

when Mr. Clinton was defeated for Arkansas governor in 1980, Mr. Blair
headed a drive to get him appointed as chairman of the Democratic National
Committee. That effort was torpedoed by Jerry Brown forces, insiders said.

As Mr. Clinton was beginning his political career, Mrs. Clinton became
friends with a Cornell graduate and former District of Columbia resident. That
woman, the future Diane Blair, who today is a professor of political science at
the University of Arkansas, was "someone people said reminded Hillary of
Hillary," one observer noted.
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The source of some over-the-top coments about candidate Clinton, Mrs.
Blair once gave a speech titled "How State Government Needs to be Changed So
That Arkansas Can Survive when Bill Clinton is No Longer Governor." That talk
had newspaper wags wondering how the state had survived the 150 or so years
before he was governor.

In that address, Mrs. Blair waxed about Mr. Clinton's "extraordinary
physical energy" and his “superhumanity."

She was mentioned in post-election stories as a possible domestic policy
adviser. Instead, she was appointed last year to the board of the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, which helps channel federal funds to the nation's
public broadcast stations.

And Mr. Blair has been active in advising the president on how to blunt
criticism over the Clintons' involvement with James B. McDougal, owner of the
failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and a partner with the
Clintons in the defunct Whitewater Development Corp.
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BODY
An Arkansas senator on Friday defended his intervention on behalf of an

executive at Madison Guaranty, the failed savings and loan at the center of
the Whitewater affair.

Sen. David Pryor, D—Ark., last summer went to the aid of Seth Ward, a Madison
employee and father~in-law of former Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell,
after a lengthy court fight with banking regulators. But after hearing
regulators’ concerns, Pryor did an about face and began questioning Ward about
his handling of Madison business.

In another Whitewater development, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen told
reporters Friday that the department's general counsel was wrong to alert the
White House that banking regulators had notified the Justice Department of
possible criminal wrongdoing in the Whitewater case.

Last July, in a letter to the Resolution Trust Corp., Pryor called the
regulators‘ handling of the case "an appalling tale about a waste of taxpayer
funds and abuse of power."

But by last November, Pryor was asking Ward hard questions after regulators
explained that Ward had entered an unrecorded side agreement with Madison
enabling him to collect comissions on the S&L's land deals. The regulators
concluded that Ward's activities contributed to the thrift's insolvency.

"I would be particularly interested in knowing more about your original
agreement," Pryor said in the newly released letter to Ward, dated Nov. 17.
"What work were you to perform for the institution, and why was the contract not
submitted to the board of directors for consideration?"

Pryor refused to assist Ward further after an exchange of letters with Ward's
lawyer, said Pryor spokesman DamonThompson.
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Ward had given up his court battle last April and surrendered 5 340.000 in
real estate commissions to federal regulators.
Madison Guaranty Savings a Loan is the thrift at the center of the

investigation of President and Mrs. Clinton's investment in an Arkansas real
estate venture called Whitewater. Hubbell resigned in March amid allegations by
his law firm in Little Rock, Ark., that he had overbilled clients.

RTC investigators last year named the 1984 Clinton gubernatorial campaign
committee as a suspect in their criminal probe of Madison, according to a source
familiar with the probe. The report is the first suggestion that the campaign
knowingly benefited from depositor funds.

One of the RTC's referrals on Madison seeks further investigation into
whether $ 60,500 in Madison funds were diverted to the gubernatorial campaign
with the knowledge of campaign officials, the source said.

The RTC recommended the probe after finding indications that $ 10,500 donated
to the campaign may been diverted through Whitewater accounts.

It has been previously reported that investigators were looking into an April
4, 1985 fundraiser held by McDougal at Clinton's request to help the
then-governor retire a S 50,000 personal loan used for the 1984 campaign.

The RTC referral also namesHillary Clinton as a possible witness, citing the
close timing of the fundraiser with her legal representation of Madison before
state regulators appointed by her husband.

Ward attorney Alston Jennings Sr. rejected the RTC's conclusion that Ward had
contributed to the downfall of Madison, saying it was "totally erroneous."

Pryor released the letter to Ward in response to the issuance of documents on
the Ward dispute Thursday by the RTC, the agency engaged in the cleanup of the
SAL industry.

Madison Guaranty was owned by Jim McDougal, the Clintons‘ business partner
in the Whitewater real estate venture.

Whitewater prosecutor Robert Fiske is investigating whether the Clintons
benefited from depositors‘ funds at Madison.

In an interview with reporters, Bentsen said he had full confidence in his
staff, including three who have been called before a grand jury looking into
whether the administration tried to influence legal proceedings aimed at
Madison. Bentsen said one of the three, General Counsel Jean Hanson, should not
have notified the White House of a criminal referral by the RTC to Justice on
the Whitewater case.

"She was wrong in telling them about it," Bentsen said. But he added, "They
didn't change anything as a result of it. This was in retrospect certainly a
mistake. Do I fire her over that? No, based on what I know now."
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Democratic National Chairman David Wilhelm predicted Saturday that President

Clinton's Whitewater troubles will subside by midsummer and will not be a major
issue in next November's congressional elections.

"I think Whitewater will recede ... because the president and the first lady
are cooperating with the special counsel," Wilhelm said on CNN's "Evans & Novak"
show. "They're answering the questions that are being raised."

Wilhelm, who managedClinton's presidential campaign two years ago, said
Republicans are using the Whitewater affair as "part of a political strategy
designed to promote gridlock, to slow the president down."

He acknowledged that news accounts detailing the Clintons' investments in the
1980s when Bill Clinton was attorney general and governor of Arkansas were not
"helpful" in advancing the president's agenda now.

But Wilhelm said public interest in Whitewater will wane once congressional
hearings are held on the Clintons' partnership with the owner of a failed
Arkansas savings and loan in the land development scheme.

The Clintons claimed they lost money on the Whitewater deal. Federal
regulators and a special counsel are investigating whether federally insured
deposits from the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan may have been used
to cover Whitewater losses and debts from Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign.

"You have a Republican Party that is obsessed with Whitewater and doesn't
seem to have a clue about what should be done to move the country forward,"
Wilhelm said.

"But I think by midsummer, by the time the fall elections come around. the
amount of attention will be lessened and the real attention will be focused on
issued like health car f ‘e re orm, welfare reform and economic growth," he said.
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Investigators for the Resolution Trust Corp. last year named President

Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign in Arkansas as a suspect in their criminal
probe of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, according to an official familiar
with the investigation.

A possible diversion of S 60,500 in funds from the failed Arkansas thrift to
the campaign with the knowledge of campaign officials was one of 10 "criminal
referrals" the RTC submitted to the Justice Department, the official said late
Friday, speaking on the condition of anonymity.

The RTC is the agency created by Congress to oversee the cleanup of hundreds
of S&L failures in the 1980s.

All of the referrals have been forwarded to special counsel Robert Fiske, who
has grand juries here and in Little Rock investigating whether Clinton and his
wife, Hillary, benefited from the use of federally insured deposits in Madison.

The RTC recommended the probe after finding indications that S 10,500 donated
to the 1984 campaign may been passed through various Madison accounts, including
one dedicated to the whitewater real estate development, The Washington Post
said in its editions today.

It has been previously reported that investigators were looking into an April
4, 1985, fund—raiser held by Jim McDougal at Clinton's request to help the
then-governor retire a S 50,000 personal loan used for the 1984 campaign.

McDougal was the owner of Madison and. with his wife, the partner of the
Clintons in the Whitewater venture.

The RTC referral also names Hillary RodhamClinton as a possible witness,
citing the close timing of the fund—raiser with her legal representation of
Madison before state regulators appointed by her husband.
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Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen said Friday his department's general counsel
was wrong in alerting the White House that the RTC had submitted the criminal
referrals to the Justice Department.

In an interview with reporters, Bentsen said he had full confidence in his
staff, including three who have been called before a grand jury looking into
whether the
Madison.

administration tried to influence legal proceedings aimed at

Bentsen said one of the three, General Counsel Jean Hanson. should not have
notified the White House of a criminal referral by the RTC to Justice on the
Whitewater case.

"She was wrong in telling them about it," Bentsen said. But he added, "Do I
fire her over that? No, based on what I know now."

Meanwhile, an Arkansas senator who initially defended another Madison
executive who at the center of the Whitewater affair says he is no longer
helping him.

Ever since hearing from banking regulators about their concerns, Sen. David
Pryor. D-Ark., says he has been asking Seth Ward about his handling of business
at Madison

ward had
commissions
contributed
dollars.

"I would
agreement,"

Guaranty Savings & Loan, the failed Arkansas thrift.

an unrecorded side agreement with Madison enabling him to collect
on the S&L's land deals. The examiners say Ward's activities
to the thrift's insolvency, which cost taxpayers tens of millions of

be particularly interested in knowing more about your original
Pryor said in the newly released letter to Ward, dated Nov. 17.

"What work were you to perform for the institution, and why was the contract not
submitted to the board of directors for consideration?"

Pryor refused to assist Ward further after an exchange of letters with Ward‘:
lawyer, the senator's spokesman, DamonThompson, said Friday.

ward is father-in-law of Webster Hubbell, who was a partner with Mrs. Clinton
in The Rose Law Firm in Little Rock. Hubbell resigned recently as associate
attorney general because of a dispute with the firm.

Ward's attorney, Alston Jennings Sr., rejected the RTC's conclusion that Hard
had contributed to the downfall of Madison, saying it was "totally erroneous."

Pryor had written the RTC last summer on behalf of Ward, calling the agency's
handling of the Ward case "an appalling tale about a waste of taxpayer funds and
abuse of power."
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WASHINGTON-- Investigators for the Resolution Trust Corp.
last year named the 1984 Clinton gubernatorial campaign committee
as a suspect in their criminal probe of Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan, citing evidence in a detailed referral that the campaign
may have conspired to illegally benefit from depositor funds,
according to a source familiar with the case.

One of the RTC‘s 10 "“criminal referrals" on Madison, which
have been forwarded to Special Counsel Robert E. Fiske Jr., seeks
further investigation into whether S 60,500 in Madison funds were
diverted to the gubernatorial campaign with the knowledge of
campaign officials.

The investigators‘ interest centered on an April 4, 1985,
fund-raiser held by Madison owner James McDougal at Clinton's
request to help the governor pay off a S 50,000 personal loan used
for the 1984 campaign. They also noted that some contributions
exceeded legal limits and urged further investigation of S 10,500 in
Madison funds that may have ended up in the Clinton campaign after
passing through various Madison accounts, including one in the name
of the Clintons’ Whitewater real estate venture.

Clinton won the 1984 election easily, getting 63 percent of the
vote.

The RTC referrals have been widely reported but their
contents have not been known. The disclosure of the language used
in describing the campaign's activities is the first indication yet
of a specific allegation of possible wrongdoing involving the
gubernatorial campaign.

The referral also names Hillary RodhamClinton as a possible
witness, citing the close timing of the fund-raiser with her legal
representation of Madison before state regulators appointed by her
husband. The Clintons were partners with McDougal in Whitewater,
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and McDougal has said he paid Hillary Clinton's law firm S 2,000 a
month to help him win state regulatory approval for a novel stock
plan.

The Clintons repeatedly have said they did nothing wrong in
connection with Madison. They have described her legal work for the
thrift as minimal, and former Clinton aides have said he had no
involvement with handling the proceeds from the 1985 fund-raiser.

The white House said Friday it could not comment.

Betsey Wright, Clinton's former chief of staff and manager of
the 1984 campaign, said Friday she was unaware the campaign
committee was nameda suspect in the probe. She declined to say
whether she has received a subpoena from Fiske, but said she is
furnishing campaign records at his request.

wright and other Clinton aides have said that records
documenting contributions from the 1985fund-raiser cannot be
located.

A second RTC criminal referral that mentions the Clintons
said that it appears Madison funds were diverted to the whitewater
Development Corp. and describes the Clintons as "“potentia1
bene£iciaries" but not criminal suspects. whitewater was a real
estate venture jointly owned by the Clintons and Madison owner
McDougal and his former wife, Susan.

The RTC, the federal agency charged with disposing of failed
S&Ls, routinely investigates failed S&Ls for potential civil claims
that could help recoup some of the taxpayer—funded cleanup cost. It
also looks into suspected criminal wrongdoing and refers evidence
it develops to the FBI and federal prosecutors. The evidence does
not necessarily result in criminal charges.

The 1984 loan was made by the Bank of Cherry Valley, whose
president, Maurice Smith, served as Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial
campaign finance chairman. The Clintons also had a loan for the
whitewater venture at the bank.

Some of the contributions questioned by RTC investigators
were made from checks written on overdrawn accounts or from the
proceeds of loans made for real estate or other purposes.

The referral, according to a source, said Madison covered
overdrafts written on the account of Flowerwood Farms, a
McDougal-owned company that sources said investigators describe as
one of a dozen ""shell corporations" believed to be used in a
check—kiting scheme to funnel money out of Madison.

The RTC investigators cited loans made to real estate
ventures of Charles Peacock, a director and Madison borrower, as
another possible source of money that ended up in the Clinton
campaign.
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The Washington Post reported in December that a handful of
$ 3,000 cashiers‘ checks generated at that fund-raiser have been

turned over by the RTC to prosecutors. One of those checks bears
the name Ken Peacock, but Peacock, then a 24-year-old college
student, said he never contributed to Clinton and knew nothing
about the origins of the check. His father, Charles Peacock, has
said since that time that he made the contribution in his son's
name.

Ken Peacock is among the witnesses listed on the referral,
along with several other persons whose names appear on $ 3,000
cashiers‘ checks. They include former Sen. J. William Fulbright,
D-Ark., who is ill and has been unable to comment. Under 1985
Arkansas law, the maximumdonation a candidate could accept from
each contributor was $ 1,500 per election.

GRAPHIC: Mug: James McDougal (3-star edition)
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BYLINE: By SUSAN SCHMIDT, THE WASHINGTONPOST

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Investigators for the Resolution Trust Corp. last year named the 1984 Clinton
gubernatorial campaign committee as a suspect in their criminal probe of
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan. They cited evidence in a detailed referral
that the campaign may have conspired to illegally benefit from depositor funds,
according to a source familiar with the case.

One of the RTC's 10 "criminal referrals" on Madison, which have been
forwarded to special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., seeks further investigation
into whether $60,500 in Madison funds was diverted to the campaign with the
knowledge of campaign officials.

The investigators‘ interest centered on an April 4, 1985, fund-raiser held by
Madison owner James B. McDougal at Bill Clinton's request to help the
then-governor pay off a $50,000 personal loan used for the 1984 campaign. They
also noted that some contributions exceeded legal limits and urged further
investigation of $10,500 in Madison funds that may have ended up in the Clinton
campaign after passing through Madison accounts. One of those was in the name of
the Clintons‘ Whitewater real estate venture.

The RTC referrals have been widely reported, but their contents have not been
known. The disclosure of the language used in describing the campaign's
activities is the first indication of a specific allegation of possible
wrongdoing involving the campaign.

The referral names Hillary RodhamClinton as a possible witness, citing the
close timing of the fund-raiser with her legal representation of Madison before
state regulators appointed by her husband.

The Clintons were partners with McDougal and his wife in Whitewater, and
McDougal has said he paid Hillary Clinton's law firm $2,000 a month to help him
win state regulatory approval for a novel stock plan.

President Clinton and the First Lady have said they did nothing wrong in
connection with Madison. They described her legal work for the thrift as
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minimal, and former Clinton aides have said he had no involvement with handling
proceeds from the 1985 fund-raiser.
The White House said Friday it could not comment. "The special counsel's
looking into it," Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers said. "we don't know what's in
the referral."

Betsey Wright, Clinton's chief of staff as Arkansas governor and manager of
the 1984 campaign, said Friday she was unaware that the campaign committee was
named as a suspect. She d 1' ' 'ec ined to say if she had received a subpoena from
Fiske but said she is furnishing campaign records at his request.

0

Wright and other Clinton aides have said that records documenting
contributions from the 1985 fund-raiser cannot be located.

A second RTC criminal referral that mentions the Clintons said it appears
Madison funds were diverted to the whitewater Development Corp. and describes
the Clintons as "potential beneficiaries" but not cr' ' limina suspects. Whitewater
was an Arkansas real estate venture.

The RTC, the federal aqency charged with disposing of failed S&Ls, routinely
investigates the thrifts tor potential civil claims that could help recoup some
of the cleanup cost. The agency also looks into suspected criminal wrongdoing
and refers evidence it develops to the FBI and federal prosecutors.
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BODY
The Republican lawyer whose appointment to head part of the Whitewater
investigation prompted cries of outrage from the White House got his job in part
because the agency conducting the investigation was worried about appearing too
lenient, officials at the agency said today.

The lawyer, Jay B. Stephens, is a former Republican prosecutor and critic of
President Clinton. Officials at the agency that hired him said they had chosen
him to examine the Madison Guaranty Savings 5 Loan Association as a defensive
maneuver. As one official put it, the agency. the Resolution Trust Corporation,
“bent over backwards" so it could not be viewed as being soft on the White
House.

The appointment was sharply criticized by White House advisers, and Mr.
Clinton suggested last week that it had come about because the agency, which is
the independent Federal office charged with unraveling the savings and loans
collapses of the 1980's, was under the control of Republican bureaucrats.

"Everybody who works there was appointed by a previous Republican
Administration," Mr. Clinton said at his news conference on March 24.

An Altman Appointment

In fact, the appointment of Mr. Stephens was made by an agency committee and
approved in February by the trust corporation's general counsel, Ellen B. Kulka,
who had arrived there only a month earlier and had been selected by a Clinton
appointee, Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman. Announcing her appointment
on Dec. 23, Mr. Altman said, "Ellen is an exceptional attorney with a great deal
of experience with laws pertaining to the thrift industry "

Senior White House officials have acknowledged that when they learned of the
Stephens appointment in February they complained to the Treasury Department
about it. Prosecutors involved in the investigation of Mr. Clinton's investment
in the Whitewater Development Company in Arkansas have been taking testimony
from senior Administration officials before a Federal grand jury to determine
whether any laws were violated by the White House's complaining about Mr.
Stephens.
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Criticism was Expected
Officials at the trust corporation, who would speak only on the condition of

anonymity, said that Ms. Kulka and other officials were concerned that the
agency would be criticized either by Democrats or Republicans no matter what it
concluded about Madison and that the only way to insulate itself would be to
pick someone with strong credentials that showed no ties to the White House.

“We knew we were going to be nailed for whatever we decide," said one senior
official at the trust corporation. Another Federal regulator said: "They were
trying to find the safest firm they could get and avoid the appearance of
somebody who was at all sympathetic to the White House. They bent over backwards
to pick someone beyond reproach "
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BODY
This has not been a triumphant Whitewater week for the press. Our prophecies

of presidential doomwere looking flimsier by the day. Our credibility seemed to
be sinking fast.

The fickle public, the new polls tell us, is rallying by the millions to the
Clintons' defense. Their popularity ratings are up significantly; 70 percent of
our countrymen think we've gone off the deep end by paying far more attention to
this affair than it deserves; nearly two-thirds have little or no idea what the
fuss is all about.

Politicians who have been fence-sitting for months have screwed up enough
courage to challenge -- politely, of course -< our rush to judgment. Mistakes in
our reporting are being acknowledged, grudgingly in some cases. Corrections of
the record are beginning to appear. The White House claims to see light at the
end of the dark Whitewater tunnel. Led by the president, it has taken the
offensive. Following release of the president's tax returns, The Washington Post
conceded that "Tax Records Back Clinton Account."

A full-page ad in the New York Times on March 29 declares: "WE INTERRUTT THIS
NEWSPAPERTO GIVE YOU THE FACTS." It is a rebuttal to various allegations made
in the press and is signed by about a hundred Democratic partisans and political
junkies including Charles Manatt, Carol Berman, Tony Coelho, Midge Costanza,
Franklin D. Roosevelt III, Carol Tucker Foreman, Anne Wexler and other notables,
among them the Washington sports impresario Abe Pollin as well as Tony Randall
and Joanne Woodward.

Revisionism has set in about angry telephone calls made by George
Stephanopoulos to Treasury officials over the hiring by the Resolution Trust
Corp. of a partisan Republican, Jay Stephens, to handle possible civil suits
arising out of the collapse of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. Those
calls made a big story with sinister overtones -- obstruction of justice? -
last week. It is a_lesser tale
Leach, the Iowa Republican who
seriousness of the calls. They
would be premature to draw too

today. Soon after it was published, Rep. Jim
is leading the Whitewater charge, minimized the
were "pretty natural," he said. "... I think it
heavy conclusions" from them.
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House Speaker Tom Foley agreed. Marlin Fitzwater, press secretary to former
president George Bush. also defended Stephanopoulos. His reaction to the
Stephens hiring, he said, was "pretty normal. I have to admit that if you stand
in George Stephanopoulos's shoes, it would be a little difficult not to be
surprised and outraged by that appointment." Earlier, the Republican patriarch,
Barry Goldwater, had urged Republicans in Congress to get off the president's
back.

Newsweek magazine ate crow early in the week over a story claiming Hillary
Clinton had put no money into a commodities market deal that earned her a $
99,000-plus profit in 1978 and 1979. The story relied heavily on quotes from a
law professor at Columbia University, Marvin A. Chirelstein. He supposedly
described the commodities coup as a "sweetheart deal" and said, "It doesn't look
wonderful. does it?" Chirelstein denounced the story as "false and
irresponsible," claimed he had been misquoted and said he was "simply outraged
and humiliated" at Newsweek's distortion of his remarks. The magazine's
Washington bureau chief, Evan Thomas, said the problem arose from a
"misunderstanding" and promised, "If we need to make an apology to the White
House at the end of all this, we will." The apology was made a day later.

Newsweek's chief competitor, Time magazine, had its own story this week,
publishing details about Whitewater that supposedly came from "sources close to"
Robert B. Fiske Jr., the Whitewater special counsel. Fiske challenged Time's
claim to have a mole inside his shop. He said he was upset and disturbed by the
story and has been assured by his staff that no such leak had occurred. Time
stuck to its guns, but the challenge to its reliability was part of an emerging
pattern in recent days in which the press itself is being scrutinized and put on
the defensive.

The Post published a piece in most of its editions on March 23 in which the
associate White House counsel, William Kennedy III, was represented as having
admitted that he consciously employed a ruse to avoid scrutiny of his failure to
pay Social Security taxes for the family's nanny. A retraction was published by
The Post the following day, noting that the story "omitted a key word " He had
"not" admitted to any effort to conceal the problem.

William Safire of the New York Times caused some journalistic clucking on
Monday with a column -- "Reading Hillary's Mind" -- written in Hillary Clinton's
voice: a stream of consciousness account of her fears of being exposed as an
avaricious yuppie. It was great reading, but where, one asked, does a journalist
obtain her mind-reading certificate? Safire, a renaissance man, may have
mastered the art on foreign soil, the Himalayas perhaps. But he cited no
credential.

Christopher Hanson, a correspondent for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer and a
columnist for the Columbia Journalism Review, sighed in an op-ed piece in the
Times; "We are in the age of tabloidization. There must be a hook for the
booboisie. [But] there's still time to hope that the same forces that unleashed
all the hype and shallow coverage may also prompt some reporters to dig harder.
Who knows? Someday we may actually learn if there is a scandal here."

From London, Simon Hoggart of the Manchester Guardian, opined: "The world
looks on, fearing that its leader will be paralyzed by events of scant interest
or significance to anyone at all -- perhaps this time even inside the Beltway."
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Many decades past, Halter Lippmann reminded journalists that "every newspaper
when it reaches the reader is the result of a whole series of selections as to
which items shall be printed, in what position they shall be printed, how much
space each should occupy, what emphasis each shall have. There are no objective
standards here. There are conventions."

we are all aware of the convention that admonishes us to be watchdogs and. if
necessary, attack dogs. I am not aware of any convention that cautions us from
time to time to cool it. But in this case it may not be a bad idea.
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BODY
Investigators for the Resolution Trust Corp. last year named the 1984 Clinton
gubernatorial campaign committee as a suspect in their criminal probe of
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, citing evidence in a detailed referral that
the campaign may have conspired to illegally benefit from depositor funds.
according to a source familiar with the case.

One of the RTC's 10 "criminal referrals" on Madison, which have been
forwarded to special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., seeks further investigation
into whether S 60,500 in Madison funds was diverted to the gubernatorial
reelection campaign with the knowledge of campaign officials.

The investigators‘ interest centered on an April 4, 1985, fund-raiser held by
Madison owner James B. McDougal at Gov. Bill Clinton's request to help the
governor pay off a $ 50,000 personal loan used for the 1984 campaign. They also
noted that some contributions exceeded legal limits and urged further
investigation of S 10,500 in Madison funds that may have ended up in the Clinton
campaign after passing through various Madison accounts, including one in the
name of the Clintons‘ Whitewater real estate venture.

The RTC referrals have been widely reported but their contents have not been
known. The disclosure of the language used in describing the campaign's
activities is the first indication yet of a specific allegation of possible
wrongdoing involving the gubernatorial campaign.

The referral also names Hillary RodhamClinton as a possible witness, citing
the close timing of the fund-raiser with her legal representation of Madison
before state regulators appointed by her husband. The Clintons were partners
with McDougal in Whitewater Development Corp., and McDougal has said he paid
Hillary Clinton's law firm $ 2,000 a month to help McDougal win state regulatory
approval for a novel stock plan.

President Clinton and Hillary Clinton repeatedly have said they did nothing
wrong in connection with Madison. They have described her legal work for the
thrift as minimal, and former Clinton aides have said he had no involvement with
handling the proceeds from the 1985 fund-raiser.

I
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The White House said yesterday it could not comment. "The special counsel's
looking into it," press secretary Dee Dee Myers said. "He don't know what's in
the referral."

Betsey Wright, Clinton's former chief of staff and manager of the 1984
campaign, said yesterday that she was unaware the campaign committee was named a
suspect in the probe. She declined to say whether she has received a subpoena
from Fiske, but said she is furnishing campaign records at his request. She
declined to comment further.

wright and other Clinton aides have said that records documenting
contributions from the 1985 fund-raiser cannot be located.

A second RTC criminal referral mentioning the Clintons said that it appears
Madison funds were diverted to the Whitewater venture and describes the Clintons
as "potential beneficiaries" but not criminal suspects. Whitewater was a real
estate venture jointly owned by the Clintons and Madison owner McDougal and his
then-wife Susan.

The RTC, the federal agency charged with disposing of failed S&Ls, routinely
investigates such thrifts for potential civil claims that could help recoup some
of the taxpayer-funded cleanup costs. The agency also looks into suspected
criminal wrongdoing and refers evidence it develops to the FBI and federal
prosecutors. The referrals do not necessarily result in criminal charges.

McDougal has said he staged the April 1985 fund-raiser at Clinton's request
to help him pay off a S 50,000 personal loan Clinton took out for campaign
purposes just before the November 1984 election. He won reelection easily with
63 percent of the vote.

The loan was made by the Bank of Cherry Valley, whose president, Maurice
Smith, served as Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign finance chairman. The
Clintons also had a loan for the Whitewater venture at the bank.

Some of the contributions questioned by RTC investigators were made from
checks written on overdrawn accounts or from the proceeds of loans made for real
estate or other purposes.

The referral, according to a knowledgeable source, said Madison covered
overdrafts written on the account of Flowerwood Farms, a McDougal-owned company
that sources said investigators describe as one of a dozen "shell corporations"
believed to be used in a check kiting scheme to funnel money out of Madison.

The RTC investigators cited loans made to real estate ventures of Charles
Peacock, a director and Madison borrower, as another possible source of money
that ended up in the Clinton campaign.

The Hashington Post reported in December that a handful of $ 3,000 cashiers’
checks generated at that fund-raiser has been turned over by the RTC to
prosecutors. One of those checks bears the name Ken Peacock, but Peacock, then a
24-year-old college student, said in an interview that he never contributed to
Clinton and knew nothing about the origins of the check. His father, Charles
Peacock, has said since that time that he made the contribution in his son's
name.
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Ken Peacock is among the witnesses listed on the referral, along with several
other persons whose names appear on S 3,000 cashiers’ checks. They include
former senator J.w. Fulbright (D-Ark.), who is ill and has been unable to
commenton the check, and Dene Landrum, who has since died.

Under 1985 Arkansas law, the maximumdonation a candidate could accept from
each contributor was 5 1,500 per election.

Fiske has been asked by the RTC to further investigate checks written to the
Clinton campaign in February and October 1985 that appear to have caused
overdrafts in the Whitewater account at Madison and at Madison Marketing,
another "shell" corporation owned by Susan McDougal. Those checks totaled S
10,500, according to a source familiar with the referral.

Those checks and checks generated at the fund—raiser were deposited at the
Bank of Cherry Valley. Fiske has subpoenaed Cherry Valley bank records.

The treasurer of the 1984 Clinton campaign, L.H. "Bill" Clark, has been
unavailable for coment on the campaign. smith could not be reached yesterday.

Clinton, like many politicians, used money he borrowed from banks to
contribute to his various campaigns. The S 50,000 borrowed in 1984 is listed as
a personal contribution dated Oct. 29 on his campaign report.

State law requires that a campaign also report the name of the bank, the
amount of the loan and the name of any guarantor for personal loans donated to a
campaign. There is no such listing included in Clinton's 1984 campaign
documents.

Rhonda Langster, director of elections in the Arkansas secretary of state‘s
office, said yesterday that it is up to the individual candidate to volunteer
that information. Otherwise state election officers assume the candidate used
savings, not borrowed funds, to cover the donation.

State law also allows candidates to hold campaign events to raise funds to
pay off bank loans as long as they file additional reports identifying the names
of the donors.

Staff writer Charles R. Babcock contributed to this report.
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
An Arkansas senator on Friday defended his intervention on behalf of an

executive at Madison Guaranty, the failed savings and loan at the center of
the Whitewater affair.

Sen. David Pryor, D-Ark., last summerwent to the aid of Seth Ward, a Madison
employee and father-in-law of former Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell,
after a lengthy court fight with banking regulators. But after hearing
regulators‘ concerns, Pryor did an about face and began questioning Hard about
his handling of Madison business.

In another Whitewater development, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen told
reporters Friday that the department's general counsel was wrong to alert the
Hhite House that banking regulators had notified the Justice Department of
possible criminal wrongdoing in the whitewater case.

Last July, in a letter to the Resolution Trust Corp., Pryor called the
regulators‘ handling of the case "an appalling tale about a waste of taxpayer
funds and abuse of power."

But by last November, Pryor was asking Ward hard questions after regulators
explained that Ward had entered an unrecorded side agreement with Madison
enabling him to collect commissions on the S&L's land deals. The regulators
concluded that Ward's activities contributed to the thrift's insolvency.

"I would be particularly interested in knowing more about your original
agreement," Pryor said in the newly released letter to Hard, dated Nov. 17.
"what work were you to perform for the institution, and why was the contract not
submitted to the board of directors for consideration?"

Pryor refused to assist Ward further after an exchange of letters with Ward's
lawyer, said Pryor spokesman DamonThompson.
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Ward had given up his court battle last April and surrendered S 340,000 in
real estate commissions to federal regulators.

Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan is the thrift at the center of the
investigation of President and Mrs. Clinton's investment in an Arkansas real
estate venture called Whitewater. Hubbell resigned in March amid allegations by
his law firm in Little Rock, Ark., that he had overbilled clients.

Meanwhile, the Washington Post reported in Saturday editions that RTC
investigators last year named the 1984 Clinton gubernatorial campaign committee
as a suspect in their criminal probe of Madison. The report, citing an
unidentified source familiar with the case, is the first indication that the
campaign knowingly benefited from depositor funds.

One of the RTC's referrals on Madison seeks further investigation into
whether S 60,500 in Madison funds were diverted to the gubernatorial campaign
with the knowledge of campaign officials, the Post reported.

It has been previously reported that investigators were looking into an April
4, 1955 fundraiser held by McDougal at Clinton's request to help the
then-governor retire a S 50,000 personal loan used for the 1984 campaign.

The Post reported that the RTC referral also names Hillary Clinton as a
possible witness, citing the close timing of the fundraiser with her legal
representation of Madison before state regulators appointed by her husband.

Ward attorney Alston Jennings Sr. rejected the RTC's conclusion that Ward had
contributed to the downfall of Madison, saying it was "totally erroneous."

Pryor released the letter to Ward in response to the issuance of documents on
the Ward dispute Thursday by the RTC, the agency engaged in the cleanup of the
s&L industry.

Madison Guaranty was owned by Jim McDougal, the Clintons' business partner
in the Whitewater real estate venture.

Whitewater prosecutor Robert Fiske is investigating whether the Clintons
benefited from depositors‘ funds at Madison.

In an interview with reporters, Bentsen said he had full confidence in his
staff, including three who have been called before a grand jury looking into
whether the administration tried to influence legal proceedings aimed at
Madison. Bentsen said one of the three, General Counsel Jean Hanson, should not
have notified the White House of a criminal referral by the RTC to Justice on
the Whitewater case.

"She was wrong in telling them about it," Bentsen said. But he added, "They
didn't change anything as a result of it. This was in retrospect certainly a
mistake. Do I fire her over that? No, based on what I know now."
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BODY
WASHINGTON-< A senior Treasury official told a federal grand
jury here Thursday that he did not believe he was being pressured
by the White House to intervene in an investigation of the savings
and loan at the heart of the Whitewater case, people involved in
the inquiry said Thursday.

Last week, the White House acknowledged that George
Stephanopoulos, a senior adviser to President Clinton, called the
Treasury official, Joshua Steiner, on Feb. 25 and angrily
complained about the decision of a regulatory agency to hire a
former Republican prosecutor, Jay Stephens, to investigate the
collapse of the Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan Association.

Stephanopoulos' contact with the Treasury is now under
investigation by Robert Fiske Jr., the special prosecutor in the
Whitewater case, and by the White House.

But Thursday, Steiner, chief of staff to Treasury Secretary
Lloyd Bentsen and a close friend of Stephanopoulos', told the grand
jury that he did not think the White House aide had pressured him,
people involved in the case said.

Stephanopoulos has said that he was merely blowing off steam
in the conversation with Steiner. Other Clinton administration
officials and lawyers have said that Stephanopoulos asked Steiner
if the hiring was ""final" or whether Stephens could be replaced.

No evidence has been found to indicate that Steiner or any other
Treasury officials took steps to have Stephens removed.

Emerging from a two—hour session before the grand jury in
Washington on Thursday afternoon, Steiner declined to disclose his
testimony, which was held in private. He has already provided
federal investigators with a diary that contains detailed accounts
of his conversations with the White House and other officials about
the investigation of Madison by the Resolution Trust Corp

Page48
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The RTC. a federal regulatory agency created in 1989. is
responsible for the savings and loan bailout. Last month, it
retained Stephens, a former U.S. attorney in Washington. Madison
was run and owned by James McDougal, a business partner of the
Clintons in Whitewater Development Co.. an Ozarks real estate
venture.

The RTC and Fiske are investigating whether the savings
association made any improper loans to either Whitewater or
Clinton's 1984 campaign for re-election as governor of Arkansas.

GRAPHIC; Mug: George Stephanopoulos
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BODY
At the time, career civil servants at the Resolution Trust Corp. wanted most

to avoid being second-guessed in their probe of a failed Arkansas thrift with
links to President Clinton and the Whitewater affair. So it seemed natural to
hire a former federal prosecutor, a Republican, who would never be accused of
taking a dive for the White House.

But what senior White House aides wanted most was to protect Clinton from
more of what they considered unfair attacks by bloodthirsty Republicans and
overzealous journalists. So it seemed natural to react with anger when they
learned that the investigation would be headed by one of the most openly
critical, partisan lawyers in the capital.

From the collision of those two viewpoints has come one of the potentially
most serious elements in the tangle of questions and accusations surrounding
Bill and Hillary Clinton's Arkansas land deal.

The reaction of two senior White House aides to the appointment of former
U.S. Atty. Jay B. Stephens to handle the RTC investigation of Madison Guaranty
Savings i Loan is now part of special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.'s expanding
probe into the Clintons’ real estate investment and related matters.

Fiske now is trying to determine whether Clinton adviser George
Stephanopoulos improperly attempted to reverse Stephens‘ hiring by pressuring
Treasury Department officials, who were temporarily overseeing the RTC. In
theory, that could amount to obstruction of a federal agency proceeding -- a
felony under federal law.

Whatever the legal outcome of this phase of Piske's investigation, Stephens‘
appointment and the Administration's reaction is a quintessential tale of the
way politics and Washington's career bureaucracy interact -< a story of the
defensive fears and anxieties that sometimes do more to drive events than
aggressive plans or tactics.

RTC officials say they never anticipated that their decision to hire Stephens
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would horrify senior White House aides -- and ultimately add another layer of
intrigue and controversy to the Whitewater affair.
The regulatory agency will not acknowledge publicly that it has reopened its
long-closed probe of Madison, the defunct savings and loan at the center of the
Whitewater affair, or that Stephens has been retained to head the investigation.
But the sequence of events that led to the hiring, and the reasoning on which it
was based, were revealed in interviews with agency sources who spoke on
condition of anonymity.

Under pressure from Congress to move quickly on the Whitewater-related
investigation, the RTC’: legal services committee rapidly approved a contract
hiring Stephens and his San Francisco-based law firm in early February. Certain
that the probe would be scrutinized by Congress and the press, RTC officials
were eager to hire a former prosecutor who could meet the "very rigorous
standards required by this case," one source close to the investigation said.

RTC officials saw in Stephens an experienced and zealous prosecutor with
strong credentials in SAL cases; he was already handling another case for the
RTC involving a failed thrift in Virginia.

The White House. however, saw only a political enemy.

Although it may have been news to some RTC officials, the enmity between
Stephens and the Clinton White House was hardly a well-kept secret. To political
Washington, Stephanopoulos‘ anger over Stephens’ hiring was understandable.

Stephens had been fired last year by Atty. Gen. Janet Reno -- along with
other Republican U.S. attorney holdovers from the George Bush Administration -
juat as he was trying to assemble a prosecution against House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.), a close Clinton ally. Stephens
then made an abortive run for the Republican nomination for the Senate in
Virginia, and made suiprisingly detailed comments about the continuing
Rostenkowski probe.

Stephens suggested at the time that politics played a role in easing him out.
He was only 30 days away, he said, from making 'a critical decision with regard
to the resolution‘ of the House post office investigation, the probe that
involves Rostenkowaki.

"The issue will be whether or not the ultimate decision in this case is
somehow unnecessarily impacted by political considerations,‘ Stephens said.

Such comments had promted the District of Columbia Bar Assn.'s board on
professional responsibility to look into disciplining Stephens. One source
familiar with the matter said the inquiry has since been closed. But a
representative of the board declined to confirm or deny the action, saying all
ethics matters are confidential unless they result in suspension or diabarment.

RTC officials insist that, although they hired Stephens and hia law firm
hurriedly, they followed proper procedures.

With the statute of limitations on the Madison case set to expire at the end
of February -- and with congressional interest in it growing -- top RTC
officials moved to reopen their civil investigation. The SGL had been seized by
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regulators in 1989, at a cost to taxpayers of at least $47 million. RTC
officials say they were satisfied with their original investigation of the firm
for civil violations but were under pressure by Congress in the hothouse
environment of the Whitewater affair to reopen the case at a time when Fiske was
conducting his criminal inquiry.

Top RTC officials told staffers to rush the case through the system so they
would be prepared to take legal action and to testify before Congress about the
matter.

ETC attorneys gathered in the agency‘: Kansas City office and scrambled to
gather long-stored documents. Needing quick legal advice from an outside counsel
already familiar with such investigations, the agency turned to Stephens.

Other attorneys at his firm -- Pillsbury, Madison G Sutro -- were already
handling the RTC's high-profile case against a failed Shh in Arizona with links
to Republican Gov. Fife Symington. Stephens, who was hired by the firm in
January, began work on the Virginia thrift case for the RTC almost immediately.
Pillsbury, an old-line San Francisco firm, was already doing about $2 million in
annual billings with the RTC.

Before offering the contract to Pillsbury, RTC officials knew that Stephens
would be the lead partner on the Madison case.

When news of Stephens‘ hiring reached the White House, the reaction was
fierce and immediate. "This was a wow, can you believe that!‘ one Administration
official said. So on Feb. 25, sources say, Stophanopoulos and Deputy White House
Chief of Staff Harold M. Ickes expressed their concerns in a telephone call to
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman, then acting head of the RTC.

Stephanopoulos denies that he raised the issue with Altman but acknowledge!
that he called his close friend, Treasury Chief of Staff Joshua Steiner, later
that day and asked whether Stephens‘ hiring could be reversed. Altman and
Steiner rebuffed Stephanopoulos, Treasury officials say.

A Treasury spokesman stressed that "neither Mr. Altman nor Mr. Steiner made
any attempt to contact or influence the RTC' about Stephens‘ hiring. On
Thursday, Steiner testified in Washington before a grand jury hearing evidence
in Fiske's Whitewater investigation. One of a dozen Clinton Administration
officials subpoenaed by Fiske, Steiner declined to comnnnt to reporters as he
entered the courthouse.

Steiner kept a diary that included notes about his phone conversation, and
those notes have now been turned over to Fiske, sources say.
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A senior Treasury official told a Federal grand jury here today that he did
not believe he was being pressured by the White House to intervene in an
investigation of the savings and loan at the heart of the Whitewater case.
people involved in the inquiry said today.

Last week the White House acknowledged that George Stephanopoulos, a senior
adviser to President Clinton, called the Treasury official, Joshua Steiner, on
Feb. 25 and angrily complained about the decision of a regulatory agency to hire
a former Republican prosecutor, Jay B. Stephens, to investigate the collapse of
the Madison Guaranty savings and Loan Association.

'3! nu
Mr. Stephanopoulos's contact with the Treasury is now under investigation by

Robert H. Fiske Jr., the special prosecutor in the Whitewater case, and by the
White House. ‘**

...
But today Mr. Steiner, chief of staff to Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and

a close friend of Mr. Stephanopoulos', told the grand jury that he did not think
the white House aide had pressured him, people involved in the case said.

Two Hours of Testimony

Mr. Stephanopoulos has said that he was merely blowing off steam in the
conversation with Mr. Steiner. Other Clinton Administration officials and
lawyers have said that Mr. Stephanopoulos asked Mr. Steiner if the hiring was
"final" or whether Mr. Stephens could be replaced. No evidence has been found to
indicate that Mr. Steiner or any other Treasury officials took steps to have Mr.
Stephens removed.

Emerging from a two-hour session before the grand jury in Washington this
afternoon, Mr. Steiner declined to disclose his testimony, which was held in
private. He has already provided Federal investigators with a diary that
contains detailed accounts of his conversations with the White House and other
officials about the investigation of Madison by the Resolution Trust
Corporation.

The corporation, a Federal regulatory agency created in 1989, is responsible
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for the savings and loan bailout. Last month it retained Mr. Stephens, a former
United States Attorney in Washington. Madison was run and owned by James B.
McDougal, a business partner of the Clintons in the Whitewater Development
Company, an Ozarks real estate venture. The Resolution Trust Corporation and Mr.
Fiske are investigating whether the savings association madeany improper loans
to either Whitewater or Mr. Clinton's 1984 campaign for re-election as Governor
of Arkansas.

Mr. Stephens has been publicly critical of the Administration, particularly
since the Justice Department last year rejected his request to remain as United
States Attorney to conclude its investigation of Representative Dan
Rostenkowski, the Chicago Democrat who heads the House Ways and Means Comittee.
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SECTION: FIRST SECTION; PAGE A1

LENGTH: 1157 words

HEADLINE: Senators Complained About RTC :
Two From Arkansas Sought Review in Madison S&L Affair

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Susan Schmidt. Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
Arkansas' Democratic senators complained to top Clinton administration
officials last year about the government's handling of legal claims against Seth
Hard, a former Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan employee and father-in-law of
former associate attorney general Webster L. Hubbell.

Sen. Dale Bumpers (D), who once called Ward a "good supporter," sent a May
26, 1993, letter about Ward's treatment by the Resolution Trust Corp. to White
House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman, a
political appointee serving as interim chief of the RTC. Bumpers also sent
copies of the letter to three Arkansans working in the White House -— chief of
staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty and William Kennedy III and the late Vincent
Foster of the counsel's office.

Sen. David Pryor (D) lodged his complaint with Altman and top Treasury aide
Joshua Steiner in July about the "appalling" waste of money and "abuse of power“
by government attorneys in their attemt to recover Madison funds from Hard, a
wealthy Arkansas businessman. Like Bumpers, Pryor asked Altman to review the
RTC's settlement with ward, which required him to return S 340,000 in Madison
funds to the RTC.

It does not appear the letters from Bumpers and Pryor, made available by the
RTC under the Freedom of Information Act, resulted in any change in the RTC's
treatment of Ward. Ward referred calls to his attorney, Alston Jennings, who
declined to comment on the congressional correspondence.

McLarty said yesterday he did not remember receiving the letter but was
"confident we didn't take any action on it."

A White House official said Nussbaum wrote to Bumpers in July acknowledging
receipt of the letter but took no further action.

The letters from Bumpers and Pryor, which mentioned ward as part of a broader
attack on RTC litigation procedures, are the first indications members of
Congress contacted political appointees on behalf of a prominent constituent who
has come under federal scrutiny in the Madison affair.
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Altman has been under political fire and subpoenaed by a grand jury about
contacts he had with White House officials on matters related to Madison while
serving as head of the independent regulatory agency. Steiner testified before a
grand jury in Washington yesterday and was expected to be asked about a
complaint made by Clinton adviser George Stephanopoulos about the RTC's hiring
of former Republican federal prosecutor Jay B. Stephens to handle some Madison
civil cases.

In Congress, Republicans have seized on contacts between White House and RTC
officials as evidence of political interference in the Madison probe.

One RTC investigator who worked on the case has gone to Congress to complain
she felt pressured by her superiors.

President Clinton, Hillary RodhamClinton and the Clinton gubernatorial
campaign have been cited as possible beneficiaries of alleged illegal activities
at Madison, which was owned in the mid-1980s by James B. McDougal, the Clintons‘
partner in the Whitewater land venture.

Howard Schloss, a spokesman for Altman and Steiner, said neither had had any
contact with White House officials regarding the letters and that the letters
had been handled routinely. A letter from Altman to Pryor dated Aug. 20, 1993,
states he had asked the RTC's acting general counsel to find out about the Hard
matter.

Another correspondence, dated Nov. 9, is a letter from RTC congressional
affairs director Peter Knight sent to Pryor and Bumpers. Knight's letter said
Ward's assertions of mistreatment were "erroneous" and that he "participated in
a series of transactions involving Madison and [its real estate subsidiary]
which enabled those entities to circumvent federal laws and regulations ...
[and] led to the insolvency and failure of Madison Guaranty in 1989."

Madison transactions involving Ward are under investigation by special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. Ward's son-in—law, Hubbell, was a senior partner in
the Rose Law Firm with Foster, Kennedy and Hillary Clinton before the four came
to Washington.

Hubbell recently resigned from the Justice Department in the wake of reports
he was under scrutiny by the firm for possibly overbilling clients.

The Rose firm also has complained Hubbell charged nearly $ 500,000 in
consulting fees and legal expenses to the firm that should have been paid by a
company owned by the Ward family, P.O.M. Inc., a major Rose client.

Pryor and Bumpers said the letters sent last year were their only contacts
with Clinton administration officials on the ward case.

Pryor said he did not know Ward. His letter, he said, was simply representing
a constituent interest and venting his belief RTC lawyers go overboard in
pursuing S&L officials.

Bumpers's letter to Altman and White House officials also complained the RTC
has been too aggressive in its pursuit of damages from directors and officers of
failed S&Ls, and he urged a review of RTC policies on lawsuits.
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Bumpers said he directed his letter to White House officials because of the
larger policy issue, not the Hard case in particular. "I wasn't trying to get
the white House involved in it," said Bumpers.

As an independent agency, the RTC makes decisions on lawsuits based on
standards set out in the 1989 federal law that created the agency.

Altman last May told Congress the Clinton administration did not share the
prevailing Democratic sentiment favoring extension of the legal deadline in S&L
cases. Congress extended the deadline anyway, and voted to extend it a second
time in February when it appeared the deadline was about to lapse for cases
involving Madison.

During Hubbell's confirmation hearing as associate attorney general last
year, Bumpers described ward as "a good supporter." Ward, who is a pilot, "used
to fly me around on my campaigns," Bumpers told the Senate Judiciary Committee.

This week Bumpers said he had not seen ward "in 10 or 15 years. . . As far
as I know, he's a Republican."

Ward was hired by Madison's real estate subsidiary in 1985 to help find big
real estate deals for the thrift. In a side deal never approved by Madison's
board, McDougal agreed to pay Ward S 400,000 in comissions from land sales
federal bank examiners later described as "sham" transactions that showered
insiders with fees and commissions and cost the sat S 1.8 million.

Hard complained to his senators last May when, after years of legal
wrangling. he was forced to return funds to the RTC.

Ward's legal problems with the RTC also became an issue with Hubbell, who
helped the Rose firm secure S&L work from the RTC and Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. Agency documents show some officials were concerned about Hubbell's work
for the government while it was pursuing litigation against his father-in-law.

But officials concluded the family relationship did not constitute a conflict
of interest that would disqualify Hubbell from securing the government work.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, SETH WARDWAS REQUIRED TO RETURN $340,000 IN RTC SETTLEMENT.
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The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
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March 24. 1994, Thursday, AM cycle

SECTION; washington Dateline

LENGTH: 904 words

HEADLINE: GOP Lawmakers Accuses Regulators Of Trying to Hinder Investigation

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: EASHINGTON

BODY
The House's top whitewater critic accused federal regulators Thursday of

attempting to alter a criminal referral - and trying to muzzle their own
investigators - in a potential criminal case involving President Clinton's real
estate investment.

In a House speech that at times was highly partisan, Rep. Jim Leach of tows
said the investigators "courageously" pressed on with their case, despite
efforts of superiors to get them to change their findings.

Leach also charged that the whitewater land venture had been used to "skim"
federally insured depositor funds from the failed Madison Guaranty Savings s
Loan owned by James McDougal, the Clintons' whitewater business partner.

He said federal S&L investigators concluded that some $ 70,000 improperly
went from the San or its related companies to whitewater over one six-month
period.

It was such conclusion. Leach alleged, that top SQL regulators inquired about
changing. He said the officials tried to pressure the regional investigators to
conclude that Clinton's Arkansas real estate venture "was not responsible for
any losses" at Madison.

"Courageously. Kansas City investigators refused to allow Washington ...
objections to change the content of the referrals they sent in ... October 1993
to the Justice Department." Leach said.

Leach. ranking Republican on the House Banking Committee. said top
regulators‘ briefings of White House officials on the investigation "must be
understood in the context" of these disclosures.

Leach said one senior regional investigator "was removed from the case" for
resisting superiors. She and her colleagues "have sought whistleblower
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protection rather than comply with the Washington ... gag order" that prevents
them from speaking with a special counsel without clearance from their
superiors.
Leach sharply criticized letters from the Democratic chairman of the banking

committee, Henry B. Gonzalez, to regulators urging them not to cooperate with
Leach.

Leach said the letters "imply the possibility that they have been requested
by the administration to bolster its efforts to deny information to the Congress
and thereby the public. ...

"At issue," Leach said, "would be a collusive effort by the majority party in
the Congress to aid and abet the executive branch in its concerted effort to
deny disclosure of information."

Leach‘: comments referred to the probe by the Resolution Trust Corp., the
savings and loan cleanup agency.

The RTC has investigated whether depositors‘ money from the failed Madison
Guaranty Savings L Loan went improperly to Clinton's former Arkansas real
estate venture, called Whitewater, or to pay off Clinton's gubernatorial
campaign debts.

Leach, in addition to his speech. released a series of documents in the case.

In one memoto her own file, Kansas City regulator L. Jean Lewis related a
story of how a regulator from Washington, April Breslaw, had told her "the
people at the top" wanted to say that Whitewater did not cause a loss to
Madison.

Lewis, who was a key investigator on Madison, wrote that Breslaw said the
superiors wanted a "honest answer" but would be “happier about certain answers
that would get them off the hook.“ Lewis wrote she reiterated to Breslaw that
she believed Whitewater had caused losses to Madison.

In the same memo, Lewis implicitly questioned whether Clinton and his wife
could claim ignorance that Madison - owned by Clinton‘: business partner - was
the source of Whitewater money.

"If you know that your mortgages are being paid, but you aren't putting money
into the venture, and you also know the venture isn't cash flowing, wouldn't you
question the source of the funds being used to your benefit?" Lewis asked.

"Wouldn't you wonder even more if you knew that your business partner's main
source of income, an SLL, was in serious financial difficulty, which by 1955 was
fairly comon knowledge?"

RTC investigators from Kansas City, Mo., the office in charge of Arkansas.
concluded in September 1993 that the Justice Department should conduct a
criminal investigation of Madison and Whitewater.

Washington officials of the RTC and the Treasury Department briefed top White
House officials about the criminal referral, triggering grand jury subpoenas to
administration officials from special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.
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The RTC and Treasury officials have contended they never discussed the
substance of the referral but just gave the White House a "heads up."
"The question of whether a ‘heads up‘ was appropriate is of significance,"

Leach said. "More so, is whether the line between a ‘heads up‘ and a cover-up
was crossed "

Leach said:

-In the last week of September 1993, the Kansas City officials sent their
referrals to Washington. within a few days of receipt of the referrals in
Washington. top RTC officials visited the White House.

-Within a few weeks, "in an unprecedented change of procedure," Washington
officials demanded to review all Madison referrals. A few months later, a senior
Kansas City criminal investigator was removed from the case.

-Officials from the RTC in Washington visited Kansas City "to pass on the
determined message that senior RTC officials in Washington want it understood
that they wished to claim whitewater was not responsible for any losses at
Madison."

-Kansas City investigators refused to back the Washington position that
Madison's losses were unrelated to Whitewater.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 24, 1994, Thursday, PM cycle

SECTION; Washington Dateline

LENGTH; 677 words

HEADLINE: Clinton Likely to Face Whitewater Questions Tonight

BYLINE: By NANCY BENAC. Associated Press writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
When President Clinton goes before reporters tonight in the East Room, he is

sure to face questions about Whitewater, an obscure Arkansas land deal that has
evolved into a big political headache.

The White House is billing Clinton's 7:30 p.m. EST news conference as a forum
for him to report to the nation on his legislative agenda before Congress begins
its Easter recess and Clinton embarks on a Western vacation.

"I'm going to make a report to the American people about what we're trying to
do up here, about the work we're doing on the crime bill, on health care, on a
number Of important issues," Clinton said this morning before going to Capitol
Hill to press his case for health care reform.

White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers said Clinton planned to prepare for
the news conference this afternoon, reading background material and taking mock
questions from his staff. She said he may mention the Whitewater affair in his
brief opening statement. “but this is not about Whitewater."

Questions about Whitewater are inevitable, however.

The failure of Arkansas‘ Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and the related
whitewater land deal has been the focus of intense media scrutiny and is under
investigation by special counsel Robert Fiske. Congress plans hearings on the
subject as well.

At issue is whether funds from Madison were illegally diverted to benefit
whitewater, the Clintons or other prominent Arkansans. Questions also have been
raised about how much the Clintons invested and lost on Whitewater.

Fiske's probe also covers questions about the apparent suicide of Deputy
white House Counsel Vincent Foster last year and about meetings between federal
regulators and White House staff in which the Madison S&L investigation was
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discussed.

Clinton insists there was no wrongdoing by him or Hillary RodhamClinton.

Possible questions for Clinton:

-Did the Clintons take Whitewater-related income tax deductions to which they
were not entitled and did they overstate their losses in claiming they lost $
68.900 on the deal? Clinton says the matter is under review.

-why won't the Clintons make public their tax returns for 1978 and 1979, the
years in which their whitewater investments and lucrative investments in cattle
futures occurred?

-what was Clinton's relationship to David Hale, a former Arkansas municipal
judge who has pleaded guilty to fraud involving the operation of his federally
backed lending company. Hale claims Clinton encouraged him to make a
questionable S 300,000 Small Business Administration-guaranteed loan to a
McDougal company. Clinton nas called the charge "bull."

-James McDougal, who owned Madison and brought the Clintons into the
whitewater deal, has said he could clear the Clintons‘ names if Mrs. Clinton
would turn over the Whitewater records he gave them. why hasn't she done that?
The records have been turned over to the special counsel but not made public.

-Did the Clintons ever have any financial dealings with Madison Guaranty?

-Did the White House take any action based on information about the
investigation that white House aides received in meetings and telephone calls
with regulators? white House aides have said they made no attempt to influence
the investigation.

-who informed the president and Mrs. Clinton that Whitewater would be part of
the federal investigation? Clinton has said he thinks he heard about it from
aide Bruce Lindsey, who attended one of the meetings with regulators. Aides to
Mrs. Clinton, whose chief of staff was in one of the meetings, said she heard
about it from press reports.

-what was the extent of Mrs. Clinton's legal work on behalf of Madison and
her relationship with appointed state officials at the time Clinton was
governor? Mrs. Clinton has said her work for Madison was limited to research on
Arkansas banking laws.

-What Whitewater-related matters was Foster working on at the time of his
apparent suicide, and why were whitewater documents quickly removed from his
office by White House aides immediately after his death?
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March 24, 1994, Thursday, PM cycle

SECTION; Domestic News

LENGTH: S50 words

HEADLINE: Grand Jury Ready to Begin Work on Whitewater Probe

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske has a grand jury ready to hear

testimony in the investigation of President and Mrs. Clinton's land dealings,
but they won't be going to work immediately.

"The jury is not going to work this week. The special counsel will set up a
schedule with them. I don't know if it will be made public," Mary Buford said
Wednesday after the grand jury's 23 membershad been chosen.

Mrs. Buford is the grand jury coordinator for the Little Rock-based Eastern
District of Arkansas.

It took about S hours choose the panel‘s members from 139 potential jurors
who reported to court Wednesday morning. They will assist Fiske as he looks into
the Whitewater Development Corp. land deals.

At least one witness is ready to testify - former municipal judge David L.
Hale, who pleaded guilty Tuesday to a pair of felony fraud charges Tuesday as
part of an agreement to cooperate with federal authorities.

It wasn't clear Wednesday when Hale would take the witness stand. The former
judge, who has alleged that then-Gov. Bill Clinton urged him to make an
improper, government-backed loan to a business associate of Clintons, has been
cooperating with authorities for more than two weeks.

The process of picking the jurors went slowly Wednesday. The panelists went
through a routine, hour—long orientation before being escorted by court
officials to a fourth-floor courtroom where the questioning began in earnest.

Fiske's investigation centers on the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan, which was owned by Clinton business partner James McDougal. Fiske is
trying to learn whether Madison depositor funds were diverted to the Whitewater
Development Corp., which was owned by the Clintons, McDougal and his then-wife,
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Susan. and whether S&L money was improperly used to help retire Clinton's 1984
gubernatorial campaign debt.
Hale has claimed that Clinton asked him to make a loan, backed with Small

Business Administration funds, to Susan McDougal. About S 100,000 of the S
300,000 loan ended up in whitewater accounts.

Courtroom security was tight. Reporters were barred from entering the chamber
by a pair of federal marshals who explained that Judge Stephen M. Reasoner
ordered the courtroom sealed.

Prospective jurors sat inside for nearly two hours as prosecutors began their
presentation.

"There was a whole lot of discussion in there, but they told us not to talk
about it," one potential panelist told a reporter as the group broke for lunch.
"They can kick us off for talking to you folks."

Fiske asked a federal judge at Little Rock to empanel a new grand jury in
February, saying that his investigation could take longer than the year's term
of a normal grand jury. The panel chosen Wednesday will meet for up to 18
months.

Typically, federal grand juries meet twice or three times a week, although
jurors are always on call during their tenure.

Fiske already has taken some testimony in the probe before a grand jury in
Washington and the regular grand jury in Little Rock. The standard operating
procedure for split grand juries is for testimony to be presented in written
form to the main grand jury, which in this case would be the one in Little Rock.
Excerpts from the written testimony generally are read aloud to jurors by
prosecutors.
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LENGTH: 1005 words

HEADLINE: NEWSANALYSIS:
CONGRESSIONALDEMOCRATSEDGING AWAY FROMCLINTON;
POLITICS: MOVETO HOLDHEARINGS ON WHITEWATERSHOWSDISSATISFACTION WITH WHITE
HOUSE, OBSERVERSSAY. PRESIDENT'S STRATEGY ON ISSUE CALLED 'NAIVE.'

BYLINE: BY RONALDBROWNSTEN,TIMES POLITICAL WRITER

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
The move by congressional Democrats toward hearings on Whitewater reflects

growing dissatisfaction with White House managementof the controversy and
rising desire amongmany Democrats to distance themselves from President Clinton
on the issue, legislators and party political consultants said Wednesday.

To some extent, the drive for hearings demonstrates that senior legislative
Democrats believe Republicans are making gains in their argument that Congress
has been joining with the White House in an attempt to avoid inquiry.
Legislative and White House officials said that they agree the decision also
illuminates a long-standing unwillingness among many congressional Democrats to
bind their fates too closely to Clinton's.

"I don't think it does a lot of good necessarily to be a ‘friend of Bill’ in
some of these (Congressional) districts," said one leading House moderate.

Democrats on Capitol Hill said that they have yet to see anything that belies
the President's claim that he has not done anything wrong. But the decision to
accept hearings illustrated their growing belief that the White House compounded
its problems by resisting each new step toward disclosure ~- from release of
documents relating to the original investment by President Clinton and First
Lady Hillary RodhamClinton while Clinton was Arkansas governor, to appointment
of a special prosecutor, to congressional hearings.

"It is clear that the political strategy in the White House was not
succeeding. that the story had legs of its own, and it was counterproductive to
try and delay," said the House moderate. "Theirs was a naive approach."

So far. according to congressional Democrats, the enormous press and
political focus on Whitewater has not seriously slowed down other legislative
activities: Major education and crime bills are moving toward completion and in
the House, Democrats believe they are making progress toward compromise on the
Administration's massive health care reform plan.
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Indeed. Republican strategist William Kristol warned in a memothis week that
the GOP‘s preoccupation with Whitewater "is keeping Republicans from being able
to focus on health care at just the moment . . . when inattention to the issue
is most dangerous."

White House and congressional strategists admitted that they are uncertain
whether agreeing to hearings has increased or diminished the prospect of
whitewater impeding other legislative initiatives. But it is clear that many
Democrats believed resisting hearings might prove more disruptive than accepting
them, with the Republicans hammering away.

Democrats acknowledged that hearings represent a roll of the dice that could
open unanticipated new questions and increase public attention on the
controversy. "If we get into hearings, it can be dragged out for a year, which
would be a real problem," said one senior House Democrat.

Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is looking into allegations that Clinton
may have benefited improperly from his association with James B. McDougal, owner
of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan and partner with the Clintons in
the Whitewater Development Corp. Although Fiske's inquiry centers on whitewater,
he also is investigating the apparent suicide of white House Deputy Counsel
Vincent Foster last July. His inquiry also encompasses the role played by Mrs.
Clinton and her firm in representing Whitewater and Madison Guaranty.

In both houses, Republicans and Democrats have just begun negotiations over
the timing and scope of the hearings and over whether they will be conducted by
existing committees or panels formed specifically for that purpose. House
Speaker Thomas S. Foley (D-Wash.) said in television interviews Wednesday that
there is little prospect of joint House—Senate hearings.

The resolutions passed in both houses call for hearings that would not
interfere with Fiske's investigation. Congressional officials said that Fiske
has assured them he intends to finish the Washington elements of his
investigation sometime in April, which could open the door for hearings soon
afterward.

The first step could be rescheduling the recently delayed House Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs Committee oversight hearings on the Resolution Trust
Corp. ——at which Republicans have said they intend to press questions about
white House contact with investigators looking into the failure of Madison
Guaranty.

"My calculus is that I would like to get this over as quickly as possible,"
especially with mid-term elections approaching in the fall, said a House
leadership aide.

Publicly, Administration officials from the President on down have insisted
that Congress alone should decide whether to conduct hearings. But, privately,
senior officials have resisted hearings, arguing that they would interfere with
the special counsel's investigation.

Until last week, the Democratic leadership in both chambers had staunchly
backed the Administration's position. But over the past week that opposition has
crumbled, as greater numbers of rank-and-file Democrats have grown uneasy about
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resisting the GOP demands.

In the end, said the senior House Democrat, the party leadership in both
houses was forced to capitulate "because they were afraid of losing a vote on
the floor" if Republicans offered an amendment demanding hearings.

Congressional Democrats are not acting based on any sign that voters have
focused on Whitewater or made any final judgments against the President on the
controversy, political consultants and congressional aides said. "This isn't
Watergate in the sense that people are riveted by it," said Democratic media
consultant Joe Trippi.

But Democrats said they fear that prolonging the fight over hearings could
eventually strengthen GOP and conservative charges that Congress was attempting
to sweep Whitewater questions under the rug.

And while there was little evidence of voter anger over Whitewater, the
issue's high profile has tended to reinforce public skepticism about Washington.
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BODY
White House Associate Counsel William H. Kennedy III was stripped of two

areas of responsibility Wednesday because of disclosures that he failed to pay
Social Security taxes for a nanny despite warnings from his superiors, officials
said Wednesday.

White House Chief of staff Thomas (Mack) McLarty and incoming Special Counsel
Lloyd N. Cutler decided to relieve Kennedy of the duties rather than fire him.
They did so in part because he is going through a difficult divorce and they did
not want to add to his personal problems or to the Administration's
embarrassment over the recent departure of a number of top aides, a senior White
House official said Wednesday night.

Kennedy will no longer be in charge of reviewing tax-compliance matters or
security clearances for White House officials because both duties involve
background checks of government personnel. Such checks include whether employees
paid taxes for household workers.

Also Wednesday, the White House indicated that President Clinton is likely to
revise downward his estimate of losses that he and First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton suffered in the failed Whitewater Development Corp. land deal in
Arkansas.

A senior White House aide said there is "a good possibility" that Clinton
would acknowledge at a news conference today that a review of the investment in
the real estate deal has found that the First Family lost considerably less
money than previously claimed.

The Clintons, relying on a partial audit of the Whitewater project conducted
in early 1992 by Denver attorney James Lyons, have said they lost $68,900 on the
vacation property deal.

But the Clintons' current personal lawyer, David Kendall, has concluded after
his own review that the Clintons lost less than that.
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"It's still a measurable loss," the White House aide said, but not as much as
previously thought. He said it is not yet known whether the Clintons owe
additional taxes because they over-deducted for Whitewater interest costs.

The aide also said Clinton is prepared to release in the near future his tax
returns for 1978 and 1979, which have never been made public.

They are of interest because they would reflect the size of the Clintons‘
initial investment in the Whitewater project, which the Clintons’ owned with
Arkansas businessman James B. McDougal during those two years.

McDougal has estimated the Clintons‘ losses in Whitewater at $13,000.

The timing of today's press conference was prompted in part by the Clintons‘
plans to leave Washington on Friday for a six-day Easter vacation in Texas and
California. The President did not want to leave town with the appearance that he
was ducking questions about the Whitewater deal, aides said.

Whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is looking into allegations
that the Clintons may have benefited improperly from their association with
McDougal, who owned the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

Although the special counsel's inquiry centers on the Whitewater controversy,
Fiske is also investigating the apparent suicide of Deputy White House Counsel
Vincent Foster last July and the role played by Hillary Clinton and the Rose Law
Firm, where she was a partner, in representing Whitewater Development and
Madison Guaranty.

The President has answered questions on the Whitewater case at two extended
press conferences during the last two weeks, but new issues, some with only
tangential relationships to the scandal, seem to arise every day.

Kennedy's problems are a case in point.

Amonghis other duties, Kennedy was responsible for ensuring the compliance
of Administration officials with tax laws relating to household help.

Kennedy was a partner of Hillary Clinton at the Rose Law Firm. Two other
lawyers of the firm have also served in the Administration, Foster, who was
Kennedy's boss, and Webster Hubbell who resigned earlier this month from the No.
3 job at the Justice Department in order to deal with a billing dispute with his
former partners.

White House officials said Tuesday that Kennedy paid $1,352.52 in back taxes
and penalties before starting work in February, I993. The money was for Social
Security taxes owed for the employment of a nanny for his children in 1992.

The payment was made under his wife's former married name, but Kennedy denied
phat he did so to conceal the late payment from the IRS or the FBI, which was
;conducting a background check on him in connection with his new White House job.

On Wednesday, officials conceded that Kennedy did not pay his 1991 taxes for
the nanny until this month. Kennedy told associates that he feared the
non—paymentwould become public in the record of his divorce proceedings.
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He owed about $800 in back taxes (for 1991)," said White House Press
Secretary Dee Dee Myers. "He should have paid them. He has now paid them."
According to his financial disclosure form, Kennedy was paid $587,000 in 1992

by the Rose Law Firm, where he was managing partner.

Myers said Kennedy had been told last year by Poster and Foster‘: boss,
departing White House Counsel Bernard Nussbsum, as well as by Myers herself,
that he should make good on any back taxes owed for household help.

Times staff writer James Risen contributed to this story.

GRAPHIC: Photo. (Southland Edition, A1) William H. Kennedy III. Associated
Press
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A senior White House lawyer. William H. Kennedy Jd, was stripped tonight of
his job overseeing background checks of Administration appointees after lapses
that suggested that he himself had sought to conceal embarrassing information.

The announcement, in a terse White House statement. followed an intensive
review by top Clinton aides of Mr. Kennedy's conduct, including his failure
until three weeks ago to pay 1991 Social Security taxes for a nanny employed by
him and his wife.

Mr. Kennedy has also acknowledged taking the unusual step early last year -
about the time he was undergoing his own background review -- of using a check
imprinted with his wife's old name to pay 1992 Social Security taxes for the
nanny.

Mr. Kennedy, an associate White House counsel and a former law partner of
Hillary RodhamClinton, will be reassigned to less important duties within the
counsel's office. In deciding not to dismiss him, Thomas F. McLarty 3d, the
White House chief of staff, took into consideration that Mr. Kennedy is in the
middle of a contentious divorce and has recently weathered other personal
setbacks, a senior Administration official said.

Mr. Kennedy's failure to pay his 1991 taxes until recently was reported today
in The Washington Post.

As the official responsible for reviewing the backgrounds of virtually every
senior Administration appointee, any appearance that Mr. Kennedy concealed
damaging information about himself is highly embarrassing. White House officials
insisted that Mr. Kennedy had made an "honest mistake" in failing to pay his
taxes. but they said the impression he had created had given Mr. McLarty and
Lloyd N. Cutler, the White House's new special counsel, no option but to
discipline him. .

But the officials said that Mr. Kennedy had not informed the former White
House counsel, Bernard W. Nussbaum. or Mr. McLarty about his original tax
problem, and told White House officials only last month that he had owed taxes
dating from 1991.
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In a white House atmosphere supercharged by various accusations of
misconduct, including those related to the Whitewater affair, officials said
today that Mr. Kennedy's troubles had been compounded by his responsibility for
delays in forwarding to the Secret Service files with information about scores
of White House officials.

Those delays were among the factors that kept the Secret Service from
completing, until recently, reviews necessary for nearly 300 officials to
receive permanent White House passes. White House officials offered no
explanation tonight for Mr. Kennedy‘s withholding of those files, in some cases
for many months, but they said mishandling of the process was as much a factor
in his being disciplined as was his failure to pay the taxes.

First Test for Cutler

For Mr. Cutler, installed earlier this month as the White House's ethical
guardian, Mr. Kennedy's case was the first test of a White House pledge that the
conduct of the staff would be held to standards that could not be questioned.

Mr. Cutler, who met with Mr. Kennedy at length today, is continuing to review
his handling of the Social Security tax matter, a senior White House official
said tonight. In addition to being stripped of his role in overseeing the
investigation of appointees and the issuing of passes, the senior official said,
it was also possible that Mr. Kennedy could be demoted to assistant white House
counsel.

In its statement. the White House said his place would be taken by another
associate White House counsel, Beth Nolan.

Mr. Kennedy, 42, a former managing partner of the Rose firm, was reprimanded
last sumer after an internal White House review concluded he had improperly
pressured the Federal Bureau of Investigation to assist the White House in its
inquiry into wrongdoing in the travel office.

Except for Mrs. Clinton, he is the last member of the Little Rock firm still
in the Administration, which also plucked from it Vincent H. Foster Jr., the
deputy white House counsel who committed suicide last summer, and Webster L.
Hubbell, who resigned as Associate Attorney General last week amid accusations
from his former law partners that he overbilled his law firm and clients.

In an interview published this morning in USA Today, Mr. Clinton complained
that news organizations had adopted a "presumption against the White House" in
their coverage of the Whitewater case. But even before Mr. Kennedy's
reassignment was announced, Mr. Clinton scheduled a prime-time news conference
Thursday night in a step intended in part to confront new questions about the
Whitewater matter.

At the White House. a spokewoman, Dee Dee Myers, insisted today that Mr.
Kennedy had not intended to conceal either his failure to pay the 1991 taxes
until recently or the 1992 payment he made earlier under his wife's name.

The Hhite House was forced last year to withdraw several nominations for
Administration posts after the nominees were similarly found to have failed to
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pay taxes for household help,most notably the President's first choice for
Attorney General, Zoe Baird. A memorandumissued to the White House staff last
March ordered that all such taxes be brought up to date.

Mr. Kennedy did not return telephone calls to his office today. He told The
Washington Post that he had told Mr. Nussbaum and Bruce Lindsey, a senior
adviser to Mr. Clinton, only in mid-February that he had a problem with his
taxes.

Today, White House officials said that Mr. Kennedy explained to them in
recent days that his nanny had asked to be paid in cash, and that he had agreed
to do so through 1991 and 1992 but had left the details up to his wife. He said
he had neglected to pay his 1991 taxes until recently because he was unable to
determine how much the nanny had been paid.

The officials said he directed his accountants to estimate the 1991 taxes.
and paid about $700 within the last three weeks, leaving it to the Government to
determine interest and penalties.

The unusual circumstances in which Mr. Kennedy earlier paid the 1992 taxes
for the same nanny were reported on Tuesday by The Wall Street Journal. The
Journal said that Mr. Kennedy informed Mr. Foster, who had been his partner at
the Rose firm, in January 1993 of his failure to pay the 1992 taxes, and
arranged to pay about $3,000 in back taxes, interest and penalties. But Mr.
Kennedy made the payment by check in his wife's former name, Leslie Gail Mcnae.
who took his name when they married.

Mr. Kennedy's troubles have added to a deep sense of uneasiness at the White
House, already feeling uncomfortable about Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C.
Altman's changing accounts of his discussions with Mr. Clinton's top aides about
whether to recuse himself from a Resolution Trust Corporation inquiry into
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which was owned by the Clintons‘ partner in
the whitewater real estate venture, James B. McDougal.

Mr. Altman's changing accounts of those discussions, in four letters to
Congress, have put the white House officials he has cited in an awkward
position, and Lloyd Bentsen. the Treasury Secretary, has made what associates
describe as an unmistakable effort to distance himself from his deputy by
ordering Internal Revenue Service agents to search the offices of Mr. Altman and
others for evidence of comunications between them and the White House about the
inquiry.

Clinton on TV

The following television networks have scheduled broadcasts of the
President's news conference tonight at 7 30: CBS (channel 2), NBC (channel 4),
ABC (channel 7), FOX S (channel S), PBS, CNN and C-SPAN.
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Lawmakers were utterly appalled this week when Representative Henry B.

Gonzalez dispatched a paint-peeling letter to his colleague Jim Leach, calling
the Iowa Republican obdurate, obstinate, premeditated, willfully disobedient
and, by clear implication, irresponsible.

That is not to say anyone was particularly surprised.

Not for nothing do friends and enemies alike call Mr. Gonzalez "Gonzo"
although not to his face if they know what is good for them.

Mr. Gonzalez, the 77-year-old Texas Democrat who heads the House Banking
Committee, is in trouble for his scorching letter, which told Mr. Leach it would
be a cold day in Manila before the Banking Committee would let him interrogate
witnesses at length about President Clinton's Whitewater travails.

Days before. Mr. Gonzalez seemed to have agreed to do just that, and his
bitter turnabout bollixed his fellow Democrats. They not only apologized to Mr.
Leach, but also voted hastily for an even bigger Whitewater inquiry just so no
Republican could charge that Mr. Gonzalez was trying to hide Mr. Clinton's dirty
laundry.

Many lawmakers might be chastened by such a gaffe, but Mr. Gonzalez is
unlikely to be among them. To the contrary, Mr. Gonzalez is universally regarded
as a stormy-tempered, stubborn, contrary, fiercely unabashed populist, beholden
to no one and disinclined to issue apologies. He did not reply to several
requests for an interview.

33 Years Equals Power

It is a fearsome stew of traits that has helped him roll over weaker
lawmakers and cultivate real power in 33 years in the House. His bulldog nature
showed most clearly in the early 1990's, when the Banking Committee staged
explosive hearings that charged the Bush Administration with conspiring to sell
advanced weapons to President Saddam Hussein of Iraq and publicized embarrassing
ties between President Bush's son Neil and a bankrupt savings and loan.
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The hearings wounded the Republicans at the start of the 1992 Presidential
campaign and earned Mr. Gonzalez a stack of chits from House leaders.
But Mr. Gonzalez also has a reputation for eccentricity that even admirers

say has diluted his influence and has placed his hold on the source of his
power, the chairmanship of the banking panel, in jeopardy.

"Anybody who stands against the powers that be, and is so forcefully on the
side of that powers that ought to be, is going to be attacked and marginalized
and trivialized." said Jim Hightower, a fellow Texas Democrat and populist. "And
Henry has suffered that. But he‘s above it."

And Mr. Gonzalez seems not to care a lot what others think.

When he was 47 and a freshman in the House, a fellow Texas lawmaker,
Representative Ed Foreman, called him a Communist. Mr. Gonzalez invited the
Republican into the Speaker's lobby and took retribution although he denied
reports that he tried to deck the poor fellow.

‘It Was a Shove‘

"It was a shove," he said at the time. "But my hand went into him three
inches -- he's so soft."

WhenMr. Gonzalez was 70. he overheard another 40-year-old man calling him a
Communist, this time in a San Antonio restaurant. He said that the man was
toting a pistol and a nine-inch hunting knife but that he blackened his eye
anyway.

"If I wanted to cold-cock him, I could have," he said later.

Those are but his social activities. In the House, Mr. Gonzalez has demanded
the impeachment of Ronald Reagan and George Bush and the removal of several
other Federal officials, one of whomhe called "an unconscionable scoundrel."

He once dubbed Housing Secretary Samuel R. Pierce Jr., who is black, Stepin
Fetchit for his acquiescence :0 Republican cuts in poverty programs. He has
campaigned for decades to abolish the Federal Reserve, and he has called for
imposing a ceiling on interest rates.

In 1977, when he quit as head of the House Assassinations Committee, he said
the murder of John F. Kennedy would never be solved because "vast and powerful
forces, including the country's most sophisticated crime element, won't stand
for it."

One of a Kind Committee

Members of the Banking Committee, lobbyists and former aides say Mr.
Gonzalez runs the panel unlike any other in the House. He is frequently on the
losing side of committee votes on legislation, in part, they say, because he
seldom gathers Democratic committee members together for back-room strategizing.

All this dismays some people, who cast Mr. Gonzalez as something of a loose
cannon.
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But there is another view. "He believes it, and so he says it —- it's a
measure of his intellectual honesty," said Burt Ely, an Alexandria, Va., banking
consultant. "There may be a lot of others who have equally wacky ideas and keep
it to themselves because they're afraid of the public reaction."

Mr. Gonzalez said as much in 1992 to The Washington Post. "Keep making
speeches," he said, "and eventually people will hear you."

Occasionally, people have. Mr. Gonzalez was a warning bell on nuclear safety
years before the nation's worst nuclear accident at the Three Mile Island plant
near Harrisburg, Pa., in 1979, and a decade before the rising tide of
radioactive waste from power plants and bomb factories became a serious public
concern .

Mr. Hightower said Mr. Gonzalez approached the issues from the viewpoint of
the underprivileged.

Impoverished Background

Some of that stems from his background. Mr. Gonzalez's ancestors came from
Europe to Mexico in 1561 and grew rich and powerful from investments in silver
mines and ranch land. But the family fled to San Antonio in 1911, under attack
from revolutionaries led by Pancho Villa, and Mr. Gonzalez was born into poverty
mixed with discrimination.

Mr. Gonzalez still lives political life with an exaggerated lack of pretense.
He shuns Washington society and spends off hours reading in his smallapartment.
His family never moved to Washington; he returns to Texas almost every weekend.

And his attacks on Mr. Bush aside, Mr. Gonzalez seems remarkably resistant to
partisan pressures on most issues. Liberal Democrats tried to block his rise to
head the banking panel in 1990 after he helped a Republican, Representative
Chalmers Wylie of Ohio, with an ad. Republicans say his refusal to cut back-room
deals with fellow Democrats and lobbyists makes for unusually even—handed, if
chaotic legislating.

Given that, his handling of Republican demands for hearings on Whitewater has
puzzled many.

Unusually Partisan

For months, Mr. Gonzalez seemed uncharacteristically partisan. He scoffed at
hearings on Mr. Clinton's ties to a failed Arkansas savings and loan, Madison
Guaranty.

When Mr. Leach found a loophole that allowed him to raise Whitewater at a
routine comittee hearing, Mr. Gonzalez relented and scheduled a session. His
abrupt backpedaling this week surprised Democrats and provoked speculation over
his motives.

One lawmaker suggested it was a rebuke to The New York Times columnist
William Safire, an admirer of Mr. Gonzalez's Iraq inquiry, who accused him this
month of unseemly foot-dragging on Whitewater. Others wondered if Mr. Gonzalez
overreacted to pressure from Democratic leaders to hold off Whitewater hearings
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for a while longer, or face the lcss of his committee chairmanship.

Perhaps the Safire suggestion is correct. But a top Democrat on the Banking
Committee, Representative Barney Frank of Massachusetts, says the notion that
Mr. Gonzalez bends to pressure is. well. gonzo.

"People who suggest that the chairman of the Banking Committee is somehow
under the direction of the leadership," he said this week in the House. "do not
know the chairman of the Banking Committee "

GRAPHIC: Photo: Henry B. Gonzalez. the Texas Democrat who leads the House
Banking Committee, at a comittee hearing yesterday. Mr. Gonzalez has charted a
zigzag course on whitewater hearings in Congress. (Stephen Crowley/The New York
Times)
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Re: Molly Ivins‘ whitewater's froth obscures the important story, March 18.

Ivins cuts to the chase with her usual alacrity. Politicians are using
whitewater as a partisan smokescreen to hide their culpability in stopping
legislation important to the survival of the country. They are trying to
balance their meager credibility against hidden income from those business
people who have a stake in any given legislative issue. The forces against
single—payer health care are buying time, literally, for their
multimillion-dollar propaganda camaign to force us away from real health
care.

we deserve legislators with enough guts to think first of the good of the
state, nation and the world. We think ill of politicians but continue to elect
our own representatives because of some 'clout‘ factor. we can't require
“Washington” to do something positive if we condone what they are now doing.
He must convince our legislators that our pork-barrel project is less
important than the national interest on issues like health care, day care and
criminal prevention.

we may have to un-elect a couple of entire Congresses to achieve that goal.
so start here and now. I'd rather have 535 people in Congress who can't find
zheir offices than the current crop whose doors are token-taking turnstiles
for the greedy.

Norman A. Peterson. Clearwater

The March 18 Molly Ivins column was most welcome. It presented a
refreshing change from most all the other commentary which has been appearing
in papers on both sides of Tampa Bay these last weeks and months concerning
"whitewater" - the other exception. coincidentally, being Mary McGrory's
solumn, also in the March 18 Times. Please do your readers a favor and let us
read more of Molly Ivins in the future. She has a way of getting directly to
the heart of the matter and, in cutting and acidic style, setting her views
before the reader.

L. C. Leach. Tampa

Molly Ivins wrote a column on March 18 for all to consider. It was as
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refreshing as a breath of sweet air.
The Republicans' smoke and mirrors cannot completely obscure the real
truths. Whitewater is to the S&L scandal what a drop of mascara is to Tammy
Faye Bakker.

Let's get serious. President Clinton is attempting to accomplish some
much~neededreform. It appears that the members of the "Washington
establishment" can't handle this. If they didn't think of it first, it's
suspect. Now, and only now, they are coming up with plans of their own. Where
were they in years past?

Right on, Mr. Clinton. There are many in your corner. Show them what a guy
from Arkansas can do.

Lilyan V. Dayton. New Port Richey

Re: Molly Ivins' March 18 column.

Molly ivins is apparently setting for us a new standard by which wrongdoing
can be measured. She writes: " Madison Guaranty's S S0-million belly-flopis
0.05 percent of the cost of the Silverado belly-flop in which George Bush's
son was involved and 0.0001 percent of the total cost of the S&L
debacle." Since the S S0~million is only 0.001 percent of the total, let's
forget it. Using her new standard, would she also say that we shouldn't be
concerned about the sexual misconduct charges against Sen. Bob Packwood since
he is being charged by only 0.00002 percent of all the females in this country?
Similarly, shouldn't we be concerned if a murderer kills only one person.
although that person represents only .0000003 percent of the total U.S.
population? Using her new standard, one could kill almost 300 people before
reaching her 0 0001 percent insignificant level.

This column by Molly Ivins is the continuation of the message heard during
the 1992 presidential campaign that character doesn't matter. I strongly
disagree with that message, and I believe that the vast majority of the
American people disagree also.

M. A. Elliott, St. Petersburg

Now is the time to give President Clinton and Hillary Clinton our full
support. Desirable changes in health care could slip right through our fingers
while Bob Dole and Al D'Amato keep our minds on a sideshow called
"Whitewater."

Eleanor McGee, St. Petersburg

The spreading of rumors by the media and the Republican Party has deprived
Americans of congressional action on health care, crime and jobs. We can be
sure that the Republican Party and the media will keep us informed, as more
rumors become available.

Rocco Galletta. Palm Harbor

I firmly believe that the vast majority of the American public has no
interest in having a congressional hearing into Whitewater. Please tell me the
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point in having another Iran-Contra soap opera where millions were spent to
prove what everyone already knew. What was accomplished? Did we show that the
system works? How, then, were the guilty punished? It's all a ridiculous
sideshow.

Guilty of wrong-doing or not, the Clintons and Congress need to get on with
the issues of government. Shakespeare said it best: "What's done is done, and
cannot be undone." We want action on health care; we want wasteful spending of
our tax dollars stopped.

Maggie Mccarty, Homosassa

I can't understand why a number of people seem to be determined to topple
President Clinton. Even though there may have been irregularities in the
Whitewater affair, the man should be allowed to do the job he was elected for
without continuous efforts to dig up more dirt from his past.

There are many world and domestic problems crying out for action, all far
more urgent and important than any Whitewater. Let's stop the inquisition.

w.h. Morell, Largo

Most of our outstanding presidents would never have been able to serve if
the press had scrutinized them as they do today. Andrew Jackson, Abraham
Lincoln, Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt, and Harry S. Truman would never have
been nominated. John F. Kennedy, the darling of the press, could never have
gotten through the first primary. It seems as if the rules have drastically
changed.

It could hardly be true that humannature is more depraved today than it was
then. It must mean that the press is hungrier for stories and ratings and they
are going to get them even if they have to destroy a few reputations in the
process. Given the worst-case scenario, it is hard to imagine what terrible
crime the president and Hillary Clinton can be guilty of in the so-called
Whitewater case.

Now comes Congress. especially the opposition party, which is eager to have
public hearings so that it can bask in the glare of television. we poor, duped
members of the public are told by the press and Congress in a patronizing way
that "the public has a right to know." Hopefully, some of us will see that the
concern for the public is a side issue to the press and to Congress feathering
their own nests. Is it any wonder that we are all becoming cynics?

Let the special prosecutor do his work and let the facts be known. When they
are, in all likelihood, it will be "much ado about nothing." But the public
treasury will be several million dollars more in debt, and other important
issues such as health care and crime prevention will be put on the back
burner.

Clifton Ford, Port Richey

How can the president make important decisions for the country while
being bombarded by "bashing" from all sides? Such treatment is weakening the
image of our country in the eyes of the world.
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It would be much better for Clinton, the presidency and the country if
people would only have a little faith and back the man they have elected. His
job is hard enough without such treatment.

Sybilla Davis, Spring Hill '

Much has been written and will be written about Whitewater - some good
and some bad, but always very interesting.

What most don't seem to realize is with the crux of the investigation that
lS about to begin, we are no longer faced with another season of the summer
doldrums on television. but will now be presented with high expectations for a
summer season of television that might reach the equivalent of the recent
wonderful Winter Olympics.

The prospect of seeing Bill Clinton trying to defend the honor of his lady,
Saint Hillary, almost tempts one to think of canceling a summervacation.

with the coming entrances of some of the main characters - McDougal.
Nussbaum and D'Amato < it appears Shakespeare is right again. The stage is
set, the play is about to begin, and it's not who will win or lose, but will
it be first-class entertainment? The critics are already there, so, as the
curtain rises, let the show begin!

Richard Nilsson. St. Petersburg

Criminal, just criminal - the savaging of this country that's going on!
Yes, it's the citizens of this country who are the losers as the Republicans
tear the guts out of any plans for America's return to power and harmony.

Remember- it was the Republicans who rode roughshod for years over working
Americans and left the country devastated by such crises as the S&Ls, BCCI and
the neglect of issues of crime, homelessness and illness.

It was obvious from the start that those who lost the last election just
can't get over it. just as they can't accept that Hillary Clinton is a woman
who is incredibly intelligent and capable. They can't forgive that!

Americans, can we really stand by while all our dreams are ravaged? Please,
won't somebody come forward to help us stop this gory and unconscionable
bloodshedding?

There's got to be a way to make the Republicans show cause why they should
be allowed to brake what little forward momentumthis people and their economy
is finally making.

Hilda Knowles, North Redington Beach

A recent letter to the editor asked: "Whenwill the vicious unwarranted
attacks on our president cease?" The letter then decried "the 12-year
Reagan-Bush disaster" and then, in almost the same breath, implied that
fair-thinking Americans should not harass Clinton for Whitewater because it
was something that happened 10 years ago.
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If, as the letter suggested. a fair-thinking American should stop harassing
Bill Clinton for something that happened 10 ey ars ago, then, by following that
same line of reasoning, it seems re asonable to suggest that a fair-thinking
American should likewise stop harassing Ron lda Reagan and George Bush.

A. E. Roberts, St. Petersburg

Share your opinions

We invite readers to write to us. Letters for publication should be
addressed to Letters to the Editor P O, . . Box 1121, St. Petersburg, FL 33731,
(FAX number, B93-8675). (E-mail. CompuServe: 73l74,3344).

Letters must include the name, address and telephone number of the writer.

Letters may be edited for clarit Y. taste and length. we regret that not all
letters can be printed.

GRAPHIC; BLACK AND WHITE CARTOON, DONADDIS; A soldier at Wounded Knee looks
at a soldier from Florida wearing a bandage labled Rosewood and r "

you have ou
emarks, I see

y r own wounded knee."
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HEADLINE: Whitewater: 7 documents hold the key / President faces questions at
press conference tonight

BYLINE: Dennis Cauchon

BODY
President Clinton's news conference tonight is expected to be dominated by

questions about the Whitewater affair.

Clinton has answered questions about the 1970s Arkansas land deal in several
appearances before the press in the last month.

But most questioning on specifics has been turned aside with his observation
that Whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske is getting the cooperation of the
White House and must be allowed to finish his work.

But the release of several sets of documents could provide answers to many of
the Whitewater questions that have kept the issue alive.

The Clintons arranged to have their Whitewater documents subpoenaed when they
were turned over to the special counsel. This makes it a crime for prosecutors
to leak them. But nothing prohibits the Clintons from releasing the documents.

Here are seven sets of documents that seem to hold the keys to the Whitewater
affair:

The Clintons' 1978 and 1979 tax returns

President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton have made public their tax
returns from 1980 on. But for reasons that are not clear, they have refused to
release the two years that have caused them the most trouble. Clinton was
Arkansas attorney general in 1978 and governor in 1979.

The Clintons and James and Susan McDougal bought the 230-acre Whitewater
property in 1978 and formed Whitewater Development Corp. in 1979. Tax returns
would indicate how the Clinton's treated the investment in the years in most
dispute.

James McDougal says the Clintons invested only S 13,000 while he invested $
160,000. The Clintons say they lost $ 69,000.

The tax returns would also answer questions raised in a New York Times
article about a $ 100,000 commodities profit Hillary RodhamClinton made during
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l978 and 1979.
The Whitewater files

The white House says it has the checks, receipts, and other paperwork to show
the Clintons used their own money for the investment, yet they have declined to
release documents to prove it.

Critics suggest James McDougal gave the Clintons a sweetheart deal on the
land. They also suspect the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, owned by
McDougal, funneled money to prop up the money-losing whitewater venture.

The McDougals gave the Clintons the Whitewater records in 1991. The Clintons
were supposed to return them but never did, the McDougals say.

1985 campaign records

Clinton's campaign financial records are nearly complete, except for a
supplemental financial report from 1985. The law does not require records be
kept more than five years, so there is no legal requirement that the documents
be kept.

However, the county clerk in Little Rock has copies of all of Clinton's
campaign financial records except the 198$ supplemental report. The report would
detail a controversial fund-raiser held at Madison S&L in April 1985 to pay off
a Clinton camaign debt. Federal regulators suspect Madison funds may have
improperly been funneled to the Clinton campaign.

Madison Savings & Loan files

The Resolution Trust Corp., in part hindered by privacy laws, has refused to
reveal who Madison made loans to and who did not repay them. Madison is at the
center of the Whitewater controversy because it cost taxpayers more than S 47
million when it failed. The S&L made many bad loans to various Whitewater
figures and has been under RTC investigation since it failed in 1989. white
House notes on Madison

White House officials and Treasury Department officials discussed Madison in
a series of meetings last fall and this spring under investigation by the
independent counsel. The White House says the meetings may have been unwise but
were not improper. The notes, already turned over to the independent counsel.
could help answer that question.

Files on Vince Foster's death

The Justice Department has refused to release the police report, autopsy
results and other documents on the death of Vince Foster. The result: wild
speculation Foster's death on July 20 was not a suicide. Whitewater files were
removed from Foster's office after his death and turned over to the special
prosecutor.

Hillary RodhamClinton‘s legal billings

Hillary Clinton has been criticized for representing clients such as Madison
and the federal government in a suit against Dan Lasater, a family friend.
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McDougal says Bill Clinton asked him to put Hillary Clinton on the S&L's
payroll. Clinton denies this and says most of the S 2,000-a-month retainer went
to the Rose Law Firm, not Hillary Clinton, and some was returned because the
firm didn't do sufficient work.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Tim DillOn. USA TODAY
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HEADLINE: Small-State State of Mind
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SYLINE: Richard Cohen

BODY
Now that the Senate has voted to hold hearings on the Whitewater affair,
comparisons between it and Watergate are bound to increase. Do not be fooled. If
historical analogies are needed. the more appropriate scandal is one that
Watergate all but obscured: the resignation of Richard Nixon's venal vice
president, Spiro T. Agnew. He was another small-state governor who came to
Washington and found, Thomas Wolfe notwithstanding, that you can go home again.
He almost made the journey in handcuffs.

Do not get me wrong. I am not comparing Bill Clinton to Spiro Agnew. The
former vice president was a crook. As governor of Maryland and, before that, as
Baltimore County executive. he took bribes for almost every conceivable service
the state could provide. These payments continued even as Agnew moved his office
from Annapolis to Washington. In the end, he was forced to resign and, in a
political deal, pleaded no contest to a single charge of tax evasion. Another
nan, an ordinary guy, probably would have gone to jail.

Clinton has been accused of no crime, least of all bribery. In fact,
whitewater's most salient feature is the absence of a known crime. No federal
official has been arrested, indicted or -- as far as we know -- told that he or
she is under criminal investigation. Special prosecutor Robert B. Fiske Jr.
seems not so much to be investigating a crime as investigating whether one has
occurred. Little wonder the Clintons are steamed.

But, as with Agnew, the focus in Whitewater is mostly on what happened before
the principals got to Washington. Here is where some comparisons are apt.
Agnew's salary as governor was only $ 25,000 a year. Clinton, as governor, made
S 35,000, even less, 5 26,500, as attorney general. For a while, Hillary Clinton
did not do much better. Along with her husband, she taught law at the University
of Arkansas. They each earned S 18,090 for that. Even when she joined the Rose
law firm. her pay was modest ——S 46,000 a year in 1980, the year she became a
partner.

What we have is a typical small-state syndrome -- poorly paid public
afficials often forced to live beyond their means while associating with people
who earn more in a week than they do in a year. The tendency is to turn to these
rich people, who are often all too happy to help. The Clintons, it seemed, did
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just that. One was James McDougal, head of the Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan, who apparently used his institution as a petty cash drawer. The Clintons
became his partner in a firm created to sell vacation sites on the Whitewater
River. Madison, meanwhile, went bust, costing the taxpayers S 60 million.

James B. Blair is yet another friend of the Clintons. The New York Times says
that this general counsel for Tyson Foods, the nation's biggest poultry company
and Arkansas‘ single largest employer, recommendedthat Hillary Clinton
establish two commodities trading accounts. with his advice, she made about $
100,000 in profits in a single 12-month period -- 1978-79. There is nothing
illegal in commodities trading, although it is risky, but Blair was not a
disinterested party. Tyson is heavily regulated by the state and has relied on
it for all sorts of help. But the Times comes up with no evidence of a quid pro
quo -- help from Blair in exchange for help from Arkansas.

Scandal buffs should beware the CuomoSyndrome. Because the New York governor
is Italian American and because his political decisions often seem inexplicable.
both his political enemies and certain journalists have suggested some sort of
connection with organized crime. That's a calumny. In the same way, it would
hardly be fair to suggest that all small—state governors, typically underpaid.
are inevitably corrupted. Nevertheless, states like Arkansas or Maryland have
their peculiar characteristics. They're both mostly one-party states
(Democratic) where a semi-permanent political establishment prevails no matter
who's in office. These are the guys who own what the state regulates.

A closeness. a chumminess. between a small-state governor and well~heeled
businessmen is nearly impossible to avoid. They supply the private planes for
trips that are not state business. They often pick up restaurant checks. They
put together campaign finance committees, and they can, as both Blair and
McDougal did, open the door to potential wealth. Occasionally, this relationship
is corrupting —- but often it's not. Almost always, though, it's suggestive (as
in the CuomoSyndrome, and be alert to the difference between appearances and
reality).

In the case of the Clintons, there is no clear or even unclear evidence that
they did anything wrong. If they did, the roots will be found deep within the
political culture of Arkansas. and the scandal will not resemble Watergate but
what you might call Agnew-gate instead. Let's hope this affair has a different
ending.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE: SBA cash trail leads to second Whitewater deal
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BODY

Federal investigators have targeted a failed 810-acre real estate project
near Little Rock - purchased in 1986 by the Whitewater Development Corp. - as
the direct beneficiary of a portion of a $300,000 government-backed loan linked
to President Clinton.

The project, known as Lorance Heights, was purchased in March 1986, the
month Mr. Clinton and Whitewater business partner James B. McDougal
purportedly pressured David L. Hale to approve the small Business
Administration-guaranteed loan to "clean up" their financial problems.

It had not been disclosed that Whitewater - owned by Mr. Clinton, Mr.
McDougal and their wives - was directly involved in buying and developing
properties other than the 230-acre Whitewater site along the White River in
northern Arkansas.

Investigators also are trying to determine if Lorance Heights, in woodlands
l5 miles southeast of Little Rock, was used as a Whitewater conduit for the
illegal diversion of funds to Arkansas politicians, federal law enforcement
sources said. bl

They said as much as $250,000 in profits from the cutting of timber at the
site - in violation of deed restrictions - may be missing. It is not clear
where the money went, and records showing how it was used or where it was
deposited have not been located.

Project records were subpoenaed this month by Whitewater-Madison special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., who is investigating whether money was illegally
diverted through Mr.‘ McDougal's Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association
to Whitewater and to Arkansas politicians, including Mr. Clinton.

Lorance Heights. touted as a residential area for elderly and low-income
people, defaulted on its mortgage for $510,000.

Madison. closed by federal regulators in 1989 at a cost of $50 million. is
at the center of Mr. Fiske's probe.

~
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In reports to the Justice Department recommending criminal investigation.
the Resolution Trust Corp., which disposes of failed S&Ls, said it suspects that
Mr. McDougal diverted depositor money from Madison to Mr. Clinton's 1984
gubernatorial campaign using overdrawn accounts and Madison—approved loans.

The RTC also recommendedan investigation of reports that Madison money had
been illegally diverted to the Whitewater project.

Arkansas land records show that Mr. McDougal began negotiations to buy
Lorance Heights in February 1986. Mr. McDougal signed a contract March 4, 1986,
in his capacity as a partner in Whitewater. The northern Arkansas real estate
venture also failed.

The Lorance Heights land, owned by International Paper Realty Corp., was
sold to whitewater for $550,950 in a deal that closed Oct. 10, 1986.

Carl Gagliardi, a spokesman for International Paper, confirmed yesterday
that the company had received subpoenas from Mr. Fiske's office on the Lorance
Heights deal. "We are in the process of complying with the subpoena," he said.
"The documents are being assembled and will be turned over shortly.“

International Paper. one of the largest landowners in Arkansas, was one of
Mr. Fiske's clients in his private law practice in New York City.

Mr. McDougal, the land records show, handed over $80,190 at closing. The
money, drawn from a McDougal account at Madison, included a $25,000 check dated
April 4, 1986, and a cashier's check for $55,190 dated Oct. 10, 1986. The
balance was represented by a $30,000 promissory note due Dec. 15, 1986, and a
$440,760 promissory note payable over six years.

The General Accounting Office, in a 29-page report delivered Monday to Rep.
John J. LaFalce, New York Democrat and chairman of the Small Business
Comittee, said title on Lorance Heights was transferred in December 1986 from
whitewater to Great Southern Land Co., which was "wholly owned by James and
Susan McDougal."

The GAO said Lorance Heights was divided, and sales contracts for lots were
signed by both McDougals for whitewater and Great Southern. The GAO report said
Mr. McDougal told International Paper during negotiations for the Lorance
Heights property that he was the sole owner of whitewater.

The Lorance Heights project was foreclosed in 1989 after Whitewater failed
to make the mortgage payments. International Paper, which later reclaimed the
property, sued and won a $510,000 judgment against Whitewater, which never paid.

Most of the approximately 50 people who purchased 10-acre parcels at Lorance
Heights were elderly or poor and took advantage of $175-a-month mortgages
offered by Whitewater. Few of the promised amenities, including roads and
sewers, were delivered.

The Clintons have denied any wrongdoing in the whitewater-Madison affair.
white House officials have said the president has "no recollection" of any
meetings with Hale about an SBA loan.
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Mr. McDougal was not available yesterday for comment. His attorney, Sam
Heuer, who has said the transfer of Mrs. McDougal's SBA-backed loan from an
acoount at Madison to a Whitewater account was a "mistake," did not return
telephone calls to his Little Rock office yesterday.

The loan to Susan McDougal, who later divorced Mr. McDougal, was approved
in late March 1986, deposited a month later in a Madison checking account and
transferred to a separate Whitewater account, where as much as a third of it is
believed to have been diverted to the Lorance Heights purchase.

Mrs. McDougal, facing unrelated embezzlement charges in Los Angeles, has
said she does not recall receiving the $300,000 loan.

Hale, a former Little Rock municipal judge and president of an SBA-backed
lending company known as Capital-Management Services Inc., has said Mr. Clinton
and Mr. McDougal pressured him during meetings in Little Rock in February and
March 1986 for the SBA-backed loan. He said they told him they had financial
difficulties and needed cash.

Hale, a former prosecutor and longtime Democratic Party activist, has told
authorities that during the two meetings the three decided to name Mrs.
McDougal as the loan applicant because she could qualify as a woman.

He said they knew she did not legally qualify for the SBA loan, which was
for disadvantaged applicants. Three months earlier, the McDougals filed a
financial statement showing a net worth of $2.2 million.

"I knew what was going on, as we all did," Mr. Hale said. "But we were
friends, and that's just the way business is done in Arkansas." He said Mr.
Clinton told him the Clinton name could not be tied to the deal "anywhere at
all."

The loan was never repaid.

Hale, who was appointed to the bench by Gov. Clinton but resigned after the
federal charges arose in September, pleaded guilty this week to two counts of
SBA loan fraud unrelated to Whitewater-Madison and has signed a plea agreement
to testify for Mr. Fiske and cooperate in his investigation.

In court papers, Mr. Fiske has described Hale's pending grand jury
testimony as "a fundamental part" of the probe.

GRAPHIC; Map, Lorence Heights, By The Washington Times
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MCDOUGALDECLARES

James McDougal, the Clintons‘ old partner in the Whitewater land deal, would
like to be in Washington too. He said he is running for Congress.

Mr. McDougal, S3, former operator of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan,
said he will seek the seat held by Rep. Jay Dickey, a Republican from Pine
Bluff.

Howwill he finance his campaign? "The Lord will provide," replied Mr.
McDougal, who has said he lS living on a Social Security check of less than $800
a month. "If your cause is ]usc, things always work out."

Mr. McDougal was defeated in a race for Congress in 1982. He has been
involved in politics since at least 1958, when he directed the campaign of a
friend who ran for state representative, reported Associated Press.

DASCHLE: MY TIME

Sen. Tom Daschle, South Dakota Democrat and a protege of Majority Leader
George Mitchell, notified Democratic colleagues that he will run for Senate
Democratic leader.

Saying "I feel that this is the right time for me" and "I'm ready to take on
that challenge," Mr. Daschle called potential challengers and had letters
delivered to other colleagues announcing his candidacy.

Mr. Daschle is the first to enter the leadership race. Several other
senators may seek the post, including John B. Breaux of Louisiana, Jim Sasser
of Tennessee and Wendell H. Ford of Kentucky.

The South Dakota Democrat has acknowledged he began telephoning fellow
Democrats when Mr. Mitchell informed him of his decision to retire earlier this
month. Mr. Mitchell's successor will be elected in January.

STERN IS OFFICIAL

Radio shock jock Howard Stern announced his candidacy for governor of New
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York, promising to resign quickly if elected so "I can get on with my career."

Mr. Stern told a news conference that, if elected, he would do only three
things: Restore the death penalty, add more token takers on toll roads and have
highway construction crews work at night "so I can get to work easier."

Mr. Stern, whose morning program is No. 1 in a dozen cities and whose
locker-room humor has led to millions of dollars in fines by the Federal
Communications Commission, said his slogan would be "A volt for every vote."

Mr. Stern said he would seek the nomination of the Libertarian Party, which
has 600 members, and urged fans to become members of the party for $15 each so
they could go to its April convention in Albany and vote for him.

Libertarian Vice Chairman Joseph Brennan said Libertarians were delighted
with the interest Mr. Stern had shown in the party, although Mr. stern said
that if the Republicans wanted him, he would drop the Libertarians in a flash.

The Libertarians received about 25,000 votes in the last election. Some
political experts thought a Stern candidacy could double that number and even
act as a spoiler in a race between the two major parties.

Mr. Stern added that if he won he would only need a short time to put his
program into effect and then would resign so that his lieutenant governor could
take over the state and he could continue with his show-business career.

"I know I am not qualified to run a government," he said.

FUTURES

Sen. Malcolm Wallop, WyomingRepublican, said he is retiring from the
Senate for private life and will not run for governor. "The time has come for
mypolitical Energizer bunny to turn the page," he said.

WHITEWATERRICHES

Democratic Party leader David Wilhelm said the Whitewater affair has helped
- not hurt - fund raising for the party.

Talking to reporters after addressing the 1996 Democratic convention
site-selection committee, Mr. Wilhelm said that fund raising is up since grand
jury subpoenas were issued to White House and Treasury staffers.

Mr. Wilhelm said there has been a rally-around-the-presidency syndrome
during the probe into whether President and Mrs. Clinton benefited improperly
in the Whitewater land—development venture while they lived in Arkansas.

In the past week alone, Mr. Wilhelm estimated the party raised nearly $6
million in contributions at fund-raisers in Boston, Miami and New York.

NO PERK

No more complimentary tickets to Vikings football games for Minnesota
lawmakers. No more free ski trips, No more hors d'oeuvres at lobbyist buffets.
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Not even a free cup of coffee.
Republican Gov. Arne Carlson signed into law a ban on just about every

lobbyist—offered perk that Minnesota's 201 lawmakers and many other officials
enjoy.

"It takes a big whack at special-interest money in the process and makes it
far more likely [issues] will be debated on the merits than on the amount of
money involved," said Democratic Sen. John Marty, the bill's sponsor.

When the law takes effect Aug. 1, Minnesota will have some of the toughest
restrictions in the nation on lobbying. The measure was approved overwhelmingly
by the Legislature last week.

D'AMATO UNFAIR?

In a poll of Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato's home-state voters by the John Zogby
Group, 44 percent of the respondents said the New York Republican has been
"unfairly trying to exploit the Whitewater issue for partisan Republican
advantage“ in calling for a probe on Capitol Hill. Thirty-four percent
disagreed.

BILL AND STAN

The White House polls without precedent, the Wall Street Journal reports.

President Clinton spent nearly $2 million (paid by the Democratic National
Committee) on polling last year to provide data far beyond the experience of any
previous presidency, reported the Wall Street Journal.

The Journal's James M. Perry said that what presidential pollster Stanley
Greenberg discovers from focus groups and public opinion surveys helps Mr.
Clinton determine "what he needs to be saying and how he should be saying it."

What's more, the pollster is good. "Stan Greenberg scares the hell out of
me," Frank Luntz, Republican and former Ross Perot pollster, told Mr. Perry.
"He just doesn't have a finger on the people's pulse; he's got an IV injected
into it. He's the best."

The collaboration between Mr. Greenberg and Mr. Clinton is obvious to
specialists. "You can hear it in the rhetoric," Mr. Luntz said. "The words he
uses come right out of Stan Greenberg's focus groups.

"Greenberg literally pulls the words out of the mouths of ordinary Americans
and puts them in the mouth of the president. The result is, Bill Clinton speaks
like real Americans speak. I wish we had a Stan Greenberg.“

KERRY AT 50

Sen. John Kerry 1S "more balanced, more accomplished and measured - yet a
man whose pace and passion seem even more urgent than when he entered the Senate
10 years ago," the Boston Globe reported.

In a profile that outlines Mr. Kerry's evolution from an outsider bucking
the system to moving government from within, the Globe's Bob Hohler said the
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Massachusetts Democrat has "reshaped his priorities."
He is tougher on on crime and other aspects of his liberal philosophy seem

to be shifting as well. His stance on welfare has moderated and he is
conspicuously absent among the supporters of the Clinton health care bill.

While critics assert he is aloof, occasionally arrogant and motivated by
personal ambition, others see a new man. "an emerging leader who is quietly
gaining the stature that has long eluded him in the Senate."

NEWHEALTH MESSAGE

After a long search for a way to win broad support for his health care
proposal, President Clinton has adopted an approach that relies on tales of real
people and consumer-friendly terms such as "guaranteed private insurance."

USA Today quoted Harold Ickes, deputy White House chief of staff, as saying
the White House is trying to put a "face" on the reform and drive home the
message in "a very humanway."

As a result, complicated references like "health alliances" and "employer
mandates" have disappeared in favor of such language as "choice of doctor" and
"health benefits guaranteed at work," said writer Judi Hasson.

She described the approach as it emerged last week "as simple and personal,
invoking stories of distraught families and strapped retirees who just could be
you.“

ANTI-GAY

Voters in three Oregon towns and one county adopted anti-homosexual-rights
ordinances, despite a state law rendering them toothless.

Mail-in elections Tuesday in Marion County and its towns of Turner. Albany
and Junction City brought to 20 the number of local governments in Oregon that
have passed such ordinances.

The measures bar homosexuals from being guaranteed the same
anti-discrimination protections as racial minorities and prohibit spending
public money on programs seen as "promoting" homosexual behavior.

A challenge to the state law barring local governments from enforcing them
is pending before the Oregon Court of Appeals. Marion County, population
228,000. includes Salem, the state capital.
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Copyright 1994 News World Communications, Inc.
The Washington Times

March 24, 1994, Thursday, Final Edition

SECTION: Part A: NATION; pg. All

LENGTH: 645 words

HEADLINE; Whitewater questions cause second hearing cancellation

BYLINE: J. Jennings Moss; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

A senior House Democrat late yesterday abruptly canceled a regular
appropriations hearing scheduled for today because Republicans on the panel
intended to ask questions related to the Whitewater-Madison affair.

The cancellation of the House Appropriations subcommittee on Veterans
Affairs, Housing and Urban Development and independent agencies was the second
this week. It came a day after the House voted overwhelmingly to explore
holding overall hearings on Whitewater-Madison.

Rep. Louis Stokes, Ohio Democrat and chairman of the subcommittee. met with
the committee's ranking Republican, Rep. Jerry Lewis of California, on the
House floor in the afternoon and told Mr. Lewis the hearing would not take
place.

"He said, ‘I just don't want our committee to be involved in the politics
that's going on around this place,‘ " Mr. Lewis quoted Mr. Stokes as saying.

Mr. Lewis noted that President Clinton is scheduled to hold a news
conference tonight and said he thought the White House event and the hearing
cancellation may be connected.

"It almost sounds as if their war room's working overtime down there. I
just don't know what someone has to hide. If they're working so hard to control
the agenda in the House, interrupting legitimate business by subcommittees, you
have to wonder how far they‘ll go," Mr. Lewis said.

Mr. Stokes was unavailable for comment last night. and his spokeswoman did
not return a telephone call.

The subcommittee was scheduled to hear from Andrew C. Hove, acting chairman
of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and FDIC Inspector General James A.
Renick. Also set to testify was John J. Adair, inspector general for the
Resolution Trust Corp , which oversees S&L bailouts, including that of Arkansas‘
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association.

Mr. Lewis said he had several questions for the officials that focused on
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Madison, which failed in 1989 at a cost to taxpayers of $50 million.
Madison's president. James B. McDougal, was a business partner with

President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton in the Whitewater Development
Corp., a real estate venture in the Arkansas Ozarks. Mrs. Clinton, then with
Little Rock's Rose Law Firm, represented Madison during part of its legal
troubles with state regulators while her husband was governor.

Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is conducting a
criminal investigation into the ties between Whitewater and Madison.

Mr. Lewis said that when RTC and FDIC officials testified before the
subcommittee last year, they talked about contracts the federal government has
with law firms around the country to recover money from failed savings and
loans.

Rose was one of those law firms. Federal officials said they paid Rose
$353,091 for its services and received a net return of $671,909 to the Treasury,
Mr. Lewis said.

This year, Mr. Lewis said he wanted to question the officials about how
they check a law firm for possible conflicts of interest and ask if they checked
Rose.

"It has to be clear to anybody that a person like myself, who has really
been lowballing this thing [whitewater-Madison], does have the right in his
responsibilities that involve legitimate oversight to ask questions in a forum
that's appropriate," Mr. Lewis said.

Another hearing that was scheduled for today was a general RTC oversight
hearing before the House Banking Committee. But committee Chairman Henry B.
Gonzalez, Texas Democrat, canceled it on Monday.

On Tuesday, the House voted to allow the bipartisan leadership to meet and
develop a schedule for general hearings into Whitewater-Madison. The Senate
last week passed the same resolution, and congressional officials said hearings
could begin in a month or two.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 23, 1994, Wednesday, AM cycle

SECTION: Political News

LENGTH; 351 words

HEADLINE: McDougal Says He'll Run for Congress

BYLINE: By M.E. FREEMAN, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
James McDougal, a former savings and loan operator whose name has been at

the center of the Whitewater affair, said Tuesday that he will run for Congress.

McDougal said he would file Monday as a Democratic candidate for the 4th
District seat now held by Republican Rep. Jay Dickey.

"I'm tired of these Republicans beating up on the people of the state of
Arkansas, and I can't do anything about people like Senator Dole. I can beat
this Republican we have down here in southern Arkansas," McDougal said in a
telephone interview Tuesday night.

Asked how he planned to pay for the campaign, he said: "The Lord will
provide. If your cause is just, things always work out."

McDougal said in January that he was living on a monthly Social Security
check of less than $ 800.

He announced Tuesday that he was selling rights to dig dirt from a lot in the
Whitewater development in Marion County. But McDougal said proceeds from that
tongue-in—cheek enterprise would go for "the presidential defense fund."

McDougal is the third Democrat to announce a candidacy for the Democratic
nomination to oppose Dickey. Others in the Democratic race are state Sen. Jay
Bradford and state Rep. John Parkerson.

In 1982, McDougal unsuccessfully sought the 3rd District seat in northwestern
Arkansas that was held then by Republican Rep. John Paul Hammerschmidt.

McDougal helped Bill Clinton in his first run for statewide office in 1976,
when Clinton was elected attorney general. He served about a year in Clinton's
first term as governor, 1979-80, as an economic adviser on Clinton's staff.
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In 1978, McDougal and his then-wife Susan formed Whitewater Development Corp.
with the Clintons. In 1982, McDougal bought a failing Arkansas savings and loan
association and changed its name to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.
Regulators ousted him in 1986 and the S&L failed in 1989.

Special counsel Robert Fiske is trying to determine if funds from Madison
were illegally diverted to benefit other businesses, such as Whitewater.

Madison's failure cost taxpayers $ 47 million to $ 60 million, regulators
say.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 23, 1994, Wednesday, AM cycle

SECTION; Domestic News

LENGTH: 36 5 words

HEADLINE: Grand Jury Formed for Probe of Clintons' Land Dealings

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL. Associated Press writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK. Ark.

BODY
A grand jury was selected Wednesday that will hear evidence in the

investigation of President and Mrs. Clinton's land dealings.

The grand jury will assist special counsel Robert Fiske as he looks into the
Whitewater Development Corp. land deals, but not immediately.

Mary Buford, the grand jury coordinator, said the jury would not work this
week. Fiske will set up a schedule with the 23 grand jurors, but it was unknown
if it would be made public.

Fiske already has at least one witness ready to testify - former municipal
judge David L. Hale. who pleaded guilty to a pair of felony fraud charges
Tuesday as part of an agreement to cooperate with federal authorities.

It is unclear when Hale will testify.

The former judge, who has alleged that then-Gov. Bill Clinton urged him to .-.'
make an improper, government-backed loan to a business associate of Clintons, _ -

E
:

has been cooperating with authorities for more than two weeks. 1‘T 1.' ‘'

Fiske's probe centers on the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan,
which was owned by Clinton business partner James McDougal. Fiske is trying to
learn whether depositor funds were diverted to the Whitewater Development Corp.
which was owned by the Clintons, and McDougal and his then-wife, Susan. He is
also trying to determine whether Madison money was improperly used to help
retire Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign debt.

Hale has alleged that Clinton asked him to make a loan, backed with Small
Business Administration funds, to Susan McDougal. About S 100,000 of the S

300,00 loan ended up in Whitewater's accounts.

Fiske requested the new grand jury in February, explaining that his
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investigation could take longer than a year. Typically, federal grand juries
meet twice or three times a week, although jurors are always on call during
their tenure.
Fiske already has taken some testimony in the probe before a grand jury in

Washington and the regular grand jury in Little Rock.

For split grand juries, it is customary for testimony to be presented in
written form to the main grand jury, which in this case would be the one in
Little Rock. Excerpts from the written testimony generally are read aloud to
jurors by prosecutors.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 23, 1994, Wednesday, PM cycle

SECTICN: Political News

LENGTH: 349 words

HEADLINE: Former Clinton whitewater Partner Says He'll Run For Congress

BYLINE: By M.E. FREEMAN, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
James McDougal, a former S&L operator who put together the Whitewater land

deal, says he is running for congress.

McDougal, S3, former operator of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, said
Tuesday he will seek the seat now held by Rep. Jay Dickey, a Republican from
Pine Bluff.

"I'm tired of these Republicans beating up on the people of the state of
Arkansas, and I can't do anything about people like Senator Dole (but) I can
beat this Republican we have down here in southern Arkansas," McDougal said in a
telephone interview Tuesday night.

Howwill he finance his campaign? "The Lord will provide," replied McDougal,
who has said he is living on a Social Security check of less than $ 800 a month.
"If your cause is just, things always work out."

McDougal also is selling rights to dig dirt from a lot in the Whitewater
development in Marion County - for S 20 a cubic foot.

McDougal ran for Congress in 1982, but was soundly defeated.

He has been involved in politics since at least 1958, when he directed the
campaign of a friend who ran for state representative.

He served as a Democratic State Committee member in 1961 and went to
Washington the same year, working as a research assistant for the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, chaired by Sen. John L. McClellan,
D-Ark.

He returned to Arkansas in 1964 to become involved in several businesses,
including one in which he and his father exported White River mussel shells to
Japan's cultured pearl industry.
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He joined the staff of Sen. J. William Fulbright, D-Ark., in 1968 and helped
Bill Clinton get elected attorney general of Arkansas in 1976. During Clinton's
first term as governor, in 1979-80, McDougal served about a year as an economic
adviser on Clinton's staff.

In 1978, McDougal and his then-wife Susan formed Whitewater Development Corp
with the Clintons.

In 1982, McDou 0 et out to determine, among other things, whether money from
Madison was illegally diverted to Whitewater and to Clinton's campaigns.

Madison's failure cost taxpayers $ 47 million to $ 60 million, regulators
say.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

March 23, 1994, Wednesday, PM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 947 words

HEADLINE; whitewater Hearings Loom in Presidential Future

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
President Clinton now faces the troublesome prospect of televised Whitewater

hearings in both houses of Congress.

The investigation that has plagued the Clinton administration, meanwhile, won
its first plea bargain. from former Arkansas municipal judge David Hale in
Little Rock.

The 408-15 House vote Tuesday, coupled with a unanimous Senate decision last
week in favor of hearings, amounted to a retreat by majority Democrats.

'
"This thing has a life of its own," House Republican Leader Bob Michel said
this morning of the Whitewater affair. "Quite frankly, I think what the Senate
did ... nudged the House into doing what we did yesterday," he said on Fox-TV.

Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, who has pushed for hearings on Whitewater, said the
debate should be "cautious" and the issues "understated." He wanted to make
clear, he said on NBC, that "this is an issue of political embarrassment at this
point."

"It isn't presidency jeopardizing, and it does not need to be presidency
debilitating. That's a very difficult line to walk, but I think it's important
to stress all of those in combination," Leach said.

House Speaker Tom Foley cautioned that hearings should not interfere with the
investigation of Whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske. "If we can have
hearings consistant with that, we will have them and I believe they will occur
this year," he said on CBS.

House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt indicated concern Tuesd
hearings could disrupt an ambitious congressional a
cannot and should not ignore Whitewate
chamber."

ay that
genda, commenting: "While we

r, neither can we allow it to flo
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Until last week, Democrats in both houses were content to ignore the issue,
preferring to let Fiske conduct his probe without any competition.
But the Republicans‘ daily drumbeat for hearings finally paid off with the

Senate vote.

Both chambers instructed their leaders to negotiate the appropriate time and
place for hearings, leaving open the possibility that talks could fall apart.

But Michel said, "If something doesn't happen in the right direction, you'll
hear from us."

In the House, a bipartisan agreement for hearings provided two chances for an
inquiry.

Republicans will be permitted to exercise their right, under House rules, to
invite witnesses to a Banking Committee hearing to review operations of the
savings and loan cleanup agency.

GOP members have already invited key witnesses with knowledge of the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. Investigators are trying to determine
whether Madison sent money to Clinton's Arkansas real estate venture and paid
some of his gubernatorial campaign debts.

Zn addition, the House resolution instructed leaders to "determine the
appropriate timetable, procedures and forum for appropriate congressional
oversight." No immunity would be granted to witnesses and hearings would not
interfere with Fiske's criminal probe.

Clinton, in an interview published today in USA Today, said it has been "a
little bit difficult" to have the right attitude about the controversy
surrounding Whitewater.

"I think we can all admit that there is no previous president who has been
asked to undergo this level of scrutiny about something that happened so long
before he became president in the absence of any credible evidence that any
violation of the law occurred," Clinton said.

However, the president said he has "a good attitude about it now.‘

‘we're fully cooperating and trying to help get to the bottom of it, and I
certainly intend to keep doing it," he said.

That investigation produced its first plea bargain Tuesday in Little Rock.
Hale, who has alleged Clinton was involved in a questionable loan, pleaded
guilty to two fraud charges involving the operation of his federally backed
lending company. '

Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman, meanwhile, became the latest
administration official to testify before a grand jury. "I have had an
opportunity to provide all the facts for Mr. Fiske‘s investigation," Altman told
reporters Tuesday as he left the grand jury room. “I'm ready to do the same in
any congressional inquiry.‘
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Altman, who is stepping down as interim head of the savings and loan cleanup
agency, wrote the Senate Banking Committee a new letter acknowledging additional
contacts with White House officials.
Such discussions between regulators and White House staffers prompted Fiske

to subpoena administration officials to his Washington grand jury - which also
is probing the death of deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster.

The Washington Post reported today that Altman consulted White House
officials in February about disqualifying himself from the Madison investigation
but that the White House resisted the idea.

The Post, citing administration officials and other unidentified sources,
said then-White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum expressed concern about who would
oversee the Madison case if Altman stepped down. But the White House never
instructed Altman to remain involved in the case, the report said.

In other Whitewater developments:

-Sen. Charles Grassley, R—Iowa, asked Attorney General Janet Reno on Tuesday
for an investigation by Fiske into billings of departing Associate Attorney
General Webster Hubbe1l's former Little Rock law firm in a case in which it
represented the federal government. I’

-Some senior White House aides are suggesting that Clinton turn over some or
all of his Whitewater documents, including tax forms from the 1970s, in
conjunction with a news conference or another form of public explanation. But
other advisers fear the release of any documents would merely prompt more

questions from Republicans and the news media.
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Copyright 1994 The Houston Chronicle Publishing Company
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March 23, 1994, Wednesday, 2 STAR Edition

SECTION: A; Pg. 2

LENGTH: 579 words

HEADLINE: Demsagree to study Whitewater inquiry

BYLINE; NANCYMATHIS, Houston Chronicle Washington Bureau; Staff

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
WASHINGTON-- House Democrats, seeking to stem the political
tide from the Whitewater affair, agreed Tuesday to possible
congressional hearings into President Clinton's ties to an
unprofitable Arkansas land venture and a failed savings and loan.

The House voted 408-15 for a resolution that called for
Democratic and Republican leaders to discuss possible congressional
hearings at a future date. The sense of the House resolution. which
is nonbinding, suggested immunity not be granted to any witnesses.

Houston Democrat Craig Washington was the only Texan to
oppose the resolution.

The resolution, laden with qualifiers, was identical to one
passed unanimously last week by the Senate as Democratic leaders in
both houses sought to quiet Republican calls for committee hearings.

Democratic leaders emphasized their commitment was for
discussions about hearings, not for actual hearings.

""I'll make very clear what I agreed to was exactly the terms
of the resolution, to discuss the possibility, the possibility of
hearings, not a concession that hearings are necessarily going to
take place or at a particular time," said House Speaker Thomas
Foley, D-Hash.

""In the end. we may not be able to agree, and I think that
ought to be clear that we're going to make a good-faith effort to
find a forum and a timing for this to go forward. "

House Majority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., said the
""commitment is ironclad" that members would negotiate for
hearings in good faith.

Democrats did pledge that Texas Rep. Henry B Gonzalez, D~San
Antonio, chairman of the House banking committee, would reschedule,

<
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as soon as practical, oversight hearings into the Resolution Trust
Corp. and that Republicans would be allowed to call witnesses.
Gonzalez canceled the RTC oversight hearings slated for

Thursday, contending the Republicans threatened to turn it into a
Whitewater forum. Gonzalez left the House chamber without
commenting on the resolution or Foley's contention that RTC
hearings must be held.

The resolution also maintained that hearings should be
structured and timed so as not to interfere with special counsel
Robert Fiske.

Fiske is investigating whether Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan, owned by James McDougal, the Clintons’ partner in Whitewater
Development Corp., improperly diverted funds to Whitewater or to
Clinton's gubernatorial campaign. There have been no allegations of
illegal activity by the president or his wife, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, who also participated in the Whitewater venture.

Rep. Jim Leach, the Iowa Republican and senior GOP member on
the House banking committee, called the resolution ""very
positive" and said it was ""the first bipartisan step to a
bipartisan hearing. “
House Republican Leader Robert Michel of Illinois said the
resolution would allow members to “"ge: our heads together and
agree, all agree, that we're going to have hearings and proceed in
a very orderly manner, and I don't want to see any kind of circus
atmosphere. "

Neither Foley nor Michel said he favored the creation of a
select committee to investigate broad aspects of the Whitewater
case.

In the Senate, Republican leader Bob Dole on Tuesday sent
Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell a letter suggesting the
creation of a special committee made up of members from various
committees with interest in Whitewater.

Mitchell declined to respond publicly to Dole‘s suggestion.
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Copyright 1994 The Times Mirror Company
Los Angeles Times

March 23. 1994, Wednesday, HomeEdition

SECTION: Part A; Page l; Column S; National Desk

LENGTH: 979 words

HEADLINE: EX-JUDGE HALE PLEADS GUILTY OVER ARKANSAS LOAN FRAUD;

INQUIRY: POLITICAL INSIDER AGREES TO COCPERATEWITH WHITEWATERSPECIAL COUNSEL.
FISKE CALLS STEP 'SIGNIFICANT.‘

BYLINE: By WILLIAM C. REMPEL, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Former Municipal Judge David Hale, an Arkansas political insider who claims

that then-Gov. Bill Clinton pressed him to make improper government-subsidized
loans in the mid-1980s, pleaded guilty to federal fraud charges Tuesday and
agreed to cooperate with Whitewater investigators.

Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., who has called Hale's allegations
"fundamental" to his Whitewater inquiry, told U.S. District Judge Stephen M.
Reasoner that Hale's cooperation assured that the claims "will be pursued
thoroughly and vigorously."

The plea and cooperation agreement, which came the day before selection of a
new grand jury panel, represents the first major development in Fiske's young
investigation.

In a brief statement outside the courtroom, Fiske said Hale's cooperation
"will be a significant contribution to our investigation " Rusty Hardin, Fiske's
assistant, said that Hale, 56, had "extensive knowledge in the areas we are
investigating."

The agreement, reached after more than two weeks of daily private meetings
between Hale and prosecutors, also seemed to add a measure of credibility to
Hale's so-far uncorroborated story.

Hale's accounts certainly represent the most serious allegations raised
against the President. If proven, they could link Clinton to potentially
criminal conduct -- at worst, allegedly using his influence to get federal funds
channeled improperly into loans or investments that benefited Clinton
personally.

Clinton has repeatedly denied Hale's charges and this week called them 'a
bunch of bull."

Hale has told much of his story in lengthy interviews with The Times and
other news organizations since his indictment in September. On Tuesday, however,
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his attorney said that Hale had already provided prosecutors with "a lot more
detail" than he had revealed to the press.
"There are additional transactions that have not come out involving some of

the same people and others," attorney Randy Coleman said. He declined to say
whether any of those transactions involved Clinton or First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton.

Central to Hale's story, as publicly disclosed to date, is the allegation
that in late 1985 and again around February, 1986, Clinton asked him to make
loans to James B. McDougal, the Clintons' partner in the whitewater resort
development in the Ozarks. According to Hale, Clinton asked him to "help Jim and
me."

Hale at the time operated a Small Business Administration-backed fund called
Capital Management Services Inc. Its purpose was to make venture loans to
socially and economically disadvantaged borrowers.

In response to Clinton's request, Hale has said, he made a series of loans
totaling $700,000 to members of the Arkansas "political family." The loan
applications, according to Hale, were prepared and referred to him by McDougal,
then the owner of the failing Madison Guaranty Savings 5 Loan. None of the
$700,000 was ever paid back.

The largest of the loans -- $300,000 -- was made to McDougal's then-wife,
Susan, and records show that the check was cashed at Madison Guaranty. Hale
concedes that the loan violated SBA rules.

Hale also says Clinton specifically objected to having his own name appear on
any official documents, and so the loan was made in the name of Mrs. McDougal.
According to the former judge, Clinton nonetheless offered to put up as
collateral some raw land in the Ozarks, an offer that Hale declined.

McDougal denies that any such meeting or discussion ever took place. The
White House has said that Clinton cannot recall asking Hale to make any loans.

McDougal does
transferred into
used to purchase

concede that $110,000 of the funds borrowed from Hale were
the Whitewater account of the Clinton-McDougal partnership and
land for another land venture outside Little Rock.

In a previous interview, McDougal said he made the investment without
consulting the Clintons. He said his intention was to try to bail out whitewater
by st>rting a successful development elsewhere. However, the new development
failed and the land was repossessed.

Fiske, who is trying to determine if funds from Madison Guaranty were
illegally diverted to prominent Arkansans, including the Clintons. bluntly
acknowledged Tuesday that "of course we're interested" in the Susan McDougal
loan and its aftermath.

In addition to Hale's allegations, the special counsel is examining the
dealings of the Whitewater Development Corp., its ties to Madison Guaranty,
last July's apparent suicide of Deputy White House Counsel Vincent Foster and a
series of contacts between the white House and Treasury Department regarding the
Madison inquiry.
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Under terms of the plea agreement disclosed Tuesday, Hale still faces the
possibility of up to 10 years in prison and fines exceeding $250,000.
Sentencing was delayed for at least four months to permit Fiske to complete

the Hale-related portions of his investigation. At that time, government
attorneys agreed, they will recommend judicial leniency if Hale's cooperation
merits it.

Defense attorney Coleman, who stood beside Hale as he entered his guilty
pleas, said: "This is a painful and embarrassing day for David, as I think it is
for the state of Arkansas "

Coleman has said for weeks that Hale was practicing "business as usual" in
Arkansas when. by his account, he provided funds to Arkansas’ political elite.

Since last fall Hale and Coleman have been calling for a special prosecutor
because the local U.S. attorney was a longtime Clinton campaign supporter.

Previous efforts to negotiate a plea agreement also had failed until the
Fiske team moved into Little Rock earlier this year. Coleman said that Hale
trusted Fiske and his team.

"David believes that they will fully investigate . . " he said. "Otherwise,
we would not have done this today."

' WHITEWATERHEARINGS: House leaders agree to set timetable for hearings. A20

GRAPHIC: Photo. COLOR, (San Fernando Valley Edition. A1) David Hale Reuter
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BODY
Increasingly concerned about the appearance of a cover-up. House leaders

reached an agreement Tuesday t: negotiate "an appropriate timetable" for public
hearings on the Whitewater affair.

The agreement, identical to a compromise worked out earlier in the Senate.
later was ratified by the full House in a 408-15 vote.

The timing, scope and avenue for the hearings were left undecided, however,
and senior Democrats said later that the compromise struck with GOP leaders did
not necessarily mean that congressional hearings would take place —- only that a
"good faith" effort would be made in the coming weeks to agree on the terms.

"This is an agreement to discuss the possibility that hearings will be held .
. . not a concession that hearings will be held," House Speaker Thomas S. Foley
(D-wash.) told reporters shortly before the vote.

However, with concern clearly growing among rank-and—file Democrats that
opposition to hearings might be perceived as an attempt to withhold information
from the public, many lawmakers said they thought that a congressional probe was
inevitable now that the House has joined the Senate in calling for one.

The resolution calls for Congress to investigate "all matters related to the
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan Assn., Whitewater Development Corp. and
Capital Management Services Inc.," a fund operated by David Hale, who claims he
made improper loans to then-Gov. Clinton and Mrs. Clinton. The resolution was
adopted only hours after Deputy Treasury Secretary Robert Altman became the
eighth senior official to testify before a federal grand jury in Washington.

Whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. was expected to question him
later on his discussions with White House aides about the Resolution Trust
Corp.'s investigation of Madison Guaranty, the now-defunct Arkansas savings
and loan owned by James B. McDougal, one of Clinton's partners in the Whitewater
land venture. Altman, in addition to his role as deputy Treasury secretary, also
was acting head of the RTC when the meetings occurred.
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The grand jury is one of two -- the other will be sitting in Little Rock -
that Fiske is using to try to unravel a web of financial arrangements linking
the bankrupt thrift to the Clintons through their failed real estate investments
in the Whitewater venture.

The grand jury in Little Rock will probe allegations that depositors‘ funds
were transferred improperly from Madison to Whitewater during the 1980s and may
also have been used to help retire then-Gov. Clinton's campaign debts. The jury
in Washington is investigating suspicions that Administration officials may have
sought to delay or derail the RTC probe.

Leaving the courthouse after his testimony, Altman said he had laid out "all
the facts" in the Whitewater case before the grand jury and stood "ready to do
the same in any congressional inquiry."

Earlier Tuesday, the Treasury Department released a letter in which Altman
again revised upward the number of contacts he had with the White House about
issues related to Madison Guaranty. The revision was the third since Altman
first testified on the issue before the Senate Banking Committee on Feb. 24.

Altman said he had more talks about whether to disqualify himself from the
case involving Madison than were revealed in a letter released last Friday by
Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York, the senior Republican on the Senate Banking
Committee.

According to the latest letter. the talks occurred at an earlier-disclosed
Feb. 2 meeting with White House aides. A few days later, Altman also spoke by
phone with White House Chief of Staff Thomas (Mack) McLarty about disqualifying
himself.

The March 21 letter also shows Altman informed Clinton's deputy chief of
staff, Harold Ickes, about his plans to step down as acting head of the RTC.
That occurred on Feb. 23, the night before Altman announced the decision.

About the same time, Altman said: "I literally bumped into“ former White
House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, who told the deputy Treasury secretary about the
Administration's plans to nominate a permanent head of the RTC.

"I have done my best to recall every communication with White House staff on
anything which could be connected to this matter," said Altman, who eventually
disqualified himself from the Madison Guaranty case on Feb. 25.

In the wake of the House hearing vote, Foley said that he and House Minority
Leader Robert H. Michel (R-Ill.) would meet privately in the coming weeks to try
to agree on a framework and timetable for congressional hearings.

But he and other Democrats warned they would not consent to hearings if it
looked like they might turn into a partisan show trial at which Republicans will
air unproven allegations in order to embarrass the President or stall action on
health care and other legislative matters.

"While we cannot and should not ignore Whitewater, neither can we allow it to
flood the chamber," said Majority Leader Richard A. Gephardt (D-Mo.). "We have
an obligation to ensure that our three-branch government does not become a
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ring circus."
However, it was largely to avoid a potentially embarrassing spectacle that

the Democrats agreed to enter into negotiations with the Republicans over the
terms for the hearings in the first place, lawmakers said privately.

"This agreement has less to do with any notion that Whitewater hearings are
necessary than it has with getting the issue away from Henry," confided one
Democratic source, referring to House Banking Committee Chairman Henry B.
Gonzalez (D-Tex.).

Foley acted after Gonzalez abruptly canceled a committee hearing that
Republicans had hoped to use to air concerns about Whitewater and sent an
abusive and personally insulting letter to the panel's mild-mannered ranking
Republican, Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa.

“we all know that Henry's behavior is sometimes a bit quirky," another source
said. But this time his behavior was becoming something of an embarrassment for
the leadership because it was "creating the misimpression that Democrats were
trying to cover something up," the source added.

"Henry's tactics . . . put the (Democrats) behind the psychological Eight
Ball" and appeared to be one reason why the leadership abruptly turned around
and dropped its opposition to hearings, agreed Leach.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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BODY
Pssst. Want the real dirt on whitewater?

James B. McDougal. a former business partner of President and Hillary Rodham
Clinton in a failed Arkansas real estate venture, is selling the right to dig up
dirt from a three-acre plot of Whitewater land.

"It seems that everybody is trying to dig up their own dirt on Whitewater, so
we are offering the public the opportunity to acquire their very own souvenir
cubic foot of Whitewater for a minimumdonation of $19.95," McDougal said in a
press release Tuesday.

Donation? '

"Jim's going to use part of the funds, I guess, to defend himself," said
Chris Wade, president of Whitewater Marketing. Wade was the real estate agent
for the Clintons and the McDougals on the Whitewater land sale.

Wade is leasing the three-acre Lot 24 in whitewater Estates to McDougal for
$1 a year for 99 years.

Anyone who buys the dirt will get a "nonpartisan dirt deed‘ from the
whitewater Development Corp. According to the deed, "the only right that this
conveys is to come upon Lot 24 of the above described property and dig up dirt."

Mcbougal owned the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan in Little Rock.
Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is trying to determine whether funds from
Madison were illegally diverted in the mid-1980s to prominent Arkansans,
including the Clintons and their real estate venture.
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BODY
After securing a guilty plea from an Arkansas businessman involving the

operation of his federally backed lending company, the special prosecutor
investigating the Whitewater real estate venture said he would now vigorously
pursue the man's accusations that Bill Clinton had pressured him to make a
questionable bank loan to Mr. Clinton's partner in the deal.

"This will allow us a full investigation of everything he knows," the special
prosecutor, Robert B. Fiske Jr., told Judge Stephen M. Reasoner of Federal
District Court in Little Rock, Ark.

The guilty plea allows the businessman, David L. Hale, who was also a former
municipal court judge in Little Rock, to avoid a trial that was scheduled to
begin on Monday. Mr. Hale will then be able to present his accusations about Mr.
Clinton to the Whitewater grand Jury sitting there.

Mr. Hale has maintained that Mr. Clinton. while Governor in 1986, pressured
him to lend money to politically connected friends, including Susan B. McDougal,
a partner in the failed Whitewater venture. Mr. Clinton has steadfastly denied
any wrongdoing and angrily denied Mr. Hale's accusations.

"At this point, so much depends on Mr. Hale's cooperation," Mr. Fiske said.

The grand jury in Little Rock is just one of two that Mr. Fisk is using to
investigate accusations that Mr. Clinton and his wife, Hillary, may have
improperly benefited from their association with James B. McDougal, owner of the
failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association. Mr. McDougal, as well as
his wife, Susan, was a partner with the Clintons in the Whitewater Development
Company.

Mr. Hale, the former owner of Capital Savings Management, pleaded guilty to
bank and mail fraud for defrauding the Small Business Administration. He also
admitted falsifying information on a February 1986 application to obtain Federal
funds to lend to economically disadvantaged businesses. The charges were not
related to Whitewater.

An aide to Mr. Fiske said today that the prosecutor believed Mr. Hale had
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extensive knowledge about the Whitewater deal.

More Inquiries

The guilty plea in Little Rock came as the examination of Whitewater and the
failure of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan proceeded in these two
directions:

‘The House of Representatives voted 408 to 15 to have leaders of both parties
set an appropriate timetable for hearings on Whitewater.

'The other grand jury sitting in Washington heard from Roger C. Altman, the
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, appeared before a grand jury sitting in
Washington.

Mr. Altman, who told the Senate Banking Committee on Feb. 24 that he held a
procedural meeting with White House officials on Feb. 2 to discuss the actions
of the Resolution Trust Corporation on Madison, said in a letter to the
committee that he had also had several additional telephone calls and personal
conversations about whether he should recuse himself from the case.

Letter to the Banking Panel

In the letter dated March 21, Mr. Altman said he had discussed the
possibility of recusal with Thomas F. McLarty 3d, the White House chief of
staff, Harold M. Ickes, the deputy chief of staff, and Bernard W. Nussbaum, the
White House counsel who was forced to resign after the first meeting became
public.

Mr. Altman would not discuss his grand jury testimony today but said in an
interview that the discussions with the White House officials were not
significant.

"I've said from the outset that I had one substantive contact and that
remains my view," he said. "No one at the White House ever asked me not to
recuse myself."

Mr. Altman did not formally recuse himself until Feb. 25, one day after he
told the Banking Committee that he had met with the white House representatives.

Senator Alfonse M. D'Amato, Republican of New York, rejected Mr. Altman's
defense today. "This is the fourth time that Altman has changed his story about
contacts with the White House about the Madison-Whitewater affair," Mr. D'Amato
said. "In just four weeks, the number of contacts between Altman and the White
House has grown four times. How manymore letters will it take before we get the
whole story?"

Warning to Congress

Both Representative Richard A. Gephardt of Missouri, the Democratic leader,
and Representative Robert H. Michel, the Republican leader, warned against
allowing the Whitewater inquiry to overwhelm the chamber.

Mr. Altman's latest disclosures about his contacts with White House officials
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came as he prepared to testify before the grand jury.
Officials said Mr. Altman was trying to reconcile his earlier recollections

with accounts provided to the grand jury and to Congress by other subpoenaed
officials.

The White House spokesman John Podesta would not discuss the conversations
Mr. Altman had with other officials.

"I'm not going to characterize conversations while the grand jury is going on
and people are taking testimony," Mr. Podesta said. “It would be inappropriate.
we're in a tough spot on that."

But the evidence of repeated contacts with White House officials who had
direct, daily contact with the Clintons has again raised the same question of
undue influence that brought about Mr. Nussbaum's resignation.

"I generally attend meetings in the White House three or more times a day,
and am on the telephone with White House staff even more often," he said in his
letter. "It is difficult to recall every brief encounter."

Mr. Altman said that on one occasion, he "literally bumped into Mr. Nussbaum
in a White House corridor."

Mr. Altman has been acting head of the Resolution Trust Corporation, which is
investigating the business practices of Madison Guaranty. He is scheduled to
step down from that post at the end of the month.

In the House, Democratic opposition to Whitewater hearings fragmented as
lawmakers in both parties stopped arguing and voted overwhelmingly to negotiate
the time and agenda for a formal inquiry.

Hearing Expected in 2 Months

It appeared that some hearing would be held within about two months,
probably by the House Banking Committee and well after Mr. Fiske is expected to
have concluded the Washington portion of his investigation.

In a resolution that expresses the lawmakers‘ sentiments but lacks any legal
clout, the House ordered leaders to arrange hearings on all matters involving
Madison Guaranty, the Whitewater Development Companyand Capital Management
Services Inc.

The resolution's language was identical to a Senate resolution approved last
week.

GRAPHIC: Photos: Robert B. Fiske Jr., above, the special prosecutor in the
Whitewater affair, went to Federal District Court yesterday in Little Rock,
Ark., where a guilty plea was entered by David L. Hale, who says Bill Clinton
pressured him to lend money to friends as Governor of Arkansas; Robert C.
Altman, Deputy Treasury Secretary, went to Federal Court in Washington yesterday
to testify to a grand jury investigating Whitewater. Mr. Altman also informed a
Senate committee of conversations he had had about the investigation into the
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It took an indefensibly partisan blunder by Representative Henry Gonzalez to
jolt it into action, but the House has finally decided to emulate the Senate and
call for hearings on the financial maze known as Whitewater.

The timing and scope of the hearings must still be decided by House leaders,
and some Democrats may seek to restrict them to recent allegations of White
House interference with Federal investigators. But yesterday's House resolution
orders a broad inquiry covering Madison Guaranty, a failed Arkansas savings
and loan, and the Whitewater Development Company, partly owned by Bill and
Hillary RodhamClinton.

The resolution followed by one day the release of a remarkably intemperate
letter from Mr. Gonzalez, chairman of the House Banking Committee, to Jim Leach,
the ranking minority member, summarily canceling hearings that Mr. Leach had
scheduled for tomorrow.

The letter backfired. Embarrassed by its tone, and worried that the public
might think they were hiding something, senior Democrats quickly urged more
extensive hearings, leading to yesterday's resolution. Like the Senate's, it
sensibly urges that the hearings be delayed so as not to undercut the crucial
early stages of the investigation by the special counsel, Robert Fiske.

Mr. Leach cannot complain about this odd sequence of events since he has
clearly profited from it -- losing a brief hearing that might well have
disrupted Mr. Fiske's efforts, while gaining a fuller inquiry down the road.

But the real winner could be the public, partly because the hearings might
clarify long-ago financial dealings in Arkansas and partly because Whitewater
has raised questions in which the comittee, and the public, should have an
interest. One is whether Madison funds were improperly used to benefit either
Mr. or Mrs. Clinton. The other is whether the Clinton Administration interfered
with inquiries into Madison by Treasury Department agencies that the Banking
Committee oversees.

Although it took them a while, House Democrats are to be comended for their
willingness to proceed. The consequences of not doing so might have been far
more unsettling than the political butterflies now fluttering in their stomachs.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Journalists like to caricature President Clinton as a man of gargantuan
appetites who heaps too much on his plate in more ways than one. But when it
comes to excess, it is hard to top the press itself. Consider the orgy over
whitewater.

Since January there have been hundreds of major newspaper articles on this
subject, many on the front page; eye-catching newsmagazine covers, and countless
talk show face-offs. As of Friday, the nightly news on ABC. CBS and NBC had
devoted 220 minutes to Whitewater this year, nearly three times as much as for
health care, according to Andrew Tyndall, whose Tyndall Report monitors TV news.

Judging by the voraciousness of whitewater reporters (an appetite whetted
significantly by White House evasions and antagonism to the press) one might
think the media had discovered something as meaty as Watergate -- though even
senator Alfonse D'Amato, who has been leading the political charge, acknowledges
that there may be "little if anything“ at Whitewater's core.

The odor wafting from Whitewater is certainly sour enough to merit press
scrutiny. Should Gov. Bill Clinton have carried on the Whitewater Development
partnership with James McDougal, owner of a savings and loan that Mr. Clinton's
administration was regulating? Should Hillary Rodham Clinton have represented
the troubled thrift before state regulators?

But by magnifying every Whitewater swirl and bubble, the news media are
helping create the premature and probably unfair impression of a crooked and
unraveling Administration. Consider the drumbeat after the special counsel.
Robert Fiske, subpoenaed Administration aides to testify about meetings between
the White House and Treasury Department officials over the Treasury
investigation of Madison Guaranty.

Almost everyone now agrees the meetings were inappropriate. But the
participants deny that the substance of the case was discussed. and no evidence
has emerged that laws were broken. Even so, many subpoena stories, by dint of
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prominent display, seemed to carry darker implications (QUESTION OF COVER —UPTO
BE EXPLORED , as a headline in The Boston Globe put it). WhenGeorge
Stephanopoulos was subpoenaed last week, some papers put the story on page one,
though there was no indication why he had been called. (Certainly not because he
was neck-deep in Whitewater investments: he was 16 years old when the Clintons
cut their deal.)

The most excessive Whitewater coverage involved the White House lawyer
Vincent Foster, reportedly a custodian of Whitewater papers, whose death in a
park near the Potomac in July was ruled a suicide. In their zeal, some news
outlets ran unsubstantiated speculation that he had died elsewhere (for example,
in an Administration "safe house") and his body had been moved to the park. The
Washington Times actually began a story, "Who killed Vince Poster?" (Finally,
ABC News broadcast a photo of the death scene in a broadcast that sought to
rebut conspiracy theories. bringing dubious taste to the rescue of common
sense.)

An unstated motto of life in the press corps is "Nothing in Moderation."
Accordingly, the journalists‘ appetite for Whitewater swung from something
bordering on anorexia to today's binge eating.

It was two years ago that Jeff Gerth of The New York Times first reported on
Whitewater and Madison Guaranty and the conflict-of-interest questions they
raised. Those questions deserved to be followed up at the time, but the Clinton
Presidential campaign deflected the matter and most reporters lost interest.
There it rested until last fall, when reports of the Treasury investigation of
Madison surfaced. Even then, whitewater did not become a truly national story
because it was complicated. murky and hard to explain. It took wing only in late
December, for several reasons.

First was "Troopergate": the allegations of Arkansas state troopers that they
were promised Federal jobs if they'd cover up Mr. Clinton's supposed sexual
frolicking when he was Governor. That story repelled many reporters, who had no
desire to follow the bimbos. But they also didn't want to look soft on Mr.
Clinton. They craved an alternative.

And they got one; a revelation that the White House counsel, Bernard
Nussbaum, supervised the removal of Whitewater files from Mr. Foster's office
after his death. This sensational element made Whitewater easier to convey, and
reporters flocked to the story. TV networks. which devoted a total of eight
minutes to Whitewater in the first 50 weeks of 1993, gave it 21 minutes in the
last two weeks, after the Nussbaumand sex stories broke, Mr. Tyndall says.

The way Whitewater finally took off says something about the standards a
scandal must meet these days to draw in the mainstream pack. It must be a "clean
scandal, a nice scandal, a scandal suitable for a family newspaper," in the
words of Suzanne Garment, a Washington political writer who is author of a book
on the dynamics of scandal. But it can't be too clean -- so nice and dry and
boring that it will be ignored. as the national savings—and—loan debacle was for
so long. We are in the age of tabloidization. There must be a hook for the
booboisie.

There's still time to hope that the same forces that unleashed all the hype
and shallow coverage may also prompt some reporters to dig harder. Who knows?
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Someday we may actually learn if there is a scandal here.
Meanwhile, the frenzy is taking its toll on the Clintons: even if they are
eventually cleared, they will be clawed and pecked on a daily basis for months,
given the special counsel inquiry and the coming Congressional hearings. The
Administration will be hard-pressed to focus on health care, the most important
domestic debate in 25 years. It all brings to mind a couplet from antiquity:

On eagles‘ wings immortal scandals fly

While virtuous actions are but born and die.

GRAPHIC: Drawing.
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BODY
The plea bargain by which former judge David Hale promised to fully

cooperate with the Whitewater special counsel provides a key witness in the
probe of the complicated Arkansas business dealings, federal prosecutors told
the court.

"We're giving up potential (prison) time . . . but we're going to get a great
deal of information from a man who has extensive knowledge of the areas we're
interested in,“ said Rusty Hardin, a prosecutor with special counsel Robert
Fiske, during a hearing.

Hale, 52, pleaded guilty to two counts cf defrauding the Small Business
Administration.

Hale claims President Clinton pressured him to make an improper $ 300,000
SBA—backed loan to Susan McDougal, a partner in the Clintons' Whitewater real
estate deal.

The loan was purportedly an effort to improve the finances of Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan, owned by Susan McDougal's husband, James, another
Whitewater partner.

Fiske said his office opened plea bargain negotiations. Hale quickly agreed
and has spent nearly three weeks talking to prosecutors.

In addition to public claims about Clinton, Hale has made other charges of
criminal wrongdoing that have not been madepublic, prosecutors said.

Fiske gave no indication of whether he believes Hale's charges against
Clinton. But Hale, whose credibility will be an important issue at any trials,
struggled in his first court performance Tuesday.

Under questioning from federal Judge Stephen Reasoner, Hale had difficulty
remembering the names of anyone who had received improper SEA loans through his
company, Capital Mangement Services
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Inc. - the charge to which he was pleading guilty. "I can't
recall right off," Hale said. After long pauses and further questions from
Reasoner, Hale named several companies, including a cable TV firm controlled by
Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Outside court. Randy Coleman, Hale's attorney, said Madison S&L had made an $
825,000 loan to Hale on Feb. 28, 1986.

The previously undisclosed loan was then pumped into Capital Management
Services. Hale pleaded guilty Tuesday to making a false loan application to the
SBA on Feb. 28, 1986.

McDougal, Hale and Tucker - all suffering financial troubles from failing
real estate ventures - made a complicated series of loans and sales to each
other in February 1986 in an effort to improve the financial appearances of
their companies. Clinton has not been directly tied to the deals.

Madison S&L is an important part of the special counsel's investigation
because its failure cost U.S. taxpayers more than S 47 million.

"David was just carrying on business practices that have been condoned in
this state for an extended period of time," Coleman said. “Those who have been
in a position of authority to change things and stop them have not done so."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Jeff Mitchell, Reuters; PHOTO, b/w, Democrat-Gazette via
AP
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Tuesday's 408-15 House vote to discuss holding whitewater hearings helps

create a sense of inevitability a large-scale inquiry eventually will be held by
Congress.

But Democratic leaders were quick to point out neither the House nor last
week's Senate resolutions are binding.

And House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-wash., held out the possibility nothing
will come of the discussions.

"In the end. we may not be able to agree," he said.

Even Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, a key advocate of congressional hearings into
President Clinton's Whitewater land deal and the failed Madison Guaranty
Savings L Loan, said he is still not "100\ sure hearings will happen."

But Republicans believe the Democrats are moving toward holding hearings.

"They will take a political hit if they don't hold hearings after this," said
Rep. Robert Walker, R-Pa. "But this buys them a little time."

Both resolutions pledge not to grant immunity to any witness and to conduct
hearings in a manner that would not interfere with the investigation of special
counsel Robert Fiske.

Leach's pushing for Whitewater witnesses to appear at a House banking
committee hearing on Thursday on the savings and loan cleanup prompted
cancellation of the hearing by chairman Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas.

Leach said he will deliver a floor speech Thursday to "put some things on the
record and in perspective."

In other action:

-- Senior Clinton aide Patsy Thomasson declined to discuss a report she was
amongWhite House aides who tried to get access to the late Vincent Foster's
safe the night he died.
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At a House hearing, Thomasson said she "would like nothing better" than to
tell "what happened that night." But she said she didn't want to interfere with
Fiske's probe of how Whitewater files were removed from Foster's office after
his July 20 death.

Republicans used the hearing to pepper Thomasson, director of the White House
Office of Administration, with questions about delays in issuing White House
passes and the easy access that four Democratic consultants have to the White
House.

—- Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman testified before a federal grand
jury in Washington probing contacts between White House and Treasury officials
over a federal investigation of Madison.

In a letter released Tuesday, Altman again u ed h. pp t e number of times he had
contact with White House aides on the Madison case.
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HEADLINE: Clinton raps ‘presumption’ of guilt / No predecessor faced
‘scrutiny’ like Whitewater

BYLINE. Bill Nichols; AdamNagourney

BODY
President Clinton, insisting he's adopted a "good attitude" about

Whitewater, said Tuesday he's still troubled by a media “presumption against the
White House."

Clinton, relaxed after a week of appearing angry and frustrated over
Whitewater coverage, told USA TODAY, "The presumption is that something is wrong
and you have to prove it right “

"I think we can all admit that there is no previous president who has been
asked to undergo this level of scrutiny about something that happened so long
before he became president in the absence of any credible evidence that any
violation of the law occurred."

But Clinton said he's adjusted to the furor: "I think that I have a good
attitude about it now."

Other developments Tuesday in the ongoing probe into the relationship of the
Clintons, the Whitewater real estate development and a failed Arkansas thrift:

-— After GOP pressure. the House voted to discuss holding Whitewater
hearings. The timing of hearings is under discussion.

-- In Little Rock, David Hale, a former municipal judge who says Clinton
pressed him to make a questionable loan, pleaded guilty to fraud charges in
exchange for cooperating with Whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, ColOt, Tim Dillon, USA TODAY
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HEADLINE: Altman, White House Discussed Recusal

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Ruth Marcus, Ann Devroy, Washington Post Staff Writers

BODY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman consulted White House officials in

earlyFebruary about whether he should remove himself from supervising a
politically sensitive federal investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan
but encountered White House resistance to that step, according to administration
officials and other sources.

White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum, who has since resigned, expressed doubt
that Altman needed to recuse himself and concern about who would oversee the
case if Altman, a political appointee serving as acting head of the Resolution
Trust Corp., did step down, the sources said. One of the areas under review by
the RTC, the agency overseeing the thrift cleanup, was Madison's representation
during the mid-1980s by the Rose Law Firm, including Rose partner Hillary Rodham
Clinton.

Until this week, the White House and Altman consistently described his Feb. 2
briefing of senior officials about the RTC's handling of potential civil suits
arising from the collapse of the Arkansas thrift as a run-of-the—mill,
procedural "heads-up" that provided no more information to the White House than
was available to lawmakers who asked about it.

But the disclosure of conversations about whether Altman should recuse
himself -— at that White House meeting and in at least three subsequent
conversations with senior officials, including White House Chief of Staff Thomas
F. "Mack" McLarty -- underscores that the discussions about the RTC and
Whitewater went beyond purely procedural matters of public record.

Altman, as acting head of an independent regulatory agency, discussed the
recusal issue with the White House at a time when Republicans were questioning
whether Clinton political appointees could effectively investigate the
Whitewater matter.

McLarty said last night that Altman told him, "I'm weighing whether to recuse
myself or not" and that McLarty replied, "It's a serious matter. Use your own
judgment." Altman testified yesterday before a federal grand jury looking into
contacts between senior White House and Treasury officials about the RTC
investigation. Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. has made the White House
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meetings a primary initial focus of his investigation into President Clinton's
Whitewater land venture and its ties to Madison.
Altman, who was overseeing the Madison investigation as acting RTC head, did

not recuse himself when he first raised the subject with the White House. He
remained in charge of the RTC investigation until Feb. 25, one day after
revealing that he had briefed the White House about the RTC's handling of
poSSlblE civil suits arising from Madison's collapse.

The White House reaction to Altman's suggestion that he recuse himself seems
to illustrate the administration's concern about the status of civil suits
relating to Madison.

Administration and other sources familiar with the discussions emphasized
that the White House never instructed Altman to remain involved in the Madison
case.

“The only question was: ‘Who is going to handle this then, who is going to
make this decision?‘ " said one source familiar with the meeting. "You see, they
didn‘t know any of these people. they didn't know who'd be making the decision."

Altman raised the issue of his recusal at the Feb. 2 White House meeting,
attended by Nussbaum, Treasury Department general counsel Jean Hanson, White
House deputy chief of staff Harold Ickes and Hillary Clinton's chief of staff,
Margaret Williams.

In a letter to Senate Banking Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle Jr.
(D—Mich ) yesterday -- after inquiries from The Washington Post about whether
the subject of recusal had come up at the meeting -— Altman disclosed that he
had discussed removing himself from the Madison case and revealed the additional
conversations about the subject with McLarty and Ickes.

Sources said that Altman's consideration of recusal was prompted by intense
Republican pressure on the administration's nominee to the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., Ricki Tigert, to promise to remove herself from FDIC
investigations of Madison and the Rose Law Firm. The law firm handled some FDIC
civil suits growing out of Madison's failure.

On Feb. 3, the day after the White House meeting, Altman also received a
letter from Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa) urging him to consider stepping aside. Leach
told Altman that it appeared "ethically questionable for a political appointee
of the Department of Treasury to make decisions for an independent federal
agency when the President may be implicated in enforcement and civil actions."

Altman told the White House officials that he had checked with Treasury and
RTC ethics officers and had been told there was no requirement that he recuse
himself from Madison cases, the sources said.

An administration source emphasized that Altman was told that if there were a
legal or ethical reason to remove himself from the cases, that he should do so.
and that the handling of the matter was left up to him. But Nussbaum, who
resigned earlier this month in the aftermath of the disclosure of the series of
White House-Treasury meetings about Madison, questioned whether Altman should
step aside absent a specific need to do so.
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"They wanted to know: Who's going to know what is happening, who decides on
what civil cases go forward?" one source familiar with the meeting said. The
source said that Altman told the White House officials that it would not matter
if he were in place or not because all substantive decisions about how to
proceed would be in the hands of the new RTC general counsel, Ellen Kulka.

One source familiar with the meeting described Ickes, who was in charge of
whitewater damage control efforts, as "stoic" about the prospect that Altman
would remove himself from the Madison cases. Altman spoke with Ickes a few days
later -- as he disclosed in a letter to the Senate Banking Committee Friday -
to again discuss the subject of recusal. Ickes told Altman, "Do what you have to
do," a source familiar with the conversation said.

About the same time. Altman also spoke with McLarty, who had arranged the
meeting, to tell him he was "leaning toward" recusal.

On Feb. 23, the night before his Senate Banking Committee testimony, Altman
telephoned Ickes to tell him that he would announce that he was stepping down
from his role as acting head of the RTC at the end of March. About the same
time, he also "bumped into" Nussbaum at the white House and learned that the
white House would soon be submitting its nominee to head the RTC.

Altman's letter to Riegle reflected the fourth time he has amended his Senate
testimony to disclose additional contacts with White House officials relating to
Madison.

white House concerns about the absence of a politically responsive head of
the RTC were confirmed in the minds of administration officials when they
discovered several weeks ago that the RTC had hired Jay B. Stephens, the former
U.S. attorney for the District who was fired at the start of the Clinton
administration, to handle some of the civil suits arising from Madison‘s
failure.

Stephens, a Republican, had complained that his removal would interfere with
the investigation of Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.) and said he was considering
running for public office. "People were quite concerned," one senior official
said. "Given his highly partisan activities, given the fact that he had
criticized the president and the attorney general, given the fact that he had
discussed seeking the Republican nomination for the Senate, certainly that
raised concern "
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BODY

What is it with Henry Gonzalez these days? A lot of people, including the
eccentric House Banking Committee chairman's admirers, would like to know.

The Texas Democrat, whose reputation in recent years was built on a
damn-the-torpedoes attitude favoring governmental openness and public
accountability, has become one of the strongest dams holding back congressional
inquiry into Whitewater-Madison shenanigans.

On Monday, Mr. Gonzalez's resolve began to crack under pressure. In a
letter to Speaker Thomas S. Foley, Washington Democrat, he called for a House
resolution authorizing Whitewater-Madison hearings.

But in what appeared to be a face-saving gesture, the chairman fired off a
harsh letter to Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the ranking Republican on the Banking
Committee, in which he postponed a Thursday oversight hearing at which
Republicans had hoped to raise Whitewater-Madison questions. The tone of the
letter was so venomous that Mr. Foley called Mr. Leach to apologize on the
House's behalf.

"Nobody on the Hill has proclaimed the public's right to know more often or
more energetically than Henry Gonzalez in the 10 years I've been here," said
Rep. Dick Armey, Texas Republican. "I guess there's been a recent Lenten
conversion on his part. . . . How do you account for that? I don't know."

Influential columnist William Safire wrote a more-in-sorrow-than-in-anger
piece in Monday's New York Times, calling Mr. Gonzalez a "hero" for taking on
the banking industry and the executive branch during the Bush years and
wondering why the congressman has shown “unprecedented partisanship“ in
“stonewalling" for President Clinton.

Mr. Safire warned that a televised hearing in which the Democratic chairman
gaveled down every Republican question related to the Whitewater Development
Corp. and Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association would be a political
embarrassment for Democrats. Congressional Democrats agreed and squeezed the
feisty Texan until they got him to do something he rarely does: back down.
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Mr. Gonzalez, who did not return phone calls for comment, may look like
Zorba the Greek, but to many people the wily populist behaves like Don Quixote.
A biography in "Politics in America" says: "For years, few members of Congress
had a reputation on Capitol Hill so contrary to their image back home as
Gonzalez, who was revered in San Antonio while being dismissed by most House
colleagues as a flake."

Mr. Gonzalez, 77, has earned his gonzo credentials in a long, and
long-winded, 17-term career in Congress. In 1963, still new to the chamber, he
threatened to horsewhip a Republican memberon the House floor for calling him a
communist. In 1986, he punched out a manhalf his age in a San Antonio
restaurant for making the same mistake.

He has a reputation for taking personal crusades to the House floor and
talking for hours, sometimes when nobcdy's there to listen. Journalist Mark
Shields remembers Mr. Gonzalez standing in the chamber making speech after
speech in the 1970s accusing organized crime of the murder of a Texas judge -
hardly the usual business of Congress.

"Four years later, the FEI indicted five people in the judge's murder and
publicly thanked Gonzalez for keeping the story alive," Mr. Shields said.

The son of Mexican immigrants, Mr. Gonzalez was the first Mexican-American
elected to Congress. He grew up poor, the victim of racial discrimination, and
dedicated his political career to being a champion of the disenfranchised and
the victims of discrimination. Mr. Gonzalez is a hero to his largely Hispanic
constituents, who call him "Henry 8." to distinguish him from that other
high-profile San Antonio politician. Housing and Urban Development Secretary
Henry Cisneros.

An avowed liberal and no stranger to the extravagant gesture, he called
twice for the impeachment of President Reagan - for the Grenada invasion and
Iran-Contra - and once for the removal of President Bush - for the Persian Gulf
war.

After nearly three decades in loopy obscurity, Mr. Gonzalez began his
rehabilitation when he became chairman of the Banking Committee after the upset
defeat of Rep. Fernand St. Germain, Rhode Island Democrat, in 1988.

Heedless of the embarrassment to his party, Mr. Gonzalez led a pit-bull
charge against S&L kingpin Charles Keating and five senators - four of them
Democrats - who took campaign contributions from Keating and his associates. He
also tore into Democratic Party eminence grise Clark Clifford before the
committee in 1991 for his part in the Bank of Credit and Commerce International
scandal.

When Mr. Leach began his personal investigation of President Clinton's
involvement in Whitewater-Madison, the two iconoclasts - the soft-spoken Iowan
and the garrulous Texan - would have seemed like natural allies.

But in postponing the Banking Committee hearing, Mr. Gonzalez delivered a
figurative uppercut to the chin of Mr. Leach, denying the Republican a forum to
release new, damaging information about the Clintons.
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GRAPHIC: Photo, Rep. Henry Gonzalez, By AP
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HEADLINE: WHITEWATERSPILLS OVER THE DAM

BODY
Yielding at last to the inevitable, most Democrats in the House of

Representatives joined the Republicans Tuesday in voting to hold hearings on the
so-called Whitewater affair.

While the decision may or may not be governmentally wise. it definitely is
politically smart. Resisting hearings had become a bankrupt strategy for the
democrats and for the president on whose behalf they resisted.

Whether Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton appreciate it or not, acceding to
hearings probably was the greatest favor their congressional allies could have
done them.

Now, perhaps. the facts of this strange controversy—it certainly doesn't
merit the name "scandal"-can be submitted to a candid world.

Equally important from the Clintons' standpoint, perhaps the president and
those who support him can begin to look like they have nothing to hide. instead
of just saying it.

That certainly isn't how they looked Monday, when Rep. Henry Gonzalez
!D-Texas), chairman of the House Banking Committee, abruptly canceled an
oversight hearing on the Resolution Trust Corp. that had been scheduled for
Thursday.

In a letter that by normal standards of congressional etiquette was
exceptionally bitter, Gonzalez told Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa. the ranking
Republican on the committee and the most relentless congressional pursuer of
Whitewater, that he would not allow him to turn the oversight hearing into a
"prosecutorial or judicial adventure" into the Clintons' failed Arkansas land
deal and other business affairs.

Leach had made no secret that he intended to inquire into such matters, the
basis being that the Clintons' partner in the Whitewater deal was James
McDougal, whose Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan went belly up several years
ago at a cost to the government of about $60 million. Leach wants to know
whether any Madison Guaranty funds went into the land development or, for that
matter, into any of Bill Clinton's Arkansas political campaigns.

Gonzalez said he was acting to assure there would be no interference with the
investigation of the Whitewater special counsel, Robert Fiske. Maybe so. But it
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looked suspiciously as if he-and the president-had something to hide.
Indeed, it's that suspicious behavior that has made this controversy into the

problem that it has become for the administration. One week it's secret White
House briefings by the acting head of the RTC. Another week it's the head of the
banking committee canceling a hearing so the opposition can't ask questions.

It's time for a full—fledged, wide-open hearing. Open up the windows and let
the bad air out.
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Despite Democratic reluctance, a congressional probe of the Whitewater case

became a virtual certainty Tuesday as the House joined the Senate in calling for
hearings.

The House vote was 408-15 on legislation calling on Democratic and Republican
leaders to work out an "appropriate timetable" for hearings without interfering
in the work of special counsel Robert Fiske.

While dates and ground rules for hearings remain to be set, the legislation
marked a retreat for House Speaker Thomas Foley (D-Wash.). who has been under
pressure from Republicans and some Democrats to drop his opposition to hearings.

"While we cannot and should not ignore Whitewater, neither can we allow it to
flood the chamber," Majority Leader Richard Gephardt (D-Mo ) said shortly before
the vote.

House GOP leader Bob Michel of Illinois pledged hearings "in a very orderly
manner." He added, "I don't want to see any kind of circus atmosphere."

Foley announced his decision to submit legislation on hearings at a joint
news conference with Michel, after a private meeting of leaders of both parties.

The legislation says no witness should be granted immunity over Fiske's
objection, and no hearings are expected in either the House or Senate until
after Fiske has concluded the Washington portion of his investigation.

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), who has been leading the Republican attack on
Whitewater in the House, pledged "decency of temper . . . strict adherence to
the rules of the House and everything possible to be respectful of operations of
the special counsel's office."

The Senate voted 96-O last week to hold Whitewate
have yet to begin any planning.

At the White House, an
conference to cl

r hearings, but its leaders

aide to President Clinton said a presidential news
ear the air on Whitewater, perhaps as early as Thursday, was
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under serious consideration.
"The press more than likely won't have access to him (Clinton) next week,"

the aide said. "The thinking is to get it over with in one open forum this week
so it doesn't look like he is trying to avoid the issue next week."

Clinton leaves for Dallas on Friday for the wedding of his half-brother,
Roger. He may stay in Dallas through the weekend and then go to California for
vacation next week, an aide said.

Elsewhere in Washington, Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman appeared
before a grand jury looking into the case. The top overseer of the savings and
loan cleanup, he has acknowledged discussing with White House officials
procedural details of that cleanup relating to Madison Guaranty, the failed
Arkansas thrift involved in the Whitewater land deal.

"I have had an opportunity to provide all the facts for Mr. Fiske's
investigation," Altman said as he left the grand jury room. "I'm ready to do the
same in any congressional inquiry."

Fiske is using grand juries in Little Rock and Washington to probe a
complicated series of transactions that originally covered the Clintons’
investment in the Whitewater land venture, then expanded to include Madison
Guaranty, and finally, the White House meetings. It also touches on the
apparent suicide of Vincent Foster, a friend of the Clintons‘ from Little Rock
who was deputy White House counsel at the time of his death last summer.
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DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A businessman and former judge who has alleged that President Clinton was

involved in a questionable loan pleaded guilty Tuesday to two unrelated fraud
charges involving the operation of his federally backed lending company.

David Hale admitted to conspiring to defraud the Small Business
Administration and, in a new charge, admitted to falsifying information on a
1986 application to obtain federal funds to lend to economically disadvantaged
businesses.

The plea came under an agreement with special counsel Robert Fiske that
clears the way for Hale to testify before a grand jury in Little Rock looking
into the failure of an Arkansas savings and loan and the Clintons' Whitewater
land venture.

Rusty Hardin, Fiske's assistant, told U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner
that Hale has been working with prosecutors for about two weeks and said the
former municipal judge has "extensive knowledge in the areas we are
investigating."

Hale has said Clinton, when he was Arkansas governor in 1986, urged him to
make a $300,000 loan to a company owned by Susan McDougal, one of the Clintons'
business partners in the Whitewater land venture.

Clinton has denied any wrongdoing, and there was no mention of him or
Whitewater in the indictments filed Tuesday.

Investigators are trying to determine if some of the money from the loan was
improperly diverted to the Whitewater account at a time when the Susan McDougal
and her husband, James, as managers of the account, were buying more land.

Hale, who operated Capital Management Services Inc. in Little Rock, has said
Clinton first mentioned the loan to him in February 1986.

Hale said he approved the loan to Susan McDougal in April 1986 and about a
third of the money eventually ended up in Whitewater's checking accounts. It was
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never paid back.
Hale admitted defrauding the Small Business Administration of $900,000 by
falsely stating the amount of private funds invested in Capital Management
Services and by disguising bad loans as current or paid.

He also admitted making loans that imprgaeglkbenefited "himself and various
other people." Hale's lawyer, Randy Coleman. .lad.d:bne loan was the $300,000 to
Susan McDougal. \"_--'

' ‘

.:/ T.
Hardin also made a link between H_§le's E andffifladison Guaranty Savings

and Loan, the failed Arkansas thrift_—'.o‘d b s Mcwugal.

‘T! g Z; -1
Hardin said that Hale's company go't a agm Mad' on and used the money tohelp qualify for SBA funds. \\~'\ t '- 5(/---_ ____.‘ '~.:/
Fiske LS trying to determine whether Madison were illegally
diverted in the mid-1980s to prominent Arkansans, including the Clintons.

Among zhe questions Fiske is investigating is whether Hale's company may have
been used to move troublesome loans off Madison's books and out of the sight of
federal regulators, according to several witnesses who have been subpoenaed by
the Fiske.

At Hale's recent pretrial hearing, lawyers and witnesses talked about a
potential scheme involving several businesses and "bogus loans" that helped
prominent Arkansans.

The beneficiaries were not identified.

Hale's company was backed by the SBA to make loans to entrepreneurs who were
"socially and economically disadvantaged." But many beneficiaries were in fact
prominent Arkansans.

For instance, Hale's company lent some $550,000 to companies with ties to
current Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Other loan recipients were connected to Madison. such as Susan McDougal and
former Madison president TommyTrantham, who got a $100,000 loan from Hale,
records show.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO; PHOTO: Former Judge David Hale is driven under guard from U.S.
courthouse in Little Rock, Ark., Tuesday. Reuters photo.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION OF LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Trudy Walsh
Paula Stone
Lisa/ . Taylor

FROM: Glor a M. Berry
Par legal

DATE: February 25, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are six (6) news articles from Nexis, relating to

Madison Guaranty, dated February 24, 1994.

n

.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline
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HEADLINE: Senate Republicans Get Chance to Air Whitewater Case

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
In a blistering partisan attack on the whitewater affair, Senate Republicans

today accused Democrats of failing to vigorously pursue the case, especially
potential conflicts of interests involving Hillary RodhamClinton's former l
firm.

Alfonse D'Amato, the ranking Republican on the Senate Banking Committee,
quickly turned a hearing designed to review the Resolution Trust Corp.'s work
into an inquest into President and Mrs. Clinton's business dealings.

Democrats responded that the GOP was simply trying to exploit the Clintons'
Whitewater real estate investment and ties to a failed Arkansas S&L for
political gain.

"I truly believe what we're doing is piling on in a partisan fashion," said
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.

While the parties bickered for more than 90 minutes, high-powered witnesses
like Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen cooled their heels, waiting for a chance to speak.

D'Amato said an RTC report he received late Wednesday showed federal
regulators who reviewed possible conflicts at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock,
Ark., did not contact "former and current" lawyers at the firm who were
knowledgeable about the matter.

"This is really one heck of a thorough report," he said sarcastically.

The firm, including Mrs. Clinton, worked for Madison Guaranty SQL during
the mid-1980s went the troubled thrift sought state approval for a plan to rai
new capital.

After the SAL failed, the Rose

'se

firm represented the government in a lawsuit
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accusing an accounting firm of negligence in the thrift's demise.
Recently, Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. officials raised questions about

whether the firm adequately disclosed potential conflicts, including its prior
work for Madison and the fact that the father-in—law of one of its senior
partners, Webster Hubbell, had extensive financial dealings with the thrift.

The FDIC ruled last week there was insufficient evidence to take action,
saying that the applicable conflict of interest rules weren't enacted until
after Rose got the contract.

Sen. Lauch Faircloth, R-N.C., sharply criticized the FDIC report, saying it
suffered from "memory lapses" and amounted to "an eight-Page plea of insanity."

He said the Rose Law Firm and Mrs. Clinton "profited at both ends of the
Madison deal."

Republicans said Democrats would have Vigorously pursued such a case had it
involved a Republican administration, noting the congressional inquiries into a
failed S&L tied to President Bush's son, Neil.

Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr., D-Mich., the committee chairman, said a

congressional investigation into Whitewater was unnecessary because a special
prosecutor had started his own probe.

"Any effort to undertake a full blown inquiry would be time consuming and
conflict with the legal process," Riegle said. "I don't think we can justify
doing that."

On the House floor today, Rep. William Clinger of Pennsylvania, the ranking
Republican on the House Government Operations Committee, said he had asked the
panel's Republican staff to begin an inquiry into the government's role
investigating the death of deputy White House counsel Vince Foster.

After Foster committed suicide last July, Whitewater records in his office
were given to the Clintons‘ attorney. Foster, who had represented the Clintons,
was a partner in the Rose firm.

Clinger said the Republican probe would seek to determine "exactly what role
the White House played and to what degree, if any, White House officials
hindered or impeded the investigation" of Foster's death by the FBI, the Secret
Service and other federal agencies.

D'Amato also complained that documents he formally requested from the RTC
last week weren't delivered until late Wednesday.

"This is unacceptable when documents of this importance are dropped on us at
midnight. That's not fair to us. That's not fair to the American people," he
said.

The hook to bring Whitewater into the hearing is Madison, an Arkansas S&L
that cost taxpayers at least S 47 million when it failed. James McDougal, the
S&L's owner, and his former wife Susan were partners with the Clintons in the
Whitewater real estate development.
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Justice Department special counsel Robert Fiske is trying to determine, in
part whether th ' ', e St-L s funds were used in the mid-1980s to pay Clinton's
political debts and whether Madison deposits were diverted to other entities
controlled by McDougal. including Whitewater.

There will be a replay of the hearing next month before the House Banking
Committ . Th

' ' 'ee e ranking committee Republican, Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa has been
conducting an extensive probe of Whitewater using House GOP staff. This would be
his first cha '

nce to question witnesses about the Republican findings.
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HEADLINE: Senate Republicans Get Chance to Air whitewater Case

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
They came to answer questions about the savings and loan crisis. But

high-powered witnesses including Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan could
only sit by while Republicans and Democrats duked it out in a political battle
over the Whitewater affair.

GOP members of the Senate Banking Committee used an oversight hearing on the
government's SAL cleanup agency Thursday to accuse Democrats and regulators
alike of failing to vigorously pursue either the Whitewater affair or the
failure of an SAL with ties to President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton.

Democrats fired right back, however, contending that any congressional action
on Whitewater could jeopardize a criminal investigation now being conducted by
special counsel Robert Fiske. There were sharp words, too, for GOP members
Democrats said took no previous interest in other SAL matters.

"we're not talking about where the S 150 billion in the S&L crisis went,"
said Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass. "This is why the taxpayers get so fed up - all we
do is dig into politics."

As this played out, Greenspan, Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and others
sat and waited. They had come to talk about the Resolution Trust Corp.

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York, the panel's ranking Republican, set the
tone, criticizing the RTC for not delivering until Wednesday evening a set of
documents related to the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

Then he assailed an RTC report into possible conflicts at the Rose Law Firm
in Little Rock, Ark., because regulators did not contact "former and current"
lawyers at the firm who were knowledgeable about the matter.

"This is really one heck of a thorough report,“ he said sarcastically.
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The firm. including Mrs. Clinton, worked for Madison Guaranty SGL during
the mid-1980s when the troubled SEL sought state approval for a plan to rails
new capital. Later, after Madison's failure, the Rose firm was hired by
regulators to sue the S&L's accountants. The SLL was owned by James McDougal, a
partner with the Clintons in the Whitewater Development Corp , a real estate
venture.

Democrats were having none of it.

Kerry, long an RTC critic, came armed with charts showing 193 thrift failures
that each cost taxpayers more than the S 47 million bailout attached to Madison.
He also said GOP committee members took little interest in those failures or
other problems within the RTC, including when agency whistleblowerl testified in
a hearing last fall that waste, fraud and incompetence run rampant in the
agency.

"Not one Republican cared enough to come ... when those whistleblowers were
here to talk to us," Kerry said.

"Can we talk about a coverup?" D'Amato shot back, zeroing in on Whitewater.
"It's a whitewash."

Recently, Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. officials investigated whether Rose
adequately disclosed potential conflicts, including its prior work for Madison
and the fact that the father-in-law of one of its senior partners, Justice
Department official Webster Hubbell, had extensive financial dealings with the
thrift.

The FDIC ruled last week there was insufficient evidence to take action.
saying that the applicable conflict of interest rules weren't enacted until
after Rose got the contract.

Sen. Lauch Faircloth, R-N.C., sharply criticized the FDIC report, saying it
suffered from "memory lapses" and amounted to ‘an eight-Page plea of insanity."

Regulators heatedly reminded him that under the rules applicable then, only a
clear conflict of interest, not simply the appearance of one, would prevent a
prospective contractor from working for the government.

Republicans contended that Democrats would have vigorously pursued such a
case had it involved a Republican administration, recalling the congressional
inquiries into a failed S&L tied to former President Bush's son, Neil.

Sen. Don Riegle, D—Mich., the committee chairman, said a congressional
investigation into Whitewater was unnecessary because Fiske has already begun
his probe.

"Any effort to undertake a full-blown inquiry would be time consuming and
conflict with the legal process," Riegle said. "I don't think we can justify
doing that."
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HEADLINE: Ex-N.Y. prosecutor leads probe into Foster suicide

BYLINE: GLEN GOLIGHTLY, SUSAN SCHMIDT; Staff, Washington Post

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
WASHINGTON-- Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. announced

on Wednesday that he has hired a prominent former New York
prosecutor to lead an investigation into the events relating to the
suicide last summer of former White House deputy counsel Vincent
Foster.

Fiske said Roderick C.Lankler will open a Washington office
to investigate Foster's death.

Houatonian Rusty Hardin was among seven other lawyers hired
by Fiske. Like Hardin, most of them are current or former
prosecutors or have backgrounds in investigating financial crimes.

They will be based in Little Rock.

The independent counsel's investigation will examine
President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton's financial dealings
with the Whitewater real-estate venture, the failed Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan and related business entities.

At the time of his death July 20, Foster was the Clintons’
personal lawyer. He was working on a blind trust for them and had
recently prepared three years of delinquent corporate tax returns
on the Whitewater Development Corp., a company jointly owned by the
Clintons and Madison owner James McDougal and his former wife Susan.

Months after Foster's death, the White House revealed that a
file on Whitewater was taken from Foster's office shortly after his
death and turned over to a private lawyer for the Clintons. The
Park Police have complained that their investigation of Foster's
death was impeded by White House aides, who refused to allow them
to examine some of the documents in Foster's office.

Lankler was chief of the trial division for the Manhattan
District Attorney's Office under Robert Morgenthau and then worked
as a special state prosecutor investigating allegations of

Page7
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corruption in the criminal-justice system. As a private lawyer
since 1984, he served on a commission investigating police
corruption.

Fiske also said he will be ready to go to trial next month,
as previously scheduled, against former Arkansas municipal Judge
David Hale. Hale is accused of defrauding the Small Business
Administration, and his venture-capital company had dealings with
whitewater and Madison.

Hale has alleged that Clinton, as governor, pressured him to
make a $ 300,000 SBA loan to Susan McDougal. Someof the loan
proceeds financed a Whitewater land purchase. Clinton has denied
pressuring Hale or knowing about Whitewater's use of the loan.

Whitewater was a company jointly owned by the Clintons and the
McDougals. _

Fiske said the government's trial team in the Hale
prosecution will be led by Hardin, a partner with the Houston law
firm of Hardin, Beers, Hagstette 5 Davidson. Hardin was with the
Harris County district attorney's office for 15 years.

Hardin, a Democrat. left his longtime post as chief of the
district attorney's Felony Division C in 1990 to go into private
practice and to head a political action committee promoting appeals
court candidates.

He came to the district attorney's office in 1975, fresh from
Southern Methodist University Law School, saying that making a
career out of prosecuting crooks was not on his agenda.

Hardin jokingly told the Houston Chronicle in 1990 about his
experience with the district attorney‘: office: ""1 thought I'd
stay 3 1/2 years to get experience and then go out and save the
world. "

He successfully defended Harris County Commissioner Jerry
Eversole against four misdemeanor indictments allegeding that he
provided false information on use of campaign funds. Hardin also
successfully prosecuted a lawsuit in 1992 to remove Fort Bend
County District Attorney Jack Stern from office.

The other lawyers hired by Fiske are William S. Duffy Jr., a
partner in an Atlanta firm, who conducted an internal investigation
of banking practices at E.F.Hutton after the firm pleaded guilty
to fraud charges; Denis J. Mclnerney, Julie O'5ullivan and Mark J.
Stein, all former federal prosecutors in New York; Patrick Smith,
an attorney from Fiske's New York law firm, Davis Polk L Wardwell;
and Carl J. Stich Jr., a former Ohio prosecutor who handled cases
arising from the collapse of the state's privately insured savings
and loans.

GRAPHIC: Mug: Rusty Hardin
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HEADLINE: SPECIAL COUNSELAPPOINTS I WHITEWATERPROBE AIDES;
INVESTIGATION: ONE HILL FOCUSSOLELY ON EVENTS SURROUNDINGFOSTER‘S DEATH. TEXAN
HILL TRY CASE INVOLVING LOAN TO PARTNER IN THE REAL ESTATE DEAL.

BYLINE: By SARA FRITZ, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. on Wednesday appointed eight lawyers to
assist in his investigation of the Whitewater affair -- most of them, like
himself, attorneys from New York, but two of them Southerners whose style will
be more familiar in President Clinton's home state of Arkansas.

Although Fiske declined to discuss details of the investigation, his
appointments revealed much about the strategy he intends to use in pursuing I
wide investigation of Clinton's joint investment in the Whitewater Development
Corp. with James B. McDougal, the owner of a failed savings and loan.

For instance, Fiske made it clear that he regards as serious the allegations
that Whitewater may have precipitated the apparent suicide last year of White
House lawyer Vincent Foster. Files on the Whitewater deal were removed from
Foster's office by Clinton aides shortly before law enforcement authorities
arrived to investigate the suicide.

Fiske said one of his appointees, Roderick C. Lankler, a New York lawyer and
former prosecutor, will be located in Washington and assigned to focus strictly
on events surrounding Foster’: death. Once chief litigator under New York Dist.
Atty. Robert M. Morgenthau, Lankler has assisted in several New York political
corruption inquiries since entering private practice in 1984.

The special counsel, appointed by Atty. Gen. Janet Reno little more than a
month ago, also made it clear that he intends a fast start that will enable him
to complete the investigation within a year. To that end, he said he will be
ready by March 28 to prosecute former Arkansas Judge David Hale, along with two
co-defendants. on loan fraud charges.

Although the charges against him are technically unrelated to Whitewater,
Hale contends that he acted on Clinton's request when he loaned $300,000 from
his government-subsidized venture capital investment fund to Susan McDougal,
James McDougal's ex-wife and another partner in the Whitewater deal along with
First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton.
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So far, sources said, Fiske has refused to offer Hale leniency in exchange
for his testimony about the Clintons. But Fiske's decision to take
responsibility for the Hale case, which was being investigated by the Justice
Department, was seen by lawyers in the case as an acknowledgment of Hale's
contention that the cases are related.

A partner in the prominent New York law firm of Davis Polk a Wardwell and a
former U.S. attorney in Manhattan during the Gerald R. Ford and Jimmy Carter
administrations, Fiske predictably selected mostly attorneys with backgrounds
similar to his. Only three of his appointees were from outside New York.

But recognizing that his legal team may encounter some hostility from friends
of Clinton in the President's home state of Arkansas, Fiske chose an experienced
Texas trial lawyer with a thick Southern drawl, Russell (Rusty) Hardin Jr., to
try Hale's case in federal court in Little Rock.

Fiske said he does not intend to ask for a postponement of the trial while
Hardin becomes familiar with the case. He said Hardin already is working with
Denis J. Mclnerney, a close Fiske associate who joined the investigation shortly
after the independent counsel was chosen but was not officially appointed until
Wednesday.

The other Southerner appointed by Fiske is William S. Duffey Jr. A resident
of Atlanta and a partner in the firm of King E Spalding, Duffey has specialized
in complex civil and criminal investigations, including an internal
investigation of E. F. Hutton after the firm pleaded guilty to 2,001 counts of
mail and wire fraud. He also participated in the internal Exxon inquiry after
the 1989 grounding of the Exxon Valdez in Alaska's Prince William Sound resulted
in the biggest oil spill in U.S. history.

Although Fiske is said to be undaunted by the length of time that has passed
since the events of Whitewater or by the number of missing documents, he is
understood to be sensitive to feelings of many former Clinton associates in
Arkansas who think that they have been falsely portrayed in the Northern press
as a network of "good ol' boys."

That sentiment was expressed recently by McDougal's attorney, SamHuer of
Little Rock, who said in an Associated Press interview that he resented the new
round of "Arkansas-ology" that the Whitewater investigation had sparked.

As many reporters have discovered: most Arkansans involved in Whitewater have
repeated their recollections so often to the news media and law enforcement
officials that Fiske will be hard-pressed to find fresh witnesses whose stories
have not been simplified by constant repetition.

Fiske already has met with lawyers representing many of the key figures in
the case, among them Bobby McDaniel, lawyer for Susan McDougal, and Randy
Coleman, Hale's lawyer.

Fiske's investigation must determine, among other things, whether federally
guaranteed funds from McDougal's Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan were funneled
into Whitewater.

Fiske's assistants bring an impressive record of experience in white-collar
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crime cases.
In addition to Lankler, Hardin, Mclnerney and Duffey, his staff includes
Julie R. O‘Sul1ivan, a Stanford graduate who worked with Fiske st Davis Polka 6
Hsrdwell until she became assistant U.S. attorney in New York in 1991; Patrick
J. Smith, an associate at Davis Polk; Mark J. Stein, another former Davis Polk
lawyer who was deputy chief of the criminal division of the U.S. attorney's
office in New York, and Carl J. Stich Jr., a partner in the Cincinnati law firm
of Dinsmore i Shohl.
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HEADLINE: Former Prosecutor to Study White House Aide's Suicide

BYLINE: By STEPHEN LABATON, Special to The New York Times

DATELINE: WASHINGTON, Feb. 23

BODY
The independent counsel investigating the real estate investments of Bill
Clinton and his wife, Hillary, said today that he had selected a seasoned former
New York prosecutor to look into the suicide of a senior White House official
last summer.

The counsel, Robert B. Fiske Jr., said that the Washington office of his
investigation would be headed by Roderick C. Lankler, who will examine the death
of Vincent W. Foster Jr. last July. Mr. Fiske also announced the appointment of
seven lawyers to the inquiry's Little Rock office.

Mr. Foster, the deputy White House counsel and a close friend of the
Clintons. was handling a number of personal financial matters for them. Shortly
after his death, papers concerning the Clintons' taxes, blind trust and real
estate investments were transferred from the Foster office in the West Hing of
the White House to the Clintons' personal lawyer at a Washington firm. In
December, the papers on the real estate investments were subpoenaed by the
Justice Department, and last month the White House said they had been turned
over to investigators.

Mr. Fiske was appointed five weeks ago by Attorney General Janet Reno to
investigate whether a savings association improperly funneled money into a real
estate company, Whitewater Development, that was owned by the Clintons and James
B. McDougal, and his wife, Susan. The McDougals also ran the savings
association, Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which Mr. Fiske is examining
to see whether it improperly provided money to Mr. Clinton's campaign when he
was governor of Arkansas.

Mr. Fiske said he intended to spend most of his time in Little Rock but would
also be shuttling between offices in Washington and New York. The Manhattan
office is to be a place where Mr. Fiske's staff can meet and keep documents.
Many of the lawyers on Mr. Fiske's staff are from New York.

The headquarters for the counsel's office in Little Rock is expected to have
at least seven lawyers in addition to 25 agents and financial analysts from the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
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Mr. Lankler, a 56-year-old lawyer now in private practice in Manhattan. has
had a long career investigating public corruption. He served last year as a
memberof s mayoral commission headed by Milton Mollen, a former deputy mayor
and judge, that explored bribery. brutality and other problems within the ranks
of the New York City Police Department.

Under former District Attorney Frank S. Hogan of Manhattan, Mr. Lankler
served for eight years during the 1960's as a prosecutor, mostly of homicides.
He later became the chief of the Trial Division under District Attorney Robert
M. Morgenthau and a special New York State prosecutor responsible for the
investigation of corruption in the New York City criminal justice system.

In making his first announcement about his staff, Mr. Fiske showed a heavy
preference for young lawyers from the United States Attorney's office in
Manhattan and from Davis. Polk L Wardwell, the Wall Street law firm where he is
a partner and from which he has taken a leave. Three of the six lawyers hired by
Mr. Fiske for the Little Rock office have worked both at the Federal
prosecutor's office in Manhattan and at Davis, Polk; a fourth lawyer appointed
today worked recently on a case with Mr. Fiske at the firm.

Mr. Fiske also said that Russell Hardin Jr., a former Texas prosecutor, would
handle the case against a former municipal judge from Little Rock who was also a
longtime Clinton supporter and has been accused of loan fraud. The judge, David
Hale, has said that Mr. Clinton and Mr. McDougal pressured him to lend them
money from his federally backed company. Mr. Clinton and Mr. McDougal have
disputed Mr. Hale's account.

Mr. Hale pleaded not guilty today to a three—count indictment of fraud and
making false statements. His trial is scheduled to begin on March 28 in Federal
District Court in Little Rock. The other lawyers on Mr. Fiske's staff are
William S. Duffey Jr., Denis J. Mclnerney, Julie R. O'Sullivan, Patrick J.
Smith, Mark J. Stein and Carl J. Stich Jr.
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HEADLINE; Special Counsel Hires Former Prosecutor for Foster Death Probe

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Susan Schmidt, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. yesterday announced he has hired a

prominent former New York prosecutor to lead an investigation into the events
relating to the suicide last sumer of former White House deputy counsel Vincent
Foster.

In a written statement released to reporters, Fiske said that Roderick C.
Lankler will open a Washington office to investigate Foster's death.

Most of the seven other lawyers hired by Fiske are current or former
prosecutors or have backgrounds in investigating financial crimes. They will be
based in Little Rock, Ark.

The special counsel's investigation will examine President Clinton and
Hillary RodhamClinton's financial dealings with the Whitewater real estate
venture, the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan and related business
entities.

At the time of his death July 20, Foster also was the Clintons' personal
lawyer. He was working on a blind trust for them and had recently prepared three
years of delinquent corporate tax returns on the Whitewater Development Corp., a
company jointly owned by the Clintons and Madison owner James McDougal and his
former wife Susan.

Months after Foster's death, the White House revealed that a file on
whitewater was taken from Foster's office shortly after his death and turned
over to a private lawyer for the Clintons. The U.S. Park Police have complained
that their investigation of Foster's death was impeded by White House aides, who
refused to allow them to examine some of the documents in Foster's office.

Lankler was chief of the trial division for the Manhattan District Attorney's
office under Robert Morgenthau and then worked as a special state prosecutor
investigating allegations of corruption in the criminal justice system.

Fiske also said he will be ready to go to trial next month, as previously
scheduled, against former Arkansas municipal judge David Hale, who is accused of
defrauding the Small Business Administration.
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Hale has alleged that Clinton, as governor, pressured him to make a $ 100,000
SBA loan to Susan McDougal. Some of the loan proceeds financed a Whitewater land
purchase. Clinton has denied the charge.

Fiske said the government‘: trial team in the Hale prosecution will be led by
Russell Hardin Jr., a partner with the Houston law firm of Hardin, Beers
Hagstette L Davidson and a prosecutor in Harris County, Tex., for 15 years.

The other lawyers hired by Fiske are William S. Duffy Jr., a partner in an
Atlanta firm who conducted an internal investigation of banking practices at
E.F. Hutton; Denis J. Mclnerney, Julie O'Sullivan and Mark J. Stein, all former
federal prosecutors in New York: Patrick Smith, an attorney from Fiske's New
York law firm, Davis Polk & Hardwell; and Carl J. Stich Jr., a former Ohio
prosecutor who handled savings and loan cases.

'
Fiske said the legal staff will work with 25 FBI agents and financial
analysts.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, ROBERTB. FISKE JR.
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DIVISION O1? LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D-C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo

~ - Carl Gamble
Trudy Walsh
Paula Stone
Lisa ?. Taylor

FROM: f~ Berry
Par egal

DATE: March 16, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are twenty-eight (28) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated March 15, 1994.
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LENGTH: 101! words

HEADLINE: OUTSIDE D.C.. CLINTON FINDS MANYHARDLY CARE ABOUTWHITEWATER

BYLINE: By Mitchell Locin. Tribune Staff Writer. Tribune wires contributed to
this report.

OATELINE: NASHUA, N.H.

BODY
Away from Washington. away from the daily pummeling by Republicans. away from

the blaring headlines of scandal and disarray, President Clinton hoped fervently
that somehownobody would care much about something called Whitewater.

He hoped. through the use of high-minded rhetoric and appropriate flashes of
anger, to steer the national debate away from his problems and toward his
programs.

His reception in three states during a three-day swing showed signs that his
tactic was working, at least among the Democratic faithful. '

Although Whitewater is gradually creeping into broader public consciousness,
many still say they want to hear less about that controversial land deal and
more about health care and jobs. While polls indicate that about half of
Americans believe Clinton did something wrong, they also show people believe
Republicans are concerned mainly with scoring partisan points.

On Tuesday, Clinton returned to New Hampshire, the state that helped
resurrect his presidential campaign. Voters in the Granite State gave him a
second-place finish in the 1992 primary election, prompting him to proclaim
himself the "Comeback Kid.‘

At a traditional New England town meeting in a junior high school gymnasium,
Betty Winberg, an advocate for mental health care, declared: "Whitewater is for
canoeing and rafting. Shame on those who would detract and distract from the
important work you're doing.‘

Another woman, who described herself as a ‘recovering Republican,‘ said: ‘We
made you the Comeback Kid a few years ago, and we hope to send a message from
this town meeting to Mr. Dole (Republican Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole) and
his friends in the media that we're very focused. . . . We're concerned with
jobs and health care.‘

Sounding relieved afterward that the only mention of Whitewater was in words
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of encouragement and that the town meeting participants focused on policy
questions, Clinton told reporters: "I'm very happy being here today. This is
America. This is where they are."
He faced no orchestrated displays of opposition during his stops, but a

smattering of protest signs held up along his motorcade route in New Hampshire
included one that read, "whitewater DOESMatter."

Democratic solidarity also showed some signs of slippage. Rep. Lee Hamilton
(D-Ind.), chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, broke with party
leaders and suggested that congressional hearings might be the way to get the
facts on Whitewater out "quickly and completely."

"I just think there is a perception out there that the White House is still
holding back on information," he told Indiana radio stations. "That is the worst
perception that can be created."

Clinton said of Hamilton's suggestion, "That's a discussion he ought to have
with the special counsel. We have all cooperated."

Democratic congressional leaders say that any hasty congressional hearings
could jeopardize special counsel Robert B. Fiske's investigation of the
president's Whitewater real estate investment, its relationship to a failed
savings and loan, the death of a white House lawyer and any possible
administration interference in the case.

Fiske has asked lawmakers to avoid hearings on aspects of the case he's
investigating, but also has said he has no objection to congressional inquiry
after the Washington phase is finished.

The president's trip began Sunday in Detroit at an international jobs
conference and concluded Tuesday afternoon in Ft. Drum, N.Y., at a ceremony
welcoming home troops from Somalia.

He started his media counteroffensive in an interview with Knight~Ridder
newspapers before departing for Detroit, when he accused the news media of
engaging in a "frenzy" that plays into Republican attempts to manipulate the
whitewater story.

On Monday night, after longtime adviser Webster Hubbell resigned as associate
attorney general amid a financial dispute with his former law firm, Clinton used
a Democratic fundraiser in Boston to launch a rip-roaring attack on Republicans.

Accusing them of engaging in the "politics of destruction," he said he is
faced by "an opposition party that just stands up and says, ‘No, no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no,‘ " with each "no" punctuated by striking the lectern.

By Tuesday, Clinton said, "I was not angry," but he wanted "to tell those
people how I felt."

Presidential adviser George Stephanopoulos said the outbursts are over for
now. "You need a mix ... . Those were Democrats, and it's time to say that there
is a lot of bull. They (the Republicans) are trying to create an artificial
crisis," Stephanopoulos said.
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House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) nhot back that the administration
was practicing "the politics of self-destruction and the politics of
self-deception."
In related developments:

- The land developer at the heart of the Whitewater controversy said Tuesday
he plans to exonerate President Clinton "totally and absolutely" of any
wrongdoing.

But in an interview with Reuters. developer and failed savings and loan bank
operator James McDougal declined to extend that guarantee of vindication to
Hillary RodhamClinton, who he said handled all of the family's finances.

- Clinton administration officials last year re]ected a recommendation by a
senior regulator to open a Treasury Department investigation into the failed
savings and loan association owned by McDougal, government and congressional
officials told The New York Times.

At the time another federal agency, the Resolution Trust Corp., had already
been investigating the institution, Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan
Association.

The decision to reject the request for an investigation by the thrift
supervision office is likely to raise new questions in congressional hearings
scheduled for next week.

William Fulwider, the spokesman for the Office of Thrift Supervision,
declined to discuss the case.

Michelle Smith, a Treasury Department spokeswoman, said: "There was no
involvement by Treasury. Treasury would only be involved on policy matters, not
specific cases."

GRAPHIC; PHOTO; PHOTO: President Clinton wades into the crowd during a stop
Tuesday on Main Street in Keene, N.H. It was in the New Hampshire presidential
primary in 1992 that he gained the nickname “ComebackKid." AP photo.
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Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman, a figure in the whitewater affair,

has no intention of resigning from the Clinton administration. the Treasury
Department said today.

Treasury Department spokeswoman Michelle smith said, ‘He has not resigned and
he has no intention of resigning." She responded to an inquiry that Altman
was rumored to be leaving.

Altman is stepping down this month as temporary head of the Resolution Trust
Corp. He became embroiled in the whitewater affair after testifying before
Congress that he had discussed with Hhite House officials the RTC's role in
investigating the case.

Treasury Undersecretary Lawrence Summerstermed the rumors "total fantasy,"
saying Altman was concentrating on his Treasury duties.

"Roger is doing his job. He is involved in the Japan issue, he is involved in
the health care issue. He is in a range of issues. He is providing leadership at
Treasury and doing a good job,‘ Summerssaid in an interview on CNBC.

A federal grand jury resumes its probe today into whether depositors‘ funds
from a failed Arkansas savings and loan, Madison Guaranty, indirectly
benefited President Clinton and his wife, Hillary.

The grand jury has subpoenaed White House and Treasury officials about
questionable contacts they made with federal regulators for status reports on
the Madison investigation.
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Press Writer

Hillary RodhamClinton says there isn't much more to the Whitewater affair
than the fact that she and her husband made a bad investment and lost "a bunch
of money."

Although in the past the Clintons claimed they took a $ 69,000 loss on the
Ozarks land development deal in the late 1970s that flopped, the first lady said
Monday they are still trying to figure exactly how much it cost them.

A federal grand jury today resumes its probe into whether depositors’ funds
from a failed Arkansas savings and loan indirectly benefited the Clintons. The
thrift, Madison Guaranty, was owned by James McDougal, the Clintons‘ co—owner
of Whitewater; it went belly up at a cost to taxpayers of $ 47 million.

The grand jury has subpoenaed White House and Treasury officials about
questionable contacts they made with federal regulators for status reports on
the Madison investigation.

President Clinton. at a Democratic fund
into Republicans for opposing his policies
destruction."

The first lady, on the stump for health
Whitewater has not distracted the Clintons
health care for all Americans. She said it
bring change to this country."

"I've admitted I mademistakes in how I
said. "You live and learn and you go on."

raiser in Boston on Monday, ripped
and playing "the politics of personal

reform, said in Denver that
from their goal of guaranteeing
has not hurt "any of our agenda to

perceived this and handled it," she

The Clintons‘ private attorney, David Kendall, told U.S. News E World Report
the investigation may show the Clintons owe some extra taxes. The first lady
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told reporters they would "just have to wait" while they gather all the
information for special counsel Robert Fiske.
"HQ know we lost money. we lost a bunch of money for us. we're trying to get

vxact figures,“ she said.

"Goodness knows what you all would be saying if we made any money. I'm glad
we did lose money," she said.

Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo., introducing Mrs. Clinton at an earlier
health care forum, said Republican senators were trying to "destroy Hillary or
destroy anyone around her and stop health care" reform.

Mrs. Clinton, in an Elle magazine interview March 4, said she believed there
was “a well organized and well financed attempt to undermine my husband and by
extension myself "

She avoided that rhetoric Monday, but stood by her previous remarks.

"When this is all over, it's going to be the same story we've been telling
for two years: He made a bad investment, we lost money and there's really not
much more to add to it," Mrs. Clinton said.

She
former
Monday
by the

The
in the

said she was "deeply saddened" by the resignation of Webster Hubbell, her
partner in the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark. Hubbell stepped down
from the Justice Department's No. 3 post to deal with an internal probe
law firm into his billing practices.

Hhite House counsel. Bernard Nussbaum, has also tendered his resignation
wake of the Whitewater affair, and Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff and

press secretary testified before the grand jury last week.

The first lady, in her first public appearance since those events, got a
rousing reception from students at an outdoor rally at the University of
Colorado in Boulder. "Give ‘em health, Hillary!" one sign exhorted.

But there were reminders there too of Whitewater, including a banner that
said, ‘What Did Vince Foster Know?“ - a reference to the White House deputy
counsel and family friend who police concluded committed suicide last year - and
a plane that towed a sign reading, "Reveal your S&L income."
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Webster Hubbell is insisting his resignation as associate attorney general

has nothing to do with the Whitewater affair dogging longtime friends Bill and
Hillary Rodham Clinton.

Instead, Hubbell says, his position as the Justice Department's No. 3
official was being undermined by controversy over "private issues" involving his
previous work for the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark.

"If it were just me alone, I would stand and take the blows from wherever
they came," Hubbell said in a statement Monday. But he decided to resign, he
said, because "I believe too much in this country, the president, the attorney
general, the Justice Department, my wife and family and my colleagues "

President Clinton said that as a personal friend, he found it "hard to
believe" Hubbell was guilty of any wrongdoing, but he said "he made the right
decision" to return home to Arkansas to deal with the matters.

Meanwhile a leading House Democrat, disagreeing with his party's
congressional leadership, said Whitewater hearings would be in the president's
interest.

Rep. Lee Hamilton, D—Ind., chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee,
told Indiana radio stations Monday: "I just think there is a perception out
there that the White House is still holding back on information.

"That is the worst perception that can be created. You've got to move forward
with information to overcome that and the only way I know to do that is to get
it all out," Hamilton said.

Justice Department attorneys showed their affection and respect for Hubbell
Monday afternoon by packing the department's Great Hall for an impromptu
gathering.
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People clapped for 10 minutes straight," said Nancy McFadden, a Hubbell aide
who said the get-together was arranged because her office was flooded with calls
from career lawyers in the department.

The Rose Law Firm, where Hubbell was a partner with Mrs. Clinton, is
investigating allegations of overbilling and insufficient backup for expense
requests.

Legal papers show Mrs. Clinton worked with Hubbell on the case in dispute. At
least three documents in the case file in Little Rock show Mrs. Clinton, Hubbell
and Amy Lee Stewart, another Rose attorney, represented P.O.M., Inc., a
parking-meter company owned by Hubbell's in-laws. Mrs. Clinton's particiaption
was first reported in today's New York Post.

The firm's work regarding the failed Madison Guaranty Savings £ Loan, whose
owner James McDougal was a partner with the Clintons in the Whitewater
Development Corp., also has prompted official scrutiny.

House Republican Whip Newt Gingrich of Georgia, renewing a call for
congressional hearings into the Whitewater affair, said he was disturbed that
Attorney General Janet Reno said Hubbell was leaving to tend to what she called
"old, private disputes."

"Issues about whether the federal government was overbilled, issues about how
the Rose Law Firm handled savings and loan legal affairs for the federal
government, these kind of issues are not private matters," Gingrich said.

But Hubbell said in his statement, "These private issues have nothing to do
with Whitewater, Madison Guaranty, the McDougals or the president and first
lady."

He said his 20-year friendship with the Clintons "has been a never-ending
source of pride and sustenance. Their support of me has been unfailing.‘

Hubbell was the second high-ranking Clinton official to resign in just over a
week. White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum quit under fire March S after
revelations of White House briefings with federal regulators investigating
Madison.

Hubbell's resignation also comes just one month after Philip Heymann departed
as deputy attorney general, the department's No. 2 official, citing management
and style differences with Reno.

Reno said Hubbell's departure after nine months on the job would be a loss
for the department. "I don't believe he did a thing wrong," she told reporters.

In his statement, Hubbell, a former Little Rock mayor, called his tenure at
Justice the highlight of his professional career, but he lamented that "private
issues‘ involving his Rose firm billings were "elevated to public speculation."

‘After a thoughtful weekend, I believe that my continued service will not be
as effective as it has been, that the distractions on me ... will interfere with
my service to the country and the president's agenda and that my family ... is
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being harmed,“ he said.

A federal official who reviewed the billings in a Madison cleanup case
supervised by Hubbell told The Associated Press that the government appeared to
have paid the Rose firm twice for the same work amounting to nearly S 30.000.

The official said the Rose firm submitted a S 2,400 charge twice and a 5
27.000 charge twice. The charges were part of a total billing of 5 400,000 in
the case, which involved an accounting firm sued by the FDIC.

"The records show those (smaller) bills being paid" before the amounts were
resubmitted, said the official, speaking on condition of anonymity. "The only
other possibility is that this is a billing error."

Ron Clark. the firm's managing partner, did not return four telephone calls
since last week seeking comment.

Last fall, Hubbell removed himself from the department's investigation of
whitewater and Madison, which was taken over earlier this year by special
counsel Robert Fiske.

Hubbell's legal work in the Madison cleanup case has been questioned in at
least two areas: the firm's work for Madison before its failure and dealings
Hubbell's father-in-law, Seth Ward. had with the SQL.

ward was an officer in Madison's real estate subsidiary and had extensive
financial dealings with the S&L.
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whitewater is nothing but dirty politics, says Susan McDougal, a former

co-owner with President and Mrs. Clinton in the Arkansas real estate venture
that is haunting the Clinton administration.

She says Republicans brought back to life old allegations of wrongdoing at
her ex-husband's failed savings and loan after Clinton's election as president.

It should have died in 1990, she said, when a jury acquitted her ex-husband,
James McDougal, and two of her brothers on charges of bank fraud at McDougal's
Madison Guaranty S&L, several years after they came under federal
investigation.

"We have suffered enough," Ms. McDougal said Monday at her first news
conference on the Whitewater investigation. "This can only be judged persecution
after eight years. I want it to stop."

She said her business records were thoroughly examined by federal
investigators years ago, and she was never charged with anything.

As for the charges against her husband and brothers, "Republicans ... who
persecuted us were wrong and a jury told them so," Ms. McDougal said.

The investigation was over and "it stayed over until Bill Clinton was elected
president. Now, because of that, it has started again, and that is wrong," she
concluded.

An investigation by special Whitewater counsel Robert Fiske Jr. reaches far
beyond the land transactions south of Little Rock on which prosecutors based
charges for the 1990 trial.

The McDougals and Clintons were 50-50 partners from 1978-1992 in Whitewater,
a project to develop rural real estate in the Ozarks north of Little Rock. The
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whitewater PIOJECL is at the heart of Fiske's criminal investigation of whether
depositors’ money from McDougal-owned Madison Guaranty benefited the Clintons
nr other prominent Arkansans.
Fiske also is looking at an allegation by former Municipal Judge David Hale

that Clinton, while governor, pressured Hale into making a $ 300,000 Small
Business Administration-backed loan to Ms. McDougal through an SBA lending
company that Hale owned. Fiske's investigators also are examining the death last
July of Deputy white House Counsel Vincent Foster, which police say was a
suicide.

Ms. McDougal and her lawyer, Bobby McDaniel, declined to answer questions
about specific transactions in which she or the Clintons may have been involved.
McDaniel answered reporters‘ questions for Ms. McDougal after she read a
statement.

McDaniel also declined to characterize the Clintons' role in Whitewater. He
said his client delivered all her Whitewater records to the Arkansas Governor's
Mansion in 199i at Bill Clinton's request, and hasn't gotten them back.

"She does not want to respond to any question concerning what the Clintons
did, or did not know, what they did or did not do, or what they should or should
not have done," McDaniel said. "She feels that to respond to those questions
would only embroil her more into this controversy and she wants to be involved
in it less."

"She wants to be left alone," he said.

In California, Ms. McDougal is charged with embezzling $ 200,000 from
conductor Zubin Mehta while she worked as his personal bookkeeper after leaving
Arkansas.

The federal government closed Madison Guaranty in i989 at a cost to
taxpayers of at least S 47 million.

Ms. McDougal still owns 25 percent of the Whitewater Development Corp. James
McDougal owns the rest, after having bought out the Clintons' half in 1992.
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WASHINGTON-- Associate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell, a
presidential confidant embroiled in a dispute with his former law
firm over expenses and billings. resigned Monday.

President Clinton said in a letter to Hubbell that he
accepted the resignation ""with profound sadness and regret. "

Hubbell, the No. 3 official in the Justice Department and a
former law partner of the president's wife, Hillary RodhamClinton,
said he did not want his differences with the Rose firm in Little
Rock to detract from Clinton's agenda in the White House.

He will step out ""as soon as possible," he said, and will
help Attorney General Janet Reno ""accomplish a smooth transition"
to fill the vacancy.
Coming amid the flurry of questions about White House

handling of the Whitewater controversy, Hubbell's stepping down was
geared to take at least one investigation out of the picture.

"It is unfortunate that private issues between me and my
firm have been cast, by some, as being part of a broad political
net called Whitewater," Hubbell said in a statement. "These
private issues have nothing to do with Whitewater, Madison Guaranty
. . . or the president and first lady," Hubbell said.

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske is investigating the
Clintons‘ ties to the failed Whitewater real estate development and
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which was run by James McDougal,
the Clintons‘ partner in the real estate venture.

The Associated Press has reported that a federal official who
has reviewed billing records says the Rose firm appears to have
billed the government more than once for work done in connection
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with an investigation of Madison Guaranty.
Hubbell told the president in his resignation letter that he

had been determined to evaluate constantly whether his work in the
Justice Department ""furthers or distracts from your agenda. "

He did such an evaluation over the past weekend, Hubbell
said. and decided it was time to step down.

Hubbell said that in addition to detracting from Clinton's
presidential agenda, the ""private issues between me and my family
and my former law firm" were harming his family.

Arriving in Boston for a Democratic Party fund-raiser.
Clinton said he thought Hubbell had made the right decision. The
president left the door open for his close friend and frequent
golfing partner to return to service in his administration if
vindicated.

""1 do think, based on what I understand the facts to be, he
made the right decision," Clinton told reporters. ""I hope it'll
work out so he can come back. "

Clinton praised Hubbell's service at the Justice Department.

""He's one of the most widely esteemed people that I've ever
known," the president said. ""So I think that we just have to take
him at his word, give him a chance to go home and deal with this,
and see what happens. '

A senior White House official traveling with the president
said Clinton learned Monday during a telephone conversation with
white House Chief of Staff Thomas F. ""Mack" McLarty that Hubbell
had decided to resign.

The official said Hubbell did not telephone Clinton
personally about his troubles because ""he didn't want to involve
the president. "
A grim—faced Reno, announcing the Hubbell resignation to
reporters at the Justice Department, was effusive in her praise.

""There are no words capable of fully conveying to you my
deep respect and admiration for Webb Hubbell or how sad this event
makes me," Reno said.

She called his differences with the Rose firm ""old, private
disputes" and said that Hubbell characteristically felt he could
not give full attention both to the dispute and to his job at the
Justice Department.

The Wall Street Journal reported Monday that Hubbell had
represented a company owned by his brother-in-law, Seth Ward, in a
patent infringement lawsuit that the comany lost. His fee
arrangement meant ward did not have to pay attorneys‘ fees and
expenses if the company lost, the newspaper said, quoting sources
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as estimating the cost to the Rose firm at $ 500,000 with another
5 500.000 in dispute.
Critics of the Clintons saw the Hubbell resignation as an
integral part of questions raised about Hillary Clinton's work with
the Rose firm and the Whitewater matter.

""The stench in Little Rock . . . is certainly tainting the
Justice Department," said Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N Y

Hubbell said that after he gives ""sufficient time and energy
now to my family and other personal matters," he would like to get
back into public service.

He said he had been determined to ""stand and take the blows
from wherever they came," but upon reflection, decided to resign
because the disputes around him threatened to affect his family and
the administration.

His resignation came a little more than a week after White
House counsel Bernard Nussbaum quit over his handling of meetings
between Treasury officials and White House staffers to discuss the
Treasury probe of Madison Guaranty.

GRAPHIC; Mug: Webster L. Hubbell (color)
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WASHINGTON—- Associate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell, a
presidential confidant embroiled in a dispute with his former law
firm over expenses and billings, resigned Monday.

President Clinton said in a letter to Hubbell that he
accepted the resignation "“with profound sadness and regret. "

Hubbell, the No. 3 official in the Justice Department and a
former law partner of first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, said he
did not want his differences with the Rose firm in Little Rock to
detract from Clinton's agenda in the White House.

He will step out ""as soon as possible," he said, and will
help Attorney General Janet Reno ""accomplish a smooth transition"
to fill the vacancy.
Coming amid the flurry of questions about White House

handling of the Whitewater controversy, Hubbell's stepping down was
geared to take at least one investigation out of the picture.

""It is unfortunate that private issues between me and my
firm have been cast, by some, as being part of a broad political
net called Whitewater," Hubbell said in a statement. "“These
private issues have nothing to do with Whitewater, Madison Guaranty
. . . or the president and first lady," Hubbell said.

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske is investigating the
Clintons' ties to the failed Whitewater real estate development and
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which was run by James McDougal.
the Clintons' partner in the real estate venture.

The Associated Press has reported that a federal official who
has reviewed billing records says the Rose firm appears to have
billed the government more than once for work done in connection
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with an investigation of Madison Guaranty.
Hubbell told the president in his resignation letter that he

had been determined to evaluate constantly whether his work in the
Justice Department ""furthers or distracts from your agenda. "

He did such an evaluation over the past weekend, Hubbell
said, and decided it was time to step down.

Hubbell said that in addition to detracting from Clinton's
presidential agenda, the ""private issues between me and my family
and my former law firm" were harming his family.

Arriving in Boston for a Democratic fund-raiser, Clinton said
he thought Hubbell had made the right decision. The president left
the door open for his friend and frequent golfing partner to return
to service in his administration if vindicated.

""I do think, based on what I understand the facts to be. he
made the right decision." Clinton told reporters. ""1 hope it'll
work out so he can come back. "

Clinton praised Hubbell‘s service at the Justice Department.

""He's one of the most widely esteemed people that I've ever
known," the president said. ""50 I think that we just have to take
him at his word, give him a chance to go home and deal with this,
and see what happens. "

Clinton telephoned Hubbell from Boston "“to buck him up," a
Clinton aide said.

A senior White House official traveling with the president
said Clinton learned Monday during a telephone conversation with
White House Chief of Staff Thomas F. ""Mack“ McLarty that Hubbell
had decided to resign.

The official said Hubbell did not telephone Clinton
personally about his troubles because ""he didn't want to involve
the president. '
A grim-faced Reno, announcing the Hubbell resignation to
reporters at the Justice Department, was effusive in her praise.

""There are no words capable of fully conveying to you my
deep respect and admiration for Webb Hubbell or how sad this event
makes me," Reno said.

She called his differences with the Rose firm ""old, private
disputes" and said that Hubbell characteristically felt he could
not give full attention both to the dispute and to his job at the
Justice Department.

Reno praised Hubbell for beefing up the civil rights division
of the Justice Department and for working to give ""the poor as
well as the rich access to our legal system. “
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The Hall Street Journal reported Monday that Hubbell had
represented a company owned by his brother-in-law, Seth Hard, in a
patent infringement lawsuit that the company lost. His fee
arrangement meant Hard did not have to pay attorneys‘ fees and
expenses if the company lost. the newspaper said, quoting sources
as estimating the cost to the Rose firm at S 500,000 with another
$ 500,000 in dispute.

Critics of the Clintons saw the Hubbell resignation as an
integral part of questions raised about Hillary Clinton's work with
the Rose firm and the whitewater matter.

""The stench in Little Rock . . . is
Justice Department," said Sen. Alfonse

certainly tainting the
D'Amato, R-N.Y

Hubbell's resignation came a little more than a week after
White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum quit over his handling of
meetings between Treasury officials and White House staffers to
discuss the Treasury probe of Madison Guaranty.

GRAPHIC: Mug: Webster L. Hubbell (color)

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

NOTES: Chronicle reporter Greg McDonald contributed to this story.
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WASHINGTON—- Controversy and intrigue batter the White House

and swirl around the Treasury Department but Lloyd Bentsen stands
tall without a mussed hair on his graying patrician head.

The Treasury secretary and former senator from Texas, now 73,
once again displays his knack for avoiding political storms even
when they envelop his own agency.

President Clinton and first lady Hillary RodhamClinton
struggle to keep their heads above Whitewater, the failed Arkansas
land project. Four Treasury Department staffers, including a former
official who was closest to Bentsen, are under subpoena for
questionable meetings with six White House staff members.

The Resolution Trust Corp., an agency under Bentsen‘s shop,
sparked the episode by making a criminal referral to the Justice
Department, suggesting that the Clintons could have benefited from
nisspent funds by a failed thrift.

Nary a finger has been pointed at Bentsen.

""You can't survive South Texas politics for nearly 50 years
without a pretty good nose," said John C. White, a Texan and
former Democratic Party chief. ""Politics is a gameof
sensitivities, antennae and smell, and he's got them all. "

""He's been around this city for a long time," said Stephen
Hess, a Brookings Institution expert on presidents. ""He knows
what's coming around corners and I think that's very important.

Maybe if we had more Lloyd Bentsens, there would be less problems
in this administration. "

But he also is, as one Democratic aide called him, ""the
invisible man," disappearing from public view when controversy
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hreaks.
“"It's that cautioun nature of his," said another Democratic
staffer. ""How many times when he was in the Senate did he get out
front on an issue? Almost never, unless he was bulletproof on it. "

When 8entsen's close aide. longtime spokesman Jack Devore,
and others were subpoenaed by Whitewater special counsel Robert
Fiske, Bentsen issued a statement distancing himself. He said he
had no prior knowledge of the meetings with White House officials
and called for an internal ethics investigation.

Roger Altman, the deputy Treasury secretary and acting RTC
director, gave White House officials a ""heads up" about the RTC‘s
investigation into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which had
ties to the president and his wife.

Bentsen has declined to answer further questions from the
media or Republicans in Congress about the issue. He has refused
even to reconfirm his original statement.

Long the quiet diplomat in the Senate, where he served as
chairman of the tax-writing Finance Committee. Bentsen gave up his
congressional career in January 1993 as President Clinton took
office.

His acceptance of the Treasury post was seen as a fitting cap
to his distinguished career, one that would make him the nation's
chief economic spokesman and give him an international stage. But
the sniping by White House youngsters began before Bentsen took
office.

""He'll play to history," one Clinton adviser told Time
magazine in December 1992. suggesting that they would soothe
Bentsen's ego by naming a policy initiative after him. ""We'll call
it the "Bentsen Plan‘ or something. "

Early last year, Bentsen was rumored to be frustrated with
his job and on the verge of leaving. The White House ignored his
warnings about a controversial economic stimulus package and tried
to pass it without compromise, failing on the president's first
major legislative initiative in Congress.

Altman, a Clinton friend assigned as Bentsen's deputy but
largely thought of as Bentsen‘s potential successor, took the
out-front role in getting the administration's budget plan passed.

""1 think he (Bentsen) had a right to believe he would be the
chief economic spokesman for the administration. That is
traditionally the role of the secretary of Treasury," Hess said.

""There are a lot of aggressive people who always seem to be
standing in line in front of him. "

Hess added, ""1 think he had lent his reputation and indeed
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his dignity to an administration that was young and inexperienced
and didn't know the ways of Washington and I'm guessing he had a
right to feel he wasn't treated with as much honor as he deserved. "

Then there was the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
raid on the Branch Davidian compound near Waco last year. Four
agents were killed and 16 injured in the botched attempt to arrest
cult leader David Koresh.

Bentsen was out of the country during the raid but months
later publicly read a statement condemning ATF's handling of it and
firing its director. There was no backlash on Bentsen.

In the meantime, his closest aides were scattered. One quit,
another was reassigned and a third, Devore, retired from federal
service and became a political consultant in Austin late last year.

There is speculation that Bentsen will retire after the
November elections.

""I always felt he would stay about two years and that's as
far as you can guess with Cabinet officers," White said.

A better guessing game may be how much longer Bentsen will
remain the Teflon man in the administration.

GRAPHIC: Mug: Lloyd Bentsen
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DETROIT -- President Clinton called on the nation's major
trading partners Monday to unite behind the commongoal of solving
the worldwide problems of chronic unemployment and low wages.

Addressing the labor and economic ministers of the seven
leading industrialized countries, Clinton warned against the
protectionist leanings of some, such as Japan, saying that no
nation could sustain economic success for long without open world
markets.

""Every advanced economy is now facing . . . a choice between
hope and fear, between stagnation and change, between closing up
and opening up," the president said as he opened a two-day ""jobs
conference" here among the so~called Group of Seven major
industrialized nations.

""!f any of us fails to convince our people to embrace
change, then that nation might well retreat from the global
economy," he said. ""That could set off a downward spiral of
protectionism and lower growth and turning backward, which could
affect us all. "
Clinton urged the G-7 nations to find ways to address not
only the high unemployment rates in Europe. but the problem of
stagnant wages worldwide.

Citing the creation of 2.1 million jobs in America during his
13-month-old presidency, Clinton claimed that his administration's
emphasis on more open markets and worker retraining programs had
helped lower the U.S. unemployment rate.

But he acknowledged that many of the new jobs were
low-paying, unskilled positions that probably won't last as the
global economy expands and becomes more competitive.

He said the challenge now for the United States and its
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economic allies is to give their citizens the necessary skills to
compete in the world economy and to live productive lives.
""The growing gap in incomes between skilled and unskilled

threatens not only the strength of our economies . . . but also the
very fabric of our democratic societies," the president said to
polite applause.

""All of us must face these fundamental challenges -- to find
new ways to equip people to succeed, harnessing the dynamism of the
marketplace, and somehowfinding a way to bring those forces into
the areas where people have been left behind," Clinton added.

The president said the United States would do its part in
trying to improve global economic growth by continuing strong
deficit-reduction measures.

But he also called on Europe and Japan to take more steps to
end the worldwide recession by stimulating the demand for foreign
goods in their countries.

Clinton's remarks opened the two-day conference, which he
called for at last summer's G-7 economic summit in Tokyo.

He said he hoped it would set the stage for a freewheeling
discussion of the worldwide jobs problem among the labor and
economic ministers gathered here from the United States, Britain,
Japan, France, Canada, Germany and Italy.

The jobs conference was Clinton's first stop on a three-day
trip that White House officials hoped would give him some breathing
space from persistent questions about the Whitewater affair.

However, a federal grand jury investigating the connections
between the money-losing land investment deal by the Clintons and
the failure of Madison Guaranty, an Arkansas savings and loan, was
expected to continue taking testimony this week in Washington.

Testimony was expected from White House and Treasury Department
officials who attended a series of questionable meetings on the
matter.

Clinton senior adviser Bruce Lindsey, who has been subpoenaed
to testify, said his appearance before the grand jury had been
postponed. ""They had more (witnesses) than they could handle on
any one day," he said.

Asked about the mood of the six White House officials who
have been subpoenaed to testify, Lindsey said: "Nobody takes going
to a grand jury lightly. "

After leaving Detroit, Clinton was scheduled to address a
national Democratic Party fund-raiser in Boston and then spend the
night in Nashua, N.H., where he planned to hold a town hall meeting
on his proposals to create more jobs.
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Before returning to Washington tonight. he also planned to
visit Fort Drum. N.Y.. to meet with U.S. soldiers returning from
duty in Somalia.

GRAPHIC; Photo: President Clinton puts his arm around Focus Hope student
Donald Hutchison during a visit to the Detroit Job-training school; Associated
Press
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BOSTON -- President Clinton launched a blistering

counterattack on Republicans Monday night, accusing them of turning
their backs on the country's problems in their zeal to destroy his
presidency by exploiting the Whitewater affair.

""1 never did them the way they are doing us in Washington,
D.C., today. It is wrong, and it is not good for the United States
of America," Clinton said at a huge Democratic Party fund-raiser
here designed to help him resurrect his image in the wake of a
special federal investigation into the Whitewater land development
venture and its ties to a failed Arkansas thrift.

Clinton, increasingly agitated by Republican calls for
congressional hearings on the matter, fired back as he sought to
portray the Whitewater affair as little more than a tiny blip on
the political screen. He accused the Republican Party of engaging
in a vicious political assault -- not only on him but first lady
Hillary RodhamClinton as well -- and he angrily challenged the GOP
to a ""great debate" on health care reform and other issues.

""1 thought when I ran for president we would have a great
debate on the problems facing this country But the Republican
Party is dedicated to the politics of personal destruction,‘
Clinton declared, painting the Republican criticism of the
Whitewater affair as virtually unprecedented in American politics.

""There are profound problems. They beg for debate Why,
then, are we confronted in this administration with an opposition
party that just stands up and says, "No, No, No, No, No, No, No,
No, No? ' " the president asked, as he pounded the podium and the
crowd of more than 1,000 gave him a standing ovation.

Clinton's remarks at the fund-raising dinner, which raised
more than $ 1 million for the Democratic National Committee, fit in
with the new White House strategy aimed at limiting the damage of
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the continuing Whitewater controversy by diamisainn it as little
more than partisan politics while emphasizing the high points of
Clinton's first year in office.

The party fund-raising venue allowed Clinton to return to his
comfortable mode of scrappy campaigner. a role he embraced here as
if he were about to announce his 1996 campaign for re-election.

"Damm the torpedoes. Full speed ahead." one senior Ihite
House official yelled above the roar as Clinton wrapped up his
speech and then stood with the Boston Democrats to watch a rainfall
of red, white and blue confetti and balloons descend from the hotel
ballroom ceiling.

The Democrats and the president were also treated to a
hastily arranged video presentation highlighting some of his major
speeches and the historical momentwhen he stood between the
leaders of Israel and the Palestinian people at the White House and
urged them to seal their peace treaty with a handshake.

In his remarks. Clinton never mentioned the Whitewater affair
by name. But he alluded repeatedly to the GOP attacks questioning
his integrity on the matter and said he would rely on the "common
sense of the American people" to determine "'who is right and who
is wrong. "

"In the contest between truth and falsehood. truth will win
out," he said.

Clinton's angry remarks surprised some of his aides because
he had sought earlier in the day to put aside the Hhitewater
controversy to focus on economic issues. During a speech in
Detroit, he called on the nation's major trading partners to unite
behind the commongoal of solving the worldwide problem of chronic
unemployment and low wages.

Clinton‘: Detroit remarks opened a two-day international jobs
conference, which he had called for at last summer's economic
summit in Tokyo. He said he hoped it would set the stage for a
freewheeling discussion of the worldwide jobs problem among the
labor and economic ministers gathered here from the United States
Britain, Japan, France, Canada, Germany and Italy.

The jobs conference was Clinton's first stop on a three—day
trip that Nhite House officials hoped would give him some breathing
space away from persistent questions about the Whitewater affair.

However. a federal grand jury investigating the connections
between the money-losing land investment deal by the Clintons and
the failure of Madison Guaranty, an Arkansas savings and loan. was
expected to continue taking testimony this week.

Clinton senior adviser Bruce Lindsey, who has been subpoenaed
to testify, said his appearance before the grand jury had been
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postponed. "'They had more (witnesses) than they could handle on
any one day," he said.
Asked about the mood of the six White House officials who

have been subpoenaed to testify. Lindsey flflld: "Nobody takes going
to a grand jury lightly. "

After leaving Boston, Clinton traveled by motorcade to
Nashua, N.H., where he planned to hold a town hall meeting today on
his proposals to create more jobs.

Before returning to Washington tonight. he also planned to
visit Fort Drum. N.Y., to meet with U.S. soldiers returning from
duty in Somalia.

GRAPHIC: Photo: Clinton shakes hands after speaking in Boston on Monday night;
Associated Press
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Whether fair or not -< that is arguable -- the abrupt
resignation of Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell l5 going
to register in the public mind as one more large escalation of the
Whitewater affair that threatens to engulf President and Mrs.
Clinton.

Hubbell resigned Monday because of the investigation of
allegations of overbilling of clients, including the federal
government, while he was a partner of the Rose Law Firm in Little
Rock. Rose is the prominent and politically connected Arkansas law
firm from whence came Hillary RodhamClinton, Hubbell and Vincent
Foster, the White House deputy counsel who committed suicide. All
were partners.

The Rose firm has become almost synonymous with the
whitewater/ Madison Guaranty affair. The firm -- Hillary Clinton
herself -- represented Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan in one
matter before state regulators. raising questions about possible
conflict of interest. The firm represented the federal government
in cleanup work at Madison Guaranty after the thrift failed.

The Resolution Trust Corp. is reviewing all its billings from
the considerable savings and loan cleanup work the Rose firm did.

The special whitewater prosecutor, Robert Fiske, is probing
allegations of document shredding at the Rose firm shortly after
Fiske was appointed.

Things have gotten to the point where Newsweek magazine is
saying that the Rose firm “"is looking more like a real-life
version (minus the mob ties and mayhem)" of the fictional Memphis
law firm that was the basis of the Tom Cruise movie The Firm.

Add it all up and Hubbell‘s resignation, in one quick act.
undercuts a whole weekend of white House damage control attempts,
with new counsel Lloyd Cutler keeping the faith on all three Sunday
network television interview shows and with Hillary Clinton ending
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her silence and defending the faith with two newsmagazine
interviews.
whitewater is close to spinning totally out of control for

the Clintons. Hard as it may be for them to acknowledge it, their
best course at the moment is to themselves ask for the public
congressional probe they and the Democrats are resisting.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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Webster Hubbell, the third-ranking Justice Department official and a close
friend of President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton, resigned Monday amid
allegations that he cost his former Little Rock law firm as much as $1 million
in unbilled time and questionable expenses.

Hubbell said in a statement that an investigation into his billing practices
by his former partners at Little Rock's Rose Law Firm had become a burdensome
distraction and that he did not want to do further damage to the Administration
by remaining in office.

The departure of Hubbell leaves a gaping hole at Justice, which has not yet
filled the spot vacated by the departure last month of the department's
second-ranking official, Deputy Atty. Gen. Philip B. Heymann, who quit in a
personality clash with Atty. Gen. Janet Reno.

The Hubbell resignation also intensifies the growing cost to the Clintons of
the Whitewater controversy, and it leaves an impression of an Administration in
disarray.

"It could not have come at a worse time for him and for the Administration."
said a senior White House adviser.

Hubbell described the matters under dispute with his former firm as ‘private
issues" relating to "compensation and reimbursement" that have nothing to do
with Whitewater or the President and First Lady.

"I am confident that at the conclusion of these discussions all outstanding
matters will be resolved satisfactorily," Hubbell said.

The Rose firm internal investigation "came to a very acute head" over the
last several days, according to knowledgeable sources. Hubbell's former partners
confronted him with how much money they believed he owed them and said that they
could not settle the matter amicably, the sources said.

Hubbell decided Sunday to resign, knowing that the dispute with Rose would
spill over into the public arena, embarrass the Clintons and limit his
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effectiveness at Justice, a senior white House official said. "He did the
honorable thing," the aide said. "He didn't want to ensnare the President and
the First Lady."

Numerous calls to attorneys at the Rose firm went unanswered Monday. The
firm's outside counsel, Walter B. Stuart of the Houston firm. Vinson Q Elkins,
did not return calls seeking comment.

Hubbell, Mrs. Clinton and the late Deputy White House Counsel Vincent Foster,
who apparently committed suicide last July, all were senior partners and close
friends at Rose before coming to Washington with Clinton's inauguration.

Hubbell's resignation followed the forced resignation of White House Counsel
Bernard Nussbaum on March 5. Nussbaum quit after disclosures that he had met
with federal regulators looking into the Clintons‘ role in the Whitewater case.
Nussbaum, too, was a close friend of the First Lady's, having worked with her 20
years ago on the House Judiciary Comittee considering the impeachment of former
President Richard Nixon.

Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is looking into allegations that the
President may have benefited improperly from his association with James B.
McDougal, owner of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings E Loan and partner with
the Clintons in an Ozark real estate development firm known as Whitewater
Development Corp. The inquiry also encompasses the role played by Mrs. Clinton
and her firm in representing whitewater and Madison Guaranty.

In his letter of resignation to the President, Hubbell wrote that dealing
with "public speculation about me and my former law firm" would consume
increasing amounts of his time and would limit his effectiveness in office.

Arriving in Boston for a political appearance, Clinton told reporters that
Hubbell made "the right decision."

And while he praised Hubbell as a "good personal friend" and a lawyer who is
"widely esteemed" by those who know him. Clinton appeared to leave himself
considerable maneuvering room in case the facts prove otherwise. "I haven't
talked to him since this whole issue came up," Clinton said. He repeated several
times that he had "no knowledge of the facts."

Hubbell "strongly feels that he will be vindicated but it will take some time
for him to do it and that he shouldn't be working at a public job while he's
doing that,“ Clinton said. "I think he's right."

The Rose firm has been investigating Hubbell's billing practices since last
year, when it discovered what it considered discrepancies in the hourly billings
and expense accounts of the former senior partner. The internal review heated up
last month when the monetary scale of the dispute became clear and when Fiske
announced that he would investigate a broad range of activities at the Rose firm
when Hubbell, Foster and Mrs. Clinton were essentially in charge.

The matters under scrutiny internally at Rose involved the business interests
of Hubbell's father-in-law and brother-in—law, Seth Ward Sr. and Seth Ward Jr.,
as well as Hubbell's work for federal bank regulatory agencies, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. and the Resolution Trust Corp. The firm is trying to
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determine whether Hubbell properly accounted for personal expenses paid out of
firm funds and whether there was any impropriety involved in litigation costs
horne by the firm in matters Hubbell handled.
Hubbell took on an unsuccessful copyright infringement suit that a parking

meter manufacturing company owned by the wards filed against a competitor.
according to Hhite House and Justice Department sources. Hubbell assumed the
case on a contingency basis. an unusual arrangement for a large corporate law
firm. meaning that if he lost the case his firm would bear the expenses of the
litigation.

Hubbell lost the case but did not reveal the contingency fee deal to his
partners until after he )Olh2d the Administration, the sources said. As a
result, Rose will get none of the $500,000 it would have received from the wards
if it had been able to bill on an hourly basis.

What's more, the firm was stuck with as much as $500,000 in additional costs
related to the case, including fees paid to expert witnesses. outside copyright
specialists, travel, copying and various other expenses generated during what
was a major lawsuit. the sources said.

Also, the RTC is conducting a full-scale audit of more than $1.2 million
billed to the agency by the Rose firm since 1989 to see whether the charges were
justified. Hubbell solicited the regulatory business and supervised many of the
22 bank cases handled by the firm, including one against the former auditors of
Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan.

"After a thoughtful weekend. I believe that my continued service will not be
as effective as it has been; that the distractions on me at this time will
interfere with my service to the country and the President's agenda; and that my
family, although totally supportive, is being harmed." Hubbell said in a
statement released by the Justice Department. Hubbell and his wife, Suzanna.
have four children ranging in age from 12 to 21.

"It is also unfortunate that private issues between me and my firm have been
cast, by some, as being part of a broad political net called Whitewater," he
added. "These private issues have nothing to do with Whitewater, Madison
Guaranty, the McDougals or the President and First Lady."

Hubbell's dispute with Rose is only tangentially related to whitewater, a
Justice Department official contended, though it was Whitewater and the presence
of reporters looking into it in Little Rock that prompted dissidents st the law
firm to make their move against their former colleague, according to a source
close to Hubbell.

‘In the current climate, somemembers of the firm reached back to prior cases
and in the course of that there were some isolated matters involving the
Resolution Trust Corp. that they queried Webb about," the source said.

"Even though the dispute has nothing to do with whitewater, it's whitewater
that crested the climate, that gave the dissidents in the firm the opportunity
to go after Hubbell, and preoccupation with Whitewater increases the pressure on
Hubbell to get this dispute off the government's back,‘ a source close to
Hubbell said.
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Another source said that Hubbell had asked the firm to conciliate the matter,
but the firm refused.
Hubbell was the first Clinton Administration official to join the Justice

Department at the very beginning of Clinton's term and ran the department for
weeks while the white House stumbled through the process of naming an attorney
general.

Hubbell had broad responsibilities as the No. 3 official. He oversaw the
Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Civil Rights, Environment and
Natural Resources, Civil, Antitrust and Tax divisions. He also was responsible
for the Office of Legislative Affairs, the Bureau of Prisons, the Community
Relations Service and the Office of Legal Counsel, which serves as the attorney
general's legal adviser.

The official said that Hubbell met Sunday with friends, including Mickey
Kantor, who is U.S. trade representative, to review the dispute and what to do
about it. Hubbell apparently decided after Sunday's session to quit but wanted
to keep at arm's length from the President and First Lady.

Kantor on Sunday informed White House Chief of Staff Thomas (Mack) McLarty,
who told the President of Hubbell‘s impending action. Hubbell called Mrs.
Clinton on Monday to tell her of his decision, aides said.

In Denver, Mrs. Clinton said of Hubbell: "Personally, as a friend, I am
thinking a lot about him and his family and wishing him well."

In a brief press appearance in mid-afternoon to announce Hubbell's
resignation, Reno said; "There are no words capable of fully conveying to you my
deep respect and admiration for WebbHubbell or how sad this event makes me. He
has been a tireless crusader for doing justice, for doing the right thing."

There is no list of potential replacements for Hubbell, a Justice Department
official said, noting that Hubbell could remain on the job for as long as 30
days .

Times staff writers Robert L. Jackson and David Lauter in washington and
special correspondent Kristina Lindgren in Denver contributed to this story.
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HEADLINE: HHITEUATER ‘MYSTERY WOMAN‘LEAVES MUCHUNANSWERED:
INQUIRY: FOEHER REAL ESTATE PARTNEROF CLINTONS, SUSAN HCDOUGAL.DECLARES
INNOCENCE. ACCUSES GOP OF PERSECUTION. SHE DOESN'T DISCUSS PIVOTAL LOANS.

BYLINE: By WILLIAM C. REHPEL. TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark .

BODY
Susan McDougal. the former real estate partner of then-Gov. Bill Clinton and
his wife, Monday broke the long silence that has made her the ‘mystery womanof
Whitewater.‘ But in a sometimes emotional press conference, she shed little
light on that mystery.

Refusing to answer questions about the critical transactions that have
plunged the White Mouse into controversy. McDougal instead declared her
innocence and accused the Republicans of persecuting her and her former husband,
Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan executive James B. McDougal.

"I know that Jim McDougal did not ever knowingly violate any laws —- and
neither have I," she said, her voice quivering at times as she read a brief
statement from handwritten notes.

Left unanswered, despite repeated questions from reporters, was whether
Clinton played a role in helping her obtain a $300,000 loan in 1986 from the
Small Business Administration—backed investment fund of former judge David Hale.

Hale, who goes to trial on federal fraud charges later this month, has said
that he made the loan, intended for minority and disadvantaged borrowers, at the
specific request of the governor. James McDougal and the Hhite House have denied
that Clinton played such a role.

Also unanswered was why she borrowed the money and what she did with it.
James McDougal has acknowledged spending about $110,000 of the Hale loan to
purchase land in the name of Whitewater Development Corp., the Clinton-McDougal
partnership that in 1978 bought 230 acres of raw land on the white River to
develop an Ozark Mountain resort.

Through her attorney, Bobby McDaniel of Jonesboro, Susan McDougal said that
she would not discuss those transactions or answer any questions about the
Clintons who, the attorney said, she regards as her friends.

In her own statement, read as she clutched a white tissue and fought back
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tears. McDougal blamed Clinton's political critics for resurrecting
investigative attention on the now-defunct Madison Guaranty Saving & Loan in
which she and her former husband were the major stockholders.

"We have suffered enough," she declared. "This can only be judged
persecution. . . . I want it to stop."

In l989, three years after the Mcbougals were forced out of the S&L by
federal regulators, James McDougal and two of Susan McDougal!s brothers were
indicted on multiple federal counts of fraud. All three were acquitted after a
brief trial.

On Monday she said that the jury verdict should have ended the controversy,
but that Clinton's election had renewed it.

"That is wrong," she said. Then, stepping from the podium, she turned the
press conference over to McDaniel, who spent the next 45 minutes deflecting
questions about the controversial transactions.

McDaniel did acknowledge that he had met once with Special Counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr. to offer assurances of future cooperation but not to negotiate
immunity from prosecution, as has been reported by some media outlets.

While pledging that Susan McDougal would cooperate fully with Fiske's office.
McDaniel said that he would advise her not to testify about any financial
matters related to Madison or Whitewater until she was allowed access to
financial records presumably held now by the special counsel.

McDaniel also acknowledged that the McDougals' Whitewater records were all
delivered to the governor's mansion in a box at some time in 1991, before or
possibly around the time that Clinton declared his candidacy for President. The
attorney said that Clinton personally requested the records and that Susan
McDougal had one of her brothers deliver the box to the Clinton residence.

"She expected to get them back in a relatively short period of time."
McDaniel said, but Susan and James McDougal said they have not seen those
documents since.

McDaniel called Susan McDougal "the first job-loss casualty of Whitewater,"
saying that a flood of press inquiries had made it impossible for her to keep
her job in the Nashville area. However, he declined to identify the firm or to
describe the nature of her work, citing her concerns about protecting her
privacy.

Despite some efforts by reporters to involve Susan McDougal in the
question-and-answer session, McDaniel fielded all inquiries.

When one reporter asked if she could coment on Mrs. Clinton's and the Rose
Law Firm's representation of Madison Guaranty, McDougal sat silently shredding
her tissue as McDaniel launched a staunch defense of the law firm's integrity.

GRAPHIC: Photo, Susan McDougal, ex-real estate partner with the Clintons,
reads brief statement on Whitewater at Little Rock press conference. Reuters
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HEADLINE: Clintons’ Ex—Partner Seeks Help

BYLINE: Special to The New York Times

DATELINI: LITTLE ROCK. Ark., March 14

BODY
A former partner of the Clintons in the Whitewater real estate venture

appeared here today to solicit donations to cover her legal expenses in the
investigation of the venture.

The partner. Susan McDougal. said during a news conference that neither she
nor her former husband. James B. McDougal, violated any laws when they invested
in the whitewater Development Companywith President Clinton and his wire.
Hillary, or managed a tailed savings and loan, Madison Guaranty.

Ms. McDougal refused to comment on the Clintons‘ involvement in the 1978
Arkansas resort development except to say that recent Federal investigations
into Whitewater and Madison were undertaken simply because Mr. Clinton was
elected President.

Her lawyer, Bobby McDaniel, said Ms. McDougal had no knowledge of
inappropriate investments or illegal transfers of money from Madison to
whitewater. Federal investigators are also examining whether money from Madison
was illegally diverted to Mr. Clinton's 1984 campaign for governor.

Mr. McDaniel said Ms. McDougal had no financial documents relating to
whitewater or Madison. He said Ms. McDougal, at Mr. Clinton's request, delivered
one box of Whitewater records to the Governor's Mansion sometime in 1991. Ms.
McDougal also gave all five boxes of Madison records to Federal regulators and
investigators in the late 1980's, Mr. McDaniel said.
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HEADLINE. CLINTON ASSOCIATE QUITS JUSTICE POST AS PRESSURERISES

BYLINE; By DAVID JOHNSTON, Special to The New York Times

DATELINE: WASHINGTON.March 14

BODY
Webster L. Hubbell, one of the inner circle the Clintons brought from

Arkansas. resigned abruptly today from a top Justice Department ]Ob in the
latest of a string of Adminzstration efforts to quell controversies over ethics.

Mr. Hubbell said he was leaving his ]Ob as Associate Attorney General to
spare the President and Hillary RodhamClinton further embarrassment over
accusations that he overbilled the law firm where he and Mrs. Clinton were once
partners.

Administration officials said today that Mr. Hubbell had taken the
initiative to leave the department's No. 3 position. But senior officials at the
White House did nothing to dissuade him from resigning, and one White House
adviser said that it had been made clear to Mr. Hubbell that his departure would
be helpful.

Setback for Clintons

Whatever the White House role, Mr. Hubbell's exit was a personal setback to
Mr. Clinton and especially Mrs. Clinton, with whomhe had worked closely at the
Rose Law Firm in Little Rock. Ark., which has been near the center of an
independent prosecutor's inquiry into the Clinton's real estate investment in
Arkansas. Mrs. Clinton said today in Denver that she was "deeply saddened" by
his resignation.

Mrs. Clinton, a dominant behind-the-scenes force in shaping the
Administration's approach to legal matters, played a major role in selecting Mr.
Hubbell -- a former mayor of Little Rock and State Supreme Court Justice -- for
his Justice Department post.

This afternoon, Mr. Clinton praised Mr. Hubbell, a regular golfing partner,
but said the Associate Attorney General had "made the right decision“ to resign.
Then tonight, the President lashed out angrily at Republicans, saying they were
"committed to the politics of personal destruction." [Page B7.]

Mr. Hubbell's departure. coming as the White House is struggling to cope with
a widening inquiry into the Clintons' investment in the Whitewater Development
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company, the real estate venture, was another instance of old problems reaching
from the past to trip up a high-ranking Administration official.

Little Connection to Whitewater

Mr. Hubbell's problems have little to do with the Whitewater affair.
although some of the disputed bills could involve overcharging the Government
for work related to the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, which
had been owned by James B. McDougal, the Clintons‘ partner in Whitewater. Mr.
Hubbell's former partners at the Rose firm have also questioned costs he
incurred in a lawsuit involving his in-laws.

Today, some of Mr. Hubbell's associates traced his conflict with Rose to a
bitter feud born when other partners were pushed aside by a group led by him,
Mrs. Clinton, Vincent M. Foster Jr., the deputy White House counsel who
committed suicide last July, and William H. Kennedy 3d, an associate White House
counsel.

The immediate factor that pushed him to resign, they said, was the scheduling
of a meeting the Rose partners held tonight to decide whether to refer the
dispute over Mr. Hubbell's bills to the state bar association. A Rose partner
had no commentafter the meeting concluded.

At the Justice Department, Mr. Hubbell's resignation leaves another gap in
its senior ranks, following the forced resignation of Philip B. Heymann, the
second-in-command, who left in late January citing differences in managerial
approach with Attorney General Janet Reno.

Turbulence of Departures

Mr. Hubbell's departure also comes little more than a week after the exit of
Bernard W. Nussbaum, the White House counsel. Mr. Nussbaum, a New York lawyer
who first worked with Mrs. Clinton 20 years ago, was forced out after it was
disclosed that he met with Treasury Department officials preparing a complaint
involving Madison Guaranty.

In recent days, the Administration has sought to regain its balance amid the
turbulence that surrounded Mr. Nussbaum's departure. A newly named White House
special counsel, Lloyd N. Cutler, said that the White House would take an open
approach to Congressional inquiries, and Mrs. Clinton said over the weekend and
again today that she had made "mistakes" in her handling of the Whitewater
controversy.

The Clintons never spoke to Mr. Hubbell on the matter, an Administration
official said. Mickey Kantor, the United States Trade Representative, emerged as
a broker in Mr. Hubbell's weekend discussions with his family, friends and
associates, White House aides said. On Sunday. Mr. Kantor telephoned Thomas F.
HcClarty 3d, the White House chief of staff, to inform him that Mr. Hubbell was
on the verge of resigning.

Wistful and Bitter

Barly today, Mr. Kantor, who as Clinton campaign chairman had worked with
Mr. Hubbell in Little Rock, again telephoned Mr. Mcclarty to advise him that Mr.
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Hubbell had made his decision. This afternoon, Mr. Clinton phoned Mr. Hubbell
while he was aboard a ferry in Boston Harbor.
Mrs. Clinton has now lost three principal allies with whomshe had hoped to
reshape the justice system after her husband's election: Mr. Foster, Mr.
Nussbaum and Mr. Hubbell.

In a written statement that Mr. Hubbell and the Justice Department revised
throughout the day, he sounded alternatively wistful and bitter as he confirmed
that he was engaged in discussions with his former law firm over "compensation
and reimbursement matters."

Expresses Regret

He expressed regret that he had seen "private issues between me and my
family and my former law firm elevated to public speculation," but he expressed
confidence that his dispute with the law firm would be "resolved
satisfactorily."

In his statement, Mr. Hubbell said, "After a thoughtful weekend, I believe
that my continued service will not be as effective as it has been; that the
distractions on me at this time will interfere with my service to the country
and the President's agenda; and that my family, although totally supportive, is
being harmed."

Mr. Hubbell‘s departure has left Ms. Reno without the person to whomshe
turned after Mr. Heymann's departure to run the agency day to day. Mr. Hubbell
was deeply involved in supervising civil rights, antitrust and immigration
matters. Mr. Hubbell's resignation also severs the agency's direct link to the
white House.

No Departure Date Set

Mr. Hubbell did not set a precise date for his departure, but he will be
hard for Ms. Reno to replace. She has relied on him for his judgment and his
ability to smooth her sometimes frayed relationship with Clinton aides who
regard Ms. Reno as a grandstanding loner.

And he leaves Ms. Reno still trying to organize her agenda and manage the
B0,000—person criminal justice agency without the two top aides on whom
Attorneys General have historically depended to supervise criminal and civil law
issues on a daily basis.

Some of Mr. Hubbell‘s friends have said the dispute with the Rose Law Firm
was a petty disagreement that had spun out of control. They have suggested that
Mr. Hubbell believes that he is being squeezed by his former law partners in a
dispute over legal fees in a case involving his in-laws. Mr. Hubbell represented
P.O.M. Inc., a parking meter firm owned by Seth Ward, his father-in-law.

But others suggested the issue was far more serious and could ultimately
ensnarl Mr. Hubbell in Whitewater. People who have been following the internal
inquiry said partners at the Rose firm might examine Mr. Hubbell‘s billings when
he represented Federal regulators in the Government's lawsuit against the
outside auditors for Madison Guaranty. Government officials and Rose partners
have raised questions about potentially excessive bills.
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But the immediate factor that prompted Mr. Hubbell to resign, as one friend
described it today, was a breakdown in his discussions with his former partners
after they rejected his proposal to have a mediator settle the dispute.

‘Dragging Down White House‘

Mr. Hubbell decided that the firm was likely to escalate the inquiry by
filing a lawsuit against him or formally lodging a complaint with the local bar
association.

"He decided that events this week were going to make it worse," said one
Administration official, referring to the possibility the firm might take formal
action against Mr. Hubbell. "He felt he was dragging down the White House and he
was dragging down the Justice Department. He had just had enough."

The firm first raised questions about Mr. Hubbell's billings in mid—l993,
asking him to provide further documentation of expenses related to a lawsuit
filed by P.O.M., the parking meter company headed by Mr. Ward, who was succeeded
at the company by Mr. Ward's son, also namedSeth Ward. The unsuccessful suit
charged another parking meter manufacturer with patent infringement and
antitrust violations.

Contingency Fee

Mr. Hubbell was slow to provide the supporting documents and his former
partners grew increasingly impatient. especially as the firm became embroiled in
whitewater as prosecutors subpoenaed documents and ordered the firm not to
destroy any papers related to the issue.

In February the partners insisted on a fuller accounting of his billings and
expenses. But by then, said one official, Mr. Hubbell and his former associates
were barely on speaking terms and Mr. Hubbell was reluctant to provide any
information to former associates he no longer trusted.

Some appeared to be upset because Mr. Hubbell had entered into an unusual
arrangement for a large firm, agreeing to represent P.0 M. on a contingency fee
basis, meaning that the company would pay the firm only if P.O.M. prevailed in
the case. Because P 0.M. lost, the law firm had to absorb what some lawyers
following the case estimated were up to $1 million in time charges and other
litigation expenses, like the cost of expert witnesses.

Some of Mr. Hubbell's friends have said that he has told them the dispute
over his billings center on small misunderstandings, over amounts of no more
than a few hundred dollars. In one instance they said he mistakenly charged the
firm for first-class airfare rather than paying the difference between coach and
first class, according to what they said was his customary practice.

But others suggest the dispute is potentially far more serious. These people,
who have closely followed the issue, said that Mr. Hubbell has been unable to
account for $50,000 to $100,000 in expenses and has failed to provide backup
receipts or documentation for his expenditures. Much of the money was withdrawn
from a Rose Law Firm account and much of it was spent for travel.
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GRAPHIC: Photos: Webstex L. Hubbell (Reuters) (pg. A1); Webster L. Hubbell,
right. who resigned as Associate Attorney General, with Bernard H. Nuasbaum,
left. who submitted his resignation as White House counsel on March S. They were
in the Justice Department on Feb. 23. (Paul Ho f
B7)

se ros/The New York Times) (pg.
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HEADLINE: Associate Attorney General Hubbell Resigns Position

GUESTS; JANET RENO, U.S. Attorney General; Rep. NEWTGINGRICH (R-GA); First
Lady HILLARY RODHAMCLINTON

BYLINE: ELIZABETH ARNOLD

HIGHLIGHT
Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell submitted his resignation yesterday,
citing an interference and inability to get his work done at the Justice
Department due to Whitewater allegations and distractions

BODY
BOB EDWARDS,Host: Good morning. Israel's Prime Minister Rabin is here in

Washington today for meetings with U.S2 officials. I'm Bob Edwards. Today is
Tuesday, March 15th, and this is NPR's Morning Edition.

['Morning Edition‘ theme music)

EDWARDS:Foreign ministers of the European Union are meeting today in Brussels.
Iraqi officials are at the U.N. today trying to get sanctions lifted. Secretary
General Boutros Boutros-Ghali is in Argentina today trying to recruit
peacekeeping troops for Bosnia. Amnesty International has a report today on
human rights in Colombia. On Capitol Hill, trade representative Mickey Kantor
testifies on talks with Japan. And today is the birthday of Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsberg; she's 61 years old. The news is next.

[newscast]

[funding credits]

['Morning Edition‘ theme music]

EDWARDS:This is Morning Edition; I'm Bob Edwards. The Clinton administration
takes another hit. The number-three official at the Justice Department,
Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell has resigned. Hubbell is a long-time
friend of President Clinton, and a former partner with Hillary Clinton at the
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Rose Law Firm in Little Rock. Arkansas. Hubbell's billing practices at the firm
are the subject of an investigation which he says became a distraction that
interfered with his work at the Justice Department. NPR's Elizabeth Arnold
reports.

ELIZABETH ARNOLD. Reporter: In ]USC over a week, two high-ranking officials in
the Clinton administration have resigned. white House counsel Bernard Nussbaum
quit under pressure after admitting he attended briefings on the status of an
investigation into a failed Arkansas savings and loan with links to the
whitewater land deal. Yesterday, Hubbell submitted his resignation to the
president, lamenting that private issues involving his billings at the Rose Law
Firm had been elevated to public speculation. Attorney General Janet Reno
announced Hubbell's resignation, which she insisted was his own decision.

JANET RENO, U.S. Attorney General: I understand the difficulty of trying to do
two things at once, a burden for web that no longer seemed tolerable. It is
characteristic of web that he wanted to give his full attention to one matter or
the other. public service or resolving old private disputes.

ARNOLD: Hubbell has denied overbilling his clients. Last fall he recused
himself from any role in the Justice Department's investigation of the Clinton's
investment in the whitewater land development, a development also owned by the
head of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. The Rose Law Firm represented
the savings and lcan in the past. The firm was recently subpoenaed by special
counsel Robert Fiske. who's investigating Madison and whitewater.

Included in the wide net Fiske has cast is information about Hubbell's
father-in-law, Seth ward [sp]. a former Madison employee and a borrower. In a
written statement. Hubbell said he would stand and take the blows from wherever
they came if they affected only him. But he said after a thoughtful weekend he
decided the distraction would interfere with his service to the country and with
the president's agenda. Republicans have been demanding congressional hearings
into the entire whitewater matter. Last week, Senator Minority Leader Bob Dole
called for Hubbell's suspension. Only minutes after his resignation was
announced, Minority white Newt Gingrich said it was further proof of the need
for a congressional inquiry.

Rep. NEWTGINGRICH (R-GA): I think now you have, a week later, lawyer number
three resigning, and I think all of that begins to be a pattern that you have to
go back and look at.

ARNOLD: Hubbell said in his statement that he was confident that when the
discussions over compensation and reimbursement matters are concluded, they will
be resolved satisfactorily. Attorney General Reno, President Clinton, and
Hillary Clinton, made similar predictions. In a letter to his long-time friend,
the president said he was confident Hubbell's accomplishments in office would
outlast any interest in the private matters that have arisen from his prior law
practice and that motivated his decision.

Yesterday, a few hours after Hubbell's resignation was made public, the first
lady made herself available for questions about the whitewater matter. She
expressed regret about Hubbell's resignation and went on to say that while there
may have been mistakes made in handling the matter, there was no wrongdoing in
the 15-year-old land deal.
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First Lady HILLARY RODHAHCLINTON: He lost money. Goodness knows what you all
would be saying it we had made any money.

ARNOLD: Mrs. Clinton said that when the investigation into the Hhitewater matter
is completed. it's going to be the same story we've been telling tor two years.
Hubbell says he hopes to re-enter public service in the future. His
resignation. according to Reno, will take effect as soon as possible. I'm
Elizabeth Arnold in Hashington.

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However. although
the text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines. it may not have been proofread against
tape .
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HEADLINE: Clinton attacks GOP, calling it ‘devoid of principle‘

BYLINE: Bill Nichols

DATELINE: BOSTON

BODY
An angry President Clinton lashed out at what he called the Republican

"politics of personal destruction“ in a blistering speech at a 5 1,000-a-plate
Democratic National Committee fund~raiser Monday night.

Clinton, low-key all day despite the resignation of close friend Webster
Hubbell as associate attorney general, had some of his sharpest words yet on GOP
attempts to spotlight the administration's Whitewater problems.

Clinton said the problems the country faces cry out for real debate, "a
genuine conflict of ideas."

“Why then are we confronted in this administration with an opposition party
that just stands up and says no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no?" he said,
slamming his fist on the lectern.

As a Democratic governor who served mostly in times of GOP presidents,
Clinton said, "I constantly sought them out, engaged them in debate, offered to
work with them . . . I never did them the way they are doing us in Washington,
D.C., today. It is wrong. And it is not good for the United States of America."

Clinton said he felt some Republicans had made a bipartisan effort on crime
and health care: "But this overriding negative, intensely personal, totally
political, devoid-of-principle attack is not good for the country and is
inconsistent with the tradition of Abraham Lincoln and Teddy Roosevelt."

DNC Chairman David Wilhelm and John Kerry and Ted Kennedy, both Democratic
senators from Massachusetts, preceded Clinton and also had strong words for the
GOP.

Kerry said he was "amused" Republicans seemed to choose Sen. Alfonse D'Amato.
R-N Y , as "their spokesman on ethics. . . . I guess Bob Packwood was busy."
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HEADLINE: Poll: whitewater ‘politics as usual‘

BYLINE: Richard Benedetto

BODY
The Hhitewater affair may have taken Washington by storm, but for the rest

of the country it's seen largely as just another partisan squabble.

A new USA TODAY/CNN/Gallup Poll finds nearly two of three - 62\ - say the
Arkansas land deal tied to a failed savings and loan is nothing more than
politics as usual.

The poll finds only 23\ believe Whitewater involves wrongdoing by President
Clinton, first lady Hillary RodhamClinton or members of his administration.

"It's all a political game, really,“ says Paul Kalaghan, 59, a retired
college administrator in Randolph, Mass.
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HEADLINE: Arkansas pals find capital inhospitable

BYLINE: Adam Nagourney; Bill Nichols

BODY
By title. Webster Hubbell was only the third-ranking official at the Justice

Department. a world away from the white House and President Clinton's inner
circle of advisers.

In fact, the associate attorney general, who quit Monday to fight complaints
by his Little Rock law firm of pilfering, was more than that: presidential
golfing buddy, the White House's political point-man in the Justice Department -
and the person Clinton once said he most enjoys being with.

His departure at the best of times would have been a strike at the
presidential psyche. In this supercharged environment, with the white House
enmeshed in the Whitewater investigation, the difficulties encountered by yet
another member of the Little Rock elite Clinton brought with him took on a
special resonance.

"This is a sad day," said senior adviser George Stephanopoulos as he prepared
to fly last-minute to New Hampshire to assist Clinton for a meeting with
citizens where this subject might well come up.

Added Arkansas Democrat-Gazette columnist John Brummett: "Webb is a kind of
fun-loving former jock - and Clinton's a sucker for people like that."

Hubbell left in the expectation the Rose Law Firm was about to bring charges
against him for overbilling clients and charging personal expenses against the
law firm.

The White House argued this latest blemish had nothing to do with the White
House or Whitewater. The Clintons hadn't talked to Hubbell since accusations
surfaced March l.

And when Hubbell had his friend U.S. Trade Ambassador Mickey Kantor call the
white House Sunday to say Hubbell was thinking about quitting, neither Clinton
nor the first lady tried to dissuade him.

No matter: The resignation is, fairly or not, guaranteed to keep the
Whitewater story churning. It is no help that Hubbell so much lends himself to
the Southern caricature that Washington always seems to be looking for: the
backslapping, slightly shifty pol who finds the big city unforgiving.
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It smothered Clinton's efforts to chanqe the subject, on Monday, to job
creation. And it raises yet again the quention of why Clinton's Arkansas friends
who came to Washington - including Vincent Foster, the associate counsel who
killed himself, and Hillary Clinton, both Rose members - seem to have been so
befuddled by Washington.

"It's all these people here who call it this town," said Paul Begala, a
consultant to Clinton, in a disdainful remark about the establishment's
questioning of the trouble with Arkansans; "It's just wrong to try to use the
fact that Webb Hubbell had to go home and fight out a fight with his partners to
cut up Arkansas."

Chief of staff Thomas McLarty, Clinton‘s boyhood friend, said he had - with
the death of his close friend Foster and now this - been wondering about those
same questions.

"I don't think it's unfair to put it that way," he said. "It is unfair to
make more out of this than it is. Life sometimes has these kinds of occurrences
that are disappointing "

Said a somber CllnCOfl: "This is to memore of a personal deal for Webb
Hubbell and his many, many friends."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Reuters
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BODY
IF ASSOCIATE Attorney General Webster Hubbell had been an official of, say,

the Agriculture Department, perhaps he could have remained in government while
trying to fight free of his other troubles. which are considerable. The issue
would have been mainly a political one -- whether his continued presence in the
administration was an embarrassment to his friend the president who appointed
him.

But the Justice Department as the government's
agency is different. It is charged with upholding some of the very standards
that Mr. Hubbell is accused by his various critics of having violated. Mr.
Hubbell, Hillary RodhamClinton's former partner in the Rose Law Firm of Little
Rock, is said to have done a good ]Ob in his tenure at Justice, for which he was
praised yesterday by Attorney General Janet Reno. He still needed to resign, and
should probably have done it or been asked to do it earlier.

principal law enforcement

His troubles arise from two cases that he handled while a Rose partner. both
involving his father-in-law, Seth Ward. Mr. ward was in turn an employee of the
real estate arm of Madison Savings & Loan. the failed institution whose
president was a business partner of then-Governor and Mrs. Clinton. Mr. Hubbell
at one point represented the federal Resolution Trust Corp. in a lawsuit
involving Madison; the RTC was trying to recover from an accounting firm some of
the money Madison had lost, so there would be less for the taxpayers to pay. The
issue is partly whether Mr. Hubbell properly disclosed to the RTC that his
father-in-law had a Madison tie (and in fact, was still trying to extract a
sizable fee he claimed that Madison owed him). Mr. Hubbell says he did make
proper disclosure; a more basic question is whether he should have taken the
case even so, because of the potential conflict-of-interest it created for him.

Mr. Hubbell is also in a dispute with the Rose firm
incurred while he was there. Some of these were run up
lawsuit that he agreed to file on behalf of his father
contingency-fee basis. Rose was to get paid only if it
has had to absorb the costs itself. .

Mr. Hubbell has not been fully heard from on either
he been officially or frontally charged with doing any

over certain expenses
in the course of a
in-law on a
won; instead it lost, and

of these matters. Nor has
wrong. But he can't

simultaneously defend himself on these flanks, where he may or may not be
vulnerable, and still do the No. 3 job in a Justice Department that already has
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lost its No. 2 official and has managementand policy problems enough The place
is hurting. The administration is hurti ng. too. The last thing it needed
what Mr. Hubbell had become —

'
was

- a further reminder of the Madison savings &
Loan-Whitewater real estate venture sto ' '

ry. inside the Justice Department.
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On documents submitted to the Senate Judiciary Committee last year, Associate

Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell listed among his "ten most significant
litigated matters" a complicated patent dispute involving Hunter Engineering and
the F M.C. Corp.

"I was the lead trial counsel." Hubbell wrote to the senators reviewing his
career and fitness to take over the number three job at the Justice Department.

But the Hunter Engineering case never went to trial, and other lawyers
involved in the 18-month dispute have a different recollection of Hubbell‘s
involvement. "I wasn't ever in the same room with him,“ said Greg Upchurch, the
St. Louis attorney who handled the case for Hunter Engineering and remembers
only minimal involvement by Hubbell's firm.

In the narrow world of Arkansas law and politics, few lawyers could top
Hubbell‘s public image. A champion University of Arkansas linebacker who became
Little Rock's mayor at 31. he headed the litigation section at the Rose Law Firm
and accumulated a net worth of nearly $ 1 million before following his longtime
friend and golf partner Bill Clinton and law partner Hillary RodhamClinton to
Washington. "You'd have to go a long way in my state to find anybody who
commandsmore respect, both professionally and as a person, than Webb Hubbell,"
said Sen. Dale Bumpers (D-Ark.) as Hubbell eased through the Senate confirmation
process with glowing recommendations from the White House.

But in recent weeks. as Hubbell's legal activities came under scrutiny -- by
his own law firm, the federal agencies that had used his services and the press
-- a less clear picture of Hubbell emerged. In an internal inquiry, the Rose
firm raised serious questions about possible improprieties in Hubbell's client
billings and expense reports that may have resulted in hundreds of thousands of
dollars in losses for the firm and excessive bills to some of its clients.

Both the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and Resolution Trust Corp. recently
began reexamining Rose firm bills from the time that Hubbell served as
supervising attorney on savings and loan cases. Rose firm partners have been
preparing to take the matter to the state bar and are considering bringing a
lawsuit against Hubbell. according to sources close to the firm. Rose firm

89-179 95 - 18
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partners were meeting last night and were expected to discuss how to proceed.
For his Senate Judiciary hearings, Hubbell submitted a 26-page questionnaire

that included his description of the i0 most significant litigated matters that
he handled personally. Among the matters he successfully litigated were cases
for the Audubon Society of Little Rock and the Arkansas-based Tyson Foods Inc.
James B. Blair, Tyson's general counsel, said, "In all my relations with Webb
Hubbell. he's been a competent lawyer and a nice guy."

However, in roughly half of the cases he listed as significant, other lawyers
involved said Hubbell played either a minor role or the cases themselves were
not significant.

Hubbell told the Judiciary Committee he handled for then-governor Bill
Clinton a challenge to a ballot initiative setting new ethics disclosure
requirements for public officials. But Scott Trotter, who worked with Hubbell to
defend the proposal, said, "There is no way that any of those ballot title
challenges can be considered major litigation."

In a case involving a roof collapse at a Little Rock car dealership, Hubbell
represented a subcontractor while most of the case focused on the general
contractor and the architect. Some lawyers described it as a standard
construction dispute; Hubbell portrayed it to the Judiciary Committee as the
"longest civil trial in Pulaski County history."

"I'd be very much surprised if Webb Hubbell ever did a dollar's worth of work
for Ensco," said H. Clay Robinson, former president. board member and outside
counsel for Environmental Systems Co. of Little Rock. Current Ensco officials
declined comment. Hubbell had listed Ensco on a list of clients from whomhe
said he received more than S 5,000 in recent years.

Hubbell's role in the Clinton administration was controversial from the
beginning. On paper, he served as associate attorney general, the No. 3 person
in the bureaucracy overseeing the prosecution of civil laws. But Clinton's
critics suspected Hubbell's power went beyond his formal appointment. with
Hubbell serving as a sort of de facto attorney general, the real power at the
Justice Department.

But it was the Whitewater controversy and the Justice Department's
investigation of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan that proved most
troublesome for Hubbell.

After Madison was taken over by federal regulators in 1989, Hubbell and other
Rose lawyers were hired by the FDIC to represent the agency in a malpractice
suit against Madison's accountants.

Hubbell secured the legal work for the Rose firm despite several possible
conflicts: The owner of the thrift, James B. McDougal, was a partner with the
Clintons in the Whitewater Development Corp. -- the land deal that along with
the collapse of Madison is being investigated by special counsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr. In addition, the Rose firm had earlier been hired by McDougal to help
salvage Madison's finances -- an effort that involved Hillary Clinton
representing the thrift before regulators appointed by her husband.

Finally, Hubbell's father—in-law was an employee and was involved in one of
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the land projects criticized repeatedly by federal bank investigators.
Though the FDIC recently cleared Hubbell of ethics violations, his Madison
involvement is likely to become an issue not only for Fiske's investigators, but
also for the RTC inspector general who is conducting an audit of his work.

Former Madison executive Harry Don Denton, who served as senior vice
president and loan officer, said in an interview that Hubbell drafted language
for a S 1.15 million Madison loan for his father~in-law that was used to finance
a real estate deal in a project now under federal investigation.

The wording in the 1985 loan to Seth Ward, an employee of Madison's real
estate subsidiary, said Ward could not be held personally liable for repayment,
according to Denton.

"Hubbell structured ... the wording for Seth's non-recourse note," said
Denton in an interview. "There wasn't anyone obligated to repay it."

Denton said he met with Hubbell in the fall of 1985, and that Hubbell
prepared the language in a promissory note under which Ward would have no
personal liability on a loan to buy about half of Madison's l,l00-acre Castle
Grande project south of Little Rock. Fiske has subpoenaed Castle Grande records
as part of a broad look at Madison's activities.

Hubbell, who recused himself from the Madison investigation late last year,
said through a spokesman that he does not recall helping draft the terms of the
loan for ward, a retired businessman who was hired by McDougal in 1985 to put
together real estate deals.

"He has no clear recollection of drafting it." said Justice Department
spokesman Carl Stern. "He doesn't believe he did it, but it's been a long time,"
Stern said.

ward has declined to be interviewed. His attorney, Alston Jennings, said: "As
far as [ward] knows. Webb Hubbell had nothing whatsoever to do with the
transaction.“

Ward's loan was repaid through the sale of Castle Grande lots. Madison, which
fully financed those sales, was unable to collect on most of the loans. The
Castle Grande project was harshly criticized in a confidential 1986 federal bank
examination, which found that it was "purchased and sold in a series of
fictitious transactions“ that generated S 1.8 million in inflated profits and
payments to Madison owners and employees.

Three years later, when Madison failed and the RTC wanted to file suit
against the thrift's accountants for malpractice, Hubbell was hired without
informing the government that his father-in-law had been a Madison insider who
was in the midst of his own legal dispute with the RTC over Madison funds.

In June 1989, after federal officials learned of Hubbell's connection to
Ward, they sought and received a letter from him in which he stated, "I have not
represented Mr. Seth Ward in connection with any issue or matter relating to his
disputes with Madison Guaranty. " Hubbell further pledged he had "no intention"
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of representing Hard.
Four months later, Hubbell -- still representing the RTC -- informed Ward's

lawyer of a key court development, according to testimony by the lawyer. That
information led the lawyer to obtain S 400,000 in disputed RTC funds.

Under a side contract never made part of the S&L's records. Madison owner
McDougal had agreed Madison would pay Ward a 10 percent commission on all
commercial land sold at Castle Grande, no matter who actually sold it. Ward
claimed $ 356,840 in commissions on comercial land sales at Castle Grande.

Ward sued Madison in Arkansas state court and won; 5 400,000 was placed in an
escrow account while the case was appealed. After the RTC stepped in and moved
the case to federal court, the state appeal was dismissed.

Hubbell advised Alston Jennings, Ward's lawyer, about the state court
decision. That gave Jennings an opportunity to take the $ 400.000 out of escrow
-- setting off yet another court dispute with the RTC.

"I guess it must have been Wednesday morning of last week I was advised ..
by WebHubbell, who is Seth ward's son-in—law ... that the [state] Court of
Appeals had dismissed the appeal in this case... . I decided that Mr. ward was
entitled to his money and I went down to worthen Bank and got it," Jennings
testified on Oct. 31, 1959. He said he also read an item in the local newspaper
about the dismissal.

Ward's victory was overturned in federal court, and he ended up returning
most of the money in a settlement with the RTC.

Staff writer Susan Schmidt contributed to this report.
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First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton today appeared to back away from previous
assertions that she and President Clinton lost $ 69,000 on their investment in
the Whitewater land development company, but insisted they "lost a bunch of
money" and maintained they have consistently told the truth about the matter.

On a one-day visit to Colorado to promote the administration's health care
reform plan, the First Lady once again acknowledged that she has mishandled the
issue.

"I have tried to be as understanding as I can about the concerns and
questions of the press," she said during a brief news conference, "and I've
admitted that I mademistakes in how I have perceived this and handled it."

But she asserted: “When this is over it's going to be the same story we've
been telling for two years. We made a bad investment. we lost money and there’s
not a lot to add to it."

Clinton's trip here today marked her first outing since white House aides
were subpoenaed by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. and came amid growing
questions about her role in the whitewater development firm and in her
representation of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which was owned
by the Clintons’ business partner.

Throughout her visit, which included speeches at the University of Colorado
in Boulder and to a health care reform conference, she was greeted by
enthusiastic crowds, who appeared to have little interest in the issue that has
dominated the news in Washington recently.

She said the public never asks her about Whitewater and predicted that the
growing political warfare over Whitewater would not hamper the administration's
efforts to pass health care reform in Congress.

“The overwhelming majority of Americans want health care reform and they want
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it now,“ she said.
Asked today whether she stands by a report prepared for the campaign in 1992

that said she and the president lost S 69,000 on Whitewater, she said, "We know
we lost money and lost a bunch of money for us. we're trying to get exact
figures and will be giving information we come across ... to the special
counsel. That's what we believe our primary obligation is, and that's what we're
doing."

Over the weekend, there were reports that the Clintons may have additional
tax liabilities because of certain deductions they claimed. Asked to explain why
they might owe more taxes on a losing investment, she said, "You're just going
to have to wait along with everybody else as we work this through with the
special counsel and try to figure out what we are obligated to give him and what
kinds of questions we have to answer in that process."

At her appearances, she was given something of a hero's welcome by cheering
students and health care professionals. Rep. Patricia Schroeder (D-Colo.). in
introducing the First Lady at the health care forum in Denver, charged that
Republicans are trying "to destroy Hillary," and defended her as someone who
"only wanted power to help somebody. not tc be somebody."

She said Hillary Clinton has "a heart the size of a washtub," compared to
most others in Washington who have one "the size of a swollen pea."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, IN COLORADO,HILLARY CLINTON RESPONDSTO A GIFT OF BOXER
SHORTS FOR THE PRESIDENT FROMSTUDENTLEADER STEPHANIE ASCHER. AFP
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The White House is desperately trying to keep its focus on President
Clinton's domestic policy agenda. but top aides conceded yesterday that they are
losing out to the growing whitewater-Madison affair.

"Everybody has been consumed by it," said a senior administration official.
"Whitewater has been a distraction to those who work in this building."

"There's a recognition Whitewater is going to be a continued problem," said
senior Clinton counselor David Gergen.

That concern gathered momentumyesterday with the surprising and
embarrassing resignation of Associate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell —
President Clinton's golfing pal and close adviser and a former partner of
Hillary RodhamClinton's in Little Rock's Rose Law Firm.

The Clintons took to the road yesterday - Mr. Clinton to an international
jobs summit in Detroit and Mrs. Clinton to Colorado to tout the Clinton health
care reform plan - but they were confronted with more questions about
Whitewater—Madison and the Hubbell casualty.

The resignation knocked Mr. Clinton's summit off the front page and again
trained the media spotlight on Mrs. Clinton and her Rose colleagues just a day
after white House officials thought they had turned the corner in fighting
Whitewater-Madison reports.

Mr. Hubbell's resignation came amid a flurry of reports about his
representation of the federal government in a lawsuit against Arkansas’ failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and overbilling of clients.
Madison's owner was a partner of the Clintons’ in Whitewater Development Corp.

The Hubbell resignation, coming nine days after the resignation of White
House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, “splatters mud on us" and "feeds the suspicion“
that the White House is involved in wrongdoing in the Whitewater-Madison affair.
a senior administration official said. Mr. Hubbell, who had been at Justice
for more than a year, was considered Mrs. Clinton's department watchdog.
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The resignation also fueled Republican attacks on the Clinton White House
and calls for congressional hearings into Whitewater-Madison, which have thus
far been blocked by Democrats in the House and Senate.

"All the resignations in the world will not lift the dark specter that has
settled over the Clinton presidency," said Sen. Lauch Faircloth, North Carolina
Republican.

The political hemorrhaging of the Whitewater—Madison affair has left Mr.
Clinton's top aides questioning their handling of the growing controversy and
considering changes.

"There has been a level of naivete and a lack of experience here that we're
trying to fix," a senior Clinton administration official said.

Mr. Gergen said in a telephone interview that no staff changes are planned.
but another official said "it's too early to tell what changes are in store."

Other sources said that Mrs. Clinton's power in the West Wing was being
diluted because of the focus on her part in the Whitewater-Madison affair. In
addition, senior Clinton advisers believe she has hurt the president with her
stubbornness in resisting calls for a Whitewater-Madison special counsel,
compounded by her close relationships to Mr. Nussbaum and Mr. Hubbell.

Added to those problems is the July death of White House Deputy Counsel
Vincent W. Foster Jr., another Rose partner and the Clintons’ personal
attorney, who authorities said committed suicide. White House officials. led by
Mr. Nussbaum, removed Whitewater files from Mr. Foster's office shortly after
his death.

Administration officials said yesterday it has become clear that the Little
Rock "mafia" closely associated with the first lady has exploded, leaving her
somewhat isolated.

Her remaining Rose ally, white House Associate Counsel William Kennedy III,
has been under fire for months and has seen his influence dry up as a result,
according to the officials.

But sources close to Mrs. Clinton disputed reports that the first lady was
seeing her role lessened. They noted that she has led the latest effort to
explain the Clinton's involvement in Whitewater-Madison.

Mr. Gergen, a former aide to President Reagan, said the White House staff
"is rallying around” the Clintons.

He rejected any description that the White House was reeling from
Whitewater-Madison. "Reeling is panic, and that's not what I sense here," he
said.

To overcome the Whitewater-Madison hurdle, Mr. Clinton has told aides in
senior staff meetings to ignore the burgeoning controversy and push his programs
to reform health care and welfare.

During an East Room rally last week announcing Lloyd Cutler as Mr.
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Nussbaum's replacement. Mr. Clinton told White House staffers that he did not
want them to become discouraged or divert attention from the agenda.
"I'm not going to do anything to screw up this job," a senior administration

official recalled the president telling his aides.

Mrs. Clinton told staffers. "We're still on a mission."

Mr. Clinton has taken steps to keep to his agenda. Before leaving for the
Detroit jobs summit Sunday, for example. he invited Uruguay‘s president into the
Oval Office for a meeting that delayed his departure to Andrews Air Force base
30 minutes.

"He's told us not to get too preoccupied with what's going on in the press,"
said a national security aide.

Mr. Gergen said that the latest efforts in the White House to deal with the
Whitewater-Madison crisis shows "we've turned the page in how we're handling
whitewater."

But other aides said it is unlikely they can stem the daily barrage of
Whitewater-Madison news reports and politically charged attacks.
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Lawyers increasingly are being prosecuted for overbilling their clients,
ethics lawyers say.

"Five years ago it was a very oddball story to read anything about a lawyer
defrauding a client by charging some fantastic sum for legal bills. Now I
probably run across a story like this once every month or two," said Roy Simon,
a law professor who teaches ethics at Hofstra University in New York.

The Rose Law Firm is investigating reports that Webster L. Hubbell
overbilled clients.

He is accused of writing checks on a client account to pay for personal
trips and credit-card bills, crediting to himself hours worked by salaried
associates, and billing taxpayers more than $20,000 for work on a Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association matter during one 20-day period.

As managing partner of Little Rock's Rose Law Firm. Mr. Hubbell submitted a
bill to the federal government that said he worked without a day off, through
three weekends, averaging more than eight hours a day at a fee of $125 an hour.

John J. Marquess, founder and general counsel of Legalgard Inc., a company
that audits legal bills, said overbilling is commonplace.

"Our experience since 1987 - and we have seen between 4 and S million legal
bills - when you find fat it can be as high as 30 percent," said Mr. Marquess.
"I'm not saying that every legal bill is full of 30 percent fat, but four out of
five bills we see have some problem."

Mr. Marquess left private practice to start Legalgard after witnessing
unchecked abusive billing. "I did some research into what we were hearing and
found out that a lot of it was real," he said..

He said most of the fat is inefficiency, but about 5 percent is outright
fraud, which includes billing for:

' Expenses not incurred.
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* More hours than were spent.

' Attending events not attended.

' More hours in a year than anyone physically could have worked.

Hr. Simon told of one case in which a womanreported overbilling to the
firm‘: senior partners. They fired her, and she sued, winning a handsome jury
verdict.

Hr. Simon said he uses a stopwatch when talking with a client on the phone.
"But you don't see many lawyers in practice who are billing in that way.

"Usually, they are on the train the next morning trying to reconstruct the
previous day. If you know that you got to the office at 8:30 and didn't leave
until 7:30, that sounds like 11 hours. But that doesn't account for chats in
the hall, or stopping to read a magazine on a reception table. Those five and
15 minutes add up.“

Ultimately, he said, 11 hours are billed for eight hours work.

Philadelphia lawyer William Perrone was suspended last year from handling
court-appointed work after the Philadelphia Inquirer reported the 43-year-old
lawyer had billed three 30-hour and many 24-hour days in 1991.

Records showed that in 1991, Mr. Perrone billed the city for a total of
3,755.75 hours of work - more than l0 hours every day of the year.

He was suspended from taking further appointments, and court officials were
ordered not to pay any of his pending bills, prompting the Philadelphia Bar
Association criminal justice section to consider alternatives to the hourly
billing basis.

Lawyers bill in four ways: the contingency fee, the flat fee, the statutory
fee and the hourly fee. with a contingency fee, the client agrees to pay a
percentage of the money won in the lawsuit. A statutory fee lS set by law or a
judge. A flat fee is a service for a price.

However, most business attorneys charge by the hour.

This month the ABA Journal has a cover story on hourly billing called "When
Alternative Billing Beats the Clock," which concludes that clients do not like
to be billed on an hourly basis but prefer a results-oriented pay scheme.

Hr. Simon says he will bring all this up with his ethics classes.

"I wouldn't be able to resist bringing this up." he said.
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Associate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell, under fire over his billing
practices while a partner at Little Rock's Rose Law Firm. yesterday became the
second key Clinton administration official to fall as a result of the ongoing
Whitewater-Madison investigation.

Mr. Hubbell‘s resignation, effective "as soon as possible." was announced
yesterday by Attorney General Janet Reno.

In recent days, pressure had been building on Mr. Hubbell - whose Rose
partners included first lady Hillary RodhamClinton and former White House
Deputy Counsel Vincent W. Foster Jr. - over his suspected overbilling of Rose
clients, including the federal government.

"There are no words capable of fully conveying to you my deep respect and
admiration for Webb Hubbell or how sad this event makes me," Miss Reno said. "I
can say unequivocally that Webb Hubbell gave fully of himself to make America a
better place."

Mr. Hubbell, 46, said he decided over the weekend that his continued
service in the Justice Department's No. 3 post would not be effective because
the "distractions on me at this time" would interfere with "my service to the
country and the president‘s agenda." _

"It is with deep regret that I have seen private issues between me and my
family and my former law firm elevated to public speculation," he said in a
statement.

Nine days ago, White House Counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum also resigned after -

it was learned he had attended secret meetings between government regulators
looking into the Whitewater-Madison affair and.White House officials.

President Clinton said yesterday that Mr. Hubbell did the right thing in
'

resigning and then said four times: “I hope it was the right decision."
Arriving in Boston for a political rally, Mr. Clinton told reporters, "I
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just think we have to take him at his word, give him a chance to deal with this
and see what happens.
"I have no knowledge of the facts, but based on my knowledge I find [any

wrongdoing) hard to believe," he said. "He's one of the most widely esteemed
people that I've ever known "

Mr. Clinton, who called Mr. Hubbell from a ferry in Boston Harbor in what
administration sources said was an effort to "buck him up," said his longtime
friend "wants to go home and defend himself and work through this thing."

Accusations against Mr. Hubbell for overbilling magnified last Wednesday
when investigators from two federal regulatory agencies went to the Rose firm
for an "entrance meeting" to set up procedures for a review of bills signed by
Mr. Hubbell in a case involving Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, officials said.

The investigators, from the Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC) and the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC), were to begin analyzing the bills in the next
few days, the officials said. The investigators already had received one
specific accusation of a $30,000 double billing involving Mr. Hubbell.

"we have heard about the double billing, including that $30,000 allegation.
and we are following that up in our audit," said one federal regulator.
Overall, several hundred thousand dollars worth of bills signed by Mr. Hubbell
were to be scrutinized by regulators.

A review by The Washington Times of some of Mr. Hubbell's government bills
in a case involving Madison shows that on at least two occasions he charged the
government for a full day's work at $125 an hour while he actually was playing
golf at the Country Club of Little Rock.

According to at least one accusation federal regulators are probing, Mr.
Hubbell - as the lead attorney - submitted a bill in the Madison-related case
for $2,400. The firm later included the same $2,400 as part of a larger $27,000
bill to the government. That $27,000 was resubmitted in yet another bill for
$80,000, covering an extended period.

Beginning in 1989, Mr. Hubbell handled the court case for the FDIC against
Madison's Little Rock auditors, Frost & Co., in which the government settled for
much less than it sought and less than the firm's insured coverage. The suit
said the Frost audit of Madison was bogus. In 1985, Hillary RodhamClinton and
the Rose firm represented Madison in efforts to block its closure by Arkansas
bank regulators who were under the dominion of Gov. Clinton, using the Frost
audit to justify keeping the S&L open.

Records released by federal regulators earlier this year show Mr. Hubbell
signed all the Rose bills sent to the government on the Madison-Frost case. The
firm was paid $400,000 to represent the FDIC.

Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato, New York Republican, said yesterday Mr.
Hubbell's resignation was necessary.

"All these FOBs, as the press calls them, came here from Little Rock; what
they have really brought is a cloud over the White House. . . . The smelly
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aroma of Little Rock has now clouded the Justice Department and has certainly
tainted it, and has brought real problems to the credibility of the White House
as well," said Mr. D‘Amato, who has called for Senate hearings in the
Whitewater-Madison affair.

House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich, Georgia Republican, said yesterday that
the Hubbell resignation underscores the need for congressional hearings into
Whitewater-Madison.

Madison, owned by James B. McDougal, was seized by federal regulators in
1989 at a cost to taxpayers of $50 million. Mr. McDougal and his then-wife,
Susan, were partners with the Clintons in Whitewater Development Corp., an
Arkansas real estate venture.

Special counsel Robert 8. Fiske Jr. is looking into suspected financial
irregularities involving both Madison and Whitewater, including the diversion of
funds by Mr. McDougal to Mr. Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign.

Mr. Fiske's 115 subpoenas include one seeking material on Mr. Hubbell's
father-in-law, Seth Ward, who borrowed $587,000 from Madison and was an officer
of a Madison subsidiary, Madison Financial Corp.

Mr. Ward's name also has surfaced in an internal audit of Mr. Hubbell's
billing by Rose partners, disclosed last week by The Times and the
Minneapolis-St. Paul Star Tribune.

The Wall Street Journal reported yesterday that the partners had questioned
$1 million in expenses and unbilled time charges and had additional concerns
about Mr. Hubbell's personal expenses. The Journal said the partners were
upset about Mr. Hubbell's representation of P.O.M. Inc., a parking-meter firm
in Russellville, Ark., established by Mr. Ward —with the help of a $2.75
million tax-exempt bond approved by Gov. Clinton.

P.O.M. Inc., now run by Mr. Ward's son, Seth Ward II, was included in the
Fiske subpoenas.

The Rose firm's internal audit, which Mr. Hubbell described yesterday as
"disputes over compensation and reimbursement matters," began after some
partners suggested he had failed to document hundreds of thousands of dollars in
expenses billed to clients.

A source at the firm told The Times last week that several partners believe
Mr. Hubbell has "stonewalled" their efforts to get information on his billings
and the 1989 FDIC lawsuit.

Frustration over the matter has built to the point that the partners have
talked with Houston lawyer Walter Stuart IV to discuss the possibility of filing
an ethics complaint against Mr. Hubbell with the Arkansas Supreme Court's
Committee on Professional Conduct. .

Mr. Hubbell's former partners discovered the extent of the billing problems
after paying him more than $100,000 when he cashed in his interest in the firm
before coming to Washington in late 1992.
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Mr. Hubbell has denied any wrongdoing in connection with overbilling
accusations. If found to have billed clients or his firm for personal expenses,
he would face consequences ranging from professional sanctions to criminal fraud
prosecution.

Although Mr. Hubbell said yesterday his resignation had "nothing to do"
with the Whitewater-Madison affair. others described him as the probe's second
casualty, following Mr. Nussbaum.

' Frank J. Murray contributed to this report.

were-Box

HUBBELL AT JUSTICE

A chronology of Webster L. Hubbell's troubles as associate attorney
general.

February 1993: While serving a temporary 120-day appointment with no title
at the Justice Department, Hubbell is accused of intervening in the retrial of
Rep. Harold E. Ford, Tennessee Democrat, reversing the department's position
on a jury—selection issue.

April 1: Attorney General Janet Reno announces the selection of Hubbell as
associate attorney general, calling him "one of the great men in America."

April 19: On the day of the government's tear-gas assault on the Branch
Davidian compoundnear Waco, Texas. Reno says that Hubbell, and not she, was in
communication with President Clinton about the assault.

May l8: Hubbell tells the Senate Judiciary Committee that he resigned his
membership from the exclusive Country Club of Little Rock because it allowed
only one black member to join during his 15-year membership.

May l8: The Washington Times reports that over a 90-day period in 1983,
Hubbell made a $3,500 profit from a $9,100 investment in the stock of
Arkansas—Louisiana Gas Co., a firm whose executive vice president was Thomas F.
"Mack" McLarty, now the White House chief of staff.

Sept. 29; The Washington Times reports that Hubbell helped engineer a
nursing home deal that Iowa authorities criticized as a profiteering scheme.

Nov. 10; Hubbell recuses himself and his staff from the Justice
Department's Whitewater investigation. Hubbell's father-in-law, Seth Ward, was
an executive at a Madison real estate subsidiary, and defaulted on two Madison
loans, totaling $587,793. In 1989, Hubbell served as the Rose Law Firm‘s lead
attorney representing the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. in a suit against the
accounting firm Frost & Co. Frost had prepared the audit of Madison Guaranty
used by Rose lawyers four years earlier in successfully arguing the case for
Madison‘s continued operations.

March 2, 1994: The Washington Post reports that the Rose Law Firm has been
investigating whether Hubbell overbilled clients and then used the money for
personal expenses. Hubbell confirmed that his former partners questioned him
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about his billing practices, but he denied ever overbilling any clients.

March 5: The Washington Times reports that Hubbell billed taxpayers more
than $20,000 for work on a Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association
matter durin - ' ' 'g one 20 day period in August 1990, despite his contention that he
had only "indirect" involvement in the case
March 11: The Washington Times reports that Hubbell's former partners at the

Rose Law Firm are considering filing ethics charges against him after an
internal probe found that he failed to document hundreds of thousands of dollars
in expenses billed to clients.

GRAPHIC: Photos (A & B, color), A) The gantlet: Attorney General Janet Reno
prepares to announce her associate's ' 'resignation at a Justice Department news
conference yesterday.; B) Another casualty: Webster L. Hubbell is the second
key Clinton aide to fall in Whitewater's wake.; C) Webster L. Hubbell takes a
b k

' ' ' ‘ '
rea during his confirmation hearing last May on Capitol Hill., A) By Ruth
Fremson/The Washington Times; B) NO CREDIT; C) By Kenneth Lambert/The Washington
Times ; Box, HUBBELL AT JUSTICE, By The Washington Times
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HEADLINE: Madison questions pursue first lady ;
She asserts commitment to press ahead with reform of health care

BYLINE: Valerie Richardson; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

DATELINE: DENVER

BODY

DENVER - First lady Hillary RodhamClinton tried doggedly to stick to the
subject of health care during her visit here yesterday, but questions on the
whitewater-Madison matter would not leave her alone.

In Colorado, Mrs. Clinton promoted her proposed national health care
proposal, gave a speech at the University of Colorado at Boulder, explained the
finer points of her health plan at a forum in Denver and toured a National Guard
medical unit operating in Denver's inner city.

when she finally agreed to field questions from reporters at the end of the
day, however, she was deluged by queries on the Clintons‘ involvement in
Whitewater-Madison and the resignation of Associate Attorney General Webster L.
Hubbell.

At one point. the discrepancy between her agenda and that of reporters
became so stark that Colorado Gov. Roy Romer, a fellow Democrat, stepped in and
banned further questions unrelated to health care.

Even so, Mrs. Clinton insisted that the Whitewater-Madison imbroglio had
not detracted from her campaign to implement universal health coverage.

"I don't think it [whitewater] matters at all." said Mrs. Clinton, flanked
by about 30 uniformed National Guard medical personnel outside a makeshift
medical unit. "I've been talking about health care for more than a year, an
I'll keep talking about it ‘til I get it done."
As for Mr. Hubbell's resignation, she said he woul

Mr. Hubbell. a former senior partner
Rose Law Firm and close friend of
his handling of a federal 1
Association and poss

W

d

d be "missed greatly."

with Mrs. Clinton's at Little Rock's
the Clintons‘, was mired in questions about

awsuit aimed at Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
ible overbilling of Rose clients.
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"I am personally deeply saddened for Webb and his family," she said. "But
I'm also very sad for this country because he has and had done a lot of very
good work at Justice."

She repeated remarks released over the weekend about her own involvement
with the failed S&L. saying she had made mistakes and that she would release all
information surrounding the matter after the investigation by Whitewater—Madison
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

"We lost money - goodness knows what you all would be saying if we made
money,“ Mrs. Clinton said. “I'm glad we lost money.“

Reporters were not the only ones with questions about Mrs. Clinton's
involvement in the Whitewater—Madison affair. At her speech at the Boulder
campus, a group of local men held up an enormous banner with the message: "What
Did Vince Foster Know?" The words "Vince Foster" were painted in dripping red
letters.

Mr. Foster. the former White House deputy counsel, Clinton personal
attorney and former Rose colleague of Mrs. Clinton's, died in July in what
authorities have termed a suicide at a Northern Virginia park. White House
officials removed records from the Clintons‘ partnership —Whitewater
Development Corp. - shortly after his death.

A few seconds into her speech, campus security guards ordered the men to put
down the banner, which was about S0 feet from the podium. Afterward, one guard
said the order to remove it came from the first lady's staff.

Shariar Ghalam, one of several men who brought the sign, said he was not
satisfied with the White House's explanation of Mr. Foster's suicide.

"We've got a dead body and a lot of questions," said Mr. Ghalam, a Boulder
construction contractor.

His friend, Kendall Collins of Boulder, added: "At the pinnacle of his
career, it's hard to believe that he committed suicide.“

Mrs. Clinton's health care program drew some challenges, as well. While
the 5,000 students and local residents who attended cheered at several points in
her speech, several dozen held signs with messages such as "Colorado Wants
Single-Payer," "No New Taxes,“ "Reduce Government" and "Please Save Us, Hillary,
we're Helpless Without the Government."

Rep. Patricia Schroeder, Colorado Democrat, took a swipe at Mrs. Clinton's
detractors during the Denver summit, one of several health care forums sponsored
nationwide by the Columbia Institute. Some congressional Republicans, she said,
have done "everything they could do to stop Hillary" from succeeding in enacting
health care reform.

GRAPHIC: Photo, Hillary RodhamClinton answers reporters' questions in
Colorado., By AP
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HEADLINE: Whitewater's second casualty

BODY

These are dangerous days to be a close lawyer friend of Hillary Rodham
Clinton: Lani Guinier is licking her wounds, Vince Foster is dead, Bernie
Nussbaum is out of a ]Ob and has been subpoenaed by Robert Fiske Jr., and now
Webster Hubbell has left the Justice Department under a cloud. The No. 3 man
at Justice, Mr. Hubbell was on the receiving end of a one-two scandal punch.
He is being scrutinized for his role in the Whitewater affair - for starters,
did his work for the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., as custodian of the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, constitute a conflict of interest in light
of his own firm's former representation of Madison and in light of the fact that
his father-in-law had won a large judgment against Madison that the government
was appealing? And he is being investigated by his former partners at the Rose
Law Firm in Little Rock for overbilling. Yesterday he resigned his position as
associate attorney general — insisting that he would be thoroughly vindicated.

Maybe. But his hasty departure makes little sense unless Mr. Hubbell knows
he has some particularly difficult rapids to negotiate. The billing question is
not a niggling one: no small change here. The money at issue may total more
than $1 million. Such an embarrassing squabble would under normal circumstances
have elicited little more than Page 18 news, but add to it the fact that the
white House is already taking on water, and Mr. Hubble becomes a true
liability. Mr. Hubbell became just so much cargo to be jettisoned by the
Clintons in the storm.

The most immediate affect of Mr. Hubbell's resignation is at an already
rudderless Justice Department. Attorney General Janet Reno is now all alone in
the executive offices of the department_ The departure of Mr. Hubbell follows
on the heels of Philip Heymann's resignation. Mr. Heymann, who was second in
comand, left Justice last month citing a lack of "chemistry" between him and
Miss Reno. The bad blood may actually have been between Mr. Heymann and Mr.
Hubbell, who regularly acted as a sort of surrogate attorney general, running
the department according to the Clintons' druthers while Miss Reno looked on.

Miss Reno is now going to have to run the fractured Justice Department all
by herself, a task few think she is up to. She has shown little interest in the
crucial day-to-day tasks of deciding what suits to bring and which to settle.
Mr. Heymannhandled most of those questions involving criminal cases and Mr.
Hubbell took care of the civil cases. Expect the Justice Department to come to
a screeching halt.
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Mr. Hubbell's fate must also bring beads of sweat to the Clintons‘ brows,
because it was precipitated by the much-buffeted Rose Law Firm. If the wall of
silence around Rose is compromised by more than just the couriers who were
pressed into shredding service, far more about the Whitewater fiasco may become
known. The aggressive assault by Rose partners on Mr. Hubbell suggests that
some lawyers in the firm are fed up. Consider the position of young partners,
those 35-year-olds who have slaved for years as associates at Rose and expected
the elevation of the Clintons to mean open partner slots and. finally, the
Little Rock gravy train. Turning on Mr. Hubbell may signal that the younger
guard at Rose is no longer going to stand idly by while their careers are washed
away in a scandal that has nothing to do with them.

Mr. Hubbell's bug-out is particularly revealing as regards the first lady.
Much of her power was based in her control over key appointments. Mr. Hubbell
and Mr. Nussbaumwere two such, and they are gone. The point is that Mrs.
Clinton is unable to protect her closest friends when they need her, which may
be the most damaging revelation of all.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE: ANOTHERRESIGNATION JOLTS WHITE HOUSE

BYLINE: From Tribune Wires.

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Associate Atty. Gen. Webster L. Hubbell resigned Monday, adding to the

turmoil in the Clinton administration, saying distractions from a probe at his
former law firm "will interfere with my service to the country."

Hubbell‘s resignation followed within 10 days that of White House counsel
Bernard Nussbaum, a central figure in accusations that the white House
improperly met with federal regulators to try to influence their investigation
of the Whitewater land deal.

The two resignations have contributed to an atmosphere of disorder and
instability, damaging President Clinton's attempts to carry on with his agenda.

Clinton, who traveled to Detroit and Boston Monday, said Hubbell‘s decision
to step down was "the right thing to do."

Clinton said he did not believe his old ally had done anything wrong. "Based
on my knowledge of him, I find that hard to believe."

Speaking to a Democratic fund-raiser in Boston, the president also lashed out
at his Republican critics in Congress, saying they are "committed to the
politics of personal destruction" and oppose anything he proposes.

He said the country is torn by "terrible problems that beg for honest debate
from people of different perspectives."

And yet, he said, the Republicans are an opposition party that "just stands
up and says n0. no. no, no, no, no, no, no, no."

"Almost from the beginning," Clinton said, "I saw a very different edge to
the Republican Party in this country-the party dedicated just to vote against
whatever we were for and committed to the politics of personal destruction.
They were so busy with it."

An aide to Hubbell said the longtime Clinton adviser had decided on his own
last weekend that he needed to focus full time on clearing himself of
allegations that he had overbilled clients.
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In resigning, Hubbell said his effectiveness as the Justice Department's No.
3 official was being compromised, adding in a statement. "It is with deep regret
that I have seen private issues between me and my family and my former law firm
elevated to public speculation."

Hubbell's dispute with his former law firm is not directly related to the
controversy over the role of the president and his wife, Hillary RodhamClinton,
in Whitewater Development Corp., in which they were partners in a failed real
estate deal with the owner of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association.

White House spokeswomanDee Dee Myers said Hubbell made the decision on his
own. “This is not something the White House asked him to do."

Atty. Gen. Janet Reno's voice shook as she briefly appeared before reporters
Monday afternoon to announce Hubbell's departure. Aides said the decision had
come as a shock to her.

"There are no words capable of fully conveying to you my deep respect and
admiration for Heb Hubbell or how sad this event makes me," Reno said.

Besides adding to Whitewater-related speculation, Hubbell's departure creates
a larger vacuum at the top of the Justice Department. The No. 2 slot also has
been empty since last month, when Deputy Atty. Gen. Philip B. Heymann resigned,
citing management-style differences with the attorney general. Heymann's
designated replacement, Pentagon counsel Jamie Gorelick, has not yet been
approved by the Senate.

Reno said she has not decided who will replace Hubbell and does not know when
his resignation will become effective. Hubbell had served as the main link
between the Justice Department and the president, but Reno denied that his
departure would affect Justice-White House communications.

Hubbell's responsibilities also included civil rights, antitrust and
immigration policy.

In his statement. Hubbell insisted that the dispute with his former employer
is unrelated to the whitewater case, in which the Rose Law Firm played a role,
and unrelated to the question of whether the Clintons improperly used their
influence to try to help the ailing real estate development.

Hubbell said it was "unfortunate that private issues between me and my firm
have been cast, by some, as being part of a broad political net called
Whitewater. . . , These private issues have nothing to do with Whitewater," he
said.

Questions have been raised as to whether the Rose Law Firm behaved properly
in representing first Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and then the
Resolution Trust Corp , after it took over the failed thrift. Whitewater special
counsel Robert Fiske has subpoenaed documents relating to the cases.

Although Hubbell said Whitewater was a separate matter, Justice Department
sources said privately that the associate attorney general felt pressured by the
hue and cry surrounding that case.
when news of the Rose firm's investigation into Hubbell‘s spending first
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broke earlier this month, Reno suggested the matter was a minor query on some
past expenses. She insisted Hubbell had done nothing wrong. Reno Monday conceded
she did not know the details, but continued to defend him.

"I don*t believe he did a thing wrong, and I think ultimately that that will
be clear to everyone," she said.

Later she added, "I don't have any knowledge of the facts. I base it on my
judgment of his character."

GRAPHIC; PHOTO; PHOTO; Webster Hubbell.
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The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
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March 21, 1994, Monday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 289 words

HEADLINE: Hale To Enter Plea In Whitewater Investigation

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
A former judge who has linked President Clinton to a questionable loan in

the Whitewater affair apparently has reached a plea agreement and will avoid
trial.

David Hale - who is under indictment on four felony charges - will enter a
plea Tuesday in federal court, said an individual familiar with the case,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

NBC News, which initially reported the agreement Sunday evening, said the
guilty plea is part of a deal in which Hale has agreed to tell a federal grand
jury all that he knows about Clinton's involvement in Whitewater.

Hale is scheduled to go on trial March 28.

Hale has alleged that he was pressured eight years ago by then-Gov. Clinton
to make a $ 300,000 loan to Susan McDougal, a business partner of the Clintons
in the Whitewater real estate venture.

The federally backed loan went to Mrs. McDougal's public relations company
and Hale says some of the proceeds wound up in Whitewater.

Clinton has denied pressuring Hale and says he doesn't recall anything about
the loan.

A guilty plea by Hale would expedite the Whitewater investigation of special
prosecutor Robert Fiske, who is examining the Clintons ties to the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, owned by Susan McDougal's husband James.

A guilty plea by Hale would clear the way for him to begin testifying before
a federal grand jury in a matter of days.

A trial, which could take a month, also could have led to embarrassing public
disclosures for the Arkansas political establishment, including the Clintons.
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At a pre-trial hearing \’.hl8 month, a lawyer said there would be testimony in
lhe Hale case that proceeds from "bogus loans", went to important political
Yigures. The lawyer did not elaborate.
IANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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March 20, 1994, Sunday, Home Edition

SECTION; Opinion; Part M; Page I; Column 1; Opinion Desk

LENGTH: l078 words

HEADLINE: THE SMALL~5TATE PRESIDENT;
TO UNDERSTANDROSE FIRM, THINK ‘POLITICAL MACHINE‘

BYLINE: By Ben Joravsky, Ben Joravsky, a staff writer for the Chicago Reader,
is the author of Race and Politics in Chicago (CRS Press).

DATELINE: CHICAGO

BODY
It's been clear since the first whiff of Whitewater wafted north from Little

Rock, Ark., that what we have here is not so much a scandal as the death of a
Great Political Machine.

Obviously, this Machine's a little different than most, at least in
appearance -- not a fedora or pinky ring in this bunch. Still, the tell-tale
signs are there: You've got a cast of characters nestled together for far too
long in the insulated confines of power. For I0 years, their friend, Bill
Clinton, was governor. And for 10 years, they ran Arkansas state government.
They enforced the laws and doled out contracts and awarded jobs and sat in the
leather-bound, swivel chairs, gavels in hand, of state regulatory boards and
commissions at their command. Few dared challenge them. Those who did were
banned from the kingdom.

It turns a few heads, untempered power. Those so blessed easily conclude that
their power is like the divine right of kings. There's nothing they can't do, no
wrong they can't fix.

Each day, the papers bring new tales of their machinations. Vincent W. Foster
Jr., Beverly Bassett Schaffer, James B. McDougal, Susan McDougal, Dan R.
Lasater, James B. Blair and David Hale —- if they didn't work for or with the
state, they worked for or with the Rose Law Firm, Hillary RodhamClinton's old
firm. Or maybe they were somehow linked to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan,
the failed S&L owned by McDougal, the Clintons‘ partner in the Whitewater
Development Corp , a vacation-home development deal that also went bust.

Did I mention Webster L. Hubbell? Mayor of Little Rock, state Supreme Court
justice, partner at Rose —- this guy had it made. A few days after the 1992
election, he was pictured with the President-elect, sitting in a golf cart on a
golf course at some exclusive, all-white country club. Clinton's chomping on a
sandwich. Hubbell's chortling. A couple of good old boys, running the show.

Hubbell went with the Clintons to Washington, but recently he had to step
down from his Justice Department job on account of an embarrassing feud over
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legal fees he's been having with his old partners at Rose. Now therv's a dispute
lhat never would have surfaced had the Clintons stayed in Little Rock. Clinton
vould have settled it over a game of golf, appointing someone to a ntate
POmmlSS10fl, if that's what it took.

But that‘s the way it goes with Machines. The Big Boss dies or goes to jail
or leaves town or otherwise gets distracted, and everything falls apart. Old
friends turn to foes. Long—simmering ehvies and resentments boil over. There's
always someone with a grudge, someone feeling slighted. The first sign of
weakness brings a batch of prosecutors, subpoenas in hand, and soon everyone's
ratting. Of the turmoil engulfing Rose. one Arkansas lawyer recently said: “They
are not a firm but an association of lawyers who don't want to lose money. And
they are willing to turn on each other to do it."

The Clintons say they've committed no crimes. They say the whole Whitewater
affair has been distorted and exploited by ideological enemies determined to
stymie the drive for mandatory national health insurance.

Could be. These things have happened before. In 1929, Big Oil rumbled with
rage when Louisiana Gov. Huey P. (Kingfish) Long proposed to tax oil production.
They primed legislators with liquor. womenand cash and masterminded a call for
the governor's impeachment on various charges of corruption. It almost worked -
except Long got enough legislators to sign a pledge vowing to vote against
impeachment regardless of the evidence. Afterward, to show his thanks, Long took
his boys to a coastal resort, fed them lobsters and got them drunk.

Of course, old Kingfish is a tough act to emulate. He was a big-time Boss.
and he ran a mighty Machine. He built highways, hospitals and schools, dams and
bridges. Unlike Clinton, he ran his state even after he went to Washington. For
two years, Long was governor and senator. His reign might have lasted forever,
except he was shot -- and even then his Machine rumbled on for another 25 years
under the aegis of his younger brother, Earl.

In their day, the Longs were rivaled only by Kansas City's Tom Pendergast,
whose Democratic organization was so resourceful it once squeezed 20,000 votes
from a district of fewer than 20,000 people. Pendergast diversified. He built a
business empire of hotels, taxicabs and race tracks -- enterprises regulated by
the very state officials who owed their jobs to him. It was a neatly woven
system that worked well -- at least for Pendergast.

It collapsed, legend has it, after a turn-coat flunky, lips loosened by
liquor, stayed late in a bar, babbling about a political "fix." The feds got
wind of the scam and launched an investigation. Eventually, Pendergast spent
several months in Leavenworth for failing to pay taxes on thousands of dollars
in payoffs he received from insurance companies.

Here in Chicago, we've made peace with our Machine, having seen it rise from
the grave at least twice in the last few years. Mayor Richard J. Daley built the
thing -- or at least honed it -- and when he died in 1976, everyone figured the
Machine would go with him. Sure enough, in 1979, voters elected Jane M. Byrne as
their mayor -- a fiery maverick who called the Machine a malicious old monster
run by an ‘evil cabal" of greedy aldermen.

Once in office, however, Byrne cozied up to the monsters she had once
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denounced. Again, voters revolted, replacing Byrne with Harold Washington, who
vowed to dance on the Machine's grave

Funny thing about Machines. they're more resilient than you think. Look at
Earl Long. The voters returned him to office until the day he died. They might
have kept on electing him after that. except no one bothered to put his name on
the ballot. Even Pendergast had the last laugh, when Harry S. Truman, his
protege and defender, was elected President.

As for Chicago, the Machine outlasted even Mayor Washington. He died in 1987,
just a few months into his second term. Two years later, the voters elected
Richard M. Daley, the old Boss’ boy. At first, a few anti-Machine stalwarts
resisted. But not so much anymore. Old reformers and anti-war activists, who
condemned the father, now bow and scrape before the son. They attend his fund
raisers. They laugh at his jokes. If they're well-behaved, Daley appoints them
to city commissions and boards.

Somewhere, the old man must be laughing.

GRAPHIC: Drawing, VAL MINA / for The Times
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HEADLINE: At Home in Arkansas, Many Feel Under Fire and Not Understood

BYLINE: By PETER APPLEBOME, Special to The New York Times

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark., March 18

BODY
Just as Arkansas basked in the reflected glory of Bill Clinton's election as
President 16 months ago, it is stewing and reeling to the same degree today
because of the unfolding story of whitewater and the travails of some of Mr.
Clinton's home-grown appointees.

On the human level of lives shattered or turned upside down, and on the
larger level of the state's image
turning this capital city into an
that savored the spotlight during

aggrieved, edgy reflection
Mr. Clinton's campaign and

Many people here contend that much of the news reporting
reflects a lack of understanding of the politics and manners
with a tiny cadre of major players who all know one another,
there are so few of them.

and reputation, events in Washington are
of the giddy place
after his election.

about Whitewater
of a small state
if only because

Whatever the case, the joy and hope that saw tens of thousands of people from
this Southern state stream into Little Rock for Mr. Clinton's victory
celebration on Nov. 4, 1992, and dozens of Arkansans head triumphantly off to
big~time jobs in Washington, have been replaced by a somber mood.

“It's gone from a feeling of excitement and optimism to a feeling of
bewilderment, amazement and consternation," said Jeff Rosenzweig, a local
lawyer.

Over the last few months, President Clinton and his wife,
unrelenting scrutiny over their finances. Last July, Vincent

Hillary, have faced
W. Foster Jr., the

deputy white House counsel who was Mrs. Clinton's law partner and one of the
most admired lawyers in Little Rock, killed himself.

This week, Webster L. Hubbell, who had been both Mayor of
State Supreme Court justice, resigned as the No. 3 person at

Little Rock and a
the Justice

Department to deal with accusations that he had overbilled the Rose Law Firm,
where he, Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Foster had been partners.

"Some of what's happened has been sad beyond belief," Mr.
"And people are getting hesitant to commentpublicly becauseo
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to expect next."
No state in recent memory has had as much of its soul invested in a

Presidency as has Arkansas. Partly, that is a reflection of Mr. Clinton'n 12
years as Governor, which left him with personal relationships with virtually
everyone of importance and many ordinary citizens. And partly, it reflects the
hope that Mr. Clinton's election would erase the Dogpatch stereotypes of a state
that George Bush derided in the campaign as "the lowest of the low."

This is, after all, a state so small that a visitor can wander into a Little
Rock restaurant and not be remotely surprised when the first person he meets,
Houck Reasoner, worked on the Presidential campaign, knows every Arkansan in
Washington, lived next door to the Clinton aide Bruce Lindsey and is the son of
Chelsea Clinton's piano teacher. Oh yes. the piano teacher gave Chelsea her cat,
Socks.

Some people with no interest in or connection to politics also voice
resentment. "we're getting dumpedon because we're from Arkansas," said Larry
Foshee, night manger of Slick Willy's bar, whose name preceded the nickname
stuck on Mr. Clinton by his detractors. "I'm getting sick of hearing about it.
The only stations I can watch anymore are Nickelodeon and ESPN."

Buzzards in Little Rock?

Instead of the youthful army of campaign staff members and offbeat political
celebrities like James Carville, there is now a permanent presence of grim-faced
lawyers working with Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special prosecutor appointed to
look into the Clintons‘ investment in the Ozark mountain real estate development
known as the Whitewater Development Company.

Instead of the barroom gossip of who was going to get what job, there are
dark rumors about who may be the next to come home.

To be sure, whitewater is not an obsession for everyone in a state where
politics has never been a consuming passion the way it is in places as different
as Washington. Chicago or Louisiana. And most Clinton loyalists say Arkansas has
been under the microscope for so long that the current scrutiny is nothing new
and will not add up to much.

"Governor Clinton announced for President in October 1991, and there has been
significant media attention on our state from that point on," said Skip
Rutherford, a former Clinton campaign official who works in public relations
here. "There have been high points, and there have been low points. But after
two and a half years, we're fairly well used to it."

But others are seething over what they see as unremittingly hostile, often
ill-informed publicity. "It's horrible, it's horrible," said one leading
businessman, who would only speak anonymously. “Every time I think we've hit a
low point from which we might begin to rebound, it gets worse. And I think there
will be more. You've got East Coast people coming with a preconceived notion
that they won't let go of. It's this century's version of carpetbagging.“

when President John F. Kennedy filled his inner circle with Irish politicians
from Boston and madehis brother Attorney General, people here say, it was
depicted in terms of fierce family loyalty and deep political roots. when Bill
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Clinton brings Arkansans with him, it is portrayed as cronyism.
People here say they are amazed that outsiders see something unsavory in the

informal way that state regulators express themselves. They note that much has
been made of the "Dear Hillary" that began a letter to Mrs. Clinton from Beverly
Bassett, a state banking regulator. The letter concerned the Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association, headed by the Clintons' partner in Whitewater,
James B. McDougal.

"I have both sent and received very formal letters, antagonistic, dismissive
or whatever, that start, 'Dear Bill, Dear Joe, whatever,‘ " said Mr. Rosenzweig.
"It's just the way it's done here."

Lots of Connections

Similarly, many people say accounts of Mr. Clinton's ties to the poultry
industry are vastly oversimplified and show a lack of understanding of how
Arkansas politics works. Some say that the industry, like the leading industry
in any state capital, is enormously powerful and politically connected, and that
any favorable treatment it received preceded Mr. Clinton and will undoubtedly
last long after he is gone. The Arkansas House Speaker, L. L. (Doc) Bryan.
served for years as a top official with the state's poultry association while he
was in the Legislature.

Fleming Stockton, owner of a downtown restaurant, said: "I have always been
one of Clinton's biggest detractors, but this all seems to have been blown
utterly and totally out of proportion. Why don't you let the man do the job he
was elected to do?"

Some of Mr. Clinton's many critics in Arkansas say plumbing state politics
misses the point, that Whitewater is about the Clintons, not about Arkansas.

"The truth of the matter is, it doesn't matter what part of the country
you're from if you can't be forthright and truthful," said former Gov. Frank
White, who defeated Mr. Clinton in 1980 and then lost to him two years later.

But other critics say the President's problems do reflect the clubby ad hoc
politics of a state with no substantial Republican presence, a Legislature that
meets only every other year for 60 days and indifferent press coverage.

"Arkansas is controlled by a few powerful people that call the shots," said
Marty Ryall, executive director of the Arkansas Republican Party. "Every press
agency in the world has called wanting to know if we have Clinton's campaign
reports back in '84 and '82, which we don't. Those things are destroyed.
Arkansas is the only bureaucracy in the world that destroys more paperwork than
it creates."

Friends and foes of the Clintons tend to agree on two things. The first is a
recognition that Little Rock is a very different world from Washington, and that
Mr. Clinton erred badly with his bumbling response to Whitewater.

"We should have learned from the Jimmy Carter years that you have to hire the
Washington people like Bob Strauss, if you want to get on up there," said John
Stanley, Mr. Reasoner's business partner.
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"I'm a Republican," said Mark D'Auteuil, a lawyer. "But I don't know where
the notion comes from that Washington is somehowholier than the rest of the
country, much less Arkansas. If all the allegations in Whitewater are true, if
you put everything in its worst light, none of it's any worse than the politics
of Washington."

GRAPHIC: Photo: Houck Reasoner knows all about the personal nature of Arkansas
politics. Mr. Reasoner, left, worked on President Clinton's campaign, and his
mother taught piano to Chelsea Clinton. With him in Little Rock was his business
partner, John Stanley. (Photographs by Rollin Riggs for The New York Times) Some
Arkansas residents with little interest in politics resent the attention the
state is getting. Larry Foshee. the night manager at Slick Willy's bar, says he
is "getting sick" of the Whitewater affair. (pg. 26)
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BODY
In a city where bombast and pomposity are the rule, Representative Jim Leach

of Iowa is quiet and modest.

In a Congress riven by partisanship, he has sided with Democrats over the
years almost as often as he has lined up with his fellow Republicans.

So it seems out of character that Mr. Leach is now President Clinton's main
antagonist in Congress on the Whitewater case. He not only has his name on front
pages and on evening news programs these days but he also has attacked the
President on "Donahue" and “A Current Affair."

It seems almost as if Madonna were cast to play Queen Victoria or Shaquille
O'Neal had started shooting jump shots from behind the 3-point line.

But it seems out of character only to people who do not know Mr. Leach -- to
those outside the Capitol, where he enjoys almost universal respect, and his
Congressional district in eastern Iowa, where he has held a safe seat for the
last 18 years.

Those who know him best say Jim Leach is doing exactly what they would have
expected on the question that has guided his political life: public ethics.

Preferred Ethics to Dream Job

Many of them disagree with him. None question his motives.

After all, this is a man who resigned from the Foreign Service in 1973 on the
eve of his dream assignment in order to protest President Richard M. Nixon's
dismissal of Archibald Cox, the Watergate special prosecutor, in the Saturday
Night Massacre.

This is a Congressman who sharply criticized a President of his own party.
Ronald Reagan, over the Iran-contra affair and one who told his colleagues to
their faces that they were responsible individually and collectively for the
savings and loan mess because they had abandoned the national interest in favor
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of regional and industry concerns.
This is a politician who has never accepted a campaign contribution of more

than $500 or taken a dime from
outside Iowa.

political action committees or people who live

He is fond of repeating an adaptation of Barry M. Goldwater's famous line
about moderation and extremism. "Moderation in the pursuit of truth is no
virtue," Mr. Leach says in his
public ethics is no vice."

public speeches. “Vigilance in the defense of

At the beginning of last year, Mr. Leach became the top-ranking Republican on
the House Banking Committee, a position that gave him a small staff and a
responsibility to be his party's spokesman on issues before the committee. By
summer, he had the staff investigating the failure of Madison Guaranty, the
Arkansas savings and loan owned by the Clintons' business partner in the
Whitewater real-estate venture, James B. McDougal. The collapse of Guaranty cost
the Government $60 million.

‘I Feel So Strongly About This

In an interview in his office last week, Mr. Leach explained his interest
this way: "I am fulfilling my obligations as I see them under the Constitution.
The Constitution gives Congress oversight accountability of the executive
branch. And I will go further, because I feel so strongly about this I can't
stand it. It's the responsibility of all parties out of power, all minority
parties in all Western democracies, to hold accountable the executive branch of
the governing party when there
to fulfill that responsibility

are breaches of public ethics or public law. Not
is a dereliction of duty."

Mr. Leach, who speaks so softly that you have to strain to hear him even when
he is next to you on the couch, insisted he had no interest whatsoever in
harming President Clinton or his Presidency.

"On the grand scope of public scandals, this is a bump," he said, referring
to Whitewater. "But it has mountainous implications for public ethics."

Seeking Full Disclosure

He continued: "My argument
tried to walk the line between
and either Presidency-toppling
deserved.

"I thought initially it was
hearing and then put it behind
issue to resolution. I will be
there is disclosure, I will do

is that this is a full-disclosure issue. I've
public embarrassment, which I think is deserved,
or Presidency-debilitating, which are not

a one-to-three-week issue, that you'd have a
us. Now the great challenge is how you bring the
steadfast in seeking full disclosure. But once
my best to put it behind."

Out of the mouth of almost any other politician that would sound
self-righteous, and at the White House, Mr. Leach is seen as a man on the make,
who wants to rise by stepping on the President's back.
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But politicians from across the political band who know him well say Mr.
Leach's explanation is the full story of why he is challenging Mr. Cllnlnfl.

Praise From an Opponent

One longtime political opponent, Dave Nagle, a former Democratic Party
chairman in Iowa who once served in Congress from a district adjacent to Mr.
Leach's, said: "For Jim, this is completely in character. He has a reputation
for impartiality, for listening to both sides, for integrity, for being
reasonable. So when he takes on something, people have a tendency to listen.
When he says it, it lends instant credibility to it. You're inclined to believe
that he honestly believes, even if you think he's mistaken, that he's right."

Mr. Leach, who grew up in an affluent family in Davenport, said he entered
politics almost by accident. By the eighth grade, he said, he knew he wanted to
be in the Foreign Service, and he went to Princeton University and graduate
school at Johns Hopkins with that in mind.

At College in 60's, He Studied

He graduated from Princeton in 1964, the year of the Free Speech Movement at
Berkeley, the beginning of a decade of monumental change on campuses from coast
to coast. But Mr. Leach was a bookworm, a Russian studies major and a I47-pound
wrestler, and he had little interest in popular culture or student politics.

By the fall of 1973, Mr. Leach was an experienced Foreign Service officer.
Fluent in German and Russian, he had just received what he felt was "the best
assignment possible," to be an aide to the United States Ambassador in Moscow.
He was at home on a brief leave to try to handle some urgent problems in his
family's petroleum products business when the Saturday Night Massacre occurred.

“That night," he said, “I sent a telegram to Henry Kissinger with my
resignation. I really felt that what that firing was all about was the President
putting himself above the law."

In a Democratic District

Three months later, he said, the Republican Party in Davenport persuaded him
to run in a Congressional race he had no chance of winning. No one else wanted
the nomination. Indeed, he lost to a popular Democrat. But two years later, the
national economy had turned sour, and Mr. Leach ran again and won. He has never
been seriously challenged since, although his district tends to vote Democratic
in other races.

This sounds too pat. The man had little interest in politics, who resigned on
a matter of principle from a job he loved, who announced his candidacy for
Congress three months later. Surely he must have had running for office in the
back of his mind.

No, Mr. Leach said. He really did not. And politicians in Iowa who remember
the times say everything happened just the way Mr. Leach recalls it today.

A Moderate Stripe
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In Washington, Mr. Leach sailed under the banner of Jacob K. Javits, Nelson
A. Rockefeller and other liberal-to-moderate Republicans who were influential in
the 1960's and 1970's. But Mr. Leach had come aboard too late. Ronald Reagan had
become the party's general, and the right wing dominated his troops.

So Mr. Leach, part of a small minority within a minority, confined himself
legislatively mainly to banking and foreign policy issues that do not tend to
divide along party or ideological lines. His most noteworthy achievement in
Congress up till now was to lead the fight to knock out of the savings and loan
bailout legislation provisions that gave special benefits to Citicorp, Merrill
Lynch and other large financial institutions.

Since taking on the Whitewater case, Mr. Leach‘s tone has sharpened.

He promised a "blockbuster" if he has the chance to question witnesses in
public, without saying what it would entail. He gave a speech in Chicago this
month in which he compared Bill Clinton to Michael Milken, the financial wizard
who went to jail for fraud. Last week, he told reporters he had sent a
confidential memorandumto the special prosecutor about the way bank regulators
in Kansas City were being "gagged" by their superiors.

To the suggestion that this talk is rather intemperate for a man with a
reputation for understatement, Mr. Leach acknowledged that his voice now has "a
little more of a Republican Party clip to it than I'd evidenced before."

He spoke as if his new voice were a matter he had lain awake nights worrying
about: "One of the really difficult roads to walk is that between reflecting
individual conscience and that of being a memberof a team. I always think the
first outweighs the second. But the second is not unimportant. We govern through
teams in America. It's important to be loyal to teams."

GRAPHIC: Photo: "Moderation in the pursuit of truth is no virtue,"
Representative Jim Leach said. “Vigilance in the defense of public ethics is no
vice." (Stephen Crowley/The New York Times)
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HEADLINE: Why Whitewater Matters

BODY
From President Clinton on down, important Democrats would have us believe

that the Whitewater mess is a confection spun by Republicans with little else to
talk about and media types with little else to do. But there are reasonable
people, including many who wish Mr. Clinton well, who believe that Whitewater
has raised serious questions that deserve serious inquiry.

On Thursday, the Senate voted unanimously to hold public hearings,
"structured and sequenced" so as not to interfere with the Whitewater special
prosecutor, Robert Fiske. House leaders, who have been stonewalling any
hearings, should follow suit.

Representatives Dan Rostenkowski and Lee Hamilton, two influential
Democrats, have now asserted a Congressional interest in the matter. In this
they agree with Representative Jim Leach (and that improbable champion of
government ethics, Senator Alfonse D'Amato) that Congress has the right to hold
hearings as long as they do not undermine Mr. Fiske.

Indeed, Congress has a particular responsibility to explore possible abuses
of power by the White House and the malfunctioning of government agencies that
are supposed to protect the taxpayer.

Whitewater raises at least two important policy issues that fall within the
oversight authority of the House and Senate Banking Committees. One involves the
integrity of the banking system, the other the integrity of its regulators.

The banking issue arises from the 1989 collapse of Madison Guaranty, an
Arkansas savings and loan. Madison's failure cost taxpayers $60 million in
bailout funds, a huge loss for a small institution.

About Madison, there are several questions. One is whether a state regulator
appointed by Governor Clinton ignored Madison's shoddy lending practices because
it was owned by the Clintons’ political ally, James McDougal, who was also the
Clintons‘ business partner in the Whitewater Development Company. Another is
whether some of Madison's funds were used to retire a $50,000 debt incurred
during Mr. Clinton's 1984 re-election campaign for governor or otherwise
benefited the Clintons. A third is whether depositors’ funds or campaign funds
were used to shore up Whitewater.

Even if all the answers turn out to be yes, Mr. Clinton himself may have been
an innocent bystander. But Mr. Fiske and the relevant committees of Congress
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have a perfect right to find out what M3dlflOfl was up to, both as a scandal in
and of itself and as an illustration of the rot in the soul of the savings and
loan system during the careless 1980's.

Any investigation of Madison will inevitably touch on the Whitewater Company
itself, not only because Madison moneymay have been funneled to whitewater but
also because the Clintons owned half the business. Did the Clintons pay the same
amount for their half-share as Mr. McDougal paid for his? How much money did
whitewater lose? These questions are important. at least to Mr. Fiske, because
they bear on whether the Clintons received gifts or claimed undeserved tax
deductions in connection with Whitewater.

The second big cluster of issues involves the integrity of the regulators who
are supposed to protect the public against bad banking practices. The Treasury
Department, through the Resolution Trust Corporation, is responsible for
cleaning up the savings and loan mess. A few weeks ago, Treasury officials
revealed that they had given former White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and
other senior aides "heads up" briefings on the R T.C.'s own investigation of
Madison.

Given the Clintons‘ close relationship with Madison's owner, Mr. Fiske wants
to know why the meetings were held and whether they compromised the R.T.C.'s
independence -- a polite way of asking whether justice was obstructed.

Mr. Leach has also expressed concern that the Administration may have
improperly quashed a field investigation by the R.T.C.'s Kansas City office. And
on Wednesday, Stephen Labaton of The Times reported that Treasury officials
rejected a request by Brian Mccormally, a senior investigator in the Office of
Thrift Supervision, to open a parallel probe of Madison. Mr. Fiske and the
banking committees will obviously want to know why the Clinton Administration
told Mr. McCormally to go away.

There are other intriguing aspects to Whitewater. But these policy issues
alone make it a far weightier matter than the "bunch of foolishness" James
Carville says it is.
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BODY
President Clinton's former partner in the Whitewater Development Corp. said
last week that Clinton was ready to get out of the investment in 1986 but that
Hillary RodhamClinton insisted on staying in the land venture.

James B. McDougal, in an interview, described an angry conversation in
December 1986 between Hillary Clinton and McDougal's then~wife Susan, who went
to the Arkansas governor's mansion to ask that the Clintons sign documents
transferring their interest in the 230-acre Whitewater project to the McDougals.
The Clintons owned a half-interest in the venture.

Although then-Gov. Clinton had told the McDougals he was willing to sign the
documents, Hillary Clinton refused, saying she hoped to eventually use the
Whitewater investment to pay for her daughter Chelsea's college education,
McDougal said.

At the time, the McDougals were under federal scrutiny for their involvement
in Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which failed in 1989 at an estimated
taxpayer cost of S 60 million.

As controversy over Whitewater has heightened, a key question for the
Clintons has been why they remained in the land venture with McDougal long after
he came under federal inquiry for unsound business practices. He was tried and
acquitted of bank fraud charges in 1989.

McDougal's account is at odds with the Clintons’ depiction of themselves as
"passive investors" in whitewater who were unable to divest themselves of their
interest in the project until December 1992, when they sold their shares to
James McDougal for S 1,000. Senior White House adviser Bruce Lindsey said last
week that "Mrs. Clinton has no recollection of ever making any such statement to
Susan McDougal."

McDougal said he and Susan tried to take over the Clintons‘ interest in the
corporation so they could take advantage of tax losses that had accumulated
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uince 1975, when the two couples bought the Ozarks property for a resort
development.
when Hillary Clinton insisted on staying in the project. McDougal said,

cautioning that his account of the meeting was obtained secondhand from his
wife, "I found it rather laughable" because the land development company never
had been profitable.

l
:~.\_ .____\

According to a report on whitewater's finances issued during the 199;\*\\\\\\\\\\\
presidential campaign, the company in 1986 had virtually no operating expenses. ‘
It owed between S0. , 0 on ‘ts ori ' I \-~\d_\\\_\$ 000 and S 60 00 i ginal mortgage but was due to
receive muchmore than that -- about S 100,000 -- from lot purchasers who were
making monthly payments to the company. Apparently without telling the Clintons,
the McDougals a few months earlier had purchased 810 acres of land from the
International Paper Co. and put the property and a S 440,000 mortgage in
whitewater‘s name. Soon afterward, the property was transferred to another
McDougal corporation, the Great Southern Land Co.

That transaction has come under scrutiny by special counsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr.. who is investigating whitewater and its ties to Madison.

Susan McDougal, through her lawyer, said she wants to make no comment "about
what the Clintons did or did not do."

Records show Hillary Clinton sought a power of attorney for whitewater from
the McDougals in 1988, saying she wanted to dispose of remaining properties.

Until recently, the Clintons have said they lost about $ 69,000 in the
venture. In an interview last week, Hillary Clinton said she did not claim the
losses on tax returns because she did not have proper documentation and said the
couple's tax liability may have been underestimated. In remarks Friday,
President Clinton said any mistakes on their tax returns "certainly were not
intentional" and that the couple is prepared to pay back taxes if necessary.

McDougal, in recent interviews, has said he believes the Clintons did nothing
improper in the Whitewater investment. But he said he turned over corporate
records to the Clintons and has been unable to review the records.

He also has said the Clintons invested far less in the corporation than they
have claimed. According to McDougal, the Clintons, though 50 percent owners of
Whitewater, put up only around S 13,000 for the project -- far less than
McDougal invested and a small fraction of what was needed in Whitewater's early
years to support principal and interest payments on the S 200,000 in bank loans
taken out to buy the land.

McDougal repeated that figure in the interview last week, saying the couple
made the contributions in 1978 and 1979 but put in nothing after that.

McDougal said he could not speculate on why Hillary Clinton chose to remain
in the investment. "I don't psychoanalyze the First Lady," McDougal said.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, JAMES B. MCDOUGAL.
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BODY
The controversy over the need for congressional hearings on the Whitewater

case has gone beyond the merits of that mini-scandal to a more serious test of
congressional-executive relations.

It took on that dimension last week, when Rep. Lee Hamilton (D-Ind.) joined
Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa) in saying that the time had come for lawmakers to
examine in formal hearings whether there had been any abuse of power in the
tangled story of the real estate-savings and loan dealings involving President
Clinton and First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton and some of their Arkansas
friends.

I have been -- and remain -- skeptical that there is anything more than
embarrassment for the first couple at the end of the Whitewater trail. But
Hamilton and Leach are not people whose views on matters of this kind can be
brushed aside. As much as any two people on Capitol Hill, they represent the
conscience of Congress on this sort of issue.

Leach has been pressing hard for the House banking committee to exercise its
oversight function on the Resolution Trust Corp. handling of Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan, the outfit that bankrolled part of the Whitewater venture
before it went bust. Leach, the ranking Republican on that committee, has been
stonewalled by Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex ).

The Democrats are messing with the wrong guy. Leach is as dogged as he is
independent. Twenty years ago, as a young Foreign Service officer, he resigned
his commission because he felt he could not in good conscience represent a
government whose head -- Richard Nixon —- was obstructing justice. Leach was
also one of the first members of Congress to blow the whistle on the bipartisan
coverup of the 1980s savings and loan scandals. He is not a man whose words
should be dismissed.

Hamilton enjoys the same reputation. Almost 30 years ago, as a freshman in
the House, he voiced a warning that President Lyndon Johnson -- then at the
height of his power and eager to pass every last bit of Great Society
legislation -- was straining the political and constitutional bounds of his
office.

\.I
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Hamilton was one of the Iran-contra inventigators who laid out the sordid
ntory of that chapter of U.S. diplomatic hintory. He showed his disdain for
political opportunism two years ago, when
charges that George Bush had participated
aimed at delaying the release of the U.S.
elections. Whatever hopes other Democrats
president four months before Election Day
that "all credible evidence" contradicted

he conducted an investigation of
in secret meetings with Iranian agents
hostages until after the 1980
had entertained of embarrassing the
1992 ended when Hamilton bluntly said
that claim,

Hamilton said in a statement last week that "when a complicated issue such as
the Whitewater matter is affecting the president's agenda, he must get all the
facts out quickly and completely." Congressional hearings would do that, he
said.

Clinton responded that Hamilton should talk to special counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr., who has all aspects of Whitewater and its handling by the White House
under scrutiny. Hamilton told me in a later interview that Clinton seemed to
think "it should be dealt with on a criminal liability level, but I'm thinking
much more broadly. There's a question of confidence -- the perception people
have about him and the way his presidency works."

In a separate interview, Leach argued that it is also a question of
"legislative integrity," the willingness of the Democratic-controlled Congress
to exercise its oversight responsibilities. In taking the argument in this
direction, Leach has raised an issue that is, as he says, "far more important
than any happenstance, any impropriety or any embarrassment involving the
president before he took office."

As this is written, Gonzalez has rejected Leach's list of witnesses for the
oversight hearing on the RTC, which the committee is supposed to have on
Thursday. Gonzalez also has instructed executive agencies to ignore Leach's
requests for information on Madison Guaranty -- a step Leach calls
unprecedented.

Leach says that if he is permitted, he will present evidence suggesting that
employees in the Kansas City field office of RTC were "gagged" and "possibly
coerced" by higher-ups to minimize the Clintons' connection with Madison
Guaranty. The merits of this charge remain to be determined, but the
seriousness of the alleged abuse and Leach's reputation for probity make the
Democrats‘ obduracy hard to defend.

Nor is this an isolated incident. Rep. William F. Clinger Jr. (R-Pa.), the
ranking minority memberof the House Government Operations Committee, has a long
list of topics on which he has been refused information by the White House, They
range from the workings of Hillary RodhamClinton's task force on health care to
the actual size of the White House staff to the firings in the White House
travel office. On each one, he was roadblocked by recently resigned White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum.

Leach draws the political point when he links the effects of "single-party
control of state government" in Arkansas to "single-party control of Washington"
by the Democrats today.
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During the campaign, Clinton and the congressional Democrats argued that
:\ingle—pai'ty control would mean greater accountability and an end to ' ‘dljfl ock.
They are courting political danger if their behavior leads voters to believe it
ieally translates into secrecy and coverup.
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BODY
Mysterious transactions between Arkansas businessmen. Loans people say they

never received. It's no wonder David Hale finds himself in the thick of the
whitewater investigation.

"I'm no angel," says the former Little Rock municipal judge, who maintains
that he ran his "little loan company" at the behest of the Arkansas political
establishment.

Hale's trial for conspiracy to defraud the Small Business Administration and
three counts of lying begins March 28 - the first court case for Whitewater
special prosecutor Robert Fiske.

Hale injected himself into the Whitewater affair last fall when - after he
was indicted —he publicly accused President Clinton of pressuring him into
making an SBA-backed loan in 1986 to Susan McDougal, one of the Clintons'
partners in the whitewater land venture.

Hale acknowledged he had no hard proof of Clinton's pressure. The White House
dismissed it as an unfounded accusation made by a desperate defendant seeking a
deal with prosecutors.

Clinton said he couldn't recall as Arkansas governor ever discussing such a
loan with Hale.

But in the months since Hale was charged, a clearer picture has emerged of
his role in a complex series of business dealings among Arkansas‘ elite.

Some had connections to Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. That's the
failed Arkansas S&L owned by James McDougal, the Clintons' other business
partner in Whitewater, that is now at the center of Fiske's case.

Investigators are trying to determine whether some complicated transactions
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may have been used to illegally divert S&L funds for the benefit of prominent
hrkansans such as the Clintons and current Ark4nsas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.
McDougal, the Clintons and Tucker have all emphatically denied any

wrongdoing.
\

Before whitewater, few outside Little Rock would have recognized Hale. A
lawyer, he spent most of his life as a bit player on the Arkansas political
scene. He dabbled in the insurance business and started his SBA-backed company
in 1980. Around the same time, he became a municipal judge. a position he
resigned after his indictment last year.

At first, Hale appeared to have little connection to the whitewater probe.
But by unraveling the hundreds of thousands of dollars in loans his company,
Capital Management Services Incl, made in the 1980s, prosecutors have discovered
a cash flow to Arkansas‘ political elite.

Hale's company was backed by the SBA to make loans and investments for
entrepreneurs who were "socially and economically disadvantaged." Under the
program. Hale determined who met that definition.

A review of confidential reports Hale submitted to the SBA - obtained last
week by The Associated Press - shows most of the loan beneficiaries were
Arkansas power brokers or Hale business associates.

Some S 250,000 went to companies associated with Tucker and his wife. Another
$ 100,000 went from Hale's firm to TommyTrantham, who was the president of
Madison Guaranty in the late 1980s before the S&L failed at a cost of S 47
million to taxpayers.

There was $ 300,000 to Susan McDougal. And another S 350,000 went to Retail
Liquidators, a tiny firm run by a Hale friend that operated out of a small
office across the hallway from Hale.

Some of the loans were never repaid, like the one to Susan McDougal. Others
have a more tantalizing history - recipients listed on Hale's books as
delinquent say they returned the money.

'\

one such loan for 5 300,000 went from Hale's company to a corporation set up
by Little Rock Traffic Judge William Watt.

Watt said he formed the corporation for Hale, but that within days, Hale
instructed Watt and his partner to send the money to another company.

Three years later, a loan was still listed on documents Hale submitted to the
SBA as having gone to watt and his business partner, according to court papers.

There's at least one other loan with a similar history. Hale lent 5 300,000
to a businessman named Robert Mclntire in 1988. A few days after he got the
check, Mclntire said he was informed that Hale wanted to cancel the loan.
Instead of returning the check to Hale, Mclntire said he was instructed to send
the money to a Little Rock businessman.

Where did the money end up?
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Hale and his attorney, Randy Coleman, have been silent as they prepare for
trial. But there were strong suggestions during a pretrial hearing that Hale's
defense is on a collision course with prominent Arkansans, including Clinton.
One lawyer said there will be testimony that proceeds from "bogus loans" by

' ' ' ' ' ' h orHale's company went to important political figures. He didn t specify w o
when.

A witness testified that Hale boasted in 1989 that then-Gov. Clinton was
involved with Hale's company.

Hale also has made one other accusation involving Clinton ~ that some of the
wh'tewater.proceeds of the‘$ 300.000 loan to Susan McDougal wound up in i

Th t loan went to her company, Master Marketing, which promoted the Arkansasa
land development projects financed by her husband's S&L. How it was actually
used is still a mystery.

' H l has been charged with have nothing to do with whether theThe crimes a e _
loan recipients met the SBA qualifications or what they did with the money.
Rather, Hale's trial will focus on the narrower allegation that he
misrepresented the amount of private capital in his company in order to qualify
for SBA funding.

But Fiske has already signaled that he will be seeking answers from Hale to
the earlier questions.

In court papers filed this month, Fiske said Hale will be compelled to
testify before a federal grand jury and that his accusations will be "a
fundamental part" of the whitewater investigation.
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BODY
Webster Hubbell has not yet officially left his Justice Department job in

Washington, but his troubles back home appear to be mounting.

Hubbell's former law partners decided Friday to file a formal ethics
complaint with state officials over Hubbell's billing practices, said a source
at the Rose Law Firm.

Hubbell resigned his Justice Department post earlier this week amid reports
of billing disputes with the Little Rock firm, where Hubbell and Hillary Rodham
Clinton were partners before President Clinton took office last year.

Hubbell could not be reached for comment Friday night.

According to a Rose attorney-familiar with the matter, the complaint will be
filed with the Arkansas Supreme Court's committee on professional conduct, the
panel that reviews the conduct of lawyers who practice in the state.

All 28 Rose partners agreed to the move, The Washington Post reported today.

The action, which has been widely expected for nearly two weeks, follows news
reports that Hubbell may have overbilled clients and used firm money to pay
personal expenses.

when he announced his resignation on Monday, Hubbell cited "personal issues"
with Rose that he believed would have interfered with his ability to perform his
government duties.

The Associated Press also reported last week that federal officials are
investigating whether the Rose firm was paid twice for work on behalf of
regulators in a suit involving the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association.
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In that case, officials have said (hr firm appears to have twice submitted
hills totaling nearly S 30,000 in a cane against the Frost Accounting Co., which
audited Madison. Hubbell was the firm'u lead attorney on the case.
Central to the dispute with the Ronv Law Firm was Hubbell's role in a case
involving his brother-in-law. Seth Wand II, and a parking meter company he
owned.

Ward's company had sued a competitor in federal court over a patent dispute,
but lost. On behalf of the firm, Hubbell had agreed to take the case on a
contingency basis, with ward reportedly agreeing to pay the legal fees if the
case was unsuccessful.

The firm was stuck with nearly S 1 million for unbilled legal work and
expenses in the case, which stretched over several years, The wall Street
Journal reported earlier this week.

Hubbell previously acknowledged the firm had questioned him recently about
billings to past clients and had asked him for documentation for certain
expenses. He did not specify which cases were involved.

Current white House attorney William Kennedy and the late Vincent Foster,
former deputy White House counsel. also worked at the Rose Law Firm before
coming to Washington.
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BODY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman's disclosure of a second meeting

on the Whitewater case with a senior White House aide is prompting a call for
his resignation by a Republican senator.

Through a spokeswoman, Altman said he has no plans to quit.

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York said Friday that Altman, who also is a top
regulator of the savings and loan industry, should resign because he initially
concealed the contact from the Senate Banking Committee.

D'Amato, the panel's ranking Republican, released a March ll letter in which
Altman said he met with President Clinton's deputy chief of staff, Harold Ickes,
and perhaps one or two others.

The New York Times reported on such a meeting in March 8 editions. but its
story did not say the meeting involved Ickes, who has handled damage control on
whitewater.

Altman sent his letter to Banking Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle Jr..
D-Mich. He also wrote Riegle on March 2 and 3 about White House contacts with
regulators investigating the Whitewater case, but did not mention the Ickes
meeting.

All of the letters were written in order to amend Altman's testimony before
the Senate panel on Feb= 24. He said then he had attended one White House
meeting on the Whitewater, the name of an unsuccessful Arkansas real estate
venture in which President and Mrs. Clinton were co-owners with James McDougal,
the owner of a failed savings and loan now under investigation.

Among other duties, Altman is interim chief of the Resolution Trust Corp.,
the S&L cleanup agency taking part in that investigation. He is giving up that
role at the end of this month.
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Altman said in the March 11 letter there Wan no discussion of the substance
of the case with Ickes. He said they discussed his withdrawal from handling all
Whitewater matters - an action he took after the Feb. 24 hearing.

Contacts between white House aides and S&L regulators in the whitewater C350
are under investigation by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. and a federal
grand jury.

D'Amato said it was "inconceivable that Mr. Altman met with Mr. Ickes simply
to provide notice of his recusal when the White House has no legitimate role in
this matter "

"I am outraged that Mr. Altman's testimony was so incomplete that it had to
be changed three times. Three strikes and you're out ~ Mr. Altman should
resign," he added.

Treasury Department spokeswomanMichelle Smith replied, "The deputy secretary
has no intention of resigning."

The RTC is investigating the connection between the failed Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan run by McDougal and the Whitewater venture. in which the
Clintons and McDougal and his former wife were partners.

D'Amato said he was "deeply distressed" that Altman concealed the Ickes
meeting from the Banking Committee before March 11.

In his letter, Altman said that one or two days after his "heads-up“ meeting,
"there was a very brief discussion on the issue of recusal. There was no
discussion whatsoever of the case itself.

“The conversation lasted five minutes or less and included me and Harold
Ickes of the White House staff. There may have been one or two others in the
room. The purpose of both meetings was to provide notification. At neither
meeting did I seek advice, nor was it given," he added.

Meanwhile, President Clinton said Friday that any mistakes on his and his
wife's taxes "certainly were not intentional“ and that he's ready to pay back
taxes if necessary.

The New York Times reported today that the couple's private attorney, David
Kendall, was conducting a review of the Clintons' Whitewater-related deductions.
It said the review could be concluded as early as next week.

In a related development, the president shrugged off reports that Hillary
Rodham Clinton made nearly $ 100,000 in cattle futures in the late 1970s on the
advice of James Blair, a lawyer friend and longtime Clinton supporter.

"My wife and a man who's one of our best friends ... made a perfectly legal
investment, made money and paid taxes," Clinton told reporters. "All the rest of
it is innuendo and unsupported allegations. It was perfectly legal."
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HIGHLIGHT
Casey Hian reports on the latest development in the unfolding Whitewater
scandal, namely, allegations of insider trading involving an SEC investigation
into the Phoenix Group that could lead to the white House.

BODY
JAN HOPKINS; The White House this week still unable to put the whitewater

controversy on the back burner. Outgoing White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum
testified before a grand jury empanelled by special counsel Robert Fiske.
Nussbaum answering questions about meetings between white House and Treasury
officials concerning the investigation of a failed Arkansas savings and loan.
Separately, at least five administration officials now find themselves
surrounded by questions about their finances. The latest involves allegations of
insider trading. Casey Wian has the story from Little Rock.

CASEY WIAN, CNN Business News: [voice-over] CNN Business News has confirmed this
Little Rock company, the Phoenix Group, is the target of a Securities and
Exchange Commission insider trading investigation that could lead to the White
House. White House administration director Patsy Thomason [sp?] is the former
president of the Phoenix Group. The investigation focuses on an unusual surge in
volume and price in the stock of Arctic Alaska Fisheries the week before the
company was taken over by Arkansas poultry giant Tyson Foods in June 1992. A
Phoenix official says the company has provided documents to the SEC.

JEAN WILLIAMS, Executive vice President, Phoenix Group, Inc.: There was a trade.
That's all I know. I mean, you know, one trade, I think, as I remember. That's
all. And the SEC has- they've been provided that. Nothing has come about it.

CASEY WIAN: [voice-over) The Phoenix Group is headed by former Clinton family
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friend. bond dollar and convicted cocaine distributor Dan Lassiter [sp?]. Patsy
Thomason was there in early 1991 and left in 1992. It's unclear if she left
before or after the suspicious trade. Also reportedly named in the investigation
an uncle of white House associate counsel William Kennedy. Kennedy says he is
not being investigated by the SEC. The insider trading inquiry is the latest
financial question surrounding the White House.

STEPHEN HESS, The Brookings Institution: The question is now the field of vision
and in this case it's expanded to virtually anybody who knew anybody who once
knew Bill or Hillary.

CASEY WIAN: [voice-over] Associate attorney general Webb {sp?] Hubbell is
resigning to focus on allegations he improperly billed clients of his former
employer, the Rose Law Firm of Little Rock. A special counsel continues to
investigate Clinton's investment in a whitewater land deal and its alleged ties
to failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. And The New York Times reports
Hillary RodhamClinton made $100,000 in the commodities market in the late '70s.

[on camera] While there are no allegations of impropriety in that deal, it does
raise new questions about the Clintons' 1978 and '79 tax returns. Those
documents are seen as key to the entire Whitewater affair, but the Clintons have
refused to release them. Casey Wian, CNN Business News, Little Rock.

JAN HOPKINS: Up next on Moneyweek, Fed /chairman Alan Greenspan pays a courtesy
call on President Clinton, the meeting causing big concerns in financial
markets. The week on Wall Street next on Moneyweek. Stay with us.

[Commercial break]

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However, although
the text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines, it has not yet been proofread against
videotape.
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HEADLINE: ROSE FIRM MAY FILE COMPLAINT AGAINST HUBBELL

BYLINE: By JAMES RISEN, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
The Rose Law Firm has decided to file an ethics complaint against former

Associate Atty. Gen. Webster Hubbell and some of the firm's partners are urging
a review of the expense account and billing records of other current and former
Rose lawyers, including First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton, sources close to the
firm said.

Partners at the firm voted earlier this week to file an ethics complaint
against Hubbell, a former Rose partner, with the Arkansas Supreme Court's
Committee on Professional Conduct, the sources said. That agency handles ethics
complaints against attorneys licensed to practice in Arkansas.

Hubbell resigned March 14 as the No. 3 official in the Justice Department
after it was revealed that the Rose firm was reviewing the billing and expense
account records he kept while a partner at the firm.

James Neal, executive director of the Committee on Professional Conduct in
Little Rock, Ark., said ethics complaints are not public records, and he
declined to say whether the Rose firm has filed one against Hubbell.

Meanwhile, some of the firm's partners are pressing for a review of client:
billings and expense account records kept by all current partners and by those
who recently left the firm, including Hillary Clinton and Associate White House
Counsel William Kennedy\III. Both were partners at the Rose firm until President
Clinton was elected. Kennedy was managing partner until he joined the White
House staff. \

While current Rose partners appear to have no knowledge of any questionable
billing or expense account records for either Hillary Clinton or Kennedy, some
of the firm's attorneys argued that questions raised about Hubbell's billing
practices justify an examination of the rest of the professional staff's
records, including those of the two former partners.

In the wake of the internal Hubbell review, they said, the firm should make
certain no other problems will be uncovered now that the firm is part of
investigation by Whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. However, others
in the firm disagree.
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Ronald M. Clark, the Ron» firm's chief operating officer, denied that the
lirm is conducting a review of billing or expense account records for either
Hillary Clinton or other pant or current partners.

He added that the firm also has no plans to review billings by the late
Vincent Foster, the White "Muse deputy counsel and former Rose partner who died
of an apparent suicide.

Fiske is looking into allegations that the Clintons may have benefited
improperly from their association with James B. McDougal, owner of the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings s Loan and a partner with the Clintons in a failed
real estate investment known as whitewater Development Corp.

He is also investigating the role played by Hillary Clinton and the Rose firm
in representing Whitewater Development and Madison Guaranty. The probe also
includes an examination into Foster's death.

while the Hubbell inquiry by the Rose firm had little directly to do with the
whitewater matter, growing questions about the controversy embroiled the White
House and made it impossible for Hubbell to survive in his Administration post.

If the Rose firm begins a review of Hillary Clinton's records, it would open
one more avenue of inquiry into her background at a time when she seems
increasingly vulnerable because of the Whitewater controversy.

Lisa Caputo. a spokeswoman for Hillary Clinton, echoed Clark's denial that
any Rose firm review of the First Lady is under way. Kennedy refused to comment.

But the fact that some partners are urging the review is another sign of the
growing bitterness within the Rose firm over the toll that the Whitewater matter
and the Clinton Administration's political problems have inflicted on the firm.

Indeed, a split within the firm is further evidence of the worsening
relations between some of those who resigned to join the Administration and
those who stayed behind.

Four Rose partners, including Hillary Clinton. left Little Rock for
Washington after the presidential election, heightening the firm's hopes for its
future while raising questions among conservative critics about its political
influence in the new Administration. _

A littletmore_than one year later, however, one of those partners, Foster, is
dead, and another, Hubbell, has resigned under a cloud. Many within the Rose
firm say they believe that the firm has paid too heavy a price for its
connections to the Clintons.

In particular, some Rose partners have expressed anger over the way in which
some Administration officials have leaked what the firm contends is misleading
information about the Hubbell case. They said White House officials have
exaggerated the size and scope of the Hubbell billing and expense account review
by telling reporters that Hubbell left the Rose firm with as much as $1 million
in liabilities.

Sources close to the Rose firm said the Hubbell matter involves no more than
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$100,000 in unverified expense account and client billings. The implication is
ihat White House officials are also trying to distance themselves from Hubbell
and his problems.

"I don't know why people in the Administration are putting this information
out. I don't know what they think they W111get out of it; but they are in a
risky business because the truth will come out," one source said.

At the same time, some partners said there is a search under way within the
firm to determine who first leaked information about the internal review.

Someobservers have argued that dissidents within the Rose firm have been
seeking to distance themselves from the Clintons because of the Whitewater
controversy and that such concerns prompted the firm‘s investigation of Hubbell.

Yet sources close to the firm said the review was prompted by a complaint
from a client last year. The firm tried for months to quietly resolve its
differences with Hubbell. the sources said, giving him ample time to turn over
credit card receipts and other records to verify his billing and expense account
reports.

He repeatedly put off the firm, telling his former colleagues that he had
Just moved and that his records were packed away in boxes, these sources said.

Ultimately, after a series of partnership meetings, there was broad consensus
that the firm had to take action against Hubbell, sources said.

"He had no choice," one said. "There was no group of dissidents. We all
recognized that we had to take action."

In addition, firm attorneys have conducted a thorough review of the Rose
firm‘s document-shredding practices in the wake of grand jury testimony from at
least two firm couriers that raised questions about whether the firm had
shredded documents from Foster's files.

"We are now 100% certain that none of the documents were from Foster's files
or had anything to do with whitewater or Madison Guaranty, " said one source
close to the firm.

Firm partners are now prepared to testify before Fiske's whitewater grand
jury that the documents in question were unrelated papers placed in a box once
used by Foster and bearing his initials.

All Madison Guaranty and whitewater Development documents have been turned
over to Fiske or are about to be transferred. the sources said.
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON

EZDY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman disclosed that he held a second

meeting with White House officials about matters relating to a defunct Arkansas
savings and loan linked to the Whitewater affair, a letter released Friday
shows.

Altman, who has been acting head of the Resolution Trust Corp , said he met
with white House aide Harold M. Ickes last month to discuss disqualifying
himself from the case involving Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

In a letter to the head of the Senate Banking Committee, Altman played down
the White House contact, saying there "was no discussion of the case itself" and
that he had not sought —- nor was he given -- advice.

Altman said he recalled the second meeting after reviewing his own files. He
did so after saying at a Senate hearing last month that he had given White House
officials a "heads-up" on how the RTC was proceeding with aspects of the Madison
C358.

The savings and loan was owned by James B. McDougal, President and Hillary
RodhamClinton's partner in their Whitewater land investment.

Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York, the senior Republican on the Banking
Committee, called for Altman's resignation.
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BODY
A review being conducted by President Clinton's personal lawyer is likely to

conclude that the Clintons lost less money from their Whitewater investment than
they have claimed and may therefore have underpaid their income taxes,
associates of Mr. Clinton said today.

The review, by accountants working for the lawyer, David E. Kendall, may be
concluded as early as next week, the associates said. They said the Clintons
were considering whether to make the findings public after sharing them with
Robert H. Fiske Jr.. the special prosecutor who is looking into the whitewater
matter.

The associates of Mr. Clinton said they did not know by how much the
Clintons might have overestimated their investment loss, which they claimed as a
tax deduction, or underestimated their tax liability. But they said it appeared
that the review would reach both conclusions.

Mr. Clinton moved today to pre-empt any criticism by telling news agency
reporters that any mistakes made on his family's tax returns "certainly were not
intentional." He said he was ready to pay back taxes if necessary.

"I don't think we owe any extra taxes. but I'm not sure yet," Mr. Clinton
said in the interview. "If we do owe, we'll make it good."

Until now. the Clintons have cited a review prepared by a Denver accounting
firm in 1992 in maintaining that they had lost $68,000 from their investment in
an Arkansas land venture known as the whitewater Development Company. But Mr.
Clinton and his wife, Hillary, have chosen not to repeat that assertion in
recent days, and Mrs. Clinton said in interviews last weekend that the couple
might have underestimated their tax liability.

A tax return prepared for Whitewater last year at the direction of Vincent W.
Foster Jr., the deputy White House counsel and former law partner of Mrs.
Clinton who killed himself in July, also suggests that the enterprise had been
closer to breaking even than the 1992 report. That review was commissioned by
James Lyons, a Denver lawyer who was a campaign adviser to Mr. Clinton.
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A study of Clinton tax returns’in the April issue of Money magazine, which
will be published soon, suggests that the couple may have underpaid their taxes
by a total of about $16,000 from 1980 to I992. The magazine estimates that mute
than $8.000 of that comes from what the audit found to be questionable
deductions related to the whitewater investment. The article said the total
amount the Clintons might owe to the Internal Revenue Service. including
interest. could amount to $45,411.

Mr. Fiske, who is looking into a broad range of issues connected to the
Clintons’ investment in the whitewater venture, is similarly expected to review
the tax recorus. In weighing whether to make their own findings public, the
Clintons may be interested in pre-empting any embarrassing findings by the
special prosecutor while also providing answers to questions about the
investment that have remained unresolved.

A senior white House official who discussed the status of Mr. Kendall's
review said it was too soon to say for sure whether the Clintons overestimated
their loss or underestimated their tax liability. But two associates of Mr.
Clinton, who said both findings were expected, also said that it was unclear
whether Mr. Kendall would provide specific estimates of the sums involved.

Mr. Clinton acknowledged today that he and his wife were trying to "go back
over this" and said any revised findings would be shared with Mr. Fiske. The
records from the Arkansas land deal have never been complete, and the Clintons
have previously acknowledged taking $2,156 in unjustified tax deductions from
Whitewater-related interest payments in 1984 and 1985. To make amends, they
voluntarily repaid the Government $4,000 in back taxes and interest during the
1992 campaign.

In a magazine interview last weekend, Mrs. Clinton said that as new
information about the real estate project was uncovered, it might reveal further
tax liabilities. The First Lady said the couple would "act appropriately" if
their lawyers determined that some taxes remained unpaid.

A senior White House official said today that it was uncertain when the
couple would decide whether to make public Mr. Kendall's findings. Because Mr.
Clinton has urged that Mr. Fiske, the special prosecutor, be left to reach his
own conclusions about the Whitewater case, the official said the Clintons would
want to seek his approval before releasing any revised judgments of their own.

But one Clinton associate said he believed that the Clintons would prefer to
make available new findings about their Whitewater losses and tax liability -
even if they proved somewhat embarrassing -- rather than wait to see their
earlier statements contradicted by Mr. Fiske.

Details on Contacts

In the meantime, a new detail in the tangled Whitewater case emerged today
as Roger C. Altman, the Deputy Treasury Secretary, identified Harold M. Ickes,
the deputy White House chief of staff, as the official he talked to about
whether to recuse himself from any role in a Federal investigation of the
Arkansas bank at the center of the affair.

The conversation is one of several contacts between Treasury and Nhite House
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officials being reviewed by Mr. Fiske to determine whether they were proper.
Last week. senior Administration officials said that Mr. Altman had told at
least one senior White House official that he was trying to determine whether to
recuse himself from the nvnsitive case, but today marked the first time that Mr.
Xckes was namedas the pvrson with whomhe talked.

White House officials sought to minimize the disclosure that Mr. Ickes had
been the official in whomMr. Altman confided before recusing himself from the
Resolution Trust Corporation inquiry into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, an Arkansas institution with ties to the Clintons. The owner of
Madison Guaranty and his wife were partners with the Clintons in the
Whitewater investment. Mr. Altman identified Mr. Ickes in a March 11 letter to
Senator Donald W. Riegle Jr., Democrat of Michigan, but the document was not
made public until today. when it was obtained and released by Senator Alfonse M.
D'Amato, Republican of New York.

The White House moved to resolve another potentially embarrassing matter
today by ordering a tightening of rules that had allowed nearly 300 staff
members in the executive office to work for months at the white House without
full security clearances, officials said. The office has a work force of about
1,000.

White House Passes

Thomas F. McLarty 3d. the white House chief of staff, ordered all employees
to fill out background questionnaires by 6 P.M. These are needed to obtain
permanent passes. Other white House officials said tonight that everyone except
those hired since March 1 had now met that deadline. Mr. Mcbarty also imposed
strict limits on how long the temporary passes could be used.

The questionnaires, which must be filled out by those seeking a permanent
White House pass, ask applicants to detail their use of illegal drugs for the
past five years and to describe any alcohol or financial problems. White House
officials have said that delays in filling out the forms, rather than any effort
to hide personal problems, have been the main reason that so many employees have
obtained only temporary passes.

Even Mr. McLarty has obtained his permanent pass only in the last several
weeks, White House officials said tonight. But the officials said he had
received a full security clearance more than a year ago and indicated that a
failure by others to complete the necessary paperwork had been responsible for
the delay.

Law enforcement officials said today that some applicants who had completed
the forms had admitted to illegal drug use, but said that most of these appeared
to have taken drugs, like marijuana, only on a casual basis that does not
usually disqualify applicants from Government jobs.
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LAN FIRM'S COMPLAINT

LITTLE ROCK Ark Ma h, ., rc 18 (AP) -— The Rose Law Firm decided today to file
n formal ethics complaint against a former partner, Webster L. Hubbell, who had
been Associate Attorney General until this week, said someone familiar with the
proceedings.

Mr. Hubbell could not be reached for comment.

A lawyer familiar with the matter said the complaint will be filed with the
Arkansas Supreme Court's committee on professional conduct. The move comes after
news reports that Mr. Hubbell may have overbilled clients and used the firm's
money to pay personal expenses.

GRAPHIC; Photo. Five-year-old Sean Sausman of Burlington County, N.J., whO
wrote to President Clinton several times about his ambition to be President, was
given a tour of the White House yesterday by the President. (White House Photo
via Reuters)(pg. ll)
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BODY
The Whitewater affair divides the country. It is also dividing the American

press.

Columnist Robert Samuelson says, "The purported scandal is so far a political
vendetta draped in legal trappings. The trappings are essential, because it is
the mere possibility of wrongdoing that justifies the ongoing media attention."

Joe Klein of Newsweek speculates on the possibility that the Clintons will
emerge from their present trials as innocent victims of press hysteria. In that
event, he asks, "Do we, the righteous guardians of the truth, admit that we blew
this all out of proportion —- or do we continue to puff motes into dust storms
in order to justify our investment? The Clintons have earned their isolation.
But they deserve a more sober hearing than this lunatic caldron."

"Here we go," writes Washington Post columnist Jonathan Yardley, "hurtling
down the rapids of Whitewater into a furious eddy of political opportunism and
journalistic exhibitionism. The government of the United States will grind to a
halt for a year or more, thank God, and the high-octane newsfolk of the nation's
capital will bore us all to tears with interminable recitations of imaginary
outrages, but who cares? it's going to be one hell of a ride "

Russell Baker of the New York Times satirizes the media torrent and explains
it: "The reason this rickety construction of innuendo and circumstance occupies
the media so intensely is that presidents are central to the American need to be
entertained. ... Whitewater is the best news in Washington now that Barbra
Streisand no longer guests at the White House."

From Harvard, Marvin Kalb, director of a media program at the university,
told The Post: "There is a rushing to judgment that is unprofessional and
distasteful. The press is going to have a lot to answer for when this is over."

The gulf between what these critics are saying and what the press is doing
reflects, among other things, confusion about our function in American life. The
critics put forth an ethical view of journalism in which we should not act as
detectives, prosecutors or judges but should allow our system of justice and its
institutions to deal with matters of innocence or guilt. There should be, as
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Kalb said, no rush to judgment nor, as Klein put it, no "fZdiCU1OUB
hyperinflation" of small peccadilloes.

That is essentially the posture taken by the press during the Watergate
scandal. It was first seen -- by me, among others -- as a "two bit break-in"
and, with the exception of The Post and a few isolated journalists, it was
largely ignored by the media. Nevertheless, justice ultimately was served. A
president was brought down and others were punished, not by the press, as myth
has it, but through the workings of the "system" -— the judiciary, the FBI, a
special prosecutor and Congress. I do not mean to equate Watergate and
whitewater but merely to make the point that with or without the press, justice
can and usually does prevail.

This is not the majoritarian operating premise of the press. Underlying our
approach to potential public scandals is a general distrust of the "system." We
assume it can be manipulated by presidents, that "coverups“ are both possible
and likely from the White House down to city hall. Thus. at the hint of any
scandal, it is our duty to dlSP3CCh investigative teams to dig out the truth as
archaeologists do, piece by piece until the whole picture is revealed. In this
process we monitor the "system's institutions of justice for foot-dragging and
coverup" and. as William Safire of the New York Times has said, "light fires"
under the investigators.

That may have happened several times in the Whitewater affair. The first
story about the Clintons' involvement with Madison Savings & Loan was written by
Jeff Gerth and published in the New York Times in March 1992. It had no visible
impact. Eight months later, however, the federal agency responsible for cleaning
up the national "savings and loan mess" —- the Resolution Trust Corp. -
recommended to the U.S. attorney in Little Rock that a criminal investigation be
made of Madison and named the Clintons as possible beneficiaries of "diverted"
funds from the bank. Did Gerth's story "fire up" the RTC?

In October 1993, with Clinton in the White House, the U.S. attorney in Little
Rock, who had studied law with Clinton, refused the RTC request for an
investigation. The Post on Oct. 31 reported on this situation for the first
time. Four days later, then-Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell, one-time
partner in a law firm with Hillary Clinton, recused himself from the case. On
Nov. 9 a team from the Justice Department was sent to Little Rock to launch the
investigation the RTC had been seeking. Was there any connection between The
Post's story and these actions by the Justice Department?

0

Late in December, the Washington Times revealed that papers dealing with the
Clintons' involvement with Madison had been taken from Vincent Foster's White
House office following his suicide and had been turned over to the president's
personal lawyer, David Kendall. Was there any connection between this story and
the subsequent appointment of a special prosecutor?

On March 3 of this year, The Post revealed that the White House and
supposedly neutral Treasury Department officials had been conferring about
Whitewater and the progress of government investigators. Was this story related
to the special counsel's issuance of subpoenas to many White House and Treasury
officials to explain these meetings?

Wewill never be able to establish beyond any doubt that the press has "lit
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tires" in the whitewater case or has played a "constructive" or "destructive"
role in the pursuit of justice. Wewill never he able to prove beyond reasonable
doubt that the press will have had any effect at all when this affair finally
comes to an end.
George Church, a columnist for Time magazine, suggests that the real danger

here is that the veracity and credibility of the Clintons could be so damaged
that they will be unable to enact a health care bill. That is the White House
line.

The other view lS that the veracity and credibility of the Clintons had been
so impaired before whitewater obsessed us that our exertions now are more than
justified.

The whitewater news as of mid-March -~ 209 stories in The Post alone -
doubtless has affected the political standing and reputations of the Clintons.
We know that from the polls. But as in the case of Iran-contra, public interest
in these abstract scandals is shallow and intermittent. Our affections for
presidents vary almost by the hour and the day. So there is no reason to believe
that whatever has been written or broadcast thus far will have any Lasting
effect on Clinton‘s place in history or in the hearts of his countrymen. Ask the
ghost of Harry Truman.
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BODY
The Rose Law Firm yesterday asked the Arkansas state bar association to
investigate alleged client overbilling and expense irregularities by Webster L.
Hubbell, who abruptly resigned his post as associate attorney general this week
because of the dispute with his former law partners.

All 28 partners of the Rose firm agreed to send a complaint to the Arkansas
Supreme Court Committee on Professional Conduct, according to a source close to
the firm. The committee on professional conduct oversees the state's legal
profession and has the power to discipline lawyers for ethical transgressions.

Rose lawyers contend that Hubbell owes them and his former clients, including
the federal government, hundreds of thousands of dollars, sources said.

Ronald Clark, managing partner of the Rose firm, declined to be interviewed
yesterday. Hubbell's lawyer, John Nields, could not be reached for comment.

In announcing his resignation Monday, Hubbell said he had done nothing
improper and characterized the issue as a private financial dispute among former
colleagues. He said he was having discussions with the Rose firm and was
confident that “all outstanding matters will be resolved satisfactorily."

Rose officials have been investigating whether Hubbell wrote checks on an
account used for client expenses to pay for his personal trips, credit card
bills and other items. The inquiry, which sources said formally began last year,
examined cases and records going back to 1988.

Last-ditch efforts to negotiate a resolution to the long-running dispute fell
apart last weekend, according to sources close to the firm.

Hubbell and Nields were unable to meet a deadline to provide backup
documentation justifying bills and expenses, including credit card receipts.
Hubbell told administration officials Sunday he was considering resigning and
Monday announced he was doing so.

Complaints made to the committee on professional responsibility remain
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confidential while they are under investigation and become public only if the
FOMMICCGQdecides to take disciplinary action.
Rose partners sought the advice of the state's leading expert on legal
ethics, University of Arkansas professor Harold Brill, who told them they had a
duty to report the results of their investigation into Hubbell's billing
practices to the committee on professional responsibility, sources said. Brill
declined comment.

Hubbell -- a close friend of President Clinton and First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton, another former Rose partner -- has been the Justice Department's chief
point of contact with the White House.

Attorney General Janet Reno praised him this week as a man of integrity, and
many in the department and in the white House were shaken by news of his
resignation. It came on the heels of the resignation of another top
administration lawyer, White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum. Nussbaum was forced
to quit after disclosures that he and other white House aides had been briefed
by Treasury Department officials about civil and criminal investigations
involving the Clintons that were being pursued by federal regulators.

The Resolution Trust Corp. is one of the Rose clients that lawyers at the
firm believe may have been overbilled by Hubbell. The Rose firm has handled more
than a dozen cases for the RTC and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., seeking
damages from former officials of failed savings and loan institutions.

In one case involving a company owned by Hubbell's in-laws, Rose lawyers
contend the firm is owed about $ 500,000 in expenses.

Some partners of the firm are pressing for a review of the billings and
expense accounts of all current and recent Rose partners, including Hillary
Clinton and associate White House counsel William Kennedy, the Los Angeles Times
reported last night.

While current Rose partners appear to have no knowledge of any questionable
billing or expense accounts for either Hillary Clinton or Kennedy, some of the
firm's attorneys argued that questions raised about Hubbell's billing practices
justify an examination of the rest of the professional staff's records,
including those of the two former partners, the paper said.

Hillary Clinton worked with Hubbell on one of the cases in which Hubbell's
accounting has been called into question.

At the White House yesterday, President Clinton shrugged off a New York Times
report detailing how Hillary Clinton made a S 100,000 profit in a little more
than a year in the late 1970s trading on highly risky cattle futures contracts.
She made the investments on the advice of James B. Blair, a longtime family
friend and lawyer who represented Tyson Foods Inc., an Arkansas chicken firm.

"My wife and a man who's one of our best friends ... made a perfectly legal
investment, mademoney and paid taxes," Clinton said, according to the
Associated Press. "All the rest of it is innuendo and unsupported allegations.
It was perfectly legal."

Clinton also yesterday said that any mistakes he and Hillary Clinton may have
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made on their income tax returns "certainly were not intentional," and he is
prepared to pay back taxes if necessary. White House officials have suggested
that the Clintons' tax returns are being reexamined to see if improper
deductions might have been taken in relation to the whitewater land investment.

Clinton said he will forward to special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. the
results of the reexamination. Fiske is examining whitewater and its connections
to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, owned by the Clintons' former
whitewater partner, James B. McDougal. Fiske also is investigating the July
suicide of white House deputy counsel Vincent Foster.

Fiske also has subpoenaed White House and Treasury officials about a series
of contacts between the two agencies regarding the Resolution Trust Corp.
investigation of Madison. The contacts occurred after the RTC sent a criminal
referral to the Justice Department naming the Clintons as possible beneficiaries
of Madison's illegal activities.

Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman, who also serves as acting head of
the RTC. yesterday amended his February testimony about White House contacts to
include another discussion. In addition to a discussion with White House aides
about RTC civil cases, Altman said he had a five-minute discussion with Deputy
Chief of Staff Harold Ickes on whether he should recuse himself from the Madison
case.
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BODY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman asked the Resolution Trust Corp.
last year that he "be advised adequately in advance before litigation against
any Members of Congress is filed," according to an RTC memo.

The May 24 memowas written by the RTC's acting general counsel, Richard T.
Aboussie. It summarized discussions with Altman and Treasury general counsel
Jean Hanson about the possibility that the RTC would file a civil lawsuit
against Rep. William J. Jefferson (D-La.) to recover proceeds of a $ 780,000
loan he had failed to repay to a defunct savings and loan that had been taken
over by the RTC.

Aboussie said in the memothat he was seeking to correct a "misleading"
message he had sent a week earlier by electronic mail. In that May 17 e-mail
message, he had advised RTC colleagues that no suit should be filed against
Jefferson without "the express oral or written permission of Mr. Altman. Ms.
Hanson has indicated that this requirement should be treated with utmost
seriousness."

Aboussie's e-mail message raised concerns within the RTC that Altman, who was
serving as acting chief executive of the agency, might be seeking to block a
politically sensitive suit against a Democratic memberof congress.

That same question -- of possible political intervention by top Treasury
officials in a sensitive RTC investigation -- surfaced recently when The
Washington Post disclosed that Altman and Hanson had met with white House
officials last year and discussed the RTC's pending investigation of an Arkansas
savings and loan called Madison Guaranty that had been run by James McDougal,
a business partner of President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton.

Both Altman and Hanson have denied any wrongdoing in their discussion of the
Madison case with Clinton administration officials, saying they knew nothing
about details of the investigation and only alerted the White House that the
case was coming up.

The RTC never did sue Jefferson. His overdue loan was sold to a private
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investor -- one of the standard methods the agency uses to clear up bad debts.
Once the loan was sold, the matter was out of the RTC‘s hands. Jefferson has
said he settled the debt with the new holder of the loan.

Jefferson issued a statement yesterday saying he hadn't known anything about
high—level discussions between Treasury and RTC officials about the matter.
"This is the first time I've heard about it," he said.

Speaking on behalf of Altman and Hanson, Treasury spokesman Howard Schloss
said there was nothing improper about top officials of an agency demanding to be
told in advance about a lawsuit against a memberof Congress, saying any agency
head would expect to be informed of such a sensitive case.

Treasury officials said a similar notification procedure was used last year
when the RTC filed a civil lawsuit against Rep. Henry J. Hyde (R-Ill.) over his
role as a director of Clyde Federal Savings Association in North Riverside, Ill.
That case is pending.

Schloss said that Aboussie's initial e-mail message had reflected a "major
misunderstanding" about a conversation he had had with Hanson. According to
Schloss, Hanson never told Aboussie to hold back on suing the congressman and
ordered him to rescind his directions as soon as she learned of the e-mail
directive.

It is "emphatically not the case" that Treasury had imposed a freeze on any
lawsuit against Jefferson, Hanson wrote Aboussie. "In no event do we intend to
block the commencementof litigation against Congressman Jefferson, or any other
member of congress for that matter, if it is determined that litigation is the
appropriate course of action."

Jefferson's problems with the RTC surfaced in September, when The Post
reported that he and representatives of his former law firm in New Orleans had
met with Altman, Hanson and Treasury Undersecretary Frank Newman. The purpose of
that meeting was to discuss alleged violations of RTC ethics rules by the firm
-~ Bryan, Jupiter, Lewis and Blanson -- which was handling some cases for the
RTC.

The meeting was set up by Jefferson, who was still being paid S 100,000 a
year by his former partners to buy out his interest in the firm.

At the time, RTC staff membershad recommended that Bryan, Jupiter be cut off
from handling legal work for the agency because of the alleged violations of the
agency's conflict of interest rules. RTC officials said that when the firm
applied to do RTC legal work it failed to disclose that Jefferson had not repaid
the $ 780,000 loan from a failed S&L and that law partner Trevor Bryan defaulted
on a $ 50,000 loan from a defunct thrift.

People who default on S&L loans can be prohibited from working for the agency
under the conflict of interest rules and failure to disclose a default is a
violation of RTC ethics standards.

A special RTC conflicts of interest committee ruled in August that Bryan.
Jupiter should be banned from handling work for the agency, but a final decision
in the case was made only three weeks ago.
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In that decision, which was not publicly announced, the RTC upheld a one-year
suspension of Bryan, Jupiter from working for the agency. The decision was
reviewed several times because of the interest of Altman and Johnny Booker, the
RTC vice president in charge of minority contracting, RTC officials said.

Bryan, Jupiter is the largest black law firm in
of the firm had complained that suspending it from
Clinton administration's pledge to route more work

when the meeting between Jefferson and Treasury
disclosed, Altman defended it as a routine session

Louisiana and representatives
RTC work would violate the
to minority firms.

officials was first
involving a lawmaker and

constituents, saying, "There was no special treatment in this case because Mr.
Jefferson was a memberof Congress."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, REP. WILLIAM J. JEFFERSON.
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Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman informed a Senate committee last

week of another contact with the White House on whitewater, a meeting with
Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes.

The March 11 letter to Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr., chairman of the Banking
Committee, was released Friday by the panel's ranking Republican, Alfonse
D‘Amato of New York.

D'Amato said he was "deeply distressed" that Altman did not mention this
meeting in earlier letters sent to the Banking Committee on March 2nd and 3rd
amending his testimony to reveal other white House contacts. The senator called
on Altman to resign.

Altman, who also serves as interim head of the savings
agency, said he held the discussion with Ickes to discuss
all matters involving the Whitewater case.

D'Amato said it was "inconceivable that Mr. Altman met
to provide notice of his recusal when the White House has
this matter."

and loan cleanup
his withdrawal from

with Mr. Ickes simply
no legitimate role in

Treasury Department spokesman Michelle Smith said, "The deputy secretary has
no intention of resigning."

Ickes is deputy chief of staff to President Clinton and has handled damage
control on Clinton's Whitewater real estate venture and its ties to the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. The Resolution Trust Corp., which Altman
heads through this month, is responsible for disposing of failed thrifts and
pursuing those responsible for the failures.

While the Altman letter was not made public before, a story in the New York
Times March 8 said Altman spoke with at least one senior White House official
last month about whether to recuse himself.
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Altman revealed at a banking panel hearing in February that he had given a
"heads up" meeting to White House officials about expiring deadlines for filing
RTC lawsuits.
Subsequently, other White House contacts with regulators were revealed,
triggering subpoenas to administration officials by special counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr. Fiske is probing whether the White House contacts with regulators were
improper.

In the letter, Altman wrote that one or two days after his "heads up"
meeting, "there was a very brief discussion on the issue of recusal. There was
no discussion whatsoever of the case itself.

"The conversation lasted five minutes or less and included me and Harold
Ickes of the White House staff. There may have been one or two others in the
room," he said. "The purpose of both meetings was to provide notification. At
neither meeting did I seek advice, nor was it given."

At the White House Friday, President Clinton shrugged off reports that first
lady Hillary RodhamClinton made nearly S 100,000 in cattle futures in the late
19705 on the advice of James Blair, a lawyer friend who was a longtime Clinton
supporter.

"My wife and a man who's one of our best friends ... made a perfectly legal
investment, mademoney and paid taxes," Clinton said. "All the rest of it is
innuendo and unsupported allegations. It was perfectly legal."

On Capitol Hill, witnesses were caught in the middle of a Whitewater dispute
between Democratic and Republican leaders of the House Banking Committee.

Democratic Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez has told invited witnesses not to
cooperate with Republicans who want to question them about the controversy at
the panel's hearing next Thursday. Ranking Republican Jim Leach is telling the
witnesses they don't have that choice.

The committee scheduled the legally required hearing to review the cleanup of
failed savings and loans. But Republicans served notice they want to turn the
session into an inquiry on President Clinton's former Arkansas real estate
venture, known as Whitewater, especially its financial links to the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

In a letter Friday to Jonathan Fiechter, acting director of the Office of
Thrift Supervision, Leach referred to Gonzalez's suggestion in a recent letter
that Fiechter need not cooperate with Republicans.

‘You are hereby put on notice that you must address your obligations to
respond to legitimate information requests ... as required by the law and the
Constitution, not in conjunction with an arbitrary and capricious desire" of the
chairman, Leach wrote the regulator.

Gonzalez had written Fiechter last Monday, ‘Any questions regarding Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, matters that are the subject of pending
investigations" by Whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., "or other
extraneous matters ... will not be considered pertinent at the hearing and need
not be answered by you."
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Constitution, not in conjunction with an arbitrary and capricious desire" of the
chairman, Leach wrote the regulator.

Gonzalez had written Fiechter last Monday, "Any questions regarding Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, matters that are the subject of pending
investigations" by Whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., "or other
extraneous matters ... will not be considered pertinent at the hearing and need
not be answered by you."

In a separate letter last week, Gonzalez also told Fiechter not to comply
with the Republicans’ request for documents on Madison.

Senators, meanwhile, voted 98-O Thursday for a resolution that permits
Majority Leader George Mitchell and Minority Leader Bob Dole to work out
arrangements for the Senate's own hearings.
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The Senate. after weeks of fierce partisan wrangling, unanimously approved a
resolution late Thursday calling for eventual congressional hearings into the
whitewater controversy.

The resolution, adopted 98 to 0, said simply that the leadership of both
parties "should meet and determine the appropriate timetable, procedures and
forum" for hearings into the matter.

In other Whitewater developments Thursday, White House adviser George
Stephanopoulos was subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury called by Robert B.
Fiske Jr., the Whitewater special counsel.

In a brief statement Thursday night, Stephanopoulos said: "I welcome the
opportunity to give Mr. Fiske the facts."

Seven White House aides now have been subpoenaed to make grand jury
appearances.

Outgoing White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum appeared before the grand jury
earlier in the day to answer questions about whether the Administration
interfered with an investigation by the Resolution Trust Corp. into Madison
Guaranty Savings s Loan, the failed thrift linked to the Whitewater
controversy.

Fiske is looking into allegations that President Clinton and Hillary Rodham
Clinton may have benefited improperly from their association during the late
1970s and 1980s with James B. McDougal, owner of the thrift and partner with the
Clintons in a failed Ozark real estate investment known as Whitewater
Development Corp.

Fiske also is investigating the role played by Mrs. Clinton and the Rose Law
Firm in representing Whitewater and Madison Guaranty and the apparent suicide
last July of Deputy White House Council Vincent Foster, who had worked on
Whitewater as a Rose partner and later at the White House.
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The Senate resolution was the result of a compromise worked out during
day—long negotiations between Majority Leader George J. Mitchell (D-Me.) and
Minority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan.).

After intense negotiations. the Republicans agreed to drop their demand for
immediate hearings after getting a commitment from the Democrats to permit them
at a later, although unspecified, date.

That left both sides able to claim victory -- with Republicans saying they
had forced the Democrats to agree to hearings and the Democrats asserting that
they were able to put them off until after Fiske finishes his investigation.

The non-binding resolution requires that the hearings "be structured and
sequenced" so that they will not interfere with Fiske's investigation. Learning
from a mistake made during the Iran-Contra hearings, it also pledged that no
witnesses would be granted immunity in return for their testimony.

"The question is not whether there should be oversight hearings, but whether
there should be oversight hearings when the special counsel has said they might
undermine his investigation," Mitchell said.

Sen. Alfonse M. D‘Amato (R-N.Y.), ranking Republican on the Senate Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, said he was satisfied because the agreement
means that the Senate finally will investigate "the abuse of power“ that he
asserted Whitewater represents.

Earlier, an emotional D'Amato charged that the Democrats‘ refusal to consider
hearings until Fiske had finished his investigation represented a political
double standard. "If you'd had a Republican in the White House, you'd have had
hearings at the drop of a hat," he thundered, punching the air with his fist, as
he spoke on the Senate floor.

While Whitewater occupied center stage in the Senate, Fiske met with House
GOP leaders in an effort to persuade them to delay plans to disclose information
gathered by Republican investigators at a hearing next week.

The ranking Republican on the House Banking Finance and Urban Affairs
Comittee, Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, repeated his contention that the hearing,
tentatively scheduled for next Thursday, could turn out to be a "blockbuster" if
all of the 40 witnesses he has requested are allowed to testify.

But Leach also complained that Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.) has not
yet called any of the witnesses and other sources said that Gonzalez has
indicated that he will not call them on the grounds that their testimony is
irrelevant to the Resolution Trust Corp. oversight hearing scheduled by the
comittee.

Leach, who has been conducting his own investigation of Hhitewater, has said
that he has evidence senior officials of the RTC may have "coerced" field
investigators examining the failure of Madison Guaranty.

Among the witnesses Republicans had hoped to call at the Banking Committee
hearing are five investigators from the Kansas City RTC field office that was
responsible for developing criminal referrals in the Madison Guaranty case.
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Fiske told reporters after meeting with Leach and Minority Leader Robert H.
Michel (R-Ill.) that he had reiterated his objections to having witnesses
testify before a congressional hearing until he has completed his criminal
investigation.

Leach said that he would consider dropping some of the witnesses on his list
at Fiske's request. But he indicated that, if the Kansas City investigators are
not allowed to testify, he will still use the hearing to outline their
allegations. "I plan at the hearing to outline the precise nature of their
relevance,“ Leach said.

While the political infighting over Whitewater continued in the House and the
Senate, Nussbaum and Clinton adviser Harold Ickes spent several hours testifying
before a grand jury that is examining the propriety of several meetings Nussbaum
and other Administration aides had with RTC officials who were investigating the
Madison thrift.

Nussbaum, who resigned under fire earlier this month after word of the
meetings became public, told reporters that every one in the White House
counsel's office had behaved “ethically and legally" and were "delighted to
cooperate" with the grand jury because, "We have nothing to be ashamed of."

"I've responded to every question they put to me," Nussbaumadded as he left
the federal courthouse.

GRAPHIC: Photo, (A2) More on Whitewater: The Senate unanimously approved a
resolution calling for eventual congressional hearings into the controversy, and
a federal grand jury heard testimony in the matter. Left, former White House
Counsel Bernard Nussbaum arrives to testify before the grand jury. Reuters
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WASHINGTON—Departing White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum testified four

hours Thursday before a Whitewater grand jury while the special prosecutor urged
Republicans not to hinder him with congressional hearings.

GOP lawmakers had hoped for testimony as early as next week - as part of a
previously scheduled hearing on the savings and loan cleanup. But Banking
Committee Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez, D—SanAntonio, said he would reject
Whitewater witnesses as irrelevant to the House panel's business.

President Clinton said anew that Congress "ought to do whatever it is they
think is the right thing to do."

Mr. Nussbaum, who announced his resignation as White House counsel under fire
on March 5, said as he left the U.S. courthouse, "I've just testified before the
grand jury. I've responded to every question they put to me."

Immediately following Mr. Nussbaum into the grand jury room was White House
Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes.

After finishing more than 21/2 hours of testimony, Mr. Ickes said it will
become clear that there has been "no unethical conduct or wrongdoing" once the
investigation has been completed.

The grand jury is investigating White House contacts with regulators who were
dealing with the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, the thrift linked
to the Whitewater land development and the Clintons.

Thursday also brought these developments:

* George Stephanopoulos, a top presidential adviser, became the seventh White
House staff member subpoenaed to testify before the grand jury.

' Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. met with three House Republicans:
Minority Leader Bob Michel, Minority Whip Newt Gingrich and Jim Leach, ranking
GOP member of the House Banking Committee.
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Mr. Fiske said he repeated to the Republicans "what our concerns were with
respect to the impact of congressional hearings on our investigation. No
decisions were made."

Mr. Leach said he might cull some names from the 40-person witness list he
submitted for next week‘s hearing.

But committee chairman Gonzalez asserted that he would not invite the GOP
witnesses because they were not pertinent to the purpose of the hearing. "Tough
luck for them." the San Antonio Democrat said.

' In the Senate, the scene of repeated bitter partisan clashes over
Republican demands for hearings, leaders of the two parties were seeking to
d E

. . 4 Y .
ra t a joint resolution calling for hearings. A vote could come late in the
evening.

Democrats have not ruled out an eventual airing of the afifair but have said
hearings must not interfere with Mr. Fiske's investigation.
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WASHINGTON- The Senate. after weeks of fierce partisan wrangling,

unanimously approved a nonbinding resolution late Thursday calling for eventual
congressional hearings into the Whitewater controversy.

The resolution, adopted 98-0, said simply that the leadership of both parties
"should meet and determine the appropriate timetable, procedures and forum" for
hearings into the matter.

In other Whitewater developments Thursday, White House adviser George
Stephanopoulos was subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury called by Robert B.
Fiske Jr., the whitewater special counsel.

In a brief statement Thursday night, Mr. Stephanopoulos said, "I welcome the
opportunity to give Mr. Fiske the facts."

Seven White House aides now have been subpoenaed to make grand jury
appearances.

Mr. Fiske is looking into allegations that President Clinton and first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton may have benefited improperly from their association
during the late 1970s and 1980s with James B. McDougal, owner of the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan and partner with the Clintons in a failed
Ozark real estate investment known as Whitewater Development Corp.

Mr. Fiske is also investigating the role played by Mrs. Clinton and the Rose
Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark., in representing Whitewater and Madison Guaranty
and the apparent suicide last July of Deputy White House Counsel Vincent Foster,
who had worked on Whitewater as a Rose partner and later at the White House.

The Senate resolution was the result of a compromise worked out during
daylong negotiations between Majority Leader George J. Mitchell, D-Maine, and
Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.

Mr. Clinton said anew Thursday that members of Congress "ought to do whatever
it is they think is the right thing to do.‘
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After intense negotiations, the Republicans agreed to drop their demand for
immediate hearings after getting a commitment from the Democrats to permit them
at a later, although unspecified. date.

That left both sides able to claim victory - with Republicans saying they had
forced the Democrats to agree to hearings and the Democrats asserting that they
were able to put them off until after Mr. Fiske finishes his investigation.

The resolution requires that the hearings "be structured and sequenced" so
that they will not interfere with Mr. Fiske's investigation. In keeping with
what was learned from a mistake made during the Iran-contra hearings, it also
pledged that no witnesses would be granted immunity in return for their
testimony.

"The question is not whether there should be oversight hearings, but whether
there should be oversight hearings when the special counsel has said they might
undermine his investigation," Mr. Mitchell said.

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., ranking Republican cn the Senate Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs Committee, said he was satisfied because the agreement
means that the Senate finally will investigate "the abuse of power" that he
asserted Whitewater represents.

Earlier, an emotional Mr. D'Amato charged that the Democrats’ refusal to
consider hearings until Mr. Fiske had finished his investigation represented a
political double standard.

“If you'd had a Republican in the White House, you'd have had hearings at the
drop of a hat," he said, punching the air with his fist, as he spoke on the
Senate floor.

While Whitewater occupied center stage in the Senate, Mr. Fiske met with
House GOP leaders in an effort to persuade them to delay plans to disclose
information gathered by Republican investigators at a hearing next week.

The ranking Republican on the House Banking Finance and Urban Affairs
Committee, Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, repeated his contention that the hearing,
tentatively scheduled for next Thursday, could turn out to be a "blockbuster" if
all of the 40 witnesses he has requested are allowed to testify.

But Mr. Leach also complained that Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez, D-Texas, has
not yet called any of the witnesses. Other sources said that Mr. Gonzalez has
indicated that he will not call the witnesses on the grounds that their
testimony is irrelevant to the Resolution Trust Corp. oversight hearing
scheduled by the committee.

Also on Thursday, outgoing White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum appeared
before the grand jury to answer questions about possible administration
interference in a federal investigation related to Whitewater.

Immediately following Mr. Nussbaum into the grand jury room was White House
Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes.

Mr. Nussbaum announced his resignation as White House counsel under fire on
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March 5.
GRAPHIC: PHOTO(S): (1-2 Associated Press) 1. Former White House Counsel
Bernard Nussbaum leaves a court building on Thursday, having testified to the
Whitewater grand jury. 2. Robert B. Fiske (center). the special counsel
investigating the Whitewater affair, meets Thursday in Washington with Rep.
JimLeach, R-Iowa (left), and House Minority Leader Bob Michel of Illinois. Mr.
Fiske h h

' ' '
, w o as sought to stave off any congressional hearings into Whitewater,

said he repeated his concerns to the Republicans.
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BODY
A grand jury investigating President Clinton's ties to the Whitewater
investigation today subpoenaed George Stephanopoulos, one of the President's
closest advisers, to testify.

Meantime, under pressure from Republicans to investigate the Whitewater case,
the Senate tonight voted, 98 to 0, to instruct its leaders of both parties to
meet to try to arrange public hearings. The vote does not necessarily mean
hearings will take place any time soon.

Mr. Stephanopoulos is the only White House official subpoenaed so far who
apparently did not participate in meetings with Treasury Department officials
about Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, a failed Arkansas
institution that was owned by Bill and Hillary Clinton's partner in the
Whitewater land venture.

Mr. Stephanopoulos would not say why he had been called to testify, but there
was speculation here that perhaps it involved some matter contained in documents
the White House turned over last week to the special prosecutor, Robert B. Fiske
Jr. Stanley Brand, a lawyer for Mr. Stephanopoulos, said his client would
probably testify on March 24.

7th Subpoenaed Clinton Aide

He would be the seventh White House official called before the grand jury.
Two others, Bernard W. Nussbaum, who resigned this month as White House counsel,
and Harold M. Ickes, the deputy chief of staff, appeared today.

Republicans in the Senate and House have been pressing for quick hearings on
the whitewater case, and Democrats have been resisting, largely to avoid
embarrassing President Clinton. Mr. Fiske has urged Congress not to hold
hearings on the ground that it would impede his investigation.

The Senate vote was on a "sense of the Senate" resolution that has no binding
effect. It instructed the Senate party leaders —- George J. Mitchell, Democrat
of Maine, and Bob Dole, Republican of Kansas —- to meet to determine the
appropriate time, method and procedures for hearings that would not interfere
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with Mr. Fiske's inquiry.

Negotiations over the language went on behind the scenes all day. and
presumably the White House found the resolution acceptable.

Senator Dole conceded, "we may not be able to put it together."

Mr. Mitchell said the Republican "demand for immediate hearings has not been
met under this resolution."

Push for Vote in House

In the House, Representative Robert H. Michel of Illinois, the Republican
leader on that side of the Capitol, said he would try to get a vote to hold
hearings next week when the House takes up a measure to provide financing for
its comittees.

But Democrats continued to resist hearings, at least until the special
prosecutor completes his investigation.

The chairman of the House Banking Committee, Representative Henry E. Gonzalez
of Texas, told colleagues he would not allow questions about Whitewater to be
raised when the panel held a public session next week on the status of the
savings and loan bailout, membersof his committee said.

In addition, letters were released that Mr. Gonzalez wrote last week to
officials at the Resolution Trust Corporations and the Office of Thrift
Supervision, the Federal agencies that deal with failed savings and loan
associations, saying that they should not provide documents requested by his
committee's top Republican, Jim Leach of Iowa. The agencies, by return letter,
expressed agreement with Mr. Gonzalez's position.

In an interview, Mr. Leach called Mr. Gonzalez‘s action outrageous and
without precedent. "It's astonishing that one member of Congress would attempt
to deny information to another member," Mr. Leach declared.

All this partisan feuding added up to little of substance. So far, Democrats
in Congress do not feel so cornered politically that they feel they have to
agree to hearings, and they have strong enough majorities in the Senate and
House to block hearings as long as the White House wants them to do so.

For his part, Mr. Clinton said at a St. Patrick's Day ceremony that the
question of whether to hold hearings was up to Congress but that he thought a
Congressional investigation would not be worth the money it would cost.

Grand Jury Testimony

In the meantime, two more top White House officials, Mr. Nussbaum and Mr.
Ickes, testified separately under oath today before the grand jury on
discussions they had with Treasury Department officials about Mr. Clinton's ties
to Madison Guaranty, the failed savings and loan.

The two said only that they had fully cooperated with the prosecutors.
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"I've testified before the grand jury, and I have responded to every question
they asked me," Mr. Nussbaum told reporters after his session. Later, he added,
"we have nothing to be ashamed of."
Attorney General Janet Reno namedWilliam C. Bryson, a career lawyer at the
Justice Department, to fill the post of Associate Attorney General, the No. 3
official at the agency, temporarily. He will replace Webster L. Hubbell. who
announced on Monday that he was resigning to confront accusations by his former
law partners that he had improperly billed the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock for
his time and expenses on cases he handled there.

The Senate Judiciary Committee also voted to recommendconfirmation of Jamie
S. Gorelick as Deputy Attorney General, another high-level vacancy created when
Philip B. Heymann resigned in late January.

GRAPHIC: Photo: Bernard W. Nussbaum, who recently resigned as White House
counsel, arriving yesterday to testify before a Federal grand jury in Washington
that is investigating the whitewater affair. (Associated Press)
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HEADLINE; whitewater churns along two fronts / In Little Rock: Accusations a
surprise to co—defendants

BYLINE: Dennis Cauchon

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK

BODY
David Hale, who accused President Clinton of pressuring him to make an

illegal Small Business Administration loan, never mentioned Clinton's role to
co-defendants in a fraud case that prompted the charge.

The co—defendants say Hale's accusations surprised them and pushed them
unwillingly into the Whitewater spotlight.

“I never heard anything about it until I saw him make the charge on TV," said
Eugene Fitzhugh, a lawyer charged with conspiring with Hale to defraud the SBA.
"Certainly, he never mentioned anything about it to me."

Charles Matthews, the third defendant, also never heard Hale mention any
relationship with Clinton, his attorney said.

"My client has no personal knowledge about any of these allegations against
President Clinton," said Bill Bristow, the attorney for Matthews.

Hale, a municipal judge appointed by Clinton, is scheduled for trial on March
28. It will be the first prosecution handled by the office of special counsel
Robert Fiske Jr.

Matthews and Fitzhugh are scheduled for trial June 20.

Hale is charged with conspiring to defraud the SBA of $ 800,000 in November
1988. Matthews, then a stock broker at Prudential Bache, and Fitzhugh, an
attorney, are charged with receiving $ 200,000 and S 50,000 respectively for
helping Hale transfer the money so it appeared Hale's company, Capital
Management Services, was financially stronger than it was.

Capital Management Services had earlier made a S 300,000 SBA—backed loan to
Madison Marketing, a company run by Susan McDougal, a partner in the Whitewater
land deal with the Clintons.

The S 300,000 was never repaid. About one-third of the money went to
Whitewater Development Co., which bought additional land, apparently without the
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Clintons' knowledge.
Hale has accused Clinton of pressuring him to make the loan, which was

supposed to help minority or disadvantaged businesses.

He says Clinton told him Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which later
failed, needed financial help. Clinton and former Madison owner James McDougal
deny the charge.

Hale
against

Hale
Clinton
Clinton

says he offered to wear a tape recorder to gather more information
Clinton but prosecutors refused his offer.

was indicted for loans not directly related to the one he accuses
of pressuring him to make. He plans to use the accusations against
in his defense. when FBI agents searched Hale's business in July 1993,

the search warrant included files on McDougal's Madison Marketing.

But Hale's co-defendants say Hale never mentioned any connection to Clinton.
In addition, Fitzhugh, 68, says neither the prosecu— tor nor the FBI has ever
questioned him about the Clintons or his role in the SBA loan.

Fitzhugh's attorney, Randy Satterfield, said he will ask a judge today to
remove Fiske as the prosecutor of his client's case.

"Mr. Fiske is a walking media event," Satterfield said. "My client has no
relation to Whitewater. Unfortunately, he's been dragged into the whole thing "

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Rick McFarland, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette via AP
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HEADLINE: Whitewater churns along two fronts / In Washington: Stephanopoulos
joins ranks of subpoenaed
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BODY
Two more White House aides testified before a federal grand jury probing the

Whitewater affair Thursday, while George Stephanopoulos became the seventh White
House aide served with a subpoena.

"I welcome the opportunity to give Mr. Fiske the facts," Stephanopoulos said
in a statement.

White House aides said they believe documents turned over to Whitewater
special counsel Robert Fiske, including phone logs, had prompted the subpoena.
They said Stephanopoulos had phone calls on Whitewater but would provide no
details.

Fiske has subpoenaed 11 former and current White House and Treasury officials
in his inquiry into whether they interfered with a federal probe of a failed
Arkansas savings and loans with ties to the Clintons.

White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and deputy chief of staff Harold Ickes
testified Thursday.

"I've testified before the grand jury and I have responded to every
question," said Nussbaum, who resigned last week after the subpoenas.

Ickes said the investigation will make it clear that there has been "no
unethical conduct or wrongdoing."

Previously appearing before the grand jury: Margaret Williams, chief of staff
to first lady Hillary RodhamClinton; Mark Gearan, white House comunications
director, and Lisa Caputo, Mrs. Clinton's press secretary. Also Thursday
-- Fiske met with House Republican leaders but said he still fears hearings
could hurt his investigation: "we expressed our position. Everybody understands
it."
-- Republicans on the House Banking Committee want to use a March 24 hearing to
also examine aspects of Whitewater. But Rep. Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas, the
committee chairman, insisted that he would reject any Whitewater witnesses as
irrelevant.
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Gonzalez said the only witnesses would be the five membersof a board
overseeing the S&L cleanup agency, the Resolution Trust Corp.
-- Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill , the day after he angered the White House by
saying a congressional inquiry was inevitable, said hearings would be "a serious
mistake" and are being supported by Republicans "making a partisan effort to
divert public attention“ from President Clinton's agenda.
-- Clinton, asked about the prospect of hearings, said: "It's up to Congress. .
. . They ought to do whatever they think is the right thing." But he indicated
he thinks hearings would be a waste of taxpayer money, saying he had read that
an early Congress Spent thousands looking into a presidential purchase of a S 40
mirror.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/W, AP
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BODY
Senate leaders last night struck a compromise on the controversial issue of
public hearings on the Whitewater affair, agreeing to try to work out an
"appropriate timetable, procedures and forum" for hearings but leaving
unresolved the sensitive issue of when they should be held.

The agreement, ratified by the Senate in a vote of 98 to 0 after hours of
negotiations between Democratic and Republican leaders, came as two more White
House officials appeared before a federal grand jury reviewing Clinton
administration contacts on Whitewater.

In the Senate, leaders of both parties claimed they got what they wanted from
the deal on hearings. Minority Leader Robert J. Dole (R-Kan.) got his request
for joint leadership meetings to prepare for hearings on all aspects of
Whitewater, while Majority Leader George J. Mitchell (D-Maine) succeeded in
forestalling any immediate deadlines for holding them.

If the talks do not result in agreement on a plan for hearings, Dole said.
"we'll be back on the floor" for further directions. Dole said he hoped his
talks with Mitchell could begin next week.

The agreement, which followed protracted and bitter wrangling over GOP
demands for hearings, said they should cover "all matters" related to the
controversy that has come to be known as Whitewater, including the Arkansas
land-development corporation by that name that was half-owned by President
Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton in 1978.

To overcome objections from Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special counsel
investigating Whitewater, the agreement stipulated that no witness would be
granted immunity from prosecution over Fiske's objection and said hearings
should be "structured and sequenced in such a manner" that they would not, in
Mitchell's and Dole's judgment, interfere with Fiske's probe.

At the White House, which one senior official said was moving from ‘crisis
management to problem management" on Whitewater, Clinton said hearings were up
to Congress but referred to the costly history of some hearings.
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Congress "is a co-equal branch of government and they ought to do whatever it
is they think is the right thing to do," he said. But Clinton said the situation
reminded him of an 1800s case -- which historians later called apocryphal —- in
which Congress spent thousands of dollars to investigate the White House
purchase of a $ 40 mirror.

Behind the scenes, accountants working with lawyers for the Clintons neared
completion of a new financial accounting of their interest in Whitewater and the
couple's tax liability. A source said it would be "a few days or a week" before
the work is done but said it would show the Clintons lost "somewhat less" than
the S 69,000 they have maintained. Until recently, the Clintons have said that
was their loss on the Whitewater investment and that they may have some minor
additional tax liability.

An administration source said the Clintons wanted to release the new
accounting but not until discussions with Fiske are held. The Clintons have
maintained —- and continue to maintain -- that Whitewater was simply an
investment that lost money, and when all the investigations are complete it will
remain just that.

Release of a new accounting of the Whitewater investment is intended to
answer questions that have been outstanding for months. The White House now
acknowledges that refusing to clear up questions about the investment was a
mistake. But it remains unclear how much information the Clinton legal team will
release in the coming weeks.

At U.S. District Court here, departing White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum
spent about four hours before a grand jury looking into contacts between white
House and Treasury officials on Whitewater.

These proceedings were expanded by Fiske yesterday with a subpoena to George
stephanopoulos, the 11th administration official ordered to appear before a
grand jury here.

Nussbaum said after his appearance before the grand jury that he "answered
every question" put to him about the three meetings he attended with
representatives of the Treasury Department. The discussions between September
and February have been described as procedural briefings that did not focus on
the details of civil and criminal probes of Whitewater and Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan, a failed Arkansas thrift.

Nussbaum was the highest ranking White House official at the meetings and
took the brunt of complaints that contacts between the White House and Treasury
risked the appearance of impropriety. He was forced to resign shortly after the
meetings were made public but will remain in place until April 5, when Lloyd
Cutler will take the counsel post.

As he navigated the crowd of reporters and photographers camped out at the
court house, Nussbaum said he and members of his staff violated no rules. "I,
like all in my office, acted at all times legally and ethically," he said.

By midafternoon, Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes had arrived to testify
about his attendance at one session. Yesterday's appearance by Nussbaum and
Ickes followed similar appearances before the grand jury last week by two aides
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to Hillary Clinton and by Mark Gearan, White House communications director. Six
more officials remain to testify.
In sharp debate over hearings before the Mitchell—Dole agreement was worked

out, Dole contended that Democrats repeatedly investigated GOP administrations
during inquiries by outside counsel and objected to what he called their "double
standard" in resisting probes of Democratic administrations.

The Democrats "can‘t hide behind Mr. Fiske," said Dole.

Congress cannot "sit on our hands until the special counsel completes his
investigation," which could take years, added Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.),
a co-sponsor of the GOP proposal.

Mitchell accused Republicans of exploiting whitewater to make it more
difficult for Clinton to win passage of health care legislation and other major
administration initiatives. "Make no mistake about it, this is pure partisan
politics to embarrass the president, to make it more difficult to get the
president's program passed," Mitchell said.

'

Mitchell and other Democrats took delight in noting remarks Wednesday by
former senator Barry M. Goldwater (R—Ariz.), a leading conservative and the
GOP's 1964 presidential nominee, who was quoted as saying senators should "get
off his [Clinton's] back and let him be president."

In the House, Minority Leader Robert H. Michel (R-Ill.) said Republicans
there are considering forcing a symbolic vote on whether the House should hold
hearings. This vote could come in connection with a resolution on funding
committee investigations, which the House has scheduled for action next week,
aides said.

As his Washington grand jury was hearing White House testimony, Fiske was
meeting on Capitol Hill with Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa). the ranking minority
member on the Banking and Urban Affairs Committee and other House Republicans.
Leach said he would be willing to forgo calling "certain witnesses" to testify
at a Banking Committee hearing on the Resolution Trust Corp. scheduled for
Thursday. Leach had listed 40 witnesses related to Madison Guaranty that he
planned to summonto testify.

"It is possible, on the advice of Mr. Fiske, I may cull some names from the
list," Leach told reporters. Later, he added: "We would hold off on certain
witnesses, yes."

House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) said he had suggested to Fiske a
series of House hearings that would "follow the grand jury trail, . . .always
allowing the independent counsel to have the first crack" at interviewing
witnesses before the grand jury.

Rep. Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.) yesterday issued a clarification of his
statement Wednesday calling Whitewater hearings inevitable. "I do not believe
there should be a congressional investigation into the Whitewater situation.
Such a probe would be a serious mistake that would impede the legitimate
investigations that are already in progress," Rostenkowski said. "It is clear
that those who want a congressional investigation are making a partisan effort
to divert public attention from Bill Clinton's substantive successes. I'm
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confident that the voters are too smart to fall for such a cheap and transparent
ploy. "

Staff writers Howard Schneider and Kenneth J. Cooper contributed to this
report.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, JOURNALISTS SURROUNDWHITE HOUSE COUNSELBERNARDNUSSEAUMAS
HE LEAVES COURT YESTERDAY AFTER APPEARING BEFORE A GRANDJURY REVIEWING
WHITEWATER. JAMES A. PARCELL; PHOTO. RAY LUSTIG
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BODY

The Senate last night agreed to Republican demands and voted unanimously to
hold hearings on the Whitewater-Madison affair involving President Clinton and
first lady Hillary RodhamClinton.

The 98-0 Senate vote, on a joint resolution by Majority Leader George
Mitchell and Minority Leader Bob Dole, came after a series of meetings including
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., Republicans and Democrats on Capitol Hill.
Mr. Mitchell, Maine Democrat, and Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Senate

Finance Committee chairman, were at the White House yesterday to talk to Mr.
'

Clinton about health care, and a White House official said they did not discuss
the Whitewater-Madison compromise on the hearings. The White House last night
would not commenton the Senate vote.

The vote came after it was disclosed that Mr. Fiske had subpoenaed senior
White House adviser George Stephanopoulos, a memberof Mr. Clinton's inner
circle, to appear before a federal grand jury investigating the matter.

The confirmation of the Stephanopoulos subpoena came hours after two other
senior Clinton aides, outgoing White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum and Deputy
Chief of Staff Harold Ickes, testified before the Whitewater-Madison grand jury
in Washington.

Mr. Clinton went to Capitol Hill for different reasons but again was
confronted with reporters' questions about the expanding controversy.

The president, who had lunch with House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, Washington
Democrat, and others at a traditional St. Patrick‘s Day gathering in the House,
told reporters he still thought Mr. Fiske should be allowed to do his job
uninterrupted by congressional hearings.

But in a commentviewed by some as a softening in this stand, Mr. Clinton
said Congress "ought to do whatever it is they think is the right thing to do."

The Mitchell—Dole resolution, offered as an amendment to the proposed
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Community Development Banking Act, says Congress has a "constitutional
obligation to conduct oversight of matters relating to the operations of
government." Without setting a date, it says hearings should be "structured" in
a way that will not interfere in the special counsel's probe.

The resolution says the two Senate leaders will "meet and determine the
appropriate timetable“ for Whitewater-Madison hearings.

Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York, the most strident GOP senator calling
for hearings, said he is pleased because the Senate will probe "abuse of power"
in the Whitewater-Madison affair.

Mr. Mitchell said the agreement was "completely consistent with all my
public statements“ that hearings could be held so long as they did not interfere
with Mr. Fiske's work.

Mr. Fiske is leading a federal grand jury investigation of Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association of Little Rock and its links to
whitewater Development Corp., an Arkansas real estate partnership of the
Clintons, Madison owner James B. McDougal and his then-wife, Susan.

The veteran prosecutor also is investigating reports of document shredding
at Mrs. Clinton's former law firm and the death of White House Deputy Counsel
Vincent W. Foster Jr., the Clintons‘ longtime friend and personal attorney.

Mr. Fiske has asked that Congress delay hearings until his inquiry is
completed. He has expressed concern that hearings would jeopardize his work -
particularly prosecutions - if congressional investigators chose to grant
witnesses immunity.

The Senate resolution assures that no witnesses called at the hearings will
be granted immunity "over the objection of" Mr. Fiske.

"While we're not trying to compromise the investigation, it could happen,"
Mr. Dole said, adding that he hopes the hearings will not cause Mr. Fiske
problems.

The special counsel added a seventh White House subpoena by summoning Mr.
Stephanopoulos.

"I welcome the opportunity to give Mr. Fiske the facts," Mr.
Stephanopoulos said in statement issued by the White House.

Congressional sources said the subpoena is aimed at determining what Mr.
Stephanopoulos knew about White House briefings on a Resolution Trust Corp.
investigation of Madison.

The sources said Mr. Stephanopoulos was aware of the meetings and was
briefed about them by some of the participants.

A law enforcement official said Mr. Fiske wants to know if Mr.
Stephanopoulos briefed others, and, if so, whom.

Mr. Stephanopoulos was actively involved in the 1992 presidential campaign
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and was the president's leading spokesman and a key adviser when Mr. Clinton
took office in January 1993.
A senior administration official said last night that Mr. Stephanopoulos

was subpoenaed as a result of what was learned through a subpoena for records
from the entire Executive Office of the President. The official said he did not
know the precise information being sought but confirmed that Mr. Stephanopoulos
has been at the center of White House strategy talks on Whitewater.

Mr. Stephanopoulos was at Mrs. Clinton's side in early January when she
debated long distance with her husband, who was in Ukraine, about whether to
drop objections to the appointment of a special counsel.

"The entire Executive Office of the President was subpoened, and they
apparently are exploring that information with the president's senior advisers,“
the official said last night.

Another close Clinton adviser, Bruce Lindsey, said Sunday
jury had postponed his testimony a second time because it was
with information to give him the time it wanted to allot. He
president's inner circle may be called later.

Mr. Fiske met yesterday
for postponement of hearings

with senior House Republicans to
until after his investigation is

that the grand
too overloaded
said others in the

renew a request
completed.

"we expressed our position. Everybody understands it," Mr. Fiske said
after a 40-minute meeting with House Minority Leader Robert H. Michel, Minority
Whip Newt Gingrich and Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the ranking GOP member of the
House Banking Committee, who has been conducting his own Whitewater-Madison
investigation.

Mr. Michel, Illinois Republican, said that although he and other GOP
members understand Mr. Fiske's position, "we have a constitutionally mandated
role to exercise our oversight responsibilities when we think it's appropriate."

He said House Republicans hope to avoid a partisan showdown, possibly next
week, over a resolution calling for hearings, but that will be up to Democrats.

Mr. Leach suggested that some leeway in structuring hearings is possible to
avoid direct conflicts with Mr. Fiske.

But Mr. Leach, who hopes to conduct oversight hearings March 24 on the
RTC's handling of the Madison failure, which cost $50 million, insists on "at
least one day of hearings."

"I want people to tell their story under oath,“ said Mr. Leach, whose call
for hearings has been blocked by Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, Texas Democrat and
chairman of the Banking Committee.

"On advice of Mr. Fiske I might cull some names" from a list of 40 persons
Republicans want to call before the committee, Mr. Leach said.

But Mr. Gonzalez said he will not invite the GOP witnesses because they are
not pertinent to his committee's hearings.
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"Tough luck for them," he said.
Mr. Gonzalez said the only witnesses will be the five members of a board

overseeing the RTC, which disposes of failed savings and loans.

Despite Mr. Gonzalez's comments, other Banking Committee Democrats
discussed holding a hearing for the people on the GOP list to testify, according
to the Associated Press. Several Democrats said the chairman's view appears to
be in conflict with a House rule that permits the minority party to call
witnesses at hearings.

Mr. Gingrich, Georgia Republican, said he has suggested fashioning a series
of hearings to track depositions and grand jury testimony of witnesses called by
Mr. Fiske. "This way would allow the special counsel to have first crack at
the witnesses."

Mr. Nussbaum, who is leaving the White House April 5, testified for four
hours yesterday before the grand jury investigating Whitewater-Madison. Mr.
Ickes also testified.

The grand jury is looking into whether a number of secret meetings between
white House and Treasury Department officials compromised the federal probe of
Madison.

Mr. Nussbaum and Mr. Ickes are among ll current and former white House and
Treasury officials subpoenaed to testify on the meetings.

The grand jury last week heard from White House Communications Director Mark
Gearan; Margaret A. Williams, Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff; and Lisa Caputo,
Mrs. Clinton's spokeswoman.

In related events yesterday:

' Sen. Charles E. Grassley, Iowa Republican, said he discussed with FBI
officials last week the billing practices of former Associate Attorney General
Webster L. Hubbell in his private law work in Arkansas. A law enforcement
source yesterdday said Mr. Grassley's questions were referred by the FBI to Mr.
Fiske.

' Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, Illinois Democrat, said yesterday a congressional
probe of Whitewater-Madison "would be a serious mistake that would impede the
legitimate investigations that are already in progress." The House Ways and
Means Committee chairman on Wednesday said a congressional probe is inevitable.

* Rep. Jan Meyers, Kansas Republican, said she has been blocked by
Democrats in her effort to force a House vote to compel the administration to
answer questions about Whitewater-Madison.

* The American Spectator filed suit in a federal appeals court, seeking
release of a sealed affidavit explaining the reason for an FBI search of the
office of David L. Hale. Mr. Hale's companymade a Small Business
Administration-backed loan to Susan McDougal, and some of the money reportedly
went into Whitewater accounts.

* Jerry Seper, Frank J. Murray and Paul Bedard contributed to this article,
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which is based in part on wire service reports.
GRAPHIC; Photos (A, color), A) Aide arrives: White House adviser Harold Ickes
(left) and his attorney, Bob Bennett, look at the press corps assembled t ‘dou si e
the courthouse.; B) House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich (left) and Rep. Jim Leach
listen as House Minority Leader Robert Michel answers a question yesterday about
the Republican leaders‘ meet‘ ’ 'ing with special prosecutor Robert Fiske., A) By
Kenneth Lambert/The Washington Times; B) By Ruth Fremson/The Washington Times
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HEADLINE: RTC made rules to avoid 'compromising‘ itself

BYLINE: Jerry Seper; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

The Resolution Trust Corp , whose leadership has come under fire for
briefing White House aides on an inquiry into a failed Arkansas thrift, set up
rules in May 1993 to prevent the agency from being compromised in politically
sensitive cases.

Treasury Department general counsel Jean Hanson outlined the rules after RTC
officials in Dallas had received a "misleading" memosuggesting they drop a
pending case against a Louisiana congressman.

In an internal computer memodated May 17, Richard T. Aboussie, RTC's then
acting general counsel, had quoted acting RTC head Roger C. Altman as ordering
an end to a pending lawsuit involving Rep. William J. Jefferson, Louisiana
Democrat.

Ms. Hanson, in an undated memo, said that the RTC leadership was to be
advised on pending litigation, "so we would not be surprised in our dealings
with the Hill," but that "no action should be taken to compromise" RTC
investigations.

"I have had an opportunity to speak telephonically with Mr. Altman, and
have received a memorandumfrom Jean Hanson . . . on this topic," Mr. Aboussie
wrote in his follow-up memoon May 24. "On the basis of those communications, I
believe . . . my e-mail to you could therefore be misleading."

Mr. Altman, who is also deputy Treasury secretary, and Ms. Hanson were
named as having been involved in briefings of White House officials in
connection with an RTC investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association of Little Rock.

Mr. Altman, who has since recused himself from the Madison inquiry and will
step down March 30 as acting RTC head, and Ms. Hanson were among 10 former and
current Clinton administration officials subpoenaed by Whitewater-Madison
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. to testify before a federal grand jury
about the briefings.

Madison was owned by James B. McDougal, former business partner with
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President Clinton and his wife, Hillary RodhamClinton, in the Whitewater
Development Corp , a failed north Arkansas land deal also under federal
investigation.

Mr. McDougal 1S suspected of diverting depositor funds from Madison to Mr.
Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign. He also is accused of routing the S&L's
money to Whitewater. Federal authorities closed Madison in 1989 at a cost to
taxpayers of $50 million.

A staunch Clinton presidential campaign supporter, Mr. Jefferson was
accused of failing to tell banking regulators he had defaulted on more than
$700,000 in loans to S&Ls later taken over by the RTC.

The'May 17 Aboussie memosaid a pending lawsuit involving Mr. Jefferson
should not go forward "without the express prior written permission of Mr.
Altman."

The RTC had sought to bar Mr. Jefferson's former law firm —the New Orleans
law firm of Bryan, Jupiter, Lewis and Blanson - from further RTC contracts
because the firm had failed to notify government regulators of the loan
defaults.

Bryan, Jupiter ~ a law firm with prodigious political connections - was one
of the RTC's largest minority contractors and had been awarded nearly $350,000
in government contracts annually.

Mr. Jefferson resigned from the law firm upon entering Congress in 1991.
RTC investigators contended that Mr. Jefferson's outstanding loans should have
been listed, even though he no was longer affiliated with the firm, since he has
maintained a financial relationship with the firm.

RTC investigators from the agency's Outside Counsel Conflicts Comittee said
the firm failed to disclose in its initial application for RTC business that Mr.
Jefferson and his former law partner, Trevor G. Bryan, owed nearly $800,000 to
failed S&Ls that had been taken over by the RTC. They said Mr. Bryan's debt
totaled about $65,000, while Mr. Jefferson's loan liability was more than
$700,000 - from rental properties he purchased with S&L money.

The debt later was resolved when the Jefferson notes were assumed by another
financial institution.

The suit was never filed. Mr. Jefferson said at the time he had left the
law firm before it sought the RTC business.

In Senate testimony last month, Mr. Altman admitted he secretly briefed
White House aides about the agency's Madison probe. Later, White House and
Treasury officials confirmed that at least two other briefings had taken place.

The disclosures led to the resignation of White House Counsel Bernard W.
Nussbaum, who also had taken part in the briefings. Mr. Nussbaum, whose
resignation is effective April 5, spent four hours yesterday before the grand
jury.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE; The 'feeding frenzy‘. .and the frenzied

BYLINE; R. Emmett Tyrrell Jr.

BODY

Consider the absurdity of the scene! America's journalists, possibly the
most sanctimonious collection of bores since the authors of the Mayflower
Compact, are now languidly flagellating themselves for engaging in a “feeding
frenzy" at the expense of the Clintons.

The Pilgrim bores, circa 1620, called themselves "Saints." Surely, the herd
journalists of American media consider themselves "saints" too. Just the other
day Rod MacLeish, the Washington bureau chief of Monitor Radio, was solemnly
beseeching another local Saint, that congenital groaner Haynes Johnson of The
Washington Post, as to whether, apropos of Whitewatergate, all Washington was in
a "feeding frenzy." "Oh, 'tis true, ‘tis true,“ responded Dr. Johnson, "‘tis
all too true."

Egad! Last weekend all Washington echoed with this sort of claptrap as the
anointed of the dominant media culture began to betray their sense of phony
guilt. And so the media's pre-eminent moral exhibitionists raised the lament
that all Washington was amuck in a "feeding frenzy" nibbling on the tender parts
of Boy Clinton and his cruelly persecuted wife. But wait! The press was
reporting legitimate news stories, created by the incompetents in the White
House. That is no "feeding frenzy," you see. That is evidence of abuse of
power, conflict of interest, and obstruction of justice. But just to keep
things simple for the simpletons now carping about a "feeding frenzy," most of
the Whitewatergate news stories are reports of events recently perpetrated by
the White House Machiavellians.

It is not the American press’ fault that President Clinton's White House
counsel and Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff attended controversial meetings with
Treasury officials who briefed them regarding the Clintons' involvement in
federal bank probes. Reporting those meetings is the press‘ duty. So is
reporting the recent subpoenaing of 10 White House officials and the forced
resignation of White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum. The other day, when
Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbel resigned, was the press to look the
other way, lest Haynes Johnson and Rod MacLeish descry a "feeding frenzy?“ These
are legitimate news stories, which the press is duty-bound to report. For that
matter, the press was duty-bound to report the Clintons' petulant character
assault on Republicans who sought congressional hearings into what appears to be
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the largest agglutination of sleaze since the Nixon administration. Arguably it
is larger, involving as it might the removal of Vincent Foster's corpse.
Now Indiana's Rep. Lee Hamilton, one of the most respected Democrats in

Congress, has urged congressional hearings. Is he, too, engaged in a "feeding
frenzy?" The Clintons' claque insists that all these stories are hoary with age.
The collapse of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and the Clintons'
Whitewater investment date back to Ronald Reagan's decade of greed. Perhaps
Hillary Clinton will charge that Ronald Reagan and Ed Meese encouraged her to
take a $2,000—a-month fee from the floundering savings and loan to represent
that fly—by—night operation before bank regulators beholden to her husband, the
Arkansas governor. Maybe she will claim it was Michael Milken who taught her
and her associates to "flip" real estate lots - occasionally several times a
day, inflating their value and using these inflated values to artificially pump
up their asset values. And maybe it was the Bush administration and not the
governor of Arkansas that enhanced the Whitewater development by building roads
into its otherwise remote hills and forests.

OK, let bygones be bygones, but the present White House coverups are as
current as the morning newspaper, and the fallout should be reported. Actually,
the press has been very cautious about speaking ill of the Clintons. Washington
bureau chiefs have actually muzzled some hard—working journalists who obviously
have been sitting on information for months. That was certainly true of the Los
Angeles Times‘ reluctance to publish Jonathan Rempel and Douglas Frantz's
scrupulously reported story on Troopergate. And now in the immediate aftermath
of Mr. Hubbell‘s resignation, a splendidly informative story by The Washington
Post's Howard Schneider and Sharon Walsh reports a vast amount of information
about nearly a dozen of Mr. Hubbell's questionable dealings both as a lawyer at
the Rose Law Firm and as associate attorney general. One wonders how long the
reporters gathered that information and if it would ever have seen the light of
day without Mr. Hubbell's hasty exit. This is not a frenzy of feeding but a
frenzy of events.

R.Emmett Tyrrell Jr. is editor-in-chief of the American Spectator.

GRAPHIC: Cartoon, NO CAPTION, By Wright/Providence Journal-Bulletin (3/94)
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HEADLINE: with friends like these, Bill Clinton needs no enemies

BYLINE; Meredith L. Oakley

BODY

Be truthful now. Are you really surprised that an administration which has
relied on "war rooms" to come to power. to develop its issues and to advance its
causes is reported not to be discombobulated by the onset of bunker mentality?

A veritable stable of spin doctors has been unable to control or derail a
White House scandal born of controversy sustained by the confluence of its
several seemingly inconsequential parts.

The reported mood swings between anger and depression in the Clinton White
House are understandable given the history of its chief occupants. The
president and the first lady have experienced the public's loss of confidence
before, to a lesser degree and on a much smaller stage, but in sufficient
quantity to topple them from what was then a crucial ledge in their climb to the
American political pinnacle.

7

Their protestations aside, the Clintons cannot help but take seriously what
pundits have so unimaginatively dubbed Whitewatergate. That they misjudged the
story's dynamics attests to how little they learned the first time around in a
place called Arkansas.

It was not scandal but effrontery and arrogance and, yes, inexperience that
undid Bill Clinton in Arkansas. Given the luxury of a four-year term, he
probably would have recovered in time to be re—elected, as he probably will in
this instance, but that as a fledgling president he should repeat so many
mistakes made as a fledgling governor must strike some Clinton watchers as
incongruous.

Not at all. His has always been a limited vision, a single-minded pursuit
of greatness, but what sets Mr. Clinton apart from others involved in such
quests is his ability to attract disciples - young, idealistic, righteous
disciples - to his cause. Unfortunately, in their zeal to serve him, they do
not always serve him well, and so more pragmatic heads must be assembled to
salvage the operation.

Despite their resolve, or perhaps because of it, the young, the idealistic
and the righteous are pliable creatures, capable of moving easily from the
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headiness of ordinance to defiant, defensive ordnance when their causes appear
threatened by less enlightened souls. That the greatness and accomplishment
they would bring would be challenged by ignorance and pettiness and inanity is
more than a personal affront, it is treachery. Messiahs are supposed to be
beloved.

Clinton's first term as governor was defined by its youthfulness and
undermined by the concomitant lack of wisdom born of experience. It was guided
by a coterie of young visionaries who handled their power and influence no
better than adolescents handle liquor, whose enthusiasm for the cause -to take a
backward state and shove its various socioeconomic aspects into the 20th century
- had been motivated by but subservient to their belief in the primacy of its
champion. Such was their youth and fervor that skeptics christened Mr.
Clinton's administration "the Children's Crusade."

But Mr. Clinton was not greedy. He kept the glory and delegated the power
to a triumvirate of executive aides, deridingly referred to by critics as
"assistant governors," who divided the administration of government among the
faithful Friends of Bill and Friends of Hillary who had helped erect the House
of Clinton. Never mind that many lacked practical experience in their chosen
areas of authority or the people skills to treat their subjects with respect and
dignity. Their reign was, as one pundit has described the Clinton White House
of late, a perpetual cocktail party, one pervaded by poor judgment, bad
management, public relations blunders and arrogance.

Then the party ended, and the revelers could not correct their mistakes
because they were unable to admit that mistakes had been made. Such admissions
were left to Bill Clinton following his ouster after only two years in the
governor's office, and he gave every appearance of having been humbled by the
pub1ic's rejection of what had been a decidedly upstart administration. When he
re—entered the political spotlight, he was an older, wiser, more sober leader
surround by by older, wiser, more sober acolytes whose apparent stability,
maturity and experience restored public confidence in Mr. Clinton's ability to
administer government.

Recent history and current events lead one to suspect that President Clinton
has forgotten what losing the governorship taught him: that his first loyalty is
to the people he serves, not to those who would serve him.

After an erratic first year in the White House, the number of controversies
outstrips the number of accomplishments in the public eye: Zoe Baird, Lani
Guinier, Travelgate, $200 haircuts, the death of Vince Foster, Whitewater,
Madison Guaranty, the resignations of Bernard Nussbaum and Webb Hubbell.
What's next?

Well, one would think that, given the luxury of a four-year term and his
tenacity, Mr. Clinton will rebound, but the rebounding will not be easy. He is
no longer in a position to control all the elements that influence public
perception, and most of the people whose job it is to manageWhite House affairs
and to put the proper spin on things are themselves wounded or missing in
action. The recent lament attributed to Hillary Clinton - "Where are our
friends?" - missed the point. Most of their friends are still around. That may
be the problem.
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Meredith L. Oakley is associate editor and political columnist for the
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. She is the author of "On the Make: The Rise of Bill
Clinton," forthcoming in July from Regnery Publishing.
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MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Trudy Walsh
Paula Stone
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Berry
Para egal

DATE: February 28, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty
I

Attached are sixteen (16) news articles from Nexis, relating

to Madison Guaranty, covering the period of February 25-27, 1994
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LENGTH: 671 words _

HEADLINE: Slovenly White House Ethics

BODY
President Clinton and his helpers keep saying they have nothing to hide on

whitewater. So some evil genie must be making them act as if they do. The latest
affront is the boneheaded conclave convened by Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger
Altman to give a "heads up" to three White House officials about the Resolution
Trust Corporation inquiry into a savings and loan association connected to Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton.

Mr. Altman said he wanted to brief Bernard Nussbaum, the White House counsel,
Harold Ickes, the deputy chief of staff, and Margaret Williams, the First Lady's
chief of staff, on when the statute of limitations would run out on the R.T.C.
investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

That is an interesting question and not unrelated to other questions that
Republicans on the Senate Banking Committee and other reasonably curious
Americans would like to have answered. Here are four:

l. Was Madison used to convert Clinton campaign funds to personal funds for
the then Governor?

2. Did a regulator appointed by Governor Clinton go easy on Madison because
it was owned by the Clintons‘ political ally, James McDougal, who was also the
Clintons‘ business partner in the Whitewater Development Company?

3. Did the Clintons pay the same amount of money for their half share of
Whitewater that Mr. McDougal paid for his? This question is important because it
bears on whether Mr. Clinton, while Governor, received gifts or claimed
undeserved tax deductions in connection with Whitewater.

4. Did Mrs. Clinton's law firm behave properly in its dealings with Madison
and bank regulators?

Given that such questions are now before a special counsel and the R T.C., a
meeting between Mr. Altman and top White House aides was improper on its face.
It could never have taken place in a White House that had even a rudimentary
respect for the common-sense rules on conflict of interest. The Clinton team has
taken the nation back to the sham ethics of the early Reagan Administration.
That crowd believed conflicts of interest could not exist since they could not
conceive of letting any law or rule of propriety interfere with the political
and financial interests of the President or his buddies.
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The stated reason for this meeting will not wash. Information on the statute
of limitations could be had from the newspapers or a brief memofrom the R.T.C.
legal staff. Senator Alfonse D'Amato and Representative Jim Leach therefore have
reason to suspect that the goal of the meeting was to control political damage
or compromise the R.T.C.'s investigation. who knows what the White House has
learned about the R.T.C. findings? After all, it was only through Mr. D'Amato's
efforts that the Government released an R.T.C. document suggesting that Mrs.
Clinton's law firm had failed at proper disclosure of its dealings with Madison.

In response to bad publicity, Mr. Altman has recused himself from the R.T.C.
inquiry on Whitewater. His R.T.C. deputy should now take over all his duties at
the agency until a permanent director is appointed. Senator Donald Riegle, the
chairman of the Senate Banking Committee, needs to step up his committee's
oversight activities. Other Democrats like Senator John Kerry need to cease
their myopic defense of Mr. Clinton on a matter about which neither the Senator
nor the public has been fully informed.

Opposition leaders are right when they say that a Republican White House that
so recklessly meddled in the Justice Department, the R.T.C. and other agencies
would be shelled with endless Congressional investigations. It is time for the
Democratic Congressional leaders. Thomas Foley and George Mitchell, to try to
educate this white House about the normal protocols of governance. Explaining
what Representative Leach meant when he said "arm's length" would be a start.

Clinton aides behave as if their President had deep deposits of public trust.
In fact, that account was pretty slim when Mr. Clinton got to Washington, and it
is just about tapped out now.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

February 27, 1994, Sunday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 729 words

HEADLINE; Regulators Raised Conflicts Issue But were Overruled, Documents Show

BYLINE; By LARRY MARGASAK. Associated Press writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Two federal regulators raised concerns in 1989 that Hillary RodhamClinton's

law firm had conflicts of interest in representing the government in an Arkansas
savings and loan failure, documents show.

Their worries, however, were overruled by Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
lawyer April Breslaw who wrote: "On these facts, I am not inclined to take a S
10 million case away from counsel that has obtained fine results for me on other
matters."

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York, ranking Republican on the Senate Banking
Committee, released the documents, saying they raise new questions about the
FDIC's recent finding that cleared the Rose Law Firm, where Mrs. Clinton worked,
of any conflicts.

Rose's work in the case of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan has now become
part of the special prosecutor's investigation of the Whitewater affair and the
first family's business dealings. The Clintons were partners in the Whitewater
real estate venture with James McDougal, who headed the failed S&L.

D'Amato demanded the FDIC's inspector general investigate the agency's
earlier findings.

Andrew C. Hove Jr., acting chairman of the FDIC, responded Friday by
instructing the IG to examine whether the Rose firm had "any conflicts of
interest or other improprieties..." when it helped the government sue S&L
wrongdoers.

The FDIC's decision to reconsider the conflicts issue was a victory for
Republicans who incessantly attacked the issue during a Senate Banking Committee
hearing Thursday.

One of the potential conflicts cited by Hove involved Mrs. Clinton's
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representation of federal regulators in a savings and loan case against a family
friend and political supporter.
The FDIC previously concluded that Mrs. Clinton spent just two hours of work

on the case. Her activities appeared to involve reviewing an amended complaint.
in which the judgment being sought was reduced from 5 3 million to S 200.000.
the FDIC said.

The FDIC also concluded this month that it could find no evidence of a
conflict in the Madison case.

The government had taken control of Madison after it failed in 1989 and had
hired Mrs. Clinton's firm to sue Madison's former accountants for negligence and
breach of contract. The case was handled by Rose partner Webster Hubbell, now
the No. 3 official in the U.S. Justice Department.

Four years before the contract was awarded, Rose firm lawyers, including Mrs.
Clinton, worked for Madison in regards to its failure on a state regulatory
MBCCQI.

But it was a second matter in the Madison case that caught the attention of
regulators.

FDIC lawyer Paul A. Jeddeloh wrote Breslaw in a June 6, 1989 memothat
Hubbell's father-in~1aw, Seth Ward, had extensive financial dealings with the
SLL and had recently won a 5 447,000 judgment against it.

In addition, Hubbell's brother-in-law, Seth Ward II, has also sued Madison.
Jeddeloh noted,

"I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
representation and a question of loyalties. Mr. Hubbell may or may not
to compromise our interests in the Seth Ward matter" in which the FDIC
appealing the judgment, the memosaid.

On Aug. l0. I989 a federal credit specialist, Ken K. Schneck, wrote
official that in the suit against the Madison accountants, information
institution's practices would be made available to Hubbell

be able
was

an FDIC
on the

"To believe that none of this information will make it back to his family is
naive," the letter said. "I do not know whether or not any information upcoming
will be damaging. However, I would like someone with a wide scope of authority
to review the situation and possibly eliminate this conflict."

Breslaw, the FDIC attorney who received the warnings, rejected them, writing
a regulator in charge of Madison that it was "important to keep things
perspective.‘

in

She said Hubbell was not representing his in-laws against the government and
was "involved only in an indirect way“ in working for government regulators.
Another partner in the Rose firm was the primary lawyer in representing the
government, Breslaw said.

Under the regulations in place at the time, regulators could disqualify a
contractor if they learned of an actual conflict - like a law firm helping sue
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bank or S&L officials they once represented.
Today, the conflict scrutiny includes an examination of both actual and
potential conflicts.
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The Associated Press

The materials in the AP file were compiled by The Associated Press. These
materials may not be republished without the express written consent of The
Associated Press.

February 27, 1994, Sunday, BC cycle

ADVANCED-DATE: February 24, 1994, Thursday, BC cycle

SECTION: Domestic News

LENGTH: 973 words

HEADLINE: After ‘Period Of Darkness,’ Key Figure in Clinton Probe Finds
Spotlight

BYLINE: By DANSEWELL. Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: ARKADELPHIA, Ark.

BODY
with a touch of his old confidence. James McDougal pushes his tray down the

line of a buffet restaurant where he regularly orders the S 3.59 grilled chicken
dinner. The cashier welcomes him as "Mr. Jim "

The respectful greeting harkens to brighter days when McDougal dined among
Arkansas‘ political elite as the owner of a small banking and real estate empire
that lured a U.S. senator, governor and even a future U.S. president to his
doorstep.

Gone is the wife who wooed land buyers astride a white stallion in ubiquitous
TV commercials. Gone, too, is his reputation as a real estate wizard. And when
people talk about his friendship with America's first family, it's only in the
past tense.

Today. McDougal lives in a trailer home in this south Arkansas city of
10,000, surviving on monthly Social Security disability checks and medication
for depression.

Nonetheless, he has emerged into the national spotlight - a key player in an
awkward investigation of the financial past of President Clinton and Mrs.
Clinton. It's a probe Clinton says will cost millions only to establish he did
nothing wrong.

"If people are going to tell your life story, they ought to tell it right,‘
McDougal says, settling into the booth at Western Sizzlin and doffing his
fishing hat to display a head that's been freshly shaved in preparation for a
network TV appearance.

An erudite man who quotes from Scripture, political history and classic
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literature, McDougal, S3, says he fears neither future legal problems nor a
life-threatening artery condition.

"Am I suffering? Oddly enough, I'm not. I'm not being treated like a pariah,
and many people are very nice to me," he says.

In Washington, Rep. James Leach, the ranking Republican on the House Banking
Committee, has accused McDougal of using his ‘Madison Guaranty $&L "as a
personal piggybank " He's been depicted as a reckless high roller who lived a
"Diamond Jim" persona.

A former employee remembers him differently.

"He was very family oriented; he was not flamboyant," says Sarah Worsham
Hawkins, who worked as a senior vice president at Madison. "He had a lot of
vision about what he wanted to do."

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske must now sort through McDougal's interlocking
personal, political and financial relationships with Arkansas’ elite, including
Clinton, U.S. Sen. J. William Fulbright and Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Their dealings involved Madison, which failed in 1989 at a cost of S 47
million to taxpayers. and the Whitewater Development Corp., a joint,
money-losing real estate venture with the Clintons.

Fiske must determine whether funds from the S&L were illegally diverted in
the mid-1980s to pay the political and personal debts of prominent Arkansans,
including then Gov. Clinton.

McDougal has already been prosecuted for fraud. After a psychiatric
hospitalization that determined he was competent to stand trial, he was
acquitted in 1990.

But circumstances have since evolved. Now the allegations suggest the current
occupant of the White House benefited from questionable SAL transactions.

That alone brought increased stature to an otherwise relatively small failure
in the multibillion dollar S&L debacle.

McDougal, too, has changed, according to Sam Heuer, who met McDougal as his
court-appointed lawyer in 1989.

"He's regained a lot of his confidence. He has a lot of righteous
indignation. And I think he feels a duty to get things out because it involves
the president of the United States - a personal friend," Heuer says.

Last fall, when new questions about the Clintons' involvement at Whitewater
and Madison emerged, McDougal did his best to avoid reporters.

But in the past month, he has started answering questions. While expressing
disdain for "irresponsible scriveners" and "Northern journals," he appears to
have warmed to the task of "entertaining the press."

He tells reporters that vengeful Republicans, overzealous federal regulators
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and his health problems are to blame for the S&L's failure, not some sinister
scheme.
His explanations, though, can sometimes lead to more questions.

In an interview with The Associated Press in January he questioned the
Clintons‘ claim to have lost nearly S 69,000 as passive investors in Whitewater,
saying his "records" showed they'd only invested $ 9,000. But then he
acknowledged the "records" were his memory, which at times can be fuzzy.

He calls the late 1980s "the period of my darkness."

In I986, he was crippled by stroke and depression and was ousted from
Madison's managementafter regulators expressed alarm about the thrift's
activities.

His speculative land ventures collapsed, along with his marriage to Susan
McDougal, a partner in the Whitewater venture.

He followed his wife to Los Angeles after his fraud trial, but they were
divorced there. He filed for bankruptcy before returning to share a trailer with
his ailing mother, living mainly on his Social Security disability payments,
which total less than S 1.000 a month. His mother died last September.

He credits the drugs Prozac, lithium and BusPar with helping him overcome
tendencies toward depression, but worn by carotid artery blockages and detailed
questioning, he still can grow melancholy.

He says the artery condition leaves him with just a few years to live.

"I don't have anybody," he says. "I'm at the end of the road, buddy, so it
doesn't matter what anybody thinks or says about me. It's only old Jim."

He smiles mischievously as he discusses the possibility of new charges
against him.

"Aw, I really do like Mr. Fiske. He reminds me of Wendell Willkie - another
barefoot lawyer from Wall Street."

And as for the prospect of a federal prison term: "It would mean very little
change in my circumstances "

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dan Sewell is The AP's Southeast Regional Writer, based in
Atlanta.
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BODY
With a touch of his old COflfld8nC9. James McDougal pushes his tray down the

line of a buffet restaurant where he regularly orders the S 3.59 grilled chicken
dinner. The cashier welcomes him as "Mr. Jim."

The respectful greeting harkens to brighter days when McDougal dined among
Arkansas‘ political elite as the owner of a small banking and real estate empire
that lured a U.S. senator, governor and even a future U.S. president to his
doorstep.

Gone is the wife who wooed land buyers astride a white stallion in ubiquitous
TV comercials. Gone, too, lS his reputation as a real estate wizard. And when
people talk about his friendship with America's first family, it's only in the
past tense.

Today, McDougal lives in a trailer home in this south Arkansas city of
10,000, surviving on monthly Social Security disability checks and medication
for depression.

Nonetheless, he has emerged into the national spotlight - a key player in an
awkward investigation of the financial past of President Clinton and Mrs.
Clinton. It's a probe Clinton says will cost millions only to establish he did
nothing wrong.

"If people are going to tell your life story, they ought to tell'it right,"
McDougal says, settling into the booth at Western Sizzlin and doffin '

fishing hat to display a head that's been freshly shaved i
network TV appearance.

An erudite man who quotes
literature, McDouga
life-thre '

g his
n preparation for a

from Scripture, political history and classic
l, S3, says he fears neither future legal problems nor a

atening artery condition.
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"Am I suffering? Oddly enough, I'm not. I'm not being treated like a pariah,
and many people are very nice to me," he says.
In Washington, Rep. James Leach, the ranking Republican on the House Banking

Committee, has accused McDougal of using his Madison Guaranty SEL “ll a
personal piggybank." He's been depicted as a reckless high roller who lived a
"Diamond Jim" persona.

A former employee remembers him differently.

"He was very family oriented; he was not flamboyant," says Sarah Horsham
Hawkins, who worked as a senior vice president at Madison. "He had a lot of
vision about what he wanted to do."

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske must now sort through McDougal's interlocking
personal, political and financial relationships with Arkansas‘ elite, including
Clinton, U.S. Sen. J. William Fulbright and Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Their dealings involved Madison, which failed in 1989 at a cost of S 47
million to taxpayers, and the whitewater Development Corp., a joint,
money-losing real estate venture with the Clintons.

Fiske must determine whether funds from the S&L were illegally diverted in
the mid-1980s to pay the political and personal debts of prominent Arkansans.
including then Gov. Clinton.

McDougal has already been prosecuted for fraud. After a psychiatric
hospitalization that determined he was competent to stand trial, he was
acquitted in 1990.

But circumstances have since evolved. Now the allegations suggest the current
occupant of the Hhite House benefited from questionable SLL transactions.

That alone brought increased stature to an otherwise relatively small failure
in the multibillion dollar S&L debacle.

McDougal, too, has changed, according to SamHeuer, who met McDougal as his
court-appointed lawyer in 1989.

"He's regained a lot of his confidence. He has a lot of righteous
indignation. And I think he feels a duty to get things out because it involves
the president of the United States —a personal friend," Heuer says.

Last fall, when new questions about the Clintons‘ involvement at Whitewater
and Madison emerged, McDougal did his best to avoid reporters.

But in the past month, he has started answering questions. While expressing
disdain for "irresponsible scriveners" and "Northern journals," he appears to
have warmed to the task of "entertaining the press."

He tells reporters that vengeful Republicans, overzealous federal regulators
and his health problems are to blame for the S&L's failure, not some sinister
scheme.
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His explanations, though, can sometimes lend to more questions.

In an interview with The Associated Press in January he questioned the
Clintons' claim to have lost nearly S 69,000 as passive investors in Whitewater,
saying his "records" showed they'd only invested S 9,000. But then he
acknowledged the "records" were his memory, which at times can be fuzzy.

He calls the late 1980: "the period of my darkness."

In 1986, he was crippled by stroke and depression and was ousted from
Madison's managementafter regulators expressed alarm about the thrift's
activities.

His speculative land ventures collapsed, along with his marriage to Susan
McDougal, a partner in the Whitewater venture.

He followed his wife to Los Angeles after his fraud trial, but they were
divorced there. He filed for bankruptcy before returning to share a trailer with
his ailing mother, living mainly on his Social Security disability payments,
which total less than S 1,000 a month. His mother died last September.

He credits the drugs Prozac, lithium and BusPar with helping him overcome
tendencies toward depression, but worn by carotid artery blockages and detailed
questioning. he still can grow melancholy.

He says the artery condition leaves him with just a few years to live.

"I don't have anybody," he says. "I'm at the end of the road, buddy, so it
doesn't matter what anybody thinks or says about me. It's only old Jim."

He smiles mischi-vously as he discusses the possibility of new charges
against him.

"Aw, I really do like Mr. Fiske. He reminds me of Wendell Willkie - another
barefoot lawyer from Wall Street."

And as for the prospect of a federal prison term: "It would mean very little
change in my circumstances."

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dan Sewell is The AP's Southeast Regional writer, based in
Atlanta.
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BODY
In the short time he has remaining as acting head of the savings and loan

cleanup agency, Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman is severing all ties
to the investigation of an Arkansas S&L involving President Clinton.

Altman announced his move Friday, a day after he acknowledged he recently
gave the White House a private briefing on the status of the agency's
investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

The S&L was owned and operated by James McDougal, a partner in President and
Mrs. Clinton's Whitewater real estate venture and a key figure in special
counsel Robert Fiske's current investigation into the Clintons‘ business
dealings.

Altman's temporary tenure as head of the Resolution Trust Corp. lS set to
expire March 30, but until Friday he had not distanced himself from the Madison
case.

During a Senate Banking Comittee hearing Thursday that focused on
Whitewater, Altman acknowledged that he had briefed White House counsel Bernard
Nussbaum, presidential adviser Harold Ickes and Margaret Williams, Mrs.
Clinton's chief of staff, earlier this month on the progress of the RTC's probe
of Madison.

Altman described the meeting as routine and said it involved only giving a
general description to the White House of how the RTC generally proceeds in such
cases. He said he initiated the session.

It came just weeks after the White House sought to distance itself from the
Madison—whitewater case by naming Fiske to conduct an independent investigation.

Republicans suggested the Altman incident was evidence of political meddling
by the Clinton administration.
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In its announcement. zhe Treasury Department said Altman "will have no role"
at the RTC after his temporary tenure expires next month. He'll return to his
]Ob at the Treasury Department.

"In the interim, he will be recused from all matters relating to Madison
Guaranty, " Treasury said.

On Friday. Republicans released new portions of a transcript of a
tape-recorded 1992 conversation between McDougal and Sheffield Nelson. a
political rival of Clinton's in Arkansas.

The transcript excerpts include se"eral vague statements attributed to
McDougal that suggest the Clintons cheated on their income taxes in connection
with Whitewater

But statements attributed to McDougal in the conversation contradict
assertions he has made in recent interviews.

For instance, in the transcript McDougal is quoted as telling Nelson the
Clintons never "paid me a penny's interest," even though they deducted a S 9,500
interest payment to him from their 1980 taxes.

But McDougal told The Associated Press in January that he recalled the
Clintons making about $ 9,000 in payments to him around that time.

McDougal said Friday night that the transcript did not sound like the way he
talks.

"It sounds fabricated," he said. "I'm reserving any further commentuntil
whatever Republican prepared the transcript makes the original tape available."
He said the tape should also be given to the special prosecutor.

Nelson did not immediately return a call seeking comment.

Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa. the ranking Republican on the House Banking
Committee, said the suggestions of tax improprieties need to be further
investigated.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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BODY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman, a political appointee serving as

temporary chief of the federal thrift cleanup agency, recused himself yesterday
from any further action on the investigation of an Arkansas savings and loan
with ties to President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton.

Altman announced he was taking the step one day after revealing during
congressional questioning that he recently briefed white House officials on how
his agency would proceed with potential civil claims growing out the failure of
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan. Altman's disclosure, under questioning from
Republican senators, was criticized as evidence that the White House is
improperly interfering in a case that directly affects the Clintons.

Altman also said he will step down as interim head of the Resolution Trust
Corp. at the end of March. The administration is expected to nominate a
permanent chief soon for the RTC, which by law is supposed to be an independent
federal agency. Treasury officials said Altman did not believe the Madison
investigation presented a conflict for him but realized there was the appearance
of conflict and decided to recuse himself for that reason.

The RTC is disposing of failed S&Ls and pursuing civil and criminal cases
against officers, directors, lawyers, accountants, borrowers and others. Hillary
Clinton and her former associates at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark..
represented Madison before state regulators in the mid-1980s.

Altman told the senate Banking Committee that he contacted White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaumabout three weeks ago and offered to meet with him to
explain what the RTC would do as the deadline for filing civil claims in the
Madison probe neared. That deadline was Feb. 28, but Congress has extended it
until the end of 1995.

Altman said he met with Nussbaum; Margaret Williams, Hillary Clinton's chief
of staff; and the president's deputy chief of staff, Harold Ickes, who has been
assigned the task of damage control in the Whitewater probe.

white House officials yesterday defended the meeting. "There's nothing
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improper about it." said White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers. "He
basically informed the white House -- as he did Congress, as he did the press.
It was strictly a procedural briefing. There was nothing available that was not
available to members of the press or Congress."

Altman said he told White House aides during the meeting that if the RTC
found a claim was warranted. it would either file a lawsuit or ask potential
defendants to voluntarily sign agreements extending the deadline. He said he
already had given such information to inquiring Republican members of Congress.

Meanwhile, Rep. Jim Leach (Iowa). the ranking Republican on the House Banking
Committee, yesterday released portions of a taped conversation in which the
Clintons‘ former business partner, James McDougal, disputes their accounting of
their investment in their joint whitewater land venture. McDougal said in the
1992 conversation that the Clintons never made a S 9,000 interest payment that
they claimed on their 1980 federal income taxes and that they used corporate
assets to pay off a personal loan.

In a memoto minority committee members, Leach said McDougal's comments
"appear to indicate that the Clintons lost no money in Whitewater" and "suggest
that the tax consequences which emanate from this venture merit careful
scrutiny."

Leach, who has been gathering documents for hearings he plans to hold next
month on the whitewater matter, said in an interview yesterday that he
considered McDougal's comments important because, "he is sitting down with book
ledgers, which lends it great credibility." The tape was made during a talk
McDougal had in the spring of 1992 with Sheffield Nelson, who ran for governor
against Clinton in 1990 and was himself an investor in a project financed
through the McDougal-owned Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

The Clintons claimed in their 1980 federal tax returns that they made S 9,000
in interest payments to McDougal related to the whitewater venture. "They didn't
pay me. . . . They have never paid me a penny's interest," McDougal said.

In recent weeks, McDougal has said that he could recall the Clintons putting
about $ 13,500 into Whitewater, not the $ 68,900 they claimed when the
investment became an issue in the 1992 presidential primaries and since.

Referring to the 1992 taped conversation, Bruce Lindsey, a senior White House
aide, said yesterday, "I think he [McDougal] is confused. He has said he is
relying on his memory with these amounts, and his memory is mistaken."

Lindsey said in an earlier interview that he believed the Clintons paid
McDougal $ 9,000 in 1980 to compensate him for interest he had paid on a joint
loan used to finance the Whitewater venture.

Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is now trying to sort out Hhitewater's
finances as part of an intense Justice Department investigation.

In the taped conversation with Nelson, apparently just after the Clinton
campaign released a report about the Whitewater investment, McDougal said: "I
could sink it [the $ 68,900 figure] quicker than they could lie about it if I
could get in a position so I wouldn't have my head beaten off. And Bill knows
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that."
In the transcript. McDougal said the Clintons personally sold "a corporate

asset" for which Whitewater had made all the payments. He was referring to a lot
and model home on the Whitewater property. Lindsey said the Clintons made some
payments on the lot.

4
Last night,'McDougal said a transcript read to him "sounds fabricated." He
told the Associated Press. "I'm reserving any further commentuntil whatever
Republican prepared the transcript makes the original tape available."

In another development, Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.) accused Democratic
National Committee Chairman David Wilhelm of using "political intimidation
tactics" in a letter criticizing D'Amato for leading the GOP charge on
whitewater.

In the Feb. 25 letter, Wilhelm said D'Amato's own actions "present a clear
pattern of conflict of interest over savings and loans and other business
interests." As one example, he cited a Senate ethics committee probe of
D'Amato's conduct in permitting his brother Armand to send letters under his
name to the Pentagon to lobby for a contract.

D'Amato's reply said the letter "reconfirms my suspicion that something is
rotten in Little Rock."

Staff writer Ruth Marcus contributed to this report.
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Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman yesterday recused himself from
the probe of a failed Arkansas savings and loan linked to President Clinton and
said he will step down March 30 as acting head of the S&L liquidation agency.

The Treasury Department issued the announcement the day after Mr. Altman
told a Senate panel he had briefed White House officials on the status of the
Resolution Trust Corp.'s probe of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

Madison was owned by James B. McDougal, a former business partner with Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton in the Whitewater Development Corp., a failed land deal also
under federal criminal investigation.

Mr. McDougal is suspected of diverting depositor funds from Madison to Mr.
Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign using overdrawn accounts and
Madison-approved loans. He also is accused of diverting the S&L's money to
Whitewater.

Before yesterday's announcement, Mr. Altman had been expected to step down
as the RTC's head at the end of next month, but he had not removed himself from
the Madison case.

Legal experts yesterday criticized his decision to brief White House Counsel
Bernard Nussbaum, Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes and Mrs. Clinton's Chief
of Staff Margaret Williams on the investigation.

"I probably would have advised him not to have that meeting," said Roy
Simon, a law professor at Hofstra University and a former board memberof the
American Civil Liberties Union.

William L. Seidman, former RTC board chairman, said the RTC director is
supposed to be "independent" and noted Mr. Altman's primary duty as a Treasury
Department official.

"As a memberof the Treasury Department I don't know of any restraints on
him briefing the White House, but I think he was caught in a Catch-22," Mr.
Seidman said.
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It was thoroughly unprofessional and raises many questions of ethics," said
Rep. Jim Leach, Iowa Republican. who has led House efforts to investigate the
Whitewater-Madison controversy.

Mr. Leach, ranking minority memberof the House Banking Committee, said the
Altman meeting would be an issue at a House oversight hearing on the RTC next
month.

On Thursday, Mr. Altman told the Senate Banking Committee he apprised the
officials three weeks ago of the probe's status and the difficulties with
statutes of limitation the RTC had encountered.

Mr. Altman described the briefing as routine, saying he initiated the
meeting to explain how the agency proceeded when a deadline for filing civil
charges in a case was approaching.

At the time of the meeting, the deadline for filing civil claims in the
Madison case was set to expire at the end of this month. Congress has since
extended the deadline for another two years.

Mr. Leach said telling the administration about the statute of limitations
concerns played into white House hands. "Part of the White house strategy,
long-term, is understanding the statute of limitation aspects of this case," he
said.

Legal experts said informing a prospective subject of an investigation about
problems with statutes of limitation could help with the formation of a defense
strategy.

A White House spokeswomandeclined to comment on the meeting, repeating the
usual White House comment that the case is under investigation by a special
counsel.

The White House press office has declined to discuss the Whitewater-Madison
scandal since special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. was appointed last month by
Attorney General Janet Reno to investigate it.

An RTC spokesman said the agency also declined comment.

In its announcement yesterday, the Treasury Department said Mr. Altman
"will have no role" in RTC operations after the end of next month. "In the
interim, he will be recused from all matters relating to Madison Guaranty, "
the department said.

Mr. Altman's decision was just part of the fallout from an incessant GOP
attack on Whitewater that began at Thursday's hearing.

The leader of that attack - Sen. Alphonse M. D'Amato, New York Republican
- yesterday denounced what he called the "political intimidation tactics . . .
by Democratic National Committee Chairman David Wilhelm" to block further
investigation of Whitewater—Madison.

In a letter to Mr. D'Amato yesterday, Mr. Wilhelm assailed the senator's
credibility on seeking extensions on the statute of limitations for civil suits
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in the Madison case.
Mr. Wilhelm said the senator opposed statute extensions in other cases,

noted Senate Ethics Committee criticism of Mr. D'Amato, who supported 19805‘
legislation that made it easier for thrifts to purchase junk bonds.

In response, Mr. D'Amato said he will "redouble . . . efforts to get to the
bottom of this Whitewater-Madison scandal," adding that Mr. Wilhelm's "attempt
to interject political intimidation into this process is despicable."

Also yesterday, Andrew C. Hove, acting chairman of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp , agreed to re-examine the agency's recent findings that Mrs.
Clinton's former law firm had no conflicts of interest in government cases it
handled.

Republicans have suggested the FDIC's findings were a "whitewash."

Mr. Hove instructed the FDIC‘s inspector general to investigate if the Rose
Law Firm of Little Rock, Ark., had "any conflicts of interest or other
improprieties" when it helped the government sue S&L wrongdoers.

* This article is based in part on wire service reports.

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), Roger C. Altman
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Republicans investigating the Whitewater-Madison affairs have obtained
recorded statements attributed to a former partner of President and Hillary
RodhamClinton's that contradict the Clintons‘ tax filings and White House
comments on the affair.

Rep. Jim Leach, the Iowa Republican who is conducting a GOP probe of
whitewater-Madison, sent transcripts of the statements by James B. McDougal to
other GOP House members along with a report from House Banking Committee GOP
investigators raising questions about the Clintons‘ tax liability and
truthfulness in the matter.

New portions of the transcripts, a ma]OrlEy of which already have been made
public, are from a March 24, 1992, taped conversation between Mr. McDougal and
Sheffield Nelson, a Little Rock lawyer and former Arkansas GOP chairman who ran
against Mr. Clinton for governor in 1990.

But Mr. McDougal last night impugned the validity of the transcript, saying
it did not sound like the way he talks.

"It sounds fabricated." he told the Associated Press. "I'm reserving any
further coment until whatever Republican prepared the transcript makes the
original tape available." He said the tape should also be given to
Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Mr. Nelson could not be reached for comment.

Mr. McDougal, former owner of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association, was a partner with the Clintons in Whitewater Development
Corp., an unsuccessful real estate venture in northern Arkansas.

In his conversation with Mr. Nelson, Mr. McDougal said a $9,500 interest
payment on a Whitewater loan - a deduction claimed by the Clintons on subsequent
income tax returns - was never paid to him, despite White House statements that
it was.

Mr. McDougal apparently was reierring to a $9,000 deduction for interest
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payments by the Clintons on their personal tax return in 1980.
Mr. McDougal also asserts that most, if not all. of a $30,000 loan taken

out by Mrs. Clinton to build a modular sales homeon a Whitewater lot was not
repaid by the Clintons but by the Whitewater corporation. But the assets
derived from the loan were sold by the Clintons at a profit.

In the confidential report, GOP investigators said that if the statements in
the new transcripts attributed to Mr. McDougal are accurate, the Clintons could
face serious tax liabilities. The president also could face
conflicts-of-interest problems stemming from his tenure as governor and his
state regulatory dominion over Madison.

Discussing the $9,500 interest, Mr. McDougal said: "Well, you know on their
tax returns. it's interesting that they show they paid $9,500 in interest to me.
Did you notice that? Well, they didn't, of course. . . .

"They didn't pay me. They may have paid someone else. They have never paid
me a penny's interest. They never owed me any money." Mr. McDougal said.

But in an interview with AP in January, Mr. McDougal said he recalled the
Clintons making about $9,000 in payments to him around that time.

White House senior adviser Bruce Lindsey told The Washington Times earlier
this year - when the first 38 pages of the McDougal-Nelson transcripts became
public - that the Clintons did in fact pay the $9,000 to Mr. McDougal in 1980
as reimbursement for interest payments made by Mr. McDougal on the loan to
purchase the Whitewater property.

Mr. Lindsey, a former Little Rock lawyer, also told The Times last November
that Mr. McDougal was not a reliable source and had not been "forthcoming with
a lot of information," although he would not elaborate.

Mr. Lindsey, who has been assigned to answer questions on an ongoing
federal investigation of Whitewater-Madison, did not return a call seeking
comment yesterday.

On the matter of the $30,000 loan "labeled Hillary Rodham" from the Bank of
Kingston (Ark.) sometime in 1983 or 1984 to build the model home. Mr. McDougal
said she never repaid it.

“OK, the property is in her name. . . . All right, but remember. it's a
corporate asset," Mr. McDougal said in the new statements transcribed from tape
recordings of the conversation.

"They made no contribution toward the retiring of it [the loan]. It was
entirely retired by the corporation. So you subtract that $30,000," he said.

Mr. McDougal said the Clintons then extracted the assets.

"At the time the Clintons assumed control of the corporation, the loan had
been paid down to about $13,000," he said. "See? They sold a corporate asset -
the modular home and the land it was situated on - and used the proceeds to
retire the note. . . . Apparently [they] kept the difference. So that's
$30,000 off.‘
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The House GOP banking staff said in its memo: "If McDougal's statements
above are true, they would appear to conflict with past statements made by the
Clintons that they were ‘passive investors‘ and lost large sums of money in
Whitewater. "

The Clintons have said they lost more than 568.000 on the Whitewater l
deal even though they never deducted such a loss.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH; 764 words

HEADLINE: Altman Steps Downs As Acting RTC Head, Recuses Himself From Madison

BYLINE: By JAMES H. RUBIN, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman announced Friday he has removed

himself from the investigation of an Arkansas thrift tied to President Clinton
and will step down March 30 as acting head of the savings and loan cleanup
agency.

The announcement came one day after Altman acknowledged in a Senate hearing
that he recently gave the White House a private briefing on the status of the
S&L agency's investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

The Arkansas S&L was owned and operated by James McDougal, a key figure in
the Whitewater affair who was President and Mrs. Clinton's business partner in
the troubled real estate venture.

'
Altman‘s temporary tenure as head of the Resolution Trust Corp. was set to

expire at the end of March, but until Friday he had not distanced himself from
the Madison case.

During a Senate Banking Committee hearing Thursday that focused on
whitewater, Altman acknowledged he briefed White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum,
Margaret Williams, Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff, and White House attorney
Harold Ickes earlier this month on the progress of the RTC's probe of Madison.

Altman described the meeting as routine and said it involved only giving a
general description to the White House of how the RTC generally proceeds in such
cases. He said he initiated the meeting.

It came just weeks after the White House sought to distance itself from the
Madison/Whitewater case by naming special prosecutor Robert Fiske to conduct an
independent investigation.

Republicans suggested the Altman incident was evidence of political meddling
by the Clinton administration.
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In its announcement Friday, the Treasury Department said Altman's term as
acting RTC head will expire at the end of next month and "he will have no role
beyond that time.

"In the interim, he will be recused from all matters relating to Madison
Guaranty, " the department said.

Altman s decision was ]USC part of the fallout from an incessant Republican
attack on whitewater that began at Thursday's hearing.

Also Friday, acting Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. Chairman Andrew C. Hove
agreed to re—investigate the agency's recent findings that Mrs. Clinton's former
law firm had no conflicts of interest in government cases it handled.

Republicans have suggested the FDIC's recent findings were a "whitewash."

Hove instructed the FDIC's inspector general to examine whether the Rose Law
Firm of Little Rock, Ark , had “any conflicts of interest or other
improprieties" when it helped the government sue S&L wrongdoers.

Among the cases was the Rose firm's work involving a Madison case.

Republicans also released new portions of a transcript of a tape-recorded
conversation in I992 between McDougal and Sheffield Nelson, a political rival of
Clinton's in Arkansas.

The transcript excerpts include several vague statements attributed to
McDougal that suggest the clintons cheated on their income taxes in connection
with Whitewater.

But statements attributed to McDougal in the conversation also contradict
assertions he has made in recent interviews.

For instance, in the transcript McDougal is quoted as telling Nelson the
Clintons never "paid me a penny's interest" even though they deducted from their
1980 taxes a $ 9,500 interest payment to McDougal.

But in an interview with the AP in January, McDougal said he recalled the
Clintons making about $ 9,000 in payments to him around that time.

In the transcript, McDougal is quoted as suggesting the Clintons deducted a
loan payment that actually was covered by the Whitewater corporation. "That's an
over-reflection on their income taxes," McDougal is quoted as saying.

In another section, McDougal asks about the "statute of limitations for tax
fraud" and is quoted as saying that "every bit" of money the Clintons put into
Whitewater was "income they didn't report."

Rep. James Leach, the ranking Republican on the House Banking Committee, said
the suggestions of tax improprieties need to be further investigated.

McDougal said Friday night that the transcript d
talks.
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"It sounds fabricated,“ he said. "I'm reserving any further commentuntil
whatever Republican prepared the transcript makes the original tape available."
He said the tape should also be given to the special prosecutor.
Nelson did not immediately return a call seeking comment.

In Little Rock, Ark., meanwhile, a motion filed in court this week details
Fiske‘s early strategy in prosecuting former municipal judge David Hale, who has
accused the president of pressuring him to make a federally backed loan to a
business associate during the 1980s.

"In order to investigate this allegation fully, it is imperative that the
Independent Counsel interview defendant Hale, or compel his testimony. This
cannot be done until the present case is resolved," Fiske wrote in the motion.
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HEADLINE: RTC SUGGESTSMRS CLINTON‘S LAW FIRM IMPROPERLY FAILED TO DISCLOSE
S&L LINK

BYLINE: BY ALBERT R KARR

ABSTRACT

Resolution Trust Corp's contractor-oversight office suggests that the Rose Law
Firm may have improperly failed to disclose its dealings with Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan, a failed Arkansas thrift (M)
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HEADLINE: Agencies Accused of 'whitewash' on whitewater
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BYLINE: Susan Schmidt, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
In a sometimes heated debate over the whitewater investigation, Senate

Republicans yesterday questioned top officials of two federal banking agencies
whether they are allowing partisan politics to interfere with the inquiry.

In a hearing before the Banking Comittee, Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (N.Y.),
the panel's ranking Republican, lambasted the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
chairman for his agency's recent report clearing the Rose Law Firm of conflicts
of interest, calling it "an incredible whitewash." The Rose firm, whose former
partners included Hillary RodhamClinton. represented the failed Madison
Guaranty Savings 5 Loan before state regulators when Bill Clinton was governor
of Arkansas. Acting FDIC Chairman Andrew C. Hove Jr. agreed to have his
inspector general investigate the origins of the report.

Republicans also sharply questioned Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C.
Altman, the appointed acting chief of the Resolution Trust Corp., on his meeting
three weeks ago with white House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and other Clinton
aides to brief them on the RTC's procedures should it decide to file civil
claims in the Whitewater investigation.

Altman said he initiated the meeting to give the white House a "heads up" on
how the agency would proceed on potential civil claims arising out of the
Madison's failure, which cost taxpayers an estimated S 60 million. Clinton and
his wife were joint owners of the Whitewater real estate venture with Madison
owner James McDougal, and the Rose Law Firm, where Hillary Clinton was a
partner, representing the SQL in the mid-1980s.

Altman said in a meeting with Nussbaum, Hillary Clinton's chief of staff
Margaret Williams and white House deputy chief of staff Harold Ickes, he
outlined various courses the RTC could take as it approached a Feb. 28 deadline
for filing civil claims against Madison officers, directors and lawyers. Since
then, Congress has extended the deadline to the end of 1995.

Altman said he told the white House aides the RTC would have to decide
whether there was a basis to bring civil claims and, if so, whether to file suit
immediately or seek a voluntary extension of the deadline from possible
defendants.
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"It was solely to be sure that [Nussbauml understood the legal and procedural
framework." Altman told the committee. He said he felt a briefing was justified
because he had been giving such information to inquiring members of Congress.

D'Amato, who praised some aspects of the RTC's Madison investigation
yesterday, had urged Altman to recuse himself from the Whitewater probe because
it involves the president, who named Altman to his job.

Present at yesterday's session, nominally an oversight hearing on the RTC.
were the five top-level officials on a board that oversees the agency. In
addition to Altman and Hove. they included Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan.

Republicans used the session to turn a harsh light on the Whitewater inquiry
and complain about the Democratic ma]ority's refusal to hold hearings on the
issue. Democrats, led by Sen. John F. Kerry (Mass.), argued Republicans were
engaged in "very partisan singling out of one institution.“

They maintained Congress does not need to hold hearings because Whitewater
and Madison are subjects of an extensive investigation by Robert B. Fiske Jr.,
the special counsel appointed by Attorney General Janet Reno.

Much of the hearing was devoted to discussion of a report on the Rose Law
Firm released last week by the FDIC's legal division, which examined whether
Rose lawyers properly disclosed involvement with Madison when they were hired by
the government in 1989 to press a lawsuit against Madison's former accountants.

The FDIC legal division, which originally hired the firm, found there was no
conflict of interest. It reached that conclusion despite evidence the firm never
disclosed it represented Madison before state regulators. and had cited the
accountant's audit work in seeking certain regulatory approvals. Hillary Clinton
was one of the attorneys representing Madison.

The FDIC lawyers also decided they would have preferred to know that Rose's
lead attorney on the case -- Webster L. Hubbell, now associate attorney general
-- had relatives involved in litigation with the government over hundreds of
thousands of dollars in Madison loans and commissions. But. they said, under
their relatively lax 1989 rules, Hubbell's actions did not constitute a
conflict.

"This is the most incredible whitewash," D'Amato told Hove. "I mean, are you
serious?"

The RTC has prepared a separate report on the conflicts question that was
released by D'Amato. It found the Rose firm failed to disclose potential
conflicts of interest, and the study has been sent to the RTC general counsel
for review.

The FDIC report said there was not a conflict because Rose lawyers imposed an
internal "fire wall" to keep Madison information from Hubbell about his
father-in-law, Seth Ward. "That's an Arkansas fire wall," said Sen. Lauch
Faircloth (R-N.C.). "You could strike a match behind it, hear the scratch, see
the glow and feel the heat."
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\ Hove reluctantly agreed to seek an innpector general's investigation of the
report and the handling of another case involving Hillary Clinton. In that case.
also an SLL matter, she signed court documents on behalf of her partner and the
lead attorney on the case, former deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster, a
leading Rose attorney. The case was against Dan Lasater, a Clinton friend and
supporter.

Hillary Clinton signed an amended complaint that reduced damages sought by
the government from S 3.3 million to $ 1.3 million. She was not involved in the
final S 200,000 settlement, according to the FDIC.
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HEADLINE: GOP persuades regulators to reopen probe of Rose
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BODY

Under pressure from Republican lawmakers, U.S. regulators agreed yesterday
to reopen their probe of Hillary Rodham Clinton's former law firm and its
dealings with a failed Arkansas savings bank linked to the Whitewater-Madison
affair.

The acting head of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. said he would turn
over to the FDIC's top investigator a report issued last week clearing Little
Rock's Rose Law Firm of conflict-of-interest violations.

Republicans branded that report a "whitewash" during a contentious, 4
1/2-hour hearing in which they lit into their Democratic counterparts for not
pursuing the matter.

Minutes after the opening gavel in what was scheduled as a routine hearing
on the savings and loan cleanup, Sen. Alfonse M. D‘Amato, New York Republican,
accused federal regulators of "stonewalling" Republicans in their efforts to
determine what happened in the Whitewater-Madison case.

"I see a cover-up here. I see a whitewash here," he said.

Democrats countered that the Republicans were using President Clinton's
Whitewater real estate investment for political profit.

"This has nothing to do with federal policy on savings and loans," said Sen.
John Kerry. Massachusetts Democrat. "What we're doing now is piling on in a
clearly partisan fashion."

High-level officials, including Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, sat and watched the partisan sparring for 90
minutes before they were called on to speak.

Mr. D'Amato chided the Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC) for its eight-page
report examining whether there was a conflict of interest involving Mrs.
Clinton and the Rose firm, where she was a partner.

Rose represented Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association before it
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failed, then represented the government in a suit that accused Frost & Co.,
Madison's accounting firm, of negligence in failing to detect Madison's
troubles.

In its report, the RTC said; “Interviews of current and former Rose Law Firm
attorneys who may be knowledgeable on this matter were not conducted."

"This is really one heck of a thorough report," a sarcastic Mr. D'Amato
said at yesterday's hearing.

Mr. D'Amato also blasted the FDIC report, calling it 'sophomoric,
legalistic mumbo-jumbo that doesn't hold water."

Sen. Lauch Faircloth, North Carolina Republican, called the FDIC report "an
eight-page insanity plea."

Acting FDIC Chairman Andrew C. Hove explained that under the rules at the
time Rose was awarded the contract, only clear conflicts of interest, not
apparant conflicts, were investigated.

Mr. D'Amato asked that the agency's inspector general investigate the
matter, to which Mr. Hove agreed.

Sen. Richard C. Shelby, Alabama Democrat, said that while unanswered
questions remain, Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special counsel appointed by
Attorney General Janet Reno to look into the Whitewater-Madison affair, will
handle them.

Leading the Democrats‘ counterstrike, Mr. Kerry made a show of charts
listing I93 failed thrifts that cost taxpayers more than the $50 million it cost
to bail out Madison, which was seized by federal regulators in 1989.

Mr. Kerry also recalled hearings held last year on fraud and mismanagement
at the RTC. when there was "no hue and cry from my colleagues across the aisle."

But Sen. Pete V. Domenici, New Mexico Republican, cited hearings called by
Democrats when President Bush's son, Neil, was involved in the failure of
Denver-based Silverado Savings & Loan, and asked for the appointment of a Senate
committee to investigate Whitewater-Madison.

Democrats responded that a Senate investigation would be redundant, and any
findings could prejudice the investigation already in progress under Mr. Fiske.

"It seems to me we put the matter where it ought to be put," said Sen. Paul
S. Sarbanes, Maryland Democrat.

Republicans on the House side will get a crack at Whitewater-Madison during
the third week of March when the House Banking Committee plans to hold a hearing
on the RTC cleanup job.

Mr. Fiske is investigating Madison and its financial ties to Whitewater
Development Corp., an Arkansas land partnership involving President and Mrs.
Clinton and Madison owner James B. McDougal and his wife, Susan.
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In 1985, Mrs. Clinton was being paid $2,000 a month by Mr. McDougal to
represent the failing SLL before state regulators. who sought to close it
because of insolvency. She presented a stock preferred plan based on an audit
by the Frost firm. The government said four years later that the plan was
fraudulent.

Mr. McDougal, who bought Madison Guaranty in i982, is under investigation
by federal authorities for accusations that he manipulated $250,000 in loans
through the SLL and diverted other money to the campaigns of several Arkansas
politicians, including Mr. Clinton.

GRAPHIC: Photos (A s B, color), A & B) Rose is target of SLL probe: Sens.
Alfonse M. D'Amato (left) and John Kerry (right) tangled yesterday at a hearing
on the savings and loan cleanup, in which regulators agreed to reopen an
investigation of Little Rock's Rose Law Firm. While Mr. D'Amato said
Republicans were being "stonewalled," Mr. Kerry pointed to other S&L cases and
called the probe "clearly partisan." (WILD ART, A1); C) Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen appears weary of waiting to testify before the Senate Banking
Committee , All By Ruth Fremson/The Washington Times
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DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

BODY

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - Federal investigators looking into the
Whitewater—Madison affair have subpoenaed records describing more than $283,000
in personal loans to President and Mrs. Clinton from four rural Arkansas banks,
The Washington Times has learned.

The bank records were sought by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., who
issued a request for "all documents" outlining the Clintons‘ involvement with
the four banks during an 11-year period beginning in 1978, the year the
Whitewater Development Corp. was formed.

The subpoena, delivered to the Arkansas Bank Department, sought department
records, regulatory examinations and other documents concerning the Bank of
Cherry Valley, Citizens Bank & Trust of Flippin, the Bank of Kingston and
Security Bank of Paragould.

It also asked for records involving the First Bank of Arkansas and the First
National Bank, both in Wynn. Those financial institutions bought the Bank of
Cherry Valley, Citizens Bank and the Bank of Kingston.

The subpoena was delivered Jan. 14 to Arkansas Bank Commissioner Bill Ford,
who was unavailable for comment yesterday.

The department's legal counsel. Candace Franks, confirmed that the subpoena
had been received and that the documents had been turned over to Mr. Fiske's
investigators. She declined to say how many records were involved but
acknowledged that "numerous" papers had been released.

Attorney General Janet Reno last month assigned Mr. Fiske to investigate
allegations of financial irregularity involving the Clintons, Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association, Madison owner James B. McDougal and the
Whitewater project ~ a 230-acre real estate development in northern Arkansas
jointly owned by the Clintons, Mr. McDougal and his wife at the time, Susan.
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Mr. McDougal, who owned the Bank of Kingston before he purchased Madison,
is suspected of diverting depositor money from Madison to Mr. Clinton‘; 1954
gubernatorial re-election campaign using overdrawn accounts and Madison-approved
loans. He also is accused of diverting the S&L's money to Whitewater.

The Clintons and McDougals have denied any wrongdoing in connection with the
Whitewater project and the defunct SAL.

According to state banking records, the Clintons borrowed $283,411 from the
four Arkansas banks between 1978 and 1984. The loans included:

' A $182,611 loan to the Clintons and McDougals in 1978 from Citizens Bank
that was used to purchase 230 acres of land along the White River in the Ozarks.
That land became the Whitewater project. The couples had intended to build
vacation homes on 42 plots, but the venture failed.

A $20,000 unsecured loan from Union National Bank in Little Rock to Mr.
Clinton and Mr. McDougal was used for the Whitewater down payment but was not
included in the document request.

' A $50,000 personal loan to the Clintons from the Bank of Cherry Valley in
1984 for Mr. Clinton's gubernatorial campaign. The bank was then owned by
Maurice Smith, a longtime supporter of Mr. Clinton's and his financial adviser
in the 1984 race.

Mr. McDougal, during an April 1985 fund-raiser at Madison's Little Rock
office, raised $35,000 to help the Clintons repay the Bank of Cherry Valley
loan. Federal law enforcement sources say investigators are trying to determine
whether Whitewater or Madison money was used to help retire the Clinton debt.

At least one of the purported contributors at the April 1985 fund-raiser -
Ken Peacock, then a 24-year-old college student - has said he did not sign a
$3,000 check to Mr. Clinton. His father, Charles Peacock, a Madison official
at the time, recently told The Washington Times that he made the contribution in
his son's name without his son's knowledge.

' A $30,000 loan to Hillary RodhamClinton in 1980 from the Bank of
Kingston, then owned by Mr. McDougal, Jim Guy Tucker, who is now governor of
Arkansas, and four others. The money, borrowed at a 20 percent interest rate,
was used to build a model homeon a Whitewater plot owned by Mrs. Clinton.

Ten days after the loan was made, a $30,000 deposit was made in the Kingston
bank's Whitewater account, which showed a balance at the time of $456. Records
show that the Clintons took tax deductions for interest on the loan but that
Whitewater paid the interest.

' A $20,800 loan in 1983 to Mr. Clinton from Security Bank of Paragould
that was used to help pay the balance on Mrs. Clinton's Bank of Kingston note.
The owner of Security Bank was Marlin Jackson, a Clinton supporter whomthe
governor named state bank comissioner after receiving the loan.

In November 1985, Mr. McDougal sent a $7,322 check to Charles Campbell,
vice president of Security Bank, saying in an attached note that the money was
to be used to pay off the $20,800 Clinton note. The check was drawn on a

',
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whitewater account that had a balance of $12.49. The check was covered the next
day when a Madison subsidiary deposited $7,500 in the Whitewater account.
Federal authorities confirmed yesterday that hundreds of documents had been

received from the state Bank Department and that an "extensive review" was under
way.

The federal government shut down Madison in 1989 at a cost of $50 million.
Mr. McDougal was indicted that year on fraud charges related to Madison loans
but was acquitted in 1990.

The Clintons, who sold their half-share in Whitewater to Mr. McDougal in
1992 for $1.000, have said they lost $68,900 on the real estate venture over 14
years, but there are no records to support the claim.

In recent TV interviews with ABC and CNN, Mr. McDougal said the Clintons
lost about $13,500.

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), Digging in: Robert Fiske has subpoenaed "all records"
of the Clintons‘ dealings with four banks.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline
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HEADLINE: Hubbell Resigns; Top Justice Official, Clinton Friend

BYLINE: By CAROLYN SKORNECK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell, a longtime friend of President

and Mrs. Clinton, resigned Monday, saying distractions from a probe at his
former law firm "will interfere with my service to the country."

Hubbell was the second high-ranking Clinton official to resign in just over a
week. White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum quit under fire on March S after
revelations of White House briefings with federal regulators who are
investigating an Arkansas savings and loan with ties to the Clintons.

The president said Hubbell had done valuable work at the Justice Department
but "he made the right decision" to resign and return home to Arkansas to deal
with an investigation into billings he charged while in private law practice.

As a personal friend, Clinton said he found it "hard to believe" that Hubbell
was guilty of wrongdoing.

Attorney General Janet Reno said his departure would be a loss for the
Justice Department, where he has been the No. 3 official for nine months. "I
don't believe he did a thing wrong," she said.

Hubbell did not attend Reno's brief news conference, but released a statement
recalling the "wonderful journey" he took from Little Rock, Ark., to Washington
a year ago when Clinton was inaugurated.

He lamented that "private issues" involving his billings at the Rose Law Firm
in Little Rock, where he and Hillary Rodham Clinton were partners, were
"elevated to public speculation." He said he was confident the dispute would be
resolved satisfactorily.

The law firm has been investigating whether Hubbell overbilled clients. He
has denied doing so and has said he was cooperating with the firm's probe.
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Hubbell recused himself last fall from any role in the department's
investigation of the Clintons' investment in the Whitewater Development Corp.,
the co-owner of which also owned Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan. The Rose
firm had represented Madison in the past, and Hubbell later sued an accounting
firm blamed in the thrift's failure on behalf of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp.

Hubbell said he would "stand and take the blows from wherever they came‘ if
they affected only him. But he decided to resign, he said, because "I believe
too much in this country, the president. the attorney general, the Justice
Department, my wife and family, and my colleagues."

"After a thoughtful weekend, I believe that my continued service will not be
as effective as it has been; that the distractions on me at this time will
interfere with my service to the country and the president's agenda. and that my
family, although totally supportive, is being harmed," he said.

Hubbell said his association with Reno “has meant more to me than words can
describe. She knows that I consider her one of America's heroes."

As for the Clintons, Hubbell said their 20-year friendship "has been a
never-ending source of pride and sustenance. Their support of me has been
unfailing."

Hubbell said he hopes to re-enter public service some day.

House Republican whip Newt Gingrich of Georgia, renewing a call for
congressional hearings on whitewater, said he was disturbed that Reno said
Hubbell was leaving to take care of old private issues.

"Issues about whether the federal government was overbilled, issues about how
the Rose Law Firm handled savings and loan legal affairs for the federal
government, these kind of issues are not private matters," Gingrich said.

Hubbell said in his statement, "These private issues have nothing to do with
Whitewater, Madison Guaranty, the McDougals or the president and first lady."
James McDougal owned the SLL, and he and his wife were partners with the
Clintons in whitewater.

Hubbell‘s resignation comes just one month after the departure of Deputy
Attorney General Philip Heymann, the department's No. 2 official who left citing
managementand style differences with Reno. She said she has no one in mind to
replace Hubbell.

At the Justice Department, one career prosecutor said, "Most people here,
contrary to the negative press, thought Webbwas the glue that was holding the
place together.‘ The prosecutor commentedon condition of anonymity.

Hubbell told Reno of his decision Monday. He did not return numerous phone
calls as he huddled with aides in private.

Just last Thursday, Reno gave Hubbell a vote of confidence by saying she was
not concerned that he was too distracted with Rose and whitewater matters to
handle his job.
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Hubbell was controversial almost from his arrival at the Justice Department
the first day of the Clinton administration.
He tried to keep a low profile, refusing any requests for interviews as he

helped with the transition. That just triggered more questions about what his
real role was, given that holdover Bush official Stuart Gerson was acting
attorney general for a time.

Hubbell has long been seen as the key link between Justice
Rouse, even though he eventually held the No. 3 position.

He joined the Rose law firm in 1973, becoming a partner in
managing partner in 1987. His served briefly as chief justice
Supreme Court beginning in 1984.

He was mayor of Little Rock from 1979-81 and served on the
directors from 1978-84.
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HEADLINE: Records Suggest Rose was Paid Twice in S&L Case; File Mysteriously
Empty

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE; WASHINGTON

BODY
The Rose Law Firm in Arkansas appears to have been paid twice by the

government for the same $ 30,000 work in a savings and loan case now embroiled
in the Whitewater controversy, according to a federal official who has reviewed
the billing records.

Webster Hubbell, now the No. 3 Justice Department official, was the
supervising attorney for Rose in the case, which involved the failure of
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan in Little Rock, Ark.

Hubbell resigned Monday, saying distractions from the probe at his former law
firm “will interfere with my service to the country."

Hubbell recently acknowledged that the Rose firm, where Hillary Rodham
Clinton also was a partner, had questioned him about billings for past clients,
including S&L cleanup work. He did not identify the cases under review.

According to a federal official who reviewed billings in the Madison cleanup
case and spoke to The Associated Press only on condition of anonymity:

—The Rose firm submitted a bill for S 2,400 in work. Later, the firm
resubmitted the same S 2,400 figure covering the same period of time as part of
a $ 27,000 bill to the government for work in the case.

- The $ 27,000 figure was in turn submitted again as part of an $ 80,000 bill
to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., which hired Rose to sue an accounting
firm blamed in Madison's failure.

The official said the records indicated the FDIC paid all three bills,
suggesting Rose was overpaid by about $ 30,000 for its work in settling the
lawsuit against the Frost accounting firm.
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"The records show those (smaller) bills heing paid" before the amounts were
resubmitted, the official said. "The only other possibility is that this is a
billing error."

Rose was paid S 400,000 by the government in the Madison-Frost case and in
all has earned more than $ 1 million in some 22 S&L cleanup contracts it has won
from the government.

Ron Clark, the firm's managing partner. did not return four telephone calls
since last week seeking comment.

Hubbell lamented that "private issues" involving his billings at the Rose Law
Firm were “elevated to public speculation." He said he was confident the dispute
would be resolved satisfactorily.

Justice Department spokesman Carl Stern said of the matter, “I don't know
anything about it."

The Resolution Trust Corp , the agency formed to take over the S&L cleanup
from the FDIC, last week began a formal review of all billings in the Rose
contracts.

That investigation, which is being conducted by the RTC inspector general‘s
office, may be made more difficult by the mysterious disappearance of records
from the FDIC's billings file in the Madison-Frost case.

In a Jan. 10, 1994, electronic mail message to a colleague, RTC attorney
April Breslaw indicated that the file from the Frost case marked "Legal Bills"
was empty.

As a result, Breslaw wrote in the memo, the payments would have to be
reconstructed, using copies of billing statements from the firm that were
attached to other correspondence.

Breslaw did not return calls seeking coment.

Madison S&L and the Rose firm have emerged as key figures in the widening
special prosecutor's investigation into the Whitewater affair that has engulfed
the first family in controversy.

Madison, which failed in 1989 at a cost to taxpayers of at least $ 47
million, was owned by James McDougal, the Clintons' business partner in the
Whitewater land venture.

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske is investigating whether funds from the S&L
were illegally diverted in the mid-1980s to pay the political and personal debts
of prominent Arkansans, including the Clintons, or to ventures like Whitewater.

He also is investigating two couriers‘ allegations that they were instructed
to shred documents at the Rose firm shortly after Fiske was appointed.

The Frost case previously was scrutinized over questions of possible
conflicts of interest.
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Rose lawyers. including Mrs. Clinton, represented Madison SLL on a matter
hefore state regulators in the mid—1980s. After Madison failed. the Rose firm
and Hubbell won the contract to sue Frost.
Officials have questioned whether this earlier work constituted a conflict.
In addition, they noted that Hubbell, who supervised the Frost case, had
relatives with extensive financial dealings at the S&L.

A recent government review cleared Rose of conflicts. but that decision is
being reviewed at the request of Republicans in Congress.
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HEADLINE; She Passes Up Chance To Say The Clintons Are Innocent

BYLINE: By PETE YOST, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A former Nhitewater partner of President and Mrs. Clinton passed up an

opportunity Monday to say she thinks the Clintons have done nothing wrong in the
whitewater affair.

At a news conference, Susan McDougal read a brief statement which declared
simply that she and her ex-husband - failed S&L owner James McDougal - are
innocent of any wrongdoing.

Ms. McDougal said the investigation of whitewater special counsel Robert
Fiske is politically motivated, and then declined to answer questions.

In an appearance Sunday on ABC's "This Week with David Brinkley," James
McDougal, who co-owned the whitewater Development Corp. with the Clintons, said
President Clinton is "guilty of committing no crime."

And he said Hillary RodhamClinton is guilty of nothing, other than "poor
bookkeeping."

But Susan McDougal‘s lawyer, Bobby McDaniel, repeatedly refused to
characterize the Clintons' role in Whitewater. He noted that his client
delivered all her Whitewater records to the Arkansas governor's mansion in 1991
at Bill Clinton's request, and hasn't gotten them back.

Isn't Susan McDougal letting the Clintons go "twisting in the wind" by not
saying she thinks they've done nothing wrong? a reporter asked.

"Susan just does not want to address the Clinton" question, McDaniel
responded.

In her statement, Ms. McDougal noted that her ex-husband and her brothers
were prosecuted for activities in connection with Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan. and acquitted.
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"Republicans ... who persecuted us were wrong and a jury told them so," Ms.
McDougal said.
"It stayed over until Bill Clinton was elected president. Now, because of

that '
: it has started again. and that is wrong." she concluded.

Ms. McDougal, 38, was the highly visible promoter for James McDou al's l dg an
development ventures, appearing in local TV commercials wearing hot pants and
riding a horse.

Now, says her lawyer, she's unemployed because reporters kept contacting her
about Whitewater.

"She wants to be left alone," McDaniel said of his client.

The Mcbougals and Clintons were 50-50 partners in whitewater, the Ozarks real
estate project that l5 part of Fiske's criminal investi ation. F’ kg is e is
_ investigating whether depositors‘ money from McDougal<owned Madison Guaranty
benefited the Clintons.

The federal government closed the s&L in 1989 at a cost to taxpayers of S 47
million.
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HEADLINE: Businessman Says Clintons Broke No Laws

BYLINE: By RON FOURNIER, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
An Arkansas businessman at the center of the Whitewater affair says

President and Mrs. Clinton didn't break any laws, but they did break their word.

And he can't figure out why.

"It is very stupid," James McDougal said Sunday.

McDougal, who co-owned Whitewater Development Corp. with the Clintons, said
the first family agreed by contract to turn over corporate documents by June 1,
1993. The papers, which he said were given to Hillary RodhamClinton. are needed
for his 1993 income tax filing.

"I wish they'd send them on down to me," he said on ABC's “This Week with
David Brinkley." McDougal bought out the Clintons‘ interest in the Whitewater
land venture after the presidential election.

White House special counsel Lloyd Cutler declined comment, saying the matter
was in the hands of the Clinton's personal attorney, David Kendall. Kendall
could not be reached at his office and did not return a message left at his
home.

Special counsel Robert Fiske has the originals; McDougal said he wants the
Clintons’ copies. and has sought them through his attorney for months.

McDougal, who once worked for Clinton's gubernatorial office, owned Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan, the failure of which is the subject of a federal
inquiry. Investigators studying the thrift's ties to Whitewater want to know if
any S&L deposits ended up in Clinton's gubernatorial campaign coffers.

Asked about the accusation, McDougal snapped, ‘That's a Republican lie."

He strongly defended the Clintons, saying the president is "guilty of
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committing no crime." McDougal added: "I don't see any crime that's apparent
that Mrs. Clinton may have committed."

McDougal's appearance came on a day when the morning talk shows were
dominated by Whitewater.

white House special counsel Lloyd Cutler appeared on three shows, carrying
the administration's new strategy: Concede to mistakes that gave the appearance
of a coverup, argue that the Clintons were actually totally forthcoming and
guilty of no wrongdoing, and resist congressional hearings.

The White House is scrambling to maintain public confidence after revelations
of private White House
House was told about a

briefings with Treasury Department officials. The White
confidential Resolution Trust Corp. investigation into

McDougal's thrift and its ties to Whitewater and the Clintons.

"The two things I believe will become clear in the end is that no effort was
made by anyone in the White House to influence the Treasury decision, and that
in fact the Treasury and RTC decisions did not change" the decisions to refer
the case to prosecutors, Cutler said.

"I hope we have made some progress in convincing the press that we are highly
cooperative and public," key aide David Gergen said. "I think gradually the
American people will understand the press reports (about) just how cooperative
and open the president the first lady and others are being."

Mrs. Clinton signaled a new approach Saturday when she broke a long silence
on the topic and told news magazines that mistakes were made, although nothing
improper was done.

"I really have been pulled kicking and screaming to the conclusion that if
you choose to run for public office you give up any zone of privacy at all,"
Mrs. Clinton told Newsweekmagazine, as new poll results show her popularity
dropping amid reports about her work with the family's finances and as an
attorney for Madison.

The strategy did not deflect Republicans, who continued to press for
congressional hearings

HWe can delay and we can stonewall, but sooner or later there will be
hearings," Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole told ABC.

Democrats argue that hearings would hinder Fiske. Republicans have said they
will delay hearings until Fiske finishes his investigation of the Treasury
meetings.

Fiske wants to know
Newsweek reported this
the Madison case after
magazine said Lewis is

whether the officials tried to influence the RTC inquiry.
week that RTC investigator Jean Lewis was removed from
the white House briefings. Citing anonymous sources, the
expected to testify before Congress about her disputes

with RTC officials over the investigation.

Both sides see the bickering getting more partisan.
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"We should not have a political circus with Democrats saying nothing happened
and Republicans saying everything happened - and nothing getting done," Sen.
John Breaux. D-La., told CBS.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., mocked Clinton for saying he did not know who

tipped him to the confidential federal inquiry.

"I find it difficult to understand how it is if you're mentioned in a ...
criminal referral that you wouldn*t remember who told you and when they told
you."' he told NBC.

Despite his defense of the Clintons, McDougal said he was baffled by their
reluctance to hand over the corporate papers.

"It seems pretty dumb to me not to just put it all out the first day,"
McDougal said, promising to share the documents with the media.

Asked why the Clintons have not provided the papers, McDougal said without
elaboration. "I suppose there's possible embarrassment from some aspect of it.’
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HEADLINE: WASHINGTONTODAY: Congress Pushes To Get Into Whitewater Probe

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
It's Oliver North sitting ramrod straight in his Marine uniform. It's John

Dean, in 7 stunning hours, describing Richard Nixon's abuse of power. It's Nixon
administration aide Alexander Butterfield divulging a tape-recording system that
sunk a presidency.

Will Democrats make sure that Whitewater never produces these dramatic,
televised scenes from the Iran-Contra and Watergate hearings?

In the next few months, will it be the open hearing room or the closed grand
jury room that will ferret out - and then reveal to America - any and all
secrets of Whitewater?

Either the hearings in Congress or the separate criminal investigation may
unravel the Whitewater story: the real estate losses of Bill and Hillary Rodham
Clinton, improper transactions by the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan, the circumstances of deputy White House counsel Vince Foster's death and
suspected White House meddling in the case.

But can congressional hearings be held without jeopardizing the criminal
investigation by special counsel Robert Fiske?

Republicans think they've found the middle ground for hearings in two or
three months. The congressional attorneys in Iran-Contra and Watergate agree;
the Iran-Contra independent counsel does not.

The GOP formula: Do not grant the immunity that led to reversal of
Iran—Contra convictions; give Fiske first crack at the key witnesses, so no one
will tailor their grand jury testimony to fit statements from the hearings;
begin hearings with the issue of alleged White House interference, the phase
Fiske will complete first.

Arthur Liman, the Senate's chief Iran-Contra counsel, said that solution
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could work.
"By deferring. you simply maintain a cloud. I would favor whatever is

required to permit the president to get this behind him. I suspect it may be
necessary for that to be hearings."

Sam Dash, the Senate Watergate committee counsel, said in a televised
interview, "Congress has a very important constitutional function that the
Supreme Court has held, and that is to keep the public informed. So I see no
problem. by the way, in Congress holding hearings."

But Iran-Contra independent counsel Lawrence Walsh said Fiske should be
allowed to finish his work first.

“It's the urgency I question. The first question that occurs to me is why
Congress needs them (hearings)," Walsh said.

In the Iran-Contra case. Walsh said. there was evidence of continuing,
"outright defiance“ of laws and congressional directives by the Reagan White
House. It was urgent that Congress try to learn the facts, he said.

"What is there in Whitewater that's comparable?" he asked. "Is there anything
urgent now? It's one thing to be looking at something that happened in the past
and another to look at defiance of Congress in an ongoing operation like sales
of arms to Iran."

Liman, while seeing the need for hearings after a delay, agreed that the
Iran-Contra congressional probe had far more urgency than Whitewater.

uWe couldn't defer longer with a government in paralysis and the specter of
impeachment hanging over the country," Liman said.

So there's the argument. Picture the contrast for American taxpayers.

On the one hand, live television coverage, nightly news sound bites, a
crowded hearing room, floodlights, cameras, snaking lines of people trying to
get seats to watch a piece of history. Republicans would relish that.

On the other, a professionally conducted investigation, by experienced
prosecutors, taking place in the secrecy of grand jury meeting rooms that emit
only silence to the outside world. It would all be revealed some time in the
future.

And that's what Democrats want.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Larry Margasak covers Congress for The Associated Press and
specializes on ethics and institutional reform issues.
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HEADLINE: OTHER NEWS: THE omen LAND DEAL; arc REGULATOR"moses"?

BODY
whitewater special counsel Robert Fiske "has subpoenaed

records from another failed real estate deal" financed by
whitewater Development Corp. whitewater Development's
involvement with the Lorance Heights project "ended with lawsuits
from angry landowners, foreclosure and a $510,000 judgment
against the company and a related firm. The Clintons were 50!
owners in Whitewater when it purchased Lorance in '86, “but their
exact role in the project is unclear." Sam Heuer. atty for
whitewater partner James McDougal, said McDougal "did not tell
the Clintons about the purchase." CHICAGO TRIBUNE's Marx &
Gaines call Lorance "another window on the operations of
Hhitewate;" (3/11). CBS's Pelley also covered the story; "The
White House says the Clintons knew nothing about Lorance, but the
Special Counsel has subpoenaed documents from the development and
expects to call McDougal before the grand jury" (3/11).
RTC RIFT: Rep. Jim Leach (R-IA) said "he has 'blockbuster'

evidence that federal investigators who worked on the
(Whitewater/Madison) probe are being silenced and intimidated by
their superiors here." Without any specific proof, Leach alleged
that RTC investigators in the K.C. office "have been ‘gagged and
possible coerced‘ by officials in the RTC Washington office"
(Farrell/Zuckman, BOSTONGLOBE, 3/12). NH press sec. Dee Dee
Myers called it an "accusation without any evidence" (N Y. TIMES,
3/12). W. POST's Schmidt reports RTC probers "have complained
privately that they felt pressured by agency lawyers to play down
the involvement" of Bill and H.R. Clinton “in their preparation
of criminal referrals" involving Madison Guaranty S&L (3/12).
NEHSWEEK's Turque reports K.C. RTC prober Jean Lewis "is expected
to offer detailed testimony about her disputes with agency
officials." According to Hill and RTC sources, Lewis and others
in K.C. had collected information that Whitewater "may have
contributed" to Madison's failure. Hill sources "say Lewis
encountered resistance from the RTC attorney reviewing the
referral and that she believes it may have been the result of
outside pressure " The debate on the referral "became so heated
that both Lewis and the agency attorney were removed from the
case" in 11/93. "That would put it shortly after a series of
(NH) contacts" with Treasury officials (3/21 issue).
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SECTION: WHITEWATER

LENGTH: 347 words

HEADLINE: LLOYD CUTLER: GOES THREE-FOR-THREE ON SUNDAYTALKS

BODY
New WHCounsel Lloyd Cutler appeared on all three Sunday

talks shows. On ABC's "Brinkley": "My sense from talking to
people -- and I have not see all the documents or anything else,
is that the ten year old whitewater affair is not much of an
affair" (3/13). On NBC's "Meet the Press": "The whole idea of a
special counsel and a grand jury is to. in effect, get all the
witnesses and all the documents cold before there has been a
coordination of defense ... so that they can be sure they're
hearing the full, unrehearsed, unprepared story. A congressional
hearing just isn't like that" (3/13). On CBS‘s “Face the
Nation": "The two things that I believe will come clear in the
end is that no effort was made by anyone in the White House to
influence the Treasury decision ... one way or another, and that,
in fact, the Treasury-RTC decision did not change" (3/13)
BUSY DAY: ABC's Norris; "Cutler spun his way through the

talk-show circuit" (3/13). "Between the lines of Mr. Cutler's
remarks, one aspect of the (WH) strategy began to take place.
The (WH) seems to hope that (special counsel) Fiske will deal
first with the meetings between Treasury Department and White
House staff members on Madison Guaranty, as he has said he might,
and publish an interim report exonerating Administration
officials of wrongdoing on that angle of the case" (Rosenbaum,
N.Y. TIMES, 3/14). Cutler tried to "put his calm, soothing coat
around the Whitewater scandal" (Komarow, USA TODAY, 3/14).
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HEADLINE: Delay of Whitewater hearings urged

BYLINE¢ WILLIAM E. CLAYTON JR.. Houston Chronicle Washington Bureau, GREG
MCDONALD;Staff

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
WASHINGTON-— White House counsel Lloyd Cutler made the rounds

of broadcast talk shows Sunday, saying Congress should delay
hearings until the special counsel can investigate the Whitewater
affair.

The counsel's work with a grand jury can develop the '"full,
unrehearsed, unprepared story" of the issue in a way congressional
hearings could not, Cutler told NBC's “"Meet the Press. "
""The whole idea of a special counsel and a grand jury is to,
in effect, get all the witnesses and all the documents cold before
there has been a coordination of a defense, before one witness can
listen to another witness, so that they can be sure they're hearing
the full, unrehearsed, unprepared story," Cutler said. ""A
congressional hearing just isn't like that. Everybody will hear
everybody else. Accusations that are unwarranted or unsubstantiated
can be made in public instead of in secret, and that's what the
grand jury is about. "

He said that after special counsel Robert Fiske ""is
finished, it is up to Congress to decide whether they want
hearings, and if they want hearings, the White House, you can be
sure -- at least the president has said this and I'll repeat it -
is going to cooperate. "

On CBS's “"Face the Nation," Cutler said ""all kinds of
charges" are making the rounds about Whitewater and the suicide of
White House aide Vince Foster, "“but that's the kind of stuff
you'll get in a Congressional hearing with very little opportunity
to deal with it. "

Capitol Hill hearings would be ""highly partisan," Cutler
said.

""No president is going to decline to have people testify in
a hearing which the bipartisan Congress decides to hold," Cutler
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uaid. "“The objections to a hearing were initiated by Mr.Fiske,
the special counsel. He is the one who took the initiative in
urging both houses of Congress to defer hearings until he could
conclude his investigation. “

Sen.Bob Dole, R-Kan., the Senate minority leader, told the
ABC show ""This WeekWith David Brinkley" that the public wants a
congressional inquiry into the Clintons' investments in the
whitewater land development venture and its connection to Madison
Guaranty, a failed Arkansas saving and loan institution.

when House Speaker Tom Foley, D-Hash., told the same program
that Fiske wanted time to do his work, Dole accused Foley and other
Democrats of trying to ""hide behind Mr. Fiske" and thwart
congressional investigation of the matter.

The Clintons need not testify in person. Dole said.

""Mrs. Clinton has to be accountable. The president has to be
accountable. There are a lot of ways they can be accountable
without coming before a (congressional) committee,“ the minority
leader said.

Dole said congressional Republicans are willing to give Fiske
""a little breathing room, perhaps a fey weeks," to investigate
before hearings on Whitewater.

Cutler said he is confident that ""in the end it will turn
out, at least as far as even a breath of criminal activity by
either the president or the first lady, it will turn out to be
nothing at all. '

He said he is convinced that controversial meetings between
white House and Treasury Department officials, after an agency of
Treasury had opened a whitewater inquiry, involved nothing improper

Cutler's appearance on television was part of a new white
House public relations offensive aimed at countering Republican
attacks and trying ""to correct this assumption by the media," as
one senior Clinton aide put it, ""that the president and first lady
have done something wrong. "

Clinton, traveling to Detroit Sunday for the opening of an
international jobs conference, declined to comment on the
Whitewater controversy. But in a weekend interview with
Knight-Ridder Newspapers, the president denounced the media for
reporting what he called unsubstantiated rumors and Republican lies

""I've never been in an environment in my life where you were
presumed guilty until you were proved innocent. It's just
bizarre," he said.

Hillary Clinton, meanwhile, took a similar tact. She
acknowledged in weekend interviews with Time and Newsweek magazines
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that mistakes were made in handling the whitewater issue. But she
bl 'amed the media {or blowing it out of proportion.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE: FIRST LADY VOWSTO PAY IF WHITEWATERTAX OWED;
INQUIRY: MRS. CLINTON SAYS COUPLE WILL ‘ACT APPROPRIATELY' SHOULDANY
OBLIGATIONS BE UNVEILED. NEWCOUNSEL SEES NOTHINGCOMINGOF CONTROVERSY.

BYLINE: By EDWIN CHEN and STANLEY MEISLER, TIMES STAFF WRITERS

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton said she and President Clinton are prepared

to pay back taxes if it turns out that they underpaid on their Whitewater real
estate investment, according to published reports Sunday. Meanwhile, newly named
White House Counsel Lloyd N. Cutler predicted that the controversy "will turn
out to be nothing at all."

Changing earlier plans for a TV appearance with the President this week, the
First Lady gave brief interviews over the weekend to Time and Newsweek magazines
as she prepared to resume her campaign for health care reform with a trip to
Denver today.

She told Time that if information emerges that indicates she and her husband
owe any back taxes in connection with the Ozark real estate venture, "WeWill
act appropriately."

U.S. News & World Report quoted White House "insiders" as saying that David
E. Kendall, the Clintons‘ personal attorney, has told the couple that all he has
uncovered are "tax errors and improper deductions" relating to the Whitewater
development.

The magazine said Kendall "has assured the First Couple that as far as he can
tell they have not seriously violated the law."

Reached at his law office Sunday, Kendall declined to comment.

The Whitewater controversy dominated the Sunday television talk shows, with
Cutler appearing on three programs to defend the Administration.

Asked on NBC-TV‘s "Meet the Press" if he agreed with Kendall that the
Clintons may owe back taxes and penalties, Cutler said: "All I can tell you is
that Mr. Kendall is a very good private lawyer. . . . What the Clintons did in
this investment some 10 or 12 years ago is a private affair of theirs in which
they're represented by private counsel. This is not really a White House
matter."
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Cutler described his new role as helping to deal with the impact of the cane
on the presidency and with making certain, "as President Clinton said when he
asked me to take this job, that everything we do within the White House
justifies public confidence in the openness and integrity of his
Administration." '

Despite his acknowledgment that he did not yet know all the details, Cutler
defended the white House on several controversial issues, including the meetings
that White House aides had with Treasury Department officials about their
investigation into the failed savings and loan involved in the whitewater case.

Those meetings are being investigated by Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special
counsel appointed to look into the Whitewater dealings and related matters.

"The fact is no one -— if I'm correctly informed -- no one in the white House
asked that any change be made, and no change was made," he said.

Asked if he had yet sat down with the Clintons and asked them to tell him
everything they know about whitewater, he said: "No, I have not. I have had an
opportunity to meet with the President at some length . . . but I have not been
into the details of Whitewater. . . . I think in the end it will turn out, at
least as far as even a breath of criminal activity by either the President and
the First Lady, it will turn out to be nothing at all."

Asked on CB5-TV‘s “Face the Nation“ if the President has told him whether he
was innocent of any wrongdoing in the matter, Cutler said: "Of course, he said
that to me. And I believe him."

Cutler also said on the CBS program that he is certain that the Clintons and
their staffs will cooperate fully with any congressional hearing on the
Whitewater matter, just as they are now cooperating with the special counsel's
office.

Portions of some documents might have to be withheld for national security
reasons. Cutler said, "but in general, when people in the White House, from the
President on down, are asked about their personal conduct in the White House
involving official business, they should cooperate, and I believe they will."

Calls for congressional hearings continued to come from Republicans, with
Democrats just as adamant that they should be delayed.

On ABC-TV's "This week with David Brinkley," Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole
(R-Kan.) reiterated his desire to have hearings soon.

"I think the sooner we have that, the better it's going to be for . . .
President and Mrs. Clinton," he said. "We can delay, we can stonewall, but
sooner or later there are going to be hearings."

But House Speaker Thomas S. Foley (D—Wash.) said Congress should "respect"
Fiske's request that there be no hearings until his investigations of the White
House-Treasury Department meetings are concluded.

There have been allegations that the Clintons lost less than the $68,000 that
they have previously claimed from their investment in the Whitewater resort
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development in Arkannas, a partnership they shared with James B. McDougal. the
owner of Madison Guaranty savings L Loan, the failed thrift that is also part
of Fiske's probe.

McDougal has claimed that the Clintons invested no more than $13,000.
although he has said he has no documentation of his charge —- a concession the
First Lady noted in her 30-minute interview with Time.

"Jim didn't have any documents. He can recall only from his memory." she
said.

Previously, the Clintons have acknowledged that they improperly took tax
deductions in 1984 and 1985 on interest payments actually made by the Whitewater
partnership. They later filed amended tax returns.

McDougal appeared on the ABC program and denied charges that any money from
his savings and loan had been funneled into Clinton's gubernatorial election
campaign in Arkansas in 1984.

"That's a lie," McDougal said. "That's a Republican lie. . . . In no way,
shape, form or fashion was any Madison Guaranty money put into a Clinton
campaign. I'm prepared to go to court in the morning on that. Let's settle that
issue. It's a lie."

But McDougal said Hillary Clinton had failed to supply him with old
whitewater real estate development documents that he needed to fill out his
income tax returns. The documents have presumably been turned over to the
special counsel's office. McDougal said he would be satisfied with copies of the
originals.

Asked if he could guess why she had not sent him the documents, McDougal
said: "I suppose there's possible embarrassment from some aspect of it . . . for
the Hhite House."
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BODY
As Democrats and Republicans continued bickering on television this morning

over whether Congressional hearings should be held on the Whitewater case, Bill
and Hillary Clinton's business partner in the Arkansas land venture that gave
the case its name said that one main instance of supposed wrongdoing never
occurred.

The former partner, James B. McDougal said on the ABC News program "This
week" that "in no way, shape, form or fashion" did any money from a savings and
loan he headed go "into a Clinton campaign."

Mr. McDougal held a fund—raising event in 1985 to help Mr. Clinton pay off a
$50,000 loan that had helped finance his 1984 campaign for re-election as
Governor of Arkansas. One matter under investigation by the independent counsel.
Robert B. Fiske Jr., is whether any money raised by Mr. McDougal came from the
savings and loan, Madison Guaranty. The savings association ultimately
collapsed at a cost to the Federal Government of more than $60 million.

Mistake by Aides

Mr. McDougal, his head shaven, sat stiffly before the camera in a
high-backed leather chair in his office in Arkansas and complained that the
Clintons were refusing to give him corporate records of the Whitewater
Development Company that he needed to complete his income taxes.

A White House spokeswoman responded this afternoon that all the records had
been turned over to the independent counsel. She said she did not know if the
Clintons had kept copies.

Mr. McDougal said he did not believe that the Clintons had committed any
crime, but he suggested that material in the records might somehow embarrass
them.

The new White House counsel, Lloyd N. Cutler, appeared on all three network
interview programs this morning and said that White House aides had made a
mistake by discussing the Madison investigation in meetings with officials from
the Treasury Department and the Resolution Trust Corporation, the agency
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managing the savings and loan bailout.
But on the NBC News program “Meet the Press," Mr. Cutler said the mistake was
"more the appearance of those meetings than anything else “

Between the lines of Mr. Cutler's remarks, one aspect of the White House
strategy began to take shape. The White House seems to hope that Mr. Fiske will
deal first with the meetings between Treasury Department and White House staff
memberson Madison Guaranty, as he has said he might, and publish an interim
report exonerating Administration officials of wrongdoing on that angle of the
case.

Then. they may hope to argue that since nothing wrong has been done since Mr.
Clinton became President, Congressional hearings are unnecessary. ‘

Having been named to his position only on Monday, Mr. Cutler said he had not
had time to review many relevant documents.

But, he declared: "From everything I have heard, it seems to be clear that no
effort was made by any White House people to indicate to the Treasury people
what they ought to do, and, indeed, the Treasury and the R.T.C. did not change
their position."

Mr. Cutler and the Speaker of the House, Thomas S. Foley of Washington,
argued that Congressional hearings should not take place until Mr. Fiske had
completed his inquiry.

But Senators Bob Dole of Kansas, Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York and William
S. Cohen of Maine and Representative Jim Leach of Iowa, all Republicans,
maintained that public hearings were necessary to clear the air.

Mr. Cutler insisted that his ]Ob was to advise the President in his public
duties and that Whitewater matters would be handled by the Clintons' personal
lawyer, David Kendall.

Possibility of Back Taxes

Mr. Kendall said in an interview published this week in U.S. News & World
Report that the Whitewater investigation might end up showing that the Clintons
would have to pay some back taxes.

Mrs. Clinton, in interviews with Time and Newsweek to be published on Monday,
said she and the President would pay whatever additional taxes they owed.

In the interviews Mrs. Clinton took an approach often favored by politicians,
admitting that mistakes had been made but rarely saying precisely what they
were. For example, in the Newsweek interview, she said: "Clearly there were lots
of missteps along the way. I'd be the first to say that, and obviously I wish
there weren't because this thing has gotten blown so out of proportion.

GRAPHIC: Photos: Lloyd N. Cutler, the White House counsel, receiving makeup
before a network interview program yesterday. (Associated Press); As aides
sought to still the call for Congressional hearings on Whitewater, President
Clinton strolled down the colonnade at the White House yesterday before going to
Detroit for an international conference on chronic unemployment and stagnant
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wages in the industrialized nations. (Reuters)
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HEADLINE; Dems: Don't let Whitewater rock the boat

BYLINE: Richard Benedetto

DATELINE: CLEVELAND

BODY
The Democratic National Committee is determined President Clinton's

Whitewater woes will not distract the faithful from the task ahead: electing
more Democrats in November.

"We've got to keep our eye on the ball," DNC Chairman David Wilhelm repeats,
a mantra picked up by the 700 partisans at the three days of meetings ending
Saturday.

Despite assertions Whitewater and escalating attacks on Clinton and first
lady Hillary RodhamClinton are not "distracting" them from mapping 1994
election strategy, Democratic leaders spent a good deal of time hammering out a
Whitewater strategy, as well.

Their game plan:

-- Dismiss it as a partisan ploy by Republicans, out of ideas on how to run
the country, to bring Clinton down.

-- Attack the personal ethics of Republicans leading the Whitewater charge.

-- Organize women's public forums to defend the first lady.

Wilhelm ended the meetings with a spirited speech that summarized all three,
highlighted by blistering personal attacks on three Republican Whitewater
critics in the Senate: Minority Leader Robert Dole of Kansas, Alfonse D'Amato of
New York and Phil Granm of Texas.

"Being attacked on ethics by Al D'Amato is like being called ugly by a frog,"
Wilhelm said. "Being accused of ethics violations by Phil Gramm is like being
called low by a snake. Being attacked on ethics by Bob Dole is like being called
a tax cheat by Leona Helmsley."

Grammand D'Amato have been charged with ethics violations '

Dole faced questions about ties to a political aide cha
relating to campaign contributions.
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Democrats. tired of being on the defensive and privately miffed at what many

here called "inept handling" of Whitewater by an inexperienced White House
staff, responded enthusiastically to the Wilhelm broadsides.

Cleveland Democratic Mayor Michael White insisted, "We have nothing to hang
our heads down about."

The Democrats also know the party that controls the White House traditionally
loses congressional seats in off-year elections. Thus. they need a quick
response to Whitewater to hold down those losses.

"Bill Clinton is our president. We're proud of him and his achievements, and
we're going to stand behind him," said Michigan Democratic Chairman Gary Corbin.
"Republicans are getting desperate because he's succeeding."

Republican National Committee Chairman Haley Barbour, largely silent on
Whitewater. dismissed Democratic charges that the brouhaha is being hyped by the
GOP to make political hay. .

"It's just not true, and I'm not going to abet them in that fraudulent
defense," he said.

Vice President Gore, in a speech Friday night, never mentioned Whitewater
other than accusing the Republicans of "negativism."

While highlighting the Clinton administration‘: successes over the past year
and goals for the next, he was interrupted by a standing ovation when he said.
"I want to commend first lady Hillary RodhamClinton" for her role in designing
the Clinton health-care plan.

The cheers, however, were not for health care, but in support of a first lady
under fire._

"There's a need for women to take a stand and say enough is enough," said
Lottie Shackelford, a DNC vice chairwoman. ex-mayor of Little Rock and friend of
the first lady.

Many here wore maroon and gold badges that said, "Don't Pillory Hillary," and
began organizing speeches, TV appearances and letters to the editor in her
defense.

"Hillary came in bearing the big burden of trying to be a role model for
other women. Now she's paying the price," said Charlotte Coker, of Spokane,
Wash., a vice chairwoman of the National Federation of Democratic Women.

But DNCmember Lynn Cutler, an organizer of support-Hillary efforts, concedes
that the first lady will face manymore questions about her role in Whitewater
before too long.

Today's Time and Newsweek carry interviews with the first lady, but she and
Clinton are considering an appearance on a TV newsmagazine show.

Kay O'Connell, of Branford, Conn., a former president of the National
Federation of Democratic Women, said she defends Hillary Clinton "every day of
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the week," so chin won‘: be anything new. "Besxdos, I think Hillary is going to
take care of this whole thing herself. She's very capable."
GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/v, Tony Dejak, AP; PH0T0. b/W, Mark Duncan. AP
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HEADLINE: Clinton counsel tries to smooth over whitewater / President directs
anger at reporters, Republicans

BYLINE; Steve Komarow

BODY
President Clinton's new lawyer took to the airwaves Sunday to put his calm,

soothing coat around the whitewater scandal - something the boss seems no longer
able to do.

white House counsel Lloyd Cutler said the president wants to ensure
"everything we do within the White House justifies public confidence in the
openness and integrity of his administration.“

Cutler. 76, former counselor to President Carter, appeared on all three
network interview shows. "It will turn out, at least as far as even a breath of
criminal activity by either the president and the first lady . . . to be nothing
at all," he said.

Cutler made the prediction noting he was "somewhat fuzzy" on details because
it’s his first week on the ]Ob. "I have no independent knowledge of my own other
than what is in the newspapers."

The president assured him he did nothing wrong "and I believe that." Cutler
said.

Clinton, meanwhile, appears fed up with reporters’ obsession with the
whitewater case.

In New York Thursday to promote a program to hire youths as police aides.
Clinton drifted into an attack on his inquisitors. He said Republicans and
reporters take what he says and does and "twist it like taffy to the Nth
degree."

On Saturday, Clinton wagged his finger at two Knight-Ridder reporters who
asked about Whitewater during an interview on his jobs program.

"I've never been in an environment in my life where you were presumed guilty
until you were proved innocent," Clinton said angrily. "There has been a
convergence of the way the press has handled this and the way the Republicans
have tried to manipulate it."

The reporters said Clinton. jaw clenched. abruptly ended an interview. walked
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past the visitors without a handshake.

The picture of reporters and Republicans in cahoots mirrored charges of a GOP
president 20 years ago. Republicans suggest Clinton doth protest too much - that
he's offering bluster instead of explanations.

"I think that we ought to start the hearings, get everything out there," Sen.
Robert Dole. R-Kan.. said on This Week with David Brinkley.

The White House hopes whitewater - a complex series of financial transactions
by the Clintons in Arkansas, followed by a series of missteps by their White
House - will fade from public interest.

The investigation, however, will drag on. Special counsel Robert Fiske has
said his work will carry into next year.

Among the things Fiske wants to know is whether officials tried to sway the
Resolution Trust Corp. inquiry. Newsweek reported this week that RTC
investigator Jean Lewis was removed from the Madison Savings Q Loan case after
the White House briefings.

U.S. News A World Report this week quotes David Kendall, the Clintons‘
private attorney, as saying the investigations may show the president and first
lady have some tax liability - but that's all.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Joe Marquette, AP
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Page32

Here are excerpts from Newsweek's talk with first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton:

On comparisons to Watergate: "Oh, I don't think there's any comparison. I
think that the idea that there is is way overblown."

On her anger over the Whitewater ‘scandal’: "It's not even a scandal - it's
not a scandal. A failed land transaction."

On allegations of corruption by the Clintons: "I'm very sad about it. But I
also have a full life to live. . . . I don't really get the luxury of expending

_ too much energy being angry with people who are being unfair.‘

On Whitewater connections to late White House aide Vincent Foster:
"I don't know. I think that mistakes were made along the way in handling this. .
. . I suppose that in today's atmosphere any unanswered questions are going to
be grist for the mill. . . . I've tried to learn a lot about suicide and
particularly about depression since Vince's death. A lot of us here in the White
House have. We've passed around books. We don't have any answers, either. But we
don't presume to try to make up answers. I just want this to be put to
his family's sake . . . It is extremely painful to have this used as a
tootball by people. It is really unfair to his family.“

on her responsibility for Whitewater mistakes: "Hindsight's always
never would have participated in the investment in the first place. Of
would have tried to get everybody to focus on it sooner and earlier to
deal with it. So I think that, of course, I made mistakes. That's part

rest for
political

20/20. I
course, I
try CO
of the

learning process you go through when you've never been accused of doing anything
wrong before." _

On why records weren't made public: "I really have been pulled kicking and
screaming to the conclusion that if you choose to run for public office you give
up any zone of privacy at all. I get my back up every so often about even having
to answer questions that I don't think are in any way connected with the fact
that my husband is in public life."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO. b/w, AP
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Q: Republicans compare Whitewater to Watergate. Why?

A: Many are reminded of the scandal that brought Richard Nixon down 20 years
ago, where the cover-up seemed worse than the crime. Nixon labored furiously to
hide White House involvement in a burglary of Democratic headquarters.
Comparisons arose when several of President Clinton's aides met with Treasury
officials looking into Clinton's ties to the failed Madison Guaranty Savings 5
Loan - owned by James McDougal, the Clintons‘ partner in the Whitewater
Development Co. Q: What's wrong with some briefings by Treasury officials?

A; Regulators are supposed to keep an arms—length relationship, but are
suspected of helping create a political strategy on how to answer questions
about Whitewater and Madison. That raised the question of a White House
cover-up. And that is a much easier hook for opponents to hang on than
explaining the intricate workings of a failed Arkansas Savings and Loan and its
ties to a failed land deal. Too, it brings the story to Washington, with all
that city's competitive media chasing it. Q; Is the Watergate comparison fair?

A: President Clinton ordered staffers to cooperate with subpoenas from a
special counsel looking into his involvement in the Whitewater venture and its
connections with Madison Guaranty Savings A Loan. Nixon fought subpoenas all
the way to the Supreme Court and instructed aides to "stonewall it." Also.
Watergate began with the commission of several crimes - including burglary and
abuses of campaign finances. In Whitewater, although the investigation is
continuing, no such crimes have come to light to date. Q: Are there any
parallels?

A: Some: White House chief counsel Bernard Nussbaum resigned as the first
casualty of the Whitewater scandal. In Watergate, one of the first Nixon
staffers to go was his chief counsel, John Dean, who later gave the most
damaging testimony about Nixon's cover—ups. Q: Are there others?

A: Nixon tried to control the FBI investigation of the Watergate break-in,
and the bureau's director burned key documents in his personal fireplace. Last
July. Nussbaum made FBI agents cool their heels during the initial investigation
of deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster's apparent suicide until he could
go through Foster's papers. Q: Why did that raise suspicion?
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A: It was later revealed Nussbaum removed Foster's Whitewater files. The
initial FBI search of Foster's briefcase produced nothing but later, Nussbaum
claimed he found a suicide note. torn up but bearing no fingerprints. Clerks at
Hillary Rodham Clinton's Little Rock law firm say they were told to shred
documents that may have been Whitewater-related. Q: Why is the whitewater fuss
important?

A: Because the special counsel's investigation could give the president's
political adversaries an advantage. when subpoenas are issued, other work in the
White House slows or may halt. Congress puts itself on hold. Q: What will that
do?

A: It's already hampering Clinton's effort to sell his health-care reform
package. Q: How is Hillary RodhamClinton involved?

A: Her participation in Whitewater seems deeper than the president's. She
represented Madison Guaranty as a lawyer in Little Rock and took a strong role
in the whitewater real estate deal. However, again, there's absolutely no proof
anything wrong occurred with Madison or Whitewater. Q: Are congressional
hearings likely?

A: Some think they are inevitable. Republicans have agreed to delay until
special counsel Robert Fiske can interview key witnesses. The House banking
committee has a hearing set for March 24 to review the savings and loan cleanup.
Republican Jim Leach of Iowa promises "blockbuster" revelations. Q: Why is the
white House concerned if nothing wrong transpired?

A: Once a probe hits the news, it gains a life of its own, and is almost
impossible to quell. Constituents call congressmen and the White House and
demand answers to questions - relevant or irrelevant. Federal attention is
riveted to nothing else. Q: when will these hearings occur?

A: Probably near the end of June. Republicans promised Fiske Congress won't
offer immunity for testimony, leaving open possible criminal prosecution. This
creates the prospect of Clinton aides and other Democratic officials claiming
executive privilege or citing the Fifth Amendment—a tantalizing political
prospect for the GOP in an election year.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, AP
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First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton said a desire for privacy made her resist

answering questions about Whitewater, and she joined the new White House counsel
in asserting yesterday that the issue is one of White House mistakes in
handling, not one of wrongdoing.

Hillary Clinton, in interviews with newsmagazines released yesterday, offered
her first extensive comments on the Whitewater issue, saying the uproar
surrounding it will result in "people ... spending millions and millions of
dollars" who will ultimately "conclude we made a bad land investment."

The interviews by the First Lady with Time and Newsweekmagazines, and the
appearance on all three Sunday morning news interview shows by new White House
counsel Lloyd Cutler, were the latest steps in the administration's effort to
dampen the Whitewater issue. The issues include the Clintons' investment in the
Whitewater Development Corp. and their relationship with their partner in the
land company whose savings and loan association, Madison Guaranty, failed.

The White House had seriously considered having the president and First Lady
appear together on a midweek television interview show, but opted for the more
low-key newsmagazine approach to move her back out into public view.

Republicans, however, continued to push for congressional hearings, arguing
that the White House needs to give a fuller accounting of Whitewater and how it
has handled the issue since Clinton took office. Senate Minority Leader Robert
J. Dole (R-Kan.) chided the Democrats for resisting hearings. "We can delay and
we can stonewall, but sooner or later, there will be hearings," he said on ABC's
"This Week With David Brinkley."

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), senior minority member on the House Banking
Committee, which oversees the savings and loan industry, said the Democrats were
preventing him from calling the witnesses he needs for a day of House hearings.

"It will be up to the American people to make a decision on whether or not
that is full disclosure," he said on CBS's "Face the Nation," "or whether that
is a rallying of the troops around what can only be defined as a public effort
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to not allow the American people to know the facts."
Neither Cutler nor Hillary Clinton would answer specific questions on the

circumstances surrounding the Clinton investment with James McDougal in the
Whitewater land development project or the complicated financial dealings since.
McDougal was also the owner of the failed savings and loan. Its connections to
Whitewater and the Clintons are being investigated by Robert B. Fiske Jr., the
special counsel.

Cutler, in his television appearances, said questions about the Clintons‘
involvement in Whitewater should be directed to the Clintons‘ private attorney
because that is a private affair, not properly handled by a White House lawyer.
He said he has examined neither the details of Whitewater nor the documents and
details of meetings between White House aides and regulators on the issue. But
he asserted, nonetheless, that the Whitewater affair "will turn out to be
nothing at all."

Cutler said the president had told him he is innocent of any wrongdoing in
the Whitewater case and "I believe that."

Hillary Clinton, in the two interviews -- which concentrated on her feelings
about the case rather than many of the disputed facts surrounding whitewater and
Madison Guaranty -- said of Whitewater:

"we made lots of mistakes. We never should have made the investment. And I
suppose the other big mistake that I made was not appreciating how other people
view this when I knew we had done everything we knew to make good on
obligations, like paying property taxes and other things to try to be as careful
as possible."

Hillary Clinton said she and her husband "didn't do anything wrong. we never
intended to do anything wrong."

Administration officials said this week that a team of lawyers, accountants
and others have been piecing together Whitewater records under the direction of
the Clintons‘ personal lawyer, Donald Kendall, and will inform the Clintons if
further action on their part is needed. One adviser to the Clintons said that
some additional "tax liability" may be found but no more problems exist with
regard to their investment in the land development company.

Hillary Clinton said that after an analysis of Whitewater was made during the
presidential campaign. the Clintons paid additional taxes. "There were
activities that we didn't know anything about that have only recently been
brought to our attention. And as we gather more information, we will act
appropriately," she said in the Time interview.

In the Newsweek interview, she spoke of her resistance to intrusions on her
privacy. Asked if no wrongdoing had occurred, why had she opposed making records
public and fought the appointment of a special counsel, she replied, "I really
have been pulled kicking and screaming to the conclusion that if you choose to
run for public office, you give up any zone of privacy. I get my back up every
so often about even having to answer questions that I don't think are in any way
connected with the fact that my husband is in public life."

Although that answer suggested that the First Lady does not see herself as
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being in public life, later in the interview, she suggested the questions of her
role in Whitewater, as the handler of the family financing and an a lawyer
representing Madison before regulators, were part of a broader attack on her
role in health care and other issues.

Hillary Clinton, in both magazine interviews. insisted that she and her
husband had been "candid" throughout the whitewater issue. adding, "We have been
more than open and candid. We have not denied any documents. we have claimed no
privilege. But for years. we've been asked questions we do not know the answers
to."

The Clintons turned over their whitewater documents to the Justice Department
this year in the midst of the uproar over the issue. But they have repeatedly
refused to provide documents substantiating their contention that Whitewater was
a failed investment, or documents used to produce the Clintons' first accounting
of Whitewater during the presidential campaign two years ago.

Although the White House portrayed the newsmagazine interviews as the First
Lady submitting to questions for the first time since the issue took center
stage, the interviews were granted only with the proviso that no questions touch
specifically on issues before the special counsel.

So the interviews amounted not to a questioning of the First Lady on the
original whitewater investment, her legal representation of Madison or her
knowledge of any of the White House meetings in which key aides were briefed by
regulators on the whitewater investigation. Instead, the interviews centered on
mistakes she may have made in handling the issue and on her efforts to get
beyond those.

McDougal, the Clinton partner, complained in a television interview that he
had been unable to obtain some whitewater records from the Clintons, but said
the president and First Lady "are guilty of committing no crime." At the worst,
he said on the Brinkley show, the First Lady is guilty only of "poor
bookkeeping " He said there is nothing to one central question in the
investigation: whether Madison was used to funnel money into Clinton
gubernatorial campaign accounts a decade ago. "That's a Republican lie," he
said.

Clinton, meanwhile, traveled to Detroit yesterday to attend the "jobs summit"
he called for last summerduring the annual summit of the leaders of the seven
major industrial democracies. The Detroit conference, which was attended by
ministers from the G—7countries, addresses problems of structural unemployment.

"In every wealthy country now, there is difficulty creating new jobs,"
Clinton said after touring a Job-training plant in a rundown neighborhood. "In
every advanced economy, now, there are problems regarding work with higher
wages, year in and year out, and many, many people are stuck with wages that do
not go up, even when they work harder. And we are looking for answers to unlock
this."

He said the job program. which provides training on high-tech equipment, was
a model for America. "Here we are, in an inner—city neighborhood, with building
after building of plants that were closed down, which could have become yet
another excuse for why people can't make it if they are poor," Clinton said.
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This is a place that says whon, when you work, when you learn, when you can do,
you can have a future."
Staff writer Ruth Marcus in Detroit contributed to this report.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, NEWWHITE HOUSE COUNSELLLOYD CUTLER HAS MAKEUPAPPLIE
INTERVIEW SHOW. PART OF THE ADMINISTRATION'S EFFORT TO DAMPENTH
ISSUE. AP
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On Thursday afternoon, as the first wave of White House officials appeared

before a federal grand jury, First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton telephoned a
senior White House official to relate her concern.

"She just wanted to know how her girls did today," the official said. Among
the first White House aides to testify before the grand jury were two of Hillary
Clinton's senior aides, chief of staff Margaret Williams and press secretary
Lisa Caputo.

Hillary Clinton's actions in Arkansas, where she played a dual role as the
wife of the governor and a partner at the influential Rose Law Firm, have become
a major focus of attention in the controversy over the Whitewater real estate
investment and Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, the failed thrift owned by the
Clintons' Whitewater partner for which Hillary Clinton did legal work.

And at the White House, according to a number of administration officials,
Hillary Clinton resisted additional disclosures about Whitewater and her legal
work. She had been among the last holdouts fighting the appointment of a special
counsel —- a posture that, as White House officials now concede, added to the
public perception of a White House with something to hide.

Presidential counselor David R. Gergen said Saturday that it is "wholely
unfair to make Hillary Clinton the scapegoat in the way the White House has
handled the Whitewater matter. She has been part of a decision—making process in
which strong arguments have been presented on both sides on a couple of tough
judgment calls... . She has not thought it right to be stampeded by critics
whose motives are often open to question."

"There is a lot of misinformation out there about both of them and about the
White House in general and about this issue, and when there's misinformation,
they both think their obligation is [to] clear up the facts and put this in
perspective," said media adviser Mandy Grunwald.

Late last week. in recognition of the increasing focus on her role and a
clamor in Congress and the press that she answer questions, the First Lady gave
interviews for today's editions of Time and Newsweek in which she admitted
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mistakes were made by not dealing with the issue earlier and not appreciating
how others would perceive things.
During President Clinton's first year in office, Hillary Clinton seemed to

manage simultaneously to fill the traditional role of First Lady and to expand
that position far beyond the reach of almost any predecessor. Her public persona
carefully showed her blending both roles, fussing over White House menus even as
she presided over plans to restructure the nation's health care system.

The recent press focus in some ways reflects her increasing role as a public
figure -— subject to the intrusive and difficult questions that public figures
often must confront.

"If anything, it is non-sexist in that the focus is not because she is a
spouse but because she is such an important individual figure," said sen. Bob
Graham (D-Fla.), who urged the white House to have Hillary Clinton answer
questions about her role in Whitewater and other matters.

The scrutiny has created what her close friends and associates say has been a
difficult and painful period for the First Lady, whom they describe as
alternately angry and bewildered about the controversy surrounding her.

"She feels like she and the president have worked hard, that they've
basically never been about making money, that they got into a thing that didn't
go very well and all of a sudden people are trying to blow this thing up to
compare it to Watergate or something," said political adviser James Carville.

Some of that anger flashed through in her interview with Elle magazine on
March 4 -- the day the White House received its flurry of subpoenas. Hillary
Clinton called the focus on whitewater "a well-organized and well-financed
attempt to undermine my husband, and by extension, myself, by people who have a
different political agenda or have another personal and financial reason for
attacking us."

One close associate described her as "a very vulnerable woman" right now.
"She was gold-plated. She was an accomplished woman in Arkansas building a new
role for a politician's wife; these corporate guys loved her. She comes in here
and she took the capital by storm. everybody liked her. Even [senate Minority
Leader Robert J.] Dole was saying great things about her. Now, she wakes up
every day the past few weeks and can't believe this is happening to her," the
associate said.

Said another adviser, "I think she went through some difficult days" as Nhite
House aides were subpoenaed and counsel Bernard Nussbaum, her longtime friend.
was forced to resign. By mid-week, however, Hillary Clinton seemed to be
returning to fighting form. r

At a staff pep rally after the announcement of Lloyd Cutler as interim white
House counsel, she exhorted the staff not to lose sight of why they were working
at the white House.

"Hillary said we have to keep in mind that there are real people out there...
. As long as we can focus on them and what their problems are, we won't think
about us and what our problems are," said one person present.
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The next day, she went to a health care meeting on Capitol Hill, remarking
wryly at the flock of television cameras surrounding her. "I never knew there
was so much interest in health care."
She is "determined" not to let the criticism distract her from the effort to

enact health care reform. said University of Arkansas political scientist Diane
Blair. a close friend who spoke with Hillary Clinton last week.

Z That criticism has its roots in Whitewater. the failed real estate venture in
which Hillary Clinton appears -- as in the rest of the couple's financial
dealings -- to have been more active than her husband. The family's principal
breadwinner while Bill Clinton served as governor, Hillary Clinton took out a S
30,000 loan in her name tc build a model homeon the Whitewater property. Their
partner James B. McDougal, the owner of Madison Guaranty, has suggested that
corporate assets were used to repay her bank loan. one of the many questions
that have been raised about possible improper tax deductions by the Clintons
during the mid—19BOs. But yesterday, on ABC's "This week with David Brinkley,‘
McDougal said the Clintons committed no crimes and at worst are guilty of
"sloppy bookkeeping."

Hillary Clinton also took a more interested role in Hhitewater's management
as McDougal and his former wife. Susan, cameunder federal investigation in the
mid-1980s for their involvement with Madison. Madison employees recall Hillary
Clinton making inquiries about whitewater's checking account and tax bills. She
also sought power of attorney from the McDougals as whitewater foundered, saying
in a letter she wanted to take care of remaining real estate matters.

The McDougals also have said Hillary Clinton resisted their efforts to buy
the Clintons out of the Whitewater investment. One of the central questions in
the whitewater affair has been why the Clintons chose to remain in business with
McDougal when his SLL was collapsing from unsound business practices and the
federal government was accusing him of fraud. He was tried and eventually
acquitted of the charges.

Questions about Whitewater, in which the Clintons claim to have lost $ 69,000
-- a figure that even the White House now says may be too high -- multiplied in
part because of Hillary Clinton's role as a lawyer for Madison Guaranty.
McDougal has said he put Hillary Clinton's firm on a S 2,000-a—month retainer
after Bill Clinton stopped by Madison's offices during a ]OQ and complained that
the family was short on money.

Madison was seeking approval for a new financing plan. and Hillary Clinton
represented the thrift in that effort, before a state banking regulator
appointed by her husband. The regulator, in a letter that began, "Dear Hillary,"
approved the plan, which was never implemented.

In an interview last year, Hillary Clinton described her legal work for
Madison as "minimal." She said she did not share in Rose firm profits from state
business and almost never did work before state officials appointed by her
husband. McDougal said yesterday the Rose firm was hired primarily to do "the
minutiae“ of land business and was not the S&L's lead law firm.

Questions also have been raised about Hillary Clinton's involvement, as a
lawyer in private practice, in a lawsuit on behalf of the federal government
against Clinton friend and campaign fund-raiser Daniel Lasater. Court records
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show that Hillary Cllnton signed four documents in the case, which was handled
by her former law partner, Vincent Foster, who served as deputy White House
counsel before his death last summer.
A Rose firm lawyer earlier this month described her work as mere
"pinch-hitting" by signing documents researched and prepared by him and other
Lawyers. But members of Congress have raised questions about the propriety of
her involvement in the case and asked the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. to
review the role of the Rose Law Firm.

In the White House. staff members say she dislikes and distrusts the press
more than her husband and that when controversy erupts. her instinct is to
fight. One senior official cited the firing of the White House travel otfice as
a case in point.

"Clearly, she was more combative than just about anyone" when criticism
erupted after the firings were announced, the official said. "She felt like we
were being somewhat impish in defending the firing of those employees, that we
shouldn't have been so defensive about it... . She felt like after the firings
the White House should have said. ‘We don't have to explain ourselves on this.
we felt they weren't up to our standards and we let them go, and that's that.‘ "

As the Whitewater story began to reappear in the press last fall, and
questions about her role resumed. Hillary Clinton's approach was similarly
defiant. According to White House aides, she firmly believed that neither she
nor her husband had done anything wrong, that they had already provided more
financial information during the campaign than previous presidential candidates,
and that was disclosure enough.

She similarly opposed the appointment of a special counsel. Even as the White
House was acceding to demands for an outside investigator, Hillary Clinton "was
more reluctant than the others,“ said one senior official. "Eventually. she had
to relent."

White House officials last week said Hillary Clinton's approach came from her
legal training and legal advice from others, particularly Nussbaum. "You can
appreciate that she sees the legal aspects of this particular matter and what
you should be expected to provide and what you shouldn't," said white House
Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty.

Said another senior official, "The lawyers in this case have argued that the
documents alone are not going to answer questions, they're just going to raise a
lot of questions... . She's a lawyer by training so it makes sense that she
would be concerned about that."

On the naming of a special counsel, the official said, White House counsel
Nussbaum warned that outside investigators ‘have a very uneven record and they
could be rummaging around in your lives for five or six years... . Why are You
going to put your head in that noose? ... Whenshe listens to that counsel and
is worried about it, she suddenly gets portrayed as being the resistant one."

But others who know her well also said that Hillary Clinton, more than her
husband. remains suspicious of Washington and reluctant to go along with
arguments that Washington political prudence dictates a certain result.
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"A special counsel was inevitable," said one prominent Democrat. "Anybody who
doesn't understand that is naive. More than the president, on a regular basis.
nhe says, "Just because it's always happened that way in Washington. why does it
still have to happen that way?‘ She's testing the limits of why '_-ou have to
operate the way Washington has always operated."

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, HILLARY CLINTON.
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BODY
Following the first lady's lead in damage control. White House counsel Lloyd

Cutler predicted Sunday the whitewater affair "will turn out to be nothing at
all." Republicans pushed harder for hearings, with a GOP senator questioning the
president's truthfulness.

And the former owner of a failed Arkansas thrift at the center of the federal
investigation said President Clinton is "guilty of committing no crime.“ James
McDougal, who co-owned the whitewater Development Corp. with the Clintons, said
Hillary Rodham Clinton is guilty of nothing, other than "poor bookkeeping."

Cutler was named special counsel last week to temporarily replace Bernard
Nussbaum, who resigned under pressure after revelations of private White House
briefings with Treasury Department officials. The White House was told about a
confidential investigation into McDougal's thrift, Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan, and its ties to Whitewater.

Hitting three network talk shows, Cutler made his debut as the point man for
the White House Whitewater strategy: Concede to mistakes that gave the
appearance of a cover up, argue that the Clintons were actually totally
forthcoming and resist congressional hearings.

"At least as far as even a breath of criminal activity by either the
president and the first lady, it will turn out to be nothing at all," Cutler
said on NBC‘s "Meet the Press."

Mrs. Clinton sounded the new theme Saturday, telling news magazines that she
made the mistake of trying to withhold details about Whitewater to protect her
family's privacy.

"I really have been pulled kicking and screaming to the conclusion that if
you choose to run for public office you give up any zone of privacy at all,"
Mrs. Clinton told Newsweek, as new poll results show her popularity dropping
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amid reports about her work with the family's finances and as an attorney for
Madison.
Echoing Cutler, key adviser David Gergen told reporters before leaving for
Detroit with Clinton, "We are making absolute full disclosure with the legal
authorities."

Republicans were unbending in their demand for congressional hearings. Taking
the most extreme line, Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R—N.Y., mocked Clinton for saying
he did not know who tipped him to the confidential federal inquiry.

"I find it difficult to understand how it is if you're mentioned in a ...
criminal referral that you wouldn't remember who told you and when they told
you,"' he told NBC. "Are we to believe that Mr. and Mrs. Clinton weren't
advised?"

At first saying he had no idea who told him, Clinton told reporters last week
that adviser Bruce Lindsey "probably" informed him about the probe. Aides insist
Lindsey passed on only what he heard from reporters, although he attended one of
the Treasury Department briefings and was told about another.

D'Amato also challenged Mrs. Clinton, who said through a spokesman that she
learned of the inquiry from the media. Noting that Mrs. Clinton's chief of
staff, Margaret Williams, attended one of the briefings, D'Amato asked, "What
was Maggie Williams doing there?"

Williams was one of three White House aides who testified to a federal grand
jury last week about their contacts with Treasury. Seven other administration
officials, including three from the White House, are also under subpoena.

Special counsel Robert Fiske wants to know whether the officials tried to
influence the Resolution Trust Corp. inquiry. "Newsweek" magazine reported this
week that RTC investigator Jean Lewis was removed from the Madison case after
the White House briefings. Citing anonymous sources, the magazine said Lewis is
expected to testify before Congress about her disputes with RTC officials over
the investigation.

Appearing on ABC's "This Week with David Brinkley," Senate Minority Leader
Bob Dole chided Democrats for avoiding hearings. "We can delay and we can
stonewall, but sooner or later there will be hearings," he said.

Democrats argue that hearings would hinder Fiske. Republicans have said they
will delay hearings until Fiske finishes his investigation of the Treasury
meetings.

Cutler said Clinton would be unlikely to testify in person to Congress.
opting instead for written testimony or interviews. But he did not rule out the
unusual drama of a president answering to lawmakers. "It really depends on the
gravity of the matter," he told CBS.

McDougal, who has suffered emotional and physical problems, chastised the
Clintons for not returning copies of Whitewater documents that he needs to file
taxes.

He said the lapse made it appear that the Clintons were hiding something.
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It's very stupid," McDougal told ABC. Fiske has the original documents.
Asked about allegations that Madison deposits went to Clinton's gubernatorial

campaign, McDougal said, "That's a Republican lie."

New public opinion polls suggested Saturday that whitewater has affected how
Americans view the first lady.

A new CBS-New York Times poll said 27 percent had an unfavorable view of Mrs.
Clinton, compared to 23 percent a month ago. A Newsweekpoll also found that
Mrs. Clinton's unfavorable rating climbed to 42 percent from 29 percent in
February. Meanwhile, a Time-CNN poll said half the people still consider her
more ethical than most politicians.
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Around Washington last week, political types have two major reactions to the

continuing Whitewater uproar. Somepeople express highly vocal astonishment at
how the still— unknown, probably-not-so-big Whitewater offenses have acquired
all the trappings of a major scandal. Other folks are just tickled at the
Clintons' troubles and opine righteously about the First Couple's arrogance of
power.

Neither school seems to see that a big part of Whitewater's fascination is
its role as a mirror to the bitter politics of the past 25 years.

Clinton defenders are surely right about one thing: The underlying offenses
now laid at the door of the Clintons, especially of Hillary RodhamClinton, are
sins often committed in state politics with only minor comment. Money may have
moved illegally between Bill Clinton's Arkansas campaign funds and the
Whitewater Development Corp. -- but so far we've heard no evidence that the
Clintons knowingly violated the law. It may also be that indebtedness to Clinton
swayed an Arkansas banking regulator's decision about whether to sanction the
practices of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, but such crimes are notoriously
hard to prove.

True, it was not just these allegations that made Whitewater fester and
spread. There was also what is now known as the "cover-up." The Clinton
Administration has behaved almost inexplicably in reacting to this scandal.

Recently ousted White House Counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum and Hillary Rodham
Clinton both worked for the House Judiciary Committee during Watergate in a
successful attempt to bring down President Richard M. Nixon. In other words,
they helped create the climate of pervasive political mistrust without which
Whitewater, at least in its current bloated form, could not happen. No wonder
people are asking how these same two people could be so blind to the moral and
practical dangers of stonewalling?

But the puzzle is broader than that. In the time since Watergate, we have
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seen scandal after scandal follow the same pattern: exposure of wrongdoing.
vover-up, exposure of cover-up, conflagration. In other words, we have had 20
years of training in the difference between successful and self—destructive
damage control. Where were the Clintonites while all this was going on?

Yet, the facts are unmistakable: In the wake of Vincent H. Foster Jr.'a
suicide, some of the Clintons' papers were removed from his office and sent to
their outside personal lawyer rather than remaining available to federal
investigators. The First Couple strenuously resisted giving the Justice
Department documents in their control. Other documents were shredded by Hillary
Clinton's old law firm. White House aides met with regulators to discuss an
investigation in which the Clintons were involved.

So what is going on here? Hell, one factor at work is that the Clinton White
House has been operating with an insufficient amount of adult supervision.

The tales of White House staff behavior are numerous and consistent: Meetings
called on the spur of the moment. Often anyone can walk into a meeting and ask a
question. Whenever crisis strikes, everyone drops what he or she is doing and
races in that direction. As one Administration official described, "They're like
little kids just learning soccer. They don't know how to play their positions:
When the ball moves, the whole team just follows it."

From time to time, an outsider, like David R. Gergen or Lloyd N. Cutler. is
brought in as savior and legitimizer. But the white House insiders resist
acculturation. Thus, it is no surprise that some of the Whitewater mess is due,
just as Administration spokespeople have said, to dumbmistakes.

Next, Hillary Clinton is right to charge that partisanship is at work here.
She blames it on Republicans and others who have political or financial reasons
for opposing her husband's programs, but here she is off the mark. The
passionate rage with which the opposition party and its writers pursue the
Clintons comes from 20 years of being told by Democrats that Republicans and
people who like the private sector are slimeballs.

In the years after Watergate, many of the Clintons' comrades, who were not
known as notable sticklers for the rules, used the issue of ethics as a tool
against Republicans and conservatives. The ethics enthusiasts encouraged
journalists in the habit of thinking of scandal as the center of political news.

Now the press is hooked, with an addict's craving for scandal politics.
Republicans have come into possession of a satisfying fix. To ask them now to
stop in their tracks, assume the mantle of statesmen, and proclaim this an
occasion for both parties to kick the scandal habit is useless and perhaps even
counterproductive: The current scandal-mongering will probably not stop until
both parties have had their noses rubbed in it.

Yet, perhaps the strongest subterranean stream feeding this scandal is
ambivalence about the First Lady. This resentment is somewhat unexpected.
Hillary Clinton is admired by many for embodying the idea of the new, more
assertive womanwho shares in her husband's career without sacrificing her own
individual work, interests and open access to political power.

Some people doubtless hate her for precisely this reason: She is a woman
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exercising unprecedented female political authority. Others probably dislike her
certitude -- men because they think it pushy, womenbecause it refuses to
acknowledge the tensions and ambivalence of their own lives as workers, wives
and mothers.

Most important, Hillary Clinton has run afoul of the deep American animus
toward nepotism. We hate the practice because it announces that power will be
distributed not according to rules by which all can compete but within
unbreachable walls of blood and kinship. Also, it enables some people in power
to escape the normal channels of accountability. Mrs. Clinton has so far not
been forced to give direct answers to questions about Whitewater. Each public
appearance she makes, answering only what she chooses to answer, delivers the
reminder that some politicians under scandal fire are more equal than others.

whitewater shows us a scandal machine -- built of multiple rules and the
large-scale urge to exploit them -— that is expert in magnifying public figures’
sins. It also shows us that some of the designers of this machine did not take
it seriously either as a threat or as a guide to their own conduct.

The scandal displays a generation, finally come to power in the White House.
seemingly incapable of the self-discipline necessary to build an organization
that might present a reasoned response to a crisis like Whitewater. Finally, it
reveals a First Lady who does not understand that she must sometimes be governed
by the rules and attitudes that constrain more ordinary politicians.

We have seen the 1960s all grown up, and the sight makes a depressing
prediction about the course of the Whitewater scandal and the future of the
Clinton Administration from here on in.

GRAPHIC: Drawing, MIN JAE HONG / for The Times
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First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton acknowledged Saturday "a lot of missteps"
in the handling of the whitewater controversy and, in part, blamed her desire
for privacy for the matter not being explained earlier and more fully.

"Of course I made mistakes," she said in an interview with Newsweekmagazine.
discussing the handling of the controversy.

She said "this thing has gotten blown so out of proportion" and that she
regretted not recognizing sooner that journalists would pursue the matter if
details were not provided.

In a separate interview with Time magazine. she said; "Wemade lots of
mistakes. Ne never should have made the investment, for one."

Until the interviews with the magazines, the First Lady, whose role in
whitewater has come under increasing scrutiny, has had little public comment on
' the matter.

She was involved in the whitewater land deal in the 1970s, both by managing
her family's financial affairs and as an Arkansas attorney who represented
Madison Guaranty Savings A Loan, which had ties to Whitewater.

She told Newsweek that "I get my back up every so often" about having to
answer questions she believes have no connection with her husband's public life.

I really have been pulled kicking and screaming to the conclusion that if
you choose to run for public office you give up any zone of privacy at all,‘ she
said.
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BODY
Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. was not just collecting evidence with his
surprise subpoenas to the White House and the Rose Law Firm. His primary
purpose, according to sources familiar with his strategy, was to send a stern
message to President Clinton's top aides and other key players in the whitewater
controversy that he is alert to any attempt to obstruct justice.

Fiske, a former New York prosecutor appointed in January to conduct an
independent investigation of the Clinton family's investment in the Ozark real
estate development and related issues, has already won widespread praise from
Democrats as well as some Republicans for the speed with which he has taken
charge of all aspects of the case.

He has not only issued subpoenas in response to reports of document shredding
at the Rose Law Firm and questionable White House contacts with regulators, but
has also muted demands for wide-ranging congressional hearings and achieved a
promise of full cooperation from the President.

Judging from Fiske's actions so far, lawyers familiar with the delicate task
of investigating a White House—related case said that he appears on his way to
conducting a textbook investigation.

"He's doing an excellent job —- thorough and aggressive," said Samuel Dash,
the Washington lawyer who made a reputation investigating the Watergate scandal
during the Richard Nixon Administration. "He's wanting to be all business. . . .
He's casting a wide net."

While Fiske has declined to discuss his strategy, lawyers both inside and
outside his inner circle said his decision to interview White House aides and
Rose Law Firm couriers was an important first step intended to make it clear
that any efforts to cover up possible crimes will be treated as seriously as the
crimes themselves.

In the Watergate and Iran-Contra scandals, prosecutors learned too late that
crucial evidence had either been destroyed or kept from them. What Fiske is
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trying to prevent, the experts say, is another instance comparable to the famous
18-minute gap on Nixon's Watergate tapes or the shredding of documents by White
House aide Oliver L. North as the Iran-Contra scheme unraveled.

"He wants everyone to know that. if they tamper with evidence. he will not
treat them lightly," said one knowledgeable source who declined to be
identified. "He must feel that there is some advantage to scaring the people at
the top.“

Last week, Fiske subpoenaed top White House aides to testify before a grand
jury in Washington about meetings with Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman.
the government official responsible for overseeing the Resolution Trust Corp.
investigation of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, which was owned
by the Clintons’ partner in the Whitewater Development Corp.

White House officials have said they were simply getting a status report on
the RTC inquiry, but Republicans in Congress contend that the meetings created
at least an appearance that the White House was trying to interfere.

In Little Rock, Fiske called two Rose Law Firm couriers to testify before a
grand jury after they acknowledged shredding documents that they said belonged
to Deputy White House Counsel Vincent Foster. Before he apparently committed
suicide last sumer, Foster was in charge of closing the books on the Clintons’
Whitewater investment.

Lawrence E. Walsh, the Iran-Contra special prosecutor who spent five years
trying to sort out efforts by aides to President Ronald Reagan to conceal
evidence, praised Fiske for his quickness in issuing subpoenas.

"He's very decisive," said Walsh, who was criticized for taking too long to
investigate the secret sale of weapons to Iran and the diversion of money to
Nicaraguan rebels. "He's made a decision to issue a subpoena much faster than I
did. I think that is very good."

Nor has Fiske's investigation deviated much from a standard technique in
white-collar criminal cases: interviewing low—level functionaries before taking
depositions from top players. Therefore, it is widely assumed that he will wait
until later to talk to Clinton and First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton.

Several White House aides said they were unaware of any effort by Fiske so
far to schedule an interview with the President. Clinton's personal lawyer,
Donald Kendall, declined to comment.

If Fiske interviews the President, as he has said he will do, it could set
something of a precedent. Even though Nixon was forced to relinquish tapes of
his Watergate conversations, he was not interviewed by investigators until after
he left office. Reagan answered written questions about the Iran-Contra affair
and let investigators read his personal diaries, but he did not testify while in
office.

Clinton has not indicated that he would reject a request for an interview
from Fiske. Last week, the special counsel said the White House had pledged to
cooperate fully with his investigation.
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As legal scholars note. the legal issues posed by an interview of Clinton on
the subject of Whitewater are much different than the issues that faced Nixon in
Watergate and Reagan in Iran-Contra.

Fiske's inquiry, which focuses on the personal finances of Clinton before he
was elected President, does not involve executive prerogatives or national
security concerns that prevented prosecutors from questioning Nixon or Reagan.

In most investigations involving a President, there also is the predictable
tension between the role of the independent investigator and the oversight
function of Congress. In the Iran-Contra affair, the decision of a special
congressional investigating committee to grant limited immunity to key figures
in the case later undermined Walsh's ability to prosecute them.

In Walsh's final report on the scandal, issued last December. he asserted
that the public good was served by the Iran-Contra congressional hearings, even
though it made his task much harder.

"When a conflict between the oversight and prosecutorial roles develops .
," he wrote, "the law is clear that it is Congress that must prevail."

In recent weeks, Republicans in Congress, most of whomwere previously
critical of Walsh, have cited this quote as proof they should be conducting
unfettered hearings into the Whitewater controversy. But the Democratic majority
is resisting any congressional investigation of the matter.

In an interview, Walsh objected to Republicans using his quote to support
their call for a congressional investigation of the Whitewater dealings.

He noted that Iran-Contra -- unlike Whitewater -- involved a direct standoff
between the President and Congress. Reagan was accused of violating two
restrictions imposed on him by Congress -- one limiting the sale of arms to
foreign countries and the other banning aid to the Nicaraguan rebels.

"I see nothing in this case that suggests an ongoing confrontation with the
Congress," Walsh said. "What is it about this case that is so urgent that Fiske
cannot finish his job before they hold hearings?"

Dash, on the other hand, praised Fiske for proposing a compromise instead of
simply opposing congressional hearings. The Whitewater special counsel has
suggested that Congress can conduct hearings into the White House—Treasury
Department meetings after he finishes his interviews with the participants.

Dash noted that Fiske, who was appointed by the executive branch, has no
constitutional right to request a delay in congressional oversight hearings into
activities of the executive branch.

Fiske's charter. drafted by Atty. Gen. Janet Reno, gives him wide latitude to
investigate anything remotely relating to the Whitewater matter, and he has
indicated through his actions so far that he intends to use that authority.

As a result, members of Congress are questioning whether Piske can conclude
his investigation within one year, as he has promised.
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Republicans are anxious that the fruits of his inquiry be made public before
the next presidential election.

But Fiske is said to be confident that he can finish his investigation,
prosecute any offenders and issue a final report long before the 1996 election.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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WHITEWATERDEVELOPMENTCOMPANYbegan in 1979 as a small investment between

the Clintons and an Arkansas businessman. But in recent weeks, the name
Whitewater has come to stand for a host of tangentially related issues, from the
1993 suicide of Deputy white House Counsel Vincent N. Foster to the propriety of
the White House's contacts with regulatory agencies whose inquiries touched the
Clintons.

As Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special counsel looking into the matter, took his
first grand jury testimony from White House officials last week, nearly every
aspect of the case remained shrouded in uncertainty.

This much is known for sure. In 1978, the Clintons bought 230 acres of land
with James B. McDougal, an Arkansas businessman whose failing savings and loan,
Madison Guaranty, later sought lenient treatment from state regulators. The
parties believed they would earn quick profits. That didn't happen. And by 1985,
as Whitewater was struggling to sell off its remaining lots, Hillary Rodham
Clinton appeared before state officials on behalf of Madison Guaranty. Mrs.
Clinton, a lawyer retained by the savings and loan, was asking regulators
appointed by her husband to make a favorable ruling for her client, who was also
the couple's business partner.

No evidence has emerged that the governor intervened to help Mr. McDougal, a
longtime friend and former gubernatorial aide. But Madison remained in business
despite considerable evidence of its shaky finances. Several years later, the
institution collapsed with losses to taxpayers of more than S60 million.

Mr. Fiske, in his inquiry, is painstakingly reconstructing the savings and
loan's tangled finances and is looking at a range of deals in Arkansas and
beyond. One set of transactions that has already drawn attention stem from a
fundraiser Mr. McDougal held in 1985 to help pay off a $50,000 bank loan taken
out by the Clintons to finance Mr. Clinton's 1984 re-election bid. Even before
Mr. Fiske's appointment. the Resolution Trust Corporation, the Federal agency
that disposes of savings and loans, had obtained evidence that some of the
approximately $35,000 raised by Mr. McDougal had been diverted from Madison. But
present and former aides to Mr. Clinton vehemently insist the President had no
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role or knowledge of how Mr. McDougal raised the money.
The inquiry by R T.C. investigators is itself the focal point of considerable

Confusion. Last fall, the agency prepared a detailed request for an
investigation of possible criminal activity at Madison. The document, called a
"criminal referral," suggested that the Clintons had been beneficiaries of
possibly illegal transactions involving the campaign fundraising.

Even before the referral was sent to the Justice Department, the White House
learned of its existence. In a news conference last week, Mr. Clinton
acknowledged as much, saying he heard of the referral at some unspecified point
last October. "It was just something I absorbed," Mr. Clinton said.

Conflicting Stories

In responding to Mr. Fiske's subpoena for documents about three White House
sessions in which the R.T.C. action was discussed, the Administration came up
with nearly 1,000 pages of material and a list of 30 to 40 contacts. Lloyd
Cutler, the newly appointed special White House counsel, said the conversations
would be shown to be inconsequential.

There are conflicting accounts about whether the Rose law firm, which once
numbered among its partners Hillary RodhamClinton, Associate Attorney General
Webster Hubbell. and Mr. Foster, destroyed evidence possibly relevant to Mr.
Fiske's inquiry. Two couriers at the firm said they shredded a box of documents
from Mr. Foster's files, clearly identified with such labels as "VWF:
Correspondence." But the firm's spokesman said that two lawyers and two clerks
were prepared to testify that it was all a misunderstanding, that the box
contained miscellaneous papers collected when a lawyer changed offices.

with subpoena power and two grand juries on call, Mr. Fiske has the means to
resolve this and other conflicts. But he must operate as a prosecutor -- that
is, in secret -- and so it is unclear when or how fully the public will share in
the fruits of his investigation.

GRAPHIC; Photo: President Clinton shook hands last Tuesday with Lloyd N.
Cutler, his new special counsel. (Paul Hosefros/The New York Times)
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A month after President Clinton took office, White House counsel Bernard

Nussbaum set out in a memoto the staff severe restrictions on contacts they
could have with government regulators. "Violations," the memonoted, "may result
... in significant embarrassment to the individual involved and the White
House."

Five months later, contacts between White House officials and the FBI over
the firing of the White House travel office staff were deemed "improper and
insensitive to the appearance of White House influence" by an internal
managementreview.

Now, three such contacts between Treasury Department officials and Clinton
aides, including Nussbaum, involving the federal investigation of the
president's and Hillary RodhamClinton‘s ties to a failed Arkansas savings and
loan have ensnared the White House in serious legal and political trouble.

Asked why this keeps happening, administration officials and political
observers pointed once again to a Clinton White House culture still more attuned
to the operating methods of a political campaign than to the rules of governing.
The White House remains populated by few government veterans and many former
campaign workers most comfortable with the campaign war room style of rapid and
aggressive response to political threats.

Clinton campaign war room veteran George Stephanopoulos, now a senior adviser
to the president, acknowledged last week that White House damagecontrol efforts
in response to inquiries about the Clintons’ Whitewater land deal have caused
more political and legal damage than they have controlled.

"A campaign is a campaign," said newly named White House counsel Lloyd Cutler
in an interview. "Those are private people who are not part of the government
set in a particular, peculiar situation.

"But now, you are the government of the United States. In a campaign,
[strategist] James Carville could answer a question in a manner that was 75
percent correct and 25 percent incorrect and that would be fine. The next day in
a campaign, you are on to something else. Now, you are the government, and the
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government got it wrong."

Another administration official put it more succinctly. "In a campaign, you
can afford to be a cowboy, you're even expected to be a cowboy. In the White
House, you have to keep your gun in the holster a lot of the time."

White House counselor David R. Gergen, like Cutler a veteran of previous
administrations, said the grand jury subpoenas of White House and Treasury
aides, the elaborate search for documents and Cutler's appointment last week
served as a "wake up call" to a traumatized White House staff.

Many others make the case that the seriousness of the week's action has
focused the White House the way no string of memoscould. In an effort to
convince the public that new rules are in place and will be taken seriously,
Cutler will speak for the administration on today's Sunday news interview shows.
Hillary Clinton, who remained mostly out of sight the past week, will reemerge
this week in a business-as-usual schedule.

"We are still going to be explaining the past," said one official, referring
to the Clintons' role in Whitewater. "but we are confident that this sort of
thing in the White House won't happen again.‘

Others are not so sure. Said one administration official, "The campaign
cowboy analogy goes only part way. This remains a building that lacks
discipline. There is a sloppiness. A lack of seriousness. A group-grope quality
where everyone rushes to one problem and gropes around for a solution while
other problems pop up everywhere else."

White House officials contend that two of the three meetings between White
House and Treasury officials now being investigated by Whitewater special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. were motivated by damage control. The other, they
say, comes close.

In two separate criminal referrals, the last of which was forwarded on Oct.
8, the Resolution Trust Corp., an independent government agency that handles
failed savings and loans, asked the Justice Department to conduct a criminal
investigation into the collapse of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, a failure
that cost taxpayers an estimated S 60 million. The Arkansas thrift was owned
during the mid-1980s by James McDougal, who was a business partner with the
Clintons in the Whitewater Development Corp.

Without accusing them of any wrongdoing, the RTC named the Clintons as
possible beneficiaries of Madison's illegal activities. Part of the
investigation focused on checks written from and deposited in a Whitewater
account at Madison. RTC investigators also found irregularities in a series of
Madison cashier's checks written to the Clinton gubernatorial campaign.

The White House knew that the story of the RTC investigation was about to
break when Jack DeVore, the Treasury Department's press secretary, arranged an
Oct. 14 White House meeting. DeVore along with Treasury's chief of staff and
general counsel met with White House communications director Mark Gearan.
Nussbaum and Bruce Lindsey, a White House adviser whose longtime ties to Clinton
made him the person most knowledgeable about the Clintons' personal finances.
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Participants who have described that session say it was devoted almost
entirely to devising a White House response for reporters and deciding that
Lindsey would be the spokesman on the matter.
When the story broke Oct. 31 in The Washington Post, the White House denied

knowing of the RTC action and said it would have no comment.

White House spokesman Jeff Eller's statement to that effect was widely
quoted. Lindsey had told The Post that weekend, as reporters were preparing the
story, that he was aware of the referral only through press inquiries.

But the White House later acknowledged that the first of the three meetings
Fiske is looking into occurred on Sept. 29, when Treasury general counsel Jean
Hanson told Nussbaum of a criminal referral mentioning the Clintons. Nussbaum
told Lindsey. RTC criminal referrals are secret, and White House officials now
view that contact as the most serious breach of their internal rules. At the
time it was revealed, a senior administration official described that
Hanson-Nussbaum conversation as "the first Treasury heads-up," a tip-off from
Treasury to the White House that a potentially damaging story was bearing down.

The final meeting, in February, was called by Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger
C. Altman, who is heading the RTC on a temporary basis because Clinton has not
nominated a permanent chairman. Altman has said he was giving the White House a
"heads-up" on the process the RTC follows in civil, not criminal, cases.

Altman vehemently denies that the session was meant to warn the White House
of a schedule that might potentially affect Hillary Clinton and her former law
firm, whose representation of Madison is being reviewed by the RTC. Altman said
the meeting showed poor judgment and was a terrible mistake but was intended
only to keep the White House informed of potential trouble spots.

"Have a little heart here,“ said one adviser to the White House, who said his
comments are based on "the theory that there is nothing further to these
meetings."

"You got u bunch of people trying to protect the president and the White
House. It is what all White Houses do or they don't survive.@_

But critics of the Clinton team say that the Whitewater defense operation
fits a pattern of actions, large and small, that suggest inattention to the
responsibilities of those who serve in government.

They point to reports of White House aides failing to perform required
paperwork to get their passes and security clearances; of State Department aides
last year retrieving personal files of Bush administration officials and leaking
information about them to the press; of White House procedures in the days
following the suicide of deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster that have led
to questions about the integrity and thoroughness of the police investigation.

White House Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty attributed many of the
difficulties to the daily rush of problems that engulf the White House. "We had
procedures put in place to ensure that White House people maintain the highest
ethical standards," he said,

Added Cutler: "They just tended to get ignored in the pressure of time."
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“There is a special thing about the White House," said Cutler. "It is not
like a new team at a business... . Everything. everybody changes when a new
administration comes in... . P 1 ‘ '

eop e have no history of all working with one
another. It takes awhile to learn to work together. to learn the rules and to
learn the lessons of not following them."

How long should the Clinton team b '
e given to make the transition from the

: campaign to the government? Cutler answered: "It ought to by the end of the
first year." Now, with Clinton two months into his second year. Cutler said.
"Certainly, certainly, we have room for improvement."
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BODY
JUST FOR for the heck of it let's say that departing White House counsel

Bernard W. Nussbaum is not stupid, clumsy or even politically tone deaf. After
all, those who know him well say that in fact he is brilliant, ethical and
savvy.

What then could he have been thinking as he searched the office of Vincent
Foster on the weekend of his violent death with no law enforcement authorities
present? Or when he was sitting in on interviews between Whitewater
investigators and White House staff? Or when
progress of the Whitewater investigation?

he was being briefed about the

Nussbaum says he was only being a good lawyer, vigorously representing his
client. Now, I am a fan of good, even zealous, lawyering. why then did his
actions seem, well . . . wrong to me? I called several leading
Washington attorneys but they were of little
done just what Nussbaumdid. They agreed, even the Republicans
Nussbaum's only mistake was one of ignoring appearances in his
attempt to do an excellent job.

I know that in many cases, the essence of

New York and
they would have
among them, that
aggressive

help -— they said

good lawyering is maintaining your
client's confidences. During the Foster office search, Nussbaum could have been
simply checking to see that the Clintons‘ personal files were properly
transferred to the Clintons‘ new lawyer. Another hallmark of excellent
lawsmithing is finding out as soon as possible what problems could be facing
your client. Hence, Nussbaum may have wanted
Whitewater smoking gun in Foster's briefcase
it would have been wiser for the Park Police
make notes of which files were in the office
was it strictly required?

to see for himself if there was a
and then inform his client. Maybe
to have been present and at least
and which ones were removed, but

And maybe during the interviews and the briefings, Nussbaum was earnestly
seeking information about who was saying what to the investigators so that his
client might better cooperate ——sort of a time-saving device.

Put another way, Nussbaum seized the moment.
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I would buy all of that -- except that Nussbaum's explanation sounds exactly
like those arguments advanced on behalf of one of his previous clients, a law
firm with connections to a failed savings and loan.

In March 1992, Nussbaum signed on to defend Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays L
Handler -~ a large, prosperous and well-regarded law firm based in New York -
against charges brought by federal banking authorities. Kaye Scholer had done $
l0 million in work in the late 1980s for either Charles Keating Jr. or the
thrift he owned. Lincoln Savings & Loan, or both (depending on whomyou asked
and when you asked 1C). The work had been supervised by Kaye Scholer's
then-managing partner Peter M. Fishbein and had come back to haunt Fishbein and
the firm; regulators were demanding a payback.

From 1987 until Lincoln was taken over by federal banking authorities in
1989, Fishbein and others in the firm, master litigators by all accounts, had
stiff-armed the government bank examiners. They told the regulators that all
requests for information about Lincoln's operations had to go through the firm.
But Kaye Scholer attorneys did more than that -- according to federal
regulators‘ allegations. They sent one memoin 1987 to federal banking
regulators that went so far as to say this:

"In making real estate loans, Lincoln has always undertaken very careful and
thorough procedures to analyze the collateral and the borrower. What is unusual
about Lincoln's underwriting is its particular emphasis on, and the thoroughness
of, its underwriting of the collateral . . . although, at times, its ‘paper
trail‘ has been incomplete."

This was said even though the firm had information quite to the contrary,
according to the government's later allegations. In fact, the banking agency's
notice of charges quoted what it said was a 1986 Kaye Scholer memothat said the
thrift's loan files "ran the spectrum from disaster to non-existent."

The firm did not lie to the government, Nussbaum would argue later in an
American Lawyer roundtable discussion of the case. "It did nothing wrong,“ he
was quoted as saying, "and acted properly as any lawyer would have acted under
the circumstances." In other words, the memoand its other actions on behalf of
Keating were nothing more than Kaye Scholer's modest attempt to provide its
client the type of zealous advocacy required by ethics rules. Not everyone
thought so. Nussbaum persuaded Fishbein and the firm to settle for S 41 million
in restitution and to agree that Fishbein be barred from practicing before
federal banking regulators.

However, as time passed, supporters of Fishbein and the firm would come to
argue that for Kaye Scholer to have done anything other than what it did would
be tantamount to its becoming a government stool pigeon. And the vast majority
of the organized bar seemed to agree. In fact, the New York Bar Association this
year, in an extremely rare move, officially vindicated Fishbein's position.

No one has suggested that any shenanigans -- if in fact there were any -- at
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan or Whitewater Development Co. even remotely
approach what was going on at Lincoln. And Nussbaum's connection to Whitewater
appears to be long after the fact. Yet it is discomfiting that Nussbaum is
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taking a position similar to that of Kaye Scholer by writing to President
Clinton that his unhappy departure is being caused by those who "do not
understand, nor wish to understand the role and obligation of a lawyer."

Perhaps it is true that those of us outside the profession just don't know
good lawyering when we see it. we know the essence of zealous advocacy is the
use of boldness and knowledge to head off problems. We also know, however, that
too often members of the bar believe that their license to practice law is a
permit to throw their weight around, to obfuscate, to push the envelope of what
they and their clients can get by with, and the difference between the two is
not always a bright line.

We also might wish that Kaye Scholer had thought part of its obligation was
to protect investors from the likes of Keating before the losses mounted to $
2.5 billion. And we might hope that Nussbaum, with the nation watching, might
have acted as if he had an obligation to his client's constituency to act as a
paragon of fair play: to step back, to second-guess his take-no-prisoners
litigation instincts and to serve the interests of justice. For that, in the
end, is in the best interests of his client.

Rita Jensen, a former senior writer at the National Law Journal, is an Alicia
Patterson fellow.

GRAPHIC: ILLUSTRATION, DAN YACCARINO FOR TWP
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Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato said yesterday that Senate Republicans will block
administration appointments if Democrats block congressional hearings into the
Whitewater-Madison affair.

Mr. D‘Amato, a New York Republican who has often called for hearings, also
said two administration officials - Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman
and Treasury General Counsel Jean Hanson - should be fired for briefing White
- House aides on a Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC) inquiry in which President
Clinton was named.

In Senate testimony last month, Mr. Altman, who is also interim head of the
RTC, disclosed that he briefed White House officials about the RTC's
investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, the failed
thrift linked to the Clintons.

Mr. Altman "absolutely should be fired" because "he was not truthful with
us“ about the number of contacts he had with White House officials, Mr.
D'Amato, New York Republican, said on CNN's "Evans and Novak."

"The fact is that he had previous contacts. He corrected his testimony on
two occasions and failed to mention them. Secondly . . . Jean Hanson definitely
should be fired. She had numerous contacts. She should know better. She's the
counsel," said Mr. D'Amato, ranking Republican on the Senate Banking Committee.

Mr. Altman and Ms. Hanson are among the 10 former and current Clinton
administration officials who have been subpoenaed by special counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr. to testify about the briefings.

In a separate appearance on the CNN program, Sen. John B. Breaux.
Louisiana Democrat, said there should be congressional hearings but not until
Mr. Fiske completes his inquiry.

"This is a criminal investigation. Don't let Congress mess it up,‘ Mr.
Breaux said.

Congressional Republicans such as Mr. D'Amato and Senate Minority Leader
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Bob Dole of Kansas have rejected such a delay, arguing that no one knows how
long it will take Mr. Fiske to complete his investigation.
Yesterday, Mr. D'Amato dismissed reports that Republicans would filibuster

on major legislation, such as the crime bill or health care reform, if they are
not allowed to begin hearings into Whitewater by June l.

"I think we'll do everything we can to try to get those hearings, but we
will not hold up necessary legislation," he said. "Wewill stop appointments.
for example. to the agencies in question . . . but not filibusters as it relates
to important legislation.“

He also made it clear that Republicans will force a vote on holding hearings
"if we continue to be stonewalled by the Democrats."

Mr. D'Amato said public opinion supports his calls for congressional
inquiries. Constituents are backing his efforts by a margin of 2 to 1, he said.

Moreover, he denied suggestions by some critics that his campaign for
hearings on Whitewater-Madison amount to a "payback" for investigations
conducted into some of his past activities.

"That's silly," the GOP senator said. "The fact is, what I have been
attempting to do is to get the facts. . . . It has nothing to do with payback.“

If the Senate does hold hearings on Whitewater-Madison, Mr. D'Amato said he
would not rule out the possibility of calling on first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton to testify.

“I do believe that Mrs. Clinton should be and will be held accountable. as
anyone else who exercises great power in government," he said. "And she does
exercise great power in this government. Let's not kid ourselves."

But he said the special counsel should have the opportunity to talk to the
Clintons before any congressional panel does.

Both Mr. D'Amato and Mr. Breaux said they believe Mrs. Clinton's
popularity has suffered as a result of Whitewater-Madison.

But Mr. Breaux said he does not believe it will affect her ability to
continue as the White House leader on health care and that she should not be
replaced in that position.

Mr. D'Amato said there has been "some damage" to the first lady's
influence, but he refused to say if he believes she may be forced out of her
role in health care over Whitewater-Madison. "That's a judgment she and the
president have got to make,“ he said.

GRAPHIC: Photo, Sen. Alfonse D'Amato pushed harder for hearings.
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The People's Choice Awards may need to survive a few more decades to rival
the prestige once enjoyed by the annual Photoplay or Look Magazine awards.
Nevertheless, I was surprised and intrigued when the movie version of ‘The Firm"
out-polled all comers as the most popular dramatic film of 1993.

why surprised? Because "The Firm" was the respectable Hollywood picture
shortchanged most conspicuously in preliminary balloting for the Academy Awards.
With the imposing exception of "Schindler's List," the strongest Hollywood movie
of 1993 was "The Firm."

It certainly deserved nominations that failed to materialize in several
major categories, so I was gratified to see an irksome Oscar oversight corrected
from an unexpected, nonpro quarter.

Not that the movie's popularity had ever been in doubt. It was the third
biggest blockbuster thriller of the summer, outdrawn by only “Jurassic Park" and
"The Fugitive."

Moreover, I had seen the movie with three different full houses in three
different theaters and could testify to its consistently gripping effect.

People in the movie community are often weirdly oblivious to Hollywood
professionalism when it stares them in the face; they often prefer polemical
pretension and hysteria in some exotic guise, such as the overwrought "In the
Name of the Father" from the British Isles.

Why intrigued? Because I'd taken a look at "The Firm" on video recently and
noticed something different about the movie. A supplementary topical dimension
has emerged to enhance the movie's melodramatic interest. As an unintended
consequence of the Clinton administration's whitewater woes, "The Firm" has
acquired fresh fascination.

It now looks like a possibly historic fable about how to elude a
compromising and potentially ruinous association with a law firm where, shall we
say, skeletons have begun to crowd the closets.
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As if they don't hear gathering, echoing footsteps from several directions,
the president and first lady may now find themselves haunted, indefinitely, by
curious points of convergence between the fictional plot of "The Firm" and the
tangled web of suspicion and conjecture that link Madison Guaranty Savings,
the whitewater Development Corp., the Rose Law Firm and the tragic death of Rose
partner and Clinton intimate Vincent Foster.

The clincher would be evidence of foul play in Foster's death, adding a
grisly criminal twist to the real-life mystery.

The first obvious change is the connotation of the title itself. "The Firm"
now brings to mind not Bendini, Lambert E Locke, the sinister Memphis law firm
that imperiled its youngest associate, Mitch McDeere, portrayed in Sydney
Pollack's admirable movie version by Tom Cruise. The term is now synomous with
the Rose Law Firm of Little Rock, formerly adorned by Hillary RodhamClinton.

Let me hasten to explain that I am not equating the infamous and fictitious
Bendini - revealed to be a Mafia front by FBI agents who attempt to recruit
Mitch as an informant - with the real and legit but now eminently notorious
Rose. I: has simply happened. Say "The Firm" now and Rose springs to mind
faster than Bendini.

The association would have had no currency outside Little Rock when the John
Grisham best seller was new in 1991. It wasn't a foregone conclusion when the
movie was in theatrical circulation last summer and fall, even though the Rose
Law Firm had become a recognizable name to the public at large. Things are
different as of March 1994.

The billings parallel surfaced only a week ago. The publication in The
Washington Times of billing records from Webster Hubbell, the third-ranking
official at the Justice Department, while apparently toiling on a Madison
Guaranty case in his Rose days couldn't ._ip but startle confirmed moviegoers.
All those hourly totals adding up to a $.J,O0O fee. Inevitably, the list
resembled some of the documentation invented for the movie.

In tinkering with the plot of the novel, screenwriters Robert Towne and
David Rayfiel had introduced the billings issue as a tactical weapon for hero
Mitch McDeere. Struggling to extricate himself from the Bendini mess (and
escape Bendini execution) without becoming a government snitch, resigned to a
lifetime in hiding, Mitch realizes that Bendini has been overbilling clients
systematically. He hoards evidence of this cavalier malpractice as part of an
elaborate getaway scheme.

The pivotal line of the movie was entrusted to Steven Hill as Voyles, the
Justice Department official who puts Mitch's limited options in stark relief:
"Your life as you know it is over." In the context of the film that blunt
statement meant the following: Agree to cooperate with the feds or go down with
the Bendini ship when we torpedo it.

The real-life connotations for anyone at risk of disgrace or prosecution as
a result of the Whitewater probes will be just as ominous. The lives they knew
will be radically altered.

Power brokers and Bright Young Assistants will need all their ingenuity and
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tenacity in self-defense. More power to them if they can escape calamity as
astutely and honorably as the Mitch in the film, whose line of defense was
considerably improved by screenwriters Towne and Rayfiel; the movie Mitch is
permitted several heroic alternatives to the mercenary slipperinesa of Mr.
Grisham's literary Mitch.

I would guess that the trust Tom Cruise's Mitch decides to place in the law,
despite finding himself at severe legal risk, might stand someWhitewater
principals in good stead. "It's strange," he confides to his superb wife, Abby,
played by Jeanne Tripplehorn, "but if we follow the law, it just might save us."

This is one of several lines that register with disarming impact in the
movie, and I recommend its wisdom to anyone caught up in serious trouble.

There were certain moments in the movie that evoked something that passed
between Hillary and Bill Clinton during the inaugural festivities. I can't
remember exactly what the occasion was, but the first lady whispered something
in her husband's ear while millions of us were watching.

Assuming you value the marital bond and had no particular reason to wish
misfortune on the Clintons, it was satisfying to imagine that her confidence
might have anticipated the stirring reconciliation scene at the conclusion of
"The Firm," when Abby assures Mitch that he's kept his trust and their marriage
is whole again.

Totally presumptuous, of course, but it felt nice to feel that way about the
first couple. The parallels are spotty, of course. In actuality it's the wife
rather than the husband who has a Curse of the Firm to finesse or transcend.

A memorable whisper is exchanged between Mitch and Abby in the film, but in
this case it's him warning her that Bendini has bugged their Firm-financed and
furnished home. It would be creepy if this kind of whispering had to become
commonplace in the White House for the duration of the Whitewater
investigations.

However, if you're a movie person, it's difficult to resist the impression
that the Clintons‘ reputation may hinge on which McDeeres they end up resembling
most when this controversy and its mysteries are resolved. Will it be the
fundamentally mercenary, self-serving McDeeres imagined by novelist Grisham or
the fundamentally honest, gallant McDeeres portrayed by Tom Cruise and Jeanne
Tripplehorn?

It's a pretty clear-cut choice in ethical and sentimental terms. I'll be
interested in seeing how this plot turns out, but I suspect that "The Firm" can
already be relied upon as a suggestive, indispensable blueprint.

GRAPHIC: Graphic, TomCruise runs for dear life in "The Firm" ; Photos, A & B)
Jeanne Tripplehorn and Tom Cruise in "The Firm“; Bill and Hillary Clinton. As
an unintended consequence of the Whitewater woes, "The Firm" has acquired fresh
fascination.
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BODY
President Clinton angrily denounced the news media Saturday for holding him

to what he charged is an unfair standard of accountability and presuming him
guilty without proof in the Whitewater affair.

"There has been a convergence of the way the press has handled this and the
way the Republicans have tried to manipulate it," the president charged in an
Oval Office interview with Knight-Ridder Newspapers.

Clinton sat calmly and talked quietly for 15 minutes about an international
jobs conference he is sponsoring Sunday in Detroit, but there was a sharp change
in his bearing at the first question about the Controversy over the Arkansas
land development deal.

Shifting to the edge of his seat, visibly agitated and eyes bulging, the
president wagged his finger in admonishment at two reporters and unleashed a
rising torrent of complaint.

The news media is in a "frenzy" over Whitewater, making unreasonable demands,
distorting the truth and fomenting dangerous public cynicism about government,
he complained.

"I've never been in an environment in my life where you were presumed guilty
until you were proved innocent," Clinton said. "It's just bizarre."

As he stood to end the interview, Clinton was asked if he would make public
his tax returns from 1978 and 1979, which could reveal information about his
investment in the Whitewater real estate deal in Arkansas at the root of the
current controversy.

His face reddened in anger as Clinton argued that he has given all relevant
financial records to Special Counsel Robert Fiske and that legal procedure now
prohibits him from releasing the records to the public.

The president complained bitterly that there is no evidence that he did
anything wrong, "not one credible charge. The burden is always on us, and I have
discharged that burden. I have a special counsel, and I am trying to let that
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person do his job. And I wish the American news media would, and let us go back
to the work of being president.
"The press and the Republicans insisted on a special counsel in the absence,
for the first time in history, in the absence of one single, solitary shred of
evidence that any law had been violated." Clinton said.

The whitewater controversy stems from a 1978 investment the Clintons made in
the whitewater Development Corp., an Arkansas land company. Their partner in the
investment, James McDougal, later took over a state-regulated savings and loan.
Madison Guaranty.

Both Whitewater and Madison Guaranty failed. But a tangle of legal and
ethical questions dog both Clintons arising from their connections to the two
ventures.

Meanwhile Saturday, Hillary RodhamClinton, in her first detailed comments on
Whitewater, acknowledged she had mademistakes in her handling of the
controversial land deal.

"Clearly there were lots of missteps along the way. I'd be the first to say
that-and obviously I wish there weren't because this thing has gotten blown so
out of proportion,“ the first lady told Newsweek in an interview made partially
available Saturday.

"I never would have participated in the investment in the first place. I
would have tried to get everybody to focus on it sooner and earlier to try to
deal with (it). Of course I mademistakes "

Mrs. Clinton said she hoped Fiske would proceed swiftly with his probe of the
affair so that national priorities can be re-established.

She told Time magazine in a separate interview that she and the president had
discovered during the 1992 campaign that they had underpaid their taxes on the
land deal but said the back taxes had been paid.

"We should never have made the investment (in Whitewater) . . . the other big
mistake that I made was not appreciating how other people view this when I knew
we had everything we knew to make good on obligations, like paying property
taxes and other things to try to be as careful as possible. So yes, we made made
lots of mistakes."
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BODY
First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton acknowledged Saturday "a lot of missteps"

in the handling of the Whitewater affair and, in part, blamed her desire for
privacy for the matter not being explained earlier and more fully.

"Of course I mademistakes." Mrs. Clinton said in an interview with Newsweek
Magazine, discussing the handling of the controversy over the Arkansas land
development deal

Mrs. Clinton said that “this thing has gotten blown so out of proportion" and
that she regretted not recognizing sooner that journalists would pursue the
matter if details were not provided.

In a separate interview with Time Magazine, Mrs. Clinton said, "we made lots
of mistakes. We never should have made the investment, for one." She said
another mistakes was "not appreciating how other people view" the controversy.

Until the interviews with the two news magazines late Saturday, Mrs. Clinton,
whose role in Whitewater has come under increasing scrutiny, has had little
public coment on the matter.

New public opinion polls suggested Saturday that whitewater has affected how
Americans view the first lady.

A new CBS-New York Times poll said 27 percent had an unfavorable view of Mrs.
Clinton, compared to 23 percent a month ago. A Newsweek poll also found that
Mrs. Clinton's unfavorable rating climbed to 42 percent from 29 percent in
February. Meanwhile, a Time-CNN poll said half the people still consider her
more ethical than most politicians.

Mrs. Clinton was involved in the Whitewater land deal in the 1970s both by
managing her family's financial affairs and as an Arkansas attorney who
represented Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, which had ties to Whitewater.
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she also reportedly resisted giving Whitewater files to federal investigators
and argued against the appointment of a special counsel to probe the matter.
"Clearly there were lots of missteps along the way. I'd be the first to say
that," Mrs. Clinton told Newsweek.

She attributed her failure to respond more fully to Whitewater to not
"understanding why (journalists) were pursing what to me seems so insignificant"
a matter and said she regretted not focusing on it earlier "to try to deal with
it."

Mrs. Clinton told the magazine that "I get my back up every so often" about
having to answer questions she believes have no connection with her husband's
public life. She suggested that also played a part in mistakes made in
connection with responding to Whitewater.

"I really have been pulled kicking and screaming to the conclusion that if
you choose to run for public office you give up any zone of privacy at all," she
said in the Newsweek interview.

The White House has been considering various ways for the president and Mrs.
Clinton to get their side of the Whitewater story out. One option was for the
president and his wife to make a joint television appearance to try to put
Whitewater questions to rest. Instead, they opted for Mrs. Clinton's talk with
the news magazines.

Until the interviews, Mrs. Clinton had made few detailed public comments
about Whitewater.

In a March 4 interview with Elle magazine, she accused critics of mounting a
"well-organized and well-financed attempt" to undermine the Clintons and their
policies.

"They have yet to come forward with anything other than the wildest kind of
paranoid conspiracies," she said in that interview.

Her public comments, however, were unlikely to silence her critics, including
Republicans calling for congressional hearings where the witnesses could include
the first lady.

Sen. Alfonse D‘Amato, R-N.Y., told CNN's "Evans and Novak" on Saturday that
at this time he thought it not appropriate to call Mrs. Clinton before Congress.

But he added, "I do believe that Mrs. Clinton should be and will be held
accountable, as anyone else who exercises great power in government. And she
does exercise great power in this government. Let's not kid ourselves."
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
WASHINGTON-- A key Republican charged Friday that the
Clinton administration has ""gagged and possibly coerced" the
regional thrift office responsible for investigating a failed
Arkansas savings and loan with ties to the president.

Iowa Rep. Jim Leach, the senior Republican on the House
banking committee, did not provide public proof of his accusations.

He urged special counsel Robert Fiske to direct his investigation
to the Kansas City regional office of the Resolution Trust Corp.,
the branch responsible for the Arkansas inquiry.

Leach on Friday released a four-page letter to Fiske
complaining that the special prosecutor was undercutting Congress‘
ability to hold hearings on the Whitewater affair and questioned
whether the White House was ""very responsive and cooperative" as
Fiske claimed.

""I am particularly concerned that officials of the Kansas
City RTC office are being gagged and possibly coerced by the
Washington RTC office," Leach wrote to Fiske. He repeatedly
declined to specify what actions by the RTC's Washington
headquarters prompted his concern but said the allegations were
detailed in a confidential memorandumto Fiske.

A spokesman at the Treasury Department, which oversees the
RTC, declined to coment on Leach's allegation.

The Kansas City RTC office twice initiated investigations
into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. Madison's owner, James
McDougal, also was a partner with Bill and Hillary Rodham Clinton
in the Whitewater Development Corp., a real estate project in
Arkansas.
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Fiske was appointed to investigate allegations that Madison
funds were diverted to Whitewater and to Clinton's campaign for
Arkansas governor.

There have been no allegations of criminal wrongdoing against
the president or his wife.

Leach, who released the letter during a breakfast meeting
with reporters. urged Fiske to immediately subpoena individuals and
documents in the Kansas City office.

The moderate Republican has pressed for congressional
hearings into the Whitewater affair and indicated that Republicans
would attempt to ask Madison-related questions during an RTC
oversight hearing on March 24.

“"I want the special counsel and have invited the special
counsel to interview and put under subpoena the Kansas City office
before someone else does." Leach said. He confirmed that the
midlevel RTC investigators he requested as witnesses for the March
24 hearing are all based in Kansas City.

Rep. Henry B.Gonzalez, D-San Antonio, the banking panel
chairman, has said he would rule all Madison~Whitewater questions
out of order during the March 24 hearing.

Leach said Fiske has had a list of those witnesses for nearly
three weeks without subpoenaing the Kansas City officials. ""If I
were to make suggestions. Kansas City is a higher priority than
Washington (where a grand jury is probing the White House contacts
with Treasury officials) at this time," Leach said.

The RTC's acting director is Roger Altman, the deputy
Treasury secretary, who gave White House officials a ""heads up"
about the investigation into the failed thrift and sparked a
controversy that resulted in Fiske issuing subpoenas for 10 current
and former White House and Treasury officials.

The Treasury Department on Friday turned over 3,200 documents
to a grand jury investigating those meetings. The grand jury, which
heard testimony from three White House officials Thursday, will
take more testimony next week.

Leach's letter also complained that Fiske's objections to
congressional hearings were allowing Democrats and White House
officials to avoid questions.

He cited Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen's refusal to answer
when asked during a House subcommittee hearing Thursday whether he
had prior knowledge of questionable meetings between senior White
House aides and Treasury officials. The Treasury officials briefed
the White House aides on the status of the RTC investigation into
the savings and loan.
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""On advice of Mr. Fiske, the special counsel, I refuse to
answer," Bentsen said.

The Treasury secretary had issued a statement March 3, during
the public disclosure of the meetings that included top Bentsen
aides, that said, ""1 did not attend any of these meetings, nor was
I informed of any of these meetings. "

On Friday, Bentsen was asked the same question and again
demurred: ""We have a situation here where the special counsel has
asked us not to try this in public and do anything that might
interfere with his process. and we're trying to make certain that
we comply with that. "

The Washington Post in January reported that the RTC twice
made referrals to the Justice Department for a criminal
investigation because it had not been informed of decisions by both
Bush and Clinton officials in late 1992 and early 1993 that the
initial case lacked merit to pursue.

The initial referral named the Clintons and other political
figures as principals in “"shell corporations" created by
McDougal. They were named as potential witnesses. The second, more
in-depth, referral suggested they were possible beneficiaries of
misspent Madison funds.

The Washington Post reported there were differences of
opinion over whether the Clintons should be named in the second
referral.

GRAPHIC: Mug: Jim Leach
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NOTES: Chronicle reporter Greg McDonald contributed to this story.
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WASHINGTON-— Amid mounting calls for first lady Hillary

RodhamClinton to speak out on Whitewater. the White House made
plans Friday for her and President Clinton to appear on at least
one prime-time television news magazine show next week.

Hillary Clinton has remained consistently silent on the
Whitewater issue, and White House aides were split in the past two
days on the wisdom of appearances that would generate new headlines
even if they succeeded in mollifying some critics. ""Everybody here
has had a slightly different view on it," one senior official said.
Ultimately, however, the prevailing View was that, to be
effective, the White House's new strategy of openness on the
subject of Whitewater could not stop with only the president's
explanation.

The planning for the television appearances was among several
developments Friday.

The Treasury Department surrendered 3,700 pages of subpoenaed
documents describing contacts with the White House and other
federal agencies regarding the investigation of the Whitewater
affair.

While officials sought to minimize the importance of the
records culled from Treasury files, the sheer volume of them -
more than three times what the White House surrendered Thursday -~
appeared to indicate that questionable contacts between regulatory
officials and White House aides occurred over an extended period
and involved large numbers of people.

Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan is at the heart of the
so—called Whitewater affair.

The thrift was owned by James B. McDougal, who, along with
his wife, Susan, was a partner with the Clintons in the Whitewater
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Development Corp., whxch was establmshed in the late 1970s to build
a resort community in the Ozarks.
Federal investxgators are trying to determine whether the
Clintons recexved improper loans from McDougal, whose thrift later
faxled and was taken over by the Resolution Trust Corp. as part of
the federal savzngs and loan bailout.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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WASHINGTON-- Suspicion has sullied Caesar's wife.

Having survived abuse for her headbands and charges of being
a shrewish harridan, Hillary RodhamClinton emerged last year with
a hard-won reputation for dedication and honesty.

Since then she's been all but canonized by a liberal segment
of the American public (and media) as mother-and-lawyer superior.

But in the last few days, the first lady has undergone an unwanted
make-over: the Unaccountable Clinton.

By all available evidence deeply involved in the Whitewater
rumpus as investor-lawyer>adviser, Clinton has been kneecapped on
the thing she thought was unassailable: her integrity. She has no
official position from which to confront her critics ~- but neither
does she have a position to relinquish.

Once. she was indispensable. Now, as the president's wife,
she is unable to be dispensed with.

with Whitewater's whirlpool sucking close friends and
associates into the controversy. Clinton has stayed aloof from her
critics despite the embarrassing pile of questions dumped at her
feet. Nobler, nonpartisan motives -- like staying focused on health
care -- are her guide, she says.

Yet, in her desire to be co-statesperson without being
co—politician. Clinton risks losing the aura of moral authority
that has made her such an attractive leader.

Her hubris is showing.

""If she were another person unrelated to the president, who
had served in the same positions -— business, legal representation
-- she would be a legitimate figure for questioning," Sen. Bob
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Graham of Florida. a prominent Democrat. said last week. ""1 think
she needs to be a part of this openness. "
""ln her case -- in both of their cases -- one sees a certain

moral arrogance and self-righteousness that doesn't fit with their
deeds." said arch-Republican William Kristol. who served as Dan
Quayle's chief of staff.

University of Pennsylvania Law School Professor Lani Guinier,
an old friend of both Clintons who knows the pain of a public
ordeal in Washington. said womenand power provoke strong emotions.

""We are both attracted to power and repulsed by it,"
Guinier said. ""We're not used to seeing womenexercise power and,
since it's unfamiliar. it's scary. "

""She‘s not scary." argued Kristol. “"She )ust may not be
honest. "

What she definitely is, is involved. Both Clintons were
partners in the Arkansas real estate venture known as the
whitewater Development Corp , along with the owner of Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan. As a lawyer and the governor's wife
Clinton also represented Madison before state regulators in an
attempt to extend the life of the failing thrift. She was a partner
in the Rose Law Firm of Little Rock, Ark., which later was hired by
the state government to sue Madison's auditors.

I

The week began badly with the resignation of White House
Counsel Bernard Nussbaum —- an old friend of Hillary Clinton from
the Nixon-era House impeachment committee, of all things. (Another
close friend and former law partner of Hillary Clinton was Vincent
Foster, possibly the most serious casualty of Whitewater. who
police believe committed suicide last July.)

On Wednesday, Graham called on the first lady to hold a news
conference. On Thursday, the day her chief of staff and press
secretary appeared before a federal grand jury in Washington to
account for Whitewater meetings with Treasury officials, Clinton
hunkered down and went about her business.

""I'm not going to be deterred (by Whitewater)." she told
aides. ""1 don't want to get bogged down. "
Instead, as she had done the day before, she went to Capitol
Hill for a health care meeting. During an hourlong session with
some 40 members of Congress. she was ""engaged, very upbeat about
the progress and pace of activity in the House," said a
participant.

""She‘s not underground." said Neel Lattimore. Hillary
Clinton's spokesman. ""She‘s really focused on health care. She's
not stewing about Whitewater. She regards this all as politics as
usual, a way of getting to her husband. " Clinton even took time
during the week to jokingly chide Lattimore for describing the
newly fired White House chef. a master of French cuisine, as having
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made ""great pizza. "

what, she worry?

As Clinton strode through the west Hing Thursday in a purple
power suit, she ran into an old friend from Arkansas.

""How are you doing? " she said. smiling. _

""The question is, how are you doing? " said the friend.

""I'm fine, really," Clinton replied.

The friend complimented the first lady on her suit, and they
chatted.

""She‘s a strong person, and she's had a lot of criticism,"
the friend said later. ""She's learned to take it with balance
poise and grace.

'

""People shouldn't interpret that as not defending herself. '

To date, Clinton has spoken of Whitewater only in a
yet—unpublished interview in Elle magazine.

She described the controversy, in an excerpt, as ""a
well-organized and well-financed attempt to undermine my husband,
and by extension, myself, by people who have a different political
agenda or have another personal and financial reason for attacking
us. "

It is true that Republicans have long tried to demonize
Clinton, comparing her to Eva Peron, Lady Macbeth, Winnie Mandela
and the Glenn Close character in Fatal Attraction. Her health care
plan is ""socialized medicine," GOP critics have said, part of a
""radical feminist agenda. "

""We've seen all of this before, at the 1992 Republican
convention," said an attorney friend of Clinton. ""They deliver a
partisan message that Hillary Clinton is scary. They assume that
since she reversed the roles in her own marriage that she's seeking
to reverse roles in other marriages. "

But something more than anti-feminism may be at work.

Contrasting with a National Organization for WomenWhite
House demonstration in support of Clinton recently was a flood of
media criticism. The New York Post ran a front—page headline:
""Bill: Hillary Is Not A Crook. " In the Miami Herald, cartoonist
Jim Morin drew the Clintons at dinner, with Hillary saying: ""I
dare you to ask me for my resignation. "
A USA Today-CNN-Gallup Poll taken last week found that 18
percent of 1,023 adults thought Clinton had done something illegal,
and 38 percent thought she had done something that probably was
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unethical, but not illegal.
Private white House polls show Clinton's public approval
rating has fallen below that of her husband's for the first time
since his election. Both ratings are 55 to 60 percent, according to
the Los Angeles Times.

Here is the Vietnam and Watergate generation all grown into
power, and they are keeping secrets.

""The generational aspect is at least as strong as the gender
aspect," asserted Kristol. ""There's been a lot of moral posturing
from the Clintons, but are they cutting corners?

""Maybe Mrs. Clinton would like to answer questions in a more
controlled forum," he said. ""But in her position, you can run.
but you can't hide. "

Throughout her tenure, Clinton has tried to control access
even in open events. In crafting the health care plan with working
groups behind closed doors, she successfully fought legal action to
open them, contending she lS a private citizen, not a federal
employee.

Health policy guru Ira Magaziner later conceded the secrecy
was a mistake. Clinton has said no such thing. For now, Clinton has it both
ways. She is a key player, a
private person and an official with limited accountability. She is
making it up as she goes along.

""There are very few templates out there for women trying to
share po1icy," said Rep. Marjorie Margolies-Mezvinsky, D-Pa.

As with many highly intelligent people, Clinton is convinced
she is right. And Whitewater may be all froth and little below the
surface. "
But a ""moral compass" is not the only tool for finding the
truth.

GRAPHIC: Photo: Hillary Clinton; Chronicle files
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BODY
She is the mystery womanof the Whitewater saga -- the one key witness who

has as yet said nothing publicly about President Clinton's Ozark Mountain land
investment.

Susan McDougal, 38-year-old former wife of failed savings and loan owner
James B. McDougal and former partner with the Clintons in the Whitewater
Development Corp., lS in a position to know about many unexplained aspects of
the controversy now engulfing the White House.

Among other things, she could shed light on the central question in the case:
Did Clinton and First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton personally benefit from
savings and loan money funneled illegally into the Whitewater real estate
venture?

In addition, McDougal's version of the Whitewater story is likely to be every
bit as colorful as it is informative.

A feisty, fun-loving woman, she is remembered vividly here because she
appeared in hot pants and riding a white horse in a television commercial for
one of her then-husband's real estate developments and because her free-spending
habits helped to bankrupt his savings and loan, costing U.S. taxpayers at least
$47 million.

On Monday, McDougal, who has eluded reporters since the Whitewater
controversy began, is promising to break her silence. Her lawyer, Bobby
McDaniel, has scheduled a press conference for his client, who is preparing to
tell her story to whitewater special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Because McDougal has been implicated in many of the misdeeds involving her
ex-husband's Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan and Whitewater Development Corp.,
she is expected to seek immunity in exchange for her testimony. McDaniel
acknowledged that he already has talked with the special counsel.

According to those who have talked with her recently, McDougal realizes that
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she is in a position to stir up trouble for the President and she is anxious to
defend herself.
But it is not yet clear whether Clinton should fear her testimony.

While McDougal possesses inside knowledge of the Whitewater project that
could substantially assist Fiske with his investigation, her friends and lawyers
say she remains fiercely loyal to the Clintons and insistent that she is not
guilty of any wrongdoing.

O
‘Susan McDougal did not knowingly do anything wrong, and no one has shown

that she did anything wrong," McDaniel said.

An acquaintance added: "I don't think she feels that she has any real
smoking-gun evidence, but they are going to have to give her immunity to get her
side."

McDougal not only denies any fault in the Whitewater matter. she also insists
that she is not guilty of more recent charges pending against her in Los Angeles
that she stole $200,000 from famed conductor Zubin Mehta while'working as his
personal bookkeeper after she left Arkansas.

Leonard Levine, her Los Angeles attorney, said McDougal is confident she will
be proven innocent of charges of embezzling from Mehta.

Clearly, McDougal's story is one of rags to riches and back to rags.

From humble beginnings in Camden. Ark. -- one of seven children born to a
soldier father and Belgium-born immigrant mother -- she became a highly visible
Little Rock businesswoman with a flashy Jaguar and a reputation for what one of
her friends described as "a shop-till-you—drop philosophy."

Between 1984 and 1986, according to a bank examiner's report on Madison
Guaranty, she collected more than $1.5 million from the thrift, acting as the
owner of a subsidiary advertising agency, known as Madison Marketing, that
drained millions of dollars from the savings and loan.

She collected 1S\ commissions for doing the thrift's advertising and public
relations work, but she actually hired other firms to carry out the work,
according to the government's assessment of her role.

In her high-roller days, McDougal is said to have spent $1 million renovating
and decorating a $200,000 house that she and her former husband bought in West
Little Rock.

Her expensive tastes also dictated the expenditure of $600,000 to convert a
former dry—cleaning establishment in a historic section of the city into an Art
Deco headquarters for Madison Guaranty.

"Everything was paper hats and horns -- a party all the time," said an
acquaintance familiar with McDougal's business practices. "She thought her
subdivisions were making money even when they were losing money."

Now, McDougal is back on hard times -- unemployed and living with her
boyfriend, Eugene (Pat) Harris, a former Madison Guaranty real estate agent,
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in Nashville. By all accounts, she spends her days searching for work, talking
with her lawyers and avoiding the reporters who frequently stalk her.
"Every day is not a party now," commentedone friend.

McDougal got to know the Clintons through her then-husband, whomshe met in
1974 when she was a young drama student and he was a teacher at Ouachita Baptist
University in Arkadelphia, Ark. She encountered him one day when she was trying
to get into a locked office at the school and he kicked in the door for her.

James McDougal and Clinton were acquainted from their days working in the
office of Sen. J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.).

Beginning in 1978, when the Clintons and the McDougals decided to develop
vacation homes together in the Ozarks, Susan McDougal was privy to the many
internal financial transactions of Whitewater Development for which there
apparently no longer are complete records.

As a primary stockholder in Madison Guaranty and the owner of Madison
Marketing, she may also know about thrift funds funneled through her company
into the whitewater venture.

McDougal could be able to explain the circumstances surrounding one
transaction that has provoked particular suspicion. That is a November. 1985.
check for $7.500 from Madison Marketing to Whitewater Development that was used
to make a payment on a personal loan that the Clintons had taken out to build a
model home on one of the Whitewater lots.

The check has been characterized by Clinton's critics as evidence that, as
governor of Arkansas, he may have benefited personally from payments from a
state-regulated thrift.

In addition, investigators hope that McDougal can explain what happened to
$300,000 she got from a small Arkansas investment firm also enmeshed in the
Whitewater matter.

The firm‘s owner claims that Clinton and James McDougal asked him to loan
money to Susan McDougal, apparently to help prop up Madison Guaranty as it was
staggering under the burden of bad loans.

She is known to have spent $110,000 to acquire an additional parcel of land
for Whitewater Development. but it is not known where the remainder of the money
went. The loan was backed by federal Small Business Administration funds.

Even though they were business partners, McDougal's former husband seems to
have no idea how she will answer these questions. He claims that she always
operated independently of him.

"I didn't see it as an adjunct to my activities," he said in an interview. "I
saw her as an individual with a right to her own ambitions and undertakings."

Throughout their marriage, he said, his former wife kept her finances
separate from his. “She did not have to ask me when she wanted to buy
something,“ he said.
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Susan McDougal, however, tells a different story, saying in her rare comments
that he handled the family's money.

The Mcbougals separated in May, 1984. In 1986, when they were ousted from the
managementof Madison Guaranty by federal regulators, James McDougal -- his
health deteriorating ~~ is said to have accepted the move with quiet
resignation, but thrift executives remember that Susan McDougal, who remained a
stockholder, fought to keep her management ties.

Even now, with the legal system putting pressure on her, she is described by
friends and acquaintances as "very strong, very loyal, very bright . . , a
survivor . . , very anxious to have her side of this come out."

As she points out in conversations with friends, she was never charged with
any crime when James McDougal was tried and acquitted for bank fraud.

And even though the Mcbougals have been separated for nearly a decade, the
financial web they wove together has kept them "inextricably intertwined.“ as
James McDougal put it. They divide the small returns that the land development
still produces and will share in the proceeds of a defense fund their lawyers
are establishing.

In addition, although their divorce became final in 1990 while Susan McDougal
was living in California, the McDougals still seem to have a fond sentimental
attachment. "We go to the same funerals," her former husband said.

GRAPHIC; Photo. Susan McDougal is expected to seek immunity for her testimony.
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
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Amid mounting calls for First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton to speak out on the

Whitewater controversy, the White House planned Friday for both her and
President Clinton to appear on at least one prime-time television news magazine
show next week. ,

Hillary Clinton has remained consistently silent on the issue, and White
House aides have been split sharply during the last two days on the wisdom of
appearances that would generate new headlines, even if they succeeded in
mollifying some critics.

"Everybody here has had a slightly different view on it," one senior official
said.

Ultimately, however, officials decided that, to be effective, the White House
strategy of openness on the Whitewater matter could not end with the President's
explanation.

Planning for the television appearances was among several developments
Friday.

The Treasury Department surrendered 3,700 pages of subpoenaed documents
describing contacts with the White House and other federal agencies about its
investigation of the failure of a savings and loan connected to the Whitewater
real estate venture.

While officials sought to minimize the importance of the records culled from
the Treasury Department files, the sheer volume of them -— more than three times
what the White House surrendered on Thursday -- appeared to indicate that
questionable contacts between regulatory officials and White House aides
occurred over an extended period and involved large numbers of people.

Also on Friday, a GOP lawmaker claimed to have evidence that federal
regulators in Washington may have tried to intimidate field investigators
looking into the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings 5 Loan of Little Rock,
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Ark.
The savings and loan is at the heart of the Whitewater controversy. The
thrift was owned by James B. McDougal, who, along with his wife, Susan, was a
partner with Bill and Hillary Clinton in the Whitewater Development Corp., which
was established in the late 1970s to build a resort community in the Ozark
Mountains.

Federal investigators are trying to determine whether the Clintons received
improper loans from McDougal, whose thrift later failed and was taken over by
federal regulators.

The primary investigation, being led by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.,
is also trying to determine the role played by Hillary Clinton, then a partner
in the Rose Law Firm of Little Rock, in representing Whitewater Development and
Madison Guaranty. Fiske‘s team in also looking into the apparent suicide last
July of Deputy White House Counsel Vincent Foster, who had worked on the
Whitewater matter as a Rose Law Firm partner and later at the White House.

Hillary Clinton has found herself in an awkward position in the Whitewater
matter. Since the beginning of the Administration, she has sought to limit the
kind of the publicity she receives -— calling no full-scale Washington press
conferences, for example —- in part to head off accusations that she is trying
to develop an independent political role.

But she has played a part in several issues stemming from the Whitewater
controversy. It was she who managed the Clinton family finances, including
Whitewater transactions, and she was a partner in the Rose Law Firm.

She has also been linked to controversial steps taken by the White House
after Foster's apparent suicide. Her chief of staff, Margaret Williams, was
among top aides who entered Foster's office after his body was found in a
Virginia park. Questions raised about the removal of Whitewater-related papers
from the office led last week to the resignation of White House Counsel Bernard
Nussbaum.

Now, even some Democrats are coming to the view that the First Lady must more
directly address these questions to lay them to rest. She "needs to make herself
available for questioning the same way the President did," Sen. Bob Graham
(D-Fla.) said at a meeting this week with members of the Knight-Ridder news
bureau in Washington.

Many party members gathered at the spring meeting of the Democratic National
Comittee in Cleveland on Friday argued that the First Lady must be forthcoming
if Democrats are to avoid becoming saddled with the Whitewater issue in the
November elections.

‘It is time for her to find the right venue in which to talk to the American
people about a lot of this stuff," Lynn Cutler, a longtime party activist, told
the Associated Press. "Her integrity and effectiveness are at stake."

Still, it was unclear whether the First Lady would choose to answer specific
questions on any TV news shows or whether she might decline on grounds that to
do so could interfere with Piske's work.
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white House aides were considering a joint appearance by the Clintons on the
CBS-TV program "48 Hours," which is broadcast Wednesday nights. To extend its
full—access public relations strategy, the White House also planned to put its
new special counsel, Lloyd N. Cutler, on three TV network news shows on Sunday
morning.

As for the documents turned over by the Treasury Department Thursday night
and Friday morning, a Treasury spokesman refused to say how many employees found
relevant information in their files, computers and trash.

"Most of it was pretty mundane stuff," said a senior Treasury official who
asked not to be identified. "Thirty-seven hundred pages may sound like a lot,
but in reality there's a lot of duplication."

The official said that as much as 80%of the material consisted of documents
generated in the preparation for congressional testimony, question-and~answer
sheets for responding to media inquiries about whitewater, press releases and
early drafts of such material.

It was in February congressional testimony that Deputy Treasury Secretary
Roger Altman revealed that he had briefed top White House officials about the
criminal investigation of Madison Guaranty. Altman conducted the briefing in
his role as acting director of the Resolution Trust Corp., the Treasury
Department unit responsible for disposing of the assets of bankrupt savings and
loan institutions. '

It has since been learned that Treasury Department officials alerted White
House aides to developments in the case on a number of other occasions. Fiske
this week began taking testimony under subpoena from White House and Treasury
officials.

Meanwhile, Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the ranking Republican on the House
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee, claimed to have evidence that
federal regulators may have tried to intimidate field investigators trying to
find why Madison Guaranty failed.

He said he had forwarded the evidence to Fiske and expected the allegations
to emerge as "a central issue“ in the controversy.

Times staff writers John M. Broder, Michael Ross and James Gerstenzang
contributed to this story.

GRAPHIC: Photo, First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton pauses to wave before she
travels to a meeting with lawmakers on Capitol Hill earlier in the week.
Reuters
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HEADLINE: Washington RTC accused of trying to gag’ thrift probe Agency chief
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DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
WASHINGTON- A leading House Republican charged Friday that federal
regulators investigating an Arkansas thrift involved in the Whitewater affair
were “being gagged and possibly coerced" by superiors.

Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, ranking Republican on the House Banking Committee,
made the accusation about the Resolution Trust Corp. in a letter to special
counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.

RTC Washington office spokesman Mike Fulwider said the letter was "the first
I've heard of Mr. Leach's concerns. If he would bring specific details of his
concerns to our attention, we'd be happy to look into it."

The Leach letter took Mr. Fiske to task for opposing Republican demands for
congressional hearings on Whitewater and for saying that the White House was
being "very responsive and cooperative“ with his investigation.

Taking issue with that statement, Mr. Leach wrote: "I am particularly
concerned that officials of the Kansas City RTC office are being gagged and
possibly coerced by the Washington RTC office.

(See attached confidential memo.)"

RTC Kansas City spokesman Jane Jankowski said her office would "not have any
response."

The Kansas City office of the RTC, the agency created to clean up the savings
and loan mess, has investigated the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association. Madison's owner was a partner of President Clinton and Hillary
RodhamClinton in Whitewater Development Corp, a real estate venture, when Mr.
Clinton was governor of Arkansas.

Mr. Leach, who released the letter at a breakfast with reporters, refused to
explain his allegation. Nor would he discuss the contents of his confidential
memoto Mr. Fiske, though he said:
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"What's in the memomakes my sentence an understatement. by a significant
dimension.

"I am signaling today that people ought to pay a great deal of attention to
the city of Kansas City," Mr. Leach said.

"Kansas City is a higher priority than Washington at this time," he added,
alluding to Mr. Fiske's efforts to determine whether meetings between Treasury
Department and White House officials compromised the federal investigation.

Mr. Leach said he had asked Mr. Fiske to subpoena membersof the Kansas City
RTC office.

"I would not be making a statement this strong unless I felt it was merited
and unless I also felt it was important for the special counsel to intervene and
protect individuals in the Kansas City office," he said.

Mr. Leach also said Republicans hope to discuss the matter at a hearing on
the RTC by the House Banking Committee scheduled for March 24.

Republicans, angered by Democratic refusals to schedule special congressional
hearings. have said they would use the semiannual oversight hearing to delve
into Whitewater-related questions.

Their plan has brought them into conflict with the committee chairman? Rep.
Henry B. Gonzalez, D-San Antonio.

Mr. Gonzalez has vowed to prevent the GOP from using the hearing to attack
the president.

On Friday, Mr. Gonzalez said he had written the RTC and the Office of Thrift
Supervision, which regulates healthy savings and loans, to tell them that they
need not respond to a request from Mr. Leach for documents relating to Madison
Guaranty.

Mr. Gonzalez said he sent the letters because Mr. Leach "trespassed the norms
of commonsense in his zeal to zap the president and his wife, and he's becoming
vindictive, which is something I don't tolerate in anybody.“

Madison Guaranty's failure cost taxpayers $ 47 million. Mr. Fiske is
investigating allegations that money from the savings and loan was improperly
funneled into Whitewater Development or Mr. Clinton's gubernatorial campaign
chest.

Mr. Leach wrote to the RTC and the OTS earlier in the week requesting their
documents on Madison, according to the Gonzalez letters to those agencies.

"A hearing does not provide the basis for a member of Congress to obtain
documents to which he or she is not otherwise entitled," Mr. Gonzalez told the
agencies. "I will request any information needed by the committee . . . and
will make it available to membersof the committee, as appropriate."

Leach spokesman Joe Pinder declined to comment on Mr. Gonzalez's actions.
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Mr. Pinder said, however, that Mr. Leach had “been writing letters to the RTC
and talking to staff since November seeking copies of all documentation that
they have related to the Madison case and we've gotten a paucity."
Asked if Mr. Leach's inability to get documents was the reason for his
allegation that RTC officials in Kansas City were being "gagged," Mr. Pinder
said: "No. These are two separate issues." He declined to comment further.

Mr. Gonzalez also released a letter he sent to special counsel Fiske on
Friday in which he repeated his pledge to block GOP efforts to use the March 24
hearing to investigate Whitewater issues.

“I would never permit our mandated RTC accountability hearings .

. . to encroach on the Justice Department's ongoing proceedings," he wrote.
"One witch hunt is enough.

"Since becoming chairman," he added, "I have constantly reminded each and
every member of the committee. all and sundry, that the committee is a
legislative body, not a prosecutorial or judicial one. I regret that Mr. Leach,
despite his considerable service on the committee, and elements of the jackal
press, refuse to see this."

At the breakfast with reporters, Mr. Leach declared that he was "Henry
Gonzalez's biggest fan in the United States Congress. I think he's a man of
great individual judgment and personality. I recognize completely how much I
exasperate him."

Mr. Leach said he suspected that Mr. Gonzalez was resisting Republicans‘
desire to investigate whitewater in part because "he is under very intense
pressure by his (Democratic) caucus and, in all probability, the White House."

"I'm not confident that Mr. Gonzalez has the discretion to hold the hearing,‘
Mr. Leach added. "I suspect a decision is being made higher up than his
position."

Mr. Gonzalez replied: "There he goes again. He's suspecting.

He's arrogating to himself knowledge of majority-side things that I'm not
aware of. Nobody's tried to pressure me from any level - except his.

"The oversight hearing is well-defined and it's mandated by law and nothing's
going to change my mind about that," Mr. Gonzalez said.

Other Whitewater-related developments Friday:

' The Treasury Department turned over about 3,700 pages of documents to Mr.
Fiske, while seven more administration officials prepared to testify before a
federal grand jury. Mr. Fiske subpoenaed them after learning that Treasury
officials discussed the Whitewater investigation with the White House. A
Treasuryofficial said most of the documents were routine, such as drafts of news
releases.

* ABC's World News Tonight showed photographs that appear to support police
and medical reports that White House deputy counsel Vincent Foster's death last
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summerwas a suicide. Mr. Fiske agreed to re-examine his death after questions
about the suicide ruling were raised. Mr. Foster, a former law partner of Mrs.
Clinton, was working on Whitewater matters at the time of his death.
' Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., called for Mr. Clinton to

suspend deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman and associate Attornev General
Webster Hubbell because "they're up to their ears in misstatements and
deception."

Mr. Altman is interim head of the RTC. Mr. Hubbell worked with Mrs. Clinton
at a Little Rock law firm that represented Madison.

The Associated Press contributed to this report.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO(S): 1. Jim Leach . . . "I am signaling today that people ought
to pay a great deal of attention to the city of Kansas City." 2. Henry B.
Gonzalez . . . Jim Leach "is becoming vindictive, which is something I don't
tolerate in anybody." 3. Bob Dole. . . calls for the suspension of two
officials.
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"Whitewater?" asked Zandra Wolfgram. "Whitewater what? Rafting?"

Official Washington may be consumed by the Whitewater affair, but beyond the
capital's Beltway -- from Seattle to Chicago to Atlanta to Boston to Lakewood -
most people have other things on their minds. like the weather or the fortunes
of Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan.

Judging by more than 200 on-the—street interviews with Democrats,
Republicans and independents around the country this week, whitewater is not a
big topic of conversation.

Some See Political Motives

Like Ms. wolfgram, a theater publicist in this town on the western edge of
Cleveland, most people here said Whitewater had not markedly affected their
views of Mr. Clinton, good or bad.

Many Republicans said they thought their party leaders were going too far to
exploit the dispute for partisan advantage. But there are signs that Whitewater
could still prove politically perilous for Mr. Clinton.

People in both parties said they were withholding judgment until questions
about the Clintons‘ participation in an Arkansas real estate venture were
resolved. Federal investigators are examining the Clintons‘ investment in the
Whitewater Development Companyand its relationship to a failed savings and loan
association.

"We've only seen and heard a lot of conjecture, no smoking gun," said Odie
wright, a security officer in Chicago who is an independent. "And until there
is, I'm remaining neutral."

Results from the latest New York Times/CBS News Poll show that for now, at
least, the opinions voiced by those interviewed clearly reflected the thinking
around the country. Thirty percent of respondents had heard "a lot" about
Whitewater, up from 17 percent two months ago. But even more said they knew
little or nothing about it. Six in 10 Americans said they did not know enough to
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say whether the Clintons did anything wrong; the rest were divided. Only one in
five thought vhitewater was an issue of great importance to the nation.
The poll of 867 adults nationwide, conducted by telephone from March 8

through March 10, found that Mr. Clinton's S0 percent approval rating appears
unaffected by whitewater. But the public was divided over whether Mr. Clinton
participated in a cover-up of the Whitewater situation, and 8 in 10 said
Republicans were using the issue for political gain.

Here in Lakewood, where independents outnumber registered Republicans and
Democrats, it did not take much prompting to jog the memory of the 28-year-old
Ms. Nolfgram about the real estate deal that is haunting the Clintons. Even so,
she was not especially intrigued.

"Washington's a famous city, fast-paced and high priced, and they have to
have something to talk about during their three-martini lunches." said Ms.
wolfgram, who identified herself as an independent who voted for Mr. Clinton and
would do so again. "But we've got bigger things to worry about here in Ohio."

Sitting in a barber chair on a slow day, waiting for customers, Mike Hunter
of Mike's Barber Shop offered the results of his unscientific survey: "I never
even heard one comment about it. The main thing we talk about is the weather."

Down the street, Joan Tropf, a real estate agent who is a Democrat, said it
was no big deal, and no big surprise, that Mr. Clinton had become embroiled in
whitewater. "I voted for Clinton and I know that there was baggage," she said.
"But I think people are looking too hard. we had Nixon's debacle -- everybody
has their share."

At the Phoenix coffee shop, Ken Kloss took a break from reading the morning
newspaper to defend a President he did not even vote for.

"I voted for Bush, though reluctantly," said Mr. Kloss, 37, an engineer who
is an independent. "I haven't heard anything that would change my opinion of
Clinton. There's a possibility that something's wrong there. But I don't think
Clinton said, ‘We've got to make money off this deal.‘ The Republicans don't
have a good political agenda, so they've found something to latch on to."

‘It Really Doesn't Matter‘

Around the nation, similar voices were heard, even from Republicans who said
that becoming enmeshed in one scandal or another is part of being a politician
these days.

"At first I was shocked," Diane Dawson, a 51-year-old Republican, said
between bites of her lunch at Bassett's in Philadelphia. "But they're not
breaking in somewhere or selling arms. Whatever it's all about, it really
doesn't matter as long as we're not in a war and people have a job."

Lee Moon, 64, a salesman at a small computer company in Seattle, sounded a
refrain that was heard around the country: “No politician is clean," said Mr.
Moon, who voted for Ross Perot in the 1992 Presidential race. "If you want to
dig and go back, you can find noise about anyone. Whitewater-gate, Tonya-gate,
I'm sick of nothing stories."
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Speaking of Bob Dole, the Senate Republican leader, Mr. Moon said: "I bet
Dole is saying, ‘We've really got them now. we tried to put a sex scandal on the
President, but this is even better!"

Asked about the whitewater affair, many people were hard pressed to describe
it, or to explain just how the White House had managed to create a controversy
over its handling of a relatively small business venture that occurred several
years ago.

Some people say they believe the Clintons somehowacted improperly but, at
least at this point, they do not seem to hold it against them.

"It's the run of the mill from Washington -- one scandal after another,“ said
Greg Cotter, who works for an architectural company in San Francisco who voted
for Mr. Clinton but considers himself an independent. "It's reached the point
where they've all lost importance because there's so much in-party fighting and
bickering. You don't know who's telling the truth anymore."

No one described Whitewater as even approaching the dimensions of the
Watergate scandals. "It doesn't really compare," said Eileen Millican, a
waitress in Darby, Pa., who is a Democrat. "It's not like they snuck into
someplace and stole tapes cr Lied under oath."

Melissa Meier, 39, a college art instructor in Seattle who is an independent,
put it this way: "Iran-contra was a hundred times more important than this
baloney Whitewater stuff. Now that was a big cover-up."

Although many Americans sounded sympathetic about how Mr. Clinton got tangled
in Whitewater, some people say the matter has already tarnished their view of
him. At the very least, they said, the white House should have been more
forthcoming in releasing documents about the case.

"Clearly it has been handled badly," said Matthew Bierman, a Democrat who is
a development assistant to a producer in Hollywood. "I guess the Democrats don't
have as much experience in scandal management."

Another Democrat, Vivian Trotz, a psychoanalyst from San Francisco, was
frustrated with the Administration's handling of the affair. "I happen to
believe there was some cozy cronyism," she said. "And this business of not
coming forth has as much to do with disorganization in the White House.“

Taking a break for a cigarette while shopping at a mall in Cambridge, Mass.,
Rod Lavalle, a 56-year-old independent, seemed more versed in the details of
Whitewater than most people. And he was not optimistic about the possible
outcome for Mr. Clinton.

"It certainly would make him a one-term President," he said. "It's too bad,
because I think he was on the right track."

Role of President's Wife

Although Mrs. Clinton still has many loyal defenders, Whitewater has also
raised new questions about her. "It seems like the majority of guilt, if any, is
with Hillary," said Scott Badler, 39, a health care worker in Chelsea, Mass.
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But Mary Rubach, 70, an independent from San Francisco, said Whitewater only
intensified the misgivings she had about Mr. Clinton since the 1992 campaign.
"I don't know if I ever viewed him as a man with much probity or integrity,"

she said.

Those are the sorts of comments that worry membersof the Democratic National
Committee, who gathered in downtown Cleveland this week for their spring
meeting. Unavoidably, Whitewater was the unstated theme of the conference here.
David C. Wilhelm, the party chairman, blamed Republicans.

"Whitewater is the great political hope of the Republican Party," he said.
"It represents their only political strategy."

GRAPHIC: Photos: Joan Tropf, Real-estate agent -- “I think people are looking
too hard." Ken Kloss, Engineer -— "The Republicans don't have a good political
agenda, so they've found something to latch on to." Zandra wolfgram, Theater
publicist -- "We've got bigger things to worry about here in Ohio." (Photographs
by Roger Mastroianni for The New York Times)(pg. 9)

Graphs: "The Views on Whitewater" shows overall public reactions to the
whitewater affair based on national telephone polls conducted by The New York
Times and CBS News. (pg. W
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The top Republican on the House banking committee said today that bank
regulators in Washington had "gagged and possibly coerced" their subordinates in
Kansas City who sought a criminal inquiry into the failed Arkansas savings and
loan at the heart of the Whitewater affair.

Representative Jim Leach, an Iowa Republican who has been a vocal proponent
of Congressional hearings on the matter, made the accusation in a letter to the
special prosecutor investigating events surrounding the savings and loan and the
Clintons‘ real estate dealings. The Clintons were partners with the owner of the
failed financial institution, Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, and his wife
in a land venture, the Whitewater Development Company.

In his letter to the special prosecutor, Robert B. Fiske Jr., Mr. Leach
expressed his concern about problems at the Resolution Trust Corporation, the
Federal regulatory agency responsible for disposing of failed savings and loans
and pursuing civil and criminal cases against people responsible for the
failures.

"I am particularly concerned," Mr. Leach wrote in the letter, which he made
public this morning, "that officials in the Kansas City R.T.C. office are being
gagged and possibly coerced by the Washington R.T.C. office."

Later, he said the issue was central to understanding the Whitewater issue.

But neither the Congressman nor his staff would elaborate on the reference to
coercion, floating out the accusation in advance of a hearing scheduled for
March 24 when when Mr. Leach has promised "blockbuster" disclosures about the
affair.

Mr. Leach has asked Representative Henry B. Gonzalez, the Texas Democrat who
is chairman of the Banking Committee, to invite 40 witnesses to testify,
including four officials from the Resolution Trust Corporation in Kansas City.

Possibility of Discord

Mr. Gonzalez has said he has not yet decided whether to invite the
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witnesses. But in a letter to Mr. Fiske today, Mr. Gonzalez suggested that he
would not interfere with the prosecutor by convening wide-ranging hearings on
Whitewater. "One witch hunt is enough," Mr. Gonzalez said.

At the White House, Dee Dee Myers, Mr. Clinton's press secretary, derided Mr.
Leach's accusation. "Gosh, imagine that," she said, "an accusation without any
evidence." A spokesman for the agency in Washington said, “This is the first
we've heard of these concerns." Agency officials in Kansas City had no comment.

Still, the possibility that Washington officials had squelched their
subordinates in the field on a matter related to Whitewater raised at least the
possibility of further discord at an agency under a harsh spotlight since the
disclosure last week that Treasury Department officials with knowledge of the
Resolution Trust Corporation s complaint had met more than three times with
White House aides.

Those meetings prompted Mr. Fiske to subpoena six White House and four
Treasury aides to testify before a Federal grand jury here. Mr. Fiske's demands
for documents sent White House and Treasury officials scrambling to scour their
files for records related to the meetings that were held as the regulators
prepared to refer a criminal ccmplaint to the Justice Department.

Today, the Treasury Department turned over nearly 4,000 pages of documents
subpoenaed by prosecutors. The White House gave them 1,000 pages of
Whitewater-related material on Thursday.

Three White House aides testified on Thursday; Margaret Williams, chief of
staff to Mrs. Clinton, Lisa Caputo, Mrs. Clinton's press secretary, and Mark D.
Gearan, the White House communications director. And next week, others are
expected to go before the grand jury, which is to meet on Tuesday and Thursday.

The Resolution Trust Corporation office in Kansas City had pressed the
Justice Department for a criminal investigation of Madison beginning in
mid-1992. After the Justice Department dismissed the agency's first complaint in
the spring of 1993 as insufficient, the Kansas City office asked again in early
October, Justice department officials said.

Request by Regulators

The request mentioned Mr. Clinton and his wife, Hillary RodhamClinton, as
potential beneficiaries of possible wrongdoing but did not accuse them of any
illegalities.

On Sept. 29, 1993, Jean Hanson, the Treasury Department's top lawyer, met
with Bernard W. Nussbaum, the White House counsel who was forced to resign last
weekend after the meeting was disclosed. Ms. Hanson warned Mr. Nussbaum that the
regulators were planning to ask for a Justice Department investigation.

On Oct. 14, 1993, another meeting was held in Mr. Nussbaum's office to
discuss how to handle inquiries from news organizations about the Whitewater
investigation. With Mr. Nussbaum and Ms. Hanson were Mr. Gearan, Bruce Lindsey,
a senior adviser to Mr. Clinton, Josh Steiner, chief of staff to Treasury
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, and Jack DeVore, Mr. Bentsen's press secretary at that
time.
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Last month, Roger C. Altman, Deputy Treasury Secretary, met with Mr.
Nussbaum, Ms. Hanson, Harold M. Ickes, the deputy chief of staff at the White
House, and Ms. Williams, Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff. Mr. Altman said the
meeting was held to provide White House officials with information on how the
Resolution Trust Corporation would handle civil claims arising out of the
collapse of Madison.

Three-Way Tug of War

In part, Mr. Leach's letter reflected a three—way tug of war among the
special prosecutor, the Democrats and the Republicans over Congressional
hearings on Whitewater while Mr. Fiske conducts a criminal inquiry.

Democrats have stoutly resisted hearings and quickly embraced Mr. Fiske's
recommendation that Congress defer them until he is through. But Republicans
fear that delay could keep an embarrassing issue for the Democratic
Administration under wraps.

Bob Dole of Kansas, the Senate Republican leader, called again today for
hearings. But Senator George J. Mitchell of Maine, the majority leader, said he
would hold hearings only when he was certain they would not undermine Mr.
Fiske's investigation.

Mr. Dole also said the Administration should suspend Mr. Altman and Webster
L. Hubbell. the associate Attorney General, who is former law partner of Ms.
Clinton. But Administration officials said they did not plan to remove either
official.

In his letter, Mr. Leach expressed irritation with the special prosecutor and
reminded him that he had an obligation "not to interfere with the legitimate
oversight responsibilities of Congress."

Mr. Leach said it was the responsibility of Republicans to pursue
Congressional hearings. "Traditionally in all western democracies, it is the
responsibility of the party out of power to hold the party in power accountable
for breaches of the public trust." he said

Mr. Leach complained about what he said were Mr. Fiske's statements in recent
days indicating that the White House had cooperated with his inquiry when, Mr.
Leach wrote, "there are indications to the contrary." Among those indications
were the accusations concerning coercion of employees at the Resolution Trust
Corporation office in Kansas City.
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BODY
Investigators for the Resolution Trust Corp. have complained privately that

they felt pressured by agency lawyers to play down the involvement of President
Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton in their preparation of criminal referrals
involving the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, according to agency
sources.

Their concerns were highlighted yesterday by Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), who is
spearheading a congressional probe of Whitewater. In a confidential memoto
special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr., Leach outlined concerns about pressures on
RTC officials in Kansas City, Mo., who investigated the Clintons' Ozarks land
venture and its Madison connections. He declined to discuss specifics publicly,
citing the need to protect the officials.

He warned in a publicly released letter to Fiske that field employees have
been "gagged" and "possibly coerced" by agency officials here.

Agency sources say debate in the Kansas City RTC office began last fall and
continued as the Whitewater matter intensified. There was serious disagreement
between investigators and RTC lawyers over how the Clintons should be treated in
the agency's written request for further criminal investigation into Madison and
Whitewater by the Justice Department. It is not known whether the discussions
involved political appointees or were limited to career employees.

Investigators in Kansas City insisted on detailing the Clintons' involvement,
sources said, but some agency lawyers -- who typically are not involved in
preparing so-called criminal referrals -- wanted to leave the Clintons out. The
referral eventually was sent to the Justice Department recommending further
investigation of Madison funds possibly going to Whitewater or the Clinton
campaign.

"What you have today is an office in Kansas City and a group of very
courageous individual regulators who have a difference of opinion with
Washington," Leach said.

Investigators contacted yesterday referred inquiries to the press office. RTC
spokesman Stephen Katsanos said: "Mr. Leach has not brought his concerns to our
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attention. If and when he does so, we will be happy to promptly look into any
specific matters he is concerned about."
Leach's comments came after a week in which three White House officials
testified before a grand jury here about private meetings in which they and
others were briefed on criminal and civil matters arising from the Madison probe
by political appointees at the Treasury Department, who are running the RTC in
the absence of a permanent chief there. More White House officials are scheduled
to testify next week.

Leach's letter to Fiske chided him for making "premature public judgments"
that the White House was cooperating in the probe "when there are indications to
the contrary."

While pressure has mounted for a full congressional investigation of the
Clintons‘ relationship with Madl$OD'S former owner James B. McDougal, the RTC
and Justice Department have come under fire for their handling of the sensitive
probe. The Clinton- appointed U.S. attorney in Little Rock, Ark., declined to
further investigate the RTC's first detailed criminal referral, which named the
Clintons as possible beneficiaries of Madison's activities.

RTC investigators sent a second set of criminal referrals to Justice. naming
Whitewater and the Clinton gubernatorial campaign as areas meriting further
;nvestigation.

Leach has invited four RTC investigators from Kansas City to testify at a
March 24 RTC oversight hearing before the House Banking Committee. Leach said he
would be willing to delay his hearing a few weeks to avoid getting in the way of
the ongoing grand jury probe into the White House briefings.

Banking Committee Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.) is determined to limit
Leach's hearing on Madison and has urged the RTC and SAL regulators to withhold
documents from him.

In Little Rock, Fiske has subpoenaed documents related to a Whitewater
purchase of B10 acres of land near Little Rock from the International Paper Co.
McDougal and his wife at the time. Susan, bought the land in 1986 and said the
Clintons knew nothing about it.

They used a $ 110,000 down payment that came from a loan made to Susan
McDougal by former Little Rock municipal judge David Hale. Hale has said Clinton
pressured him to make the loan through a firm backed by the Small Business
Administration.

Staff writer Howard Schneider contributed to this report.
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The White House bashed the media for its coverage of the Whitewater-Madison
affair yesterday as reports indicated President Clinton and his wife, Hillary,
were seeking a prime-time television slot to explain their involvement.

The Treasury Department also turned over about 3,700 documents to
Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. — far more than the
White House has provided under subpoena.

Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen told reporters the number of documents did
not mean his department was more deeply involved in the case than the White
House, which a day earlier gave prosecutors just 1,000 pages of documents
detailing the secret White House talks with Treasury officials on
Whitewater-Madison.

Ousted White House Counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum and presidential spokeswoman
Dee Dee Myers both blasted the intensive media coverage surrounding
Whitewater-Madison yesterday and demanded restraint.

Mr. Nussbaum, ousted effective April 5 for hosting the secret Treasury
meetings to discuss a criminal probe of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association and its links to Whitewater Development Corp., told a black-tie
crowd in New York that the media is more focused on the scandal than
administration initiatives.

"I have learned that most of the pundits and press in Washington and around
the country consider the possibility of scandal, however remote, to be far more
newsworthy than the reality of accomplishment or the potential for positive
change," he said late Thursday night.

"We in the administration have had better luck making history than making
headlines,“ he said.

A search of headlines in The Washington Times and its sister publication
Insight, however, showed that Mr. Clinton has received more headlines than
former President Bush in his first 15 months. So far, Mr. Clinton has been
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named in 11,434 headlines.
Miss Myers, echoing commentsmade by Mr. Clinton in New York on Thursday,

charged that Americans are confused over the Whitewater-Madison affair because
it "is complicated and it's gotten buried in an avalanche of political posture
and people trying to use this for partisan gain."

She slammed wire services and newspapers for excerpting a story in an
expensive financial newsletter published Thursday that said former White House
Deputy Counsel Vincent W. Foster Jr. died in a Northern Virginia apartment and
was then dumpedat Fort Marcy Park, where his body was found July 20. Police
have said it was a suicide at the park.

The report played a role in the plunge of the Dow Jones industrial average
and other market indexes.

"The report was completely irresponsible and unsubstantiated; not a shred of
credible evidence suggests that is true," said Miss Myers. "I didn't see
anybody rushing to knock that story down yesterday in the nation's news media "

Miss Myers added that "it's more of a question of how do these stories get
any credibility? I think that's the issue here. Why are these unsubstantiated
allegations taken seriously? Why are they repeated? It's an outrage."

Miss Myers called the Johnson Smick International Report, which originated
the article, a "second rate“ publication. However, it is co-published by a
former vice chairman of the Federal Reserve, Manuel H. Johnson. His company
also has been hired by the State Department to set up G-7 meetings with members
of the world's seven largest industrial countries.

A spokesman said the newsletter stands by its report.

Christopher Callahan, assistant dean of journalism at the University of
Maryland, said it is commonfor politicians in trouble to hit press coverage.

"It's a good litmus test to see how much pressure the administration is
feeling," Mr. Callahan said yesterday.

"To blame the press is an old card that politicians play when they are
really in bad shape," he said.

Stephen Hess of the Brookings Institution suggested that the White House
feels under attack.

"You do get this siege mentality and that the enemy is beating at the door."
he said.

While Mr. Callahan said it is unlikely that a small newsletter would beat
the mass media to a story as explosive as the moving of Mr. Foster's body, he
defended news agencies such as Reuters for reporting that the stock markets were
jittery over the report.

"You have to report it. You just can't say stocks are dropping and then not
say why,‘ he said.
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Over the weekend, the White House communications department hopes to settle
on a strategy to fight the escalation of Whitewater-Madison coverage. New Whit e
House Counsel Lloyd Cutler, for example, plans to appear on "Meet the Press“ to
explain the White House's actions so far.

It was not certain if the Clintons were going to appear on a newsmagazine
h Hs ow such as 60 Minutes" to explain their role in whitewater-Madison. The
Clintons used a "60 Minutes" interview to help rescue the Clinton presidential
campaign in 1992 after a former Arkansas state employee said she had a 12-year
affair with then-Gov. Clinton.

"Everyone has a request in. Right now there is not something locked down
and I don't know that there will be." said Neel Lattimore. spokesman for Mrs.
C1inton.
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Rep. Jim Leach yesterday said the Clinton White House has "gagged" federal
regulators who made criminal referrals of suspected financial impropriety to the
Justice Department in the Whitewater-Madison affair.

What's more, the Iowa Republican said Whitewater-Madison special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr.'s efforts this week to delay congressional hearings into
the affair are having a "chilling effect" on the congressional process.

Mr. Leach's comments, made in a letter to Mr. Fiske, were immediately
denounced by the White House as a Republican attempt to score points against the
Democratic administration.

In his letter to Mr. Fiske, Mr. Leach said he was "particularly concerned
that officials at the Kansas City RTC [Resolution Trust Corp.] office are being
gagged and possibly coerced by the RTC office in Washington."

The RTC, which manages the savings and loan cleanup, is investigating the
failure of an Arkansas thrift linked to President Clinton and first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton.

Steve Katsanos, spokesman for the Washington RTC office, said: "I have no
idea what Mr. Leach is talking about."

Jane Jankowski, spokeswoman for the RTC's office in Kansas City, Mo.,
headquarters for the region that includes Little Rock, Ark., said: "We have no
comment on the Leach letter."

Asked about the letter at a press breakfast yesterday, Mr. Leach said: "I'm
suggesting the White House very improperly intruded in this process."

He added that there was a "distinct possibility" that Mr. Clinton has
interfered in proceedings against himself, referring to meetings between top
White House aides and the RTC's acting director, Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger
C. Altman.

In his letter, Mr. Leach also said he is concerned that Mr. Fiske's
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"public lobbying of Congress has had the effect of sending a chilling precedent
. . . for the majority party which controls the machinery of Congress to delay,
defer or avoid its constitutional responsibilities."

The moderate Republican noted that congressional hearings during Watergate
helped uncover new facts and that a recent Senate hearing prompted Mr. Altman
to admit for the first time that he and other Treasury officials had briefed the
white House on the RTC's probe of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

Madison was owned by a former business partner of the Clintons', and its
failure cost taxpayers more than SSOmillion. .

Mr. Leach, ranking GOP memberof the House Banking Committee, added that he
would readily delay hearings for “a week or two" to let Mr. Fiske interview
some 40 witnesses the Republican wants to question in a March 24 Banking
Committee oversight hearing on the RTC.

The RTC has declined to give Mr. Leach documents he said he needs to
examine the Nhitewater~Madison matter.

“Mr. Leach is an individual memberof Congress. He does not have the
authority of the [Bankingj committee," said Mr. Katsanos, RTC spokesman. "As an
individual memberof Congress. he does not have the authority to look into any
RTC file he wants to."

The White House quickly accused Mr. Leach of seeking to makepolitical
capital out of Whitewater-Madison. "It's pretty clear that there's a very
organized effort on the Hill among the Republicans [to make] a political issue
out of this," said Clinton spokeswomanDee Dee Myers.

A simmering feud between Mr. Leach and Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez. Texas
Democrat and Banking Committee chairman, erupted after Mr. Leach sent his
letter to Mr. Fiske.

Mr. Gonzalez sent a letter to the RTC, saying, "The Banking Committee is
not conducting an investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan at this
time." He added that Mr. Leach's request for RTC documents wasn't supported by
House rules.

The Gonzalez letter prompted Mr. Leach to say it was "unprecedented" for
one memberof Congress to tell a federal agency to deny another member
information.

' Paul Bedard contributed to this report.
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Is the Rose Law Firm's reputation being shredded by the continuing
whitewater-Madison affair?

Here's the word from L;::;e Rock:

"Everybody's talking about the allegations put forward. People are kind of
wondering if it's going to survive as a firm," says Daryl Glascot, a lawyer.
"Street talk is . . . wondering if there's not going to be a bust-up in the
firm."

Columnist John Brummett, writing in Tuesday's editions of the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette, says Rose is being unfairly attacked for shredding legal
papers. Nevertheless, writes Mr. Brummett, the latest barrage of press reports
on the firm gives reason to suspect that lawyers there are at odds with one
another.

"A house divided against itself cannot stand," he writes. "One divided
against itself while under front-page external attack might spontaneously
combust."

Dick Hatfield, a lawyer, says he takes press reports about misdeeds at the
Rose firm, where first lady Hillary RodhamClinton and Associate Attorney
General Webster L. Hubbell were partners, "with a very large grain of salt."
Still, “it wouldn't sound good to me if the FBI was looking into what I was
doing."

That's about as forthcoming as Little Rock lawyers get these days on the
subject of Rose. Aside from expressions of shock and dismay at what is
happening to the firm, most prefer to withhold comment.

Controversies like those buffering the Rose firm are a source of worry and
distraction to lawyers within a firm, making daily work difficult, according to
lawyers in both Little Rock and Washington.

"Even though it may be unfair, this kind of publicity probably chills some
people as they are looking at who they want to go to for counsel," says
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Washington lawyer Bob McConnell.
Ronald M. Clark, Rose's managing partner, did not respond to a telephone

inquiry.

Founded in 1820, the Rose Law Firm has long enjoyed a reputation for legal
skill and integrity.

The legal corporation has been dragged into the Whitewater-Madison tempest
because of reports that it destroyed documents that may have shed light on the
Clintons‘ involvement with Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and
Whitewater Development Corp.

The firm's reputation took another hit recently when it was revealed that it
was conducting an internal review of Mr. Hubbell's billing practices. Rose is
trying to determine whether Mr. Hubbell overbilled clients, including the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp , during a I989 case involving Madison. Mr.
Hubbell has denied this.

The crisis at the Rose firm appears to be deepening. Citing a source inside
the firm, The Washington Times reported yesterday that Mr. Hubbell's former Rose
partners are considering filing ethics Charges against him after an internal
probe found that Mr. Hubbell failed to document hundreds of thousands of
dollars in expenses billed to clients.

The Clinton presidency should have been a boon to Rose's reputation. Four of
LES senior partners - including Mrs. Clinton. Mr. Hubbell, Vincent W. Foster
Jr. and William Kennedy III - moved to Washington to take prominent roles in
the new administration.

With influence like that, Rose - whose business quadrupled in the go-go
1980s - had reason to expect it to increase even more.

Instead, the firm has suffered devastating setbacks, including the July 20
death of Mr. Foster, then White House deputy counsel. Mr. Foster's body was
found in a Virginia park in what U.S. Park Police have said was a suicide.

There also have been accusations of ethics violations dating from Mrs.
Clinton's days as senior partner - when she represented Madison before state
banking regulators - as well as the reports of overbilling and document
shredding.

Robert B. Fiske Jr., special counsel in the Whitewater-Madison affair, has
said he will investigate the Rose firm‘s role in the matter.

The firm's Washington office, which senior partner Allen Bird II opened in
October, has had trouble scaring up business, a source close to the operation
says.

"The office is developing, perhaps not at the pace I expected, but I feel
very welcomed," Mr. Bird told USA Today this week. He did not return a phone
call yesterday for comment.

Clearly, having White House-Little Rock connections in the current political
climate is no advantage.
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"The problem is not that the Rose Law Firm is being investigated. The issue
is that this is a firm that absolutely flourished on their reputation for
political savvy. It certainly doesn't look like there was much savvy there,"
says a top Washington lawyer with political experience.

Merrie Spaeth, a Dallas-based communications consultant who has counseled
lawyers on improving their public image, says the Rose firm faces problems "of
enormous magnitude" concerning relationships with clients.

“The question you [as a client] ask yourself is ‘What happened to their
judgment?’ They may be great for Little Rock, but they are out of their league
-. the big city."

How should the Rose firm protect its reputation for the duration of the
Whitewater-Madison investigation? A seasoned Washington lawyer with experience
managing crises offers the following advice:

"Stick to your work. Don't do anything underhanded. Don't destroy any
files. for heaven's sake. 2on't do anything that adds a caboose to the existing
scandal train. . . . Work hard at representing your clients."

u(i NMr. McConnell agrees. point. "The problem is that. to some extent.
{Rose} doesn't have control er the situation anymore. They have the ability
to do their work and respond as is appropriate to inquiries. On the other hand,
there are stories coming from all locations, founded or unfounded. and that
makes it a difficult environment for them to deal in."

‘Z

Without commenting specifically on Rose, Harris Weinstein - who successfully
prosecuted the government's 1992 S&L-related case against the New York firm
Kaye, Scholer - says it is vital for a law firm to maintain collegiality and
internal trust among its partners in the face of criminal investigations.

He doesn't think a public relations counteroffensive is possible.

"Lawyers are at an inherent disadvantage in defending themselves because of
lawyer—client confidentiality," he says. "The information needed for a full
public defense just can't be revealed."

Ms. Spaeth disagrees. She gives the Rose firm low marks for sounding "very
defensive" in the press and for being "way behind the curve in understanding
strategic communication."

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), On firm ground? Whitewater may damage one
institution's foundation.
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INTEROFFICB MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION

RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N-I
DIVISION O? LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Trudy Walsh
Paula Stone
Lisa P. Taylor1\’,

FROM: Gloria M. Berry
Paralegal

DATE: March 1, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are seven (7) news articles from Nexis, relating

to Madison Guaranty, covering the period of February 28-March l,
1994. ‘
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HEADLINE: NEWPROBE IN MRS. CLINTON'S S&L CASE

BYLINE: By William Gaines and Gary Marx, Tribune Staff Writers.

BODY
Federal regulators are reopening an investigation into whether First Lady
Hillary RodhamClinton had a conflict of interest when, as a private attorney,
she represented a government agency against a family friend.

Andrew Hove, acting chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC),
ordered the agency's inspector general Friday to begin investigating Mrs.
Clinton's participation in a suit between the now-defunct Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corp. and a bankrupt thrift in the Chicago suburb of Oak Brook.

Hove also ordered the inspector general to review whether the Rose Law
Firm-Mrs. Clinton's former firm-had a conflict of interest in its work with
Madison Guaranty, a failed Arkansas savings and loan at the heart of the
Whitewater controversy.

Less than two weeks ago, the FDIC cleared Mrs. Clinton and the Rose Law Firm
of any conflict of interest in either case.

But Republican legislators called the brief investigation by FDIC attorneys a
"whitewash" and demanded that the agency take another look at the professional
conduct of Mrs. Clinton and her former colleagues at Rose, including Associate
Atty. Gen. Webster Hubbell.

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato (R-N Y.), a memberof the Senate Banking Committee,
formally asked Hove to request an inspector general's investigation at a
committee hearing last Thursday. Unlike FDIC attorneys, the inspector general's
office-the FDIC's investigatory arm-has the power to interview people under oath
and subpoena documents.

"The inspector general is going to look into the matter. Congress is pressing
the issue," said David Barr, a spokesman for the FDIC. Hove asked the inspector
general to complete the investigation and report back to him within 90 days. It
is unclear whether Mrs. Clinton will be questioned as part of the inquiry, Barr
said.

The FDIC's initial inquiry into Mrs. Clinton was triggered by a Feb. 3 report
in the Tribune about her role as an attorney for a federal agency that had sued
Dan Lasater, a friend and political benefactor of her and her husband, President
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Clinton. who was governor of Arkansas at the time.
The story reported that Mrs. Clinton represented the government agency in the

case against her friend, a potential conflict of interest. The story also said
that, as an attorney for the government agency, she helped settle the suit for
substantially less than the $3.3 million in damages that were initially sought.

FDIC officials said their inquiry, conducted by the agency's legal division,
confirmed that Mrs. Clinton was a lawyer representing the Federal Savings and
Loan Insurance Corp. in the 1980s and that she actively participated in FSLIC's
litigation against Lasater.

But the FDIC said Mrs. Clinton's involvement was not extensive enough to
constitute a conflict of interest under rules governing the federal regulation
of savings and loans. The FDIC said that, under federal rules existing at the
time, Mrs. Clinton did not have to inform the government directly about her
friendship with Lasater.

Lasater is a millionaire bond trader who was accused of making unauthorized
Treasury bond trades that resulted in more than $361,000 in losses for First
American Savings and Loan Association of Oak Brook.

FDIC officials said they believed Mrs. Clinton worked only two hours on the
case, signing an amendedcomplaint in the litigation that reduced from $3.3
million to $1.3 million the damages sought against Lasater. They also said they
believed Mrs. Clinton was not involved in the final decision to settle the case
against her friend for $200,000.

FDIC officials said they thought the case was handled primarily by Vincent
Foster, a Rose attorney and close friend of the Clintons who committed suicide
last July.

Law and accounting firms are generally barred from representing the
government in S&L cases if they have previously worked for the thrift or have
personal links to any officials or targets of the lawsuits. The Chicago law firm
of Hopkins & Sutter, in its capacity as primary contractor for the FSLIC, hired
the Rose Law Firm and was responsible for asking the Rose attorneys whether they
had any potential conflicts of interest in handling the suit against Lasater.

FDIC officials said Hopkins & Sutter could not rememberdetails of the case.
But they told federal officials that they have no records indicating that Mrs.
Clinton worked on any aspect of the case beyond the amendedcomplaint.

The FDIC's inquiry involved primarily a review of court records and the
billing records submitted by the Rose Law Firm, where Mrs. Clinton was a
partner. FDIC attorneys did not interview her as part of their inquiry.

The inspector general's investigation is separate from the larger criminal
investigation by Robert Fiske, the special counsel appointed last month by Atty.
Gen. Janet Reno to look into the affairs of Madison Guaranty and Whitewater
Development, a real estate company that involved the Clintons and James
McDougal, Madison's former owner.
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BODY
DEPUTY TREASURY Secretary Roger Altman's decision to recuse himself from all

matters relating to the investigation of the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
failure was belated but proper. Besides his personal friendship with President
and Mrs. Clinton. Mr. Altman also serves as acting chief of the Resolution Trust
Corp. It's the independent federal agency charged with disposing of collapsed
savings and loans and pursuing civil and criminal cases against those associated
with the failures, including officers, borrowers, accountants and lawyers.

Mr. Altman's disclosure last Thursday that he had recently briefed White
House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and two top aides to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton on how
the RTC would proceed with potential claims growing out of Madison's failure
drew Republican charges that the White House was improperly involved in a case
that affects the Clintons personally. On Friday, Mr. Altman said that while his
briefing was confined to procedural issues confronting the RTC and not matters
related to the Madison case, he had exercised "bad judgment" by initiating
contact with the White House. "If I had it to do all over again, I wouldn't," he
said. There are good reasons, however, why he should never have entertained the
idea of going over to the White House in the first place.

Mrs. Clinton and her former Rose Law Firm partners represented Madison in the
mid—1980s. Her firm also sued Madison's accountants on behalf of the federal
government in 1989. The Clintons were also business partners with James
McDougal, owner of the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan. The
Clinton-McDougal joint investment in the Whitewater land venture also had a
banking relationship with Madison. It was inappropriate for the head of an
independent regulatory agency to give a "heads up" (to use Mr. Altman's words)
to White House advisers of the Clintons who are his friends and who are also
potential defendants in RTC civil suits.

If, however. it was wrong for appearances sake for Mr. Altman to offer a
briefing, it was inappropriate for the same reason for Mr. Nussbaum, deputy
chief of staff Harold Ickes and Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff Margaret Williams
to accept the invitation. The Whitewater probe is a personal matter for the
Clintons and does not involve the presidency. With the hiring of private
attorney David Kendall to represent the Clintons‘ interests in "Whitewater,"
White House staff, absent a showing of an official link to the White House.
should keep their hands off the probe.
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ABSTRACT

Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman, who is also interim head of Resolution
Trust Corp, recuses himself from matters relating to Madison Guaranty Savings
& Loan, a failed Arkansas thrift at the heart of ethical questions involving the
Clintons (L)
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HEADLINE: Regulators Raised Conflicts Issue But Were Overruled, Documents Show

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Two federal regulators raised concerns in 1969 that Hillary Rodham Clinton's

law firm had conflicts of interest in representing the government in an Arkansas
savings and loan failure, documents show.

Their worries. however, were overruled by Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
lawyer April Breslaw who wrote: "On these facts, I amnot inclined to take a S
10 million case away from counsel that has obtained fine results for me on other
matters.“

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York, ranking Republican on the Senate Banking
Committee, released the documents, saying they raise new questions about the
FDIC's recent finding that cleared the Rose Law Firm. where Mrs. Clinton worked,
of any conflicts.

Rose's work in the case of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan has now become
part of the special prosecutor's investigation of the Whitewater affair and the
first family's business dealings. The Clintons were partners in the Whitewater
real estate venture with James McDougal, who headed the failed S&L.

D'Amato demanded the FDIC's inspector general investigate the agency's
earlier findings.

Andrew C. Hove Jr., acting chairman of the FDIC, responded Friday by
instructing the IG to examine whether the Rose firm had "any conflicts of
interest or other improprieties...“ when it helped the government sue S&L
wrongdoers.

The FDIC's decision to reconsider the conflicts issue was a victory for
Republicans who incessantly attacked the issue during a Senate Banking Committee
hearing Thursday.

One of the potential conflicts cited by Hove involved Mrs. Clinton's
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representation of federal regulators in a savings and loan case against a family
friend and political supporter.
The FDIC previously concluded that Mrs. Clinton spent just two hours of work

on the case. Her activities appeared to involve reviewing an am
in which the judgment being sought was reduced
the FDIC said.

ended complaint.
from S 3 million t

The FDIC als

O S 200,000,

o concluded this month that it could find no evidence of a
conflict in the Madison case.

The government had taken control of Madison after it failed in 1989 and had
hired Mrs. Clinton's firm to sue Madison's former accountants for negligence and
breach of contract. The case was handled by Rose partner Webster Hubbell, now
the No. 3 official in the U.S. Justice Department.

Four years before the contract was awarded, Rose firm lawyers. including Mrs.
Clinton, worked for Madison in regards to its failure on a state regulatory
matter.

But it was a second matter in the Madison case that caught the attention of
regulators.

FDIC lawyer Paul A. Jeddeloh wrote Breslaw in a June 8. 1989 memothat
Hubbell's father-in-law, Seth ward, had extensive financial dealings with the
S&L and had recently won a S 447,000 judgment against it.

In addition, Hubbell's brother-in-law, Seth Hard II, has also sued Madison,
Jeddeloh noted,

"I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
representation and a question of loyalties. Mr. Hubbell may or may not be able
to compromise our interests in the Seth Ward matter" in which the FDIC was
appealing the judgment, the memosaid.

On Aug. 10, 1989 a federal credit specialist, Ken K. Schneck, wrote an FDIC
official that in the suit against the Madison accountants, information on the
institution‘s practices would be made available to Hubbell.

"To believe that none of this information will make it back to his family is
naive," the letter said. "I do not know whether or not any information upcoming
will be damaging. However, I would like someone with a wide scope of authority
to review the situation and possibly eliminate this conflict."

Breslaw, the FDIC attorney who received the warnings, rejected them, writing
a regulator in charge of Madison that it was "important to keep things in
perspective."

She said Hubbell was not representing his in—laws against the government and
was "involved only in an indirect way" in working for government regulators.
Another partner in the Rose firm was the primary lawyer in representing the
government, Breslaw said.

Under the regulations in place at th
contractor if they le

e time, regulators could disqualify a
arned of an actual conflict - like a law firm hel '
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bank or Sit. officials they once represented.
Today, the conflict scrutiny includes an examinacmn of both actual and
potential conflicts.
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HEADLINE: Passion for Land Deals. Politics Motivated Key Figure in Clinton
Probe

EYLINE: By DAN SEWELL. Associated Press Hriter

DATELINE: ARKADELPHIA, Ark.

BODY
He loved politics and he loved land speculation, and the combination is what

makes James McDougal's relationship with Bill Clinton the subject today of a
special prosecutor's investigation.

McDougal makes light of the matter in a joke that is itself revealing.

"I don‘t think I'll ever make it up to the stature of Billie Sol Estes,“ he
says.

w‘
Many Americans have forgotten that name, but the tie between the Texas

wheeler-dealer and his friend, Lyndon B. Johnson, caused months of consternation
in the Johnson White House when Estes was convicted of fraud in a fertilizer
tank scam.

Three decades later, McDougal is causing similar heartburn for the Clinton
administration. His past ties to the president transformed a routine
investigation of McDougal's failed savings and loan into a politically charged
probe of the first family.

McDougal's involvement with politics stretches back to when he was a
garrulous 12-year-old helping run his father's general store. He loved chatting
with politicians and, if he liked them, he'd talk them up with customers.

The youth's political acumen was rewarded with patronage jobs, first as a
Statehouse clerk then as a U.S. Senate worker under Arkansas Democrat John
McClellan.

But it was his work for one of Arkansas‘ most famous politicians, Sen. J.
William Fulbright, that brought McDougal into contact with Clinton as workers
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during the 1968 election.
The CWOshared a passion £0!‘ pOlitiCS - and Qncg 3 ggngug-lashing from Lhq

senator for having long hair.

Fulbright was victorious. And the ambitious Clinton moved on to Oxford to
study. McDougal remained until Fulbright lost re-election in 1974

Later, McDougal would visit Clinton in Fayetteville, where the future
president was teaching law at the University of Arkansas. He would stay at
Clinton's rented homeand spend hours discussing books. politics and ideas. He
remembers the pair rushing out together for a sale on dress pants.

"It was just a regular friendship with someone you just feel comfortable
with." McDougal says. "We agreed on a lot of things."

In between Senate jobs, McDougal dabbled in various business enterprises. He
was successful enough to party as much as he wanted - which he acknowledges was
"a lot" - and he wound up in Alcoholics Anonymous.

There he found his way back to sobriety, and met a friend who urged him to
try his hand in land investment.

Within a year, he had made $ 16,000, a handsom: profit for someone whose
salary in 1969 was just $ 10,000. "I found it to be a very pleasant sensation," __,
McDougal recalls.

Soon, he was trolling for more deals, buying farm land low and selling it
high for development. He shared ventures with friends.

"It was my social life," McDougal explains. "It's like other people saying to
their friends: ‘Are we going to go down to the country club and play golf this
Saturday?‘ I'd say: ‘You want to go out with me to buy that land?"'

By the late 1970s, he had brought Fulbright, Clinton gubernatorial aide
Stephen Smith and future Gov. Jim Guy Tucker into deals.

One summerevening in 1978, McDougal ran into Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton
at a Black-Eyed Pea restaurant. He invited them to join him in an venture to
build a bustling-vacation and retirement community along the White River in
northern Arkansas‘ Ozark Mountains.

They became S0-50 partners with McDougal and his wife Susan in Whitewater
Development Corp.

Clinton, then attorney general, was soon elected governor, and McDougal
joined his staff as an economic development adviser. McDougal quit after a year,
saying the job was costing him opportunities. He got into banking.

In 1982, McDougal unsuccessfully took on Republican congressman John Paul
Hammerschmidt, capturing only 35 percent of the vote while spending S 100,000 of
his own money.

"That was the one big outing of my life," says McDougal, who often campaigned
at the same meetings as then-gubernatorial candidate Clinton. "I'd like making
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the speeches. throwing the tables around, spreading the old-time religion."

About the same time, McDougal bought control of what would become Madison
Guaranty S&L. He formed a subsidiary and spent most of his time working on land
deals.

McDougal, however. collided with the tide of concern about overextended
S&L's. Federal examiners clamped down on Madison. and it failed in 1989.

McDougal suffered a stroke. battled clinical depression and was ousted from
Madison. His speculative land ventures went sour.

In 1990. he was tried and acquitted on fraud charges related to Madison.
After divorce and bankruptcy, he moved to Arkadelphia, a city of 10,000 in south
Arkansas, to share a trailer homewith his ailing mother.

All seemed behind him.

But then Clinton rose to the presidency and new questions. spurred by
regulators reviewing his S&L. arose about their past business dealings. Among
them was whether S&L funds were illegally diverted to Whitewater, Clinton, or
other prominent Arkansans.

Clinton has steadfastly denied any wrongdoing. But a growing political furor
forced the administration to appoint special prosecutor Robert Fiske to
investigate.

McDougal insists he is innocent, saying he'd take a lie-detector test to
assert Clinton has done nothing "illegal, immoral, dishonest or unethical."

He says he still considers Clinton a friend although the two last talked on
the night of his 1990 acquittal.

But there was another call,/one that makes McDougal's eyes flash. He says it
came after the 1992 election to his mother, who died last year.

"She said Bill called and he had a really important job for you if you
weren't mad at him," McDougal says. He agrees that it wouldn't have been a good
political move, but adds: "The irritation was he told my mother this, falsely
raised her hopes."

A spokesman for the White House did not return calls seeking comment.

McDougal says he isn't bitter.

"To be a successful politician you have to be totally egocentric. That's what
these guys are," he says. "I've been around politicians since I was 12 years
old. I never expected anything different."

EDITOR'S NOTE: Dan Sewell is The AP's Southeast Regional Writer based in
Atlanta.

End Adv Monday PM Feb. 28
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HEADLINE: Regulators Raised Conflicts Issue But Were Overruled, Documents Show

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK. Associated Press Writer
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BODY
Two federal regulators raised concerns in 1989 that Hillary RodhamClinton's

law firm had conflicts of interest in representing the government in an Arkansas
savings and loan failure. documents show.

Their worries, however, were overruled by Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
lawyer April Breslaw who wrote: "On these facts, I am not inclined to take a $
10 million case away from counsel that has obtained fine results for me on other
matters.“

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York, ranking Republican on the Senate Banking
Committee, released the documents, saying they raise new questions about the
FDIC's recent finding that cleared the Rose Law Firm, where Mrs. Clinton worked.
of any conflicts.

Rose's work in the case of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan has now become
part of the special prosecutor's investigation of the Whitewater affair and the
first family's business dealings. The Clintons were partners in the whitewater
real estate venture with James McDougal, who headed the failed S&L.

D'Amato demanded the FDIC's inspector general investigate the agency's
earlier findings.

Andrew C. Hove Jr., acting chairman of the FDIC, responded Friday by
instructing the IG to examine whether the Rose firm had "any conflicts of
interest or other improprieties..." when it helped the government sue S&L
wrongdoers.

The FDIC's decision to reconsider the conflicts issue was a victory for
Republicans who incessantly attacked the issue during a Senate Banking Committee
hearing Thursday.

One of the potential conflicts cited by Hove involved Mrs. Clinton's
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representation of federal regulators in a savings and loan case against a family
friend and political supporter.
The FDIC previously concluded that Mrs. Clinton spent just two hours of work

on the case. Her activities appeared to involve reviewing an amended complaint,
in which the Judgment being sought was reduced from S 3 million to S 200,000.
the FDIC said.

The FDIC also concluded this month that it could find no evidence of a
conflict in the Madison case.

The government had taken control of Madison after it failed in 1989 and had
hired Mrs. Clinton's firm to sue Madison's former accountants for negligence and
breach of contract. The case was handled by Rose partner Webster Hubbell, now
the No. 3 official in the U.S. Justice Department.

Four years before the contract was awarded, Rose firm lawyers, including Mrs.
Clinton, worked for Madison in regards to its failure on a state regulatory
matter.

But it was a second matter in the Madison case that caught the attention of
regulators.

FDIC lawyer Paul A. Jeddeloh wrote Breslaw in a June 8, 1969 memothat
Hubbell's father-in—law, Seth ward, had extensive financial dealings with the_____
S&L and had recently won a $ 447,000 judgment against it.

In addition, Hubbell's brother—in-law, Seth Ward II, has also sued Madison,
Jeddeloh noted,

"I offer this information because there appears to be a conflict in
representation and a question of loyalties. Mr. Hubbell may or may not be able
to compromise our interests in the Seth Ward matter" in which the FDIC was
appealing the judgment, the memosaid.

On Aug. 10. 1989 a federal credit specialist. Ken K. Schneck, wrote an FDIC
official that in the suit against the Madison accountants, information on the
institution's practices would be made available to Hubbell

"To believe that none of this information will make it back to his family is
naive," the letter said. “I do not know whether or not any information upcoming
will be damaging. However, I would like someone with a wide scope of authority
to review the situation and possibly eliminate this conflict.“

Breslaw, the FDIC attorney who received the warnings, rejected them, writing
a regulator in charge of Madison that it was "important to keep things in
perspective." 5~

She said Hubbell was not representing his in-laws against the government and
was "involved only in an indirect way" in working for government regulators.
Another partner in the Rose firm was the primary lawyer in representing the
government, Breslaw said.

Under the regulations in place at the time, regulators could disqualify a
contractor if they learned of an actual conflict - like a law firm helping sue
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bank or SAL officials they once represented.
Today, the conflict scrutiny includes an examination of both actual and
potential conflicts.
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HEADLINE: The President Comes Up 22 Times In Criminal Pre-Trial Hearing

BYLINE: By PETE YOST, Associated Press Writer

DATSLINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
President Clinton's namewas repeatedly brought up Monday in a Whitewater

case involving a former judge who says Clinton pressured him into making a S
300,000 government-backed loan.

At a court hearing, special prosecutor Robert Fiske defended his case against
David Hale, who is facing a March 28 trial on charges of conspiracy and lying to
the Small Business Administration.

Hale alleges he was forced to make hundreds of thousands of dollars in loans
by figures in the Arkansas political establishment, including Clinton and
Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

And Hale's lawyer, Randy Coleman, served notice he intends to drench his
client's upcoming trial with the names of the president and the current Arkansas
governor.

Clinton was mentioned by name or title 22 times in an hour and a half of
courtroom testimony - Tucker's came up seven times - as Coleman argued that the
indictment against his client should be dismissed.

Coleman said the charges were tainted by the prosecutor who brought them
originally, U.S. Attorney Paula Casey. Casey had a conflict of interest, said
Coleman, because she worked in Clinton's gubernatorial campaigns and her husband
is an Arkansas state official working for Tucker.

"Are you saying your client never would have been indicted or that he would
have been standing in the dock" with Mr. Clinton and Gov. Tucker if Casey hadn't
been involved? asked U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner.

Coleman declined to go that far, but he noted that Casey rejected Hale's
offer to give testimony against Clinton and Tucker in exchange for a reduction
in charges.
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Nobody in Casey's office "was very interested in hearing about our former
governor, now president, and our governor." Coleman told the judge.

Casey eventually removed herself from the case, giving way to Justice
Department prosecutors from Washington and eventually to Fiske. He was appointed
last month to look into the Clintons' involvement in an Ozarks real estate
venture known as Whitewater.

With a new prosecutor and a new indictment against Hale, if there was any
taint before, there is not now, Fiske told the judge, who then rejected Hale's
motion to dismiss the indictment.

Hale's allegation concerning Clinton concerns a S 300,000 loan that went to
the wife of Clinton business partner James McDougal, the operator of Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan. The

Clintons
and McDougals were partners in

Whitewater. * \

Hale said he authorized the loan from his firm, Capital Management, after two
meetings with Clinton. In'one* said Hale, Clinton asked him whether he was going
to help. -L;4J'l

In the second meeting, said Hale, the governor said his name could not be
associated with the transaction.

The White House says Clinton has no recollection of ever talking to Hale
about such a loan. White House spokeswomanDee Dee Myers said Hale made up the
story in an attempt to avert an indictment.
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HEADLINE: Indicted Judge Boasted That Clinton Involved in Loan Firm, Witness
Says

BYLINE: By PETE YOST, Associated Press Writer

DATBLINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A former judge declared four years ago that Bill Clinton was involved in I

loan company that is now part of the Whitewater criminal investigation, __

according to testimony by a Louisiana businessman.

Gayland Westbrook said in federal court Monday that David Hale of Little Rock
insisted that all his lending practices were legal because "the governor of
Arkansas" was connected to the company.

Hale - a former municipal judge accused of conspiring to defraud the Small
Business Administration - alleges he was pressured by Clinton into making a $
300,000 government-backed loan to the wife of S&L operator James McDougal. The
McDougals were partners with Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton in the Whitewater
land development venture.

Meanwhile in Washington, the ranking Republican on the Senate Banking
Committee said today the panel should place top Clinton administration officials
under oath, to testify about a briefing provided top White House officials on
the Whitewater affair.

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., said sworn testimony is needed because —

administration officials have provided "a fairy tale version‘ of the briefing by
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman.

Altman disclosed last week that he gave the White House counsel and other
senior officials a "heads up" on the Resolution Trust Corp.'s Whitewater
investigation. Altman, who is acting head of the RTC, said the briefing was
limited to procedural matters.

Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers today defended the propriety of the White House
briefing and accused Clinton's critics of trying to use the issue to hurt him
politically.
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"There was nothing inappropriate about it," Myers said of the briefing.
"We're not going to jump every time somebody tries to make a political issue out
of Whitewater. A number of people are trying to make this a political issue."

Clinton and Arkansas Gov. Jim Guy Tucker were repeatedly mentioned by name or
title during a day of courtroom testimony, as Hale lawyer Randy Coleman argued
that the indictment against his client should be dismissed.

He argued that the prosecutor who originally brought the charges has a
conflict because she worked on Clinton's gubernatorial campaigns and her husband
is a political appointee of Tucker, said Coleman.

U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner declined to dismiss the indictment.

The White House has been contemptuous of Hale's allegation of pressure from
Clinton on the $ 300,000 loan, calling Hale a liar who madeup the story last
September in an attempt to avoid indictment.

In a pre-trial hearing for Hale and his two co-defendants in U.S. District
Court, Westbrook of Monroe, La., said he spoke to Hale in his Little Rock office
in August 1989 at the direction of Harry Townsend, a part owner of Westbrook's
computer company. Townsend told Westbrook that Hale would lend him money,
Westbrook testified.

But in the meeting with Hale, Westbrook questioned Hale about the fact that
he and Townsend were using borrowed capital and showing it to the Small Business
Administration as invested capital - which in turn enabled Hale to get $ 900,000
from SBA.

When Westbrook asked Hale whether that was legal, "he kind of got indignant."
Westbrook said of Hale, "and he said, ‘The governor of Arkansas is involved in
this. Son, the governor of Arkansas wouldn't be involved in this if we were
doing anything illegal."'

"The temperature in the room dropped about 30 degrees when I confronted him"
about whether it was legal, Westbrook said in an interview after his court
appearance. _

Hale and his co—defendants - broker Charles Matthews and attorney Eugene
Fitzhugh - have pleaded innocent. They face a March 28 trial, accused of “

conspiring to defraud the SBA. Hale also is accused of lying to the SBA.

Westbrook's wife, Doris, corroborated her husband's testimony, saying she
witnessed the 1989 conversation between Hale and her husband. -

"I was impressed“ by Hale's assertion that there was a Clinton connection,
she told reporters following Westbrook's court appearance.

Westbrook said Hale never mentioned anything more about Clinton's supposed
involvement in Hale's firm, Capital Management.

In addition to handling the Hale prosecution, Fiske is investigating the
partnership of the Clintons and S&L operator McDougal in an Ozarks real estate
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venture called Whitewater. Fiske is trying to determine whether any benefits
from Hale's Capital Management or McDougal's failed saL. Madison Guaranty.
went to Clinton and other Arkansas politicians ‘in exchange for official favors.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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HEADLINE: CLINTON NAMETIED TO DEAL, WITNESS SAYS;
ARKANSAS: EX-JUDGE CHARGEDWITH FRAUD IS SAID TO REASSURE POTENTIAL BORROWERBY
CITING GOVERNOR'S INVOLVEMENT. PRESIDENT HAS DENIED LINK.

BYLINE: By SARA FRITZ, TIMES STAFF WRITER

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
A former Little Rock judge now charged with fraud invoked the name of

then-Gov. Bill Clinton during a 1989 business deal to reassure a potential
borrower who expressed concern that federally guaranteed funds were being used
improperly, according to testimony heard Monday in a Whitewater-related case in
federal court here.

"Son. the governor of Arkansas wouldn't be involved in this if we were doing
anything illegal," a witness said he was told.

The testimony came in the case of former Little Rock Municipal Judge David
Hale, who is accused of defrauding the government of hundreds of thousands of
dollars by misusing a federal program to aid small business. Hale claims that
his legal troubles began when he had a meeting with Clinton in which he says
Clinton pressured him to make a $300,000 loan to Susan McDougal, a partner with
the governor in the Whitewater real estate development.

A portion of the loan ended up in the whitewater venture.

Clinton has denied that he had any such dealings with Hale.

The testimony referring to Clinton came from Gayland Westbrook of Monroe,
La., who appeared during a hearing on pretrial motions in the Hale case.
Westbrook recalled that he visited Hale during the summerof 1989 because he
wanted to borrow $75,000 for a computer business from a government-backed small
business investment corporation that Hale operated.

Westbrook, who was called to the stand by an attorney for one of Hale's
co-defendants, said he had reason to suspect that Hale was violating the laws
governing operation of a small business investment corporation.

Hale and two co-defendants are now charged with operating the firm, Capital
Management Services, in a manner that cost taxpayers $900,000.

When Westbrook asked Hale about apparent improprieties, Westbrook said, Hale
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invoked Clinton's nameand said the governor would never be involved in
illegalities. He said Hale did not elaborate on the remark.

Clinton, who served as governor of Arkansas until shortly before he became
President in January, 1993, has denied meeting with Hale or asking him to loan
money to McDougal. He also has denied knowing that any such funds were
improperly used to finance the Ozark real estate investment known as Whitewater
Development Corp. in which Clinton and his wife were partners.

In another development, U.S. District Judge Stephen Reasoner, who will hear
the fraud case against Hale and two co-defendants, agreed to allow Whitewater
independent counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. to prosecute Hale -- even though the
case technically is unrelated to the Whitewater affair. The ruling was a victory
for Hale, whose defense depends on connecting his actions to Clinton and
Whitewater.

Fiske was appointed more than a month ago by Atty. Gen. Janet Reno to
investigate allegations that Clinton and his wife, Hillary, may have benefited
improperly from their joint real estate investment with McDougal and her
husband, James. owner of a failed savings and loan.

A separate grand jury will soon be impaneled in Little Rock to hear evidence
presented by Fiske and his staff relating directly to Whitewater. Before Fiske
took charge of the case, Hale tried without success to trade his testimony about
Clinton for leniency.

While not conceding guilt in the fraud case, Hale asserts that his actions
were necessary to save his small business investment corporation from insolvency
after he made $700,000 in bad loans to the McDougals -- including the money that
was diverted to Whitewater.

In Washington on Monday, Sen. Alphonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.), ranking
Republican on the Senate Banking Connuttee, released documents showing that two
federal regulators objected in 1989 when Mrs. Clinton's law firm was chosen to
represent the government in the case of McDougal's failed thrift.
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HEADLINE: Clinton linked to SBA deal in 1989 ;
Boasts by Hale predated charges

BYLINE: Jerry Seper; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

BODY

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - A Louisiana businessmen testified yesterday that David
L. Hale - nearly five years before his indictment in the Whitewater-Madison
affair - told him that Gov. Bill Clinton was an active player in his Small
Business Administration-approved lending agency.

During a pretrial hearing in U.S. District Court for Mr. Hale and his two
co-defendants on charges of conspiring to defraud the SBA, Gayland Westbrook, a
Monroe, La., computer service owner, said the link to Mr. Clinton was made in
August 1989 during a meeting at Mr. Hale's Capital-Management Services Inc. in
Little Rock and was witnessed by his wife, Doris.

“Hale said, ‘Son, the governor of Arkansas wouldn't be involved in this
[company] if we were doing anything illegal,’ " Mr. Westbrook testified under
oath. '

Mr. Hale has accused Mr. Clinton and James B. McDougal, owner of
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, of pressuring him into
approving an illegal $300,000 loan, a large part of which ended up in the
Whitewater Development Corp., a real estate venture owned by Mr. Clinton, Mr.
McDougal and their wives.

The White House has said that Mr. Hale, who was named last week in a fraud
and conspiracy indictment by Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr., fabricated Mr. Clinton's involvement in the illegal loan "to save his
butt" against pending federal charges.

Mr. Hestbrook's testimony, however, indicates that years before Mr. Hale's
current legal problems he was boasting of ties to Mr. Clinton.

And the president clearly will figure prominently in the Bale case as it
unfolds here. During yesterday's hearing, Mr. Clinton was mentioned by name or
title 22 times - mostly by Mr. Hale's attorney, Randy Coleman.
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Mr. Westbrook, 46, said yesterday that the comment about Mr. Clinton came
after he asked Mr. Hale if the proposed loan - which was never granted - was
legal.

Mrs. Westbrook, who did not testify but was in the courtroom, confirmed
that she heard the comment, adding, "I was very impressed.“

Mr. Fiske. who marshaled his forces yesterday for the first public hearing
in his whitewater-Madison probe, took over the Hale case after his Jan. 20
appointment by Attorney General Janet Reno as special counsel.

Last week, he filed a superseding indictment in the Hale case to replace an
indictment filed Sept. 23 by U.S. Attorney Paula J. Casey, a Clinton
appointee.

Mrs. Casey, citing a potential conflict of interest. later recused herself.

Mr, Fiske has described Mr. Hale‘s pending testimony as "essential" to the
Whitewater-Madison investigation.

"In order to investigate this allegation [Mr. Clinton's alleged action in
the $300,000 loan], it is imperative that we interview defendant Hale or compel
his testimony,” Mr. Fiske said in a court motion. "This cannot be done until
the present case has been resolved."

Miss Reno assigned Mr. Fiske to investigate charges of financial
irregularities involving the Clintons, the McDougals, Madison and the Whitewater
project - a 230-acre real estate development in northern Arkansas.

Mr. McDougal, who purchased Madison in 1982, is suspected of diverting
depositors‘ money from the S&L to Mr. Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial re-election
campaign, using overdrawn accounts and Madison-approved loans. He also is
accused of diverting the S&L's money to Whitewater.

The Clintons and McDougals have denied any wrongdoing in connection with the
whitewater project and the now~defunct S&L.

Mr. Hale, a former county municipal judge and a longtime Democratic Party
activist in Arkansas, was indicted with co-defendants Charles Matthews and
Eugene Fitzhugh on charges of defrauding the SBA on loans not related to
Whitewater-Madison.

The three lawyers are accused of putting $800,000 into a Capital-Management
account long enough to qualify for additional SBA money, then taking it out.
They are also accused of transferring the money from the SBA account to the
Fitzhugh Foundation in November 1988.

Mr. Hale is charged with conspiracy and making false statements to
influence the SBA. Mr. Fitzhugh and Mr. Matthews are charged with conspiracy.

All three have pleaded not guilty.

Mr. Westbrook also testified that a second Louisiana man, Harry Townsend,
had sent him to Mr. Hale's office to discuss the loan. Mr. Westbrook told
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U.S. District Court Judge Stephen Reasoner about an elaborate loan scheme in
which federal funds were manipulated to generate profits for those involved.
Mr. Fiske's office has interviewed Mr. Townsend, a Shreveport. La.,

businessman whose money reportedly was used in the Hale-Matthews-Fitzhugh fraud
scheme. He has not been indicted. but federal officials have said that other
"defendants" may be named in the case.

Mr. Westbrook told reporters following his testimony that he had not been
interviewed by federal authorities. That changed immediately after the hearing.
as FBI agents and federal prosecutors talked with him at length.

Judge Reasoner allowed nearly four hours of unusual testimony from Mr.
Westbrook and Mr. Matthews in the case.

Mr. Matthews and Mr. Fitzhugh have argued that their cases should be
severed from that of Mr. Hale. A ruling on their motions is expected when the
hearing continues today.

In other action yesterday, the judge:

‘Denied a motion by all three defendants to have the charges thrown out.
They argued that the Fiske indictment was “tainted” because it was based, in
part, on evidence presented by Mrs. Casey.

Mr. Fiske said attorneys he hired to investigate Whitewater-Madison have
re-investigated the Hale case and the new indictment was based on their efforts.

"Denied objections by Mr. Hale and Mr. Fitzhugh challenging Mr. Fiske's
jurisdiction in the case. They argued that Mr. Fiske had been assigned to
investigate Whitewater-Madison and the pending charges did not relate.

Judge Reasoner said the charter approved by Miss Reno for Mr. Fiske's
inquiry allowed him broad jurisdiction, including the right to take over the
Hale case.
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MARCHPRIMARIES

March enters like a lion for several incumbents. The nation's first
primaries come this month: a week from today in Texas; two weeks hence in
Illinois.

Rep. Craig Washington is seen as an underdog in his race with a fellow
Democrat, City Council memberSheila Jackson Lee, in Houston. Mr. Washington
replaced Rep. Mickey Leland. who died in 1989.

Democratic Rep. Gene Green is challenged by City Council memberBen Reyes,
a Hispanic candidate who narrowly lost to him two years ago in another Houston
district. Roll Calls calls this a "grudge" match with personal and racial
overtones.

In Illinois, the venerable Republican Rep. Philip M. Crane is under heavy
attack from another conservative, state Sen. Peter G. Fitzgerald, as well as
moderate Republicans Gary Skoien and Judy McCracken Svenson in suburbs northwest
of Chicago.

Of course none of these get the attention of the Democratic contest in
Illinois‘ 5th Congressional District. President Clinton was there yesterday to
support the embattled Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, Ways and Means chairman.

HON'S THAT AGAIN?

During President Clinton's trip to Connecticut last week, Ronald Ziegler,
former Nixon press secretary who now is president of the National Association of
Chain Drugstores, said, "We should stand by President Clinton" and praised the
health plan drawn by Hillary RodhamClinton, once a young lawyer on the House
committee investigating Watergate.

TEFLON PRESIDENCY

President Clinton has some of Ronald Reagan's ability to defy political
gravity, said Jack Nelson in the Los Angeles Times.

Despite controversy over his private conduct and deep-seated opposition, Mr.
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inton rises in the polls and his foes no longer discount his capacity for an
effective counterattack.

"A lesser politician" says GOP pollster Richard B. Wirthlin, would have
g "crashed and burned a long time ago." Mr. Wirthlin, says that while he'
disagrees with the president on most major issues, he is "a superb politician."

His success derives from a rising economy and legislative wins. It is also
attributable to a style and skills that allow him to exploit issues and connect
to the voters as an imperfect but well-meaning problem-solver.

J Mr. Clinton also is optimistic in public even when the news is bad.
"Americans tend to find that a likeable quality in a president. political
strategists agree," Mr. Nelson wrote.

He quotes Reagan image-maker Michael Deaver as saying he didn't worry about
setbacks if he could "just get Reagan's smiling face on television."

Mr. Deaver told Mr. Nelson that Mr. Clinton "has the same kind of appeal
- normally with a smile on his face and an attitude of enthusiasm about what
he's doing. And that goes a long way."

FUTURES

State Rep. Dwight Evans became the sixth Democrat to announce a run for the
Pennsylvania governor's mansion. Mr. Evans, who is black, is chairman of the
state House Appropriations Committee. Lt. Gov. Mark Single is regarded as a
vulnerable front-runner.

POLITICAL FACTOID /
J Nationwide, shoplifting costs small business between $5 billion and $8
billion a year, according to the Better Business Bureau of Western New York as
relayed by the Wall Street Journal.

TODAY'S Quors

"I resent the fact that people compare me to comedic actors, though there's
probably some grounds for physical resemblance," says Hugh Rodham,
brother-in-law of President Clinton. Mr. Rodhamdeclared his candidacy
yesterday against Sen. Connie Mack, Florida Republican.

'¢
ARKANSASASSESSMNT /
Arkansas Business recently did a rundown on winners and losers after a year

of the Clinton presidency.

Winners included white House Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mac" McLarty. Little
Rock, Capital Hotel, McDonald's, Sen. David Pryor, Roger Clinton, decorato
Kaki Hockersmith, local news organizations.

Losers: Rose Law Firm, Associate Attorney General Web
Guy Tucker, Country Club of Little Rock, Rep. Ray
the Vincent Foster Jr. family, Stephens Inc. ‘
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Jury Still Out: White House aide Bruce Lindsey, Sen. Dale Bumpers, Surgeon
General Joycelyn Elders, Rep. Blanche Lambert, the people of Arkansas, state
Democratic and Republican parties.

ARMEY: ‘NOT '96‘

Rep. Dick Armey. the Texas Republican who slept in a congressional
gymnasium room when he first came to Congress to avoid the expense of an
apartment, now has his eye on some more prestigious lodgings: the White House.

The Fort Worth Star-Telegram says Mr. Armey admits talking with his staff
about the possibility of running for president. But he stresses he has no firm
plans and said he will "absolutely not" be a candidate in 1996.

Mr. Armey, the third-ranking House Republican leader, said he started
thinking about a presidential campaign after several conservative activists
suggested the idea to him.

While intrigued by the possibility that was underscored in a recent
Washington Post profile, Mr. Armey said he is deeply reluctant to comit
himself to the rigors of a nationwide campaign.

"It would take a compelling sense of duty before I would make that kind of a
sacrifice. It is not something I can look forward to with a lot of joy," he
said.

I'm still wrestling with delusions of adequacy; I haven't upgraded myself
to delusions of grandeur yet."

THREE STRIKES - OUT

"Sounds American. Fits on a bumper. Postures tough. Every anxious
politician has rushed to support it. Yet, as Attorney General Janet Reno said
before she was muzzled, and as former Deputy Attorney General Philip Heymann
said once free to speak, the proposal makes no sense," said the Rev. Jesse
Jackson of the mandatory sentencing legislation.

FLYNN: MISSING HOME

Former Boston Mayor RaymondFlynn loves being U.S. envoy to the Vatican but
finds it frustrating and thinks often of home, says the Boston Globe.

Mr. Flynn has never breached protocol or embarrassed his country in his
role of emissary to global suffering, the Globe adds, "but in his own, grand,
political public-relations terms, he's been something of a flop."

"Every time he submits to the quiet work of diplomacy, he disappears; every
time he presses for attention he raises the ire of the State Department and
appears grasping, almost childish in his desire for credit."

Noting Mr. Flynn is considering running for governor, the Globe adds, "His
frustration, he says, has been his inability to translate his diplomatic work to
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his once and perhaps future constituents back home."

SHRINKING POLITICIANS
One impact of television is to make politicians less grand than they once

were, observes the Chicago Tribune.

In his report on television and American politics, writer Jon Margolis says
that in order to appeal to voters, candidates now come into their living rooms.

"They enter those rooms about nine inches tall, often sitting on a couch in
front of a fake living-room set talking to an entertainer.

"That doesn't provide the kind of gravitas associated with presidents such
as Franklin D. Roosevelt or Dwight Eisenhower or senators such as Richard
Russell and Everett Dirksen."

Joshua Meyrowitz, of the University of New Hampshire, is quoted as saying,
"We could decide to re-create a sense of awe about our leaders only if we agreed
never to show them on television close up."

WILHELM ZAPS D‘AMATO

David Wilhelm, chairman of the Democratic National Committee, took on Sen.
Alfonse M. D'Amato, New York Republican, who led the GOP attack on Whitewater
in last week's hearing of testimony from banking regulators.

Mr. Wilhelm wrote Mr. D'Amato that his actions reflect a "clear pattern of
conflict of interest over savings and loans and other business interests" and
cited a probe of activity by Mr. D'Amato's brother, Armand.

Noting Mr. D'Amato seeks to extend the statute of limitations in the
Madison Guaranty case, Mr. Wilhelm suggested he is "a more appropriate
target" for such an extension of grand jury testimony in a 1975 episode in New
York's Nassau County.

Mr. D'Amato responded that Mr. Wilhelm's letter "only reconfirms my
suspicion that something is rotten in Little Rock" and lamented his "despicable"
attempt to "interject political intimidation into this process."

FISH FLAP

If you like spotted owls, you're going to love salmon.

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt says saving what's left of the Pacific
Northwest salmon runs is going to make protecting the owl look like a day at the
beach, according to Scripps Howard News Service.

"We'll be driven to dealing with the Bureau of Reclamation, the Corps of
Engineers, the Bonneville Power Authority, all the state agencies, a couple
dozen Indian tribes, Canada. the sovereign nation of Alaska, Russia, Japan,
high-seas fishing" and on and on, said Mr. Babbitt, with a little dig at his
environmental friends in the 49th state.

And there's more. The Fish and wildlife service announced it will consider
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listing New England Atlantic salmon as endangered.

TIME MACHINE
In another example of the changes wrought by time, consider Spiro Agnew

vice president from 1969 to I973 when he resigned in the face of petty
corruption charges at the height of the Watergate crisis. Roll Call reports
that a sculptor is hard at work on his bust. It will grace the hallway outside
the Senate.
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BODY
The independent counsel investigating the involvement of Bill and Hillary
Clinton in an Arkansas real estate venture has asked a Federal judge to prevent
the release of a police report on the apparent suicide of Vincent H. Foster Jr.
a longtime friend of the Clintons and the deputy white House counsel at his
death.

The independent counsel, Robert B. Fiske Jr., said in a letter introduced on
Monday in Federal court in Manhattan that his investigation would include a
detailed look at Mr. Foster's death last July. Mr. Fiske said that making the
Park Police report public now would hinder his investigation because witnesses’
testimony could be tainted by knowledge of the report.

The letter was offered in support of a Justice Department effort to delay
release of the report, which The Hall Street Journal has sued to obtain.

"The investigation into the events surrounding Mr. Foster's death will be
thorough and complete,“ Mr. Fiske wrote. He identified several prosecutors who
will look into the Foster matter along with several agents from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.

In addition, he said, Mr. Foster's death will be examined by forensic experts
and pathologists.

Mr. Foster, a boyhood friend of Mr. Clinton in Arkansas and a law partner of
Hillary RodhamClinton, committed suicide last July 20, according to the United
States Park Police, which investigated the death because it occurred on Federal
parkland. Mr. Foster, the police said, left his White House office in the early
afternoon and drove to Fort Marcy, a small park across the Potomac in Virginia,
and took his life with an antique pistol.

Complaints of Meddling

Law-enforcement officials who have seen the report said the Park Police had
complained that Bernard W. Nussbaum, the White House counsel, repeatedly
interfered with efforts to look into the circumstances of the death. Mr.
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Nussbaum has said that he did nothing improper.
while the finding of suicide has been largely accepted, the death has

generated other speculation about Mr. Foster because he handled the Clintons‘
personal business. Mr. Nussbaum combed Mr. Foster's files in the presence of
law-enforcement officials and deemed that none of the papers were relevant to
their investigation of the death.

One file concerned the whitewater Development Company, an Arkansas real
estate concern in which the Clintons invested. Their partner in the venture was
James B. McDougal, who also owned an Arkansas savings institution that failed.
costing taxpayers about S60 million. Mr. Fiske is looking into whether money
from Mr. McDougal's institution, Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, was improperly used to shore up Whitewater.

Mr. Nussbaum transferred the file to the Clintons‘ personal lawyer, David
Kendall, and it has since been turned over to the Justice Department under
threat of a subpoena.

Seeking More on Briefing

The White House faced another threat connected with Whitewater today as
Senator Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York said the Senate Banking Committee should
force some senior Administration officials to testify about a briefing of top
white House aides on the whitewater affair.

Senator D'Amato, the ranking Republican on the committee. said sworn
testimony was needed because Administration officials had provided "a fairy-tale
version" of the briefing by Roger C. Altman, the acting head of the Resolution
Trust Company, the agency overseeing the Federal bailout of the savings and loan
industry.

Mr. Altman acknowledged on Thursday under questioning from Republicans on the
Senate Banking Committee that he had held a meeting on the matter in early
February with three White House officials -- Mr. Nussbaum; the deputy chief of
staff, Harold M. Ickes, and Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff, Margaret A. Williams.

Mr. Altman, who is also the Deputy Treasury Secretary, said through a
spokesman on Friday that he would avoid any future involvement in the agency's
investigation of Madison Guaranty.

The White House press secretary, Dee Dee Myers, today defended the White
House briefing and said critics were trying to use the issue to hurt Mr. Clinton
politically.

"There was nothing inappropriate about it," Ms. Myers said of the briefing.
"We're not going to jump every time somebody tries to make a political issue out
of Whitewater. A number of people are trying to make this a political issue.‘
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The Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark., has been investigating the billing
practices ofAssociate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell during the time he was
a partner in the Rose firm. The investigation, which is being conducted by
senior partners of the firm, focuses on whether Hubbell overbilled clients and
used law firm money to pay for personal expenses, according to sources close to
the firm.

The internal investigation began in the summer of 1992, and the firm is
considering notifying the Resolution Trust Corp. and several other major clients
of billing irregularities, according to a source familiar with the matter. The
firm also has been weighing whether to inform the state bar association.

The RTC, the federal agency overseeing the savings and loan industry, was
among the major clients Hubbell handled for Rose, one of Arkansas’ oldest and
most prestigious law firms. In addition to Hubbell. its former partners include
First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton and the late Vincent Foster, who served as
deputy White House counsel before his suicide last July.

The pace of the Rose firm's inquiry has sped up in recent weeks as the law
firm was subpoenaed in a criminal investigation by special counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr., who is investigating President Clinton's Whitewater land venture and
the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, a former Rose firm client.

Asked whether Hubbell had overbilled clients or used the firm's money to pay
for personal expenses, Hubbell's attorney, John Nields, said, "No, that did not
happen." He said he had no knowledge that Rose lawyers are considering reporting
Hubbell's activities to the Arkansas Bar Association. "I certainly doubt it, but
only the firm can answer that question," Nields said.

Numerous senior lawyers at the firm contacted in recent days about the
Hubbell investigation said they could not comment on it and referred all
questions to managing partner Ronald M. Clark.

Clark declined repeated requests for interviews this week. When first asked
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about the investigation in an interview about three weeks ago, he said he would
have no comment on any internal inquiry of Hubbell, but said "anything and
everything" related to the special counsel's investigation is being examined
internally.

Walter B. Stuart, who is acting as a spokesman for the Rose firm, said Monday
that "I'm certainly not confirming or denying anything." He said the firm would
not respond to inquiries concerning clients or internal matters. Stuart, a
lawyer with the Houston firm of Vinson 5 Elkins, is representing the Rose firm
in connection with the special counsel's ongoing investigation.

One source familiar with the inquiry said that Rose lawyers are investigating
whether Hubbell wrote checks on an account used for client expenses to pay for
his personal trips, credit card bills and other items. The firm has examined
records going back to 1988, according to the source.

In some instances. Rose lawyers also are investigating whether Hubbell
credited to himself hours of legal work performed by salaried associates,
according to sources.

In one case involving a company owned by Hubbell's in-laws, Rose lawyers
believe the firm lost about $ 500,000 because of a billing arrangement Hubbell
made with his relatives. In that instance, Hubbell took on a contingency basis a
complex patent infringement case on behalf of his in-laws. Rose lost the case,
and belatedly discovered that Hubbell had agreed that the law fiim would pay for
expert witnesses on his in-law's behalf.

A lawsuit filed against the Rose firm in federal court in Washington in May
1993 shows that a consultant had a written agreement with Hubbell providing that
the Rose firm would pay his fees, amounting to $ 156,000. The Rose firm balked
but was legally obligated to pay the bill, court records show.

Hubbell, a close friend and frequent golfing companion of the president, has
taken control of a wide array of issues at Justice, including civil rights and
other non-criminal matters. Some department officials have described him as the
department's chief operating officer.

Hubbell generally is regarded as the department's chief point of contact with
the White House, and was effectively running Justice as White House "liaison" in
the months before Janet Reno's confirmation as attorney general last spring. He
was confirmed to the No. 3 job there in May.

The Rose firm has been racked with turmoil in recent months, with many of the
60 attorneys there upset at being dragged into special counsel Fiske's
investigation of Madison and Whitewater.

The subpoena recently served on the Rose firm in relation to Fiske's
investigation sought materials on a wide array of individuals and entities,
including Hubbell's father-in-law, Seth ward, a former Madison employee and
borrower. The subpoena also sought materials on P.O.M. Inc., a parking meter
firm owned by the Ward family and represented by Hubbell. P.O.M. was the firm
involved in the patent infringement case handled by Rose.

Hillary Clinton represented Madison before state regulators in the mid-1980s,
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A matter that figures into the special counsel's investigation. She and
President Clinton were joint owners of whitewater with Madison owner James B.
McDougal and his former wife Susan.
Four of the Rose firm’s top partners came to Washington with Clinton's
election and because prominent figures in the administration. In addition to
Hillary Clinton, Hubbell and Foster. former Rose managing partner William
Kennedy is in the White House counsel's office. i

Fiske's wide-ranging probe also is examining Foster's suicide. On the morning
of his death. U.S. Park Police records show that Foster received a phone message
from C. Brantley Buck, the Rose firm's chief financial officer. Foster tried to
return the call later that morning but did not get through. It is not known what
Buck was calling about. Buck declined to be interviewed this week.

with the departure of four of its most senior partners. a new generation of
lawyers has taken control of the Rose firm, most of them in their thirties and
early forties. Sources close to the firm say many of them are furious that their
livelihoods and their firm's once-sterling reputation are being damaged by
actions of the firm's old guard.

Any grievances made to the bar association remain confidential unless it
decides to take disciplinary action against a lawyer.

Rose partners have been advised by the state's leading expert in professional
ethics, University of Arkansas Prof. Harold Brill, that they have a duty to
report any findings about Hubbell to the state bar association, according to a
source close to the firm. Brill declined to commentyesterday.

A source close to the firm said senior lawyers there have been agonizing over
how to resolve the Hubbell investigation. But they have tried to find ways to
handle the probe that cause the least amount of embarrassment to the Clinton
administration and to Hubbell.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, WEBSTERHUBBELL'S CLIENTS AT ROSE LAN FIRM, ONE OF THE OLDEST
AND MOST PRESTIGIOUS IN ARKANSAS, INCLUDED THE FEDERAL RESOLUTION TRUST CORP.
GERALD MARTINEAU
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SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Charles R. Babcock, Washington Post Staff Writer

BODY
Congressional Republicans yesterday continued to question the propriety of a

meeting in which Roger C. Altman. acting head of the Resolution Trust Corp.,
briefed White House officials on the agency‘s probe of a failed Arkansas savings
and loan with ties to President Clinton.

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa). ranking minority member of the House Banking
Committee, called Altman's meeting with White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and
other officials an "ethical umbrage." In asking federal ethics officials to
determine whether the meeting violated any government ethics rules. Leach said
that in his opinion, the early February meeting compromised the RTC's
independence.

Leach said Altman immediately should resign from all his duties as acting RTC
chairman. Altman has said he will leave the acting position at the end of March.

Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (N.Y.), the ranking Republican memberof the Senate
Banking Committee. said his committee should hold a hearing to take sworn
testimony on what he called Altman's "fairy tale version" of the meeting. One
informed source said Senate Republicans may hold up a vote on Ricki R. Tigert.
Clinton's nominee to head the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., while demanding
more information on the Altman White House meeting.

White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers has defended the meeting, attended
by Nussbaum, Deputy Chief of Staff Harold Ickes and Hillary RodhamClinton's
chief of staff, Margaret Williams, as a procedural briefing.

Altman disclosed at a Senate Banking Committee hearing last Thursday that he
initiated a "heads-up“ meeting for White House officials on how the agency would
proceed on potential civil claims arising out of the failure of Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan, which was owned by the Clintons' business partner
James McDougal.

D'Amato issued a statement asking detailed questions about the meeting.
including why the Treasury Department general counsel, rather than the RTC's
chief lawyer attended, and whether any confidential RTC documents were shown to
White House officials.
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In an intervxew, D'Amato sazd, "They can attack me personally and say this
was politically inspired, but can they answer the questxons? No one who has ever
taken Ethics 101 would have attended that meetxng. And the White House counsel
wouldn't know that? This is a tar baby.“

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, ROGERC. ALTMAN.
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HEADLINE: Bentsen Told to Settle Turf Dispute With Fed;
Fight Threatens Regulatory Bill, Senators Warn

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Jerry Knight, Washington Post Staff writer

BODY
Leaders of the Senate Banking Committee warned Clinton administration
officials yesterday that their plan to restructure federal bank regulation will
not get through Congress unless they settle their turf war with the Federal
Reserve Board.

Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle Jr. (D-Mich.), and ranking Republican
memberAlfonse M. D‘Amato (N.Y.), co-authors of legislation to consolidate the
four federal agencies that oversee banks, said the dispute between the Treasury
Department and Fed could scuttle chances for long-overdue regulatory changes.

Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen told the panel the administration has made
several concessions to protect the jurisdiction of the Fed but has been unable
to reach agreement with the Fed over how to revamp banking regulation.

"We've got to get some of these outstanding issues resolved." D'Amato warned.
"Without that we could ... achieve true gridlock."

"It is essential that we resolve these issues promptly," said Riegle, who
blamed the Fed for trying "to play wrecking crew" with legislation that has been
advocated by independent experts for more than a decade and endorsed by bank
regulators from both Democratic and Republican administrations.

The administration plan as detailed yesterday by Bentsen calls for combining
all bank regulation into a new Federal Banking Commission, which would take over
duties now handled by the Office of the Comptroller of Currency, the Office of
Thrift Supervision, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and the Fed.

Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan is fighting the plan because it would reduce the
supervisory role of the Fed, which now regulates hank holding companies and
state banks that belong to the Fed system.

Greenspan contends the Fed cannot do its job of managing the nation's economy
and protecting the financial system unless it is directly involved in bank
regulation.
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Greenspan also has challenged the idea of a single bank regulator, arguing
that banks should be able to choose between coming under the new commission or
being regulated by the Fed.

Bentsen dismissed that argument. "The federal government is not Noah's ark,"
he said. "We don't have -- or need -- two Securities and Exchange Commissions.
Or two Food and Drug Administrations. Or two central banks. We don‘t need two
sets of rules and interpreters, or two sets of examinations."

Bentsen said that unless all regulation is brought under one agency.
financial institutions will still be able "to shop for the most lenient federal
regulator."

The savings and loan scandal came about because lenders set themselves up as
S&Ls so they could qualify for looser regulation than banks. he pointed out.

The single regulator issue will be the major obstacle to reaching agreement
on revamping bank regulation, predicted Sen.
said Republicans are concerned that bringing
lead to greater political influence over the

Citing President Clinton's involvement in
at Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, Bond
going on in the administration, the issue of
me."

Christopher S. Bond (R-Mo.), who
all regulation under one roof would
regulatory process.

the investigation of irregularities
said that when you "see what's
politicizing regulations bothers

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, TREASURY SECRETARY LLOYD BENTSENAT YESTERDAY'S SENATE
HEARING. HE SAID THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE FED HAD NOT REACHEDACCORDON
REGULATORY CHANGES. RAY LUSTIG
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HEADLINE: Republicans want hearings on secret Madison briefing

BYLINE: Paul Bedard and Paul M. Rodriguez; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

Congressional Republicans yesterday demanded hearings and ethics inquiries
into a secret Treasury Department briefing of White House officials regarding
the federal investigation of a failed Arkansas thrift linked to President
Clinton.

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole and Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato called for a
congressional investigation into Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman's
meeting with three senior Clinton aides early last month.

Mr. Altman, acting head of the Resolution Trust Corp., told the Senate
Banking Committee last month he had briefed White House Counsel Bernard
Nussbaum; Harold Ickes, deputy White House chief of staff; and Margaret
Williams, first lady Hillary RodhamClinton's chief of staff, on the RTC's
investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan of Little Rock, Ark.

"I believe that his meeting was improper," Mr. D'Amato, New York
Republican, told reporters yesterday.

Sen. Donald W. Riegle, Michigan Democrat and chairman of the Banking
Committee, did not rule out a hearing in the matter. "I want to reserve
judgment," he said yesterday.

Meanwhile, Rep. Jim Leach, Iowa Republican, demanded an investigation by
the Office of Government Ethics into potential violations of federal ethics
codes by Mr. Altman and Mr. Nussbaum.

White House spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers dismissed the GOP demands, saying that
no wrongdoing occurred when Mr. Altman briefed Mr. Clinton's advisers on the
status and difficulties of the RTC's investigation of Madison.

In his testimony, Mr. Altman said he had requested the briefing, which
focused on how the inquiry was running up against a statute of limitations,
which Congress subsequently extended.

Last week, Mr. Altman recused himself from further issues relating to
Madison. His temporary tenure as head of the S&L cleanup agency ends March 30.
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"It is my judgment that the RTC has had its independence compromised and
that it is no longer sufficient for Mr. Altman to recuse himself from the
Madison case," Mr. Leach said in a letter to Mr. Nussbaum; Stephen Potts,
director of the Office of Goverment Ethics; Treasury Department Counsel Jean
Hanson; and RTC ethics officer Art Kusinski.

"It is all too apparent that his shadow looms large at the agency and that
his immediate resignation from all responsibilities at the RTC would appear to
be the only ethical option at this time," he added.

In his letter, Mr. Leach charged that Mr. Nussbaum and Mr. Altman flouted
federal ethics laws.

"Mr. Altman's meeting with White House staff . . . is an ethical umbrage,"
he said. "Just as one party should not have requested the meeting, the other
party should not have accepted it." -/

Madison was owned by James B. McDougal, a former business partner of the
Clintons in the whitewater Development Corp., a failed real estate venture in
northern Arkansas.

Federal authorities shut down the thrift in 1989 at a cost of $50 million

Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. is investigating charges that Mr.
McDougal diverted funds from Madison to Mr. Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial
campaign and funneled Madison funds to Whitewater.

Yesterday, Mr. D'Amato said the Senate Banking Committee should investigate
the Altman-Nussbaum meeting and see if other meetings took place. He is seeking
all Madison-related Hhite House correspondence, meeting notes, electronic mail
and other documents on RTC briefings.

"This is meddling at the highest levels,‘ he said of the RTC-White House
meeting. “This smacks of damage-control operations for Whitewater."

Sen. Christopher S. Bond, Missouri Republican, said Mr. Altman's actions
were driven by his personal ties to the Clintons. "The signal that is raised to
me is that it's more important to uphold the bonds of friendship, not the law,"
he said.

Mr. Bond also derided White House efforts to cover up the meeting and
others like it, noting that the Altman briefing was uncovered only during a
heated Senate hearing on Thursday.

Mr. Dole echoed Mr. Bond's remarks: "The American people now know about
Mr. Altman's unseemly meeting with white House officials precisely because
Banking Comittee Republicans used the opportunity of an RTC oversight hearing
to ask Madison-related questions. If there had been no hearing, it's unlikely
this information would have surfaced any time soon."

The Kansas Republican also expressed surprise that Democrats and the media
have not demanded hearings into the Altman meeting at the White House.

"If these events had indeed occurred during the Reagan administration, the
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expressions of outrage in the press, and the clamor for congressional hearings,
would have shot off the political Richt "er ncale, the Senate GOP leader said.

Miss Myers said the issue is ol'tp i ically charged.

There are a number of people who are trying to make it a political issue.
who try to raise it, and I think we’re not going to react every time they do,"
she said, refusin t ' V

g o explain why the White House feels the issue is political.

"We're not going to umj p every time somebody tries to make a olit' l 'p ica issue
out of Whitewater We're cooperating full '. y with the investigation, and we have
nothing more to say about it," she said.

Miss Myers defended the meeting. "Nothing inappropriate took place," she
said.

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), Sen. Alfonse D'Amato believes a meeting between
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman and senior White House aides was
"improper."
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HEADLINE; Hale faces grilling about bogus loans

BYLINE: Jerry Seper; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK. ARK.

BODY
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - The government's case against David L. Hale in the

Whitewater-Madison investigation is expected to focus on bogus loans and
fictitious notes involving "highly important political figures" in Arkansas, a
lawyer said yesterday.

Randy Satterfield. attorney for co-defendant Eugene Fitzhugh in.the pending
Hale trial, made the commentduring a pretrial hearing in U.S. District Court
here.

"We would anticipate that as far as Hale's involvement in the allegations,
there is evidence of bogus loans," Mr. Satterfield said in calling for his
client to be tried separately.

"Fictitious notes establish, possibly, that there were loans funded that
don't really exist," he said. "I anticipate that some of the bogus note-signers
are going to testify that the money went to highly important political figures."

Mr. Satterfield did not elaborate and declined further comment after the
court hearing, but he told U.S. District Judge stephen Reasoner that he did not
want his client "swept in this Whitewater froth down the stream."

A Reagan appointee, Judge Reasoner agreed to separate Mr. Hale's trial, due
to begin March 28, from those of the other two defendants. He ordered a June 20
trial for Mr. Eitzhugh and Charles Matthews.

“I don't particularly want to try a case twice, but at the same time.
judicial economy must yield to a defendant's right to a fair trial," the judge
said.

Mr. Hale is charged with conspiracy and making false statements to
influence the Small Business Administration (SBA) in making the loans. Mr.
Fitzhugh and Mr. Matthews are charged with conspiracy.

Judge Reasoner, in the second day of a pretrial hearing in the Hale case,
also refused a motion by Mr. Hale's attorney, Randy Coleman, to delay the
scheduled trial date and ordered prosecutors to give the defense a list of
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"unindicted co-conspirators“ by tomorrow.

The co-conspirators are mentioned in the Hale indictment handed up Feb. 17,
although it offers no names or descriptions. Judge Reasoner told the government
to write "a brief description" about each of the unnamed individuals and their
suspected involvement.

Mr. Hale. a former county municipal judge here, has accused President
Clinton and James B. McDougal, owner of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
Association, of pressuring him into approving an illegal $300,000 loan through
his SBA—backed lending agency known as Capital-Management Services Inc. About a
third of the 1986 loan ended up in whitewater Development Corp., a real estate
venture owned by Mr. Clinton, Hillary RodhamClinton, Mr. McDougal and his
then-wife, Susan.

The loan - issued to Mrs. McDougal - is one of the subjects of an ongoing
federal investigation into the whitewater-Madison affair by special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr.

Attorney General Janet Reno assigned Mr. Fiske on Jan. 20 to investigate
accusations of financial irregularities involving the Clintons, the McDougals,
Madison and the Whitewater project.

Mr. McDougal, who purchased Madison in 1982, is believed to have diverted
more than $250,000 in depositors’ money, including funds used for Mr. Clinton's
1984 gubernatorial re~election campaign. Federal authorities suspect Mr.
McDougal used overdrawn accounts and Madison-approved loans to pay Mr.
Clinton's campaign expenses.

Mr. McDougal, a longtime associate of Mr. Clinton's, also is accused of
diverting Madison money to Whitewater.

The Clintons and McDougals have denied any wrongdoing in connection with
Whitewater and the now—defunct Madison, which was seized by federal regulators
at a cost to taxpayers of $50 million.

Mr. Fiske, who emphasized the importance of yesterday's pretrial hearing in
the Hale case by attending and participating in both sessions, has described Mr.
Hale's pending testimony as "essential" to the Whitewater-Madison inquiry.

Assistant special counsel Denis J. Mclnerney, who will handle the Hale
prosecution, has suggested that the government will attempt to compel Mr.
Hale's testimony on the $300,000 loan during the pending trial. He said in a
recent court filing that "in order to conduct the investigation into Hale's
allegation regarding President Clinton, it is necessary to try this case."

In ordering the trial to begin on schedule, Judge Reasoner described changes
from an initial Sept. 23 indictment against Mr. Hale and a Feb. 17
superseding indictment obtained by Mr. Fiske - which was challenged by Mr.
Coleman - "as minor and technical.“

Mr. Hale is accused of putting $800,000 into a Capital-Management account
long enough to qualify for additional SBA money before diverting it to other
accounts. The conspiracy and false-statement charges are derived from that
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effort to influence the SBA.
Mr. Hale. a longtime Democratic Party activist in Arkansas who was

appointed to the bench by Gov. Clinton, has pleaded not guilty.

The charges against Mr. Hale do not relate specifically to the
whitewater-Madison affair, but Mr. Hale's assertions that he conspired with Mr.
Clinton and Mr. McDougal to defraud the SBA have made the case a major starting
point for Mr. Fiske and his staff.

Mr. Clinton, through a spokesman, has said he does not recall meeting with
Mr. Hale to arrange an SBA loan and "does not believe it occurred." Mr.
McDougal said the assertion is "ridiculous."

The white House also has said that Mr. Hale fabricated the Clinton
connection to Capital-Management in September 1993 “to save his butt" against
pending federal charges.

A pretrial witnesss, Gayland Westbrook, however, testified Monday that Mr.
Hale openly boasted to him in August 1989 that Mr. Clinton was actively
involved with Capital-Management operation.

GRAPHIC: Photo, David L. Hale
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SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 898 words

HEADLINE: Clinton to Staff: ‘Bend Over Backward‘ to Avoid Probe Meddling

BYLINE: By RON FOURNIER, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Embarrassed anew by White House handling of the Whitewater affair, President

Clinton ordered aides Thursday to "bend over backward" to avoid meddling in a
federal investigation involving him.

Insisting that "no one has actually done anything wrong,“ Clinton nonetheless
expressed regret that his advisers received private briefings on a government
investigation into a failed Arkansas thrift.

"I'm concerned about that," Clinton said. "I think it would be better if the
meetings and conversations hadn't occurred.“

Critics have wondered aloud if the White House were trying to influence the
investigation into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and the
related Whitewater land venture formerly co-owned by the president and Mrs.
Clinton.

"You're asking for big, big trouble and showing some stunningly bad judgment
when you start mixing politics with the law enforcement," Senate Minority Leader
Bob Dole said.

In a letter to Senate leaders, 43 Republican senators promised to block the
administration's nomination of Ricki R. Tigert to head the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., until a congressional hearing is conducted on a White House
briefing by Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman. Altman is a Clinton
appointee and interim head of the Resolution Trust Corp., the S&L cleanup
agency.

Clinton's comments mark the second time in a week his administration
confirmed private meetings about the inquiry with government officials. All
told, there were three such meetings, the White House said.

As part of an administration-wide effort to dampen the fire, Treasury
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Secretary Lloyd Bentsen ordered his staff to have no further contact with the
White House about the case and referred the matter to the Office of Government
Ethics "to ensure that all ethical guidelines were followed."
And Clinton ordered a memofrom Chief of Staff Mack McLarty outlining

procedures for staff contacts with other government officials. He urged his
staff to be even more cautious than the memorequires.

"we will bend over backward to avoid not only the fact but any appearance of
impropriety," Clinton told reporters.

Aides said privately that Clinton was upset that his aides, particularly
white House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, did not realize the meetings would cause a
flap.

Largely a symbolic gesture, the two-paragraph memo"reiterates White House
policy," requiring contacts from federal agencies regarding Whitewater to be
reported to the White House counsel's office, which would determine whether they
should be addressed by the president's personal attorney or the White House. “In
addition, no contact by the white House with executive branch or independent
agencies regarding these matters should be made without prior authorization from
the deputy counsel," the memosays.

It would not have expressly forbid the questioned meetings, because Nussbaum
attended all three. But White House spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers said the memo.
coupled with Clinton's statement, ensures "future contacts will be considered
with an eye toward appearances.“

Nussbaum's deputy, Joel Klein, will review all requests to discuss Whitewater
with officials outside the White House, Myers said.

Confirming a Washington Post story, the White House on Thursday described two
meetings;

-In late September, the Treasury Department's top attorney told White House
Counsel Bernard Nussbaum that criminal referrals against Madison had been
prepared by the RTC. Spokesman Mark Gearan said the fact that the Clintons were
named in the referrals might have been mentioned. An official familiar with the
inquiry has said the referral says the Clintons may have benefited from
questionable Madison transactions but does not accuse them of wrongdoing.

-A month later, Treasury officials met with Nussbaum, Gearan and top Clinton
aide Bruce Lindsey about the referrals sent to the U.S. attorney's office in
Little Rock.

The latest report comes on the heels of criticism of Altman for meeting with
White House officials about the Madison case. After Republicans criticized his
actions, Altman issued a statement admitting "bad judgment" and said he would
stop dealing with the Madison case.

The letter from GOP senators says, "Needless to say, such a meeting is highly
improper and raises very real questions about Mr. Altman's impartiality and the
alleged independence of the investigation."

Explaining the latest revelation, the Hhite House said Treasury attorney Jean
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Hanson offered the information to Nussbaum in a brief encounter after an
unrelated meeting.
Criminal referrals are documents in which federal regulators - who carry out

only civil investigations - pass on suspected evidence of criminal wrongdoing tn
prosecutors.

It is not customary to discuss the contents of such a document with anyone
named in it. or their associates.

The October conversation between Treasury officials and several white House
aides was held to figure out how to respond to press inquiries, the White House
said. Lindsey said Treasury officials did not describe the contents of the RTC
filings.

In retrospect I guess the meeting probably shouldn't have occurred but you
have to understand in October 1993 none of this was an issue at the time."
Lindsey said.

Said Clinton: "Nearly as I can determine, nobody has done anything wrong or
attempted to improperly influence any government action."
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March 3, 1994, Thursday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 859 words

HEADLINE: Mrs. Clinton's Old Firm Has Nearly Two Dozen S&L Cleanup Contracts

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
The Rose Law Firm, where Hillary RodhamClinton used to work, has received

22 government contracts in savings and loan cases since 1989, reaping well over
$ 1 million. according to billing records examined by The Associated Press.

The S&L cleanup contracts include one involving a failed thrift now at the
center of a special prosecutor's investigation into the first family's business
dealings.

The law firm's work so far has yielded at least S 1.27 million, the records
show. And if it is paid the full amount budgeted for its remaining cases. the
firm stands to make at least an additional $ 600,000.

The work awarded to the Little Rock firm, one of Arkansas‘ oldest and most
prestigious, has generally involved helping regulators pursue thrift officers
and others they believe responsible for S&L failures in Arkansas.

All but one of the contracts has come from the Resolution Trust Corp., the
agency Congress created to take over the S&L cleanup in 1990 from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp.

Most cases were handled by lawyers other than the firm's "Famous Four" - Mrs.
Clinton, Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell, the late deputy White House
counsel Vincent Foster and White House lawyer William Kennedy. All followed Bill
Clinton to Washington.

According to the billing records, Rose lawyers have charged taxpayers between
$ 75 per hour for junior associates‘ work to $ 140 an hour for work by senior
partners.

The rates are modest when measured against billings from firms in bigger
cities such as New York, where hourly fees can to S 200 and higher.
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The firm's most lucrative government deal came in 1989 when the FDIC hired
Hubbell to represent the government in a lawsuit involving Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan, a failed Arkansas thrift that has engulfed President Clinton
in controversy.

Rose was hired to sue Madison's former accountants for negligence. Hubbell
settled the S 10 million claim for S 1 million; his work earned the firm some $
400,000.

Throughout the Whitewater affair, the Rose firm has been under an intense
spotlight.

The latest twist came this week when Hubbell acknowledged he recently was
questioned by the firm about certain billings for his work, including one
involving the RTC.

A published report said the firm was trying to determine whether its former
senior partner had overcharged clients or billed the firm for personal expenses.
Hubbell denied any wrongdoing and said he was helping the firm locate
documentation to back up his charges.

The billing records show Hubbell was listed as the supervising lawyer in
three of the Rose cases. In two, the RTC questioned Rose's billings and rejected
several small charges as excessive, the records show.

One case involved the failure of First Savings of Arkansas, for which the
Rose firm estimated its work would cost $ 173.400.

According to the records, the RTC rejected nearly $ 1,400 in billings
including 5 490 for "Travel at Full Rate," S 222 for "unauthorized fees," S 215
in "Inappropriate Attorney Services," 5 200 in fees for incomplete
documentation, 5 140 in duplicate billings from different attorneys for the same
work, $ 110 in excess paralegal costs and $ 16.26 in miscellaneous expenses.

The last item rejected was a mere 20-cent copying fee, the records show.

In another case involving the failed American HomeS&L Association, the RTC
rejected about $ 300 in charges, most for travel expenses.

It is not unusual for the government to disallow some billings when
contracting with private firms.

The records also show that when Hubbell worked for the government, he charged
S 140 an hour. His normal rate at the time was $ 185, the records said.

The $ 140 hourly figure is the same charged by other senior Rose partners who
have worked with the RTC, including attorney Richard Donovan, who is the firm's
current liaison for S&L work.

Late last year, it was revealed that prior to Rose's work for the government
in 1989, the firm, including Mrs. Clinton, had done work for Madison S&L on a
regulatory matter before state officials.

Furthermore, it was learned that Hubbell's father-in-law had extensive
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financial dealings with the S&L and served as an officer on its real estate
subsidiary.
FDIC officials questioned whether Hubbell had adequately notified regulators

of the potential conflicts. and a formal investigation was begun.

That investigation recently cleared the firm of wrongdoing, but Republicans
in Congress have successfully demandeda second review.

In the meantime, questions about President and Mrs. Clinton's whitewater real
estate venture and their dealings with Madison 5&L's owner, James McDougal, have
prompted a special prosecutor's investigation.

That investigation will include a review of Foster's death in the summerof
1993. Foster was working on Whitewater matters for the Clintons when he was
found dead in a park. Police have ruled the death a suicide.

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske also is investigating allegations that the
firm may have shredded whitewater-related documents - a charge strongly denied
by the firm. SomeRose employees have hired their own lawyer.
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SECTION; Washington Dateline

LENGTH: S39 words

HEADLINE: Post: Treasury, White House Meetings on Madison Probe

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Treasury Department and White House officials met twice last fall to discuss

the status of a federal investigation into a failed Arkansas savings and loan
with ties to President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton, The Washington Post
reported Thursday.

The meetings, in September and October 1993, came after the Resolution Trust
Corp. had sent the Justice Department nine separate referrals involving the
failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, including at least
one naming the Clintons.

Special counsel Robert Fiske is now trying to learn whether funds from
Madison were diverted to Whitewater Development Corp., a real estate venture
owned jointly by the Clintons and James McDougal, the S&L's owner.

Fiske is also investigating whether Madison funds were improperly used to
help retire Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign debt.

The Clintons were named in the referrals as possible beneficiaries of misuse
of Madison funds, although neither was formally accused of wrongdoing.

The Post, citing unidentified administration officials, reported that White
House counsel Bernard Nussbaum and top Treasury Department counsel Jean Hanson
met in late September to discuss the Madison case.

An official told the Post that Hanson informed Nussbaum that the Clintons
were named in the RTC action but not accused of any wrongdoing.

In the second meeting, in mid to late October, Nussbaum, White House
communications director Mark Gearan, and Clinton senior aide Bruce Lindsey met
with three Treasury officials, including Hanson, according to the report.

Lindsey told the Post that in the first meeting, the substance of the
referrals was not discussed, but that the officials discussed how to handle
reporters’ questions on the issue.
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Gearan confirmed the second meeting, and also said the purpose was to discuss
press inquiries, the
However, criminal
federal regulators —
evidence of criminal
customary to discuss
their associates.

The Post reported

report said.
referrals are highly confidential documents in which
who conduct only civil investigations - pass on suspected
wrongdoing to prosecutors. Under no circumstances is it
the contents of such a document with anyone named in it or

that Gearan denied Wednesday that there was anything
improper in the White House discussing an investigation involving the Clintons.
Gearan said Treasury officials had requested the meeting because of press
inquiries about the criminal referrals.

The report comes on the heels of acting RTC head Roger Altman being
criticized for meeting with white House officials about the Madison case.

At a Senate Banking committee meeting last Thursday, Altman acknowledged that
he had briefed Nussbaumearly last month on the case. But he insisted that he
had only explained the procedures by which the SAL cleanup agency was continuing
its probe as a deadline for filing civil charges approached.

After Republicans criticized his actions, Altman issued a statement admitting
"bad judgement" in holding the briefing and announced that he will recuse
himself from further dealings with the Madison case. The Treasury official has
said he will step down as the RTC's acting chief by the end of March when his
term expires.
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HEADLINE; white House Acknowledges Two Additional Briefings on Madison S&L
Case

BYLINE: By RICHARD KEIL. Associated Press writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
For the second time in a week. the White House is acknowledging that it has

received private briefings on a confidential investigation into the failure of a
failed Arkansas thrift with ties to President and Mrs. Clinton.

The white House confirmed Wednesday that a pair of meetings were held last
fall in which regulators‘ investigation into the thrift failure was discussed.

According to a report in today's Washington Post, the White House was
informed by Treasury Department officials that the Clintons had been named as
possible beneficiaries of misuse of funds from Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan Association, although neither was accused of wrongdoing.

However, top Clinton aides told the Post that the session revolved around
public relations issues, and that confidential aspects of the case, including
any potential ramifications for the Clintons, were not discussed.

In the first of the two meetings between the Treasury Department's top ~

attorney, Jean Hanson, and White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, held in late
September, Nussbaum was told that the Clintons had been named in a criminal
referral prepared by the Resolution Trust Corp., the S&L cleanup agency.

Criminal referrals are highly confidential documents in which federal
regulators - who carry out only civil investigations - pass on suspected
evidence of criminal wrongdoing to prosecutors.

It is not customary to discuss the contents of such a document with anyone
named in it, or their associates.

According to RTC employees, top officials there briefed Hanson on the
progress of the Madison probe before she met with Nussbaum.
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At the second meeting, held in late October, the focus was on how to handle
news media inquiries about the referrals, top Clinton adviser Bruce Lindsey told
the Post.

Lindsey. who attended the second meeting along with Nussbaum and Hhite House
Communications Director Mark Gearan, said the focus of both sessions was to
discuss how the media inquiries on the Madison probe were to be handled.

The report comes on the heels of criticism of acting RTC head Roger Altman
for meeting with White House officials about the Madison case.

At a Senate Banking Committee hearing last Thursday, Altman acknowledged that
he had briefed Nussbaumearly last month on the case. But he insisted that he
had only explained the procedures by which the RTC was continuing its probe as a
deadline for filing civil charges approached.

After Republicans criticized his actions, Altman issued a statement admitting
"bad judgment" in holding the briefing and announced that he would recuse
himself from further dealings with the Madison case.

Altman has said he will step down as the RTC's acting chief by the end of
March when his term expires.

In other developments, Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell said
Wednesday he was questioned by his former law firm last week about his billings
in past cases, but he emphatically denied ever overcharging clients.

One of the cases, Hubbell said, involved his work for the RTC.

"I did not overbill the RTC or any other clients," Hubbell said in a
statement released by the Justice Department, where he is the No. 3 official.

He said the Rose Law Firm's inquiry was "in no way out of the ordinary" and
he was in the process of helping the firm locate documentation to back up his
billings.

Hubbell did not specify which clients or RTC cases he was questioned about.
It was reported that the Rose firm was investigating his billing practices.

Records obtained by The Associated Press show that the RTC questioned Rose's
billings in at least one case in which Hubbell was the supervising attorney -
and that nearly S 1,400 in charges were rejected as excessive.

The firm had budgeted more than S 173,000 for that project, and the RTC ended
up paying nearly all of that.

It could not immediately be determined whether this was the case to which
Hubbell was referring.

Meanwhile. The Washington Post also reported today that Hillary Rodham
Clinton may have played a more extensive role than the federal government has
described in pursuing a lawsuit against Clinton friend and campaign fund-raiser,
Daniel Lasater, for his involvement with a failed Illinois SAL.
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Records show Mrs. Clinton's name on four documents in her work for the. Rose
Law Firm, instead of one as previously asserted by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp., the Post said.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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LENGTH: 389 words

HEADLINE: Clinton 'stands by‘ friend under probe

BYLINE: Bill Nichols

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK

BODY
The White House said Wednesday that President Clinton stands by his

long~time friend, Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell, reportedly under
investigation by his former law firm here.

The Washington Post reports the 174-year-old Rose Law Firm has been
investigating possible overbilling and expense account irregularities by Hubbell
since the summer of 1992.

Hubbell, in a statement, said he was questioned by his former firm last week
about past billings but strongly denied any wrongdoing.

One of the cases, Hubbell said, involved the federal Resolution Trust Corp.,
which oversees the cleanup of failed savings and loans.

"I did not overbill the RTC or any other clients." Hubbell said. He said the
Rose firm inquiry was "in no way out of the ordinary" and he was in the process
of helping the firm locate documentation to back up his billings.

Clinton "stands by Webb. He believes in him. He believes in his denial," said
White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers. Myers said no one at the White House
is pursuing the matter: “It's an internal Rose matter."

A spokeswoman for the Rose firm, once the professional home of first lady
Hillary RodhamClinton and the late White House aide Vincent Foster, declined
comment.

If the chronology of the Post story is accurate, it raises questions about
why Hillary Clinton or deputy White House counsel William Kennedy - once the
firm‘s managing partner - did not mention the internal probe when Hubbell's
nomination was being reviewed. Myers said neither were aware of the reported
investigation until Tuesday.

Hubbell, because of his close relationship to the Clintons, has been a
lightning rod for critics, as has the historic Rose firm, which has now been
subpoenaed by special prosecutor Robert Fiske in his investigation into the
Clintons' role in the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan. Fiske's office,
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which also will look into the relationships of Rose lawyers incl d‘ H bb ll. u ing u e .
with the RTC, declined comment.
Meanwhile, Fiske has asked that three government reports on Foster's death be

kept secret until he has completed his own investigation, officials said. Fiske
l 1 ' ' 'n a etter made public by his office here, promised that his own investigation
into the events surrounding Foster's death. considered a suicide, “Will bé
thorough and complete.“

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/W, AP
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HEADLINE: Treasury Officials Told White House Status of SLL Probe

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Ann Devroy , Susan Schmidt, Washington Post Staff Writers

BODY
Treasury Department officials twice informed the White House last fall of the

status of a federal investigation into an Arkansas savings and loan with ties to
President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton. administration officials said
yesterday.

The discussions came just after the Resolution Trust Corp. had asked the
Justice Department to investigate possible criminal activity in connection with
the thrift, Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan. The RTC description of that
activity included references to the Clintons as potential beneficiaries of
illegal Madison actions, but did not accuse them of engaging in anything
illegal.

RTC officials said yesterday that "criminal referrals" are confidential legal
documents that are virtually never discussed with those named in them. Without
acknowledging that the discussions were in any way improper. White House Chief
of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty yesterday warned senior officials against
contacts with officials from Treasury, the RTC or others outside the White House
involved in the case. McLarty also has prepared a staff memothat is to be
widely circulated that makes the same point.

The first discussion, in late September, was between white House counsel
Bernard Nussbaum and Jean Hanson, general counsel at the Treasury Department,
according to administration officials. An official said that Hanson told
Nussbaum that the Clintons were named in the RTC action but not accused of any
wrongdoing.

The second meeting, in mid to late October, was held in Nussbaum's office and
included, besides him, White House comunications director Mark Gearan, Bruce
Lindsey, the Clinton senior aide who has been handling questions on the inquiry
into Whitewater and Madison, and three Treasury officials: Hanson; Josh Steiner,
now chief of staff to Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen; and Jack Devore, then
Bentsen's press secretary. Altman is the acting head of the RTC.

According to administration officials, Hanson was briefed by RTC senior vice
president Bill Roelle on the status of the request for an investigation into
Madison and the mention of both Clintons in those requests.
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Lindsey said officials did not discuss the "substance" of the referrals, but
talked about how to respond to reporters' inquiries about them.

That mid-to—late October meeting came four months before the briefing that
Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman revealed during a congressional
hearing last week.

Altman set off a chorus of criticism from Republicans when he said that he
had recently briefed White House officials on how the RTC, on which he serves as
acting head in addition to his Treasury post, would proceed with potential civil
claims growing out of the collapse of Madison.

Republicans criticized the Altman briefing as an inappropriate interference
by the White House in a case that directly affects the Clintons. Altman later
issued a statement saying he had shown "bad judgment" in conducting the briefing
and would recuse himself from further involvement in Madison. Yesterday.
Treasury officials said he was unaware of the earlier White House meetings.

Gearan yesterday confirmed the October meeting and the subject of the
discussion, but denied that there was anything improper in the White House's
holding of a discussion on the elements of an investigation involving the
Clintons. Gearan said the session was convened at the suggestion of Treasury
officials because of press inquiries over the criminal referrals, not as an
effort toediscover what the RTC was up to and what could be done about it. -““

This was not an RTC meeting," Gearan said, describing it as a session to
discuss press inquiries on the RTC investigation and what the White House and
Treasury should or could say in response to reporters' queries.

Although none of the three Treasury officials have statutory jobs at the RTC,
Hanson in particular was heavily involved in RTC business. Sources described her
as overseeing many of the RTC's legal matters because the agency's general
counsel post was vacant.

The RTC is an independent federal agency that is in charge of disposing of
failed savings and loans and pursuing civil and criminal cases against those
with responsibility for the failures. It is headed by a political appointee
named by the president and confirmed by the Senate. Because the new
administration has not nominated a new head of the RTC, Altman has been serving
in that post, and Treasury's top political team -- Steiner, Devore and Hanson -
were involved in helping in those duties.

Officials yesterday confirmed an additional contact with the White House
involving the RTC but dismissed it as inconsequential. Hillary Clinton's press
secretary, Lisa Caputo, said yesterday that in late October or November she had
received a call from "a RTC guy" whose name and job she does not recall who
informed her of press inquiries there involving Whitewater and Madison.

The call amounts to the first direct contact between the White House and RTC
employees on the controversy, but Caputo said she had not solicited any RTC
information or called anyone there and was simply "returning a phone call made
to me." She said she did not take action or brief anyone because of the call.
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Clinton and his wife were joint ownern of the Whitewater real estate vent ure
with James McDougal, the owner of Madison, and McDougal's wife. Susan. Hillary
Clinton re re ‘p sented Madison before state regulators in the Mld-19808 before
Madison‘: failure, estimated to have cont taxpayers more than $ 60 million. The
special co 1

' '
unse is investigating whether Madison funds were diverted to

whitewater and other McDougal corporations.
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HEADLINE; Hillary Clinton's Role in Lawsuit Appears Larger

SERIES: Occasional

BYLINE: Howard Schneider, Washington Post Staff Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Court documents on file here show that Hillary RodhamClinton may have played

a more extensive role than the federal government has described in pursuing a
lawsuit against Clinton friend and campaign fund—raiser Daniel Lasater.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. has said its review of Hillary Clinton's
involvement in the case showed that her name appeared on a document signed on
behalf of her former Rose Law Firm partner Vincent Foster Jr. that billed their
client, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corp. (FSLIC), for two hours of
her work.

But a court file retrieved this week from the federal archives shows Hillary
Clinton's name on four documents. She signed a 1987 court motion in which the
Rose firm appealed to a federal judge to force Lasater's company to turn over
documents. She also signed papers to amend the original complaint, to seek
reduced damages against Lasater's company and to seek more time to investigate
the Lasater firm.

The FSLIC suit originally sought $ 3.3 million from Lasater's company for its
involvement with a failed Illinois thrift. The case against Lasater's United
Capital Corp. was eventually settled for S 200,000.

when ethical questions were raised in the press several weeks ago about
Hillary Clinton's work on the case and whether she disclosed a possible conflict
to the government, FDIC officials quickly responded that her work was minimal.
B. Michael Bennett, a former Rose lawyer who worked on the case, yesterday also
described Hillary Clinton's work as "pinch-hitting," in which she signed
documents researched and prepared by him and other lawyers. He said her
connections to Lasater never came up.

But the government's hiring of the firm has come under intense criticism by
Republican members of Congress.

At the insistence of the Senate Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee,
the FDIC is now reviewing its internal investigation of the government's use of
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the Rose firm in several cases. including the Lasater matter. Its investigation
found no conflicts of interest that would have disqualified the firm.
Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), who is investigating the Clintons‘ involvement in

the Whitewater land venture and with the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan, yesterday asked FDIC Inspector General James A. Renick to conduct an
independent review of possible Rose conflicts.

“The [Lasater] suit was eventually settled for S 200.000, or about six cents
on the dollar. An independent review of this case seems merited,“ he said.

In the Lasater matter, Foster. the former deputy White House counsel.
negotiated a sealed settlement with Lasater for his investment activities at the
failed First American Savings and Loan of Oak Brook, Ill.

Lasater was a successful restaurateur-turned-securities dealer who helped
finance Bill Clinton's political career. The ties between the two became
controversial as Lasater accumulated fees for state bond work. then came under
investigation for trafficking in cocaine. a crime for which he was sent to
prison.

His firm was hired to trade Treasury bills by First American. In the lawsuit,
however, the thrift alleged that one of Lasater's employees was using savings
and loan funds to carry out what were, in effect, personal T-bill trades,
resulting in more than S 360,000 in losses.

i

The FDIC is also reexamining the possible conflicts in Associate Attorney
General Webster L. Hubbell‘: representation of federal thrift officials in a
lawsuit brought against the accountants for the failed Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan. Hubbell is a former Rose lawyer. Hubbell's father-in-law was a
borrower and consultant to the thrift.

FDIC officials last month said the associate attorney general did not violate
conflict-of-interest rules in the case. but agreed to investigate the matter
more thoroughly after Republican membersof Congress criticized the agency's
initial findings as a "whitewash."

white House senior adviser Bruce Lindsey said in a recent interview that it
did not represent a conflict for Hillary Clinton to have worked on the Lasater
case just because Lasater was a family friend and political supporter. Lindsey
also said that the 5 200,000 settlement did not seem low since alleged losses to
the S&L were about $ 360,000.
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HEADLINE: Hubbell 'denies' Rose firm probe ;
white House surprised by billing questions

BYLINE: Michael Hedges and Paul Bedard; THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

Associate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell, a former law partner of
Hillary RodhamClinton's in Little Rock, yesterday denied a report he is being
investigated for overbilling clients.

"I am not aware of any investigation, and I have never overbilled a client,"
said Mr. Hubbell, former managing partner of the Rose Law Firm, which has been
entangled in the whitewater-Madison affair.

"The facts are that my former law firm had some questions about billings on
cases I worked on which they put to me last week," he said, responding to a
report in The Washington Post yesterday that Mr. Hubbell is being investigated
by his former firm for overbilling clients, including the Resolution Trust
Corp., which oversees savings and loan bailouts. He said the questions were “in
no way out of the ordinary."

The Hubbell statement followed a frantic effort by the White House to
explain that President Clinton and his aides had no knowledge of the internal
Rose probe.

White House spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers repeatedly told reporters during a
briefing that Mr. Hubbell, a close friend of the Clintons', would have a
statement. But more than two hours later the Justice Department said it had no
knowledge that a statement would be issued.

A five—paragraph statement was issued late in the afternoon.

Miss Myers broke with the practice of refusing to talk about probes of
officials and explained in detail what the White House knew of the
investigation.

when the first question was raised at yesterday's White House briefing, Miss
Myers gave a detailed history of the administration's research of Mr. Hubbell‘s
past and the actions White House officials took to check the accusations against
him.
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Miss Myers said that after The Post called to got a white House comment on
its report, Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty, another of Mr. Clinton's
Arkansas associates. was informed and called Mr. Hubbell.

"I think it's appropriate that he be the one to make the inquiry. He did.
He spoke to Webb about it, and again Webb told [him] . . . that it just didn't
happen, it wasn't true," Miss Myers said.

"what Mack was looking for was an assurance that the charges were not true."
she said. "Webb gave him that."

Mr. Clinton "stands by Webb. He believes him. He believes his denial,"
Miss Myers said.

Mr. Hubbell, who was a leading figure in Arkansas legal circles with Mrs.
Clinton and another Rose partner, former white House Deputy Counsel Vincent W.
Foster Jr., has been linked to the burgeoning Whitewater-Madison case.

A recent subpoena by special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. sought material
on Mr. Hubbell's father-in-law, Seth Ward, who borrowed heavily from Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and was an officer of a Madison
subsidiary, Madison Financial Corp.

Madison Guaranty, owned by James B. McDougal, was seized by federal
regulators at a cost of $50 million. Mr. McDougal and his wife, Susan, were
partners with the Clintons in Arkansas‘ Whitewater Development Corp.

In 1989, Mr. Hubbell handled a court case for the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. against Madison's auditors, Frost and Co., in which the government
settled for much less than it sought and less than the firm was insured for. In
1985, Mrs. Clinton and Rose had represented Madison in efforts to block its
closure by Arkansas regulators who were under the dominion of Gov. Bill
Clinton.

Rep. Jim Leach, Iowa Republican, yesterday called on the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. to investigate charges of conflict of interest by Mr. Hubbell
for representing the government in the Frost suit. Mr. Leach, the ranking
Republican on the House Banking Committee, is conducting a GOP investigation of
the Whitewater-Madison affair.

Yesterday's reports said Rose lawyers are investigating whether Mr. Hubbell
wrote checks on a client account to pay for personal trips and credit-card
bills, and whether he credited to himself hours worked by salaried associates.

"The firm had asked me earlier for backup documentation on certain expenses
paid for by the firm. I am in the process of helping the firm locate such
documentation," Mr. Hubbell's statement said.

white House officials said the internal Rose investigation apparently never
came up during the extensive FBI background check of Mr. Hubbell or his vetting
by White House Counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum. Mr. Nussbaum's associate counsel,
William H. Kennedy III, a former managing partner of the Rose firm, was not
involved in the review, Miss Myers said.
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Mr. Nussbaum led a search of Mr. Foster's office that removed Whitewater
documents after his body was found in a Langley park.
Miss Myers offered differing stories on the white House acknowledgment of

the Rose review.

First she said: "What we know about it is what was in The Post thin morning;
investigation. That's something that you would have to talk to the Rose firm"
about.

But at the end of the briefing. she said: "It is something that is being
handled by the Rose firm. . . . They're reviewing this internally.
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HEADLINE: Altman gets close to the heat

BYLINE: Frank J. Murray: THE WASHINGTONTIMES

BODY

An intermittent 28-year friendship with President Clinton brought Deputy
Treasury Secretary Roger Altman into the sub-Cabinet and now has put the
multimillionaire investment banker on the firing line in the whitewater~Madison
case.

The menmet at Georgetown University when both were school politicos,
pursued the relationship from a distance for more than two decades, reconnected
in 1989 when Hillary RodhamClinton and Mr. Altman were on the board of the
Children's Television Workshop, and joined forces in earnest in 1991 when Mr.
Altman became a Clinton campaign adviser, fund-raiser and contributor.

Mr. Clinton accepted an invitation to go fishing at Mr. Altman's Wyoming
ranch after becoming the Democratic presidential nominee, and again in the first
summer of his presidency, but found other fish to fry both times and didn't show
up.

Mr. Altman, whomthe Boston Globe has called "secretary in training," ran
the 1993 White House budget-bill war room, arming its staff with morning bagels
and coffee. He now is a key policy memberof the health care team as well as a
favorite of Mrs. Clinton's, according to many who know them.

"In many ways, he has the stature of a Cabinet member. He's very well
trusted by the president and Mrs. Clinton," White House economic adviser Gene
Sperling told the National Journal.

At a banking hearing Tuesday, Sen. Christopher S. Bond, Missouri
Republican, raised questions about Mr. Altman's motives in briefing White House
officials last week on the Madison-Whitewater affair. Mr. Altman is acting
director of the Resolution Trust Corp., the agency investigating S&L failures,
until March 31.

"The signal it raises with me is that it may be more important to uphold the
bonds of friendship than to pursue the law," Mr. Bond said.

Two of the three White House officials at that briefing were among the group
that removed case files from Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster's office the night of
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his suicide.
"That means the acting head not only calls to ask if he can come to brief

the White House staff on the Madison case, but then goes to see the very people
who tried to conceal potential evidence from the investigators," Mr. Bond said.

-\- Mr. Bond also questioned Mr. Altman's role in administration legislative
proposals that would remove oversight over Arkansas"largest bank holding
corporation, the Worthen Banking Corp., which the senator said helped the
Clinton campaign with a $3.5 million infusion at a time of dire cash shortages.

"At a time when a special prosecutor is investigating the ties between
politics and banking in Arkansas. I'm concerned about an administration proposal
to increase the politicization of federal regulation. especially when its
friends in Arkansas stand to benefit," Mr. Bond said.

Mr. Bradbury said his bank took no stand and contacted no federal official
about the provision, which he said would affect all similar companies. He said
the American Bankers Association board of directors, of which he is a member,
unanimously voted to oppose the administration position and maintain Federal
Reserve oversight.

He said the Clinton campaign's line of credit with Worthen was fully
secured, was legal under federal campaign laws and was in force for five months.
He said it was not "a bailout" at some emergency point as Mr. Bond charged.

Asked why Mr. Bond focused on Worthen if all bank holding companies would
be affected, aide David Ayres said, "He's just raising the question given the
ties between the Worthen Banking Corporation and the Clinton administration."

The Washington Times reported Jan. 4 that Mr. Altman opposed a bill to
extend the statute of limitations and allow the Resolution Trust Corp. to file
civil lawsuits to recover money lost by failed savings and loans, including the
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan of Little Rock, Ark.

Mr. Altman did not respond to calls yesterday, but a spokesman said he has
always required the RTC to handle the Madison case as it would any other.

Mr. Altman has told journalists that his network of contacts in the White
House is "certainly a plus" because he can be Secretary Lloyd Bentsen's eyes and
ears in the presidential mansion.

Mr. Altman was a government student in Georgetown's class of 1969, one year
behind Mr. Clinton, who was in the School of Foreign Service. Just as Mr.
Clinton lost his bid to be 1967-68 Student Council president, Mr. Altman lost
the following election.

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), FOB from GU: Roger Altman, a deputy at Treasury, has
been dubbed a “secretary in training."
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HEADLINE: Mr. Hubbell, the firm and Footnote 3

BODY

Associate Attorney General and presidential golfing buddy Webster Hubbell
has some explaining to do, and he is not the only one.

The Washington Post reported yesterday that the Rose Law Firm, of which he
lS a former partner, has been investigating since summer 1992 irregularities in
his billing and expense reports. Among several examples, The Post describes an
instance in which Mr. Hubbell agreed to represent his in-laws on a
contingency-fee basis, then lost and ended up sticking the firm with a $500,000
tab, including payments to expert witnesses. And the firm is reportedly looking
into whether he “credited to himself hours of legal work performed by salaried
associates." _

In response to The Post, Mr. Hubbell issued a statement yesterday that he
has not been under investigation since 1992 and that he has not engaged in
overbilling. But that was the first paragraph. In the second, he admitted that
the firm had questioned him last week about his billings to the Resolution Trust
Corporation, which took over for the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in
settling the affairs of failed savings and loans in 1989.

The possibilities here are several, and they mostly all stink:

' If Mr. Hubbell has been under investigation since summer 1992, as The
Post attributes to "sources close to the firm," that is curious indeed. Summer
1992? During the presidential campaign, in short. Now, wasn't the managing
partner of the Rose Law Firm at that time William Kennedy III, who went on to
the White House counsel's office? Wouldn't the managing partner know about such
an investigation? And if Mr. Kennedy did know, didn't he think it might be a
good idea to get all the questions about fraudulent billing answered sometime
before appointing the person under investigation to the No. 3 law enforcement
]Ob in the United States?

' Oh, last week, you say, Mr. Hubbell? That would be shortly after the
release of the FDIC report exonerating the Rose firm of conflict of interest in
its representation of the federal government as conservator of the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan - about the time the FDIC, at a Senate
banking comittee hearing, was agreeing to look further into the matter. At the
time of the Rose representation, Mr. Hubbell‘s father-in~law had won a $470,000
judgment against Madison that the U.S. government was appealing. (In addition,
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Hillary RodhamClinton had previously represented Madison in a failed stock
offering.)

Footnote 3 of the FDIC report makes very interesting reading in this
context: "The [FDIC] staff attorney's [1989] letter also noted that the primary
attorney in the case was Richard Donovan, not Mr. Hubbell, and stated that Mr.
Hubbell was involved only in an indirect way. Based on discussions with the
staff attorney, this was meant to indicate that Mr. Donovan, as the junior
partner on the case, would do most of the day-to-day work. Based on the fee
bills for the case, Mr. Hubbell performed a significant amount of work."

Now. the Rose Law Firm is subject to possible sanctions if the FDIC reverses
‘ itself and decides that Mr. Hubbell's various entanglements constitute a
conflict of interest. If he wasn't really much involved in the Madison-related
litigation, that diminishes the likelihood of a finding of conflict. This has
perhaps occurred to people currently working at the firm and worried about its
survival - thus perhaps their interest last week in whether Mr. Hubbell was
billing for work done by others (Mr. Donovan, maybe?).

This puts Mr. Hubbell in an interesting position. If he did do the work he
billed for, the conflict of interest looms large. If he didn't, the bogus
billing looms large.

That's an odd position for the nation's No. 3 law enforcement official,
particularly in light of the fact that the nation hasn't got a No: Z and that
the "management style“ of No. 1 is such that Mr. Hubbell is often described as
the Justice Department's chief operating officer. We don't need this.

mAnd, by the way, all these months into the Whitewater affair, it was a
great joy to see The Post publish something to advance the story.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION
RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 801 17th STREET, N.I.
DIVISION OP LEGAL SERVICES WASHINGTON, D.C. 20434-0001

MEMORANDUM TO: Ellen B. Kulka
Mark Gabrellian
James Dudine
April Brelaw
James Igo
Carl Gamble
Trudy Walsh
Paula Stone
Lisa . T ylor

FROM:
GlorégxkaaerryParal gal

DATE: March 8, 1994

SUBJECT: News Articles Concerning Madison Guaranty

Attached are fourteen (14) news articles from Nexis,

relating to Madison Guaranty, dated March 7, 1994.
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SECTION; Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 1099 words

HEADLINE: Clinton Defends Wife, Self; ‘No Credible Charge‘ in Whitewater

BYLINE: By TERENCE HUNT, AP White House Correspondent

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
President Clinton made an extraordinary and impassioned defense of his wife

against any suggestion of wrongdoing in the Whitewater affair Monday. Defending
himself, he declared, "There is no credible charge that I violated any law."

Amid news accounts that Hillary RodhamClinton had ordered the shredding of
documents at an Arkansas law firm, Clinton said, "I have never known a person
with a stronger sense of right and wrong in my life - ever."

"And I do not believe for a moment that she has done anything wrong,“ he
said, heatedly thumping the lectern at a news conference.

Hammeredby Republican comparisons of the Whitewater episode with Richard
Nixon's Watergate scandal two decades ago, Clinton vowed, "There will not be a
coverup, there will not be an abuse of power in this office."

There was a glum mood of disbelief and defeat at the White House following
Friday's sudden subpoena of 10 administration officials and the forced
resignation of counsel Bernard Nussbaum. Most if not all of the officials were
seeking legal counsel before appearing Thursday at U.S. District Court to
testify.

Although the administration had received no further word from the special
counsel, White House officials expected Chief of Staff Mack McLarty to be
subpoenaed, too, because he helped arrange one of three meetings in which
federal regulators discussed the Whitewater affair with Clinton aides.

White House staff were ordered to scour trash cans, burn bags and files for
subpoenaed paperwork and computer files possibly related to the investigation by
a special prosecutor, Robert Fiske.

The president and first lady agreed that their personal files were covered by
the subpoena, aides said.
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Separately, Mrs. Clinton told "Elle" magazine that much recent criticism was
hased on "the wildest kind of paranoid conspiracies."
In an interview, which took place before the subpoenas were issued, she said,

"This is a well-organized and well-financed attempt to undermine my husband, and
by extension, myself. by people who have a different political agenda or have
another personal and financial reason for attacking us."

George Stephanopoulos, a senior adviser to the president, denied that the the
first lady or the president were involved in any shredding of documents at Mrs.
Clinton's former law firm.

"The White House had absolutely nothing to do with that; the Clintons had
absolutely to do with that." Stephanopoulos said on the MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour.

Clinton's news conference, with visiting Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze,
was dominated by Whitewater questions.

Clinton said he had been unaware of two white House meetings where his
advisers discussed the whitewater investigation with federal regulators.

Yet, he acknowledged being informed last October that the Resolution Trust
Corp. was investigating whether his gubernatorial campaign had received improper
donations from a Little Rock savings and loan. He was hazy about the details.

"I don't remember when I knew about it or who told me about it, but it was
just sort of presented as a fact, a decision that had been made by the
government," the president said. "And I didn't think much about it at the time.
It was just something that I absorbed."

Attorney General Janet Reno rejected a Republican request to suspend Webster
Hubbell, an associate attorney general and Clinton confidant, until questions
are resolved about his involvement in Whitewater. Reno said there was no basis
for suspending Hubbell.

Over the objections of Democrats, Republicans pressed for congressional
hearings into Whitewater, a tangled Arkansas land deal in which the Clintons
were co-owners with James McDougal, the owner of a failed savings and loan now
under investigation.

"If there's been no wrongdoing." Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
said, "there should be nothing to hide."

However, Fiske, the special counsel, said in a letter that congressional
hearings into Whitewater "would pose a severe risk to the integrity of our
investigation."

He said there would be a danger if witnesses were granted congressional
immunity and if premature disclosures caused witnesses to alter their future
testimony.

The letter was sent to senate Banking Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle
Jr., D-Mich., and the ranking Republican, Alfonse D'Amato of New York. D'Amato,
a vigorous critic of Clinton, scheduled a meeting with Fiske on Wednesday to
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discuss the matter.

Clinton used his news conference to go on the offensive, accusing Republicans
of "blatantly partisan" tactics to focus on Whitewater to derail his legislative
agenda.

"The American people will be outraged if anybody uses this as an excuse not
to keep going and doing the people's business." the president said.

Clinton said the White House staff had been ordered to comply fully in the
federal investigation. He said he would soon replace Nussbaumwith an attorney
of "unquestioned integrity" in order “to inspire confidence in me ... that we
are going the extra mile, not only in this case but in all cases, to deal with
all matters in an appropriate way "

Acknowledging it had been a mistake for his staff to consult with federal
regulators, Clinton said that a "firewall" of new guidelines had been erected to
prevent improper contacts.

"I think the evidence that we have certainly makes it clear that no one tried
to influence any governmental procedure or do anything improper," Clinton said.

Increasingly, Mrs. Clinton's role in the Whitewater affair has come under
scrutiny.

She managed the family's financial affairs. including the Clinton's
involvement in whitewater. Also, as a Little Rock attorney, she represented
McDougal's Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan with ties to Whitewater. She
reportedly resisted giving whitewater files to federal investigators and also
the appointment of a special prosecutor.

Clinton brushed aside allegations that she had ordered documents shredded at
her old law firm in Little Rock. "Law firms dispose of their documents all the
time." he said.

Clinton said there should be no question about Mrs. Clinton's conduct. "I'm
just telling you, the American people can worry about something else. Her moral
compass is as strong as anybody's in this country, and they will see that."

As for himself, Clinton promised to be forthcoming in the investigation.
"You're going to be confident in the way we handle this," the president said in
a message to Americans.

Seeming to oppose GOP calls for congressional hearings, Clinton said, "If I
did something wrong, it will come out in the special counsel."
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HEADLINE: Clinton Says He Had Been Unaware of Meetings; Defends Wife's ‘Moral
Compass‘

EYLINE; By RON FOURNIER, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE; WASHINGTON

BODY
President Clinton said today he had been unaware of two White House meetings

in which his advisers discussed the Whitewater investigation with Treasury
Department officials involved in the probe. He forcefully defended his wife and
said he was sure she had done nothing wrong.

At a White House news conference dominated by the Whitewater investigation,
Clinton said the White House was cooperating fully with investigators, and
scoffed at Republican comparisons with Watergate.

"There will not be a cover-up, there will not be an abuse of office in this
White House," Clinton said. defending his conduct both as president and as
Arkansas governor, when most of the episodes under investigation took place.
"We're not covering up anything. We are opening up.“

In addition to ordering his staff to comply with subpoenas issued Friday by
the special counsel investigating Whitewater, Clinton said he had them "going
the extra mile" and determining whether there were any other meetings or
contacts that might be of interest to investigators.

Clinton was on the defensive throughout the news conference, but got angry
and thumped his podium when defending his wife, Hillary RodhamClinton, and
suggesting Republicans were unfairly attacking him.

"The American people will be outraged if anybody uses this as an excuse for
not doing the people's business," Clinton said.

Earlier in the day, the White House ordered its staff to scour trash cans,
burn bags and files for subpoenaed paperwork, and Attorney General Janet Reno
rejected a GOP request to suspend Webster Hubbell, an associate attorney general
and Clinton confidante.
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House Minority Whip Newt Gingrich had asked Reno to suspend Hubbell until
questions are resolved about his involvement in Whitewater. But Reno wrote
Gingrich that there was no basis for such action.

Friday's subpoenas were issued after the White House acknowledged three
meetings in which Clinton aides discussed the government's Whitewater
investigation with Treasury Department officials. Clinton said he had been
unaware of two of those, and said the third dealt with some "press matter."

Also, he said he was informed last October that the Resolution Trust Corp.
was investigating whether his gubernatorial campaign had received improper
donations from a Little Rock savings and loan. But Clinton said he could not
recall who told him, or exactly when he was informed. The savings and loan was
run by the Clintons' partner in the Whitewater Development Corp.

Many of the questions about Whitewater centered on Mrs. Clinton, who did
legal work for the savings and loan run by James McDougal. When asked about a
report that she had law firm records shredded, Clinton said firms "dispose of
documents all the time" and said there was no evidence that the records dealt
with the Whitewater land deal or Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan.

From there, he launched into an assertive defense of his wife. "Her moral
compass is as strong as anybody's in this country," Clinton said. "I do not
believe for a moment that she has done anything wrong."

Again and again as he was peppered with questions. Clinton insisted that the
there was no evidence that his staff had done anything wrong. And he said there
was no allegations that he had done anything illegal or improper as Arkansas
governor, either.

He acknowledged the heated political environment but implored the American
public and his Republican critics to hold their criticism until the special
counsel's investigation is complete.

"They will find the truth," Clinton said. "Let them do it and let us get
about our business."

White House employees returned to work after a remarkable weekend: A special
counsel subpoenaed I0 administration officials Friday to find out more about
private White House briefings on a confidential government inquiry into
Whitewater. And the controversy claimed its first victim Saturday, with White
House counsel Bernard Nussbaum announcing his resignation.

To comply with the subpoena, deputy counsel Joel Klein issued a four-page
memotoday detailing how to gather documents - including electronic mail - _
relating to the briefings and ordered the paperwork turned over to his office by
8 p.m. EST. The subpoena requires the White House to provide the documents by
Thursday.

"Each staff membermust take personal responsibility for complying with this
subpoena in full," said the memo. Staff members were required to sign statements
vouching for their efforts to comply, and department heads were made responsible
for their workers‘ compliance.
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"We could have done things a lot better here at the white House," senior
presidential adviser George Stephanopoulos acknowledged this morning. But, he
said, "I would point out as well that we have been fully cooperating with the
special counsel in every way "
Myers said Clinton will move quickly to replace Nussbaum, who resigned

Saturday under fire, but will remain on the ]Ob until next month.

Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, the ranking Republican on the House Banking
Committee. appearing with Stephanopoulos on NBC, warned that "unless this White
House operates with a greater sense of the law ... it is going to find itself in
far worse shape than it has any reason to be."

The Washington Times reported today that during the 1992 presidential
campaign, Hillary RodhamClinton summonedcouriers from the Rose Law Firm in
Little Rock to the Arkansas executive mansion, where she gave them records to be
shredded.

Special prosecutor Robert Fiske has subpoenaed White House officials involved
in the Whitewater briefings.

Fiske is trying to learn whether funds from the failed Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan were diverted to the Whitewater Development Corp , a real
estate venture owned ]OlflCly by the Clintons and James McDougal, the S&L's
owner. The prosecutor also lS investigating whether Madison funds were
improperly used to help retire Clinton's 1984 gubernatorial campaign debt.
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HEADLINE: Clintons Took whitewater Deductions, Associates Say They were
Reimbursed

BYLINE: By BILL SIMMONS. Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: LITTLE ROCK, Ark.

BODY
Two business associates say President Clinton and his wife were reimbursed

for more than S 1,400 in whitewater-related property taxes that they had
deducted from their personal income taxes,

A copy of a Whitewater Development Corp. check register. obtained by The
Associated Press, indicates a check was written to repay Hillary RodhamClinton
for at least one of the payments, which totaled less than S 144.

Tax law generally prohibits taxpayers from claiming real estate tax
deductions on their personal returns when they are reimbursed or when they are
paying a tax on behalf of their corporation or another property owner.

white House adviser Bruce Lindsey said the Clintons "don't have any
documentary evidence establishing they were reimbursed." He said the deductions
on the Clintons' returns represented whitewater-related real estate taxes they
paid.

“Their income taxes were prepared and filed by an independent CPA and we
assumed the deductions were correct," Lindsey said.

Yoly Redden, the accountant who prepared the Clintons' returns, did not
return a call to her office Friday seeking comment.

The deductions, which occurred in 1984 and 1988, aren't the first involving
Whitewater to raise questions about the first family's personal returns.

During the 1992 campaign, the Clintons acknowledged claiming two years of
interest payments on a whitewater loan that they had not made. They voluntarily
repaid the amount, including penalties.

The issue of taxes is just one of many swirling around the Clintons as
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special prosecutor Robert Fiske begins an investigation into the business
dealings of prominent Arkansans.
That probe is focusing on Whitewater Development Corp., the land venture

co-owned by the Clintons, and the failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
owned by James McDougal, the Clintons' business partner in Whitewater.

One of the Whitewater real estate tax deduction the Clintons claimed was 5
1,275 in 1988, their tax returns indicate.

Chris Wade, an Arkansas real estate agent who helped Whitewater in the
mid-1980s, said his agency originally made payments in that amount in 1988 for
taxes on several Whitewater lots, some of which had fallen in arrears.

Tax records in Marion County, Ark., where the real estate venture was
located. confirm Wade's Ozarks Realty made payments on behalf of several
whitewater lots.

Wade said he later asked Mrs. Clinton in 1988 to pay him back and she did so
by writing him a check.

He said Mrs. Clinton, however, was subsequently reimbursed after Whitewater
lot—owners were sent a letter asking them to make payments to cover their taxes.
"As those checks came in, they were turned over to her," Wade said.

Lindsey confirmed the Clintons wrote the check to Wade, saying they "were “ '
concerned about the nonpayment of real estate taxes and felt they should make
good on them."

But he said he knew of no records indicating they were ever reimbursed. Wade
said Mrs. Clinton might have forgotten because most of the payments would have
been small ~ S SO or less.

IRS regulations in effect at the time suggest there may have been other
reasons why the Clintons should not have claimed the S 1,275 deduction.

The regulations state only the person or entity on whomthe tax is directly
imposed may take the deduction. "For example, a controlling shareholder who pays
his corporation's taxes is not entitled to a deduction..." states a tax law
guide provided by the IRS.

That guide also states that when a third party, such as Mrs. Clinton, steps
in to cover someone else's taxes "and thereby acquires a right to be reimbursed.
the payment should ordinarily be viewed as a loan ... rather than as a
deductible payment of the tax."

The Clintons took a much smaller Whitewater-related deduction four years
earlier, this involving Whitewater Lot 13 - a parcel placed in Mrs. Clinton's
name in 1980, then lent back to the company.

The Clintons sold the lot in 1981 to a Mississippi man namedHilman Logan,
who still owned the property in 1984, land records show.
However, Marion County records indicate Mrs. Clinton paid $ 143.65 on Oct.

10, 1984, for taxes due on Lot 13.
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The Clintons subsequently claimed a real estate tax deduction of $ 144,
rounding off the amount, according to their 1984 return.
A page from a Whitewater check ledger, however. indicates the corporation

reimbursed Mrs. Clinton one month after she made the pasment. A handwritten
notation in the ledger states check no. 000125, dated Nov. S, 1984, was written
to Mrs. Clinton for "reimbursement" of Lot 13 real estate taxes.

In an interview. McDougal said he remembered Whitewater checks reimbursing
Mrs. Clinton for real estate tax payments - "more than one" - and that one year
the amount was S 143.65.

They were always reimbursed," McDougal said.

Whatever the Clintons did with the reimbursements, they didn't put it back in
Whitewater, McDougal said. "I guess they spent it," he Said.
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Transcript I 550-1

TYPE: Live Report

SECTION: News; Domestic

LENGTH: 748 words

HEADLINE: Congressional Hearings Into Whitewater Are Likely

GUESTS: GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS,Senior Policy Adviser

BYLINE: WOLFBLITZER

HIGHLIGHT
It looks as if Congress is going to go forward with hearings into Whitewater.
despite oppostion from the White House. The president's staff is denying any
comparisons between Whitewater and Watergate.

BODY
REID COLLINS, Anchor: Dogged by the Whitewater controversy through the

weekend, the Clinton administration is making a concerted effort now to focus
attention elsewhere today. Well, is it working? CNN senior White House
correspondent Wolf Blitzer joins us, and with an assessment. Wolf?

WOLF BLITZER, Senior White House Correspondent: Reid, the president and his
senior staff are trying to project a business-as-usual atmosphere here at the
White House despite the latest extraordinary developments involving the
Whitewater investigation. But it looks increasingly likely that Congress. under
pressure from Republicans, will now have to go forward with congressional
hearings on Whitewater, something the White House and its supporters in Congress
have been hoping to avoid.

The president returned to the White House within the past hour or so from a
Habitat for Humanity homededication ceremony here in Washington. Press
Secretary Dee Dee Myers says she does not know whether the president or the
first lady was informed of three controversial meetings between treasury
officials and the White House staff on the course of the Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan investigation before they were reported in the news media.
Officials expect that to be the big question Mr. Clinton is asked later today at
his news conference with visiting Georgian leader Eduard Schevardnadze. They
also say the president expects to quickly name a successor to White House
Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, who resigned under pressure on Saturday.
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GEORGESTEPHANOPOULOS. Senior Policy Adviser: Well. first. the chief of staff
right now is working on finding a new White House counsel. and we expect to have
an announcement very, very soon. It will be a person of unimpeachable
integrity, Washington experience, and somebody who when the choice is made
people will say. ‘Yes, the situation is under control,’ number one. Number two,
the president has sent out a memosaying there should be h: contacts whatsoever
with any investigatory agencies without clearance by the Write House counsel.
Obviously. we have to have some contact in order to answer press inquiries and
talk with members of Congress who are conducting investigations, but all of
those contacts must be cleared before anything else happens. And beyond that
there should be no contact whatsoever with the investigative agencies, and we're
going to get back to work.

BLITZER: Meanwhile, garbage is piling up at the White House, including it would
seem here, in the press briefing rooms, as officials await :he release later
today of yet another memofrom Deputy Counsel Joel Kline [s;?] explaining how
they must go through their wastebaskets and all sorts of ctner material to
retrieve any documents or related information subpoenaed Friday night by Special
Counsel Robert Fiske. There's been no garbage collection since Friday. Six
White House officials and fcur current and former treasury cfficials have been
subpoenaed to testify this coming Thursday. Meanwhile, the politics of all of
this seems to be getting rough indeed. The Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers this
morning suggested that Republican accusations that there may be some similarity
between Whitewater and Watergate are simply unseemly. Reid.

COLLINS: Wolf, how- you mentioned at the outset there might be Republican led
investigations on the Hill, but you couldn't investigate any of the principals
at those controversial meetings because they're all under subpoena protection
now, aren't they?

BLITZER: That's correct. And that's going to make congressional hearings a bit
more difficult, though the Republicans, including Jim Leach of Iowa and Senator
Dole, as well as Newt Gingrich the Minority Whip, all of them are demanding that
there be formal hearings. And this morning the House Speaker Tom Foley did
indicate that there may, in fact, be some sort of hearings regarding Whitewater
and the Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan investigation. So, even though
there will be problems as far as the subpoenas are concerned, the hearing on
Capitol Hill almost certainly will go forward at this point.

COLLINS: All right. Wolf Blitzer, live at the White House. thank you.

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However, although
the text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines, it may not have been proofread against
tape.
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BODY
What the Clinton White House has done in playing fast and

loose in ethical conduct is to transform what has not been widely
perceived as a big deal into a very big deal indeed.

The Whitewater/ Madison Guaranty affair, and the possible
involvement in it of President and Mrs. Clinton -— particularly her
-— has never really caught on. Part of the reason for that is in
what the White House has fairly been insisting: No one has charged
the Clintons with any specific wrongdoing.

By far an even larger part of the reason is that the possible
illegalities arising out of this saga of a failed real estate
development and its dealing with a failed savings and loan, dating
back to the Clintons‘ Arkansas days, could not be explained in less
than six paragraphs. It certainly could not be explained in a
television-news sound bite.

That changed dramatically with events over the weekend: Grand
Jury subpoenas served on the White House and top Clinton aides;
forced resignation of White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum. Now all
the complexities of Whitewater/ Madison Guaranty can be reduced to:
""Probing possible White House interference with, and perhaps
attempts to influence a criminal investigation of Bill and Hillary
Clinton. “

That is simple. easily explainable and easily understood.
attention-grabbing -- and not easily explained away. Nussbaum was
involved in -- allowed -- meetings of top White House officials
with the very people who were probing the Clintons, the aim of
which was to talk about that probe. Nussbaum, and everyone involved
in those meetings, on both sides, knew they were wrong, yet they
kept occurring.

Nussbaum deserved to go. He displayed ethical shortcomings
before in involving the FBI in the mass firings at the White House
travel office and in removing files, before the police
investigation, from the office of White House official Vincent
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Foster after Foster committed suicide.
But Nussbaum did not operate in a vacuum. This is Bill and
Hillary Clinton's White House. They set its tone and direction,
particularly in resisting inquiry into whitewater/ Madison Guaranty.

They held some part of the gun with which the White House shot
itself in the foot.
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BODY
For months, Republicans have pressed the White House and Congress's

Democratic majority to look into the involvement of Federal agencies in the
whitewater affair. For months. the White House and Democrats have replied with a
stiff-arm

Now, if the talk on Capitol Hill is any indication, President Clinton is
about to reap the whirlwind of that policy in Congress.

In the House, the top Republican on the Banking Committee, Representative
Jim Leach of Iowa, predicts disclosures of "blockbuster proportions" about the
Whitewater matter in two weeks, when the panel holds its semiannual hearing on
the progress of the Federal savings-and-loan bailout.

Mood of ‘Increasing Unease’

In the Senate. Republicans now promise to block approval of Mr. Clinton's
nominee to head the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation -- and consideration
of other nominations a~ until Democrats convene formal hearings on Whitewater.

More ominous for the White House, Congressional Democrats who have accepted
the Administration's assertions of innocence, and dismissed Republican protests,
are suffering their first twinges of anxiety about their own exposure.

An adviser to one prominent Democrat describes the mood among those senators
as "increasing unease."

"This latest stuff is troubling for some people," said an aide to another
Democratic senator who would probably sit in on a Whitewater inquiry. "We used
to get on Ed Meese for this sort of thing, and it's a little tough to have a
different standard now."

Mr. Meese was the Attorney General in the Reagan Administration whomthe
Democrats accused of mingled political and personal imperatives with his Federal
law-enforcement duties.

Democrats had been able to safely ignore Republican questions about
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Whitewater because the matter is so complex and arcane as to be incomprehensible
to many. But the disclosure that the Treasury Department secretly told the White
House about a Federal inquiry into Whitewater is all too clear, and it has
robbed Mr. Clinton of his White House counsel and Congressional Democrats of
their best defense.

Mr. Clinton's latest misfortune could hardly have come at a more opportune
time for the handful of Republicans whO have been quietly gathering evidence in
the Whitewater affair without any Congressional forum in which to present it.

Mr. Leach has been calling for months for the House Banking Committee to make
at least a tentative inquiry into ties between Mr. Clinton's Whitewater
Development Company and an Arkansas savings and loan association, Madison
Guaranty, that was taken over by the Resolution Trust Corporation, the Federal
savings and loan bailout agency.

Except for the Democratic agreement to hold an overdue and legally required
hearing later this month on the progress of the bailout program, Mr. Leach says
his requests have been stonewalled.

‘Increasingly Troubled‘

So he has sent his own banking experts to Arkansas to conduct their own
inquiry. And he has accepted a stream of tips_§nd_lea§s from whistle-blowers _
who, he says, are afraid to talk to reporters and Federal investigators.

As a result, Mr. Leach said in an interview last week that he was
"increasingly troubled" by the pattern of conduct in the Whitewater affair.

"There appears to be a greater pattern of activity related to savings and
loans than was originally known," Mr. Leach said. "It's becoming increasingly
doubtful in my own mind that, from a tax perspective, this was appropriately
reflected. From an ethical perspective, arrangements appear to have been
dubiously entered into."

Mr. Leach refused to elaborate, but he said he planned to present more
details at the March 24 hearing on the Federal bailout program unless the
Administration made its own clean breast before that.

Elsewhere, the ranking Republican on the House Small Business Committee, Jan
Meyers of Kansas, has dispatched aides to examine financial ties between
Whitewater Development and an Arkansas company accused of fraudulently obtaining
Federal small-business loans.

In the Senate, the heaviest Whitewater labors have been performed by Senator
Alfonse M. D'Amato of New York, the chief Republican on the Banking Committee.
and Lauch Faircloth, a Republican from North Carolina who sits on the same
panel. _

Mr. D'Amato began pressing the Whitewater issue in the banking panel months
ago, and was shunned by the committee's Democrats and the Treasury Department.
In retrospect, one Democratic Senate aide said last week, that was a mistake.

Then Democrats made another mistake: they attacked Mr. D'Amato personally.
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The head of the Democratic National Committee, David Wilhelm, mocked the Senato
for raising questions of ethics, asserting in a letter recently that Mr. D'Amat
had committed perjury before a Long Island grand jury l9 years ago. ~

Mr. D'Amato is still livid about the letter. especially since his original
accusation of an ethical violation involving Whitewater now appears vindicated.
He has since lined up 42 of his 43 fellow Republicans in the Senate -- the
exception is Mark O. Hatfield of Oregon —- to block the nomination of Rikki
Tigert. a longtime friend of Hillary RodhamClinton, to head the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation. And the Senate Republican leader, Bob Dole of Kansas,
hints that other nominations may be blocked unless Democrats schedule Whitewater
hearings.

Mr. D'Amato said of the Democrats: "I don't put anything past them.
Eventually you have to say something smells rotten in Little Rock."

Parallel Investigation

The impact of any Congressional hearings on the independent inquiry into
Whitewater by the special counsel, Robert B. Fiske Jr., is uncertain. Democrats
like Senator Patrick J. Leahy of Vermont argue that hearings would hinder the
inquiry. just as the 1987 hearings on the Iran-contra affair hindered the
criminal investigation into the scandal by giving some witnesses immunity from
prosecution.

But Republicans note that Congress has held scores of other investigative
hearings without damaging later prosecutions.

Mr. Clinton has accused the Republicans of acting in a "blatant, bald and
totally political way" in calling for hearings on Whitewater. But the
Republicans insist they are driven more by a legislative duty to uphold
Government integrity than by politics. If anyone is playing politics, they say,
it is the Democrats who control Congress.

Indeed, the same House Banking Committee that refuses to examine Whitewater
held long hearings in 1990 into a bankrupt Colorado savings and loan association
whose directors included President George Bush's son Neil.

Senate Democratic leaders had scoffed at the need for hearings. But
privately, an aide said on Friday, the leadership is debating whether to hold a
limited hearing on the independence of the Resolution Trust Corporation, if only
to silence Republican accusations of stonewalling. "We're going to be mired in
this until we do what they want," the aide said.
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Vice President Al Gore offered a vigorous defense of President Clinton today.

but acknowledged that “mistakes have been made" in the handling of an inquiry
into an Arkansas land venture and that the White House must approach the case
from now on with "hypersensitivity."

To underscore that commitment. senior Administration officials said Mr.
'“ CIinton would movewithin days to replace Bernard W. Nussbaum, the white House
counsel who is stepping down over the matter, with a successor with Washington
experience and a background that is beyond reproach.

A leading candidate is Charles F. C. Ruff, a former United States Attorney
here who was most recently considered for the job of Deputy Attorney General.
One Administration official said the White House was already "very far down the
road" in talking with Mr. Ruff about the counsel post.

Mr. Gore‘s defense of the Administration comes after a week in which Mr.
Nussbaum and five other senior white House aides received subpoenas to testify
about their contacts with Federal officials investigating a failed Arkansas
savings and loan whose owner was a partner with Mr. Clinton and his wife,
Hillary, in the land venture. The subpoenas were issued by Robert B. Fiske Jr.,
the special counsel investigating the Clintons‘ involvement in the land venture.
the Whitewater Development Company, and the savings and loan, Madison
Guaranty.

Today, on the NBC program "Meet the Press," Mr. Gore blamed Republican
opportunism for the growing prominence of a case in which he said there was no
evidence of wrongdoing.

But the Vice President and other senior officials who appeared on television
news programs to defend Mr. Clinton acknowledged that his political problems had
been compounded by the poor judgment shown by his staff. with the President
facing criticism for relying too heavily on a narrow circle of aides, George
Stephanopoulos, a senior adviser to Mr. Clinton, said on the ABC program "This
Week" that a "heavyweight" would be installed as the new white House lawyer.
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McLarty 3d. was hoping to persuade someone else who had weathered the storms of
previous Administrations to take up the post, officials said.
"Here, the individual is the message," a senior White House official said.
"It will be someone who has unquestioned ifll"gf1CY, unquestioned legal skills,
unquestioned Washington experience. and Commandsauthority and respect."

Mr. Ruff would not comment today on whether he was a candidate for the job,
which does not require Senate confirmation. The White House has passed him over
three times for appointments that would require confirmation by the Senate,
including Attorney General, in part because he has acknowledged having failed to
pay Social Security taxes for a household employee.

Asked about Mr. Ruff in an interview tonight on CNN, Mr. McLarty praised him
as "a person of distinction" but refused to say whether he was being considered
for the ]OD.

with the White House still reeling after last week's disclosure of unorthodox
contacts between Clinton aides and Treasury Department officials prompted the
string of subpoenas and forced Mr. Nussbaum's resignation, senior officials
nevertheless described a sense of urgency tonight about settling on a successor.

Mr. Nussbaum took part in all three meetings at which he and other White
House officials were given information about the status of a confidential
inquiry by the Resolution Trust Fund, the agency overseeing the Federal bailout
of the savings and loan industry, into Madison Guaranty.

Administration officials said they hoped that the choice of a new White House
counsel would add a positive note to what has been a string of bad news about
the Fiske inquiry. But as Republicans continued their criticism today, the
officials said they recognized that more defenses like those mounted by Mr.
Gore, Mr. Stephanopoulos and Mr. McLarty would be needed.

On "This Week," Senator Phil Gramm, the Texas Republican who is considering a
bid for the White House in 1996, called on Mr. Clinton to "begin leveling with
the American people." He said Mr. Clinton was "getting deeper in a hole" that
threatens his Presidency.

But when asked about the inquiry being conducted by Mr. Fiske, Mr. Gore
repeatedly called for "perspective."

"Every bit of information has been given over," the Vice President said. "The
President called for the appointment of a special counsel. The President
voluntarily gave the documents to the special counsel. Everything's that's been
asked for is being given."

While saying there was "still no credible allegation of wrongdoing by anyone
in the Administration," Mr. Gore acknowledged that "mistakes have been made" in
the White House's handling of the matter, including by those who took part in
the meetings.

‘No Appearance of Conflict‘

That passive way of admitting fault echoes the roundabout constructions
favored by past Administrations, as well as the White House's own admission last
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summer that it had mishandled the dismissals of employees in the white House
travel office.
But from now on, Mr. Gore pledged this morning: "There will be
:3persensitivity to every new step involved here so that there will not only be
no conflict, but no appearance of conflict."

The six White House officials and four Treasury officials who received
subpoenas last Friday must all report to Federal District Court here on Thursday
to provide testimony sought by Mr. Fiske.

Because the White House itself also received a subpoena for documents related
to those contacts, every official there through Monday must abide by an edict
that prohibits wastebaskets from being emptied and computer files from being
purged until their contents can be scrutinized to determine if they must be
handed over to Mr. Fiske.

In addition to Mr. Nussbaum, the White House officials compelled to appear at
zhe courthouse are Harold M. Ickes, the deputy chief of staff; Bruce Lindsey, a
senior adviser to Mr. Clinton; Mark D. Gearan, the communications director;
Maggie Williams, Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff, and Lisa Caputo, her press
secretary, all of whomwere named in news accounts as having taken part in at
least one of the meetings with the Treasury officials.

To complicate the matter further, Mr. McLarty acknowledged on CNN today that
cne of the three sessions had been arranged by his office and that he had known
about it in advance.

In seeking a replacement for Mr. Nussbaum, White House officials acknowledged
today that their constraints were not just self-imposed. In a television
interview, Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan. the New York Democrat, said it was
important that Mr. Clinton choose as his counsel "someone who is not a friend of
anybody working there now, but is a friend of the institution of the Presidency
and will be a good attorney for the President."

GRAPHIC: Photo: Vice President Al Gore defending President Clinton on the NBC
program "Meet the Press." (Associated Press)
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I called Bernard Nussbaum last Wednesday to find out whether he had hired a

lawyer for himself; he had not. Further poking-about revealed that no White
House aides had yet been asked about their cozy consultation with
"investigators," nor had a warning been issued about destroying notes of the
improper meeting.

The barb here about that laxity, made puissant by The Washington Post's
stunning revelation of two similar abuses of White House influence, helped get
the non-independent counsel off his duff.

Mr. Nussbaum seemed a lonely man last week; it turns out he was in the midst
of a four-day White House freeze-out, which ended in a 90-minute Presidential
session Friday night. He must have argued to Mr. Clinton that the recent meeting
that precipitated the firestorm was the handiwork of a blundering "damage
control" aide, not the White House counsel.

But Nussbaum had attended without objection; taken with previous episodes of
zealous protection of the President, it made him the first to be cast off the
sled.

A confession: I like the scrappy Bernie Nussbaum and admire his loyalty. He
is neither an evil genius nor a political shmegegge. But his feisty resignation
blasting "those who do not understand . . . the role and obligations of a
lawyer" shows how the aide called "the President's lawyer“ thinks that is what
he is.

He is not. The White House counsel is supposed to advise the President on
official, governmental matters only ——not on any personal action taken before
or after his inauguration. Deputy counsel Vincent Foster, before his apparent
suicide, was ignoring that restriction in protecting the Whitewater file; Mr.
Nussbaum then continued that protection by secretly sending the personally
embarrassing file to the Clintons' private attorney.

A precedent on "privilege": A generation ago, Nixon counsel James St. Clair
called acting Attorney General Laurence Silberman to complain about the special
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prosecutor's call of another attorney helping Nixon. Fred Buzhardt, to appear
before a grand jury. What about attorney-client privilege? Silberman, now a
Federal appellate judge, advised there was no such privilege: Buzhardt worked
for the government, not for Nixon personally. Astonished, St. Clair said "Then
that applies to me." Which it did.

The White House counsel's only real "client" is the people; no government
official can claim attorney-client privilege in consulting him. But on official
matters. he and the President sometimes claim confidentiality through a modern
notion of "executive privilege." That may be why Nussbaum -- with the Clintons‘
interests at heart -- fought the impulse of uninformed White House spin doctors
to make him the scapegoat.

Why does he want to remain until April 5? Not for the stated "orderly
transition," which his deputy could handle, or to stay on the public payroll,
which costs the successful corporate lawyer $150,000 a month. Perhaps he lingers
to maintain a semblance of executive privilege before a grand jury, which will
diminish after he is set adrift.

Three days from now, that grand jury will watch an ill—prepared prosecutor
examine a parade of meeting participants. Having moved too slowly last week,
Robert Fiske is moving too hastily this week, putting on a dramatic show of
prosecutorial muscle, letting us in the media jerk his chain. (Free the "Clinton
lO"!)

He should first interview all the participants and their aides, basing
specific questions on subpoenaed notes, calendars and computer records. He would
discover how best to obtain sworn testimony from seekers or disclosers of
investigative data, as well as any participation by potential targets in
selecting Fiske as their investigator.

In this fair and systematic way, grand jury testimony could be taken to
reconstruct meetings with the Clintons —- as, for example, in the period just
after the Foster death and before Nussbaum's turnover of the 27 pieces of a
note. (Ink your thumbs and tear a single page four times: I get 32 pieces and
thumbprints all over.) Did Hillary know Foster kept the Whitewater file?

To defend themselves, the President and First Lady cannot turn with
privileged confidence to the replacement White House counsel. The Clintons, with
no personal fortune, are entitled to private support from a legal-defense fund.
Start one now.
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BODY
The polite exchange of letters Saturday between President Clinton and his

resigning chief counsel Bernard Nussbaum merely hinted the ballooning Whitewater
affair was at the bottom of the top lawyer's departure.

But white House watchers know there are plenty of reasons the tough-as-nails
lawyer quit besides the mysterious land deal in the Ozarks, now the subject of
subpoenas served on key Clinton administration figures.

Nussbaum was controversial at the white House right from his early 1993
start.

In recent days, Clinton pointedly passed up repeated chances to defend
Nussbaum from charges of meddling in federal probes of the Whitewater venture
and its ties to a savings and loan run by friends of the Clintons.

"Your friendship and advice have meant a great deal to me,“ Clinton wrote
Nussbaum in accepting his resignation. He noted the role Nussbaumplayed in
helping select Attorney General Janet Reno, FBI director Louis Freeh, and
Supreme Court justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg.

He added, “You gave this administration one of its liveliest spirits and
keenest minds."

He might well have added: "and biggest headaches."

For Clinton was angered, aides say, over revelations Nussbaummet privately
last fall and winter with Treasury officials to hash over the federal inquiry
into the failed Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan.

Several White House aides have groused about the intransigence of Nussbaum in
fighting the appointment of a special counsel who could clear the Clinton name.

The criticism has included Nussbaum's involvement in:

-- The sporadic search for an attorney general as two candidates failed
because Nussbaum apparently shrugged off the fact they hadn't paid taxes on
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their nannies.
—- The failed nomination of Lani Guinier to the Justice Department's top
FlV1l rights job when Clinton was not briefed on her controversial writings
about minority representation.

—- The firing - later reversed - of the White House travel staff, to replace
them with a Clinton relative and to open the White House air charter business to
a firm partly owned by Clinton friends.

But Nussbaum's eventual departure began with his removal of Whitewater papers
from the office of his deputy, Vincent Foster - after Foster's apparent suicide
July 20 but before police and FBI agents were allowed in his office.

Nussbaum's departure resounds with irony - his resignation Saturday came 20
years to the day the House Judiciary Committee instructed its lawyers to obtain
Watergate tapes and documents from President Richard Nixon. That panel's senior
staff lawyer: Nussbaum.

And Nussbaum's aide was a promising young lawyer from Yale named Hillary
Rodham - now the first lady and a key character in the burgeoning drama of
Whitewater.

“I now believe I can best serve you by returning to private life." Nussbaum
wrote Clinton.

"He served the president loyally and faithfully, and I'm not going to
criticize him," senior advisor George Stephanopoulos said on ABC's This Week
with David Brinkley.

As for a replacement, Vice President Gore said on NBC's Meet the Press,
"There is no leading candidate . . . as of yet. I would expect you'd see
movement . . . pretty quickly.“

Nussbaum, a millionaire who turns 57 in two weeks, was an influential Wall
Street lawyer - making 5 1.8 million the year before he joined the White House.

He owns a Park Avenue apartment. a home in Scarsdale, a condo in Puerto Rico,
and a New York Giants Stadium skybox.

A Columbia and Harvard Law graduate, Nussbaum probably enjoyed his personal
zenith of favorable publicity in 1990, when he saved the venerable Manhattan law
firm of Kaye, Scholer, Fierman, Hays and Handler.

The firm had its assets frozen by the federal government, which was seeking S
275 million in fines and penalties for its questionable representation of
convicted savings and loan felon Charles Keating.

Nussbaum negotiated the fines down to S 41 million - S 25 million of it
covered by insurance. The win led him to ignore media criticism.

"The judgment I look to is not the judgment of The New York Times, but the
judgment of history,“ he told Gannett News Service last summer. "I will continue
to serve as long as the president believes I am performing well for him."
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Last summer. Nussbaum recalled that in 1974 he saw a president "destroyed by
his own paranoia. and by assistants who fed that paranoia rather than resist it.
That's a strong memory. I am the lawyer for a totally different kind of
president."

Nixon's White House counsel, John Dean, ultimately provided the key evidence
and testimony that his boss tried to cover up White House involvement in the
1972 burglary at Democratic headquarters in the Watergate apartments.

For a full week in 1974, Nussbaum sat by Dean's side, switching a tape
machine on and off so Dean could interpret the whispered, convoluted
instructions on Nixon's notorious Oval Office recordings.

GRAPHIC; PHOTO. b/w, Matt Mendelsohn, USA TODAY; PHOTO, b/w, Joe Marquette.
AP; PHOTO, b/w, USA TODAY
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HEADLINE: Behind Whitewater, and what's ahead

BYLINE; Dennis Cauchcn

BODY
Here is a look a: some of the ethical and legal questions raised in the

Whitewater land deal investigation, which led to the resignation of white House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum:

-- Whitewater. The whitewater controversy's roots go back to 1976, when Bill
and Hillary Clinton became partners with James McDougal in a 230-acre parcel of
land in north Arkansas. McDougal later owned Madison S&L, which went broke and
cost taxpayers more than S 47 million. Questions about the whitewater investment
led to a broader probe of the ethics of the Clintons and their associates.

-- James McDougal. A bankruptcy trustee in Los Angeles is investigating
whether McDougal improperly hid his ownership of Whitewater when he filed for
bankruptcy in 1991. Also, Madison, under McDougal, may have improperly funneled
money to pay off Clinton campaign debts in 1985. Arkansas judge David Hale,
indicted for defrauding the Small Business Administration, claims Clinton
pressured him to make an SBA-backed loan to a company owned by McDougal's wife.
Susan.
-- Handling of investigation. The Clintons’ handling of the whitewater matter
has raised more questions. especially Nussbaum's handling of documents and
meetings. Aides say President Clinton was not told about the three meetings that
led to Nussbaum's resignation and learned of them from news reports.

STATUS: Clinton has promised full cooperation with special prosecutor. Hale
goes on trial March 28.

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS: The Clintons could face civil or tax liabilities. Aides
could lose jobs. But the most serious threat is political damage, which appears
to have hurt chances for health-care reform.

VINCENT FOSTER SUICIDE

Deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster was found dead of a bullet wound to
the head in an apparent suicide on July 20, 1993. His boss, Nussbaum, searched
Foster's office before U.S. Park Police did, and removed Whitewater files.
Foster's Whitewater files were turned over to Clinton's private lawyer, David
Kendall. In an unusual deal, Kendall negotiated terms under which those files
were subpoenaed by the Justice Department.
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STATUS: Special prosecutor Robert Fiske has reopened investigation into
Foster's death.
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS: Fiske could challenge the suicide ruling and say

Nussbaum's removal of Whitewater files had obstructed the Park Police inquiry.

WHITE HOUSEMEETINGS

White House staffers met three times with government officials investigating
whitewater, particularly the connection between the Clintons and the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan. Republicans charge that the meetings were
improper, possibly an obstruction of justice. Nussbaum attended all three
meetings.

-- September 1993. Treasury Department general counsel Jean Hanson tells
Nussbaum the Clintons have been named in criminal referral involving Madison SLL
but not accused of wrongdoing.

-- October 1993. High-ranking White House and Treasury Department officials
meet in Nussbaum's office to discuss the criminal referrals. White House
officials include Nussbaum. communications director Mark Gearan and senior
adviser Bruce Lindsey, who's handling Whitewater response. Treasury officials
include the department's general counsel, chief of staff and press secretary.

-- February 1994. Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger Altman meets with Nussbaum,
White House deputy chief of staff Harold Ickes and Hillary Clinton's chief of
staff Margaret Williams. Altman is acting chief of the Resolution Trust Corp.,
which handles S&L bailouts. Altman says the meeting was designed to give the
White House "a heads up" on RTC procedures.

STATUS: Nussbaum resigns as White House counsel, effective April 5. Altman
withdraws from participating in Whitewater on Feb. 25, a day after revealing the
meetings. White House chief of staff Thomas "Mack" McLarty issues memo
admonishing White House staff against further meetings. Fiske expands probe to
include the three meetings and subpoenas Nussbaum, Altman and others involved.
Treasury and RTC inspectors general asked to investigate propriety of meetings.

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS: Fiske could conclude the meetings were an illegal effort
to obstruct the Whitewater probe. The meetings also may have violated federal
ethics rules.

THE ROSE LAW FIRM

-- Web Hubbell. Associate Attorney General Hubbell represented federal
regulators in a suit against the accountants of Madison S&L, although his
father-in-law was a major borrower from Madison.

Also, the Rose Law Firm is researching whether Hubbell improperly billed some
clients and charged personal expenses to the firm. The Rose Law Firm inquiry
includes expenses the firm had to pay in a parking meter patent suit in which
Hubbell represented his in-laws.

-- Shredded documents. A courier said the Rose Law Firm recently shredded
some documents that came from boxes that had Vince Foster's initials on them.
Foster, Hubbell and Hillary Clinton were partners in the Rose Law Firm.
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-> Dan Lasater. The Chicago Tribune has raised questions about Hillary
Clinton's role in representing federal regulators in a suit against a Clinton
family friend. The regulators, on behalf of a failed Illinois SQL, sued an
Arkansas securities firm owned by Dan Lasater, who was a contributor to Clinton
campaigns and involved with the cocaine convidtion of Clinton's brother Roger.
The S 3.3 million suit against Lasater was settled for 5 200,000.

STATUS: Fiske called the courier before a grand jury last week to testify
about shredded documents. Rose Law Firm assured him no relevant documents were
being destroyed. Hubbell denies all wrongdoing. Federal regulators determined
the law firm hadn't violated conflict-of-interest rules in the Madison case.
Fiske is reviewing the Lasater issue.

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS: Fiske could find the law firm tried to thwart his probe.
Hubbell could lose his job, be censured for his Madison role and end up in a
legal dispute with his old firm. Hillary Clinton could be censured for
representing the government in a suit against a friend.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Democrat-Gazette; PHOTO, b/w, White House; PHOTO, b/w,
AP; PHOTO, b/w, Danny Johnston. AP
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HEADLINE: Gore Asserts ‘Fire Hall‘ on whitewater;
Republicans Accused Of Exploiting Issues
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BODY
Top white House officials, including Vice President Gore, yesterday asserted

that the White House has built a "fire wall" to guard against further "mistakes"
in the handling of the Whitewater issue.

Gore and White House senior adviser George Stephanopoulos accused Republicans
of exploiting the Whitewater issues that involve investment by the Clintons in
the whitewater Development Corp., an Ozarks real estate development firm, and
its ties to an Arkansas savings and loan association that failed.

But Sen. Phil Gramm (R-Tex.) and others said President Clinton was "digging
himself into a hole" because senior white House staff members were briefed on
Whitewater issues by Treasury Department officials investigating the Madison
Guaranty Savings 5 Loan failure and because departing White House counsel
Bernard Nussbaum involved himself in the probes.

Gore, appearing on NBC's "Meet the Press," said memos issued last week to the
White House staff banning discussions with outside agencies on the Whitewater
and Madison matters have built a "fire wall, preventing any kind of contact on
this matter between people in the White House and people who are conducting the
investigation. Wewill have the highest ethical standards in this White House."

Gore admitted the White House had mademistakes in allowing, on three
occasions, senior officials to be briefed by Treasury Department officials on
the status of the Resolution Trust Corp. investigation into the failure of
Madison. The RTC in October asked the Justice Department to pursue a criminal
investigation of the Madison failure and named the President and Hillary Rodham
Clinton as possible beneficiaries of illegal Madison practices. The Clinton!
were not cited for any wrongdoing.

The nine White House and Treasury officials involved in the three discussions
were subpoenaed Friday by Robert B. Fiske Jr., the Whitewater special counsel,
and were ordered to produce all their records and memoson the meetings at a
grand jury proceeding this Thursday. In part because of his role in all three
meetings, Nussbaumwas forced to resign Saturday and will leave April 5.
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Gore and Stephanopoulos said yesterday Republicans were pushing the issue to
harm Clinton's public standing. "There is an enormous amount of partisanship‘ in
the issue, Gore said. "what would you do if you were in the opposition and you
saw an opportunity to make a dent in this growing popularity [of the
presidentl?" he asked.

Stephanopoulos told ABC's "This week with David Brinkley," "The Republicans
can't run on the economy. They can't run on health care. They can't run on
welfare, and they can't run on crime. So they're going to try to exploit this
issue." But he acknowledged, "We shouldn't help them by making mistakes. That's
our fault."

The three meetings. he said, "should not have happened even though, as I have
said, we don't believe anything unethical occurred" in those sessions. white
House Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty made the same case on CNN's "Late
Edition."

McLarty acknowledged that he had arranged one of the meetings but had not
attended it. That session was one in which Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C.
Altman last month briefed the deputy chief of staff. Harold Ickes; the First
Lady's chief of staff, Margaret Williams; and Nussbaum on the RTC procedures for
handling civil cases growing out of Madison's collapse.

McLarty said the meeting was not improper and had not alarmed him because it
was "purely informational" in that its subject was information already provided
to Congress and others. But in retrospect, he said the session should not have
been held. Altman, who serves as acting head of the RTC because of the absence
of a politically appointed head, has said the session showed "bad judgment‘ on
his part.

Gramm, also appearing on the Brinkley show, said Clinton's trouble with
Whitewater is "getting worse ... when you start getting in a position where it
looks like you're covering things up... . when you start interfering with
investigations, that can quickly become obstruction of justice."

Grammcalled on Clinton to "make all this information public, answer all the
questions and whatever dirty linen's there. It will look better now than it's
going to look a month from now." If Clinton "continues to have Hhite House
counsel interfere in investigations and officials of regulatory agencies over to
brief staff ... that can quickly become obstruction of justice."

If the president "wants to serve his term out, he's going to have to begin by
leveling with the American people," he said.

Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.) issued statements Saturday and yesterday
saying Clinton's presidency is in danger because of the conduct of his aides.
D'Amato and 42 other Republican senators have called for congressional hearings
on the three sessions, but the Democrats have given little sign of relenting on
what would be a forum for attacking the Clinton team.

House ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski (D-Ill.), whose
committee oversees the Treasury Department, was asked yesterday on the Brinkley
show if he would hold hearings on Treasury officials‘ roles in the three
meetings. He replied that if Treasury secretary Lloyd Bentsen calls him or if ‘I
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call him ... and there's a discussion, we'll take a look at it."

Administration officials have said publicly that hearings are up to the
Democratic leadership in Congress, and Stephanopoulos repeated that yesterday.
Another official said yesterday that because Fiske has subpoenaed documents and
officials involv d ' '

e in the meetings, it would be difficult for them to testify
before congressional hearings.
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House Nays and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski yesterday became
the first senior congressional Democrat to say he would consider holding
hearings on the white House's handling of the Whitewater-Madison affair.

A decision would come after talking with Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen,
the Illinois Democrat said on Ago-Tv;s "This week." The Ways &nd_Mean3.CommiL§eQ
has oversight authority over the Treasury Department.

"He hasn't discussed it with me," Mr. Rostenkowski said. "If I call him or
he calls me and there's a discussion, we'll take a look at it." he said.

The chorus of criticism swelled yesterday as President and Mrs. Clinton's
ties to a bankrupt thrift and failed land deal and the White House handling of a
federal probe were compared to Watergate.

"Richard Nixon turned a third-rate burglary into a constitutional crisis by
not leveling, by interfering in the investigation," Sen. Phil Gramm, Texas
Republican, said on the same ABC program.

"I think the president can solve his problem in one simple way - make all
this information public, answer all the questions, and whatever dirty linen is
there, it will look better now than it's going to look a month from now or a
year from now," Mr. Grammsaid.

"I think the president is getting deeper in a hole, and I think if the
president continues to have officials of the regulatory agencies over to the
White House to brief staff, if the president continues to have White House
counsels interfere in investigations, that can quickly become obstruction of
justice if you're not careful about it," he said, referring to the obstruction
of justice allegations facing President Nixon at the time of his resignation.

Mr. Rostenkowski is the first senior memberof Mr. Clinton's party to
raise the prospects of a Capitol Hill inquiry into the propriety of white House
aides being briefed by Treasury Department officials about the
Whitewater-Madison affair. His remarks capped a weekend of damaging
developments in the affair.
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Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. subpoenaed six White House officials
and three Treasury Department officials Friday to testify before a grand jury
that is investigating whether there was any improper connection between
whitewater Development Corp., a failed land venture in which the Clintons were
partners, and Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, a failed Arkansas
financial institution.

On Saturday, white House Counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum resigned after the
disclosure that he met Treasury officials for a briefing on the status of
inquiries into Madison, the thrift owned by James McDougal, one of the Clintons‘
Whitewater partners.

Mr. Rostenkowski's response to a question about whether the Ways and Means
Committee will hold hearings comes less than a week after Mr. Clinton appeared
with Mr. Rostenkowski in Chicago in the midst of the 66-year-old lawmaker's
battle to win a 19th term.

Mr. Rostenkowski and Mr. Clinton shared a platform Feb. 28 in Chicago.
where Mr. Rostenkowsi is in a tough re-election battle. Mr. Rostenkowski is
under federal investigation for the alleged embezzlement of $22,000 from the
House post office.

white House spokesman Donald Steinberg said yesterday the administration has
no comment on Mr. Rostenkowski's remarks, adding that Mr. Clinton's trip to
Chicago was not a campaign trip. The topic of the president's speech that day
was crime.

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, New York Republican, told the Associated Press that
because of the administration's attempt to stonewall the investigation, the
issue has "the potential of being as great, if not greater, than watergate."

The presidency is in danger, he said, "as a result of the continued conduct
and the continued pattern of deception."

Vice President Al Gore, speaking on NBC-TV‘s "Meet the Press." acknowledged
that "mistakes were made," but said the continuing criticism was being driven by
partisan politics.

"I think there's an enormous amount of partisanship in it, of course," Mr.
Gore said.

House Republican whip Newt Gingrich of Georgia, in a CNN interview, denied
Mr. Gore's assertion of partisan—driven allegations. "We had nothing to do
with the Nussbaum resignation.“ he said.

"The truth is the Clintons have to grow up and face the reality" that news
stories about the Whitewater-Madison affair are not connected to the Republican
Party.

"The Clintons have a number of relationships that have to be looked at in a
very serious way," Mr. Gingrich said.

White House Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty was asked on CNN's
"Late Edition" whether Mrs. Clinton was aware that Treasury Department
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officials were briefing Hhite House officials on the status of the
Whitewater-Madison probe.

"I don't believe she was; she may have been," Mr. McLarty said. "I simply
don't know that." Mrs. Clinton's chief of staff attended one meeting.

was the president aware of the meetings? "I don't believe he was," replied
Mr. Mcbarty. "I think the meetings were arranged through my office."

Mr. Gore said the white House would attempt in the future to avoid even the
appearance of impropriety.

"we will have the highest ethical standards in this white House.“ Mr. Gore
said.
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Subpoenas, shredded documents, special prosecutors and White House
resignations: Whitewater watchers are asking one another whether they haven't
heard this music before, with different lyrics. The late Nixon era, circa 1973,
comes to mind.

The parallels between Whitewater and Watergate so far are superficial. Some
major themes running through the two stories are likely never to converge. Few
predict the affair will drive the president from office in disgrace, although
two Republican senators yesterday suggested, if by implication, that
possibility.

"Richard Nixon turned a third-rate burglary into a constitutional crisis by
not leveling, by interfering with the investigation," Sen. Phil Grammof Texas
told interviewers on ABC-TV. "If the president wants to serve this term cut, he
is going to have to begin by leveling with the American people. The president
is getting deeper in a hole."

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York told the Associated Press that as a result
of what he says is the administration's attempt to stonewall the investigation,
the issue has "the potential of being as great if not greater than Watergate.
The presidency is in danger as a result of the continued conduct and the
continued pattern of deception."

Pundits across the political spectrum are beginning to write and speak of
Whitewater in serious terms. William Safire writes in the New York Times, "As
coverups go, Whitewatergate rates a B ~ less clumsy than Watergate but not as
effective as Iraqgate."

Albert R. Hunt writes in a column in the Wall Street Journal: "If the
current performance continues . . . it's less than a long-shot bet that one or
two White House aides could end up in the slammer - not for what happened in
Arkansas in the 1980s, but for the way matters are being mishandled in the
19905."

And the New York Times declared in an editorial Friday that Mr. Clinton's
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fldm1fllSCT8C10fl is "easily the most reckless in interfering with the integrity of
federal investigative agencies since that of Richard Nixon."

More than two years elapsed between June 1972, when burglars entered the
offices of the Democratic National Committee at the Watergate building on
Virginia Avenue NW, hard by the Kennedy Center, and Aug. 8, 1974, when
President Nixon resigned to avoid a certain impeachment by the House of
Representatives and a trial by the Senate.

Questions were first raised about.the Whitewater investment, and the
involvement of Mr. Clinton and his wife, Hillary, early in the 1992
presidential campaign, but the controversy lay dormant until last fall, when
several newspapers began looking into it again.

The story seized the capital's attention Dec. 20 when The Washington Times
reported that White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum and two Clinton political
aides had entered the office of Deputy Counsel Vincent W. Foster Jr. shortly
after his body was found at Fort Marcy Park, and had stripped his files of
Whitewater documents.

In an interesting coincidence, Mr. Nussbaum, who resigned Saturday after
questions related to the Whitewater-Madison probe continued to linger, served as
staff counsel for the House Judiciary Committee when it looked into the
impeachment of Mr. Nixon in 1974. He became friends at that time with Hillary
Rodham, who worked on the committee staff, and who one day took her beau from
Arkansas in to meet Mr. Nussbaum.

As different as the controversies are, there are fascinating parallels:

' White House counsel resigns.

Nixon White House Counsel John Dean resigned April 30, 1973, then became a
major witness for the various investigative bodies. His testimony is considered
the principal element in the fall of Mr. Nixon.

Mr. Nussbaum, despite his resignation, will likely remain a principal
player in the unfolding drama. His files have been subpoenaed, and he has been
called before a grand jury. A police file on the Foster death contains
statements about what officers considered his interference in their
investigation.

' White House subpoenas.

The Nixon White House began to unravel after subpoenas for the president's
records and documents were issued in spring 1973. When it later was revealed he
had taped conversations in the Oval Office, they fell under the subpoenas. A_
bitter battle ensued and greatly weakened Mr. Nixon's power to stay in office.

The Clinton White House has said it will respond to subpoenas issued Friday
by Whitewater-Madison special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. But some signs of
resistance - similar to Nixon administration resistance that put the term
"stonewalling" into the political lexicon - have been noted. The records
secretly taken from Mr. Foster's office were belatedly and reluctantly turned
over to the Justice Department in December.
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~ No~problem defense.
Nixon White House officials initially characterized Watergate as a

"third-rate burglary" they knew nothing about.

The Clinton White House has characterized the Whitewater Development Corp.
< a partnership of the Clintons with James B. McDougal, president of the
now—defunct Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, and his wife, Susan
- as a cut-rate real estate venture in which the Clintons lost money. The White
House says the first family lost $68,900; Mr. McDougal puts the figure at
$13, 500.

' The money trail.

An early lead in Watergate led reporters to Mexico to obtain the checks from
the Campaign to Re-elect the President to the Watergate burglars.

An early development in the Whitewater investigation was the discovery that
someone other than the person named wrote a $3,000 check to help Mr. Clinton
pay off a personal loan used to retire a campaign debt.

Other records that have surfaced indicate a pattern of questionable loans —
all of them defaulted on - to pay off Clinton campaign debts.

' Interference with law enforcement.

The Nixon White House attempted to control the early FBI investigation of
the Watergate break-in through contacts in federal law enforcement.

The Clinton White House has been accused by police and FBI agents in a
sealed file on the Foster death with attempting to control U.S. Park Police and
FBI probes of that death. Former FBI Director William Sessions, who left office
the day before Mr. Foster died, has said the Foster probe was "compromised from
the beginning" by White House interference.

' Slow press reaction.

The lack of early public reaction to Watergate was shown by the landslide
1972 re-election of Mr. Nixon, who took 61 percent of the vote more than four
months after.the break-in. The early response by most reporters was equally
tepid, leading to the legend of Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein of The
Washington Post bringing down the presidency.

Whitewater surfaced in the national media in March 1992, but Mr. Clinton
won the election eight months later. After the matter was reopened last fall,
few Washington insiders immediately factored it into their view of Mr. Clinton,
and most Washington reporters looked the other way.

' Shredded and missing documents.

Before the gaps were discovered in the White House tapes. Nixon officials
shredded and burned documents related to the Watergate break-in. Crucial
financial documents were never found.
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The Rose Law Firm of Little Rock. Ark., of which Mrs. Clinton, Associate
Attorney General Webster Hubbell and Mr. Foster were partners, shredded
Whitewater documents in early February, The Washington Times reported Feb. 9.
The New York Times reported last week that a Rose employee has told a

federal grand jury in Little Rock that the firm shredded files belonging to Mr.
Foster. Officials at the Rose firm. which had dealings with Madison, insist
that any shredding was unrelated to the Whitewater-Madison probe.

White House officials have reported other Whitewater documents missing.

' Full disclosure.

Mr. Nixon insisted for months that anyone listening to the White House
tapes would come to the conclusion he was innocent of any wrongdoing, but he
fiercely fought to keep the tapes "privileged White House information."

Mr. Clinton has insisted that a full investigation of Whitewater will clear
him of any wrongdoing, but the phrase "privileged information" has been used
once more. A police officer quoted Mr. Nussbaum as using the term repeatedly
when police tried to check documents in Mr. Foster's office.

' White House contradictions.

Nixon spokesman Ron Ziegler constantly revised his denials of wrongdoing,
undermining his credibility.

Clinton spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers has offered changing versions of events.
In December, the White House said all documents in White House possession
related to the Whitewater land deal had been turned over to the Justice
Department, then Miss Myers the next day said some documents hadn't been handed
over. -

Last week, Miss Myers first said meetings between White House officials and
federal regulators who were investigating Madison were not wrong, then said the
meetings did appear improper.

' Special prosecutors.

Archibald Cox became the nemesis of the Nixon White House after he was
appointed in May 1973 to handle the Watergate investigation as a special
prosecutor.

Mr. Fiske, who aroused the suspicions of Republicans and other critics of
the Clinton White House, has made a dramatic early impression as a tough.
no-nonsense prosecutor by warning the Rose Law Firm to take care of all
Whitewater documents in its posession and by subpoenaing White House officials
and documents.

GRAPHIC: Graphics (color), A) Watergate: Richard Nixon was brought down 20
years ago in a scandal named for the D.C. hotel-office- condo complex.; B)
Whitewater: An investment in Arkansas vacation land threatens to unravel the
presidency of Bill Clinton. ; Photos, A) Sens. Phil Gramm (left) and AlfOn8e
D'Amato discuss Whitewater.; B) Sens. Howard Baker (left) and Sam Ervin
(center) at Watergate hearings., A) By Ruth Fremson/The Washington Times; B) No
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Couriers from the Rose Law Firm were summonedto the Arkansas governor's
mansion in Little Rock during the 1992 presidential campaign by Hillary Rodham
Clinton, who personally handed over records to be shredded at the firm's
downtown office, three current or former Rose employees have told The Washington
Times.__ . ____,_.

They gave this account:

The shredding began after the New York Times reported on March 8. 1992. the
involvement of Gov. Bill Clinton and his wife in a tangled north Arkansas real
estate venture known as Whitewater Development Corp.

Mrs. Clinton gave the couriers sealed, unmarked envelopes with instructions
that they were to be shredded at the firm. Couriers made at least six other
"mansion runs" during the campaign.

Other records from Mrs. Clinton's office at the firm. where she was a
senior partner, also were shredded on the orders of other officials.

The shredding continued through the Nov. 3 general election. in which Mr.
Clinton defeated President Bush.

"There were a number of runs to the mansion by several different couriers,"
said one former Rose employee, who asked not to be identified. "The
instructions were always the same. The records were to be taken back to the
firm and shredded."

The shredding, according to the current and former Rose employees
interviewed by The Washington Times, was not limited to Mrs. Clinton. Records
belonging to Rose firm partners Webster L. Hubbell, now associate attorney
general, the third highest-ranking officer at the Justice Department; Vincent W.
Foster Jr., former White House deputy counsel; and William H. Kennedy III.
associate White House counsel. also were shredded.

"A lot of papers were run through the shredder, I can assure you of that,"
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said a current employv» of the firm, who requested anonymity. "A conservative
estimate would be that more than a dozen boxes of documents ultimately were
destroyed."

The nature of the records included in the envelopes handed over by Mrs.
Clinton is not clear. nor is the content of the documents in the boxes taken
from her office at the Rose Law Firm. All were to be shredded. Neither is it
clear which records from the Rose firm Mrs. Clinton would have kept at the
governor's mansion, which is a mile and a half from the Rose offices on East
Fourth Street in Little Rock.

The Clintons' Whitewater partners, James B. McDougal and his wife, Susan,
now divorced. have said they personally delivered all of the Whitewater records
to the governor's mansion in December 1987 at Mrs. Clinton's request.

During the presidential campaign, the Clintons said the records had
disappeared.

Federal investigators declined last November to open a criminal prosecution
regarding the manipulation of funds to Whitewater through Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan Association, owned by Mr. McDougal, because documents
detailing the venture could not be found.

The Resolution Trust Corp., which oversees failed satsl had recommended to
the Justice Department in October that it consider a prosecution based on
reports that funds from Madison had been diverted to whitewater and eventually
routed to Mr. Clinton's successful 1984 gubernatorial campaign. This would
have been a violation of the law.

Federal law enforcement sources said records describing such a transaction
could not be located.

A confidential report submitted by prosecutors in Little Rock to the Justice
Department's criminal division in Washington said the case was being shelved
because of "a lack of specific evidence," said one law enforcement official
familiar with the referral.

Federal inquiries continue based on nine other RTC referrals, including
questions surrounding Madison's dealings in other loans and its involvement with
Mr. Clinton and his successor. Gov. Jim Guy Tucker.

Ronald M. Clark. managing partner at the Rose firm, did not return calls to
his office last week for comment. Mr. Clark has denied that the firm
improperly destroyed any documents.

He has declined to return several telephone calls seeking comment. In a
statement sent to The washington Times via facsimile, Mr. Clark said his firm
had "actively made every effort to preserve all the files" connected to the
whitewater-Madison investigation conducted by special sounsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr:

Mr. Clark disputed a dispatch in the New York Times, published last week,
that records belonging to Mr. Foster also had been shredded.
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The newspaper said a Rose firm employee. Jeremy Hedges. testified before a
federal grand jury in Little Rock that he had been ordered to destroy a box of
records from Mr. Foster's files in late January. Mr. Hedges, according to the
Times, told the grand Jury the records were marked VHF, Mr. Foster's initials,
although he did not know which specific documents were included.

The New York Times, in interviews with lawyers and former Rose firm
employees, also described a shredding system in place at the firm, identifying
separate trash cans for lawyers and secretaries for documents that were to be
shredded daily. The lawyers and employees said the system was put in place in
1991, shortly after Mr. Clinton announced his candidacy.

Mr. Foster, whose body was found July 20 in a Virginia park in what police
authorities have said was a suicide, was the Clintons' personal lawyer and
handled, among other things, their whitewater dealings. He handled the November
1992 sale of the Clintons' half-share of whitewater to Mr. McDougal for $1,000,
and discovered in December 1992 Hhitewater's failure to file corporate income
tax records for a three-year period.

.Mr. Foster also was responsible for the creation of a blind trust for the
Clintons' assets to satisfy ethical concerns about their personal business
deals. The task was not completed until six months after Mr. Clinton took
office - and three days before Mr. Foster's death.

A longtime Clinton friend, Mr. Foster also was a business partner with Mrs.
Clinton, along with Mr. Hubbell, in an investment'group and a stock
partnership. The two businesses, whose records were maintained at the Rose
firm, were Value Partners and Midlife Investors Inc.

In addition to the January shredding incident described last week by the New
York Times, another Rose firm employee told The Washington Times last month that
documents showing the Clintons' involvement in the Whitewater project had also
been ordered destroyed.

That shredding incident, according to the employee, occurred Feb. 3. A Rose
firm employee who reportedly took part in the shredding declined to comment but
refused to say that the incident did not happen.

Mr. Fiske. assigned Jan. 20 by Attorney General Janet Reno to look into
allegations of financial irregularities involving Madison and the Whitewater
venture, has said he will look into the shredding allegations.

He has ordered the Rose firm not to destroy any Whitewater-Madison documents
or computer tapes. FBI agents also have interviewed several Rose firm
employees, and others have been called before a grand jury to commenton the
shredding allegations. The interviews are continuing.

Mr. Clinton has denied any wrongdoing, saying he and his wife did "nothing
improper" with regard to Madison or Whitewater.

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), Hillary RodhamClinton

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH I
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March 8, 1994, Tuesday, AM cycle

SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 1207 words

HEADLINE: Clinton Turns to Veteran Lawyer; More Contacts Admitted

BYLINE: By TERENCE HUNT, AP white House Correspondent

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
President Clinton disclosed more white House contacts with federal

regutueoru-about the~Whitewater 1flTESfTg8CiOfl Tuesday but insisted anew, ‘I
haven't done anything wrong." Under pressure, he said the White House would
cooperate in congressional Whitewater hearings.

In a broad disclaimer of any white House misconduct, Clinton said, "I do not
have any information that anyone has done anything wrong, that anyone has tried
to use the authority of the White House in any way, shape or form, and I can
tell you for darned sure, I haven't."

Clinton faced a fusillade of Whitewater questions as he appeared at a news
conference to announce the appointment of respected Washington attorney Lloyd
Cutler as senior counsel, replacing Bernard Nussbaum who resigned under fire.

Hoping to still ethics doubts about his administration, Clinton said that
Cutler, 76, would bring "a firm, uncompromising and steady hand" to the White
House. A veteran of the Washington legal establishment, Cutler was White House
counsel under Jimmy Carter.

Cutler said he agreed to take the job for only 130 days. The limited
assignment means he will not have to sever ties with his law firm.

Breaking the tension, at least for a moment, Cutler drew laughter from the
president and reporters when he said, "I know how tough a job this is and I know
how old I am, in part because I'm married fairly recently to a very young and
peppy wife and I want to spend more time with her "

Amid mounting questions about the conduct of Clinton's staff, Cutler said,
"In government, as in other aspects of life, trust is the coin of the realm, and
Mr. President I pledge myself to do what I can to assure that trust is
maintained."
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Revelations of three White House contacts with federal regulators about the
Whitewater investigation had raised questions about whether Clinton's aides were
trying to meddle or compromise the probe. Subsequently, six White House
officials and four Treasury officials were subpoenaed to testify by special
prosecutor Robert Fiske.

Fiske said Tuesday, "I am satisfied with the co-operation I have received
from the White House, responding to the subpoenas. So far they've been very
responsive."

Answering questions at length, Clinton acknowledged there were additional
contacts beyond the original three but said they were "incidental and were
follow-up conversations which had nothing to do with the substance of the RTC
investigations" - the probe by a federal S&L bailout agency into a failed
Arkansas thrift with ties to the Clintons.

An administration official said the contacts involved press inquiries and
were made over the phone or in informal, hallway meetings. The official said
they would be documented in material sent to Fiske.

The White House has resisted Republican calls for congressional hearings into
Whitewater; Fiske also has argued against the hearings, saying they would pose a
severe risk to the integrity of his investigation.

While noting Fiske's position, Cutler said that if the House Banking
Committee goes ahead with hearings, "it would be my recommendation that everyone
in the White House cooperate."

For his part, Clinton said, "My inclination would be to obviously
participate."

However, Clinton went on to accuse Republicans of trying "to make political
hay out of this ... that's their real concern."

Clinton seemingly ruled out invoking executive privilege to avoid releasing
information to investigators. ‘It is hard for me to imagine a case in which I
would invoke it," he said.

Banking Committee Republicans released a list of 40 Whitewater witnesses they
want to call before a March 24 hearing.

The list includes Arkansas figures, current and former senior White House
aides, officials of the savings and loan cleanup agency and federal prosecutors.

Among them: Nussbaum, James McDougal, former head of Madison Guaranty
Savings and Loan; White House Chief of Staff Mack McLarty; Jean Hanson, general
counsel of the Treasury Department and Roger Altman, deputy treasury secretary
and interim head of the Resolution Trust Corp.

Clinton said he had left it up to his staff to collect documents from his
files covered by the Whitewater subpoena. He said he did not keep a diary and
that there were no recordings of Oval Office conversations.

Trying to answer a question left over from Monday's news conference, Clinton
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naid it probably was Bruce Lindsey. one of his closest advisers. who informed
him that the Justice Department was being asked to look into the failure of the
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and that the Clintons were named as
potential beneficiaries of illegal actions.
Clinton said he could not pinpoint the date: it did not become public

knowledge until Oct. 31. Lindsey learned about the action from Nussbaum, who was
briefed by a Treasury official, White House aides say. They also say they
believe Lindsey passed to Clinton information he learned from reporters
inquiring about the matter - not from Nussbaum.

Cutler is known as the sort of lawyer that business executives turn to when
they have serious problems. His recruitment by Clinton was a measure of the
problems facing White House officials as a result of their mishandling of
questions growing out of the Clintons' investment in an Arkansas real estate
deal. _

Nussbaum resigned under pressure Saturday, criticized by many White House
aides as lacking a solid political judgment and for making Clinton's problems
worse.

Clinton and Cutler put the best face on Nussbaum's troubled stewardship of
the counsel's office. "I don't think Bernard Nussbaum thought for a minute he
was doing anything wrong," Clinton said.
PB!-~~.lq -3-K‘-'. < -v~~§<

Cutler added, "I think Bernie Nussbaum had a lot of bad luck."

Clinton was asked whether he was bitter about the Whitewater charges.

"You can't be a very good president if you're consumed with bitterness," he
said. "I mean, if I wake up every day all agitated about this, then I can't deal
with the problems of the people."

Clinton added: "I've still not been accused of anything wrong because I
haven't done anything wrong and I'm not going to do anything wrong. I revere the
responsibility that I have been given and I amnot going to abuse it."

The subpoenaed officials were ordered to testify on Thursday after it was
learned they had been briefed on the status of the Whitewater investigation by
federal regulators, raising questions about whether the probe had been
compromised.

Amid GOP calls for congressional hearings, the dean of the Tennessee
congressional delegation, Republican Rep. James Quillen, said Clinton should
quit.

"He should resign," Quillen said. "His staff has fumbled the Whitewater
affair by asking for briefings of the status of the case. That's unheard of. It
looks like President Clinton is trying to whitewash the Whitewater affair."

A new poll by ABC News found that 36 percent of Americans believe both the
president and his wife acted illegally in their Whitewater dealings. Forty-nine
percent said Whitewater was a serious matter.

Yet, the survey showed that Republicans in Congress - Clinton‘: chief
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accusers - also got low marks. Fifty-eight percent: of respondents said the GOP
was pressing the issue just to score pomta against Clinton.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 759 words

HEADLINE: Clinton Turns to Veteran Lawyer, Admits More Contacts

BYLINE: By TERENCE HUNT, AP White House Correspondent

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

aoov "

The White House acknowledged additional contacts with federal regulators
abont~the"Hhitewater-investgatron Tuesday:-even as President'Clinton tried to
still ethics doubts by naming respected Washington attorney Lloyd Cutler as his
chief counsel.

Clinton was expected to formally name Cutler at a late-afternoon news
conference. Cutler agreed to serve only on a temporary basis, up to 130 days, so
he wouldn't have to sever ties with his law firm.

Cutler, 76, a pillar of Washington's legal establishment, made clear he
wasn't anxious to return to the same job he'd held in the Carter administration.

"I've done it before, as you know," Cutler told reporters outside his home.
"You don't look forward to it, but you do it. You're asked to do it and you have
to do it."

As Cutler's appointment was about to be announced, the White House ,
acknowledged additional contacts with regulators about Whitewater, raising more
questions about whether the administration had tried to meddle in the federal
investigation.

Previously, the administration had confirmed contacts on three occasions.

"Based on what we know, there were some incidental contacts and other
followup conversations," one senior administration official said, speaking On
condition of anonymity. "Nothing dealt with the substance of the Resolution
Trust Corp. investigations." Asked how many additional contacts there were, the
official said: "A few."

The official said the additional contacts became known as a result of
conversations and the examination of documents in the aftermath of subpoenas
being served on administration officials by Whitewater special counsel Robert
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Fiske.
'

Clinton had said he wanted to fill the counsel's post with an individual of
unquestioned integrity and experience who would help put his presidency back on
track.

Cutler is known as the sort of lawyer that business executives turn to when
they have serious problems. His recruitment by Clinton was a measure of the
problems facing White House officials as a result of their mishandling of
questions growing out of the Clintons' investment in an Arkansas real estate
deal.

Six White House officials, including Cutler's predecessor, Bernard Nussbaum,
and four Treasury officials are under subpoena in the Whitewater investigation.

Nussbaum resigned under pressure Saturday, criticized by many white aides as
lacking a solid political judgment and for making Clinton's problems worse.

The subpoenaed officials were ordered to testify on Thursday after it was
learned they had been briefed on the status of the Whitewater investigation by
federal regulators, raising questions about whether the probe had been
compromised.

Republicans pressed for congressional hearings into Whitewater, and the dean
of the Tennessee congressional delegation, Republican Rep. James Quillen, said
Clinton should quit.

' '

"He should resign,“ Quillen said. "His staff has fumbled the Whitewater
affair by asking for briefings of the status of the case. That's unheard of. It
looks like President Clinton is trying to whitewash the Whitewater affair."

House Banking Committee Republicans released a list of 40 Whitewater
witnesses they want to call before a March 24 hearing. They don't have power to
force them to testify, however.

The list includes Arkansas figures, current and former senior White House
aides, officials of the savings and loan cleanup agency and federal prosecutors.

Among them: James McDougal, former head of Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan; White House Chief of Staff Mack Mcbarty; former White House Counsel
Nussbaum; Jean Hanson, general counsel of the Treasury Department and Roger
Altman, deputy treasury secretary and interim head of the Resolution Trust Corp.

A new poll by ABC News found that 36 percent of Americans believe both the
president and his wife acted illegally in their Whitewater dealings. Forty-nine
percent said Whitewater was a serious matter.

Yet, the survey showed that Republicans in Congress - Clinton's chief
accusers - also got low marks. Fifty—eight percent of respondents said the GOP
was pressing the issue just to score points against Clinton.

with top officials preoccupied by Whitewater, Clinton's lieutenants worried
that they were losing momentumon high-priority issues such as health care and
welfare reform.
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Throughout the White House the re was a graphic demonntration of the
Whitewater problem: Piles of trash accumulated in offices as a result of orders
for the more than 400 employes not to destroy their trnnh, phone logs or
computer files.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 369 words

HEADLINE: Republicans Name 40 Whitewater Witnesses They Want for Hearing

BYLINE: By LARRY MARGASAK, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
In a who's who of Whitewater, Republicans gave Democrats the names of 40

witnesses they plan to call before a House Banking Committee hearing.

The list for the March 24 hearing, presented Tuesday, includes key Arkansas
figures in the case, current and former senior White House aides, officials of
the savings and loan cleanup agency and federal prosecutors.

Among them: James McDougal, former head of Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan; White House Chief of Staff Mack McLarty; former White House Counsel
Bernard Nussbaum; Jean Hanson, general counsel of the Treasury Department; Roger
Altman, deputy treasury secretary and interim head of the Resolution Trust
Corp., and Hillary Rodham Clinton's chief of staff and press secretary.

Committee Republicans indicated they would seek to subpoena reluctant
witnesses, but Democrats are virtually certain to defeat such an effort.

Lloyd Cutler, named Tuesday to replace Nussbaum. said, "If the House Banking
Committee should decide to ask the list of people ... to testify, it would be my
recommendation that everyone in the White House cooperate."

Meanwhile, Senate Republican Leader Bob Dole said the GOP may propose an
amendmentto unrelated legislation in an effort to put the Senate on record
behind hearings on Whitewater.

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell promptly called the Republican's
remarks "a political stunt to embarrass the president."

The House Banking Committee hearings were previously scheduled as a way to
oversee the work of the RTC, the savings and loan cleanup agency. Among the
failed S&Ls in RTC jurisdiction was Madison Guaranty, an Arkansas institution
linked to the Whitewater case.
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Minority Republicans are permitted under House rules to call their own
witnesses, allowing the GOP to focus the hearing on Madison and whitewater.
The GOP lawmakers defied a plea by Justice Department special counsel Robert

B. Fiske Jr., who said congressional hearings "would pose a severe risk" to his
Whitewater investigation.

Rep. Jim Leach. R-Iowa, ranking Republican on the Banking Committee, wrote
Fiske, "In balancing competing interests, the public's right to know should not
be overwhelmed by your prosecutorial strategies."

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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SECTION; Washington Dateline

LENGTH; 750 words

HEADLINE; with whitewater Hearings

BYLINE. By The Associated Press

BODY
The Whitewater witness list proposed by Republicans on the Senate Banking

Committee:

James McDougal, former owner of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan, a
partner of Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton in the Whitewater real estate
venture.

Susan McDougal, James’ ex-wife, also a partner in Whitewater.

David Hale. a former municipal judge in Little Rock who was indicted on fraud
charges. He alleges that Bill Clinton pressed him to make a Small Business
Administration-backed loan to Susan McDougal. Clinton denied it.

Sheffield Nelson, a political opponent of Clinton who was an investor in a
Madison real estate venture.

April Breslaw, a Resolution Trust Corp. attorney; dismissed conflict of
interest concerns involving the Rose Law Firm, where Hillary RodhamClinton and
Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell worked.

James Dudine, RTC investigations director involved in the decision to make a
criminal referral on Madison to the Justice Department.

Lee Ausen, RTC criminal investigator, Kansas City office.

L. Richard Iorio, field investigative officer, RTC, Kansas City, helped send
initial criminal referral to RTC headquarters in Washington.

Jean Lewis, RTC investigator, Kansas City.

Mike Caron, senior investigator, RTC, Kansas City.

Donald B. Mackay, trial attorney, Justice Department, handled Whitewater
investigation before special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. was appointed.
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Paula Casey, U.S. attorney in Little Rock. a Clinton supporter who recuned
herself from the Whitewater case.
Leslie Patten, Denver accountant who helped put together an explanation of

whitewater for the Clintons during the 1992 presidential campaign.

James Lyons, Denver attorney who wrote the report for the Clintons in the
1992 campaign.

Stanley Tate, nominee to head the RTC, who withdrew from consideration amid
conflict-of-interest allegations; alleged fraud, waste and abuse in the agency.

William Roelle, Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., former top official in the
RTC.

Mack McLarty, white House chief of staff.

Bernard Nussbaum, who resigned as White House counsel because of his
involvement in White House meetings with RTC and Treasury Department officials.
Two of the meetings involved discussions of a request from the RTC to the
Justice Department for a criminal igvestigation of Madison.

Harold Ickes, deputy chief of staff at the White House.

Margaret Williams, chief of staff to Mrs. Clinton, attended an October 1993
White House meeting on the criminal referral.

Mark Gearan, White House communications director, who attended the October .
meeting.

Bruce Lindsey, senior adviser to the president, who attended the October
meeting.

Lisa Caputo, press secretary to Mrs. Clinton who had a telephone conversation
with someone from RTC.

Jean Hanson, general counsel, Treasury Department, who briefed white House
officials on the criminal referral.

Josh Steiner, chief of staff, Treasury Department, who attended the October
White House meeting.

Jack Devore, former Treasury Department press spokesman, who attended the
October White House meeting

Beverly Bassett-Schaffer, Arkansas state banking regulator who approved a
recapitalization plan for Madison Guaranty that never was placed into effect.

Dan Lasater, friend of the Clintons who was sued by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. in connection with an Illinois S&L failure. Mrs. Clinton worked
on the case for the Rose Law Firm.

Greg Young, an executive and director of Madison.
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Don Denton, a Madison loan officer.

Lisa Aunspaugh, Little Rock, no information available.
Erskine Bowles, administrator, Small Business Administration.

Charles E. James. Little Rock accountant
real estate venture.

Sue Strayhorn, a top official of Madison.

Ellen Kulka, general counsel, Resolution

Jeremy Hedges, courier at the Rose firm;
shredded documents that had the initials of
House counsel and Rose firm lawyer; says he

Clayton Lindsey, courier at the Rose Law

Ricki Stacy, Rose Law Firm.

who kept the books on the Whitewater

Trust Corp.

reportedly told a grand jury he
Vince Foster, the late deputy White
saw no Whitewater documents.

Firm.

Roger Altman, deputy treasury secretary and interim head of the RTC; admitted
arranging a "heads up" meeting this year for White House officials, to discuss
expiration of the deadline for filing civil actions by the agency.

Jonathan Fiechter, acting director of the Office of Thrift supervision;
agency formally closed Madison and turned cleanup efforts over to RTC.
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SECTION: Washington Dateline

LENGTH: 885 words

HEADLINE: Clinton Sternly Defends Wife Against Whitewater Allegations

BYLINE: By RON FOURNIER, Associated Press Writer

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
Unbowed by President Clinton's pledge against any Watergate-like

shenanigans, Republicans pressed harder today for congressional hearings into
the Whitewater affair.

A day after Clinton pledged, "There will not be a coverup," Republicans on
the House Banking Committee released a list today of 40 Whitewater witnesses
they want to call before a panel hearing scheduled for March 24. They don't have
power to force them to testify.

"Congress has an independent obligation to investigate and to inform both
itself and the country," House Republican Whip Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., said this
morning on NBC.

One Republican went to the extreme today of calling for the president's
resignation. "He should resign," said Rep. James Quillen, R-Tenn. But Quillen
stood alone; no other Republicans have characterized the affair so severely.

Clinton predicted confidently Monday that federal prosecutors will find no
wrongdoing in his Whitewater dealings, or with three briefings federal
regulators gave his staff regarding the confidential inquiry.

"If I did something wrong, it will come out" in special counsel Robert
Fiske's investigation, Clinton said. "They will find the truth. Let them do it.
And let the rest of us go on with our business."

He moved quickly to replace Bernard Nussbaum, the chief White House lawyer
who resigned Saturday, a victim of the controversy. Clinton today named former
Carter White House counsel Lloyd Cutler as his special counsel, serving up to
130 days while Clinton seeks a permanent successor.

Clinton sternly defended his wife against unconfirmed reports that she had
ordered the shredding of documents at an Arkansas law firm.
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"The American people can worry about something else," Clinton said. "Her
moral compass is as strong as anybody's in this country."
A poll released today found more than a third of Americans - 36 percent -
believe both the Clintons acted illegally in their Whitewater dealings.
Forty-nine percent said Whitewater was a "serious matter "

But the Republicans in Congress got low marks, too - 58 percent of those
polled said the Republicans were pressing the issue just to score points against
Clinton. The telephone survey of S25 adults, conducted Monday for ABC News, has
a margin of error of plus or minus 5 percent.

The GOP wish-list for whitewater testimony amounted to a who's who of the
whitewater affair: Arkansas figures, current and former senior White House
aides. officials of the savings and loan cleanup agency and federal prosecutors.

Among them: James McDougal, former head of Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan; White House Chief of Staff Mack McLarty; former White House Counsel
Bernard Nussbaum; Jean Hanson, general counsel of the Treasury Department and
Roger Altman, deputy treasury secretary and interim head of the Resolution Trust
Corp.

The names were in a letter Republicans sent to Banking Committee Chairman
Henry B1 Gonzalez. The GOP lawmakers, who have a right under House rules to call
their own witnesses, wrote they are “doubtful that certain of the witnesses ...
will voluntarily appear."

The Republicans indicated they would seek a committee vote to approve
subpoenas, a request Democrats are almost certain to resist.

Gingrich disagreed with Fiske's contention that congressional hearings would
"pose a severe risk" to his investigation. Gingrich noted that it took six years
for an independent counsel to investigate the Iran-Contra scandal.

Sen. John Breaux, D~La., also appearing on NBC, maintained that congressional
hearings "clearly are not necessary" in a partisan setting such as Congress. "Ne
don't need political hearings, we need legal hearings," he said.

The White House was threatened with paralysis, as glum aides scoured trash
bins, burn bags and files for documents sought under a grand jury subpoena.

Ten administration officials. including six at the White House, were given
individual subpoenas ordering them to appear in federal court Thursday regarding
the briefings. Most, if not all, have hired private attorneys.

White House Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers said the staff was determined to
get about its business despite the distractions. Clinton, who arrived in the
Oval Office unusually early this morning, went ahead with a planned health care
speech this morning.

"we're determined not to let this interfere with our other business," Myers
said today. However, White House officials under subpoena, including
Communications Director Mark Gearan, were under orders not to discuss the three
briefings and they kept a low profile.
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Clinton said Monday he had been unaware of two of those meetings. He did not
directly address the third meeting, but said he did find out somehow that
federal regulators were confidentially investigating a failed Arkansas thrift
and its ties to him.

Hillary RodhamClinton also did not know about the meetings or the
investigation until she read about them in news accounts. deputy press secretary
Neel Lattimore said.

The special counsel‘: investigation into Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan
involves the tangled Whitewater land venture, co-owned by the Clintons and
Madison owner McDougal and his wife at the time. Fiske wants to know whether the
White House was meddling in the inquiry by meeting with Treasury officials three
times.
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That theme ran through much of the cocktail and dinner chatter: The
relentless investigative apparatus is finally chewing up a Democrat.

"The Democrats built this machine under the assumption that only Republicans
would get caught in it. Now they'll find out it's not so," said former assistant
secretary of state Elliot Abrams, who got trapped in the gears during the
Iran-Contra affair.

"Nobody would be happy to see another administration go d
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American Spectator. an enfant terrible of the magazine world. Circulation has
more than doubled over the past year from 114,000 to 258,000.
And the magazine‘s national profile has never been higher, due in large part

to the contributions of David Brock - the investigative writer whose stories
send adrenalin shooting through the veins of the faithful.

His book attacking Anita Hill drove feminists and liberals crazy. His article
alleging Arkansas state troopers arranged sexual liaisons for Clinton when he
was governor had an equally dramatic effect, rippling through the mainstream
media and wrecking Christmas for the administration.

The February issue features a long piece, "Beyond whitewater," that tracks
damaging real estate and SLL records. Another piece is described as "a partial
list" of "Criminal Laws Implicated by the Clinton Scandals "

"It raises questions and it raises hackles. and I like to see the reaction to
both," said dinner guest Janie Shattan, a research librarian at the Education
Department.

Conservative grunts and stars alike turned out for the annual food-and-dagger
event, including Abrams, failed Supreme Court nominee Robert Bork, former U.N.
Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick, humor writer P.J. O'Rourke and former Republican
Party chairman Frank Fahrenkopf.

Sen. Richard Lugar, R~Ind., the senior Republican on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, gave a serious talk accusing Clinton of "ignoring the plain
truth" that the United States and Russia are not partners but rivals.

His speech was the only heavy fare in an evening more inclined toward Cole
Porter, hors d'oeuvres, tasteless jokes and the occasional Whitewater smirk.

It was the kind of gathering where one could hear phrases like "drip torture"
and "amateur hour"; where one could catch this punch line - ‘Tonya Rodham
Harding" - and watch a small group of people collapse into laughter.

It was a setting, thanks to Spectator contributor Philip Morris, that said
"it's OK to smoke." Small glass jars of cigarettes awaited guests at reception
tables and flanked floral centerpieces at their dinner tables. Billows of smoke
filled the air.

Bork. a man who knows all too well what bad publicity can do to a person's
career, hovered around one table having a cigarette. "I can't believe they
didn't learn anything from that other maelstrom," he said of the Clintons. He
said he meant Watergate - where Bork, as President Nixon's solicitor general,
fired Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cox in what became known as the "Saturday
Night Massacre."

Do the Clintons deserve what they're getting? "Oh, more," Bork said.
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Events in the controversy involving President Clinton's role in an Arkansas
real estate venture:

1978 - Bill and Hillary RodhamClinton. along with James McDouga1 who later
became a savings and loan operator. purchase 200 acres in the Ozarks for a
resort development.

1979 - whitewater Development Corp. lS formed, with the Clintons as half
owners with McDougal and his wife Susan.

1986 - McDougal is ousted as president of Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan, though he remains as owner. Examiner's report by Federal Home Loan Bank
Board faults the S&L for risky investments in real estate deals. low cash
reserves and shoddy record-keeping.

March 1989 - Madison fails, at a cost of between $ 47 million and S 60
million to taxpayers.

March 1992 - In response to repeated questions about the Whitewater
investment, Clinton's presidential campaign issues a report by Denver lawyer
James Lyons saying Bill and Hillary Clinton invested about S 70,000 and did
nothing improper in whitewater dealing with McDougal. The report, based on an
examination by a Denver accounting firm, makes clear that incomplete or missing
records make a complete study impossible.

December 1992 —The Clintons sell their share in whitewater to McDougal. They
eventually record a $ 1,000 capital gain on their tax form.

July 20, 1993 - Vincent Foster, deputy White House counsel and a former
partner of Mrs. Clinton at the Rose Law Firm, is found dead, an apparent
suicide. Documents related to Whitewater are among those taken from his office
by administration officials and turned over to David Kendall, Clinton's personal
attorney.

Oct. 31, 1993 - Federal regulators have recommended to Justice Department
that a criminal investigation be conducted into Madison's failure. The
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Washington Post reports.
Nov. 9, 1993 - Republican lawmakers begin calling on Attorney General Janet

Reno to nominate a special counsel to investigate any ties between McDougal's
failed SLL and Whitewater.

Dec. 23, 1993 - Clinton says he and his wife will turn over all records
relating to Whitewater but say it might take several weeks.

Jan. 5, 1994 - White House reveals subpoena has been issued for Whitewater
records under terms negotiated on Dec. 23 between prosecutors and Kendall.

Jan. 12, 1994 - Bowing to intensifying political pressure, Clinton asks that
a special prosecutor be appointed.

Jan. 14 —Clinton, in Moscow for a summit with Russian President Boris
Yeltsin. grouses that "the media's been obsessed with this. ... It never crosses
by mind."

Jan. 20 - Robert B. Fiske Jr., a Manhattan lawyer, is selected by Reno to be
special counsel in the Whitewater case. Fiske pledges a "flat out’ investigation
and says the Clintons should be questioned under oath.

Jan. 26 - House Speaker Thomas S. Foley says there is no need for
congressional hearings-since "there is no evidence of any credible nature
pointing to misconduct by the president or the first lady."

Feb. 3 - Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. spokesman David Barr confirms Mrs
Clinton represented federal regulators in a savings and loan case against a
family friend and political supporter.

Feb. 4 - Documents released by Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, show that a company
tied to Madison Guaranty covered a S 7,322.42 payment on a 1985 loan to
then-Gov. Clinton.

Feb. 16 - At the request of Fiske, a federal judge in Little Rock agrees to
empanel a special grand jury to look into Clinton's real estate investment.

Feb. 25 - Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman says he has removed
himself from the Arkansas SLL investigation and will step down March 30 as head
of the savings and loan cleanup agency. Altman has acknowledged giving the White
House a private briefing on the status of the SQL agency's investigation.

March 2 - Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell, friend of the Clintons
and now the No. 3 official at the Justice Department, acknowledges he has been
questioned by his former law firm, the Rose Law Firm, about his billings in past
cases. Hubbell denies overcharging the Resolution Trust Corp. or any other
clients.

March 3 - Clinton orders White House aides to "bend over backward" to avoid
meddling in a federal investigation of him.

March 4 - The FBI serves subpoenas on six of Clinton's senior White House
aides seeking testimony and documents related to the probe of Whitewater and the
failed SGL.
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March 5 - white House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, who had been involved in
brief ' ' 'xngs wxth regulators concernxng the znvestigations, resigns.

March 7 - Clinton makes an xmpassxoned defense of Mrs. Clinton's actlons and
denxes the Whitewater affazr rs anything llke the Watergate scandal that brought
down Richard Nixon. "There will not be a coverup. there will not be an abuse of
power an this office. " he declares.
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HEADLINE: Analyst Says GOP Threatens Damage to FDIC, RTC

GUESTS: STAN STRACHAN, Editor, "National Mortgage News‘ (LIVE)

BYLINE: DEBORAHMARCHINI

HIGHLIGHT
One mortgage industry expert predicts Robert Altman's career in government is
over after his Whitewater briefings. Stan Strachan says Republican leaders are
threatening to hold up RTC and FDIC nominations.

BODY
STUART VARNEY, Anchor: The Whitewater affair could even affect the banking

system, specifically, the confirmation of a new chairman for the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, and finding a new chief for the Resolution Trust
Corporation. with us now to talk about the effects of Whitewater on those
appointments, and what they could be, Stan Strachan, Editor of National Mortgage
News. Good morning to you, Stan.

STAN STRACHAN, Editor, ‘National Mortgage News’: Good morning, Stuart.

VARNEY: Are the Republicans in a position to make a significant probe in
Congress which would then hold up all of these nominations until they're
satisfied with what‘: happening with Whitewater?

Mr. STRACHAN: The only nomination pending that will really be affected is that
of Ricky Tiggert lsp?], who would take over as chairperson of the FDIC, the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. And Senators D'Amato and Dole have said
that they won't allow that nomination to move until there are hearings on
Whitewater.

VARNEY: If there's nobody running the RTC, -

Mr. STRACHAN: Or the FDIC.

VARNEY: - or the FDIC, which are obviously combined, I mean, can it function
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efficiently?

Mr. STRACHAN: Yeah, they're bureaucracies, they can function. But they function
without leadership. they function without policy, and you have real problems.
Right now, the RTC is supposed to be wound down and merged into the FDIC. How
that can happen when there's nobody in charge at either agency, I don't know.

DEBORAHMARCHINI, Anchor; If my recollection is correct, there actually is
somebody running the RTC on a provisional basis. That's Roger Altman.

Mr. STRACHAN: Roger Altman, and it's clear that his career has been
significantly if not mortally wounded.

VARNEY: Wait a minute. You are speculating about the future of Mr. Altman?

Mr. STRACHAN: Mr. Altman's career in government is definitely limited.

MARCHINI: Why is that?

Mr. STRACHAN: Because the man called the White House and said I'll come over and
brief you about investigations that we are conducting into Madison Guaranty.
And if you are involved in legal investigations, civil, criminal or otherwise,
you don't go over and talk to the other side and say ‘Well, here's the documents
you may consider shredding, burning or otherwise disposing of.‘ And you know, I
don't know what was said at those briefings, and I am going to assume that
everybody was innocent. But the look of it is just awful.

MARCHINI; We have a new revelation that came from the president's news
conference yesterday.

Mr. STRACHAN: That he himself has been briefed.

MARCHINI: He himself had been briefed, he knew that there was a_grimina}_,
investigatiqg_;ecommended for Madison Savings and Loan, which belonged to his
business partner. What is the significance of that?

Mr. STRACHAN: That there was too much communication between the investigators
and the investigated. The people who were being probed knew too much about what
was going on in the probe, and apparently, from everything I've seen, the White
House did not call Mr. Altman and say ‘Could you come over and let us know what
was going on,‘ Mr. Altman called and volunteered. Now, this is a Wall Street
professional with a long and very strong professional history. Very capable
guy. I just don't know what's in the water down there that gets into these
people when they go to Washington.

VARNEY: You're saying that the nominating process for the FDIC and the RTC is
stalled, you're speculating about the political future, the governmental future

Mr. STRACHAN: - of the second guy at Treasury -

VARNEY: - of the second man in the Treasury, I mean, clearly, you're almost
saying that Whitewater is very similar in the way it's developing, to Watergate
And yet the average person in this country does not equate the two as yet, if
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I'm not mistaken.

Mr. STRACHAN: That's right. I think if you talk to the average person in this
country. they don't see the seriousness anywhere near the Watergate level. But
I don't think anybody's going to go to Jail for what happened in Whitewater, and
nobody‘s career is going to be ruined for what happened in Whitewater. I think
the effort to cover it up, just as in Watergate, will be far more serious than
the original event.

MARCHINI: The Republicans have launched an all-out offensive to liken this
situation exactly to Watergate. You're saying they're right.

Mr. STRACHAN: I'm saying that there are enough similarities that sooner or
later, they either have to be totally dealt with and put aside, or we're going
to have what we had in the early '70s, an administration that cannot govern.

VARNEY. Is it getting close to that?

Mr. STRACHAN: It's starting. It's not getting to the point, I mean. the country
was absolutely paralyzed at the top in the early '70s, that hasn't happened yet.

VARNEY: For the next few months, a good many people in the White House are going
to be consulting their own personal lawyers to see what legal ground they are
on. Will they be able to deal with health care reform, reform of the welfare
system, a new jobs program from the president? Surely, there's an element of
restriction here.

Mr. STRACHAN: Now that every memberof the Congress is worried more about
Whitewater than they are about policy matters, and that's what happened during
Watergate, and that's certainly what's happened with the Republicans. The
Republicans see a major opportunity in an election year to gain ground, and
they're not going to let up.

MARCHINI: Stan Strachan. National Mortgage News, thanks for being here.

Mr. STRACHAN: Thank you.

The preceding text has been professionally transcribed. However, although
the text has been checked against an audio track, in order to meet rigid
distribution and transmission deadlines, it may not have been proofread against
tape.
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BODY
WASHINGTON-- President Clinton disclosed Monday that he
“"became
his ties
told the
possible

aware" last fall of a confidential federal inquiry into
to a failed Arkansas thrift after one of his top aides was
case was being referred to the Justice Department for

l_inyestigation.Cflmlnfl

But the president insisted that there was nothing improper
about the information being passed on to him. He also offered a
stirring, teary-eyed defense of first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton,
who has become a lightning rod for criticism in the investigation
now being conducted by special Justice Department counsel Robert B.
Fiske Jr

""Sometime in October I became aware of the (Resolution Trust
Corporation) finding with regard to the question . . . of whether
my campaign benefited improperly from checks which allegedly came
from the S&L," Clinton said at a news conference. He was referring
to the ongoing probe of whether funds were diverted illegally from
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan into his 1984 gubernatorial
campaign or into his failed land development company known as
Whitewater.

""1 don't remember when I knew about it or who told me about
it." Clinton added. ""But it was just sort of presented as a fact.
a decision that had been made by the government. And I didn't think
much about it at the time. It was just something that I absorbed. '

Clinton. reacting to Republican calls for congressional
hearings on Whitewater and comparisons of the affair to Richard
Nixon's infamous Watergate scandal, declared that there has been
""no credible evidence" offered by anyone suggesting that he and
his wife had ""violated any law. "

'"There will not be a coverup, there will not be an abuse of
power in this office," the president said, pounding the lectern
repeatedly.
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And in a moving, emotional defense of his wife, Clinton
dismissed a report Monday in the Washington Times that she had
ordered the shredding of documents at her former law firm shortly
after the Whitewater issue was raised in newspaper reports during
the 1992 presidential campaign. Hillary Clinton managed the
family's Whitewater investments and also represented the Madison
thrift in legal matters.

""1 have never known a person with a stronger sense of right
and wrong in my life, ever . . . And I do not believe for a moment
that she has done anything wrong," the president said as his eyes
welled with tears.

Then thumping the lectern, Clinton said: ""If everybody in
this country had a character as strong as hers, we wouldn't have
half the problems we have today . . . The American people can worry
about something else. Her moral compass is as strong as anybody's
in this country, and they will see that. "
Clinton's disclosure came as the White House frantically
tried to meet a Thursday deadline for complying with a federal
subpoena ordering that any white House materials and records
related to the Madison-Whitewater affair, including those of the
president and first lady, be preserved.

In a memoto the White House staff, deputy counsel Joel Klein
also ordered that any paperwork that would normally be thrown out.
burned or shredded be kept for examination. He also ordered the
staff to scour their computer files, searching for any information
that might be of interest to investigators.

The subpoena from Fiske was delivered to the White House on
Friday evening following reports that the president's counsel,
Bernard Nussbaum, and other top aides met on at least three
occasions with Treasury Department officials to discuss the federal
probe of the Madison-Whitewater affair. Fiske is trying to
determine whether there may have been other White House meetings or
contacts with federal authorities involved or familiar with the
investigation.

Nussbaum was forced to resign, effective April S, because of
the meetings. He has been subpoenaed to appear before federal
authorities on Thursday along with five other senior White House
officials to provide testimony about the meetings they attended.

Three Treasury officials and one former Treasury official have also
been subpoenaed by Fiske, who is concerned that Clinton's aides may
have acted improperly in an attempt to interfere in the
investigation or head off what has become a hugely embarrassing and
troublesome problem for the president and his wife.

White House officials said they also expect the president's
chief of staff, Thomas F. "'Mack" Mcbarty, to be subpoenaed.
following his disclosure Sunday that he had arranged, but did not
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attend. a questionable meeting in which three administration
officials. including an aide to Hillary Clinton, were briefed by
Roger Altman on the RTC's continuing C1V11 probe of Madison. Altman
is acting head of the RTC.

Clinton has acknowledged that the meetings may have been
improper. But he was vague Monday on whether he was tipped off to
the investigation after the confidential RTC inquiry obtained by
Nussbaum on Sept. 29 in his first meeting on the matter with a
Treasury official. Clinton said only that he learned that the
inquiry was being referred to the Justice Department sometime in
October. The RTC recomended on Oct. 8 that federal prosecutors
take a look at the possibility of criminal misconduct in the
Madison-whitewater case. But it wasn't until Oct. 31 that the
information became public in newspaper reports. "

A senior administration official insisted Monday that Clinton
was not told by Nussbaum, but may have learned about it through
aides who briefed him in response to media inquiries about the
matter.

The subpoenas, which for the first time put the Whitewater
controversy directly inside the White House, have prompted renewed
calls on Capitol Hill for a congressional inquiry into the
Clintons‘ connections to Madison owner James McDougal, who was also
their co-partner in the money-losing Whitewater land development
venture.

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.. said the subpoenas
and the ""behind the scenes meetings" on Whitewater had ""created
the impression . . . that there's something unseemly lurking in the
Whitewater bog. If there's been no wrongdoing, there should be
nothing to hide. "

But in a letter to the Republican leadership, Fiske called on
the lawmakers to hold off on their demands for a congressional
inquiry, warning that it could ""pose a severe risk to the
integrity of our investigation. "

In responding to Republican criticism, Clinton angrily
dismissed the comparisons to Watergate, saying he is determined to
cooperate fully with the investigation.

""Number one, we are not covering up or anything. We are
opening up, we are disclosing . . . Number two, no one has accused
me of any abuse of authority in office. That's what Watergate was
all about," Clinton said.

""This is really about an investment I made almost 16 years
ago now that lost money and sputtered to a not successful
conclusion." he added.
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HEADLINE: Nussbaum victim of "ethics' stampede

BYLINE: EDWIN M. YODER

BODY
ACCORDING to news stories about his sudden ouster, white

House counsel Bernard Nussbaum strenuously opposed the appointment
of a special prosecutor to investigate the ""Whitewater" episode.

He was right but he probably didn't suspect, poor fellow, that his
would be among the first scalps collected in this overblown media
melodrama.

what was his problem? Meeting! That's what it was. In recent
congressional testimony, the deputy secretary of the Treasury,
Roger Altman, disclosed that he and other departmental officials
met three times with Nussbaumand other White House staffers.

At these meetings, the first of which occurred in October,
they brainstormed the possibility that a government probe of the
failed Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan in Arkansas might link
President Clinton and Hillary RodhamClinton to the thrift as
unwitting beneficiaries of its dubious financial operations, which
cost the taxpayers $ S0 million to S 60 million.

Since Altman is acting head of the Resolution Trust Corp.,
the government agency charged with the liquidation of failed
thrifts, the great pooh-bahs of the press, and other keepers of the
national conscience, hit the ceiling. They were shocked. As they
huffed and puffed, the special prosecutor, Robert Fiske, issued no
fewer than 10 subpoenas to the said meeters. They must explain
themselves to his grand jury.

But I wish someone would begin by explaining to me why it is
so very wicked for White House staff to want information from
elsewhere within the executive branch about charges and rumors
concerning the president -- or why it is deemed even wickeder for
Treasury officials, political appointees all, to supply it. "
Since stories that cast a shadow on the personal integrity of

the president, whether true or false, can impair his ability to
govern, you might expect his appointees to take a keen interest.
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Indeed, not so long ago it would have been expected that political
appointees would interest themselves in the president's political
well-being.

In the two decades since Watergate, however. Washington has
undertaken to take politics out of government. It has become so
webbed with finespun rules and regulations and “"ethics" fetishes
that government
staying squeaky
with government
regularly often
reason with the

itself often takes a back seat to the process of
clean. One day soon, we shall probably dispense
altogether. inasmuch as official acts, which
involve compromise, regularly interfere for that
cleansing process.

Poor Bernie Nussbaum. He is probably a good lawyer and an
ethical man; but most of his experience was in the legal aspects of
New York high finance. and politically he appears to be all thumbs.

He should have known that we do not permit meeters to meet these
days.

And what is at the bottom of all this? On the day the latest
Whitewater flap broke, a visiting friend from out of town and I
were walking across the Ellipse south of the White House. This
visitor, a well-informed professional historian at a distinguished
Southern university, glanced at the White House and confessed that
he is baffled. President Clinton, he said, seemed to be doing well,
but the capital's continuing absorption in the Whitewater business
was very puzzling. Was he missing something?

I dutifully undertook a quick education in the ways of
Washington. The more esoteric such a story appeared, I explained,
the more likely
fancy.

it was to be largely a concoction of reportorial

"'Do you recall," I asked, ""that when it first began to be
understood that Earth and other planets revolve around the sun, it
was believed that their orbits were circular? But since that theory
conflicted with observation, it became necessary to add epicycles
-- circles orbiting circles -- to adjust the-theory to observation.

Naturally, the trouble lay all along in the failure to understand
that planetary orbits are elliptical; but understanding that had to
wait for Kepler and Newton. "

Take that small historical parable, I suggested, as a model
of the way Washington, and the major media, deal, in these days of
ethical cleansing, with suspicions of wrongdoing.

The suspicions may be groundless, frivolous, out of date and
nebulous in the
suspicions will

extreme, as in Whitewater. But once launched, the
be endlessly refined and recycled to fit whatever

information comes along, even when it disconfirms them.

The analogy seemed to satisfy my friend and we turned to
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other topics. '~'ou1dthat Washington could al so.
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HEADLINE: COLUM RIGHT/ CAL THOMAS: PRO—CLINTONMEDIA MUST PLAY CATCH-UP;
HHITENATER THREATENS T0 ENGULF THE ADMINISTRATION.AND THERE IS THIS HISTORICAL
DIFFERENCE -- NATERGATE DIDN'T HAVE A BODY.

BYLINE: By CAL THOMAS, Cal Thomas is a syndicated columnist in Washington.

BODY
Analogies between Watergate and the Whitewater affair are being heard. Any

day now, we can expect President Clinton to echo Richard Nixon and say that he's
not going to wallow in whitewater and will instead devote his full attention to
what he was elected to do.

' Trouble "rs; time wolrte-wor'h'fo¢~hi1|r"an7en\ore~-than in-r-Nixon-. The
whitewater story is now big news, and we are going to be wallowing in it for
some time to come. Clinton will become increasingly preoccupied with trying to
keep his Administration afloat.

Last week was a bad one for the President. Six white House officials and
three Treasury Department officials were subpoenaed Friday to tell under oath
what they know about events related to the whitewater affair. As the subpoenas
rolled in the white House door, heads started rolling out the white House gate.
white House counsel Bernard Nussbaum got the ax. Even the French chef and an
usher were fired (though apparently not for anything to do with Whitewater).

Defenders of the President are trying their best. My favorite line was from
Margaret Carlson, Time magazine's White House correspondent, who said on CNN,
"Democrats haven't known how to behave in the executive branch because they
haven't been there in so many years." Apparently Carlson thinks that ethics,
like French cuisine, are an acquired taste.

The Hall Street Journal's Al Hunt wrote that a possible cover-up, more than
any Arkansas shenanigans, might hurt the Clintons, "but there won't be any
findings of criminality involving the First Family." Hunt wrote this the day
before the subpoenas were issued.

It is a legal and historical mistake to claim that Clinton is beyond the arm
of the law for any crimes he may have committed while governor. Vice President
Spiro Agnew was forced from office in 1973 when he pleaded ‘no contest‘ to
charges of income-tax evasion arising from kickbacks he was accused of taking
from state contractors while he was governor of Maryland.

As for Mrs. Clinton, an even bigger cover-up may have been conducted by her
and on her behalf. She is knee-deep in the whitewater affair, with her close
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personal, professional and legal ties to Madison Guaranty Savings L Loan and
the late Vincent Foster. Here the comparison with Watergate diverges -
watergate never had a body. There have been allegations of massive
paper-shredding of pertinent documents at Mrs. Clinton's old law firm in Little
Rock, including papers belonging to Foster. But spokespersons for the Rose law
firm have denied this.

Most of the press, which boosted the Clinton-Gore ticket during the 1992
campaign, was embarrassingly slow in getting hold of the Whitewater-Madison
story. The Washington Post, which holds itself in unreasonably high esteem
because of its Watergate coverage. is now busy explaining why it missed the
Whitewater story and is playing catch-up.

The Post ombudsmanwrote that journalistic ethics (an oxymoron?) demanded
that the newspaper not take at face value evidence dug up by its rival the
Washington Times but get the story on its own. That might have been fine if the
Post had done the job -- but it didn't. The Washington Times kept this story
alive with groundbreaking reporting.

The blood is in the water now, and the media sharks who helped put Bill
Clinton in the White House must hold him accountable to the same standards they
applied to Richard Nixon. Ed Meese and Oliver North. Had they done so during the
campaign, Clinton might not have been elected. Then the press almost unanimously
said that character didn't matter. It turns.out that character matsered a lot.

The latest polls show Clinton's trust reservoir has sprung a leak. It's now
around 40\ and falling fast.

As the Watergate-Whitewater comparisons develop, two quotes seem relevant.
Nixon aide H.R. Haldeman observed: ‘Once the toothpaste is out of the tube, it's
hard to get back in." Henry Kissinger's wry comment could be closer to the mark:
"The illegal we do immediately. The unconstitutional takes a little longer.‘
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BYLINE: By JOHN M. BRODERand MICHAEL ROSS, TIMES STAFF WRITERS

DATELINE: WASHINGTON

BODY
With pressure mounting for congressional hearings into the Whitewater

controversy, special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. Monday implored the legislative
leadership to avoid such sessions because they would "pose a severe risk to the
integcity" of his_inqucy. »> ~

Fiske argued that Congress would want to interview the same witnesses,
running the risk of "premature disclosures" and "tailored testimony." He also
said that congressional grants of immunity to witnesses would seriously
undermine his efforts to conduct a full and impartial investigation.

Democrats immediately cited the Fiske plea as protection from the rising tide
of Republican calls for open-ended congressional hearings into the legal and
financial dealings of President Clinton and First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton in
Arkansas and the behavior of the Administration during the current
investigation.

As Congress sparred over the Whitewater investigation, officials at the White
House narrowed their list of candidates for White House counsel, with Lloyd N.
Cutler, former counsel to president Jimmy Carter, and Harry C. McPherson Jr.,
who served as counsel to Lyndon B. Johnson, viewed as the leading contenders. A
final decision is expected as early as today.

The appointee would replace Bernard Nussbaum, who submitted his resignation
Saturday after a series of missteps on Whitewater and other matters.

In another day of furious fallout from the spiraling Whitewater controversy,
aides throughout the White House complex combed through overflowing trash
receptacles and computer files in search of material that might be covered under
a Fiske subpoena.

Late last week Fiske subpoenaed nine current and one former Administration
official to produce testimony and records related to several meetings between
White House and Treasury officials about Whitewater. Acting White House general
counsel Joel Klein instructed all White House officials to search for papers
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that might fall under the special counsel's order.
Clinton acknowledged Monday that he was informed last October that he and his
wife were under scrutiny in a federal investigation into the failure of an
Arkansas savings and loan owned by James B. McDougal, a former business partner.

But he said he knew nothing of meetings between regulators and White House
aides to discuss the status of the investigation into the failed thrift,
Madison Guaranty Savings i Loan.

At an East Roomappearance with Georgian leader Eduard A. Shevardnadze that
was dominated by questions about Whitewater. Clinton insisted that he and Mrs.
Clinton had done no wrong and repeatedly stressed his intention to cooperate
fully with the special counsel's investigation.

"We are not covering up or anything; we are opening up. We are disclosing,"
Clinton said. “No one has accused me of any abuse of authority in office. . .
There is no credible evidence and no credible charge that I violated any
criminal or civil federal law."

He said that comparisons to the Watergate scandal that drove Richard Nixon
from office are "hysteria" from partisan Republicans. And he pleaded with
reporters to reduce the intensity of coverage of the spreading scandal.

The special counsel, in a move that at least indirectly benefits the White
House. expressed in a letter to congressional leaders his "strong concern“ about
the possibility of hearings on the Whitewater scandal.

On Capitol Hill, Democratic leaders used the Fiske letter to rebuff
increasingly strident Republican calls for congressional hearings.

Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr. (D-Mich.), chairman of the Senate Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs Committee, quickly responded to Fiske's letter, saying that
his panel would "defer to your investigation‘ and conduct no hearings on the
Whitewater scandal while it is under ggiminal investigation. House Banking,
Finance and Urban Affairs Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.) gave a similar
response.

Republican lawmakers expressed outrage at what they called Democratic efforts
to stonewall their attempts to conduct their own investigation. Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan.) threatened that Republicans would hold up the
confirmation of Ricki Tigert, Clinton's nominee to head the Federal Deposit
Insurance Commission, until Riegle's committee agrees to conduct hearings.

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa). ranking minority memberof the House Banking
Committee, said in an interview that, while Piske's letter ‘looks thoroughly
reasonable, its implications are chilling for the constitutionally mandated
oversight responsibility of Congress and for free speech."

Later, in a scathing speech on the House floor, Leach questioned Clinton's
ethical fitness.

"Whitewater is about the arrogance of power, political conflicts of interest
that are self-evidently unseemly,‘ Leach said, adding that the White House
handling of the scandal proved that "cover-ups can be as troubling as the
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crime."

Leach said that the subpoenas issued by Fiske over the weekend showed that
the focus of th ' ' ' ’ ' 'e investigation has shifted "from possible illegal acts committed
by a President prior to taking office to possible illegal actions committed in
office" and that "obstruction of justice is now clearly at issue."

Times staff writer Paul Richter in Washington contributed to this story.
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BODY
President Clinton, visibly upset that First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton has
increasingly become a focal point of the Whitewater investigation, issued a
passionate defense of her Monday, declaring that "her moral compass is as strong
as anybody’: in this country."

"I have never known a person with a stronger sense of right and wrong in my
life -- ever," the President said. "And I do not believe for a moment that she
has done anything wrong.

"I could cite you chapter and verse over 20 years -- plus now -- that I have
known her when it would have been very easy for her to take a shortcut, to take
an easy way out, to do something else, when she has unfailingly done the right
thing."

The President's unusual defense of his wife came at a time of rising
criticism of the Administration's handling of Whitewater and increasingly
pointed questions about Mrs. Clinton's personal role in the failed Arkansas real
estate development. The questions are casting shadows over a First Lady whose
role in the policy and politics of the White House is unprecedented in American
history.

The Administration has counted on her as a critical asset in the fight for
its No. 1 legislative goal, health care reform, as well as welfare reform and
other domestic policy issues. Now, some White House officials and key
congressional leaders conceded privately, the intensifying controversy threatens
to undermine her leadership and her credibility.

"In Washington, if you're perceived as strong, you can get things done," said
a senior white House official. "But if you're perceived as vulnerable, it's hard
to get anything done."

Mrs. Clinton herself has been "uptight for weeks," sources said, over the
continuing news reports of cover-up, shredded documents, conflicts of interest
and other alleged improprieties in connection with the tangled land deal into
which she and her husband entered in the 1970s.
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She continues to “function OK" at the White House, an official said. adding:
"I'd say she's showing grace under pressure. She's called a health meeting for
tomorrow."

Some Democrats warned flatly that, unless the President and First Lady can
get Whitewater out of the headlines and off the evening news shows, they will
lose the already touch-and-go battle for health care reform.

Others, including some leading figures in the congressional debate over
health care, insisted that Whitewater has not diminished Mrs. Clinton‘:
effectiveness. Rep. Henry A. Waxman (D-Los Angeles), chairman of the House
Energy and Commercehealth and environment subcommittee, said: "The overwhelming
majority of the American people side with her on the issue and support her
personally.“

Mrs. Clinton dazzled Congress and the public last fall in her highly
publicized testimony on behalf of the Administration's health reform proposal.
The White House, believing that she enjoys greater public credibility than
anyone else in the Administration, has counted on her to continue in that role.

But now private White House polls show that Mrs. Clinton's public approval
rating has fallen below that of the President. although both have ratings
between 55\ and 60\. The consensus at the White House seems to be that recent
disclosures which resulted in the appointent of special counsel Robert B. Fiske
Jr. to investigate Whitewater and the forced resignation of White House counsel
Bernard Nussbaum threaten to undermine the First Lady's efforts.

A week ago, said a senior congressional aide, he would have said that health
care reform was not in jeopardy. "I now have to admit it does feel as though
there has been a spillover," he said. "It reached a critical mass toward the end
of last week and now it's having a strategic impact on other things."

Even if Clinton is right and he and the First Lady have done nothing wrong,
said the aide, "what's wrong about it is that the White House has allowed itself
to be overwhelmed by this thing. It doesn't matter what the thing is. . . . The
White House is not in a governing mode, it is in scandal-defense mode. It is not
in control of its own work."

What makes the "Hillary factor" so unpredictable is that no First Lady has
ever assumed such an active role, both before and after coming to Washington.

To be sure, conservatives reviled Eleanor Roosevelt in the 1930s and '40s for
her unstinting campaigns for liberal causes. More recently, Nancy Reagan earned
considerable enmity for her efforts, sometimes with resort to astrological
charts, to control President Ronald Reagan's schedule.

But no First Lady had participated in policy—making sessions at the highest
levels of the White House. None had served as the leading witness in an
Administration's advocacy of its policies in Congress.

What's more, no presidential wife had had such an active career before .
becoming First Lady. Mrs. Clinton was a lawyer in Little Rock, Ark., while her
husband served as governor. It is her activities then, when she and her husband
formed a real estate partnership with James B. McDougal, the owner of Madison
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Guaranty Savings A Loan, that are echoing through Washington now.
The President and his wife have described themselves as innocent bystanders

as McDougal drove his SAL into the ground and lost nearly $70,000 of their
assets on the Ozark Mountain resort project called whitewater Development Corp.

Hillary Clinton's role as a former attorney for the savings and loan is at
the center of the controversy. The white House has acknowledged that, while on a
$2.000~a-month retainer, she worked with Madison Guaranty on a proposal to
sell stock, a step that required approval of state financial regulators who had
been appointed by her husband.

But it has said that her role was minimal. And although regulators ultimately
approved the stock sale, the S&L did not carry it out.

Thus Mrs. Clinton's integrity as well as the President's will be on the line
as Fiske, the special counsel. seeks to determine whether Whitewater involved
any wrongdoing by high government officials. The outcome could matter not only
to Mrs. Clinton personally ~- she is said by associates to be concerned that
legal defense costs could bankrupt the family, whose assets are modest by
presidential standards -- but also to the Administration policy to which she has
devoted much of her time.

Robert Blendon, a Harvard University expert on public opinion and health care
reform, said that the Administration had based the selling of its controversial
health care reform package on the credibility of the First Lady.

Administration officials believe that health reform is such a complicated
issue that few people grasp its every nuance. Thus, the thinking at the Hhite
House has been that the public -- and even some members of Congress -- will have
to "trust Hillary" and make a huge leap of faith.

To that extent, the continuing distractions do not bode well for the chances
of congressional enactment of comprehensive reform as proposed by the Clintons.

Times staff writer Karen 'h.unulty contributed to this story.
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with pressure mounting for congressional hearings into the Whitewater
controversyV/special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. on Monday implored the
legislative leadership to avoid such sessions because they would "pose a severe

ris'k*?"the
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Fiske argued that Congress would want to interview the same witnesses,

running the risk of "premature disclosures" and "tailored testimony." He also
said that congressional grants of immunity to witnesses would seriously
undermine his efforts to conduct a full and impartial inquiry.

Democrats immediately cited the Fiske plea to ward off the rising tide of
Republican calls for open-ended congressional hearings into the legal and
financial dealings of President Clinton and First Lady Hillary RodhamClinton
when they lived in Arkansas and the behavior of the Administration during the
current investigation.

As Congress sparred over the Whitewater investigation, officials at the White
House narrowed their list of candidates for White House counsel, with Lloyd N.
Cutler, former counsel to President Jimmy Carter, and Harry C. McPherson Jr.,
who served as counsel to President Lyndon B. Johnson, viewed as the leading
contenders. A final decision is expected as early as today.

The appointee would replace Bernard Nussbaum, who submitted his resignation
Saturday after a series of missteps on Whitewater and other matters.

Clinton acknowledged at a press conference Monday that he was told "sometime
in October" that federal savings and loan regulators from the Resolution Trust
Corp. were investigating the possibility that his 1984 Arkansas gubernatorial
campaign had received illegal contributions from a Little Rock savings and loan
owned by a business partner, James B. McDougal.

The RTC was investigating possible criminal conduct in the failure of
McDougal's Madison Guaranty savings a Loan, which collapsed in 1989 at a cost
to taxpayers of more than $47 million. The Clintons and McDougal were partners
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in the Whitewater Development Corp., an unsuccessful Arkansas real estate
project.

At an East Roomappearance with Georgian leader Eduard A. Shevardnadze that
was dominated by questions about Whitewater, Clinton insisted that he and Hrs.
Clinton had done no wrong and repeatedly stressed his intention to cooperate
fully with the special counsel's investigation. Clinton said that he could not
remember who told him about the RTC inquiry or when he learned of it. Both
memory lapses could be significant.

If he was informed that he was named in an RTC referral by an official of the
Treasury Department, it could represent an improper tip-off from a federal
regulator to the possible target of a criminal investigation.

The timing of the disclosure to Clinton raises another important question.
The Madison Guaranty case was referred to the Justice Department for possible
criminal prosecution in late October. If Clinton was informed before the
referral date. he would have been granted highly unusual and favorable treatment
not accorded ordinary citizens.

Clinton said that he took no action as a result of the information and could
not be accused of any wrongdoing or breach of ethics.

"We are not covering up or anything; we are opening up. We are disclosing,‘
Clinton said. "No one has accused me of any abuse of authority in office. . .
There is no credible evidence and no credible charge that I violated any
criminal or civil federal law."

He said that comparisons to the Watergate scandal that drove Richard Nixon
from office are "hysteria" promulgated by partisan Republicans. And he pleaded
with reporters to reduce the intensity of coverage of the spreading scandal. ‘I
am fully cooperating with the special counsel," Clinton said. "They (Eiske's
investigators) will find the truth . . . . '

In another day of furious fallout from the spiraling Whitewater controversy,
aides throughout the White House complex combed through overflowing trash
receptacles and computer files in search of material that might be covered under
subpoenas of the special counsel.

Late last week Fiske subpoenaed nine current and one former Administration
official to produce testimony and records related to several meetings between
White House and Treasury officials about Whitewater.

Monday, in a move that at least indirectly benefits the White House. Fiske
expressed in a letter to congressional leaders his "strong concern" about the
possibility of hearings on the Whitewater scandal.

On Capitol Hill, Democratic leaders used the Fiske letter to rebuff
increasingly strident Republican calls for congressional hearings.

Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr. (D-Mich.), chairman of the Senate Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs Committee, quickly responded to Piske's letter, saying that
his committee would "defer to your investigation‘ and hear no testimony on
Whitewater while the controversy is under criminal investigation. House Banking
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Finance and Urban Affairs Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.) gave a similar
response.
Republican lawmakers expressed outrage at what they called Democratic effortn

to stonewall their attempts to conduct their own investigation.

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan ) threatened that Republicans would
hold up the confirmation of Ricki Tigert, Clinton‘s nominee to head the Federal
Deposit Insurance Commission, until Riegle's committee agrees to hearings on
Whitewater.

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa), ranking minority memberof the House Banking
Committee, said in an interview that, while Fiske's letter "looks thoroughly
reasonable. its implications are chilling for the constitutionally mandated
oversight responsibility of Congress and for free speech."

Later. in a scathing speech on the House floor. Leach questioned Clinton's
ethical fitness. "whitewater is about the arrogance of power, political
conflicts of interest that are self-evidently unseemly," Leach said.

Leach said that the subpoenas issued by Fiske last Friday showed that the
focus of the investigation has shifted "from possible illegal acts committed by
a President prior to taking office to possible illegal actions committed in
office" and that "obstruction of justice is now clearly at issue."

The White House search for a new counsel to replace Nussbaum included not
only Cutler and McPherson but also former Watergate prosecutor Charles F.C.
Ruff, and Charles B. Renfrew, a former federal district judge and deputy U.S.
attorney general.

Cutler, 76, is known as a consummate Washington insider and a pillar of
Democratic politics. He earned a reputation as a skilled White House counsel
after he was summonedby Carter in 1979.

Cutler impressed White House officials with his energy last year when he led
the forces championing the attorney general candidacy of Zoe Baird. Baird
withdrew when it was disclosed that she had employed two illegal aliens as
domestic help and had paid no Social Security taxes for them.

One Administration official said it would be "painfully ironic“ if Cutler
replaced Nussbaum in the white House counsel's post, since Cutler was the chief
force behind the Baird selection -- though Nussbaum was often blamed for it.

Times staff writer Paul Richter in Washington contributed to this story.
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WASHINGTON- A grim, lectern-pounding President Clinton defended his and his
wife's integrity Monday and said there is no evidence that anyone in his
administration interfered with the Whitewater inquiry.

"There will not be a cover-up, there will not be an abuse of power in this
White House,‘ Mr. Clinton declared.

Rejecting GOP suggestions that he is presiding over a scandal akin to
Watergate, which toppled President Richard Nixon 20 years ago, Mr. Clinton said,
"There is no analogy except any hysteria that they can gin up around it."

He said that, although it might have been better if three controversial White
House meetings on Whitewater had not occurred, ‘The evidence that we have
certainly makes it clear that no one tried to influence any governmental
procedure or do anything improper.‘

Last week, it was disclosed that federal regulators had briefed senior White
House staff members three times on the Whitewater investigation, prompting
allegations of special treatment of Mr. Clinton.

With some Republicans raising allegations of a White House cover-up and
renewing demands for congressional hearings, the president reiterated that all
aides have been instructed to comply fully with Special Counsel Robert Fiske Jr.
Mr. Fiske was appointed by Attorney General Janet Reno to look into the
circumstances surrounding the failed Arkansas real estate venture.

He also delivered a fervent defense of first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, who
played a role in some of the legal activities related to the Whitewater deal.

"I have never known a person with a stronger sense of right or wrong in my
life - ever," he said.

"I do not believe for a moment that she has done anything wrong," the
president declared, pounding on his lectern. "Her moral compass is as strong as
anybody's in this country."
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Mr. Clinton also di8Closed that he learned in October that the Resolution
Trust Corp. had referred to the Justice Department allegations that the failed
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan may have channeled funds to his 1984
gubernatorial campaign. Madison was owned at the time by James McDougal. a
partner with the Clintons in the Whitewater development.

But he denied knowledge of any of the controversial Whitewater meetings and
said he couldn't remember who told him the case had been sent to the Justice
Department. A senior official, who asked not to be named, said the president
apparently learned of it from journalists’ inquiries after the referral was made
OCC. 10.

The White House. meanwhile, moved to comply Monday with Mr. Fiske's directive
to provide all relevant documents in the Whitewater inquiry. It was issued
Friday along with subpoenas to 10 current and former administration officials.

Aides spent much of the day combing their files, and trash remained
uncollected. Deputy Counsel Joel Klein issued a directive telling all officials
that they must provide any information about the three known meetings - and
about any others that might have occurred.

"We have put out the word it is an obstruction of justice not to get the
documents to us," another senior official said.

The official, who also spoke anonymously, said that the directive to provide
all relevant documents applied to Mr. and Mrs. Clinton, as well as the six White
House staff members who have been subpoenaed to turn over documents and appear
before a Washington grand jury Thursday.

But officials declined to say whether there had been additional meetings.

The president also reportedly drew closer to naming a replacement for White
House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, who resigned Saturday under pressure. He had
been criticized repeatedly for missteps ranging from botched Cabinet nominations
to his actions in the Whitewater inquiry.

According to news reports, the president's choice for the job is Washington
lawyer Lloyd Cutler, 76, who was President Jimmy Carter's White House counsel.

The Associated Press reported Monday night that Mr. Cutler's appointment
would be announced Tuesday.

Republicans on Capitol Hill, meanwhile, sought to use the political momentum
created by Mr. Nussbaum‘: forced resignation to turn up the heat on Whitewater.

"The public cares more about this issue this week than it did last week,"
Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., second-ranking GOP leader in the House, declared at
a news conference. "Somehow last week we passed the threshold."

Mr. Gingrich released a letter to Ms. Reno in which he demanded that
Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell, a former law partner of Mrs.
Clinton's, be suspended because of his "involvement in the Whitewater matter."

Justice Department spokesman Carl Stern said Ms. Reno had written back to Mr.
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Gingrich that there was no basis for such a step because "Mr. Hubbell has not
had any responsibilities relating to the Whitewater investigation."

Mr. Gingrich also released letters to House Speaker Tom Foley, D-Wash., and
Majority Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo., demanding that they convene a bipartisan
congressional leadership meeting to debate GOP demands for special hearings on
Whitewater.

The Democrats have steadfastly refused such proposals, arguing that any
comprehensive congressional hearings could interfere with Mr. Fiske's
investigation.

But Mr. Foley said, "I wouldn't oppose any hearings," and ABC News said
Monday night that Democratic leaders planned to meet with their GOP counterparts
this week to discuss possible hearings.

Meanwhile, Mr. Fiske said in a letter to the chairman and ranking Republican
on the Senate Banking Committee that congressional hearings into whitewater
"would pose a severe risk to the integrity of our investigation."

He said there would be a danger if witnesses were granted congressional
immunity and if premature disclosures caused witnesses to alter their future
testimony.

The ranking Republican, Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York, said he wanted to
A

meet with Mr. Fiske, a fellow New York Republican, to discuss the matter.

Meanwhile, Mr. Clinton again found himself answering questions on Whitewater
during a White House news conference with a visiting foreign leader, this time
Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze.

As when Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk visited Friday, virtually every
question to Mr. Clinton dealt with Whitewater.

Asked how he felt to hear Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, raise the prospect he
might not be able to complete his term, Mr. Clinton replied, "I wonder why you
let him get away with it."

But he added that, "frankly, when they say things, it doesn't really bother
me," adding, "They have been on the whole blatantly partisan."

Separately, Mrs. Clinton told Elle magazine that much recent criticism was
based on "the wildest kind of paranoid conspiracies."

In an interview. which took place before the subpoenas wereissued, she said,
"This is a well-organized and well-financed attempt to undermine my husband, and
by extension, myself, by people who have a different political agenda or have
another personal and financial reason for attacking us."

Staff writer Richard Whittle contributed to this report.

GRAPHIC: PHOT0(S): President Clinton fields questions Monday during a news
conference at the White House. Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze appeared
with Mr. Clinton, but questions focused on the continuing Whitewater
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BODY
His own travails in the Whitewater affair have nothing in commonwith the

Watergate scandal that drove Richard M. Nixon from office 20 years ago,
President Clinton insisted today at a news conference in which he fought his
political corner as tenaciously as Mr. Nixon ever did. '

"We're not covering anything up," he said. "We are opening up."

Had the Clinton white House been as forthcoming as the President suggested
it had, Mr. Clinton might have had no reason to dispute the parallel.

In that case. the focus would have remained on the Whitewater transactions
themselves, long ago and far away, which are hard to follow and lacking in
evident drama. The whole thing might have dried up. But now the spotlight has
shifted from the Ozarks to Washington, and words like "subpoena" and "cover-up"
have caught public attention. There is now no chance that things will quiet down
this year.

The shift in focus, which also happened in Watergate, is of much greater
importance this time than two decades ago. The original accusations against Mr.
Nixon related to actions during his term as President, but those against Mr.
Clinton predated his election in 1992. Suspicions of a cover-up, however, have
taken investigators right into current White House activities.

The two cases have obvious differences. Watergate involved gross abuses of
power, including the misuse of the F.B.I., among other agencies. Whitewater, on
the record to date, has produced nothing approaching that.

Grudging Responses

It is certainly true that Bill Clinton did not dig in his heels as hard or
as long as Richard Nixon did. So far, there is less evidence of an effort to
block investigators. But Mr. Clinton and his staff did not react to the first
set of Whitewater disclosures, or the second or third, by "opening up.“

For weeks the White House resisted the appointment of an independent counsel.
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It admitted only in December that crucial documents had been removed in July
from the files of Vincent W. Foster Jr., the Clinton aide who killed himself,
and given to the President's lawyer. For a time, Bernard H. Nussbaum, the
soon-to—depart white House counsel, said Mr. Clinton might refuse to yield
Whitewater documents on grounds of attorney-client privilege.

At every turn. the white House responses to inquiries from reporters
investigating the matter have been late, incomplete and grudging.

There are other similarities between Watergate and Whitewater, starting with
controversy over documents and whether they have been shredded.

Mr. Nixon liked to dismiss the Watergate scandal as "a third-rate burglary,"
long after it was clear that it was not the break-in but the abuses of power
associated with it that constituted the biggest liability. Mr. Clinton,
likewise, often says that the Whitewater episode is rooted in a small-time land
deal 16 years ago in which he and his wife lost money.

Distracting Questions

Defending his wife as a womanwho has a "moral compass as strong as
anybody's in America," Mr. Clinton sounded as defensive as Mr. Nixon used to in
proclaiming the virtues of those who worked alongside him.
-L-..' ._~4->-.-V.. _ .‘i- 'r‘v .~ .. ..-.. -so
Two days after Mr. Nussbaum was cast to the wolves, Mr. Clinton found himself

answering whitewater questions at what was supposed to be a news conference on
problems in Russia and other former units of the Soviet Union. He said he had
more important things to do than defend his conduct, and he asserted that "the
American people will be outraged if anybody uses this as an excuse for not doing
the people's business."

On April 30, 1973, the day he announced the departure of H. R. Haldeman and
John D. Ehrlichman, among others, Mr. Nixon said much the same thing.

"It is essential," he said. "that we not be so distracted by events such as
this that we neglect the vital work before us. before this nation, before
America. at a time of critical importance to America and the world.‘ '“

PFQSBUZGOn DQIIQCKBCS

Mr. Nixon was never able to turn back, full time, to the business of
governing. More and more revelations, some directly related to Watergate but
most not, kept him on the defensive until he finally resigned. In Mr. Clinton's
case, muchwill depend on what new disclosures, if any, lie ahead.

Democrats on Capitol Hill have maintained a more-or-less united front so far,
refusing demands from Republican colleagues for an investigation even though
they investigated similar episodes during the Reagan and Bush eras. But that
front may be cracking under the pressure of accusations that the Democrats are
guilty of applying a partisan double standard.

Representative Dan Rostenkowski of Illinois, the chairman of the Hays and
Means Committee, became on Sunday the first ranking Democrat on the Hill to
suggest that he would consider the possibility of Whitewater hearings.
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If disclosures keep coming, and especially if there are any further hints
that the White House is trying to steer the investigation, some Democrats‘
partisan loyalties will surely give way to self-preservation. All of the seats
in the House and a third of those in the Senate, after all, will be up for grabs
this November, long before Bill Clinton faces the electorate.

Similar Reputations

Like Mr. Nixon, Mr. Clinton is vulnerable in a crisis of this sort because
of the ambiguous reputation that preceded him into Presidential politics.

Both men have always been widely admired for their intelligence, their
political skills and their grasp of complex public questions. But both have long
been dogged by questions of trustworthiness. One brought the nickname "Tricky
Dick" into the Oval Office, the other "Slick Willy."

The events of last weekend were sufficiently striking that top Republicans
and Democrats have for the first time begun wondering aloud, discreetly of
course, whether Whitewater could eventually become serious enough to cost Mr.
Clinton a second term.

Early as it is, with so many more events to unfold before 1996, the damage is
already substantial, if not necessarily to the President's standing with the
public, then clearly to his ability to influence legislators. And if he is
unable to push through his already beleaguered legislative proposals, including
health care reform and the reorganization of the welfare system, he could lose
ground with voters.

The consensus so far, voiced by an influential Democratic senator: "A second
term looks less routine, especially if the economy turns sour."

THE MEETINGS IN QUESTION

President Clinton today acknowledged that he was briefed some time last October
on the decision by the agency overseeing failed savings and loans to ask for a
criminal investigation by the Justice Department into the failure of Madison
Guaranty Savings and Loan in Arkansas, a request that named the Clintons as
possible beneficiaries of illegal actions. While Mr. Clinton said he did not
remember who briefed him or when, the meeting was one of a series that have
recently come to light concerning the referral by the agency, the Resolution
Trust Corporation.

Sept. 29, 1993 -- Jean Hanson, the Treasury Department's general counsel, meets
in the office of Bernard W. Nussbaum, the White House counsel, to warn him of
the R.T.C‘s plan to ask for a Justice Department investigation.

Oct. 8, 1993 -- R.T.C. formally asks the Justice Department to look into the
matter.

Oct. 14, 1993 -- A meeting is held in Mr. Nussbaum‘: office to discuss how to
handle inquiries from news organizations about the status of the Whitewater
investigation. In addition to Mr. Nussbaum, the meeting includes Mark D. Gearan,
the White House director of communications; Bruce Lindsey, a senior adviser to
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Mr. Clinton; Ms. Hanson; Josh Steiner, now chief of staff to Treasury Secretary
Lloyd Bentsen; and Jack Devore, then Mr. 8entsen's press secretary.

Oct. 31. 1.993 -- First press reports of the R.T.C. referral appear.

Feb. 2, 1994 -- Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger C. Altman, also the acting head
of the R.T.C., meets with Mr. Nussbaum, Ms. Hanson. Harold M. Ickes, the deputy
chief of staff, and Margaret A. Williams, Hillary RodhamClinton's chief of
staff. Mr. Altman acknowledges the meeting before a Senate committee on Feb. 24
saying he held the briefing to give the white House a "heads up" on how the
R.T.C. would proceed on potential civil claims arising out of Madison‘s failure
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BODY
Even as Washington writes off Bernard W. Nussbaum. who was forced to resign

on Saturday as the White House counsel. his once and future colleagues in the
upper echelons of the New York bar, where he has 27 years‘ experience as a top
corporate litigator. are rallying around him. Indeed, most say the sin that cost
him his post is actually a point in his favor: his inability to adapt to what
they regard as the back-stabbing ways of the nation's capital.

Promised anonymity. some of Mr. Nussbaum's many friends nonetheless concede
that he brought certain liabilities to the White House job. In corporate
litigation. they note, hand-holding with individual clients looms less large,
disputes remain more private and the game, though still played with a hard ball,
is largely about the law and is almost devoid of the kind of politics that
permeates Washington.

These friends also note that for the first time since he was the senior
associate special counsel to the House Judiciary Comittee during its Watergate
investigation, when he first met Hillary Rodham, then on the committee's staff.
Mr. Nussbaum was without the advice of his colleagues at Wachtell. Lipton. Rosen
& Katz.

Washington Work Is Done

In a telephone interview from his White House office on Sunday night, Mr.
Nussbaum said he planned to return to his old law firm after he leaves the White
House on April 5.

"I am proud to have been able to work in the White House as long as I did.
but I've always known that the cornerstone of my good fortune was not in my job
in Washington but in my friends and family in New York and elsewhere.“ he said.
"My work in Washington is now done, and I look forward to coming home. And an
important part of my home has always been Wachtell, Lipton."

The 57-year-old Mr. Nussbaum is well liked, even beloved. in the loffliest
perches of the Manhattan bar. His forced resignation has prompted condolences
from dozens of callers, among them Gov. Mario M. Cuomo and Mayor Rudolph W.
Giuliani. if, fairly or not, he will be remembered as a bungler in the capital.
he is viewed among his peers in New York as a savvy and honest lawyer.
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while Mr. Nussbaum's critics deem his one-year tenure a fiasco, his friends
see the abrupt end of that tenure as a personal tragedy, the snuffing out of his
lifelong dream of public service. Such was his excitement over the White House
job. they say, that in the end it may have compromised his judgment and
independence.

Mr. Nussbaum's supporters think the mistakes attributed to him in his
handling of personnel and the Whitewater affair were not his fault, were made at
his client's behest, were no big deal or were the product of a gaping cultural
gap between New York and Washington.

“If Bernie made any errors at all, it was in devoting his enormous intellect
too enthusiastically to representing the President,“ said Ira Millstein of Weil,
Gotshal & Manges, one of New York's largest law firms.

Andrew Maloney, a former United States Attorney in Brooklyn and now a partner
at the Manhattan law firm of Brown & Wood, said much of the criticism had
resulted from Mr. Nussbaum‘S "taking it on the chin for his client."

"If Bernie had one weakness. it was that he was a bit naive about life inside
the Beltway," Mr. Maloney said.

Anyone who visited him at the White House or heard him during his periodic
trips back to New York over the last year knew that Mr. Nussbaum, who grew up in
a household of modest means on the Lower East Side, had remained almost
intoxicated by the realization that the counsel job was actually his.

Both that enthusiasm and an eagerness to remain ingratiated with his clients,
his supporters say, may have prompted him to give President and Mrs. Clinton
advice that they wanted -- like opposing the appointment of a special counsel in
the Whitewater matter. "There's a certain desperate quality to Bernie," said one
New York litigator, "and when you're needy, you sometimes lose your
independence."

Welcome Back

Martin Lipton. a founding partner of Wachtell, Lipton, said the firm would
welcome Mr. Nussbaum back. "Bernie is as street-smart and politically wise as
any lawyer in the country,“ Mr. Lipton said in an interview. "But he is also
totally honest, and because of his forthrightness and unwillingness to dodge and
duck, he's ended up being the target of this."

Another of Mr. Nussbaum's New York admirers, Charles Stillman, predicted that
the departing counsel's time in a town "filled with Gilloolys“ ready to knee—cap
their enemies would only enhance his reputation.

"Bernie will come back to the embrace of people who know him, who admire him,
who care about him, and he'll get over this," Mr. Stillman said. "And if I'm a
client, I want this guy to be my lawyer. He took a grenade for the President of
the United States."

GRAPHIC: Photo: Professional colleagues of Bernard W. Nussbaum say he is in
some ways too good a lawyer to succeed in Washington. (Paul Hosefros/The New
York Times)
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BODY
President Clinton today defended his wife and his White House against

accusations of interfering in the Whitewater investigation, but he quickly found
himself facing new questions about his knowledge of the inquiry's earliest
stages.

After a stormy weekend watching from CampDavid as his Administration came
under attack for its handling of the Whitewater case, Mr. Clinton held a White
House news conference today on relations with the former Soviet Union. But he
clearly expected to be asked about Whitewater and was prepared to offer extended
comments.

He emphasized that the Whitewater affair was different from past
investigations of the White House, especially Watergate, which drove President
Richard M. Nixon from office. "No one has accused me of any abuse of authority
in office," Mr. Clinton said. "That's what Watergate was about."

Effort to Counterattack

As part of a calculated effort to "take the offensive," Mr. Clinton pounded
the lectern as he came to the defense of his wife, Hillary. Mrs. Clinton has
been criticized in recent days for her role in the Clintons' investment in the
Whitewater Development Company, an Arkansas land venture, and its ties to an
Arkansas savings and loan that was taken over by Federal regulators.

"I do not believe for a moment that she has done anything wrong," Mr. Clinton
said. "If everybody in this country had a character half as strong as hers, we
wouldn't have half the problems we've got today.“

Trying to get the White House staff back on its feet, Mr. Clinton has chosen
Lloyd N. Cutler. who served as White House counsel under President Jimmy Carter.
to become interim White House counsel, Administration officials said tonight.
[Page D2l.]

Focus on White House

But Mr. Clinton left his aides scrambling to put out a new brushfire, which
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he started when he acknowledged during the news conference that he had been told
about a request by Federal regulators for a criminal inyestigatign into the
savings and loan, Madison Guaranty.

'_'

That statement made it clear for the first time that Mr. Clinton learned
about the sensitive request before it became public and raised the question of
whether he had gained the knowledge improperly. In recent days, attention has
focused on internal White House discussions about the inquiry, including several
conversations between White House and Treasury Department officials.

The disclosure of those conversations last week forced the resignation of
Bernard W. Nussbaum, the White House counsel, who attended some of the meetings,
and prompted Robert B. Fiske Jr., the special counsel who was appointed by
Attorney General Janet Reno to investigate Whitewater, to issue subpoenas to six
senior White House staff members. including Mr. Nussbaum.

White House officials said they also expected other Clinton aides to receive
subpoenas from Mr. Fiske. perhaps including the chief of staff, Thomas F.
McLarty 3d, who has acknowledged being told in advance about one meeting under
scrutiny.

With the White House trying to meet a Thursday deadline to turn over
subpoenaed documents. House Democratic leaders agreed to meet with Republicans

~~-~te~diseuse-their demands for a Congressional inquiry into Whitewater.

But Mr. Fiske asked lawmakers not to hold such hearings, saying they would
interfere with his own investigation. Mr. Fiske may have been seeking to avoid
the kind of problems faced by prosecutors in the Iran-contra affair, when a
court dismissed two central cases on the ground that Congressional hearings had
tainted the evidence.

Dealing With Subpoenas

As Mr. Clinton's aides joined in the effort to fight back, Dee Dee Myers,
the White House spokeswoman. tonight welcomed Mr. Fiske's request that Congress
postpone any investigation of the Whitewater matter. "We want a good, solid and
thorough inquiry, and we don't want to do anything that would interfere," Ms.
Myers said.

And as the White House began to sift through the documents already subpoenaed
by Mr. Fiske, Government officials familiar with the sweeping terms of his
request said it was likely to yield information about previously undisclosed
internal white House discussions or meetings with with Administration officials
involved in the inquiry into Madison Guaranty.

Joel I. Klein, the deputy white House counsel, is to meet with Mr. Fiske on
Tuesday to discuss how the documents will be turned over to the special counsel.
Hundreds of White House officials, including the President and the First Lady,
have been asked to reply to Mr. Fiske's request for "any and all documents“
relating to discussions about the inquiry, a senior white House official said
today.

The way the Whitewater case has come to overshadow all other business was
played out at today's news conference, where the guest. President Eduard A.
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Shevardnadze of Georgia, could only look on as Mr. Clinton was repeatedly
questioned about the land deal.

Asked by the first reporter he called on when he had first learned of the
investigation, Mr. Clinton responded with a long and carefully worded statement
that he had first been told of it “sometime in October."

concern About Request

Mr. Clinton said he did not remember who had told him about the
investigation or exactly when in October he learned of a request made the
Resolution Trust Corporation on Oct. 8 for a criminal invest;ga;;gn_of Madison
Guaranty. But he acknowledged that he had been told that the request for the
investigation identified his gubernatorial campaign as a possible beneficiary of
illegal action by Madison Guaranty, whose chairman, James B. McDougal. was a
partner with his wife, Susan. and the Clintons in Whitewater, an investment
intended to develop vacation homes in Arkansas. Part of the investigation has
focused on whether Madison improperly allowed overdrafts by Whitewater.

Such requests for an investigation. known as criminal referrals, are regarded
as highly confidential by the Justice Department and the R.T.C., which lS an
independent agency that takes over savings and loans in difficulty. It was not
until Oct. 31 that first word about the investigation appeared in a news
account. The vague chain of events sketched by Mr. Clinton today meant that he
learned about a criminal investigation that could involve him and his wife
either before a formal decision was made to proceed with it or when the
investigation was in its earliest stages.

In an effort to distance Mr. Clinton from the most controversial of the
meetings involving his aides. a senior White House official said after today's
news conference that “all indications" were that he had not been told of the
decision until after it was sent to the Justice Department. Both Mr. Nussbaum,
who learned of the inquiry in a Sept. 29 conversation with a Treasury official,
and Bruce Lindsey, the White House personnel director, whomMr. Nussbaum then
told about it. had insisted that they had not shared that information with Mr.
Clinton, the senior official said.

Interviewed tonight on ABC's "Nightline," David R. Gergen, the counselor to
Mr. Clinton, said the President's best recollection was that he was told about
the request only after reporters began to ask the White House about it. But Mr.
Gergen said: “It was not something that threatened him directly, as I understand
it. and he has a hazy memory of it."

A Second Front

Mrs. Clinton began her own counteroffensive last Friday during an interview
with Elle magazine, which today released excerpts from her remarks.

In the interview, she said that she was treating the fresh allegations of
misconduct as politically motivated.

"I know nothing bad happened." she said. "And that's what everybody's going
to know, as they should know now, since they have yet to come forward with
anything other than the wildest kind of paranoid conspiracies.

Adi"
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"But I am just not interested in falling into the trap that the fomenters of
all this want us to. which is to become isolated and on the defensive and
diverted," she said. "I‘m not going to let that happen."
GRAPHIC: Photos: President Clinton answering questions on the Whitewater
inquiry at a news conference with President Eduard A. Shevardnadze of Georgia.
(Reuters) (pg. A1); Before holding a White House news conference esterda

'
y y in

which he defended his aides’ handling of the Whitewater inquiry, President
cl. . .inton traveled to southeast Washington to dedicate a home built for a
low-income family by volunteers for Habitat for Humanity. The new homeowner,
v‘v' M'll 'i ian i er, stood to the right of the President. (Stephen Crowley/New York
Times) (pg. D21)
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Following are excerpts from President Clinton's remarks about the Whitewater
investigation at his news conference today, as transcribed by the Federal
Information Systems Corporation, a private transcription service:

Q. Mr. President, there were at least three occasions where White House
officials were briefed by Federal regulators about the status of the Whitewater
investigation. were you and Mrs. Clinton aware of those contacts. and what were
you told about the content of those discussions?

A. Well, there were no briefings, and I didn't know about, for example,
Roger Altman's meeting until he testified to it on the Hill. And one of the
other contacts I think was a press contact of some kind; I was unaware of that
one.

Sometime in October I was -- I became aware of -- I don't know when, but
sometime in October I became aware of the R.T.C. finding with regard to the
question of -- the referral, I think it's called -— on the question of whether
my campaign benefited improperly from checks which allegedly came from the S.&
L. And I knew about that. That was —- I don't remember when I knew about it or
who told me about it, but it was just sort of presented as a fact, a decision
that had been made by the Government. And I didn't think much about it at the
time. It was just something that I absorbed. It was told to me as a -- just as
something that the Government had decided to do. Otherwise, I was not aware of
any of these things.

Now, let me say -- let me remind you of what we have done in the last few
days.

First, to avoid any question arising in the future that -- of the propriety
of any of these actions, we have literally erected a fire wall between the White
House and other regulatory agencies so that any contact in or out relating to
any of these matters would have to be cleared by and approved by the counsel's
office so that all of these matters will be clear and proper.

Secondly, we have committed to fully support and cooperate with the special
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counsel's subpoenas to look into this. On Friday night, as soon as the subpoenas
were received, the White House deputy counsel. Joel Klein, sent a memoto all
the white House staff describing the documents called for and a procedure to
fully comply. This morning, the chief of staff, Hr. McLarty. sent a detailed
compliance memofrom Mr. Klein to all the staff setting forth the procedures
that the staff must follow to make sure the compliance is full and complete.

Second, we have begun in earnest -- I have personally ‘- a process to select
a new White House counsel. and I want to make it just exactly clear what I'm
looking for: No. l, I want someone of unquestioned integrity and a lot of
experience in dealing with the kinds of issues that have to come into the White
House; someone who can establish processes that everyone will acknowledge are
appropriate to deal with all the legal matters that the white House deals with:
and finally, someone who will inspire confidence in me and in you, the press.
and most importantly, in the American people, that we are going the extra mile,
not only in this case but in all cases, to deal with all matters in the
appropriate way.

Hillary Clinton's Role

Q. Mr. President. how do you feel about your wife's becoming a focal point
of the Whitewater investigation? And The Washington Times quotes three couriers
as testifying that she ordered the shredding of documents. I know this is all
very painful, but I wonder how it's affected you and your household --~

A. well, let me say that the only thing that I want to say on behalf of both
of us is that we want to support the special counsel's work. and we want to ask
the American people to let the process work.

Law firms dispose of their documents all the time. And I did not read the
article, but I understand the article didn't purport to say what the contents of
any of the files were.

I can tell you this: I believe I'm a better authority than anybody else in
America on my wife. I have never known a person with a stronger sense of right
and wrong in my life -- ever.

I could cite you chapter and verse over 20 years-plus now that I have known
her when it would have been very easy for her to take a shortcut, to take an
easy way out. to do something else, when she has unfailingly done the right
thing. And I do not believe for a moment that she has done anything wrong. I
have -- I -- I just —- if the rest of the people in this country -- if everybody
in this country had a character as strong as hers. we wouldn't have half the
problems we've got today.

Now, people can ask whatever questions they want, and we will do our best to
comply. But I'm just telling you, the American people can worry about something
else. Her moral compass is as strong as anvbody's in this country, and they will
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see that.

Confidence in McLarty

Q. Mr. President, your chief of staff, Mack McLarty, said that he knew
about one of the meetings with the Treasury officials. Can you tell us why he
didn't seem to understand that that kind of meeting could give the appearance of
impropriety? And does the fact that he didn't diminish your confidence in him?

A.No, because I didn't know until yesterday, I guess. that the ethics counsel
for the Treasury Department apparently approved the Altman meeting.

Let me tell you what I told them to do. Let me just tell you what -- I have
instructed the staff not only to fully comply with this subpoena, but to examine
the records and the memories of everyone for any conceivable contact during this
time period so that all of the —- any facts that need to be disclosed can be
fully disclosed and completely evaluated. I think the evidence that we have
certainly makes it clear that no one tried to influence any governmental
procedure or do anything XMPIOPQZ, but as I said before, last week, it would
have been better if at least some of these meetings had not occurred. And we now
have the fire wall established which will guarantee that it won't happen in the
future.

I do ask you for some sense of balance about what's going on here. I was -- I
understand —- I did not see it, but I understand SamDash was last night on
television and pointed out that, unlike previous -- some previous
Administrations. we were fully cooperating, we were giving records, we were
giving whatever we asked to give not only to the special counsel, we weren't
resisting, we were supporting subpoenas. This Administration is determined to
have a standard by which anybody else in the future will be judged in how we
deal with this sort of inquiry. I just want the inquiry to proceed. I want it to
be -- to have a chance to succeed.

Republican Criticism

Q. Mr. President, I'm wondering what goes through your mind when you hear
critics -- I guess especially Republican critics —- compare this current
controversy to Watergate, and what goes through your mind when you hear someone
like Senator Grammformulate a statement by starting with a statement that, "If
the President wants to finish up his term"?

A. Well. I wonder why you let him get away with it. [Laughter.] I mean.
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frankly, when they say things, it doesn't really bother me. They have been on
the whole blatantly partisan, and it's obvious that they want to do something
that I don't think the American people ought to let them get away with, which is
to deter this Administration and the entire Federal Government from meeting its
responsibilities to the people.

I mean, it's a good excuse for why you don't have a health care plan. Go down
and have a health care retreat, and can't agree on a plan? Come back and jump on
this issue. And the American people will be outraged if anybody uses this as an
excuse not to keep going and doing the people's business, first of all.

Secondly, the Speaker of the House was very eloquent about this last weekend.
There is a huge difference here.

No. 1, we're not covering up or anything, we are opening up. we are
disclosing. We are giving you information.

No. 2, no one has accused me of any abuse of authority in office. That's what
Watergate was about.

'

No. 3, there is no credible evidence and no credible charge that I violated
any criminal or civil Federal law eight or nine years ago, when most of these
facts that are being bandied around are discussed. I mean, this is really about

~ =4-areal estate investment I» made allude 16 -yeose -ago-now that-Loss mommyand »
sputtered to a not-successful conclusion -- several years ago.

So there is no analogy except any hysteria that they can gin up around it.
That's why I say I have been forthcoming; I will continue to be forthcoming.
You're going to be confident in the way we handle this. There will not be a
cover-up; there will not be an abuse of power in this office. This -- and there
is no credible charge that I violated any law, even way back in the Dark Ages -
or years ago when this happened. And I just would remind you, I was governor of
my state for l2 years. There was never a hint of scandal in my administration.

So this is going to be a very different thing. And I think'that. you know,
what they do today as Republicans, as a party, may look good today; it may not
look very good when the independent counsel finishes his work. And I think they
ought to think long and hard about whether this sort of partisan clamor and
careless use of language and careless use of the facts is really not only in the
best interests of the American people, but in the best interests of their party.
We got -- all of us got hired here to work for the American people, not to throw
off on each other. Now I know a lot of people in this town like to do it, but
it's a very unproductive use of time.

If I did something wrong, it will come out in the special counsel. That's
what the Republicans said they wanted. That's what most of your media outlets
said you wanted. I am fully cooperating with the special counsel. They will
find the truth; let them do it. That is -- and let the rest of us go on with our
business. That's what we got the special counsel for.
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1

Instructions to Staff

Q. Mr. President, as part of your commitment to fully cooperate with the
special counsel. will you instruct your staff that you don't wish to invoke
attorney—client privilege or executive privilege, and will you ask them not to,
in appearing before a grand jury, invoke the Fifth Amendment?And if you ask
them to do that, do you see any conflict between their individual rights and
your attempt, your comitment, to get all the information out?
A. Well, I can't answer any of those questions because I haven't even

thought about it. I mean I'm telling you, no one I know, no one I have talked
to, believes anything violative of any law which -- has occurred by anybody. I
mean, a lot of these hypothetical questions which have been raised have been
literally bewildering to me, based on my understanding of the facts.

And the only thing I ask you to do is, if you can become satisfied that we
are fully cooperating and that we now have procedures in place which will
prohibit any improper contact of any kind, and there is no evidence that any
1mpTOpET‘Ynf1UGflCE was sought to be~=Ae;cised by “~=or anybody else~over any
official decision, then let the special counsel do its job, so that we can go
forward with the work of the American people. That is the important thing we
have to do.
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BODY
An article on Sunday about the resignation of Bernard W. Nussbaum as White

House counsel misidentified the Congressional committee on which both he and
Hillary RodhamClinton were staff lawyers. It was the House Judiciary Comittee.
which was considering the impeachment of President Richard M. Nixon, not the
Senate Watergate committee.
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BODY
Just as Hillary RodhamClinton stood by her man during the darkest days of

the 1992 presidential campaign, President Clinton came to the first lady's
defense Monday in podium-pounding fashion.

with flushed face and misty eyes, he said, "I have never known a person with
a stronger sense of right and wrong in my life - ever. . . . I do not believe
for a moment that she has done anything wrong."

But it will take more than her husband's testimonial to ease concerns about
Hillary Clinton's myriad roles; loyal wife, loving mother, acclaimed lawyer,
activist adviser - and now, controversial player in the Whitewater land deal.

Until now, some have deemed her detractors sexists, too old-fashioned to see
that a modern first lady can be an integral part of an administration. But the
real problem, analysts say, is that she cannot be treated like any other aide -
not by the president, the staff or the Congress.

And most important. they say: she cannot be fired.

"It points up the conundrum with respect to Hillary RodhamClinton's
position," says Linda Chavez, a former Reagan administration official.

"Under normal circumstances, if you appoint somebody and they get involved in
a personal scandal. they can resign, they can be removed," Chavez says. "But you
can hardly remove somebody who's the first lady."

From health-care policy to personnel appointments, this first lady enjoys
unprecedented clout in the White House.

And given her central role in Whitewater - by all accounts she was far more
;:volved in the real estate investment than her husband - the talk in Washington
circles has shifted from substantive debates over Hillary Clinton's health-care
plan to scandals and coverups.

Monday, as her husband defended her - "Her moral compass is as strong as
anybody's in this country," he said - Hillary Clinton stayed out of the public
eye.
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No wrongdoing has been charged in Whitewater.
But Hillary Clinton's involvement is complex: She was active in the Clintons'

50% investment in the 230-acre property, on which they claimed a S 69,000 loss.
She was a lawyer for Madison Savings & Loan, which later failed and cost
taxpayers more than S 47 mlll;Ofl to bail out.

And The Washington Times has reported that she had documents - whose contents
were not known - shredded in 1992 at her law firm. The White House denies it.

She has reacted to the unfolding drama with judgments some have found
politically flawed. She fought fiercely, some say, the idea of a special counsel
to carry out an independent investigation. She fought turning over documents.

And she fought to keep White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum - who resigned
last weekend - on board after it was clear he would have to go.

"Maybe they'll fire Hillary," went the quip at Washington office water
coolers. But it would take a divorce, not a pink slip, to lessen her influence
at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

And so, the question behind the quip: What happens when loyal spouse and top
adviser are rolled into one?

-"The fair way to put it is this<.She has helped the-president enormously. And
now she is hurting the president considerably," says Larry Sabato, professor of
government at the University of Virginia.

When the first lady is good. she is a wonderful spokeswoman - as when she
campaigned on her husband's behalf in 1992 or when she cows a congressional
panel or wows a community forum with her cure for a troubled health-care system.

But Sabato says the trouble now lS that as a working professional, she brings
"some of the baggage that all professionals have - which is circumstances that
could be construed as conflicts of interest and even unethical situations."

Some critics warned of this from the start. The first lady, they said, should
not be given a top policy role. such as shepherding her husband's top
legislative priority - health care - on the hustings and Capitol Hill.

Paul Greenberg, editorial page editor of the Arkansas Democrat and Gazette in
Little Rock, says Whitewater makes him "yearn for the good old days of Bess
Truman and Grace Coolidge . . . spouses of a president who have stepped in and
done important work. But they did not step in in their own right."

Supporters, however. sing Hillary Clinton's praises, insisting she can take
the heat without retreating to the White House mess. Her off-the-cuff
dissertations on health care. for example, have become the stuff of legend; last
September's primer for hundreds of lawmakers was labeled a "tour de force."

But while some question her role. others sympathize with the pressure she has
been under and insist the real Hillary Clinton - politically savvy, personally
charming and a calming influence on the president - will win out.

One former first lady who felt the lash of changing political fortunes has
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urged this one to "just keep working."

"I applaud her efforts," says Rosalynn Carter. "Having been a first lady, you
realize that there is some influence in that position, and I applaud those who
take advantage of that."

Hillary Clinton sounds like she's taking that advice. In an interview done
before last week's whitewater subpoenas, but to be published in the May issue of
Elle magazine, she asserts her innocence and lashes out at her critics.

"This is a well-organized and well-financed attempt to undermine my husband,
and by extension myself, by people who have a different political agenda or have
another personal and financial reason for attacking us," she says.

"I know nothing bad happened," she adds. "But I am just not interested in
spending my days falling into the trap that the fomenters of all this want us to
. . . to become isolated and on the defensive and diverted."

Personal friends say Hillary Clinton is cool in the face of controversy. when
Diane Blair picked up the phone Monday morning and heard the first lady, she was
"relieved and glad . . . to hear a voice that was not so beaten down by it all
that she's lost herself. I would think it would be hard to stay focused, but if
anyone could do it. she could."

Blair, a professor at the University of Arkansas, says the two caught up on
family and talked briefly "about tough times."

For her own part, Hillary Clinton is “reading and watching" the news about
whitewater. says spokesman Neel Lattimore.

But at the same time, Lattimore says, she's "keeping focused on what the
administration is all about "

Contributing: Richard Benedetto, Dennis Cauchon, Mimi Hall. Judi Hasson and Bill
Nichols

GRAPHIC: PHOTOFIRST, color, Gary Cameron, Reuters; PHOTO, color, Gary
Cameron, Reuters; PHOTO, color, Tim Dillon, USA TODAY
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President Clinton, forced tc respond to whitewater, vigorously defended his

wife, rejected comparisons to Watergate and blasted Republican attacks as
"blatantly partisan."

"we're not covering up or anything - we are opening up,“ Clinton told
reporters.

"If I did something wrong, it will come out in the special counsel. That's
what the Republicans said they wanted. That's what most of your media outlets
said you wanted."

Just hours after the president hammeredcongressional critics, special
counsel Robert Fiske urged senators not to conduct a hearing into whitewater -
saying it would “pose a severe risk" to his probe.

Fiske's fears include grants of immunity, which caused overturned convictions
in the Iran-contra case.

But House Republican whip Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.. a supporter of hearings,
said, "As long as a committee does not offer immunity it does not in any way
endanger a case."

House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Nash., said he and leaders of both parties
would meet to discuss hearings.

Clinton noted no one has “accused me of abuse of authority in office. That's
what Watergate was about."

Pressed by reporters, Clinton for the first time faced a lingering question
in the case - whether he had improper advance word that the Justice Department
had launcned an investigation of whitewater.

Six white House aides, and four current and former Treasury Department
officials. are to testify Thursday at least about three conversations they had
last fall on the topic.

Clinton said he knew about two of them.
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He said he learned in October that the case had been referred to the Justice
Department, but could not remember when or from whom.
Meanwhile. Lloyd Cutler, a long-time Washington Democrat. was reported to be
Clinton's choice to replace outgoing white House counsel Bernard Nussbaum. at
the center of the latest charges.

Cutler held the position under Jimmy Carter.
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Despite GOP calls for hearings into President Clinton's Whitewater affair,

special counsel Robert Fiske cautioned Monday that a congressional probe could
jeopardize his own investigation.

Fiske's warning came in a letter Monday to House and Senate banking
committees.

" Democrats were reiiewed by Fiske": request and*poinced‘to the way
congressional hearings tainted prosecution of Iran-contra figures during the
Reagan administration.

House Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash , agreed to meet with Republicans to hear
their request for special hearings, but said he remained opposed to the
sessions.

Barring formal hearings, Republicans plan to use a scheduled March 24 House
banking committee meeting on the savings-and-loan scandal to press the issue.

Rep. James Leach. R-Iowa, ranking Republican on the panel. prepared a list of
witnesses from the administration and elsewhere that he intends to call. He
promised "blockbuster" disclosures but declined to characterize his evidence.

"We've got a White House that's stonewalling and a group of congressional
Democrats that is also stonewalling and not letting the character of the matter
come forward," said Rep. Bill McCollum, R-Fla. "This is bad for the office of
the presidency."

Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y., said: "We cannot simply accede without
attempting to work out a manner in which we can hold hearings and conduct them."

Long noted as one of the most moderate and least partisan of House
Republicans. Leach's dogged pursuit of the Whitewater scandal has energized
Republicans while dismaying congressional Democrats.

"In a nutshell. whitewater is about the arrogance of power ~ political
conflicts of interest that are self-evidently unseemly," Leach said.

LCan a president ask others to play by the rules, i e., obey the law, if he
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doesn't play by them himself? . . . Obstruction of justice is now clearly at
issue."
House Republican Whip Newt Gingrich called on Attorney General Janet Reno to

suspend Webster Hubbell, an associate attorney general and Clinton confidant.
Reno rejected the move.

Gingrich also pressed for hearings, saying that while Fiske can determine the
legal issues. Congress should act because of "the public's right to know."

Rep. Henry Waxman, D~Calif.. opposed hearings unless new evidence surfaces.
"The press is hyping this like it's another Watergate," he said.

But Rep. Timothy Penny, a retiring Democrat from Minnesota, said, "The best
way to get this issue behind us is to get the facts on the table" by having
congressional hearings. He criticized the White House for employing a "bunker
mentality" to Whitewater.

Contributing: Jessica Lee of USA TODAY and Norm Brewer of Gannett News Service

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, John Duricka, AP
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Hillary RodhamClinton has three key roles in Whitewater:

-- Whitewater. She was one of the original investors in the 230-acre piece of
land - called Whitewater Estates - that gave the controversy its name. Other
investors were Bill Clinton, Madison Guaranty Savings A Loan owner James
McDougal, and his wife, Susan McDougal. Hillary Clinton played an active role in
the investment; Bill Clinton's involvement appears minimal.

For example, Hillary Clinton borrowed S 30,000 in her own name in 1981 to
build a model home at whitewater.

She also requested power of attorney in 1998, which would have given her
control over Whitewater. She did not get it. James McDougal continued to make
the key decisions.

Questions have been raised about whether the Clintons received a sweetheart
deal.

—- Legal work. Hillary Clinton was a lawyer for Madison SQL when it got
regulators‘ OK to raise money from investors to prop up its crumbling finances.
The SEL regulator. appointed by Gov. Bill Clinton, responded in a "Dear Hillary"
letter.

McDougal says that Bill Clinton asked the banker to throw some business
Hillary's way. As a result, McDougal says, he put her law firm on a $ 2,000
monthly retainer. Clinton denies the claim.

Madison failed and cost taxpayers more than S 47 million.

In another case. Hillary Clinton was a lawyer fcr federal regulators who had
sued Clinton family friend Dan Lasater. Lasater owned a Little Rock investment
firm that sold bad investments to an Illinois S&L. The government sued for $ 3.3
million and settled for S 200,000.

Critics say it was a conflict of interest for Hillary Clinton to represent
regulators against Lasater. who contributed to Clinton campaigns and employed
his brother Roger.
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-- Missing documents. The McDougals say they sent all Whitewater records to
the Governor's Mansion.
The Clintons say they do not have all the records. The White House denies a

Washington Times report that H‘l '. i lary Clinton had documents from her former law
firm shredded in I992.

GRAPHIC; PHOTO, b/w. AP
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A womanwas spotted Sunday in Phoenix proudly sporting a T-shirt that read

"Impeach Clinton."

Of course. the unfolding Whitewater affair is still light-years away from
that and could quickly fizzle out just as the Carter peanut warehouse bomb did
some 16 years ago.

But people outside the Washington, D.C., beltway, although normally too busy
to pay much attention to the particulars of Whitewater, have begun to focus on
the issue.

They remember that Watergate was at first dismissed as a "third-rate
burglary."

And they recall that members of the Reagan White House implicated in
Iran-contra engaged in lies and deceptions to protect the president.

So they naturally wonder if the wisps of smoke emerging from Whitewater -
questionable staff meetings, allegations of document shreddings and charges of
cronyism and conflict of interest — signal another smoldering fire that could
seriously damage or destroy the Clinton presidency.

There's concern a wounded Clinton could set back attempts to change the
health-care system, drag Democrats to defeat in November, and over the long
haul, enable the GOP to reclaim the White House in 1996.

"It's not a serious political problem yet. but it may be just around the
corner from being one," says Democratic pollster Alan Secrest. "Once people
start hearing words like ‘resignation,’ ‘subpoena,‘ ‘shredding‘ and ‘grand jury‘
it moves onto a broader stage."

Democratic consultant Brian Lunde says "people are not being judgmental yet,
but they're getting curious.“

Indeed, Whitewater, which for the past three months has been covered
sporadically in the national media, has led the network news and graced front
pages in recent days as appearances of a cover-up began to emerge.
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The heavier exposure was fueled by accusations White House counsel Bernard
Nussbaum improperly used his office to defend Clinton. Acting as if he were
personal attorney to Bill Clinton, rather than legal adviser to the president.
Nussbaum aggressively built walls to block prosecutors from looking into the
case and held meetings with Treasury officials to learn what investigators were
up to. He resigned under fire Saturday.

Some Democratic analysts continue to dismiss the brouhaha as just a lot of
partisan carping by petty Republicans, envious because the economy is improving
and Clinton is slowly but surely proving that Democrats can govern.

"It's full of sound and fury, signifying nothing," says Democratic pollster
Mark Mellman.

Mellman says the public is having trouble understanding Whitewater. and tends
to dismiss it as the usual mudslinging, of which it's long grown tired. He says
voters want Clin ton to stay focused on problems - like crime, health care and
the economy - and not be sidetracked by whitewater.

But Republican pollster Neil Newhouse says Whitewater “is unlikely to go away
soon," now that it's a media hit.

Kenneth Duberstein, the Reagan chief of staff who sat in a hot seat during
the dog days of Iran-contra. says Democrats should heed the lessons learned in
the Reagan and Nixon White Houses: “The White House has to be pro-active and
leapfrog ahead rather than appearing to be continually reacting to the events or
allegations of the day "

Beyond that, GOP consultant Eddie Mahe, who watched Watergate unfold while
working in the bunker of the Republican National Committee, says the best thing
the Clinton White House can do is make a clean breast of things:

"If they've really done nothing illegal. they should get everything out. open
every window in the building and let in all the fresh air they can."

GRAPHIC; PHOTO, b/w, Gary Cameron. Reuters
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HEADLINE: WHITEWATER: As the scandal escalates, Clinton and his staff struggle
to get tack on track -- and the president offers an emotional defense of his
wife's cusiness dealings

BYLINE: AdamNagourney

BODY
With key aides missing from their White House offices and others rummaging

for documents in garbage pails. President Clinton fought Monday to contain
questions about Whitewater - denouncing attacks on his wife, asserting the White
House was cooperating, yet portraying it as an overheated partisan attack.

After weeks of bumbling, that left Clinton's closest advisers convinced the
issue could seize his White House and derail his legislative agenda. Clinton
moved in his most aggressive terms yet to respond to questions about a topic he
and his wife have resisted talking about for more than a year.

His news conference represented a political strategy that is now running on a
parallel track with the legal strategy by White House lawyers dealing with the
investigation by special counsel Robert Fiske.

After strenuously resisting queries about his involvement in a tainted
Arkansas land scheme called Whitewater, Clinton is now asserting he will totally
cooperate with a probe he insists will turn up nothing.

He is indignantly defending the honor of his wife - eyes glistening. finger
thumping - in a not-unfamiliar gambit Clinton has employed to previous attacks
on the first family's Arkansas business dealings.

And he is seeking to dismiss the Republican attacks as politics—as-usual.
notwithstanding the growing bipartisan tone of the political alarm bells.

"You're going to be confident in the way we handle this. There will not be a
cover-up, there will not be an abuse of power in this office."

Against that backdrop, the White House is planning to attempt to proceed with
business-as-usual this week, pushing ahead with planned speeches on health care
today and crime Thursday.

"Once we have a counsel. once we've complied with the subpoenas. then we've
once again pushed this out of the White House,“ said senior adviser George
Stephanopoulos.
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Counselor David GergenI whose sudden public emergence on this issue reflects
the depths of White House concern, ahe even did Nightline), said the key concern
now was Clinton's programs.

"The most immediate danger, if we were to fall to the wayside . . . would be
to the legislative agenda," Gergen said.

"People are raising the specter of Watergate," he said. "The cnly similarity
between Watergate and Whitewater is that they both start with the same letter."

Still. "We managed to take a nothing ball and turn it into a 300-pound
gorilla."

For all the late-afternoon optimism by Clinton's inner guard. it is hard to
overestimate the size of the task that now faces the president.

The atmosphere at the White House was testy and somber Monday. In one office.
an official cursed out CNN's Wolf Blitzer as he did a report in front of a pile
of documents in a white House garbage bin.

The six White House advisers subpoenaed by Fiske - they are being questioned
about possibly improper contacts between the White House and federal
investigators - were nowhere to be seen.

The door to communications director Mark Gearan's empty office was open.
Neither he nor adviser Bruce Lindsey, also under subpoena. attended the news
conference Clinton had with Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze.

Meanwhile, officials offered gallows humor about going through garbage pails
in search of any document with the word "Whitewater" on it, to comply with the
subpoena.

The news conference with Shevardnadze was nothing short of surreal. Clinton
alternated between intense questions from the U.S. press corps on Whitewater and
questions on U.S.-Russian relations from members of the Georgian press, some of
whose English was so thickly accented that Clinton had trouble discerning which
language they were speaking.

In a hint of what fate awaits the White House effort to return to normalcy.
aides were forced to cancel without comment a briefing with senior economic
adviser Robert Rubin that had been set for Monday afternoon to discuss next
week's job sumit.

Meanwhile. the still relatively inexperienced White House seemed flummoxed on
how to deal with Whitewater, with its twisted connections between government and
private business and the often murky federal ethics law.

Officials insisted this was not as bad as the flare-up when they fired the
travel office, in part because that was unquestionably a White House story and
in part because one who works for Bill Clinton learns to deal with crisis. "This
is no Travelgate," said Stephanopoulos.

But there was a sense that for all their efforts, officials did not have a
grasp on things.
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Aides remained confused. Questions about whether the subpoenaed White House
aides would be required to foot their own legal bill were referred,
straight-faced, to Marlin Fitzwater, press secretary under two Republican
presidents.

The official who is overseeing the White House cooperation with the subpoena
- who gave a briefing under which his name could not be disclosed - was stopped
short by what would seem to be a fairly obvious question: Would the subpoenas
for information apply to documents drafted by Hillary Clinton, who is not a
government official.

The belated answer: she'll comply.

Even Clinton's biggest boosters acknowledged things could well turn worse.
Chief of staff Thomas "Mack" McLarty acknowledged hosting one of the meetings
under investigation, and thus will himself likely be subpoenaed.

For all Clinton's interest in turning attention back to health care. the
official running the health-care effort - Harold Ickes - is also under subpoena
and now running the Whitewater response.

Administration officials face grand jury

The White House and Treasury officials subpoenaed to appear before a federal
grand jury investigating the ties of President Clinton and Hillary Rodham
Clinton to the Whitewater land deal and the failed Madison Guaranty Savings i
Loan :

PRESIDENT'S STAFF Bernard Nussbaum White House counsel: Nussbaum resigned.
effective April 5, after'taking part in discussions with Treasury officials
about the status of an investigation by the Resolution Trust Corp. into possible
criminal wrongdoing in the failure of_fi;dison.

Harold Ickes Deputy chief of staff: Since he arrived in January, Ickes has
been coordinating White House damage-control efforts in the face of the widening
probe of Whitewater and Madison. He met with Deputy Treasury Secretary Roger
Altman in February.

Bruce Lindsey Senior presidential adviser: Has handled questions on the
Clintons' role in Whitewater and Madison. Lindsey said he met with Treasury
officials, but did not discuss the substance of investigations, but rather how
to deal with reporters‘ questions.

fig‘

Mark Gearan White House communications director: He confirmed White House
officials got two briefings from Treasury officials last fall. He said the
meetings were proper. held to discuss dealing with press inquiries.

FIRST LADY'S STAFF Lisa Caputo Hillary RodhamClinton's press secretary:
Said she got a call last fall from an RTC official who told her about press
questions on Whitewater and Madison.

Maggie Williams Hillary Rodham Clinton's chief of staff: She attended at
least one meeting at which Treasury officials discussed Whitewater and Madison.
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TREASURY STAFF Roger Altman Deputy Treasury secretary: He disclosed he
briefed White House officials in February about how the RTC would deal with
civil claims growing out of Madison's failure.
Jean Hanson Treasury Department general counsel; Reportedly told Nussbaum

last fall the Clintons were namedby the RTC as possible beneficiaries of
questionable transactions at Madison, but were not accused cf wrongdoing.

Joshua Steiner Treasury Department chief of staff: He attended the second
whitewater meeting with White House officials.

Jack Devore Former press secretary to Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen: He
attended one of the whitewater meetings held with White House officials before
he retired from the government Oct. 31.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO, b/w, Danny Johnson. AP; PHOTOS. b/w, AP (7)
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HEADLINE; Foster's life. death still in the spotlight

BYLINE: Bill Nichols

DATELINE: HOPE, Ark.

BODY
The day after deputy white House counsel Vincent Foster apparently shot

himself last summer, President Clinton told his devastated staff: "No one can
ever know why this happened."

But even as Foster rests in a quiet cemetery west of town here, Whitewater
special counsel Robert Fiske is-actively pursuing just that question.

Friends and family of Foster both in Hope, President Clinton's birthplace,
and in Little Rock at first refused to believe the strong, successful attorney
would take his own life.

Today, however. those close to Foster fiercely denounce suggestions of foul
play or some sort of conspiracy.

Their scenario: Foster. in Washington at the behest of the Clintons - his
closest friends besides wife Lisa - found himself buffeted by political attacks
he had never encountered before, and. suffering from depression and a fierce
sense of pride, simply snapped.

“There's not really any other logical explanation,“ says Mark Grobmyer, a
friend and Little Rock lawyer. "If Vince could come back and explain why he did
it, I'm not sure that he could to anyone's satisfaction."

"How many people in their whole lives are ever asked to be the deputy counsel
in the white House by the president?" says Little Rock attorney Joseph Purvis,
Foster's boyhood friend from Hope.

"How do you say no? If you are . . . a person with any kind of competitive
fire or spirit you've got to try. The problem is that, for somebody like Vince,
it was a trap."

Fiske, by his actions, apparently is not sure. And the clamor in Congress
grows louder.

Said House Minority whip Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., on CNN Sunday: "The fact that
the independent counsel has brought in a homicide expert as one of his deputies
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and . . . is reviewing the Park Police's entire investigation has to at least
say that there's a lot there that's weird."
weird is not how Foster has been described. He was an accomplished lawyer.

partner at Little Rock's Rose firm with Hillary Rodham Clinton and Associate
Attorney General Webster Hubbell. He rose fast, dazzled his colleagues and left
a glittering resume.

In Little Rock, Foster was someone who "had usually always succeeded, who had
been beyond reproach down here." says Max Brantley, editor of the weekly
Arkansas Times.

Says George Frazier, a Hope insurance agent who talks "and sometimes cries a
little" every other day or so with Foster's 79-year-old mother Alice Mae:

“There are still some questions that need to be answered. But it's a terrible
burden on those of us who loved Vince and watched him grow up to open the
newspaper . . . and find these stories."

While the U.S. Park Police concluded Foster's death was a suicide. there are
questions:

»- One of Fiske‘s eight assistants, Roderick Lankler, a prosecutor with long
experience with homicide cases. is probing Foster's death.

-- Foster had a file on the Clinton's involvement in the Whitewater real
estate venture in his white House office that was moved by white House aides
after his death.

-- Findings of the FBI, U.S. Park Police and Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms into Foster's death have not been made public. Fiske has asked they be
held until he finishes his investigation.

-- The Park Police document reportedly said White House counsel Bernard
Nussbaum was not helpful, monitoring their interviews with White House employees
and limiting access to documents.

-- Paramedics have said the death scene was too tidy: Foster had little blood
on his clothes.

-- Investigators were not allowed into Foster's office the day after he died.
though Nussbaum, Maggie Williams, chief of staff for Hillary Clinton and Patsy
Thomasson. an Arkansas Democratic stalwart and White House aide, got in the
night he died.

-- A note, at first missed in Foster's briefcase. was not turned over for 30
hours.

Torn into 27 pieces, the note indicated Foster was bitterly frustrated with
Washington. lt was unsigned, undated and did not bear his fingerprints.

Frazier talked to Lisa Foster last week to request a photo of her husband for
a commemorative display of the four Hope boys who went to Washington - Clinton.
white House chief of staff Thomas "Mack" McLarty, administrative aide David
Watkins and Foster.
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She seemed to be doing OK," Frazier says. "She has some good days and some
bad days, just like the rest of us."

Vince Foster's closest friends now see his death as the result of an almost
inavoidable tension between his easy and constant success L"in ittle Rock and the
More partisan atmosphere of Washington.

He was savaged for early missteps - the firing of the white House travel
office workers. the inability to settle on a nominee for attorney general - and
felt he could neither leave his two old friends or return home in failure.

"He got there and where you or I . . . would have simply said to our good
buddy. 'Mr. President, I love you dearly, I'm deeply grateful. however this is
not my cup of tea,‘ Vince couldn't do that," says Purvis.

Purvis said he had dreamed of Foster recently. "I was in the white House and
I was talking to Vince. We kind of had our arms around each other. And he just
kept saying you can't believe how bad it is up here."

Investigation of investigation

Hhite House deputy counsel Vincent Foster died of a bullet to the head July 20
en a park by the Potomac River in Arlington, Va.

Special counsel Robert Fiske is investigating whether the death was properly
ruled a suicide by the U.S. Park Police, which handled the initial probe Of
Foster's death.

Also in question: if it was proper for White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum
to remove whitewater documents from Foster's office before police investigator:
were permitted inside.

GRAPHIC; PHOTO, b/w, Spencer Tirey, AP; PHOTO, b/w, white House
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BODY
President Clinton yesterday f€]QCCEd comparisons of the Whitewater affair to

Watergate, strongly defended his wife's conduct. and accused Republicans of
being "blatantly partisan" in attempting to gin up "hysteria" on the issue.

Clinton's comments came-as the White House attempted to get beyond a weekend
dominated by reports about the resignation of the White House counsel and the
subpoenaing of six senior aides about a series of meetings on the Resolution
Trust Corp.'s investigation of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, a failed
Arkansas thrift with ties to the Clintons.

Yesterday, the Clintons and the rest of the White House staff found
themselves sorting through the trash and reviewing computer messages in an
effort to comply with special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr.'s subpoena for all
documents relating to those meetings.

The only good news for the White House yesterday was Fiske's letter to the
House and Senate Banking committees urging them to hold off on hearings that
would focus on Madison and Whitewater, the real estate investment company that
the Clintons entered into with Madison owner James McDougal and his former wife.

Fiske expressed "strong concern" about the possibility of hearings and warned
that such an inquiry "would pose a severe risk to the integrity of our
investigation."

Senate Banking Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle Jr. (D-Mich.), replying to
Fiske. agreed that the banking committee "should defer to your investigation.“
But members of the House Banking Committee said they will proceed with a March
:4 oversight hearing that Republicans intend to use to focus on the Madison
criminal referrals.

The continuing impact of the Whitewater investigation and the Fiske subpoenas
on the normal operations of the White House was evident at Clinton's news
conference yesterday with Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze. Each of the U.S.
reporters questioning Clinton asked about :hat subject, and none of the
subpoenaed aides appeared in the East Room for the event.
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Clinton said that neither he nor Hillary RodhamClinton was briefed on the
three meetings between senior White House officials and Treasury Department
aides concerning the Madison investigation.

But he said that “some time in October" he became aware of the fact that the
Resolution Trust Corp. had referred the Madison case to the Justice Department
for possible criminal prosecution. The Clintons were not accused of any
wrongdoing by the RTC, but were identified in the Oct. 8 referral as possible
beneficiaries of improprieties at Madison. L

"I don't remember wnen I knew about it or who told me about it, but it was
just sort of presented as a fact, a decision that had been made by the
government," Clinton said. "And I didn‘t think much about it at the time. It was
]USC something that I absorbed."

Although the president was aware of the referral before it was reported by
The Washington Post on Oct. 31, Hillary Clinton learned of it by reading the
newspaper, a senior official said yesterday.

The White House was first alerted to the referral on Sept. 29. when Treasury________
Department general counsel Jean Hanson told White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum
that it was coming.

Administration officials said Nussbaum “swears he did not tell either
Clinton“ but did inform presidential aide Bruce Lindsey, who had taken the lead
at the White House in handling inggiries about the case. Lindsey, officials
said. "believes that he did not act on" the September information but "may have
told the Clintons" about the issue in October after press in iries began._ q“ ...

"Regardless of when they knew" about the criminal referral, George
Stephanopoulos, senior adviser. said yesterday, "I am certain that the Clintons
did not direct anyone to take any action based on that knowledge to interfere
with the referral or interfere with the normal process at the Justice.----
Department.“

Clinton used the occasion of his news conference yesterday to try again to
out the Whitewater inve t b h" d h", s i ation e in im, saying repeatedly that he simply
wanted to “let the special counsel do its ]Ob." After resisting for weeks
congressional calls for appointment of an independent counsel, the White House
now desperately wants to avoid the even messier step of congressional hearings
into Madison and Whitewater.

Clinton methodically listed what he said were the differences between the
whitewater investigation_and the Watergate scandal two decades ago. He said that
his White nafiéé. unlike Richard M. Nixon's, was not attempting a coverup; that
he has not been accused of "any abuse of authority in office"; and that there is
"no credible evidence" that he violated any laws during the 1980s, when the
investment was made.

"So there is no analogy except any hysteria that they [Republicans] can gin
up around it," he said. "There will not be a coverup. there will not be an abuse
of power in this office."

Asked about the role of his wife, who has been singled out in some recent
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press reports as a major cause of the fix in which the White House now finds
itself, Clinton responded with an emotional defense.

"I believe I'm a better authority than anybody else in America on my wife,"
he said. “I have never known a person with a stronger sense of right and wrong
in my life -- ever... . And I do not believe for a moment that she has done
anything wrong."

Hillary Clinton was even harsher on the Republicans in an interview she gave
to Elle magazine last Friday, as the subpoenas were being served. Hillary
Clinton handled the details of the Clinton investment in the whitewater land
deal, and, as a private lawyer, was involved in helping Madison owner James
Mcbougal win state permission for a new financing plan for his thrift. McDougal
has said he hired Hillary Clinton and the Rose Law Firm of Little Rock and paid
$ 2,000 a month for its services representing the thrift before Clinton
appointees at the state securities comission.

In the Elle interview, Hillary Clinton called the focus on whitewater "a
well-organized, well-financed attempt to undermine my husband, and by extension,
myself, by people who have a different political agenda or have another personal
and financial reason for attacking us."

She said those who raise questions about her role or that of her husband are
eng:gtng“rn~'the“vild!sc~kind~o1-patenotd“ccneprrec&es“"end*that~the~whole issue
is being pushed by Republicans as part of a continuous effort to "find a way of
undermining me. If one thing doesn't work, these folks shift gears and try
something else. It's so transparent to me."

A senior official involved in the procedure of ensuring White House
compliance with Fiske's subpoenas said that six White House lawyers are now
involved in a massive process of overseeing the production of documents.
"Individuals, hundreds of individuals, are being asked to certify" that they
have gone through all their files, computers, burn bags, trash and are either
turning over relevant documents or have found no relevant documents.

The official said that all employees -- not Just senior aides -- of the white
House were ordered into the process. One of those involved said, "The situation
here today was unbelievable ... people sorting through trash, people unsure of
who they could talk to about what, nobody knowing who to ask the questions of ..

Officials said that Joel Klein, the deputy counsel placed in charge of the
compliance, had told the officials subpoenaed that "there will be no coordinated
defenses, you cannot compare stories, you cannot discuss this with one another."
For that reason. the subpoenaed officials, white House Deputy Chief of Staff
Harold Ickes, Hillary Clinton's chief of staff Margaret Williams and press
secretary Lisa Caputo, Clinton senior adviser Bruce Lindsey, white House
Communications Director Mark Gearan and Nussbaum, are under what one called
"severe restraints" in discussing any aspect of Whitewater.

Although senior white House officials last week said they had searched their
records and concluded no meetings beyond those revealed in The Washington Post
had occurred, yesterday they withdrew that assertion. Said one, "Until the
documents are all produced" in connection with the subpoena, "I cannot say. That
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inquiry is part of the document search."

The White House faces a string of potentially explosive legal decisions,
aides acknowledge. The senior official said the White House is prepared to claim
executive privilege for documents containing classified or other sensitive
material but will not know whether such a claim regarding any documents will be
made until the documents are produced.

At this point, we haven't made any decisions“ in that area. the official
said.

Once all the documents are produced, the official said, a team of six White
House lawyers "will review them and if executive privilege comes up,‘ decisions
will be made then, he said.

At both the White House and Treasury, the subpoenaed officials have retained
their own personal lawyers, officials at both agencies said yesterday. Howard
Schloss Jr. at Treasury said that officials there received memossimilar to the
ones at the White House to preserve paper and documents and that lawyers there
are going through the same sifting process.

GRAPHIC: PHOTO. PRESIDENT CLINTON STRONGLYDEFENDSHIS WIFE'S CONDUCTINTHE
druwiw-WHITEWATER AFFAIR.: PHOTO. JAMES R. PARCELL
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BODY
The Republicans think they have died and gone to Heaven. Life has come round

again for them. The moment of their most excruciating humiliation, Watergate, is
being replayed before their eyes. The White House is asking other agencies for
inside dope about "criminal referrals"; an exhilarating whiff of
Iran-contra-type paper shredding is in the air. Hillary Clinton's high-gloss
tmuge"1s behnynmuled"-- she-rs'dep1cted asra shredder and a shrew who puts her
legal reputation above her husband's political survival.

There is even further cause for glee: In the rushing muddy waters of
Whitewater, there is the intoxicating possibility that the blame for
Republicans‘ most expensive blunder, the S&L debaclet can be diluted a little.
Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, mother ship of the misbegotten Whitewater
development, is going to become the most investigated thrift of them all, and
pretty soon you may hear Republicans chatting easily about "a bipartisan
scandal."

Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.). who had a near-death experience with sleaze
charges, has been retrofitted with a halo and lectures his colleagues by the
hour about conflict of interest and other subtle points of morality. The
Washington Times is printing long screeds about Watergate parallels. New York
Times columnist William Safire, an alumnus of the Nixon White House, fulminates
against the outrageous impropriety of the president's (newly resigned) counsel,
Bernard Nussbaum, acting like the president's lawyer, having forgotten that his
president, Richard Nixon, used the attorney general of the United States for his
mouthpiece when the going got tough in Watergate.

It's payback time, no question. It's slavering and subpoena time, too. Robert
B. Fiske Jr. has come roaring out of his special counsel's office to hand
official summonses to 10 administration people who attended three White House
meetings for inside information about "criminal referrals" in the Madison probe
that were held at the behest of someone trying to be helpful.

The most imposed upon of them may be Lisa Caputo, Hillary Clinton's press
secretary. Her crime was to have taken a call from a helpful Resolution Trust
Corp. flak who warned her to expect some press questions.
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The Subpoenaed Ten spent an anguished weekend explaining to their parents and
their children that they had neither been arrested nor were they headed for
jail. President Clinton may come lfl time to thank Fiske for this bit of
grandstanding. If Fiske lS going to be that assertive and hard-nosed, even with
people who took telephone calls, he could lessen the clamor for congressional
hearings. The screeching and cackling is deafening on the Hill, but maybe
someone will remember that Hill airings can lessen the chance of getting to know
more about what went on, and also Just about end any hope of successful
prosecutions. Maybe someone hot on the trail will stop and remember the
Iran-contra hearings, which made the principal culprit a Senate candidate.

And possibly, when they cool down a little, they will take another look and
notice that whatever he or she or both Clintons did at Whitewater, it is not
impeachable. Impeachment is reserved for presidents who commit high crimes and
misdemeanors in their great office. The Clintons probably can't admit that what
looks awful in Washington is routine in Little Rock, but the fact is that
chagrin could be the ultimate punishment. It is not likely that Nussbaum's many
blunders will lead to prosecution. Ineptitude is not listed in the U.S. Code.

Besides getting a new counsel, the president might hand out
passion—for-anonimity pills to his babbling staff. And he might suggest to Hill
Democrats that they occasionally speak well of the first family, as Sen. Daniel
Patrick Moynihan (N.Y.) did on Sunday. Although he has needled the president
without mercy about health care and welfare reform, on "Face the Nation“ he
gellantly unfurled a~timoly»tr1buto»to tho~beleaguarad.first lady. On.a visit to
a Brooklyn hospital, he said, “she lit up the room.“

Clinton is in the fight of his life -- as he so often is. He has to be
patient and strong. Nobody can help him. Hillary, who bailed him out of previous
messes, is benched this time. He must weather heckling and baiting. He must keep
his head and his temper. He has to get Whitewater out of the White House before
his presidency gets mildewed. Lucky for him, he was not elected as a role model
or a moral authority. But the Republicans, for the moment are pretending he was,
and they won't let go.
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While a special counsel requested that Congress cancel its plans to
investigate the tangled Whitewater affair, Republican congressional leaders
yesterday suggested that hearings should be broadened to look at possible
improper White House involvement in the probe.

Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. warned leaders in a letter that
congressional inquiries could interfere with his broad investigation into
President Clinton's Arkansas land venture and ties to the failed Madison
Guaranty Savings & Loan. Fiske also is investigating the July suicide of former
deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster Jr.

Fiske has subpoenaed 10 White House and Treasury Department officials to give
testimony to a federal grand jury in Washington Thursday.

Rep. Jim Leach (R-Iowa) said he intends to seek testimony from some of the
same individuals at a March 24 Resolution Trust Corp. oversight hearing that
Republicans plan to use to delve into the Whitewater matter.

"We've gone from possible illegal acts prior to assuming office to the
possibility of illegal acts taken by a president while in office," Leach said.

Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.), chairman of the House Banking Committee,
said he will go ahead with the oversight hearing despite Fiske's request but
will not allow Republicans to grill administration officials who have been
subpoenaed by Fiske.

Those officials took part in meetings at the White House to discuss a
- confidential criminal referral from the RTC to the Justice Department that

mentioned the Clintons’ involvement in the mid-1980s with Madison, owned by
their Whitewater business partner James McDougal.

"In view of the fact they have been subpoenaed, that would be a matter that
is not vital to our RTC hearing," Gonzalez said. "Those people will have to
answer to the prosecutor."

Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr. (D-Mich.), chairman of the Senate Banking
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Committee. told Fiske his committee should defer further hearings that touched
on Whitewater and Madison. But sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-N.Y.), the ranking
minority memberof that committee, said he thought Fiske's request "may be a
premature and overly broad remedy." He plans to meet with Fiske Wednesday to
discuss the matter.

He said in an interview yesterday that Congress should question all of the
officials Fiske has subpoenaed about the White House-Treasury meetings. "We can
do it without giving them immunity," he said.

Leach, who is leading the House Banking Committee Republicans, said in an
interview that he respects Fiske's role, but "a prosecutor cannot interfere with
the oversight responsibility of the Congress."

Leach said this is especially true with recent revelations that White House
officials, including the president, were told last fall about the RTC criminal
referral.

Gonzalez told Fiske in a letter that he didn't intend to interfere in his
work, but noted that Republican members "do not necessarily share my concern."
He suggested Fiske advise “all parties on your views of whether they should
respond" to GOP inquiries for documents and information.

In the meantime. members of both political parties issued broadsides
yesterday, with Senate Minority Leader Robert J. Dole (R-Kan.) and House
Minority Whip Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) seeking to keep public attention on the
issue while Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell (D-Maine) said hearings
could thwart Fiske's probe.

Mitchell told reporters that court rulings dismissing Iran-contra charges
against Oliver L. North showed congressional investigations "effectively
preclude" criminal prosecutions stemming from the same incidents. He called the
GOP actions a partisan effort to embarrass the president.

Dole. meanwhile, called whitewater "a case study in self-immolation.
Omissions. misstatements of fact, 'negotiated' subpoenas. behind the scenes
meetings... . have all created the impression that there's something to hide."

Gingrich demanded that Republicans on other House committees be given power
to subpoena documents related to whitewater.

In his letters to the leaders of the two banking committees yesterday, Fiske
said congressional investigatign§_would "overlap substantially" with the grand
jury's. He Cited the_dangers of congressional immunity, premature disclosure of
documents or testimony that could allow witnesses to tailor their testimony. He
said he was concerned too that hearings into the recently disclosed meetings
between White House and Treasury officials "will inevitably lead to the
disclosure of the contents of RTC referrals."

But Leach said that congressional inquiries often help, rather than hinder,
criminal investigatiggg. He noted that congressional investigators discovered
theflwhite House tapes in Watergate and that the first white House-Treasury
meeting was disclosed at a recent Senate hearing.
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Staff writer Helen Dewar contributed to
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If federal regulators had watched the shenanigans of many savings and loan
officials in the 1980s as closely as they have their own employees at the Office
of Thrift Supervision, a multibillion-dollar mop-up of the SEL industry might
have been avoided.

For the past year, the OTS, which regulates thrifts as the successor agency
to the Federal HomeLoan Bank Board, has unleashed a battalion of attorneys and
top managers to investigate and discipline employees who play in fantasy sports
leagues. sometimes called rotisserie leagues, at the agency.

The sport, which involves making up imaginary teams from the rosters of real
baseball and football lineups and then ranking them on performance factors such
as batting averages and home runs, is a favorite pastime at many government and
private offices in Washington. Nationally, it's estimated that millions play, -
with winners getting cash prizes at the end of the season.

The OTS, however, has not been a good sport about employees using the e-mail
system and work time to telegraph standings and trades. Much time has been spent
at the highest echelons of OTS trying to determine if participating in fantasy
sports leagues constitutes gambling, which is forbidden on federal property.

"It is unseemly to permit, condone or tolerate employees who use their paid
time and agency equipment to participate in so-called interactive skills
competition. Such actions constitute a betrayal of the public trust and should
be recognized as such," the agency said in a written statement in response to
press inquiries.

The fantasy dragnet has been run by Martha Lou Guest, general law deputy
chief counsel in the agency's Office of the Chief Counsel, according to internal
memos. At any given time, eight or more top managers and attorneys, including
Carolyn B. Lieberman, OTS chief counsel, were involved in rooting out the
fantasy sports scandal. Randy Thomas, senior trial attorney, did much of the
day-to-day work.

In the past year, internal OTS memosshow that employees were interrogated,
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e-mail tapes were reviewed, meetings among top managers were held, reprieves
were offered. grievances were filed, punishment was meted out. Memotraffic
flowed into OTS acting director Jonathan L. Fiechter's office.

For intrigue alone, it's almost in the league of Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan.

Things got really messy when two OTS employees who operated the league, Peter
Hull and David Sjogren, received 14-day, unpaid suspensions, without warning.
Theirs was the harshest punishment handed out, and they immediately challenged
allegations that they were gambling or misusing government equipment (They said
they spent less than 30 minutes a week on the "sport" at work).

Sjogren was warned in 1992 that he couldn't use OTS equipment for a "gambling
purpose." But both employees pointed out that supervisors and top OTS attorneys
-- even those who delivered warnings -- played in leagues at OTS and at other
agencies.

'

"Apply the misuse standard to everyone and we'll clean out the agency," said
Hull, a 31-year-old paralegal. "The scandal is how much time and money they have
devoted to this."

Sjogren, 39, who is a mid-level manager, vows to take the agency to court if
he loses his appeal. At one point, Sjogren was offered a settlement, which he
accepted, but it was withdrawn by agency higher-ups.

Howard Bluver, OTS senior counsel and a fantasy baseball player, said his
supervisors were aware of his participation and never disciplined him until the
probe started.

Other OTS employees consented to punishments such as picking up garbage on
Glebe Road, giving blood or making charitable donations.

Batter up.

TELECOMMUNICATIONSattorneys and lobbyists are getting nervous that the new
regime at the Federal Communications Commission will undo what's already been
done to lay out rules for the nascent personal communications service industry.

Today the FCC is scheduled to set forth so-called "generic rules" for PCS -
boring stuff such as who can bid, how companies will be notified, how much time
the procedures will take. It also will lay out rules for auctioning blocks of
radio spectrum needed to run wireless PCS devices.

But the more meaty issues are still under "reconsideration," as they say in
regulatese. Some 67 parties have contacted the FCC asking it to take another
look at the most important issues decided earlier, such as the size of spectrum
blocks, geographic boundaries and the role existing cellular companies play.

Sources at the agency said new FCC Chairman Reed Hundt wants a "clear-headed
review" but has "not stated his preference for any particular proposal."
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TONI COOK BUSH may have gone into private practice, but she's not forgotten.

Her name came up recently in a Federal Communications Comission inspector
general's report that criticized the agency for how it handled a matter
involving Rainbow Broadcasting Co., a minority-owned company trying to build a
television station in Orlando, Fla.

The IG report said that Bush, who was a top contender for the FCC
chairmanship before Reed Hundt was appointed, acted improperly when she
contacted Roy Stewart, chief of the FCC Mala Media Bureau. Bush reminded him
that Rainbow, which had tailed to get an extension on its construction permit,
was a minority broadcaster, the report said. Stewart told the IG that Bush
wanted to know if the actions the bureau had taken were consistent with FCC
policy on minority broadcasters.

The Washington attorney for Rainbow, according to the report, was Margot
Polivy, a former client of Bush's, who asked Bush to call the FCC. (Polivy, at
one time, represented Bush in a controversial radio licensing case involving RKO
General Inc.)

Shortly afterward, the FCC met with Rainbow and the company got its permit
back.

Though the IG considers the call from Bush out of bounds, it also concedes
that the agency's rules on such communications are unclear and need to be fixed.
Another FCC official who followed up in a later phone call with Bush called her
inquiry "innocuous."

The issue of Bush's phone call was raised in the first place because
Rainbow's permit is being challenged by a competitor who felt it should have
known about the meeting.

Bush, who is the stepdaughter of Vernon Jordan, a counselor to President
Clinton. now is a partner at Skadden Arps Slate Meagher a Flom.

Speaking on behalf of Bush, Robert Bennett, a senior attorney at Skadden
Arps, said that Bush didn't do anything wrong. In her role as senior counsel of
the Senate subcommittee on comunications, she was merely making a status call
about the case, he said. Furthermore, Bennett said, no one at the FCC told her
that Rainbow was a "restricted" proceeding," which limits outside contacts.

She didn't ask them to do anything," Bennett said. ‘It was absolutely
proper."

FREE THE FDIC CHAIR! ”

Ricki Tigert, the lawyer whose nomination to head the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. is being held hostage by Senate Republicans over the Whitewater
case, certainly has the support of her colleagues at Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher.
They've tied a yellow ribbon to her door.
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Special counsel Robert B. Fiske Jr. urged congressional leaders yesterday
to refrain from hearings on the Whitewater-Madison affair, but political
pressure was building on Capitol Hill for Democrats to accede to Republican
calls for the public airings.

Mr. Fiske, named by Attorney General Janet Reno to look into
Whitewater-Madison, said congressional hearings would "pose a severe risk to the
integrity of our investigation."

He told Senate and House leaders that hearings would overlap with an ongoing
federal grand jury investigation into accusations of financial irregularities by
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association and its ties to President and
Mrs. Clinton through Whitewater Development Corp.

Mr. Fiske said the possibility that congressional witnesses would be
granted immunity from prosecution in exchange for their testimony could make
premature public disclosures of "matters at the core of the criminal
ll'lVES_£l_Q_3E_i9l'1."

_§—_

Mr. Fiske expressed his "strong concern" about hearings in a letter to
Senate Banking Committee Chairman Donald W. Riegle, Michigan Democrat, and Sen.
Alfonse M. D'Amato, New York Republican and ranking GOP member of the panel.

"For these reasons, we request that your committee not conduct any hearings
in the areas covered by the grand 1ury;§_}nyestigatiOn_ both in Order CO avoid
compromising that investigation and in order to further the public interest in
preserving the fairness, thoroughness and confidentiality of the grand jury
process," he said.

The concerns you outline in your letter - that a parallel congressional
igyestigatign would interfere with your inquiry - are compelling and accurate,"
Mr. Riegle said in a return letter. "It is my view that the Banking Committee
should defer to your inyesEig5§ion;"

Rep. Henry B. Gonzalez, chairman of the House Banking Committee, who
received a similar letter from Mr. Fiske, responded that he had "no intention
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of taking any action that might interfere with, compromise or otherwise hinder"
the Fiske inquiry. But the Texas Democrat added that oversight hearings on the
Thrift De§3§TEEr_Protection Board are scheduled for March 24, and "I cannot
prevent members from propounding questions" about the Whitewater-Madison affair.

Mr. Fiske also said he had "similar concerns" about congressional efforts
to conduct ethics inquiries_into revelations that secret Treasury Department
briefings were held with white House officials regarding an inquiry by the
Resolution Trust Corp. into the Clintons' ties to Madison. 'i—'-
Congressional Republicans. led by Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole of Kansas

and Rep. Jim Leach of Iowa, ranking GOP member of the House Banking Committee.
have demanded hearings in both the Whitewater-Madison affair and the RTC
briefings. They rejected the Democrats‘ balking yesterday.

“The Democrat-controlled Congress has never been shy about exercising its
oversight responsibilities . . . and there's no reason to make an exception for
Whitewater," Mr. Dole said.

Mr. Leach agreed, adding, "It looks like the grass is now afire and it may
be approaching the forest" unless something is done in Congress to at least
attempt to dig into the matter.

House Speaker Thomas S. Foley and other House Democratic leaders
tentatively have agreed to hold a special meeting this week, possibly on
Thursday, to discuss the whitewater-Madison issue.

‘It has not been formalized as of yet," said an aide to Mr. Foley last
night. "But they're working on it.”

"Events are unfolding at a pace which makes it all the more imperative that
the Congress carry out its congressional oversight function," House Minority
Whip Newt Gingrich, Georgia Republican, said in letters to the Democratic
leaders requesting the meeting.

House Democratic chairmen also are considering a separate meeting on
Thursday to discuss the Whitewater-Madison tempest brewing in an election year.

"They are getting concerned that the [Democratic] leaders aren't doing
anything to stop this thing before it gets worse," one senior Democratic aide
said last night.

‘Better to go on the offensive than sit around looking like we're helping to
hide something for those bunch of clowns" at the white House, said one
Democratic committee chairman.

"I don't give a damn about the Republicans,” said a second Democratic
chairman. But "it stinks what we're not doing."

Meanwhile, Attorney General Janet Reno rejected a Republican request to
suspend Associate Attorney General Webster L. Hubbell. a longtime Clinton
confidant, until questions are resolved about his involvement in
Whitewater-Madison.
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Mr. Hubbell, a former law partner of Hillary RodhamClinton's. represented
the RTC in a lawsuit directed against Madison after Mrs. Clinton had defended
Madison before state regulators during Mr. Clinton's tenure as Arkansas
governor. The Arkansas thrift was seized by federal regulators at a cost to
taxpayers of SSOmillion.

' Paul M. Rodriguez contributed to this report.
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President Clinton yesterday defended his wife against charges of impropriety
in the escalating Whitewater-Madison affair but conceded that he was told
privately last October of a federal probe of a failed Arkansas thrift tied to
the Clintons.

The president defended Hillary RodhamClinton's ethics as a lawyer but
declined an opportunity to deny the accuracy of a dispatch in yesterday's
editions of The Washington Times that she ordered the shredding of documents at
Little Rock's Rose Law Firm after a New York Times report first raised the
Whitewater-Madision issue during the 1992 presidential campaign.

Meanwhile, Mr. Clinton was expected to name Lloyd Cutler, 76, who served in
several Democratic administrations, as White House counsel. Word spread across
Washington that Mr. Cutler would be chosen, possibly as early as today, to
replace Bernard W. Nussbaum, who quit under fire on Saturday, and Counselor
David Gergen stopped just short of confirming the rumor last night on ABC—TV's
"Nightline."

Mr. Clinton was resolute in his defense of the first lady yesterday.

"I have never known a person with a stronger sense of right and wrong in my
life," Mr. Clinton said in comments reminiscent of his defense of his wife when
Democratic presidential challenger Jerry Brown first raised the Whitewater issue
in 1952.

-"I am just telling you," said the president, thumping the podium for
emphasis during a remarkable news conference with Georgian President Eduard
Shevardnadze that was dominated by questions about Whitewater-Madison. “The
American people can worry about something else. Her moral compass is as strong
as anybody's in the country, and they will see that."

As Mr. Clinton fended off Whitewater-Madison questions, White House
officials braced for another round of subpoenas, possibly targeting Mrs.
Clinton and Chief of Staff Thomas F. "Mack" McLarty, in the wake of new press
reports of their involvement in Whitewater-Madison.
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Mr. McLarty helped to arrange one of three meetings during which White
House officials discussed the president's name in the criminal probe of
Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan Association, owned by James B. McDougal,
the Clintons‘ partner in Whitewater Development Corp.

The second meeting, on Oct. i0, took place to discuss how to handle press
inquiries about the criminal link to the Clintons in the probe. according to a
senior administration official.

It was after that meeting, Mr. Clinton laid yesterday, that he was made
aware of the so-called ‘criminal referral" by the Resolution Trust Corp. (RTC).
which oversees SAL bailouts, but laid he did not rememberwho told him.

white House officials vehemently deny that anyone in the meetings told Mr
Clinton about the substance of the accusations.

"I became aware of - I don't know when, but sometime in October, I became
aware of the RTC finding with regard to the question - the referral, I think
it'l called, on the question of whether my campaign benefited improperly from
checks which allegedly came from the SGL and I knew about that," Mr. Clinton
laid.

As he fidgeted with typed notes, the president added, "I don't remember when
. - I knew-about it. or who told-mo about it, but it was just sort of presented as a
fact, a decision that had been made by the government."

As White House fanned out on news and talk shows to carry out damage
control, political pressure was building on Capitol Hill to hold
Whitewater-Madison hearings sought by Republicans. Special counsel Robert B.
Fiske, Jr. urged congressional leaders not to-hold hearings for fear it might
taint the ongoing grand jury probe.

Democratic and Republican House leaders were expected to meet privately -
possibly by Thursday - to discuss Whitewater-Madison.

Mr. Clinton insisted yesterday that the investigatiog into his failed
Whitewater real estate venture in northern Arkansas was not similar to the
Watergate scandal that brought down President Nixon.

"There will not be a cover-up. There will not be an abuse of power in this
office and there is no credible charge that I violated any law. . . . This is
going to be a very different thing," Mr. Clinton said.

As for the documents Mrs. Clinton is accused of ordering shredded, Mr.
Clinton said: "Law firms dispose of their documents all the time. And I did not
read the article, but I understand the article didn't purport to say what the
contents of any of the files were."

Mr. Clinton's defense came as White House Deputy Counsel Joel Klein issued
new rules outlining how all White House staff - including Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
- should handle papers and electronic messages demandedunder a
Whitewater-related subpoena issued last Friday.

Administration officials were told Friday to stop burning, shredding or
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disposing of anything until they checked for papers covered by the subpoena.
There were mountains of garbage at the White House yesterday and an empty
garbage can for disposal of burn-bag ashes.

"It's getting pretty deep and stinky here," said an administration official.

By late last night, all documents and computer memoswere to have been
collected. They will be carted away by Mr. Fiske's prosecutors later this
week.

Earlier this year, the White House turned over some 10 cartons of documents
related to the Whitewater-Madison probe to Justice Department investigators
before Mr. Fiske was appointed by Attorney General Janet Reno.

Mr. Fiske's subpoenas of 10 current and former administration officials
target any information related to the three meetings between White House counsel
and Treasury officials about the Whitewater-Madison investigation.

At a sept. 29 meeting, White House Counsel Bernard W. Nussbaum and
Treasury Deputy Counsel Jean Hanson met to discuss the RTQ prggg, which is
looking into whether Madison improperly funneled money to Mr. Clinton's 1984
gubernatorial campaign or Whitewater.

g _ gAt that meeting, Ms. Hanson told Mr. ‘Nussbaum that the Clintons had been“ M
named in a "criminal referral" but were not accused of wrongdoing.

It was after the second meeting that Mr. Clinton was told of his connection
to the probe.

Mr. Clinton said he was unaware of a third meeting in February when Deputy
Treasury Secretary and acting RTC head Roger C. Altman discussed the Madison

.2£9DF

Mrs. Clinton's deputy press secretary, Neel Lattimore, told the Associated
Press the first lady did not know about the meetings or the.inuestigati9n of
possible improper donations until she read about them in news accounts.

GRAPHIC: Photo (color), Hillary's ‘moral compass’: President Clinton answers a
question about his wife's role in Whitewater during a news conference yesterday
with Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze., By Ruth Fremson/The Washington
Times
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President Clinton casually stuck his hands in his pockets, then folded them

on the lectern. Except when he passionately vouched for the character of Hillary
RodhamClinton, he sounded curiously low-key Monday in the face of persistent
questions about the Whitewater controversy.

.-...,‘..-I.\-1-1" - -~~ - ' '

But what appeared to be a premeditated attempt to seem cool and unruffled
belied the pace of events rapidly reeling out of his control, including a hectic
search for subpoenaed documents within the white House.

Despite his attempt to convey an air of calm, it was hardly a routine day for
Clinton.

For the second time in four days, Clinton stood next to an important foreign
leader at a news conference designed to showcase his leadership on the world
stage-only to be sidetracked by nagging questions inspired by an Arkansas real
estate venture.

"I have been forthcoming, I will continue to be forthcoming. There will not
be a cover-up. There will not be an abuse of power in this office. And there is
no credible charge that I violated any law," Clinton said as President Eduard
Shevardnadze of the former Soviet republic of Georgia, who was there to discuss
economic aid and UN peacekeeping troops in Georgia, stood blank-faced next to

him.

Clinton underwent a similar grilling last Friday in the presence of Ukrainian
President Leonid Kravchuk.

Clinton stoutly defended his wife against a report in the Washington Times
that she ordered papers shredded during the 1992 presidential campaign at her
office at the Rose Law Firm in Little Rock, Ark.

‘I have never known a person with a stronger sense of right and wrong in my
life," Clinton said in his only display of emotion. "Her moral compass is as
strong as anybody's in this country."
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As he spoke, garbage cans in the White House were filled to overflowing,
waiting for top officials to review their paper records, computer files, "burn
bags“ and even their wastebanketa to comply with subpoenas issued Friday by
special counsel Robert Fiske.

what brought Clinton and his administration to this point were recent
disclosures that his aides had met at least three times with Treasury Department
officials to discuss the failure of Madison Guaranty Savings and Loan and its
relationship to Whitewater Development Corp., a real estate venture in which the
Clintons shared an interest with James McDougal, the thrift's owner.

The meetings led to the resignation Saturday of White House counsel Bernard
Nussbaum and to subpoenas issued him and nine other current and former
administration officials.

The subpoenas asked that anything related to the meetings be turned over to a
federal grand jury by Thursday. Deputy White House counsel Joel Klein issued six
pages of instructions to the approximately 400 officials who work in the White
House and are thus covered by the subpoenas, which instructed them to turn over
their records to Klein by Monday night for review.

An administration official, who briefed reporters on condition of anonymity,
suggested it was unlikely that Clinton would invoke any claim of executive
privilege and refuse to turn over his papers, though he said there had not yet
been a final determination. Such a claim would surely launch a constitutional
battle between the White House and Fiske, and recall the fight over such claims
made by President Richard Nixon during the Watergate scandal.

The official added that the Clintons may not have any additional materials to
produce since they already had complied with a Justice Department subpoena in
December for all Whitewater-related documents. In addition, Clinton said Monday
that he had no knowledge of any of the meetings with Treasury Department
officials until they became public recently.

In a late-September session with Jean Hanson. deputy counsel in the Treasury
Department, Nussbaum learned that the Resolution Trust Corp. was going to refer
to the Justice Department questions about whether Clinton's 1984 re-election
campaign for Arkansas governor had benefited from checks issued improperly by
Madison Guaranty Savings. The referral did not become public knowledge until
The Washington Post reported it Oct. 31.

"Bernie did not tell the president or the first lady," said another senior
White House official, who suggested that Clinton may have learned about the
referral only when reporters started asking questions about it.

Clinton said he learned "sometime in October" from someone whose identity he
can't remember about the RTC referral.

"I didn't think much about it at the time," Clinton said. "It was just
something that I absorbed. It was told to me just as something that the
government had decided to do. Otherwise, I was not aware of any of these
things."

Meanwhile, administration officials and associates of Lloyd N. Cutler were
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quoted late Monday as saying the president had chosen Cutler. the white House
counsel under President Jimmy Carter, to return to the ]Ob temporarily until the
battered office is reorganized and a permanent white House lawyer is selected.

Cutler, a highly regarded washington lawyer, is to serve without pay during
his interim posting and will remain in the White House for no longer than six
months, the associates said.

After a weekend in which some Republicans compared the case to Watergate. the
GOP leadership continued to hammerClinton and called for congressional
hearings.

"If there's been no wrongdoing, there should be nothing to hide," Senate
Minority Leader Bob Dole of Kansas said on the Senate floor.

Democratic resistance to hearings received a boost from Fiske, who sent a
letter to the Senate Banking Committee warning that congressional hearings
"would pose a severe risk to the integrity of our investigation.".11;-‘1~ -1
The president. Mrs. Clinton and his top aides argued that they are victims of

a partisan plot.

"This is a well-organized and well-financed attempt to undermine my husband,
and by extension, myself, by people who have a different political agenda or
have another personal or financial reason to attack us," Mrs. Clinton said in
an interview with Elle magazine.

The president rejected comparisons to Watergate and took the offensive,
saying Republicans risk public outrage by being "blatantly partisan" and using
the uproar as an excuse for not dealing with issues such as health care.

No one has accused me of any abuse of authority in office," Clinton said.

In an orchestrated effort at damage control, Chief of Staff Thomas "Mack"
McLarty and senior adviser George Stephanopoulos echoed similar sentiments in
television interviews.

GRAPHIC; PHOTO; PHOTO: At a press conference Monday to discuss foreign policy,
President Clinton finds himself passionately defending his wife, Hillary. AP
photo.
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